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: SUCCESSFUL FARMING 
THE MAGAZINE OF FARM BUSINESS AND FARM HOMES 

MEREDITH PUBLISHING COMPANY 
sees DES MOINES,IOWA 

DEPARTMENT May 15 1939 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison Wisconsin 

Dear Doctor Leopold: 

In reply to your letter of March 21, I want to point 
out that the reason we have been so long in answer- 
ing is that we have been discussing the possibility 

of some of our other departments underwriting part of 

the cost for a thoro survey. While, as usual, they 

are very enthusiastic about the survey, they do not é 

want to pay for it. Since the survey would be pri- 

marily usable at the present time for our advertising 

men and of real secondary value to the editorial de- 

; partment, we camot feel justified in going ahead 

without the okay of the advertising men. 

I am thinking here of the more detailed surveys, be- 

cause there is no particular point in going into such 

a survey, unless we do make it detailed and authorita- 

tive. 

I shall continue to bore from within, to see if I can 

change the essential sales philosophy regarding this 

project. 

You may believe that we are very grateful to you for 

your co-operation, and the thought you have given our 

problems. 

Cordially 

—-Hugh- eae eaters ae ae 

me 

NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT PHILADELPHIA ATLANTA SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES



424 University Farm Place 
March 21, 1939 

Division of Wildlife Management 

Mr. Hugh Gurtis 
Successful Farming : ‘ 
Meredith Publishing Company 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Mr. Curtis: 

The mapping job could be as thorough es you want to make it, 
and run from $100 to $600 in cost. 

at For $100 we could merely collect from the several states 
the best information available (1t would be of spotty quality) and the f 
original distributions would have to be omitted. 

Job 2. For $600 a student could give the job a year, include 
original boundaries as well as zones of advance or retreat by (let us say) 
decades in many cases; the result would be sufficiently authoritative to 
have a sale value as "separates" or as a tulletin. It would inelude a 
series of articles. 

I would be much keener about the second alternative. You could 
run the material first, and then the university could bring it out as a 
bulletin “in cooperation with Suecessful Farming. " 

If you could make it $600 per year for two years, a student 
could make it a thesis and sive it his undivided attention; we could set 
a landmark that would be quoted s11 over the world (mixed metaphor, but 
you kmow what I mean). 

I can't commit the University to Job 2 without consulting others, 
but I would like to find out first what you have in mind, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
wh Professor of Wildlife Management



SUCCESSFUL FARMING 
THE MAGAZINE OF FARM BUSINESS AND FARM HOMES 

MEREDITH PUBLISHING COMPANY 
DES MOINES,!IOWA 

EDITORIAL 

oe March 15, 1939 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Wildlife Management 

University of Wisconsin 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Doctor Leopold: 

I have passed your letter of February 18 around to 
various members of our staff, and they all expressed 
interest in the possibility of one of your students 
doing a game distribution map for us, which might 

| cover the United States, or at least the thirteen 

midwestern states and New York and Pennsylvania. 

Approximately, what would be the cost of having such 

a map prepared? We would, of course, want to pay 

the student you selected according to the scale that 

is customary in your department. 

If you would be so kind as to let me know whether or 

not, in six months or so, we might expect an accurate 

game distribution map of the territories we have men- 

tioned, and just what the cost to us would be, I shall 

hasten to get a final decision from various members 

of the Successful Farming staff. 

Believe me, we appreciate your co-operation. 

Cordially, 

Hugh Curtis =e 

me 

NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT PHILADELPHIA ATLANTA SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES



= University Farm Place 
ebruary 18, 1 

Division of Wildlife Management 999 

Mr. Hugh Curtis 
Successful Farming 
Meredith Publishing Company 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Mr. Curtis: 

The absence of even fairly good distribution maps 
is one of the astonishments that one must get used to in the 
geme field. 

I have accumulated approximate maps of most of the 
g@eme species in Wiseonsin, but in only a few cases am I able 
te extend these ranges with any accuracy over the Midwest as 
awhole. You are, of course, welcome to my material insofar as 
it exists, bet there ie a beautiful epportunity for somebody 
to greatly improve my maps by doing a little more work on then. 
My material is scattered but I could assamble it on an outline 
map. The only outline maps I have are too @mall. If you could 
easily send me a supply of outline maps of the size you want to 
use, I will gladly enter my material, but it will be incomplete. - 

Is this by any chance ef sufficient importance to you 
to warrant one of my students doing considerable work on it? 
If it should be and youcould give us six months for the job, 
I think I could send you something that would be worth publishing. 

You are, of course, welcome to my stuff as it stands. 

Yours sincerely, * 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management



SUCCESSFUL FARMING 
THE MAGAZINE OF FARM BUSINESS AND FARM HOMES 

MEREDITH PUBLISHING COMPANY 
DES MOINES,JOWA 

EDITORIAL 

DEPARTMENT 

February 16, 1939 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I have been trying to get a map or a list of the 

ranges of small game thruout the Midwest. That is, 
I want to know what is considered rabbit country, 
what is considered quail country, what is considered 

pheasant range, and so on. If possible, I should 
like this information so thet I may make up a rough- 
ly accurate borderline map. The Bureau of Biological 

Survey tells me that they do not have anything avail- 

able on the subject. 

As a reader and an admirer of your several texts, 

I thought that you might be able to give me another 
tip. Anything that you can do to put us on the 

right track toward securing material of this sort 

will be appreciated. 

? Cordially, 

ah en 

Hugh Curtis 

re 

NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT PHILADELPHIA ATLANTA SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES



42h University Farm Place 
November 14, 1938 

Division of Wildlife Management 

Mrs. Helen Mann 
204 Second Avenue North 
Estherville, Iowa 

Dear Mrs. Mann: 

I am glad to know of your interest in conservation 
education, but I have no particular suggestion as to salaried 
openings in this field. There are as yet no standardized 
avenues for such work. Your best bet, I think, is to fit it 
into the local education set-up in some way. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management



: 204 Second Ave. N 
Estherville, Lowa 
November 8, 1928 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

In your forum on Conservation held at Des Moines, 
the statement was made that you would like a “mature scholar" 
Qualified to deal With the educational aspect of conservation. 
Before hearing this, I had discovered for myself that the 
school children are not being offered much information on the 

subject, and the pamphlets sent out by the various commissions 
are not written in the vocabulary of the student. 

I attended the Conservation School with the idea 
of finding a place where I could work on this educational 
phase. Before the school opened 1 visited the city library 
listing and noting the content of the children's books on 
subjects pertaining to the soil, forests, water and game. 
Only one book (Adventures of a Grain of Dust by Hallam 
Hawksworth, 1922, Scribners) taught a valuable conservation 
lesson, and it had been popular with the young readers. 

At the teachers' meeting this year, English teachers 
cited tne greater need for literature written in simple words 
for older students of low reading ability. It seems to me that 

@ survey of the material you have on hand and adapting it for 
school use is something I can do. Please investigate my quali- 
fications and tell me where my services can be used. 

Very sincerely yours, 

/ fe f a in )- f 

(Pre!) Ven Pha



Qualifications: 

Education: Bachelor of Arts degree, English major. 
Master of Arts in Speech, Columbia Univ. 

Teaching: Nine years in junior and senior high 

school, teaching English, speech, dramatics. 
Night classes for adults. 
One year in junior college, teaching speech. 

Personal: Age 27; health perfect. 

Writing: One year in the publicity department of 
the Community Fund, St. Louis, where writing 
news items, speeches and educational publicity 
is the order of the day. 

Writing and producing children's plays and 
church pageants. ‘this summer I wrote and 
directed the Emmet County Historical Pageant 
in which about 500 people participated. 

Travel: General acquaintance with the United States 
from New Jersey to California, thorough ac- 

: quaintance with Iowa, Missouri and tne Dakotas. 

Interests; Varied reading, chiefly neture, nistory, 
travel. : 
Active interest in outdoor lite, hiking, 
fishing snd archery. 

Acquaintance with the rural, consolidated and town 
scnools of smmet county, through private 
lessons with individual pupils, through 
substitute teaching in these schools, and 
through coaching of plays and entertainments. 

References: Dr. G. G Griffith, President Chamber of 
Commerce, Estherville 

Mr. M. A. Balkema, Emmet County Farm Bur- 
eau, Kstherville 

Kev. Fred D. Sawyer, istherville 
Miss Marie Sorum, County Supt. of Schools, 

Estherville. 

Mrs. Helen M. Mann 
Estherville, Lowa
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

IN REPLY REFER TO 

Iowa State College, 
Zoology Department, 
Ames, iowa, 
November 4, 1937. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
1532 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold; 

In answer to your letter of November 2; 

I am sorry to say but I do not have the 

sex ratio figures on Eobwhites taken in Iowa 
1934-1936. I do know that such information was 
obtained by the Conservation Commission for 1934 
to 1935. I suggest that you write to Mr. Fred 
Schwob, Chief of Fish and Game, Iowa Conservation 
Commission, Des Moines, Iowa for their figures. 

My teal publication will probably be out next 
month. It is being published by the Collegiate Press, 
Ames, Iowa. I expect that you will be asked to 
review it. It is coming out under the title, The 
Blue-winged Teal, Its Ecology and Management. 

Expecting to see you in Madison next week, 

I am, 

teege very truly, 

Neal eamnt— 

Logyn Dennett, 
Associate Biologist.



a. 1 Eo 

June 6, 1936 

Mr, Harold S, Thomas 
Atterney at Law 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Harold: 

The "old times" material, in so far as I have had time to 
gather it, is incorporated in the manuscript "Game Survey of Iowa" 
submitted September 12, 1932. Your Commission declined to publish 
this, tut the marmmseript is on file in their library (1f they have 
one). I think another one is on file at Ames. 

If your junior manual covers states other than Iowa, I 
would need many months for any sort of a job. I've been compiling 
equivalent material for Wisconsin for five years, It's a long job. 

If, after you look at the “Game Survey," you think I have 
misapprehended what you want, come back at me. I am anxious to 
help in every way I can, This, to me, is too important a job to do 
lightly. Let me have your reaction after you have looked at the 
mamseript, Of course, only parts of the mamseript deal with this 
subject. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

Signed in 
Mr. Leopold's absence i



<a e JAY N, DARLING, HONORARY PRESIDENT FRANK C. GOODMAN, VICE PRESIDENT 

_ et VICE PRESIDENT GAIL A. PETERSON, SECRETARY-TREASURER 

dows Bivision 

Izaak Walton League of Amerira 
DEFENDER OF WOODS, WATERS AND WILD LIFE 

| {¥ 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

June 4, 1936 DES MOINES, IOWA 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
% University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Among the many other duties you took on, was the promise to 

get out for me a statement of the condition of this country with 
respect to wild life at the time the early settlers started their 

colonization work. 

We want to use this as part of the text these junior Izaak 

Walton League boys are to study, and Iknow of no one who could give 
it more accurately than you can. il wish in your statement you would 
cover in general the different species of game and birds. For in- 
stance, show the countless number of pigeon and curlew, grouse, etc., 
the natural cover, etc. 4in other words, paint the picture that we 
have in our mind when we say we are attempting to restore the America 
of our ancestors. If we are going to teach conservation, the first 
thing we must make these boys thoroughly understand is what this 
country actually was in the first place. 

The next text we are going to provide is one showing the 
present condition, with the causes that brought it there. 

The next will be some general plans of how we can restore 
these species. 

We expect to compile all of this in mimeograpfed form, at 
least, and each boy who applies to join the organization will be 
given one to study. He is a pure tenderfoot and belongs temporarily 
to an organization that he cannot become a permanent member of until 
he can pass a satisfactory examination on this course. Once having : 
done that, we will follow the general plan of the national organiza- 
tion in having him advance from pathfinder, guide, ranger, etc. 
His last step at eighteen, will be becoming a full-fledged member 
of the League. We will attempt to start with a good nucleus of the 
sons of members; from there I think we will direct our attention 
particularly to the right kind of boys whose fathers are not members. 

The next big objective will be to attempt to install a



Aldo Leopold 
Page 2 

regular course in our public schools. 

This work is discouraging, guy. It seems there are so few 
fellows who really are interested enough to learn something about 

it and then actively take a part. 

I am inclosing a little poem lran across the other day in 
THE SATURDAY EVENING POST. I am stre you will enjoy it as much as 
z. did. 

With personal regards and thanks for your help on this, l 

an 

Sincerely yours, 

HAROLD S. THOMAS 
1004 Equitable Pldg. 
Des Moines, lowa 

HSTtIVL 
Ines 4.



BOY WITH DOG 
By Carolyn Wilson Link 

Across the ordered lawns they chase, 
Clearing the hedges with a bound, 
Each with a young, ungainly grace, 
The ardent boy, the eager hound. 

Gne fetches as the other throws, 
Alert to close the instant arc; 
They shout together and whe knows 
Which is the laughter, which the bark? 

In equal combat, breast to breast, 
They roll and pant; the romping ends. 
Blue eyes and tawny, asthey rest, 
Exchange the confidence of friends. 

Look long and do not speak; hold fast 
This golden moment while you can. 
The dog forgets he is a beast, 
The boy forgets he is a man.



: i : 

1532 University Ave, 

May 25, 1936 

Mr, B, H, Purcell 
807 HN, 13th St, 
Keokuk, Iowa 

Dear Mr, Pureells 

I am glad to have the outline of your book and 
will be glad to diseuss the project with you, It would be 
impossible, however, for the superintendent of schools or 
myself to judge of the adequacy of execution from an outline : 
alone, I can only offer you my conviction of the importance 
of this job. : 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
o Professor of Game Management



Keokuk, Ia. 
May 16, 1936. 

Mr. Alde Leopold, Director, 
Department of Conservation 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisc. 

My dear Mr. Leopeld; 

I am taking the liberty of writing you 
about the text book which I am preparing under the heading 
of Junior Conservation Corps. Mrs. Mildred Rebertson told 
you of this work and you perhaps Know semething of the program 
we are carrying on at gst. John's Military Academy in the 
sunmer camp. The sutline, which is enclosed, tells pretty 
definitely of the field I have covered. Ihe book is well 
illustrated with photographs and illustrations. I said book, 
but I meant the manuscript; the plan of having the book 
planographed has been changed. I am planning on approaching 
a publisher within a few week@. +o have the book planographed, 
Would necessitate having some bookstore take charge of the 
sales and Iwas not informed of this until a few days ago. 
Perhaps the job was too larce an undertaking for the company 
that had planned on putting it out. 

W.F.Grimmer of the Wisconsin Conservation 
Department and Bill schuenke of the Biological survey, (sta- 
tioned in Wisconsin), are familiar with my work. If you find 
it convenient, I would appreciate your taking this to the 
State superintendent of schools to get his idea ag to whether 
this type of book will meet the needs of the Wisconsin schools. 

I will be in Delafield about June 23 and 
will endeavor to call on you at the university some time 
during the following week. Our camp. starts on June 29. The 
finished book will contain about 500 pages and can be used 
for extra-curricular work as well as a classroom text. Any 
criticisms you have to offer will be appreciated, 

E.H.Purcell Vv yours, 
807 Ni 13th gt. 
Keokuk, Ia. 1c ete



JUNIOR CONSERVATION CORPS 

Chapter 1. 

Organization and Administration: 

Development of organization, 
history of necd, laws of conservation, meetings and pro- 
grams, ofiicers, disciplinary measures, objectives, etc. 

Chapter 2. 

Achievement Chevrons: 
Illustrations of chevrons awarded for 

avhievement in the difrerent fields ana tests required 
for acquiring. 

Chapter 3. 

Conservation: 
Erosion control; gullies, fields; planting 

trees and shrubs; cover, meadows and water; flushing 
bars; fencing, natural feeders; constructed feeders; 
lean-to, teepee feeder, circle fesder, corn-shock Teeder; 
gathering feed; aquatic vegetation (fish and birds); 
wildflswers. 

Stream improvement; riprapping, sandbags, 
breakwater methods; willows, wingdams; fish shelter; 
Spawning beds; fish rescue, identification, planting; 3 
aquatic predator control; oysters and clams; water table; 
spring protection; pollution, city, factory, mine, 
silting, fish, live-stock,. 

Chapter 4, 

Game Animals; 
(28 species), common and scientific names, 

description, range, habitat, propagation and conservation, 
; natural and acquired enemies, food, methods of taking, 

general discussion. 
Chapter 5. 

Game Birds; 
(32 species), common and scientific names, des- 

cription, range, habitat, propagation and conservation, 
enemies, food, general discussion. 

Uhapter 6. 

Game Fish: 
(18 species), common and scientific names, descrip- 

tion, range, habitat, propagation and conservation, 
enemies, food, methods of taking, general discussion.



Chapter 7. 

Forestry: 
(25 species of trees and shrubs), common and scientif- 

ic names, description, range, habitat, uses to man, general 
discussion, forest fires, planting, etc. 

Chapter 8. 

Camp Sanitation; 
Campsites, prevention of fires, care of 

water supply, prevention of pollution, sewage and garbage 
disposal, etc. 

Chapter 9. 

Camp Cookery: 
Preparing game for cooking, cooking fires, 

methods of cooking, preparing camp foods, recipes, etc. 

Chapter 10. : 

First-aid in tne Field; 
Blood control, artificaial respira- : 

tion, poisons, unconsciousness, burns, bone injuries, freez- 
ing, transportation (land and water), 15 points of safe- 
ty, friction injuries, gunshot wounds, fish-hook acci- 
dents, joint injuries, bandaging, snake and insect. bites. 

Chapter ll. : : 

Bait Casting: 
Methods of tishing, equipment, lessons in 

bait casting, uses of various lures. 

Chapter 12, 

Lure Construction: 
viscussions of various lures; construction 

of plugs, hair lures, spinners; methods of preducing action 
in ures; materials and designs; etc. 

Chapter 13. 

Fly Casting: 
Equipment, lessons in rly casting, proper use 

of equipment designed ter fly casting. 

: Chapter 14, : 

#ly Pying: 
' biscussions of various lures, construction of 

wet and dry flies, bass bugs, streamers, hair lures, etc.



: Chapter 15. 

Safety With Firearms: 
; Rules and illustrations designed to 
prevent accidents in the home and on the field. 

Chapter 16. 

Hunting Dogs: 
(21 species), history of origin, their uses, : 

encouragement of ownership. 

Chapter 17. 

Predator Control; 
(29 species), good and bad points shown, 

attention called to those that should be protected, when 
and where. 

; Chapter 18. 

Trophy Mounting: 
Mounting of specimens; museums and their 

uses; lessons in mounting great horned owls for use as 
: crow decoys; mounting of game birds and game fish; clearly, 

illustrated, step by step. 

Chapter 19. 

Literary Achievement: 

For the express purpose of producing 

interest in photography and writing of wildlife. Preparation 
of scientific papers, photography of wildlife, writing 

poetry of wildlife, knowledge of sources of reference 
material, knowledge of sources of obtaining equipment; 
general knowledge of all fields covered in the text. 

E.H.Pureell



— DES MOINES PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

Foe ee DEPARTMENT OF ADULT EDUCATION 
DIVISION OF PUBLIC FORUMS 

GARFIELD BUILDING 

Des MOINES, IOWA 

J.W. STUDEBAKER, SUPERINTENDENT 
R. Il. GRIGSBY, DirRECTOR 

February 28, 1936 

Dr. Waldo Leopold, 
C/o University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Dr. Leopold: 

We are conducting here in Des Moines an outstanding experiment 
in adult civic education by means of public forums. In our 
progrem for the coming year we are desirous of presenting some 
lectures upon the subject of "Conservation of Our Natural 
Resources." Mr. Jay N. Darling of this city has suggested 
that it might be possible to secure your services for one 

week of lectures in our forums next year. 

Please let me know whether or not you might come to us for 
one week in October or November next or in March or April, 
1937 to deliver five lectures on this most important subject 
and indicate the honorarium which you would expect to receive 

. for this service. 

The above is not to be understood to be a definite comnitment 
upon our part or yours to this engagement but is merely a 
tentative inquiry to see whether or not it might be possible 
for us to match dates. 

Sincerely yours, 

RG/H DIRECTOR OF ADULT EYJCATION 

3 od by alrol® “a a 

oe wi
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‘we as Moines Publie Forums... 
SCHEDULE OF MEETINGS, FEBRUARY 17 TO MARCH 28, 1936 

To the Citizens of Des Moines: | 

The Des Moines Public Forums bring to you during ) 
the next six weeks outstanding leaders in discussions of VA 
interesting and vital subjects. Their detailed schedules | et ), ay 
appear on the face and back of this announcement. | if 

Decide now to devote at least one evening each week to aS ( 
“following the forums.”’ Broaden your interests. Choose Vil 4 
one leader’s series of discussions and resolve to hear it Tie 
through. (ol 

There is no cost for admission; all meetings are WW 

free to the public at all times. If you lose this schedule WI 
consult the newspapers for daily and weekly announce- 1" 
ments of forum meetings. i 

4 
Se us PUBLIC YY FORUMS Baa... 

A. W. MERRILL, Deo MOINES 
Acting Superintendent of Schools. 

»y SUBJECTS TO]BE!DISCUSSED BY WALTER J. MILLARD---8:00 to 9:15 P. M.* 

a General Theme: Good City Government---Getting It and Keeping It 

ce 
ee. 

co WALTER J. MILLARD, field secretary of the National Municipal League, was born and educated in England as an elec- 

L Bet trical and mechanical engineer. “Since 1901 when he came to this country he has devoted himself to the effort to improve the 

’ os organization and administration of city government. In so doing he has probably spoken on city government to more people 
in more places than any other man. 

hi North ast City Library] Roosevelt incoin Younker’s 
3 8th & E. 13th & Ist & 45th & S.W. 9th | Tea Room 

Subjects College Walker Locust Center & Loomis |seh & Walnut 

|__Monday Tuesday | Wednesday | Thursday | Friday Saturday 

1. The City and the Power Machine Feb: 17/ | Peb= 18 || Feb. 19) | eb: 20 || eb 21)|Pvebi 22 

2. The Two Broad Divisions of City Government _ Feb. 24 | Feb. 25 | Feb. 26 | Feb.#27'|) Feby28)|) Feb, 29 

3. The Controlled Executive or City Manager Plan of 
Government a =o __| Mar. 2 | Mar. 3} Mar. 4] Mar. 5 | Mar. 6] Mar. 7 

4. The Representative Body in City Government Mar. 9] Mar. 10 | Mar. 11 | Mar. 12 | Mar. 13 | Mar. 14 

5. Knowing and Weighing Results in City Government Mar. 16 | Mar. 17 | Mar. 18 | Mar. 19 | Mar. 20 | Mar. 21 

6. The Citizen’s Job in City Government Mar. 23 | Mar. 24 | Mar. 25 | Mar. 26 | Mar. 27 | Mar. 28 

*Except at Younker’s Tea Room, where a Saturday luncheon meeting is held from 12:30 to 2:00 P. M., and at Bankers Life Insurance Company, 
Home Office Building, 6th and Grand Ave., 12th Floor, where a Wednesday afternoon meeting, open to the public, is held from 4:15 to 5:30 P’ M. 

, < SUBJECTS TO BE DISCUSSED BY MELINDA ALEXANDER---8:00 to 9:15 P. M.* 
ae i i 

— Le General Theme: Women in a Changing World 

52 SE MELINDA ALEXANDER was borin Nebraska, grew up in Montana, studied-taw-at Northwestern-University, and prac 
e ey ticed law in New York. For the past several years, Miss Alexander has traveled extensively as a lecturer and investigator 

a of the drift in politics, industry and finance. She is the author of ‘‘Machine Gun Diplomacy” and ‘‘Russia in the Second 

Decade.” 

: Wallace Hubbell | Hotel Eimwood Rice Sabin 
* E. 13th & 42nd & Kirkwood Bist & Beaver 5th & 

Subjects Cleveland Center att Watant University | at Adams College 

eae Monday |~ Tuesday | Wednesday _| Wednesday |~ Thursday Friday 
1. Popular Illusions, Ancient and Modern, about Women | Feb. 17 | Feb. 18 | Feb. 19 | Feb. 19 | Feb. 20 | Feb. 21 

2. Personal Observations of Women’s Status in Com- 
munist Russia, Nazi Germany, and Facist Italy Feb. 24 | Feb. 25 | Feb. 26 | Feb. 26 | Reb.-27 || Feb, 28 

3. What is Happening to the Women of the Orient? _| Mar. 2\| Mar. 3 | Mar. 4 | Mar. ©] Mar 5))-Marv6 

4, Social, Economic and Political Trends Affecting Amer- 
ican and European Women Mar. 9 | Mar. 10 | Mar. 11 | Mar. 11 | Mar. 12 | Mar. 13 

5. Is the Emancipation of American Women a Civilizing 
Influence in the World Today? Rs _Mar. 16 | Mar. 17 | Mar. 18 | Mar. 18 | Mar. 19 | Mar. 20 

6. Will ‘the New Woman” Fulfill a Higher Destiny than 
Women of the Past? Mar. 23 | Mar'24 | Mar. 25 | Mar. 25 | Mar. 26 | Mar. 27 

*Except at Hotel Kirkwood, where a Wednesday luncheon meeting is held from 12:00 to 1:30 P.M. and at Bankers Life Insurance Company, 
Home Office Building, 6th and Grand Avenue, 12th Floor, where a Monday afternoon meeting, open to the public, is held from 4:15 to 5:30 P.M. 

Issued by the Board of Directors of the Des Moines Public Schools 

(OVER)



Le ee 
a= : 

a — SUBJECTS TO BE DISCUSSED BY JOHANNES STEEL---8:00 to 9:15 P. M.* 

ak J iB General Theme: Failures of Dictatorship 

| a JOHANNES STEEL, foreign editor of the New York Evening Post, was educated at Heidelberg, Geneva, and Oxford. As 

= 2 a economic adviser to the German government between 1927 and 1932 he traveled widely in Europe, North America, South 

as em" | & | America, and the Far East. Besides contributions to Current History, Today, The Nation, etc., he is the author of ‘Hitler 

is ae as Frankenstein,” “The Second World War,” etc. 

East D. M. 
Roosevelt Lincoln North East Club Rooms} Harding 

* 45th & S. W. 9th 8th & E. 13th & E. 5th & Euclid at 
Subjects Center & Loomis College Walker 4 Locust, Cambridge 

Monday Tuesday _| Wednesday | Thursday | Friday ecReiday 

1. The Economic and Cultural Failures of the Hitler Dic- 
__tatorship Peb, 17)| Heb. 118)| Heb. 19) Beb: 207) (Feb. 21) | Feb) 21 

2. The Dilemma of the Mussolini Dictatorship Feb. 24 | Feb. 25 | Feb. 26 | Feb. 27 | Feb. 28 | Feb. 28 

3. The Problems of the Soviet and of the Japanese Fascist 
Dictatorships Mar. 2 | Mar. 3 | Mar. 4| Mar. 5| Mar. 6 | Mar. 6 

*Except at East Des Moines Club Rooms, 7th floor Capital City Bank Bldg., East 5th and Locust, where a Friday luncheon meeting is held 
from 12:00 to 1:30 P.M. 

Le ; SUBJECTS TO BE DISCUSSED BY FRANK BOHN---8:00 to 9:15 P. M.* 

“il General Theme: Our United States Today 

> ay hy . my: FRANK BOHN, Ph.D., University of Michigan, writer and lecturer, has taught economics and history at Columbia Univer- 

é “ J sity and the University of Michigan. In recent years he has traveled widely, lecturing on domestic and international affairs. 

A frequent contributor to the New York Times and various magazines, his most recent book written in collaboration with 
Richard T. Ely is entitled, ‘The Great Change.” 

Roosevelt Lincoln North East Glab Reoris Harding 
: 45th & S. W. 9th 8th & E. 13th & E. 5th & Euclid at Subjects Center & Loomis | College Walker | Locust | Cambridge 

Monday Tuesday | Wednesday | Thursday Friday Friday 
1. Our Great Historical Parallel to the Present Age Mar: 9 | Mar.-10 | Mar. 11 | Mar. 12°} Mar. 13 | Mar. 13 

2. Fundamentals of Our American Social Problem Mar. 16 | Mar. 17} Mar. 18 | Mar. 19 | Mar. 20 | Mar. 20 
3. Labor: Its Place and Portion in Our National Life and 

National Destiny Mar. 23 | Mar. 24 | Mar. 25 | Mar. 26 | Mar. 27 | Mar. 27 

*Except at East Des Moines Club Rooms, 7th floor Capital City Bank Bldg., East 5th and Locust, where a Friday luncheon meeting is held 
from 12:00 to 1:30 P.M. 

tf =>. SUBJECTS TO BE-DISCUSSED BY GEORGE E. HAYNES---8:00 to-9:15 P. M.* 
q bs Ta. General Theme: Landholding and Social Problems 

e GEORGE E. HAYNES, a native of Arkansas, has been executive secretary of the Department of Race Relations of the 

a . Se Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America since 1922, He holds degrees from Fisk, Yale, Columbia, and the New 
fy, wai PY a York School of Social Work; has served as Y. M.C. A. secretary, executive of the National Urban League, professor of 

ont 5 as economics and sociology at Fisk University, etc. He is the author of ‘The Trend of the Races,’ “The Negro Newcomer in 
A x po. Detroit,” and many articles in leading magazines. 
& fae 

dinete | Gas’ | nlite | oa Gah | IaH | Sean 
Subjects (Illustrated) Woodland | School Garfield | 12:00-1550 stat Cancer 

Monday | Tuesday _| Wednesday | Thursday | Thursday | Friday 
1. Ethiopia Feb. 17 | Feb. 18 | Feb. 19 | Feb. 20 | Feb. 20 | Feb. 21 
2. South Africa Feb. 24 | Feb. 25 | Feb. 26] Feb. 27 | Feb. 27 | Feb. 28 

3. South Africa, continued | Mar. 2 | Mar. 3 | Mar. 4| Mar. 5 | Mar. 5 | Mar. 6 

4. Southern United States Mar. 9 | Mar. 10 | Mar. 11 | Mar. 12 | Mar. 12 | Mar. 13 

5. Southern United States, continued Mar. 16 | Mar. 17 | Mar. 18 | Mar. 19 | Mar. 19 | Mar. 20 

6. Contrasts and Parallels between South Africa and 
Southern United States Mar. 23 | Mar. 24 | Mar. 25 | Mar. 26 | Mar. 26 | Mar. 27 

*Except at Y.W.C.A., where a Thursday luncheon meeting is held from 12:00 to 1:30 P.M. 

(OVER)



New Soils Building 
April 3, 1935 

ir. Carl Johnson 
625 South Gunnison St. 
Burlington, Iowa 

Dear Mr, Johnson: 

I think you may dismiss as exceptional any actual 
ease of men hired to kill ducks in the South. This sort of 
story of course gains wide circulation as an alibi for 
excusing lack of action in the North. Moreover you can also 
be assured, I think, that the Biological Survey, in the 
event of a closure, would put an especially powerful police 
foree into the field which would soon clamp down on the worst 
abuses, both north and south. 

In response to your qestion about the Bnergency 
Conservation Committee: In my personal opinion they are some- 
times inaccurate and sometimes unfair, wat they are certainly 
out-spoken on questions which badly need to be discussed and 
on which most other organizations have pussy-footed. 

This being the case, I think the Committee is a 
useful menber ef the present set-up. 

I agree with your opinion ebout their teaching 
units and they recently quoted me to this effect. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh
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3 New Soils Building 
i" October 15, 1934 

Dr, BE, S, Parker : 
Ida Grove Shes 
Towa y : 

Dear Eds © F 

.. it may very well be that we will want to call on you for 
material which may prove to be unavailable in Wisconsin, Right how 
I am leaning toward the method of establishing a mrsery rather than 
hauling large quantities of wild matérial for a long distance, 

I an worrying, though, that Iowa should be allowing the 
prairie which you have in mind to contime to shrink without doing 
anything about it, Both the Game Commission end the Park Commission 
should have enough resourcefulness and imagination to prevent a 
catastrophe of thig lind, ; é a 

Dean Buchanan of the College was telling me only this 
morning about their efforts toward a prairie arboretum, and if the 
Commissions cannot do anything about this tract, it might be that 
he can. Could this not be squeezed in under the submarginal land 
appropriation by some not too literal-minded administrator? 

After I have given more thorouwch study to possible sources 
of material and methods of transportation and propagation, I may want 
to come back at you and take advantage of your kind suggestion, 

With kindest personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

Alevh



EDWARD S. PARKER, M.D. ROBERT B. ARMSTRONG, M. D. 

DRS. PARKER & ARMSTRONG 

IDA GROVE, lOWA 

Oct. 11, 1934. 

Dear Aldo,- 

A few days ago I drove past a large 
area of virgin Towa prarie. This tract is 
about a dozen miles N.W. of Cherokee. The man 
with whom I was driving stated that this tract 
was until recently a full square mile. A few 
years ago half of this section was broken up. 
As the tract stands now, one quarter section 
has been mowed for wild hay, the other quarter 
section was covered with five to six foot blue- 

joint. Whether or not this is to be cut for 
fodder, I am not sure, but think not, as the 
grass was ripe end beautifully colored. We 

had no time to stop to look this tract over that 

day, but I hope to do so some daye 

I though of you in connection with this, 

as you told me of your project of reproducing a 

tract of original prarie at Madison by small 

plantings in prepared ground. It might be that 
one could get fine sods for your purpose in this 
tract, or it may be that you or some one of your 

graduate students may want to inspect this area 

before it succumbs to the plough, which might be 
any day. The area is flat land. 

Tf the matter is of any interest to you 

I shall be glad to have told you about it. 

Yours cordially, 

ZN 
ON jet 

oe



New Soils Building 
May 25, 1934 

Little Brothers . 
332 Main Street : 
4mes, Towe 

Dear Sirs: 

I do not happen to kmow the spot covered by 
your letter and hence can only guess as to the species 
of game on it, It would be cither deer or prairie chickens, 
or both, j 

é I am not prepared to look up the additional : 
details. It is possible, however, that the Conservation 
Departwent will soon resume its survey of Wisconsin marsh= 
lands, in which event, if this is marshland, you could get 
an opinion on its value for sume purposes, 

The funds for federal purchase of game lands 
have turned ont to be very much less than was originally 
anticipated, and it is not likely that more than one area 
will be handled in this state, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

Alevh



INSURANCE » LOANS » CITY PROPERTY » RENTALS 

LITTLE BROTHERS 
go ieee REAL ESTATE LOANS AND ee 

INSURANCE OF ALL LINES 

OFFICE PHONE 196 332 MAIN STREET 

AMES, IOWA 

May 17th 1934 

Chief of Biology Department 
University ef Wisconsin 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir:- 

We own 600 acres of land sleng the 
U.S.Highway Ne.12 in the northern part of Monroe 
Ceunty Wisconsin, and it adjoingS a large area of 
land that should be very suitable for a Government 
Wild Life preserve. 7 

The United States Biological Survey 
at Washington D.C. wants the information sent te them as 
per enclosed form. We have filled it in partly 
but we are not able to answer question No.10. 
Could you answer this question? We know there 
are & great many deer in this area, 

Would your department be able to 
obtain from the County Recorder's Office at Sparta, Wis., 
a list of the property owners in the Sections mentioned 
below and draw a small map showing this area? 

If the addresses of the property owners 
were secured, it would be possible to write them regarding 
the land. 

The approximate area might comprise 
Section One and Two, Grant Township, Monroe County, and 
Sections 25 and 36 ef Millston Township and Sections 29 
and 30 of Knapp fownship in Jackson County, Wisconsin. 

Our tract of land is in Section one and 
twe, Township 19, Range 2 West, in Grant Township, and the 
Chicage, St. Paul, Minneapolis and Omahe Railroad runs 
thru it. The Railread might be used as the southwest 
boundary of this area, 

The land in @1l1 this area is not very 
preductive only in a very limited way and is sdapted te 
wild life. 

It being centrally located in your State, 
such a project should be of much benefit to the people



of your State, should the United States Department 
make a Wild Life preserve in this area, 

We hope the State will de all they can 
to secure it. 

Very truly yours,



ae ‘me dead 

bs 
MEMBER JACOB L. CRANE, JR. WRIGLEY BUILDING 

AMERICAN SOCIETY CIVIL ENGINEERS PLANNING CONSULTANT CHICAGO ELINOIS 
AMERICAN CITY eae INSTITUTE 
AMERICAN SOCIETY LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS 

o/o Natioml1 Planning Board 
Department of Interior 

Washington, D. C. 
May 10, 1934 

Professor: Aldo Leopold 

New Soils Building 

University of Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Enclosed is a copy of the notes by Mrs. Frankel. I am sure 

you are et liberty to use them for publication in any way you see fit, 

although I think Mrs. Frankel should be credited with supplying the 

material. I am not sending the notes to any game or forestry publi- 

cation, but only to the jarks and planning people. I hope you can 

do something with them. 

a yours, 

JCL:L



CONSERVATION PLAN 

: x Margo K. Frankel 

When J.N.Darling (better known as "Ding", the cartoonist) 

the dynamic Iowa conservationist and present Chief of the U.8. 

Bielogical Survey, promoted the making of a Conservation Plan for 

Iowa in 1931, no CCC or CWA or PWA was in sight. But the value 

of a well coordinated plan has never been more evident. 

Based on much data supplied by the scientists of Iowa, par- 

ticularly the colleges, the Board of Conservation and the Iowa 

Fish and Game Commission, and on material supplied by the whole 

state sportsmen and conservation groups and Women's Clubs, who 

were enlisted to contribute thru an extensive questionnaire, the 

Plan was made under the direetion of Jacob L. Crane, Jr, of 

Chicago and Washington, Planning Consultant. Outside experts such 

as Aldo Leopold, Professor of Game Management at the University 

of Wisconsin, and Dr. Carl L. Hubbs, head of the Institute for 

Pisheries Research at the University of Michigan, made valuable 

contributions. 

When the Federal relief work was announced, Iowa ed a work- 

ing basis not trumped up on a moment's notice or made to suit 

the demands of selfish interests, but based on scientific studies 

of roads and parks, streams and lakes, woodland and soil, from 

an economic point of view as well as from a recreational and 

aesthetic. 

Dr. G.B. MacDonald, Professor of Forestry, Ames, as Director 

of ECW for Iowa, used the Plan as a guide in laying out the work, 

First and foremost was pointed out the need of conservation



Re 

of the soil. And what did we gain from having this emphasized? 

Just this: In a state where over 96% of the land was in agricule 

tural use, with no state or federal forests, seventeen forestry 

camps were awarded to the state ‘to stop soil erosion on private : 

lands, Pive state park camps were established and details from 

the forestry camps have built dams and improved streams for fish~ 

ing --the trout stream improvement in northeast Iowa is outstanding, 

130 CWA workers paid out of Federal funds made detailed maps 

of some of the major wooded areas of the state to be ready to get 

national forests in Iowa, if possible. The Legislature passed 

a bill permitting eequisition by the Pederal government of forest 

land and game preserves in Iowa. Why shouldn't Iowa claim its 

share? The general idea has prevailed that Iowa has no timber, 

and land values are too high. The land has been high and the 

timber not as plentiful as in some states, but the surveys show 

thousands of acres of timber that will have te be saved soon or 

this state will suffer grave economic losses. Iowa still has 

about two million acres in timber and mech waste land that should 

be in productive forests, 

The Conservation Plan also took up the existing stete parks 

and the geographic needs of the state pointing out the beauty 

spots that should be preserved in a practical limited program 

and the recreational areas that should be added to take care of 

the increasing leisure of our people. Of necessity, the program 

is limited. Thousands of acres of beautiful woods, lake and 

river sites were investigated and those selected, sometimes with , 

alternates, that could best meet the need of the whole state 

and the limitations of the pocketbook. The time is coming when 

counties will undertake to care for many of the beauty spots
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which cannot be carried by the state. As a result, work is going 

on in the majority of our forty state parks. In four parks, camps 

have been established which do nothing but state park development 

work, bringing to the parks not only labor but materials for sheiter 

houses, dams, trails and bridges. Communities, in the endeavor to 

get these camps and to find work for local laber under CWA, have 

purchased additional lands for some of the parks. ‘Guthrie Center 

is putting on a drive at this very moment; Eldera passed a bond ; 

issue to add 460 acres to their fine state park; and other commmities 

are waking up to their opportunities. 

What of the lakes? Perhaps the biggest showing will be made 

there. The Conservation Plan points out the need of protecting 

existing lakes, restoring some that have been partially drained 

and creating new ones in areas of the state that have no water 

recreation (or inspiration) in the hot sumer months. Oskaloosa, 

this year raised $22,000 -- a large sum for the town, West Union, : 

Iowa City, Carroll, Spirit Leke have made generous gifts of land 

to the state, thereby making possible the restoration of old lake 

beds and the creation of several beautiful new lakes. 

Great progress has been made in that part of the Conservation 

Plan that deals with fish and game, Fising is being restored thru 

stream improvement and proper stocking of the waters, ‘There are 

about 125 trout streams in Iowa, 56 of which have been designated 

by the Iowa Fish and Game Commission as official trout streams, im- : 

provement work in these streams is being carried on by the sports- 

men and CCC workers. 

Game management on an extensive scale has been introduced with 

the very generous aid of the farmers and organized sportsmen. Cover 

for nesting areas is being provided thru the cooperation of 

farmers who are alicuias grassy thickets to remain undisturbed,



SUMMARY 

To sum up whet has been accomplished so far on the Twenty-five Year Conser- 

vation Plan: 

I. The Plan calls for soil erosion control. ; 

All 22 CCC camps have engaged in stopping soil erosion in addition to 
other work. Some 25,000 erosion control dams on 1000 farms to benefit 
300,000 acres have been built. : 

II. The Plan calls for parks and preserves on major lakes. 

With the aid of contributions of the communities, the state has recently : 
acquired land for public use as follows: 

1. A 60 acre area at Silver Lake, Dickinson County. 

2. A 13 acre area at North end of Spirit Lake, Diekinson County. 
3. A 72 acre area on west side of West Okoboji, Dickinson County. 
4. An 80 acre area at Swan Leake, Carroll County, with 170 acres 

additional proposed. 

Ili. The Plan calls for artificial lakes in wholly new territory. 

CCC work is in progress at the present time on the following: 

1. A 280 acre project at Mill Creek, Johnsen County. 
2. An 85 acre lake project at Lake Keomah, Mahaska County. 

3. A 300 acre project at Lake Wapello, Davis County,--the dam having 
previously constructed by contract. 

IV. The P. the of state 8 

1. A dam creating a 125 acre lake in the Mequoketa river at Backbone 
State Park in Delaware County is under construction. 

2. A dam creating a 26 acre lake in Springbrook State Park, Guthrie 
County, is under construction, which will help to make this perk 
one of the loveliest in the state. 

3. A dam is under construction at Eldora-Pine Creek State Park, 
Hardin County, Iowa, creating a 43 acre lake above the present 70 
acre lake. The upper lake is to serve as protection of the lower 
lake from maximum silting. 

4. Surveys and plans have been made for the creation of an 18 acre 

lagoon lake at Walnut Woods State Park in Polk County. Construc- 
tion has been started on this project. 

5. Surveys and plans have been made for a 7 acre lake in a new park 
area near West Union, Fayette County. The local community has con- 
tributed to the purchase of the area, and CWA forces have been at 
work on the area, building trails, fencing, etc. 

6. A new State park, involving some 600 acres, locally contributed, 
is under process of acquirement near Indianola, Warren County. 
Tentative plans for a 150 acre artificial leke in this area have 
been completed.
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V. The Plan calls for restoration work on lakes. 

In northwest Iowa, CCC and CWA forces have made a great contribution in 

rip-rapping eroding banks at Medium Lake, Rush Lake, and Silver Lake in 

Palo Alto County; at Spirit Lake in Dickinson County; at Storm Lake, Buena 
Vista County; at Black Hawk Lake in Sac County; and Hest Twin Lake in Han- 
cock County. 

At South Twin Lake, Calhoun County, CWA forces heve constructed a clay 
cut-off well to prevent seepage. 

At Storm Lake, Buena Vista County, the CWA forces heave constructed a new 
dam at the lake outlet. They have also constructed two miles of sewer to 
direct sewage plant effluent from the lake. 

In southwest Iowa, shore protection at Lake Manawa near Council Bluffs has 

been constructed with CCC labor. 

Procedure for the construction of dems at Four Mile Lake, Emmet County; 
Rush Lake, Osceola County; Silver Lake, Worth County; Prairie Lake, Dickin- 
son County; Goose Lake, Kossuth County; and Swan Lake, Carroll County, has 
been started. 

Totel - 18 lake improvements. 

Vi. The Plan calls for stream improvement for fishing. 

Many miles of stream in northeast Iowa are being improved by construction 
of wing dems, water falls, ete., along 56 trout streams. 

CWA forces have improved streams in Greene County and Carroll County. 

A dam is under construction on the Iowa River near Eldora with CWA forces. 

A dem has been reconstructed near Littleton in Buchanan County. 

A new dam has been constructed at Charles City in Floyd County, which serves 
to cover with water a barren river bed as well as to better protect fish 

life. 

VII. The fi trol. 

With Federal aid, sewage plants are under construction or completed eat the 
following places, thereby eliminating such stream pollution: 

1. Cedar Rapids - (This will greatly improve recreation along the 
river below Cedar Rapids, perticularly at Pali- 
sades-Kepler State Park.) 

2. Ames 

3. Newton 
4. Marion 
5. Toledo 
6. Wapello County 

7. Laurens 
8. Storm Leke - (Two miles of sewer line has been diverted from the 

lake.) 

Some 14 other sewage plan projects have been forwarded to Washington.
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VIII. The Plan calls for forest preserves. 

A new State forest preserve, acquired by gift, has been improved with CWA 
labor at Peterson in Clay County. 

Tree planting in numerous parks and preserves is now getting under way as 
well as on eroded private land. 

A Forestry and Cover Survey in 70 counties has been made by CWA forces, 
laying the foundation for plans for Federal buildings. 

IX. The Plen ealls for roadside improvement. 
With Federal funds, a 25 mile highway project on the U. S. No. 65 Highway, 
between Ames and Blairsburg, is now being planned for roadside plantings 
and landscaping. 

Abandoned culverts and bridges along primary roads have been removed with 
CWA forces and miscellaneous clean-up jobs of all kinds carried out. 

At a time when state appropriations were cut to the danger point, this State, 

thru having a plan, was able to secure money and labor from Federal funds. It is 

estimated that by March 31, the close of the second camp period, $4,700,000 will 

have been spent in Iowa, in CCC work alone. According to Director Professor Mac- 

Donald, a little more than $700,000 will have been spent for materials, supervi- 

sion and overhead, about $400,000 for forestry camp work and $3,000,000 for state 

parks. Between four and five thousand men are working in these camps and 2000 

other under CWA in 23 state areas. 

Plans are under way now for the third camp period of a year, and every pos- 

sible aid in securing land should be made by the State in order to hold the 

existing camps in Iowa. Iowa pays ite share and Iowa should hold them by provid- 

ing public land to work on. The Bosrd of Conservation has only enough for main- 

tenance at present. 

The $100,000 appropriated by the past Legislature will be used to supplement 

material costs and was a great help in retaining these camps for the next period. 

In a period of confusion and rapid changes, the Plan is proving a steadying 

foree directed toward a definite aim.



FELTON SEED CO. 
307 WATER STREET } ALFALFA 

PHONE 56968 7 SWEET CLOVER 

RED CLOVER 
ALSIKE CLOVER SIOUX CITY. IOWA 4 94 24 moor 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 

Madison, Wisconsin, 

My Dear Leopold:- : 

I am mailing you a picture as + promised while in 
Chicego, I am also including one of mountain sheep, these pictures 

é were taken by 1, A, Huffman, who was my fatherin law , and who went to 
Montana in 1877, as civilian Post vhotocravher fér General lliles, ne 
became interested in wild life and made many pictures with the old wet 
plate camera, these plates he had enlarged and which he personally 

; colored, 

: I recieved a creat deal of inspiration at the 
convention, and got quite a kick in the way you answered the centleman 
on the blue herron question, 

; Sincerely 

‘ JAA) We 

e -



: Copy to Darling and Schuenke 
4 

New Sofle Building 
April 5, 1934 

Ur, Allen Green 
Oakville 
lows 

Dear tir, Green: \ 

I ean readily appreciate your predicament, and wish I wore in 
a position to do something decisive about it, 

so Se angeteetane OS Wee. seth, 5. OF Guatat: Date sat 
been able to keep d: of events, although I still think the aoquici-~ 
peek Fs dh ge he Rye Sreay eds Eremdner yh Hae fume 
eS f service could be arranged without paying for 
the ent time of a man, 

As to the federal program our comittes is now dissolved and 
hoe cee oy &s 8 say ee eee: be eee 
See) 20 Sat, Sey ee ee ee ee ee 

ratio between the cost of custodian serviee and the muber 
Oe er ae SS cit, Fy ee ee ee 
2 ee eres, be * ees Se ae eee eS 
ee ee oe ee ee ee See of 

Biological Survey, All I can do is to forward your letter to him with 
a wpy of this letter for moh consideration as he 1s in a position to 

I assume you have been in active touch with the state author 
ities, end since I have not I am hardly able to mike any mgcestion. 
It seems too bad, though, that some way cannot be found to contime 

your plonaering efforts, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
; In Change, Geme Research 

Alf th



Copy to Carl Leopold 

New Soils Building 
Merch 30, 1934 

Mr, Carl Johnson 
625 South Gunnison 
Burlington, Iowa 

Dear Mr. Johnsons 

You are quite right in your supposition that the broad 
subject of conservation has never been presented in text book form 
‘for high school use, 

My own book "Game Management," of which I enclose a pros= 
pectus, might be of some use to you, mt it is mech too technical 
for school reading. 

The C. C, Nelson Publishing Company, Appleton, Wisconsin, 
publishes a series of three books entitled "Plant and Animal Neigh=- 
bors," “Our Forests," and "Our Food Supoly,” which are evidently 
intended to f111 this need, but in my opinion they fall far short 
ef doing so. 

Mr, Werner 0, Nagel of the University of Missouri has in 
mind the preparation of a text of this sort, 

Your resolution to be presented to the Izaalc Walton League 
is fine, but the rub will come in finding people competent to 
execute the idea, ‘There is no one man in the country who could 
exemte it, and if the League is going into the thing at all, it 
should realize 1t will have to command the services of at least two - 
or three outstanding authorities each for a period of many months, 
and that even then there is no assurance that thoy will ring the 
bell, Whet I am trying to say is that the writing of a competent 
high school text is a mmch harder job than the writing of a selen- 
tific text each as mine. However, that is no reason for not trying 
it. I wish you luck, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

Alevh 

\ Me
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New Soils Building 

Jomery 23, 1934 

iM, Allen Green 
Oakville, Iowa. 

Dear Mr. Greens 

I am delighted to heer from you again, 
and much sending me the 

: wn Sie tan can on to my fomily. jugs 

3 have doen wondering to what extent ae 
our committee can be of service to cases like 
yours. ute tule ani 

. have to be northern gourds in large 
blocia. eit Ux Gn Whas penseae tank at ae 
ee Ses see Se pereacre cost of main 

« However, if the State wore to agrees to 
tele care of the maintenance in aivance, they might 
ae CO oe See 

mont to purchase an area of proven value 
your om. I pags this suggestion to you as the 
best guess that I can mole at this time. 

With best regards, 

. Yours sincerely, 

ALSO LEOPOLD 
AL/gn Gene Menager
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ee O&@kville, Iowa. 
January 17, 1934. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 
I've just now read of your appointment 

by the Secretary of Agriculture on the new Fedaral Gane 
Committee. They surely could not have made a better se- 
lection. They are to be congratulated on securing such an 
untiring worker. I well remember your plodding along, 
making the survey of my place and jotting down notes con- 
tinuously. The snap shot will redall the time. 

4 &@ & 8 ge & » ae 
= os 

Regarding my refuge: we're still here and that's 
about all. No aid from the state. Every time they take 
it up at their metting they inform me that they have no 
funds. This season will be my last as I cannot make ends 
meet while running a refuge with no funds. The work is 
facinating but it takes up most of my time and one cannot 
live in that manner. 

Best regards, 

Sincerely, E 
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W. F. POWERS Home Address 

= APPRAISER’S "Webster City, Towa 
Appraiser for Executive Council Nvelietes ery, ae ‘1 

State af Tova REPORT Rise ow 
saab 

. [Laxey 
January 3, 1933. 

Professor Eldo Leopold, 

University of Wisconsing 
Madison, Wisconsine 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

It is with pleasure that I have noted in the Des Moines 

Register of this morning that Secretary Wallace has named you to the Committee 

in developing and protecting the wild life of the Nation. I am convinced 

from the work you did here in Iowa that you are extremely qualified to work 

on this Committee, and I predict that you will get the cooperation you may 

ask from J. N. Darling. 

At the present time I am busy about three days a week in 

the matter of proving valuation of all properties that are having an issue 

of stock against them, but I still retain my interest in the hardware and 

sporting goods business at Webster City, so that I have not lost any contact 

with the conservation end of our living. 

Hoping to be called upon for any service that I can render 

in the matter of making your committeeship as successful as you could wish, 

I am : 

Yours/v¢exry truzy /) 

JF v Oi \ A of 
VY) O LK G



New Soils Building 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Jamary 4, 1934 

Mr. W. BF. Powers 

544 second Street 

Webster City, Iowa 

Dear Mr. Powers: 

I mach appreciate your dropping me a line. 

I remember with pleasure our several visits in Iowa, af 

and am glad to know of your new location. I hope we 

may some day have a chance to meet again. 

Youra sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
ALIGM Game Manager



Soils Building 
December 7, 1933 

Mr. Frederic Leopold 
Burlington, Iowa 

Dear Fritz: 

The advisability of plowing up some extra ground to 
lie fallow will depend on whether your present weeds 
include Ragweed. If they include the small Ragweed 
then there is no need of extra plowing. 

Soy beans would be a very good addition to the list 
of foods. The birds do not like them quite as well 
as corn, caffir, or sorgum, but eat them freely when 
they are short of other food. I do not lmow their 
value for ducks. They might be extra good. 

I am still hoping to make the trip to Missouri, leav- 
ing here December 15 and spending that evening with 
you. There is a possibility of Tom Coleman and Howard 
Weiss going along. If they both go then there will 
be car room for probably only one of you boys unless 
you can take an extra car. If only one of them goes, 
I am hoping both of you boys aan go. I would like 
to take the dog provided your local quail shooting is 
over and you do not need him, Carl has a Missouri 
license for 1933, which would be good for either of 
you. 

Let me know about the possibilities of your getting 
away. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
AD/ em Game Manager
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December 4, 1933. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
e228 Van Hise Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Thanks very much for your letter in reference to 
Crystal Lake proposition. We have one new condition on the 
Club grounds that I think is probably unfamiliar to you. 

You probably remember a shooting season about. four 
or five years ago when you first came down here. The grounds 
were over-grazed that Fall and you will remember the scarcity 
of cover around Half Moon Lake and the Rest Lake. 

This one season of over—grazing has had a consider- 
able effect on the varieties of grasses in our prairie. The old 
ramrod prairie grass has largely disappeared; having been replaced 
by a variety of weed growth. The names of which I cannot give you. 

I wonder whether this general prevalen¢eof weeds would 
wot make it necessary to plow up three times the area to be seeded in 

a grain as you recommend. If you get down here some time this winter, 
QM as you surely will, I hope you will have time to look the grounds 

over from this angle. 

I see no prospect of our being able to plant corn since 
we will not be able to meet the expense of cultivation and we would 

: probably not be allowed to grow corn on a crop sharing basis. 

You do not mention soya beans in your recommendations. 
Our neighboring farmer, south of the tracks, raises these beans 
quite successfully. Would they be worth a trial for us? 

Mother tells me that she has a letter from Estella, 
saying that you were going on a quail trip early this year. Of 
course, you are more than welcome to take our dog with you if you 
can use him. He needs a lot more training and I hope you can 

take him along. 

Yours, , 

FL:R. ee 

BU REEN GT ON. Owes
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‘Dear Paul? ; 

Since I wae the one whe originally urged you to collect . 
figures on crippling losses,I have tried to give all possible weleit = = 

to Ray Holland's reasona for not wishing to publich the results. T . seo 

agree with him that the flcures woul? probably bo used,not only by oe 

sentinentalists 4n behalf of restrictive seasurcs,imt also by sports= 9 

men who wish to intelligently compare the destructiveness of various . 
: types of shooting in various types of marshland,and by came manacers is 

and pdainistrators who nee’ to kmow how ouch te afd to the known Dar 
in ofer to arrive at the actusl Kill. In my new book Tf clive a great 

Aeal of euphasts to the "Z4ined’n Intex” as 2 new and depeniable ex 

nethot of finding the up or dom trent of waterfowl. ‘The Zineoln : 
igcéex cannot be folly interprete? vithout fieures on erlppline loses : 

. The wore I think about 14 the more I am-convinced thet erippling-loss te 

; : figures mst be hat aga begis for intelligent eume maneacement of any ; 
kinds - 5 = . SEs 

: : A ae 
“hilo I certainly concede that the gentimestalfete will use and 

provably wisuce tikes of this sort an’ thes do some possible harm : 

to sportyI 4o net think cach hama would be a ¢rop fn the bucket com 
pare’ with the hare whi¢h would result from e polfey of unvillinmess a 
ta face facta as they are. The question remints mo a little of tho ee) 

California booster poldey on earthqualtes. ‘'y respect for the business | 

. lenders of California has suffered permanent {njury,ané I faney sany fe 

other 4iginterested people ust feel the same way. If I should ever i 

- Ihave to vote on eny question pertaining to that state ,I would auto- a 

matically disceunt thetr statement of the facts aa biased. ; 

Ray Mollant ant I are both noubers of the Oane Polfoy Comittes == 
ant besides he de 2 mond friend of mine,s0 T of senting him a copy 07% this 

letter. I of course accopt his deciston os final,mt it is only feir : 

for mo to tell him wy opinion sinee I insticatet the whole works. % : 

I would une you to send the paner to American’ Came,not outdoor a 

Life,simply on the coneral principle that these ‘irures shovld be 

publishe? by the "pros® not the "antics", I vould appreciate your oa 

keeping me poated ae to where they are to come oute j a Sra 

: 2 Yours sineeroly ge ee 

a ldo Lrpoleh (a 
; Aldo Teopola sinan he ene et 

: 4 fee ee



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY 

April 13, 1933 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Soils Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

You will be interested in the inclosed copy of a letter 
from Ray Holland. From the standpoint of my paper I 
don't care very much; from the standpoint of conservation 
it doesn't look any too sweet. I don't imagine that you 
will be particularly surprised, however. The next question 
is what do we do now? Try Outdoor Life? Outdoor America? 

American Game returned the paper on waterfowl breeding 
grounds with an explanation to the effect that they would 
rather wait for the paper dealing with the results of the 
complete studies rather than use this one, which is plainly 
of a preliminary nature. I think that I shall see whether 
Fins, Feathers and Fur wants it. I feel that there are 
certain things discussed which would be of immediate value 
to those engaged in the restoration of breeding grounds. 
Fins, Feathers and Fur might reach the readers who really 
would have most use for it. 

I am leaving tomorrow on a long trip into Minnesota and plan 
to end up in Wisconsin toward the end of the month. I think 
you will be sble to reach me if you wish, during the next 
week, in care of W. J. Breckenridge, Natural History Building, 
University of Minnesota, Minnesavolis, Minnesota. 

Very truly yours, 

INC.-1 oboe Cues aor 
PLE#B Paul L. Errington, 

Asst. Prof. Wild : 
Life Research
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FIELD AND STREAM 
578 Madison Avenue 
New York, Ne Ye 

Ray P. Holland Eltinge F. Warner 
Editor Publisher 

April 11, 1933 

Mr. Paul L. Errington, 
Iowa State College, 
Dept. of Zoology & Entomology, 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Mr. Errington: 

I very much ennreciate vour offering us the manuscript, 
“Lost Legions", gratis. I regret thet I wovld not feel 
justified in publishing this. 

The only disagreeable thing about field shooting is the fact 
that all of us who have participated in this sport over the 
years realize the number of birds unavoidably crippled and lost. 
Perhaps this number shrinks into insignificance when compared 
with birds killed by predators and winged vermin. The number 
of cripples and dead birds lost may be but a drop in the bucket 
as compared with waterfowl killed by disease at such plsces as 
the Bear River Marshes. But, nevertheless, we lose and always 
will lose many crippled birds. I have used articles frequently 
telling gunners how best to locate fallen game and I have 
always used every bit of propaganda possible which I though 
would lessen to some extent the game wounded and lost. 

However, I feel that this article of yours would furnish 
ammunition for the impractical sentimentalist who wants to stop 
all shooting. For that reason I would hate to see it published 
unless I felt that its use would tend to prevent this wastage 
of game, which I do not think would be the case. I lean strongly 
to the belief that we have gone to extremes penalizing the 
gunner in the past where often had our energies been devoted 
elsewhere we might have accomplished something worth while. 

I suppose you have seen Dr. Gardiner Bumn's grouse report in 
which his figures showed that only three nercent of the grouse 
eggs procuded birds that were killed by gunners. 

Thanking you for letting me see this manuscript, which I 
am returning herein, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

RPH#FTC (Signed) R. P. Holland 
ENCL. Editor
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WHOLESALE GROCERS 

WATERTOD, Iowa. 

November 23rd, 1932. : ‘ 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 
Medison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: : 

I am gled thet you are familiar with Cerl Eubbs' bulletin, 

because I thought at the time that you could use such meterial in improving 

your own private trout stream. 

“I have in mind buying some Iowa sloughs to develop as duck 

ponds, and thought of raising muskrats to help pey the taxes. Can you tell 

me whether muskrats are predators of young ducks, or whether they live on a 

strictly vegetable diet interspersed with such animal food as crawfish and 

clams? 

With best regards, I am 

Very t yours, 

Ky 

BGL :MH
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Nov. 25, 1932 

Mr. Burr G. Lichty : 

Smith, Lichty & Hillman Company 
Waterloo, Iowa 

Dear Burr: 

The question of possible muskrat depredation on 
young ducks has often come up, but I have not yet seen any 
evidence that the rats damage either eggs or young. I think 

you could safely count on it being feasible to raise both 
in the same pond. 

In selecting a location and in developing nesting 
cover around it, I would suggest you get in touch with 
Errington, since he is now studying that question. 

Yours sincerely,
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; Oct. 24, 1932 

Dr. E. S. Parker 
231 Seeond Street ° \ 
Ida Grove, Iowa ‘ 

Dear Dr. Parker: 

: Certainly Wallace's Farmer can have the Iowa Report, but- & 
I doubt very much whether they would want to run it after 
it has appeared in Outdoor America. 

Why don't you sound them out in your new capacity as Pres- Ff 
ident of the Iowa Division? ie 

Should they want a re-write of it, abbreviated and especially : 
adapted to the farmer viewpoint, I would be glad of the job. : ; 
It would take some time, and since I am out of employment, : 
I would have to ask them for some compensation. I have , 
enough umised material to write almost a new story--the space : ' 
limits in Outdoor America prevented my using more than half 
of my iuportant information. } : : 

The Outdoor America series will be bound into a pamphlet A : 
when completed, and you will get a copy. The Commission has ; 
ordered a supply, but should your members want a considerable 
number, it might be well to ask for them in advance. 

If you kmow of any state willing to pay anything for my brand 
of stuff, I would be interested to know about it. 

With best regards, 

j 5 Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh sua 
‘ f “



Copy to Mr. Frank Marnette 

! : Mas, Cede 

Oct. 15, 1932 

Mr. Claude V. Campbell 
Jewell 
Tora 

Dear Mr. Campbell: 

I was much gratified to note the appearance 
of the “Conservation League of Iowa Bulletin." ‘There is 
erying need of such an organ of education. 

In my opinion Iowa has at this moment out- 
lined in theory the most advanced program of any state, but 
there is grave danger that the conservationists within its 
boundaries will blow it up before they even unjerstand what 
it is. 

The only conceivable safeguard against this 
danger is an educational campaicn ten times as intensive as 
any so far atteupted. Printed matter will help, but it should 
@0 way beyond printed matter. This need is important enough 
to warrant help from outside organizations. You are certainly 
to be congratulated on making one decisive move in this 
direction. 

Can you put me on your mailing list? 

Yours sincerely, 

ALNO LgopoLp 

AL/vh ee
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October 15, 1982. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
2222 Van Hise Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Walter Eaton has had some trouble at 
Cone on his duck blinds. It appears that one or 
more of his blinds have been condemned by an Iowa 
warden, He is worrying about our blinds at Crystal 
Lake. Apparently there is some confusion as to just 
what constitutes an illegal blind. He has written 
a letter of which I enclose a copy, which he asked 
me to send you. Can you give us any help on defining 
just what is allowable and just what is illegal from 
the Federal standpoint? 

We thought that possibly this question 
had come up during the time you were with the Sporting 
Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers, that you may have 
something definite on the question. 

Yours very truly, 

FL:R. Ai 
Encl. 

BURLINGTON, (Own



Oct. 17, 1932 

Mr. Frederic Leopold 
Leopold Desk Company 
Burlington, Iowa 

Dear Fritz: : 
I have never had any occasion to follow down the legalities 

: of dack blinds and can add little or nothing to the presentation 
which Yelter Eaton has already made. : ae 

I have stayed out of these questions because sportsmen are 
all too willing to devote most of their time to them to the neglect 
of positive programs. ‘this applies, of course, to my former job 
rather than to your present predicament. 

It is barely possible that the Biological Survey has been a 
party to or mows of legal proceedings which would establish defin+ 
Aitions of the points at issue. If I were you I would send’ them a 
copy of Walter Eaton's letter and ask for copies of decisions in 
any cases, state or federal, bearing on the matter. I am sorry I 
have nothing to offer toward the solution of your problen. 

How is your pup getting along? Mine has already developed 
into quite a useful dog. He has the basic makings of enthusiasm 
and a good nose. With the help of a leather strap these can 
ultimately be converted into usable assets, 

I have not yet succeeded in lining up any jobs, but have a 
bunch of new prospects of which one or more may pan out. 

~~~ With dest regards, =e 5 S Fe 

$ Yours as ever, 

AL/vh :



October 14, 1932 

Ah “ 5 

As president of the New Crystal Lake Club, I am anxious to 
know the meaning of the law with reference to making duck blinds 

or ambushes. There are many different opinions by the various 
game wardens as to the meaning of the law regarding *“blinds® for 
duck shooting. I am taking it for granted that the Iowa law is 

the same as the Federal. 2 

I understand that the object isto prevent shooting on the 
open water, excepting out of a boat propelled by oars or paddle, 

but that you can shoot from such a boat either on land or water. 

The law seems plain that the artificial ambush must be erected 

on land, and out of natural materials. It is practically impossible : 

to make a grass ambush without the use of wire or some kind of frame 

to hold up grase. Is this all right? Can the ambush be lined to 

keep out the wind, for in duck hunting you are subject to severe 

exposure and I don't suppose the Department wishes to make the hunter 

suffer more than necessary. 

Some times_a tank or box is sunk in the ground and the ambush 

puilt above it. Is thie all right? Can the box or tank be put 

on top of the ground and the ambush be built around it? 

What is meant by a "false bottom?" Can it possibly make any 

difference whether you have a good dry place to stand, or whether 

you must stand in the slippery mud with a bad case of cold feet. 

This ‘will be no protection to the ducks, and simply takes some of 

the joy out of life. Surely this is not the object of the Department. 

Every duck hunter knows that from the nature of a duck marsh, if you 

must go back far enough to be on dry ground you won't kill any ducks. 

If you build the ambush on the edge of the marsh in the rushes 
on the ground, you are complying with the letter of the law. If there 
should be @ big rain, the water might raise a few inches, putting 
some water in your ambush. You won't kill any more ducks on account 
of this- simply make it a little more inconvenient for the hunter. 
Has he transgressed any holy laws? The water may fall in a day or 
two, and it is not an easy matter to move an ambush with every fluctu- 
ation of the height of the water. Should not @ game warden use



common sense in determining whether you located your ambush origin- 
ally, in good faith, on the ground? Unfortunately, many of the 
game wardens seem devoid of that very useful, qualification, but 
are greatly impressed with their authority. \ 

If you will give us the proper interpretation of the law 
as soon as possible, you will be doing a great favor and possibly 
keep some of us from being arrested. WS 

Yours very truly, 

: Pres. (New Crystal Lake Club.



: Sept. 23, 1932 

ir. Frederic Leopold 

Leopold Desk Company 
Burlington, Iowa 

Dear Fritz: i 

Excuse me for my tarly answer to your inquiry. I have been 

reading proof and chasing a job, with little time for correspondence. 

I am, of course, a little disappointed thet the Crystal Lake 
erowd want to bait on watermt close to shooting. In my opinion it 

is only a question of time before this will become illegal. 

5 On the other hand, I think it would be a good idea to create 

an additional refuce out of one of the distinct arms of the lake and 

feed it, since I can see that to feed the present rest hole micht make 
the birds largely inaccessible during ordinary weather. 

This may sound, of course, like a technical distinction. It 

is quite evident that there are all degrees of separation between 

vaited refuges and shooting grounds, and it is often possible to so 
juggle the refuse idea as to have the same force in effect as open 

baiting. Wevertheless I would like to see a club as old and respected 

as Crystal Lake get as far from the jugzling end as they can without 

actually destroying their sport. 

I admit I have had no first-hand experience with baiting and 

might change my mind. 

We are dry as a bone up here and there will be no snipe. We 

may, however, have a few pheasants on our shooting preserve if we 
can find them. I am glad you like the pup. é 

Yours as ever,
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Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 

NATIONAL DIRECTORS 

(5 Aenea eet aeons Madison, Wisconsin THOMAS AMBROSE, ontenao, ILunols GILES Fe ATHERTON, EL OORADO, KANSAS £5, BAYARD, ritrsunan, Peunoycvan Hi. G. BERNDT, rouo OU LAG, wiscowsiN. Dear Aldo; {. 6: BRADFORD, soutw-teuo, moinna 
Dr, FERD BROWN, sioUx PAiLe, SOUTH OAKOTA 
Foi FmaNhC 8 BURFORD, oxtaon civ ona This acknowledges your letter of August 15 

IRVIN S; COBB, oxBINNG, EW YORK making inquiry about the nine-foot channel thru the 

HLA OCLs sy Lane: WisonORT Upper Mississippi. WF COLLINS, mDiaNArocis, INDIANA 
Dr. S. P. CRESAP, NEBRASKA CITY, NEBRASKA SIR CUNNINGHAM, nansne oiry, wissoun 
MARTIN L. ONVEY, Kent, obo" The River and Harbors Act of January 21, 1927 
HARRY J DENNEY, DULUTH, MINNESOT 
FM: EASTMAN, onone, nals authorized submission of a report by the Engineer in 
HAL 6, EVARTS, urounson, kansas charge of the Upper Mississippi on the advisability of 

GEO. Le PRANKLIN, ivvonunon, PENNSTLYAMIA constructing a nine-foot channel. Major C. L. Hall, fed. GILLESPIE, runt, 
Hany @:@000W ocnesren, new vonx then District Engineer located at Rock Island, reported 
GEE GRR OUD NEN rane a ey cone unfavorably on the proposed nine-foot channel project. 
VaR HENNINGS, sourm eno, mpiann PRANK: HILL, ORLAHOMA ert, OKLAHOMA RM. JONES, wusnoate, 
APL RNOTTS, rau ramon His recommendations were reversed, and on TRAD, KYLE, onanA, neansena 
WT, LANGDON, Uren tem oRK May.29, 1929, under authority of the Secretary of War, Dr G6, LAWS eT. SHITH ARKANSAS 
rH. rane Gate Vaenyeeonroed the Chief of Engineers appointed a Board of Officers of 

Perici ale setae ences the Engineers' Corps to make a survey of the Mississippi 
ARLE, MUNGT, uaoiaox, soUTH DAKOTA 
[AWReNGe NeLgoNonexr race, wowrana = «SC RELVer between the Missouri River and Minneapolis with a HASKELL NOYES, witwauxee, wisconsin 
BEN G. ONEAL, wchia ratty Toxo view to securing a nine-foot channel depth. Dr. G. M, PALMER, aevios, winnesova FRED N, PET, cnicaoo,iLuinols Tr, PEFFLEY, pavton, onto PETERS, oUr?ALs, NEW YORK 
St Hise aseron aneasn The survey of this section of the river was Louis RADKE, wonicon, wisconsin 
So ee en recommended by the Board of Engineers for Rivers and 

GEO-E SCOTT, cwienco, MIS Harbors at its meeting on May 28, 1929. GEO. Ni. SEAMAN, enteneo, ILLINOIS COL, EA SIMMONS, new voRK, 1. ¥- Dr. 7, A, STODDARD, ruEeLo, cOL0R900 
D. 1. VASBINOER, urtano, eauronnin This channel project came into national prominence 
WILLOUGHBY G. WALLING, onlenoD, ILLINOIS thru the inaugural address of President Hoover in 1929 when Dr. HENRY BALDWIN WARO, Uneand 1nots : 
FRANK M. WARREN, MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA, @ announced he was favorable to the development of an in- 

Frain WHEELER, orem otansoo land waterways system. ALL WHITE, spoxant, wasninaron Wins. & WHITLEY, wensTEn cry, OWA Ao. WILLFORD, warentoo, ows DAN WOLF, weno, rennéssee JUDGE GEO. W. WOOD, warEnico, iowa 
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Representatives of the Biological Survey and the U. S. 
Bureau of Fisheries have appeared at a hearing in St. Louis 

before the Rivers and Harbors Board, and Vernon Bailey made a 
very comprehensive report on the future development of the 
Mississippi, giving consideration to effects of canalization. 

This is a long and rather complicated story. but if 

yu would like more details, will do my best to gather them 
up for you. : 

Sincerely yours, 

Gerke 
° e Locke 

Conservation Director
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WHOLESALE GROCERS 

WATERIOO, Iowa 

August 25th, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Room 404, 

University National Bank Bldg., 
_ Corner Park & University Avenues, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 
I have had no intimation to date from the State Fish 

& Game Department as to when we may expect to have two days open 

shooting on pheasants, in certain counties in Iowa. However, I 

have talked with several of the boys who believe that should an 
open season be declared in some of the Northern counties of Iowa, 

it should occur in late November or eerly December, after frost 
has knocked down much of the rank vegetation, and the farmers have 

much of their corn picked and in the crib. Their belief is that 

there would be fewer crippled birds lost during that season of the 
year, and that the mere fact that the birds would be more alert and 

perhaps wilder would add e certain zest to the sport. 

Before referring such a suggestion to the Fish & Game 

Department, I would like to have your slant on the idea of an open 

season late in November or early December, as I do not want to be 

shooting in the dark on this sub ject. 

Very t yours, 

BGL : MH



Copy to Mr. Bode ; 

Mug. 27, 1932 

Mr. Burr G. Lichty : 
Smith, Lichty and Hillman Company : 

Waterloo, Towa 

Dear Burr: 

I think the Commission is thoroughly aware that 
there is substantial objection to placing the pheasant season 

during the middle of corn picking time, as was done last year, 

and I think everyone would agree that an earlier date would hardly 

pe desirable. A later date would doubtless slightly decrease the 

crippling loss, as you point out, but also make the shooting more 

open by reason of part of the corn being Imocked down. Doustless 

the total number of hunters would also be decreased, since ex- 

perience in many states shows that cold weather shrinks the mmber 

of people willing to turn out. As a temporary solution of this 

problem I would favor a later season, and I would ask the fox 

organizations to recommend dates. 

As a permanent solution, the season should, I 

think, be greatly lengthened, but the long season should be con- 
fined to organized territory and should include many of the 

counties now Glosed. This question is covered in my chapter on 

pheasants which will appear three issues hence in Outdoor America. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LeOPoLD 

AL/vh
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A August 35, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leepeld, _ 
Consulting Forester, 
905 University fve., 
Madison, Wis.- 

Dear Mr. Leepold, 

Reply to your letter of August 15th inquiring for 
information as to the date of the establishing of the first Audubon 
Seciety of this State, I wish to say that the short delay in answering 
your letter is due to the fact that I did not want to answer except 
after having all the information that I could get. 

/ In 1893 there was organized in Keokuk whitt was called 
V ®Audubon Seciety eof the State of lowa®, The only records I-can find 

ef thés Seciety is that during the years from 1904 to 1907 this 
Seciety published and mailed bulletins frem Waterloo. The Society 
seems to have been an asseciation of various local clubs, mostly 
compesed of women, who were interested in bird study and conservation, 
In one of their bulletins it is claimed that the Seciety was =e 
of localCdubs from Schaller, Waterloo, Humboldt, Keokuk, Decorah, 
Burlington, Des Moines, Marshalltown, and Greene, All the bulletins 
on file at the State Historical Seciety seem to have come from W terloe, 
and thésebulletins announce that the organization was formed in Keokuk 
and had headquarters at Waterloo, Its activity was to a kreat extent 
maintained by the untiring efforsts of Mrs. William F. Parrott, ef 
Waterloo during the years when these bulletins were published. 
The organization was instrumental in helping with the conservation 
lesgislation adepted by the 3lst Genzral Assembly in 1906, 
A membership list published in 1906 gives a large list of members 
and the greater part of these members were from Keopuk and Waterloo, 

On June 15, 1894, there was organized "the Iowa 
Ornithological Association". ‘this organization never had a large 
membership, but was cemposed of persons who wereséncere and active 
students of Ornithelegy. They published from the beginning and 
until 1898 "the Iowa Oraithelegist® of whichMr. David L. Savage of 
Salem was the Editor. kssgexwas The magazine had real merit 
and was kept going by the untiring efforts of Mr. Savage, and I 
have learned at a great financial sacrifice, which was born by Mr. Savage 
himself. Mr. Savage resigned as editor with the last issue of the 
magazine published in July, 1898. This organization had annual 
meetings which they called thay eager 

Figst Congress at Iowa City August 22, 23, 1895; 
Second Congress at Mount Vernon, July 92, 30 and 31, 1896; 
Third Congress at Manchester, September i » 8 and 3m 1897; 
Fourth Congress at Ames, September 21, 22 and 23, 1898,
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The programs of the first three meetings had many numbers, 
including papers of scientific merit. As the last meeting was not 
reported in a published bulletin I do not knowwhether the meeting 
Was actually held as announced nor do I know just how the organization 
ceased to exist. I heard Dr. Chae, R. Keyes of Mount Vernon say at 
one time that the work of fhe Iowa bik ath sept hing Association 
centered around the cerrespondence maintained by Mr. Savage 
and around the megeeies to which Er. Savage gave much of both time 
and finances, n connection with this organization it is interesting 
to note that the Charter members of this organization included 
Paul Bartsch of Burlington; Rudelph M. Andersen of Forest City and 
Chas. R. Keyes of Mout Vernon. The membership as published in 

/ October, 1894, lists only 20, October , 1895 it had grown to 43, 

JV In March 1923 the present “Iowa Sea’ thee gta te Union" was 
organized at Ames, To Mr. Walter M. Resene of _ the 
President for the first four years of this organization mast be 
given great credit fer the success of the present State organization, 
He is such an able student and tT beleved by all who know him 
that his leadership is an inspration to the others that come in 
contact with him. 

I fear that I have written more than you can use, but it 
occurred to me that by giving these facts you would be {n position to 
use as much as your cared 6¢. When a person goes into past histery 
of things like this a person runs across interesting articles 
and Iwant to take the liberty to give you in full a reference te 
Iowa bird life. I.Galladd wrote an article on March 15, 1840, 
entitled "Galland's Iowa Emigrant" which is oo in 
Annals of Iowa, Vol.12 7 CAPE 1915-1921) page 501, 

"The groves in all this vast region of country, are enlivened with 
a martans and evening vespers of a great varietty of singing 

rds, 
The wild turkey which was so alfundant on the Ohio in early times, 

is but rarely found in Iowa; I have, however, seen large flocks of them 
en ie river Des Moines, more frequently tha¥ym in any other part of the 

: country. 
The prairie hen obtains in the greatest abundance, and more 

|| especially in the vicinity of th€ white population, Quails are also 
numbesus, but the pheasant is agg rarely seen, Sawns, geese, brants, 
and an alomost endless variesy of ducks are in the greatest abundance 
along the rivers, upon the lakes, and not infrequently upon the prairies, 

Pelicans., These singular fowls, in the early part of autumn, often 
whiten the sand bard of the rivers and lakes -- hundreds of them, 
on their passage to a southern latitude, alight together on a sand bar 
or island, and @ive the appearance of a bank of snow. 

The crows and bleck birds are sufficiently numerous to be at 
times eo to the farmers. 

ad les are quite comno 
ever seen. eT and Sevens aré reese HRS eRe y°3ean, “eer
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Doves and pigeons, a great variety of woodpeckers, and a few of 
the real woodcock genius, of a a size are found in the coutry. 

The little ae. is likewise @ften seen, examining 
the flowers for his food.*® j 

I was pleased te have ‘ write me for this information, but 
was unable to give it until I had time te search the records at 
the Histerical library. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aivcbapped



G& 
ch yo Ww 

State of Iowa 
DR. W. Ce BOOHE. CHAIRMAN DR. J Bo ALTER 

OTTUMWA ~ aa e 

ARTHUR RABE, saci Fish and 6 C ston DENNIS ae GCEDERS 

COUN! Ss 

Bes Moines 4. DARLING 

Oskalooss, Ia. 

August 24, 32 
Alde Leopold, 

“Madisen, Wis. : 

Dear Mr Leepeld: 

I have just returned frem being in the territory . | 

whieh yeu mentien in your letter ef August I9, There is plenty 
of water in all of the ponds this year and there is an exceptionally 
large hatch of lecal ducks this year over this whole seetien of 
southeastern Iewa. The only dueks which breed here te my knowledge 
are mallards, altheugh I have heard that there is a few places ef 
heavily timbered and lew swampy ceuntry in which wood dueks are |. 
breeding this year, however I canret verify this. 

Pheasants are deing exceptienally well all ever this 
part of the ceuntry and I drive very few days without seeing several 

birds and reperts are very favorable from every lecality. We have 
mere quail this year than there has been in thirty years and through 
eut this section there is geing to be ample cever and winter feed 
eas the farmers seem to have abandened the practice ef eutting eut 
their fence rews and brush patches. There is also the farmer whe is 
discouraged and has either lest his farm er knows he is going te 
and he is doing as little as pessible te the place while he has 

possession, There are alse theusands ef acres ef pasture lands on 
which there has been no steck at all and no prespect ef being any 

and all things put tegather have made ideal eenditiens fer the 

game crop this year, 

Rabbits are plentiful mest everywhere except in areas 
where fox are plentiful, It looks te me that they have passed the 

lew peint in the cycle as they have been almost te the vanishing 
point the last twe winters, There is alse a decided increase in 
the squirrel ecrep and there is plenty of evidence ef a good crep 
of the fur bearers. In fact it looks as if we may have the best 
hunting this year that we have had fer a long time, 

I will be glad to give you any infotmation regarding 
this part ef the state any time yeu may wish. :



Aug. 19, 1932 

Mr. Thomas K. Johnson 
Sigourney 
Iowa 

Dear Tomt ; ‘ 

: In your memo of April 9, copy of which was sent me, you 

mention the Ross Blye farm in Marion County as containing some 

sloughs which are breeding area fer ducks. 

Would yo. mind seribbling on the bottom of this letter 

what species of ducks and return for use in my report? 

. Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh 
:
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Aug.12,1932, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wis. 

Friend Leopold; 

Your letter of July 27 lay on my desk all 
the time I was on my holiday in Colo. Probably it is too 
late now for me to comment on your catalogue of events in 
Ia. conservation, but here are my comments anyway. It 
seems to me that you have the min events catalogued all 
right, but that the catalogue is a little bare. There 
must be some more things worth listing. Here are a few 

J that may or may not be worth recording; 
Pclkew «1, Date of first chapter of Audubon Soc. in Ia. 
Wort — 2, Date of organization of Ia. Conservation Soc. 

aly Temas —3, Date of first chapter of I.W.L. in Ia. (at Osage, about 
142, 1923, I believe) 

moral 4. Oryganization of W.H.Dilg Cons. League in Ia.(to hell with ‘em) 
v 5. Reappearance of colonies of beaver in Maple and Little Sioux 

rivers, about 1929 and still there. 
6. End of ditching operations in Ia. 
7, Beginning of winding stream formation in neglected ditches, 
8. 1931, Drouth year, grasshoppers in N.W, Ia. 

9. Wet yearof 1932. reappearance of prarie sloughs in Ia, and 

first run of buffalo fish to sloughs since early days, Cane 
ada geese nesting in prarie sloughs. Marked increase of 
Bob White quail in N.W. Ia. (largest numbers I have obser- 
ved in 25 yrs.) Darling gave 9000.00 for Ames, etc. 

v 10. Date of first ring-neck pheasant plant in Ia, 
11, Bate of beginning of gravel road program and multiple 

gravel pits. 
12. Dates of geological findings, glacial map, loess, etc. 
13. Date Ia. St. College began distribution of trees for 

forests and shelter belts. 
Locher wu 14, 1928, first game survey, Leopold, 
ohte — 15, Beginning of damming and canalization of Mississippi. 

16. End of formation of channel lakes on Missouri, and 
3 control of river by present methods with formation 

of accretion lands, 
17. Depression of land prices and return of marginal lands 

to earlier state. 
a 18. Bpbohal court decisions respecting game, if any. 

aici teh 19, Beginning Ia. Fish & Game Commission. 
20. First English sparrows in Ia, also first starlings. 

Nuh — 21, Infestation of streams with carp. date. 

These are things that occur 40 me as I write, 

possibly one or two may be of use to you. Now about the 

fishing. You inquired in a foot-note. The small-mouth 

bass fishing in the Coon river is the best for several 

years, have had only one chance at them but got thre fine
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ones and released many others,on a wet fly with small spin- 
ner. Also took a few on cork bodied flies in the Blue Earth 
River in So. Minn. on a recent trip there. Had twelve days 
riding,climbing and fishing in Colo. Estes Park region. The 
fishing was the best there I have ever had, Though the west- 
ern men affect to depise the Eastern brook trout, I notice 
that more and more are planted and by far the largest numbers 
now caught by tourists are brooks. Personally I prefer the 
brook to all others except the occasional big rainbow that 
an easterner gets about every secon@ trip. Most of the time 
the rainbows are "Not biting" I find, that is, not the big 
ones, but you can nearly always depend upon a brook trout 
to be hungry, big or little. To me, they are more beautiful 

than any other fish. 

I notice by the Des Moines Register of Aug. ll 
that the State Legislative Committee on tax reduction is now 
in session and that it's opinion is that all funds, including 
our fish & game funds, should be brought back under legisila- 
tive control by being paid into the general fund of the State, 
the Legislature,to then appropriate monies to our Dept. as 
it sees the need. This shows where our greatest danger now 
lies. Of course our funds are not taxes at all and should 
cut no figure in a tax reduction program, but in a foul year 
like this, most any-thing might happen. It will be a pe- 
culiarly hard thing to cambat in the presence of actual 
want emong the people of the State. 

It always gives me a lot of pleasure to get 

one of yoursletters. Be sure to come to see me whenever 

you are near, 

Yours cordially,
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Aldo Leopold 

While the prairie chicken. sonée 
num<rous in Towa, will probably 
aever again be huntable ga in 

| lows, there is associated with this 
fine game bird so much of*htori- 

[cal interest that findings -by (Aldo 
Lecpold, who has made @ corfpre- 

hensive and thorough” survey, of 
the situation’ in this state, will prove 
of interest to outdoor lovers. Itthas 
been found that what chickens; we 
have left today are clearly confin- 
ed to two. classes of cover: r@m- 
nants of upland praivie so studded 
with glacial boulders that the ofig- 
inal ‘sod has never been brokéh; 
(2) marshes which were dra’ fed 
and failed to produce crops e | 
marshes which were topographica 
undrainable. Overshooting did p 
a large part in prairie chicken h 
tory, and “the thoughtful sport 
man is even better aware of the 

merciless persecution once inflicted! 
on this bird by hunters, than is the 

| bird loyer or protectionist’, says 
| Mr. Leopold. “It is the simulta - 
eous onslaught of guns and deter, 

|iorated environments which ace 
jcounts for the disappearance. of} 
{this and much other American} 
| game. It is a poor rule which dg | 
not work both ways. If the shr | 
age of cover in the presence ‘of an 
excess of food and total prote ion 
has brought about the near ex(rm-} 

mation of the prairie chicken, fwhy 
cannot the restoration of cova be 

made the means of restoring the 
bird? The answer is that it ca | 

Ge NO ORS IE SEMIN eee nates a een



Copy to Mr. Bode 

Aug. 10, 1932 

Mrs. Francis 2. Whitley 
Webster City 
Towa 

Dear Mrs. Whitley: 

You asked me to send you some specific information on the 
probable effect of game management on native flora. 

Sein tae ee ee ee oe 
of the North Central States." On paces § is a general description of the 
destructive effects of grazing and clean farming on quail by reason of their 
destruction of native flora. It is a reasonable inference that the reversal 
of this process, even in lecal areas, will correspondingly restore the flora. 

- On page 156 is a briefer but parallel treatment of roffed grouse. 

My Iowa report, which will start ronmming in the next issue of 
Outdoor America, will develop the subject in more detail. ‘the Iowa 
Handbook of Game Mamagement, which is aow obtainable from Ur. Bode ant of 
which I am asicing hin to send you a copy, gives popular directions to the 
farmer and sportsman about how to apply game management to Iowa lands. 

The inelosed reprint of Mr. Errington's paper on winter food 
and cover for quail describes the findings of more accurate work on « 
smaller area. 

Our game work has not yet reached the stage where we can speak 
specifically about particular species of plant in which the flower lover 
happens to be interested, but we can speak specifically of sch native 
plants as trefoils, which constitute one of the main winter quail foods 
and are excluded by grazing of woodlots. ‘This little is sufficient, 
however, to give the broad outlines of the past tren’s and future 
possibilities in which you and I are both interested. 

Mrs. Leopold and I both greatly enjoyed our visit with you 
at MeGregor and hope that we shall have another opportunity of seeing you 
in the near future. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely,



vo ¢ Khe 3 

June 29, 1932 

Mr. I. T. Bode, Secretary : | 
State Fish é Game Comission 
Des Moines, Iowa 

7 

Dear Mr. Bodet ™ 
At the request of Mr. Aldo Leopold I quote below a section of the 4 
a eee Seer ree Beene BS Reise pret ene Oy Sere See | 
mity of the state laws and the f migratory bird regulations: 

"It shell be unlawful to hunt, kill, trap destroy, or 3 
Sie ta pameaeeban dit etka tedens ate aie Ga Gans bok 7 
snipe, sand piper on ee ee 2 
egret, crane, bittern, gree, loon, ae oe or a 
ibis, coot, or other migratory birds, except as allowed by q 
Yederal Migratory Bird Treaty Act, the Lacy Act, and the rules | 
and regulations issued from tine to time thereunder, and any 

~ ~e cath set, wes on Shahede 1s the ’ 80 any or ons 
Yome of this Act.” Sec. 5, Chap.'133, Ss Ie 1919. i 

This section of lav, however, was repealed by the New Mexico Legisla- 
ture in 1931. 

Se ee fae, Sennen ee he ee Oe ee 
bag ts within this state, and of course so far as waterfoul | 
are eanternot euch seacons and bac Linite gust be no grestar eet, Wei 
established by federal regulation. Our Commission held that they 

<i, ceeeek naelicton, ah toch conten, on to hae ak a 

Sar coe selsees ta contees Ge Ger Hehaek tenicteees GaN 
our seasons to conform te the federal regulations insofar as 

that is desired. ‘ 

Trusting that this quotation and this information serves the purpose 
desired by Mr, Leopold, I an 

; Very truly yours : 

Elliott S. Barker 

esb=p 1 State Game Warden 
ec ~ Adesbaopond ;
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Sao 
Che Wilson Ornithological Club why 

FOUNDED. FALL RIVER, MASS.. DECEMBER 9. 1608 

nae ot The Wilson Bulletin =e 
ee 

Ww adnceane or VICE-PRESIDENT, EDWIN LINCOLN MOSELEY, STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE, pee 

eva 2ND VICE-PRESIDENT, JOSSELYN VAN TYNE, MUSEUM OF zc0Loey. Busey sere 

oe rene ee cere one 
MYRON H. SWENK, LINCOLN, NEBR. 

June 14 1932 

Mr Aldo Leopold . : 

Madison, Wise | 

Dear li Leopold:- 

In reply to your inquiry in your letter of May 21 

can say: that I have never found ducks nesting in Iowa. I have worked 

among the gesting @ucks in North Dakota as well as Nebraska and am 

quite well acquainted with them and wish that we might be able to 

get them back again to our own State. 

There is only one possibility of them nesting in this vicinity and 

that is in a large poni thirty miles from here. I have been planning 

a survey of this pond for several weeks but have been unable to get 

away to do it. 

If I can possibly make this survey within the next couple of weeks 

and if I find any nesting ducks I will report to you. 

In the past fifteen years I have had hundreds of field trips in 

this vicinity totaling hundreds of hours of actual field work but 

in all that time I have never founi a nesting pair of ducks here. 

My local list of birds is mow about 230 and I have observed nests 

of practically every species that nest here from the Hummingbird up 

to the Great Horned Owl but.not a single duck nest. 

With kindest personal regards I remain, 

x



265 Durand Street, 
East Lansing, Michigan 

May 13, 1932 : 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
c/o Fish & Game Commission, 
Des Moines, Iowa. 

Dear Sir: 

I have made application fora 
position with the Iowa Fish and Game 
Commission, and Mr. I. T. Bode has suggested 
that I get in touch with you in regard to your 
work on the game survey in Iowa. 

My Father, Mr. Donald Lamont of the 
game farm at Mason, Michigan, has given me your 
book on game which you sent to him which I am 
Treading at the present time. 

Would you kindly let me know what 
progress you have made and your findings to 
date? Any information that you will send 
me will be greatly appreciated. 

Very truly yours, Do 

te) Dilton 

BL €



May 21, 1932 

Wr. John D. Lemont 
285 Durand Street 
Hast Lansing, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Lamont: 

Bode told me about you and I am very glad to eet 

in touch with you. : 

The field work on the game survey of Iowa was com 

pleted on March 25, so I have no further opportunities to 

take anybody on. ‘he first of my findings will come out 

as a “Handbook of Game Management* in a few weeks, and you 

can get copies from Bode. This will be followed later on 

by a complete report on the Iowa survey, but I do uot yet 

know who will print it or when. 

: Yours sincerely, ; 

ALDO LEOPOLD
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April 27, 1932 

Mr. Artimr J. Palas 

605 Flynn Boilding = 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Mr. Flynnt 

As you know, one of the most fimortant parts of the game survey was 
the preparation of maps, development plans, and cost estimates for a 
considerable mumber of lake restoration projects, primarily with a view 
to increasing waterfowl breeding. 

The survey was made during the winter and hence oll material on 

present distribution
 of breeding by species was second-hand. On going 

over the material I find it very unsatiefactory beemse of the frequent 
failure on the part of sportamen to differentiate between evidence of 
breeding and mere presence of a species during the summer. 

I would ifke very meh to ive the Denartment a map of Iowa show 
‘ ing present breeding range by species. I am wondering whether the Towa 

Oynitholocists Union would be willing to cooperate in the vreparation of 

- gach a map. 

Yor instance, if cach member of the Union would be willing to take 

a county outline map and write down in each county the species of ducks 

he is satisfied breed there or have bred there sinne 1920, the replies 
could probably be compiled inte a very respectable map,which would serve 

as a guide to those administrative officers who are to select ani develop 

lakes for restoretion. i 

I woulé like to talk this over with you in the proposed conference 

we are to have previous to the I.9,U. meeting. I om writing this letter 

merely to place the problem in your mind for euch thought as you may be 
gble to give it. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD



EDWARD S. PARKER, M. D. ROBERT B. ARMSTRONG, M. D. 

a 
DRS. PARKER & ARMSTRONG Qe" 

IDA GROVE, IOWA 

Apri =7,=1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wis. 

Friend Leopold: 

Here is an example of needed legis- 
lation in Iowa of the nature I mentioned in 
my latest letter to you three or four days 
agos I am in receipt of instructions from 
the State Pres, Thomas, of I.W,L. itemizing 
the specific tasks desired of our local chap- 
ter in furthering the Plan. He states these 
tasks are suggested by you. The things the 
Ida Grove chapter is to undertake are; 1.An 
investigation of the Goose pond at Wall Lake 
and securing of options for purchase. 2. Es= 
tablishment of a quail sanctuary in this lo- 
cality. 3. A drive on foxes in this vicinity, 
4, Study of prarie chickens near Nemaha. 

Now, the first, second and fourth 
projects can be well taken care of by this 
chapter and it will be done thoroughly, youh 
may be sure, but how can we make a drive on 
foxes (The project No.3)? So far as I know, 
there hs no legal way for us to kill off fox- 
es out of season, and I am quite sure that the 
game wardens wkll not be able to give per=- 
mission for any such project. This is just the 
sort of situation that your report should rec- 
ommend a remedy for, As a matter of fact, for- 
tunately, we are not so much troubled with foxes 
as eome other sections, but it is the basic 
principal of the thing that needs correcting in 
some way, 

I think you should give your own opin= 
ion as to the wisdom of recommending a new law 
on repeating shot guns. Do you approve of re- 
peaters at all, do you approve of accessory mage= 
agines on automatics, do you recommend that all 
magazine guns have the magagine plugged or rivet- 
ed under a warden's eye so that none shall hold 
more that two shots in the magazine and one in 
the firing chamber? This is the sort of thing 
that we should have guidance on. My own feele- 
ing is that a concerted drive should be made on 
all sportsmen and manufacturers to encourage 
fine double guns and to get these cheap machine 
guns out of the picture as rapidly as possible, 
= the plugging of these repeaters of all 

nds should be compulsory. 2 LE. 
Yours cordially, RD ate



905 University Avene 

, Madison, Wisconsin 
April 14, 1932 

Dr. BE. S$. Parker : 

Ida Grove 
Iowa t 

Dear Dr- Parkert : 

The material I suggested to Harold Thomas was given 

verbally. ‘The meaning of item mmber 3 on foxes was to encourage 

sportsmen to start the sport of fox hunting within the present 

open season. I realize, of course, that they can do nothing 

farther than: that‘ now, although I shall recomend legislation to 

considerably extend the season. 

4 Replying to your question about regulating kinds of 

shotguns: I personally have always been against repeating and 

automatic guns ‘of over two or three shots, but T have refrained 

from pushing the matter because it is the kind of a thing that 

ean stare up a big public controversy and divert attention from : 

the manageuent tseue, which in-my-mind ts such more important. 

The public mind is so constituted that it can get 

very excited about a question of ‘equipment and forget all about 

the more basic question of something to use the equipment on. 

I would not like to see the matter come up until the present 

move tovard control of enviroment gets started. 

a : Yours as ever,



gh 

oN Pe Lae 
State of Jowa ae” ¢ 

oo Fish and Game Department 
Des Moines 

Recdas 613 1939 Boone Ia April 12 1932 

I,T. Bode 

Des Moines Ia 

Dear Mr Bode : 

This is an answer to your letter of April the 4th in re- 

gard to the letter of Mr Leopold to you wanding more information in tegard to tk 

Hungarian partridges in Story & Boone Co. In reply will say that Icwent tO see 

v us Bergland in Warren township, Story Co. and he tells me that he saw the 

partridges from time to time last fall but they disappered in the last part of 

Jan. and failed to see them any more. I saw about 7 of them on the morning 

of the opening of the Pheasant season onthe County ere of Hardin Ce \ and saw 

about 9 of them 5 fe north ef Ogden and saw afew south of Ogden the \ same day 

they are no doubtt birds that branched off from the main range in Humbe Ce. 

The lecal residents first notieed their appearance last fall. This dbcaboutiall 

the information I ean give ice 

Yours Truly / 

i . 
Aug Df Tet 1%, 

| 

a



April 11, 1932 

Dr. E. S. Parker, Ida Grove 
Nestor Styles, Cherokee 
Frank Marnette, Spirit Lake 

Mr. Saunders, Emmetsburg 
Dennis Goeders, Algona 

Dr. Hurd, Northwood 

J. L. Strunk, Decorah 

Gentlemen: 

Incidental to the Game Survey, data have been collected on the 
original north boundary of the wild turkey in Iowa. 

Anderson's "Birds of Iowa" gives numerous records, but none for 

the northern counties. 

Coues saw turkeys at McGregor in and Audubon at Sioux 

City in 1843. I have dug up last occurrences as follows: 

Sioux Céunty - date unknown 
oo Cerro Gordon, 1890 

Blackhawk, 1856+ 
Fayette, 18380 
Clayton, 1850 

Delaware, 1855 ; 

Jackson, 1896 

I would appreciate your making inquiry in your county and if 
you find acceptable evidence on any or all of the following points 
dropping me a line: i 

1. Turkeys were present 
2. Turkeys were not present 
e Where (give township or direction and distance from a town) 

. Year seen 
5. Year last seen. ; 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD
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April 9, 1982 

Mr. Jacob L. Crane dre 
State Board of Conservation 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Sirs 

Mr. Aldo Leopold wrote me on Merch 7th regarding our 
plan for pomine Up smali areas to be deeded to the State 
Board of Conservetions 

I have not replied previously #2 it was difficult to 
visit the ereas and mow what mey heve happened to them 
Since lest summer. The first one is all that I desire to 
suggest at this time, it is an area of shout ten (10) acres 
adjoining br. Pemaol's favorite Botenical Park. I think if 
this erea could be taken by the State thet the adjoining om- 
ers would soon deed more to be added te ij. This ten acres 
is owned in fee simple by the Lincoln Joint Stock Land Bank, 
Liacoln, Nebraska and is not under contract to any one, and 
as they have decided not to pay the taxes on it, I feel con- 
fident thet they would give you a deed for o nominal consider- 
ation of perhaps $1.00. This in addition to ¢8,00 back taxes 
would be all the cost and the adjoining owmers tell me today 
that they would take it upon themselves to see that it was 
properly protected without expense. 

If I could show some of you this erea, I am sure that 
you would went to have it all as several have indicated their 
willingness to deed additional land, 

If you feel interested, I would be glad to go into fur- 
ther details and would be glad to consult with you here at any 
time. 

Yours truly, 

NLS/G ? “the : te S| tae President.



4 ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO THE STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION \ yw? 

Iowa STATE Highway GOMMISSION 
COMMISSIONERS: 

Loquitie Pek eL c.RiEBE”  TNOMAS A.way 
Fred R.White, Chief Engineer. 

AMgEs, Iowa, 
April 5,..1932. 

Game Survey, 
905 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisco rin. 

ATTENTION MR. ALDO LEOPOLD 

Gentlemen: 

Mr. Coykendall has referred to me for reply your let- 
ter of March 28 in regard to sources and lime contents of 
material used for surfacing on roads in southern Iowa. 

It is only very seldom that we run any kind of chem- 
ical analysis on the gravel or crushed stone which we use 
for road surfacing work. However, we do have a fairly 
good idea of the amount of lime present in the various 
kinds of material which we use. On the accompanying map 
I have indicated the class of material used on each of 
the roads in the southern half of the state which is sur- 
faced. Rather than specifying the exact source of the 
material used on each road, I have classified these sour 
ces with regard to the lime content of the material ob- 
tained from them. I believe that this will serve your : 
purpose just as well, and will be easier to indicate on 
the map, for the reason that these materials are obtain- 
ed from a large number of locations. 

7-50 
The roads marked in red have been surfaced with a 

material which we would estimate to contain not over 5 
per cent of lime in any form. Such lime as is present 
will probably be found, for the most part, in the form 
of Calcium Carbonate. In the southwestern part of the 
state the roads thus marked have been surfaced with a 
gravel which comes from Plattsmouth, Louisville, or Fre= 
mont, Nebraska, or with a somewhat more clayey gravel 
which is obtained from two locations in Guthrie County, 
Iowa. The roads thus marked in the south-central part 
of the state are surfaced with burned shale which is ob- 
tabned from the waste heaps at the coal mines in that area. 

20-HOTe 
The roads marked in green are surfaced with gravel 

which has been obtained from a variety of sources. In 

the south-central part of the state most of this material



-pe2 

Game Survey April 5, 1932. 

has come from Des Moines, and vicinity, while in the 
southeastern part of the state most of it has come from 
near Muscatine, Various smaller supplies have been uti-~ 
lized for surfacing some of the roads marked. This gra- 
vel contains some lime, principally in the form of Cal- 
cium Carbonate, or limestone. The part of the gravel 
larger than 1/h-inch diameter ordinarily contains from 

20% to 40% of limestone. The part smaller than 1/4-inch 
probably contains never more on oP of a 

The roads marked with blue have been, or are being, 
surfaced with crushed limestone. The limestone used 
for surfacing in southern Iowa are, for the most part, 
of rather high purity, usually showing from 80% to 95% 
of Calcium Carbonate. In general, the locations of the 
Limestone deposits from which this material was obtain- 
ed are close by the road surfaced. 

I trust that this gives you the information which 
you desire. If we can be of any further service to you 
in this matter we will be glad to hear from you. 

Yours very truly, 

L. W. Wood 
Geologist 

LWW: BY
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es Copies to Wm. & BE. Schuenke 

March 29, 1932 

ir. J. Le Strunk 
Luther College 
Decorah, Iowa 

Dear Mr. Strunk: 

The local wardens, &. Scimenke of NeOregor and Becker of 
Postville, have sent me the following caue census counts from your county: 

Zomshin Ssce am Aeres Zheasent Guall Puffed Grouse 

Jackson 160 Ped .Ceverks 200 5 & 
Lincela 12 «646. ¥. Flatland 160 10 20 7 
Freemont 15 2%. Tedd 160 5 12 15 
Glenwood lL =F. Drew 160 3 ee) 18 
Bloomfield 36 «=F. W.Benjigarite 2ko 10 60 
Highland 10%. Larson 160 8 2 210 

There is confusion in their minds as to whether the "ruffed 
grouse" were Hungerian partridge. 

I knew of no Buns in your county, neither 4id you tell me of any 
ruffed grouse there. Whatever thic bird. is, it must exist in some mumbers, 

Uould you, on one of your trips, leok in at one of these places 
and give me an identification of this bird? If so, I will appreciate it 
greatly. . 

It is barely possible these ars Hungarians, since some very 
heavy plantings have been mae near Yinona, Mimnesota, and elsewhere in 
that state. A single Mom was killed by a pheasent hunter last fali between 
Ridgeway and Cresco in 1930. 

If you find they are Humes, you might asic the farmer how long 
they have been there. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LR0POLD 
In Charge, Gane Survey
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| ore H TELEPHONE JACKSON 0314 

March 24,1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Iowa Conservative Plan, 
State House, 
Des Moines, Iowa. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

At the suggestion of Mrs. Harold Gifford we are 
enclosing a sketch of the district dlong the Missouri River just 
below Omaha and Council Bluffs. We show in color the Iowa land 
owned by the Estate of Dr. Gifford. Mr. Arthur E. Rapp of your 
commission has the same plat but we thought you might like to 
have one of these for your file. 

A year or so ago when we had Dr. Bell and later 
another U. 8. government man here looking over the possibility of 
interesting the Forestry Commission or some of the other 
government bureaus in acquiring this land, we found that there was 
a good probability of being able to get quite a tract owned by 
the Omaha and Council Bluffs Railway Company immediately south of 
Lake Manawa at a low price also. For your information we show this 
on the plat although we assume that your commission is not apt to 
be interested in so large a tract. If we can assist in giving 
any information about this land, please feel free to call upon us 
because we are interested in trying to work out Dr. Gifford's 
idea of saving it for future generations. 

ae truly, 

Executor & Trustee for the 
Estate of Harold Gifford '



DISTRICT COURT OF IOWA oe 
TENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT EWicnee eco cece 

AT CHAMBERS A.B.LOVEJOY.WATERLOO 

Mar. 9, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
c/o Iowa Conservation Plan, 
Des Moines, Iowae 

My dear Mr. Leopoldt- 

Early in the fall, you wrote to me asking me 
to get some pictures of the spruce groves. I went out and took 
these pictures, and through a mistake in re loading the camera, 
I spoiled the first outfit. I had to wait until the snow fell 

again, and Sunday I went out and again took some other pictures. 

I am enclosing two of them herewith. Unfortunately the corn 
stalks had been eaten down, so that they are not as good pictures 

as they should have beens. 

I have two or three other films that have not as yet been de- 
veloped. 1 will send these to you when I have them developed. If 
these are what you want, I can have an enlargement made of either 

one of them and send it to you. 

The day was bitterly cold, and a very high wind blowinge 
Back of these spruce trees were heavy drifts of snow, and all of 
them were covered with pheasant and rabbit tracks. 

With very kindest regards, I am ie 

b3 os i i / toot
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é March 28, 1932 

Mr. C. D. Vernon 
Fairfield 
Towa 

“Dear Mr. Vernon: ie Res 3 

Thanks for giving me the corrected history of pheasant 
plantines. 

I take it that the county farm plant is the one you had 
previously given me as 3+ miles west of Wairfield, made in_ 
‘1917 and lasting until 1920. I am now correcting this ~ 5 
having been made in 1924 and lasting until 1927. 

Your details as to the Trey farm are all clear. =t 

> 
I appreciate your interest in suegesting the seas 

Mam facturing Company as possibly interested in the pheasant 
question. I take it you have an acquaintance with them. If 
you think they would be really interested I would be glad to 
send them a copy of my Game Survey Report. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO THE STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION 

eo 

LT. aul? POE eo i Ede? CONSE A.WAY 3 ior VY 
Fred R.White, Chief Engineer. at 

Ams, Iowa, &, ee 
gy E \y ‘ February 23, 1932 eget 

L a 
Vv 

Irwin T. Bode, a 
215-9th Street, 
Ames, Iowa. 

Dear Mr. Bode: 

Mr. Jones tells me that you are interested 
in having some information as to where the gravel came 
from that has been used in gravel surfacing work in 
southern Iowa. 

As you know, most of southern Iowa is almost 
wholly without any supply of gravel, and such gravel 
surfacing work as has been done has been largely through 
the use of shipped in materials. 

In Shelby, Pottawattamie, Mills, Fremont, 
Montgomery, Page, Adams and Taylor Counties, most of the , 
material used has been shipped in from the Platte River 
district in Nebraska. A small amount of local material 
was found south of the State line in Missouri and was 
used in surfacing the road from Bedford south to the 
Missouri line. | 

In Ringgold, Decatur, Wayne, Lucas, Clarke, 
Union and Warren Counties practically all of the material 
used has been shipped in from the Des Moines River area, 
either from plants in the vicinity of Des Moines or 
plants located further down the river at Ottumwa or Har- 
vey. 

We have discovered quite a sizeable local 
supply of gravel south of Red Oak in the vicinity of 
Coburg:. There are also local sources of gravel in the 
vicinity of Menlo in Gythrie County. 

Of course all of the gravel surfacing that 
. has been done in counties adjacent to the Des Moines 
River in southern Iowa has been done with material taken



Irwin T. Bode 
Page 2 

from the Des Moines River valley. In other sections of 
southeastern Iowa, material has either been shipped in 
from the DeS Moines Ryver points or from points along the 
Mississippi River, particularly ©. Muscatine. 

I trust this is the information which you 
desired. 

Very truly a. 

; Cc. ethan. 
Administration Engineer. 

CC:MG



Copy to Mr. Bode , 

March 28, 1932 

Mr. C. Coykendall : 
Towa State Highway Commission 
Ames, Iova 

Dear Mr. Coykendalls 

Mr. Bode has handed me your interesting letter of 

February 23 concerning the sources of road gravels in southern Towa. 

I would like very mich te get some additional informa- 

tion for use in the Towa Conservation Plan. 

The reason for this inquiry is that we are trying to 

explain the behavior of exotic game birds in the counties south 

of the glacier. ‘There is evidently some correlation, since the 

vigor with which they establish themselves is mmch less in the 

unglaciated territory. ‘the most likely hypothesis is that the 

seareity of lime connects in some way vith some mitritional 

deficiency. It is the lime hypothesis which we are trying to test 

out. What we would like to find is the location of artificial 

importations of lime in roa gravels and to compare this with the 

behavior of plants. 

I have mumbered the sources of gravel described in 

your letter as A,B,C,D, ete. (see accompanying sketch map). Could 
you, without too mech trouble, send me an ordinary highway map 

on which are noted, esch in a separate color, the sources of gravel 

and in the same color the roads on which the gravel has been put? 

I understand that you have a pretty thorough analysis 

of the composition of the gravels from each source. ‘The other thing 

that we need is the per cent of lime or some iniicator of the per 

cont of lime in each of the various sources. 

I have already obtained similar informatim on the 

natural lime found in the soils in southern Iowa. 

This question may be more interesting to you after 

reading Chapter IV of my “Game Survey of the North Central States,“ 

copy of which I am sending you with my compliments. This



2 Coykendali - 

glaciation hypothesis is discassed in an almost up-to-date way on 
pages 125-126. 

I am sending a copy of this letter to Mr. Bode. 

Thanking you for your cooperatin, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Incl.



\ Q ) 
Wack. or 5 Go 

Oakville, Iowa. ; 
February the sixteenth, 

1932. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 4 
I greatly enjoyed our little visit together 

and hope you may find time to run out occasionally when you 
are in this vicinity. You will find the report on bird banding 
as follows, 

/vConesville, Iowa. 
vyBeardstown, Illinois. 
/y Burlington, Iowa. 

/ Regina Beach, Sask. Canada. — ee < 
v/Burlington, Iowa. 5 mi.below. Tamed Yan, Co. sek s $ 
vvVKelliher, Sask. Cas Ce es 
¥/Los Banos, California. eT 
v/Calumus, Iowa. ; = ” je Gi eee 
¥ Dimmitt, Texas. — cacdwt feud (Cormuty net Fee) Aots 9 lah, AS 
VrAlbert Lea, Minn. a =U 
/_DeWitt, Arkansas. a 

| ¥ Big Lake, Manitoba, Canada. C24 vi juni 
/ Whitman, Nebr. 
//“Paxton, Ill. 
Vv, Eagle Lake, Hancock Co., Iowa. ; 
(Lawrence, Kansas. 6 mie caste 

v'tKansas City, Mo. “ a 
oes ices Iowas 9 mi. north. = AeSonwsy 
/, Burlington, Iowa. 6 mi. north. 
v flake Co. S. D. 
v v Oquawka, Lie 

/vSwan Lake, Henry, Illinois. 
Vv Tiptonville, Tenn. 2 ae 
vv Oquawka, Ill. . 
v yHavana, Ills : 

“yLittle Rock, Ark. 
J /Keithsburg, Illinois. _ 
v /oquawka, Ill. 
A Stuttgart, Arke 
yyUnion, Nebr. 
vw Dallas City, Ill. % 
AAlmyra, Ark. 

y (Overland, Sask., Canada. 
Burlington, Iowa. 
/v- Oquawka, Ill. 
yVGache, Okla. 
V/Havana, Ill. ; 

“ The above are copied just as received on my 
return cards from Washington. 

Very sincerely yours, 

SEL. J 
CUttd ln F pit<e :



; March 8, 1932 

Mr. Allen Green 7 
Oakville z : 

Towa é ke oe 

Dear Nr. Greent : : ee : ; 

Thanks very mch for the banding returns. “I 
will plot these on a map and send you a copy probably within : 

30 days. wet 

I talked over your project with Mr. Crane and 
the Commission after my return to Des Moines, but I cannot 
yet say whether the Commission is able to do anything immed- 
fate. I will try to press the matter to the point where you 

~ can be advised whether to anticipate any action by the state 
in the near future, and if I can arrive at a yes or noon 
this I will let you know promptly. ot r . ; 

You understand, of course, ‘that there is no : 
question in anybody's mind about the outstanding merit of | 
your accomplishment, and I lmow that there are at least a 
few people who also appreciate the fact that you have not 
sold out the property to unworthy hands. This appreciation, 
however, does not of itself solve the difficulty cf raising 
funds for action on short notice. I am not entirely with- 
out hope that something immediate may be done. : 

Thank you again for your hospitality, 5 as, 

With best regards, f : ; 

Yours sincerely...  . 

ALDO LEOPOLD : 
i é In Charge, Game Survey : 

Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence. 
eo Re é



f UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

; _ WASHINGTON, D. Cc. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY August 2, 1932. 
AND REFER TO 

BI-B-Bamling 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, : 

905 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your letter of July 21, and in compliance with your - 

request I have checked over the waterfowl banding records result- 

ing from the work of Mr, Allen Green, of Oakville, Iowa. The list 

inelosed with your letter which I em returning herewith, together 

with the map, is correct, except that I find four returns which he 

does not mention, These are returns for, mallards recaptured at 

Leake Greek, Bennett,County, South Dakota; Oakville, Iowa, (one year 

after banding)} and a point near Moline, Manitoba; the exact local- 

ity for the last return was given to us as Section 29, Township 14, 

Range, 20, W. of lst Meridian. There also is a return record for 

a pintail from Henderson County, Illinois, that is not. mentioned in 

: the list furnished by Mr, Green. Y 

Mr. Green has banded and reported 219 birds, practically ell 

mallards, although his list contains a few pintails and two or three 

black ducks, The first banding was done January 8, 1923, Addition- 

al work was done in 1928, 1929, 1950, 1931, and 1932, the last 

records having been made under date of March 18, 1952. 

Trusting that this will supply the information you desire, . 

and with cordial regards, I em, 

Sincerely yours, 

¥F. C. Lincoln, 
Biologist, Division of 

Incl. C+22492. Biological Investigations. 

ow 
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MATT PARROTT & SONS COMPANY 

PRINTERS, PUBLISHERS, BINDERS, STATIONERS 

COMPLETE OFFICE OUTFITTERS 

WATERLOO, IOWA Feb. 4, 1932. 4 

Aldo Leopold, i 
State Fish & Game Dept., 
Des Moines, Towa. 

My Dear Sirt- 

Have spent nearly a week in the endeavor 

to obtain the information you seek, Pheasant family 

tree in Iowa, and this without much successSe 

Pound out Thursday of last week that Mrs. 

Benton, widow of Wm. Benton, was still living, that ry 

his daughter Mrs. Brown is teaching music in my home \ 

school, Cedar Heights. It looked easy, it was note \ Q 

The daughter too young to remember, the aged mother iS x 

too old, said she had forgotten. 

All we got was that about twenty years ago Ne 

William Benton brought the first pair of pheasants 

here. He kept them and the increase for years and 

they or some of them got away. The daughter, as best \ 

she can remember, it is ten to twelve years ago. She / 

says everything was made a matter of record. The start, 

the escape and this record was sent to Des Moines. It 

was supposed to have been filed in the office there ) 

and should be on tab or in the files somewhere in the ¢ 

fish and game departmente 2 

The daughter's name is Mrs. Mabel Benton Q 

Brown, 616 Olive St., Cedar Falls. Q X 

John Hartman could not remember anything about 

pheasants, but has quite an interesting letter, enclosed, 

on wild turkeys Black Hawk. 

Wish could have done something worth while. 
If you have any other lead will gladly follow for you. 

yp dv Cordially, 

of” Aire 
WEP/aBR



State of Jowa 
w. a Ae 2 ee Fish and Game Department oe Be cas 

Dex Moines wt 
J : 32. VO oe lle anuary 27, 1932 en a ) 
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\ fue rs we y & 

yv vw %. per 
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We a owe 
Mr. August Greiner 6 ew? 2 wo ] 
1328 Crawford St. € we 

Boone, Iowa 

Dear Mr. Greiner:- 

Your game census report on the Bergland farm in Warren 
Township, Story County, says that twenty-four (24) 
Hungarian partridges were flushed on this farm. = 

crate thee vo ently H nngansuns 
I would like you to verify, tes, because I did not know 
there were any Hungarians in Story and I thought you 
might have put the figure down in the wrong column. 

The report also gives thirty-five (35) pheasants and 
thirteen (13) quail flushed. The prairie chicken column 
is blank. : 

ook whittlin Uae wt Nang eons 

Please write your answer/on the bottom of this letter 
and return to me at the Des Moines office. 

With best regards, I am 

Very truly yours, 

Rede kopoll’ 
Aldo Leopold 

AL: EM In Charge Game Survey 

Dear Mr. Leopold Boone Iowa Jan 28. 1932 

In regard to the Hungarian partridges in question, I wish to state that 

these partridges were Hungarian, and further state that I have seen 

several bunches of these birds in Story & Boone counties, and also in 

counties farther north. 
Yours truly, ,



P. P. Kouns, President Geo. E. BLaNcu, Vice-President E. H. DULL, Secretary CuAs. NELSON, Treasurer 

' - C. G. TURNER, Cherokee Mrs. W. E. SIMONSEN 
S County Agent Chairman of Women’s Work 
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CHEROKEE County FARM BUREAU 

CHEROKEE, IOWA a: 

Jan. 23, 1932 faor 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wise 

: Dear Mre Leopold:- 

Enclosed you will find the report on prairie sod in Cherokee 
. county as per my offer to youe I hope this will be of 

some use to youe : 

All of the townships do not have prairie sod, so just the 
ones with any considerable amount have been referred to. 
Following is a diagram of Cherokee county. 
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(25s : 
Spring Township 

“ Sec. 1 by school house near the $.E. Yorner of section (U & L) 
Vv Between section 18 and 19 (U) 
Vv NW Corner of section 21? st ee 
Vv Section 20@-= Old Indian gardens (L) scattered all over. ow ‘oe 
J Sece 30 near S.E- corner (L) uo 

Cedar township i 

“gece 12 N.E. corner ee ae 
v Sece 10 and 11 along railroad (L) ee” 
¥Sece 14 along railroad (L) 
VYSece 16 320 acres all in one tract, unfenced and unpasturede 
JSeee 15 Other tracts adjoining above (Not swampy, still has some 

lowland. Aspects really a perfect piece of sod.) 

J gece 34 S.E. ¢ 

Vv Sece 36 Hast side of SW 4(Both U.& L about 30 acres) 

Liberty 

Y Sec. 12 B.W- t 
YSece 18 N.W. 
Vv Sec. 13 South side 

Sheridan 

/¥ §.E. Corner of Sec. 26 (L) 

Cherokee 

V gece 1 East side of river N.E. + (3 and L) 
¥ Sece 2 Center of W- side (U and L 
JV Sece 3 East of center (U) 
Vv Sece 4 S.W. Corner (U) 
¥Sec.e 9 NH. corner near creek 
VSec. 10 S.E. $ (U) 
Secs 11 Center of West side- Also N.W. corner (U) 

V Bast side of S.E.4 near river es 
VSece 14 N.E. Corner --- Hast of river (U 
vSece 15 Center of North side 
V¥Sece 16 NeE. ¢ 
vSece 18 N.W. corner ; 
VSece 21 Center of section (L) 
VSec. 22 N.W- corner (U) 
Sec. 33 Center of section (U) 

Afton 
vSece 7 Bast side : 
/Sece 17 S.We 3(U) 
VSees 20 South half of N.E. ¢ (U) 
JSece 19 S.W. $ 
VSee. 33 Center 

j



Pitcher 
vSection 6 along railroad 
vSece 5 Near center 

YSece 8 Lowland pasture 
VSeeo 16 Hast center 

Pilot 

“Sec. 1 NeE- corner 
YSece 10 Center of section 
¥ Sede 9 South center 
v Sece 17 South center 

“Sece 15°S.E- + a Rock district - Old Indian trail and large stone 
Vv Sec. 22 S-H. = U) 
VSece 21 S*W. + West of road 
J/Sec. 28 N.W. Corner --- 2 pieces 
vSece 29 Hast side around cemetery. 
vVSece 33 Near center : 
VSece 32 S*W- Corner 

Rock 
YSec. 14 §-W. Corner (U) about 6 acres 
Vv See. 36 South side 

Willow 
V Sees 4 North side s-E. ¢ 
Vv Sece 10 NE. ¢ 
/ 3ece 16 S.E.4 
Vv Sec. 14 Hast center 
Vv Sece 13 Genter (U) . 
V Sec. 21 South side (L) 

Vv Sece 36 N.W.e Corner 
VSece 35 South center 

Silver 
/ See, 5 Center (L) 
v See- 10 Center 
vSees 9 N.E. ¢ 
V See. 22 Center 

Vv Sece 19 Center of §.E. ¢ 
Vv Sece 28 S.-W. ¢ 

/Sec. 31 S.W. #(L). 

Diamond 
V/V See. 21 S.W. + 

We have not included any place where the blue grass takes the place 
of the original prairie. Then, too, there are quite a number of 
school house grounds all over the county which have not been included.
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CAME BREEDER = 
PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY 

The Game Conservation Society, Inc. 

205 East 42nd St., New York City 

January 22, 1932 

ily, Aldo Leopold, . : 
In Charge, Game Survey 

905 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin A 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

We refer to your inquiry of January 14th, asking for, 
the exact reference date of the article, "The Pheasant in Iowa. 
We are pleased to advise, this article appeared in the Dec. 1926 
issue of The Game Breeder - Volume 30, No. 3. 

Very truly yours, 

THE GAME BREEDIR 

a 
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Jamuary 13, 1932 

Mr. N. L. Stiles 
Cherokee State Bank 
Cherokee, Iowa 

Dear Mr. Stiles: 

I have your letter of January 11 explaining that you were not 
joking when you suggested that migratory prairie chickens may spread 
Canada thistles. Your description of how circles of thistles spring 
up around the roosting spots opens up a very attractive little experi- 

ment to determine the effect of digestion on the seed and to try to 
follow through some of these spots by fencing them and noting any new 
vegetation in the succeeding summer. 

I notice that you also suspect that the European leafy spurge 
is spread by birds and also the Wahoo shrub. 

I am writing this out so that I can send copies of this letter 

te my fellowships, since I know they will be extremely interested. 

Your finding of a pheasant frozen down by the tail is one 
of the first instances where I have received this kind of a report 
from one whose pronouncement I would unconditionally accept. z 
have heard the story dozens of times but always from laymen whose 

assertions in such matters one more or less habitually scouts. Was 
it a hen or a cock? Can you give me any details as to time of day, 

actions of bird, etc? 

I am asking the University of Nebraska to send you a copy 

of the bulletin on prairies. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



; DRS. PARKER & ARMSTRONG 
IDA GROVE, IOWA 

Jan. 9, 1932, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, C/O Ia. Fish & Game Comm. 
State House, Des Moines, Ia, 

Dear Leopold: 

Replying to your inquiry of Jan. 6. This 
man Bell and his party hunted for about five hours 
on an area of about one half section, the farm of 
a Mr. Kroeger, three miles north and one mile east 
of Woden, Hanceck County, Ia. I have seen Ir. 
Bell and also two other members of his party and 
they all agree that they flushed an enormous num- 
ber of pheasants, possibly nearér 1000 birds than 
850. They must have gotten into an unusual cone 

centration of birds, They all state that they 
saw a flock of at least 25 birds, all cocks. That 
the birds were mostly in big flocks, that they had 
no trouble at all in picking out cocks only, that 
none of them had ever conceived of so many birds 
in one small region. 

Bell is an expert shot and so far as I 
know a good sportsman, as are the other members 
of the party. He is an electrician, I have no 
reason to doubt the approximate accuracy of his 
report. 

Yours cordially,



GAME SURVEY 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

Jan. 6, 1932 

Dr. BE. S. Parker 
Ida Grove 
Iowa : 

Dear Dr. Parker: ; 

I have a report from one Floyd Bell of Ida 

Grove in which he claims his party flushed 850 pheasants in 

5 hours. There were 7 men in the party. 

This abundance of birds is so extraordinary 

that I thought I would drop you a line to ask whether you mow 

: Bell and whether I can accept his estimate as substantially 

correct. 

; Yours sincerely, 

3 , 
: Crecto L opete 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 
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1/13/32 

I am glad to have your report on game conditions in Jones County. 
I will probably be working in that county within the next two months 

and shall look you up. 

Without meaning to dispute your belief about the effect of 
inbreeding onquail, I want to say that I kmow of no evidence to 
substantiate the assumption that inbreeding takes place to any 
great extent or that it would do any harm if it did. 

Looking forward to seeing you, z 

Yours sincerely,



IOWA STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE EXTENSION SERVICE 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT 

COUNTY AGENT WORK OF AGRICULTURE 

et pa eee BUREAU f 

CO-OPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK 
ene 

AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS 
STATE OF IOWA 

CHEROKEE, IOWA, 

Jane 7, 1932 

Mre Aldo Leopold sé: 
State Game and Fish Department 
Stace House 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- 

You will recall at the time of your visit to my office 
that we discussed a certain survey, of original prairie 
sods made a year and a half ago by\Professor from Nebraska 
and that we could not find our records showing his name. 
I have, however found this record and if, in case you are 
still desiring his name, it is Mr. T.J. Fitzpatrick, 2002 
North 68th street, Lincoln, Nebraskae He intis lette pvt are. 
states that the survey was being conducted coopseatively 

: with Dr. J.E- Weaver, also of Lincoln. Attacited to 
Mr. Pitzpatrick's letter is the report of the occurrences 
of prairie sod in Cherokee county. 

In case this report is considered of use to yous, we will 
be very glad to send you a copy. 

ee very yt ’ 

Cccp Ounty Agent 

CGPMIT 

Reply 1/11/32: If the report on prairie sod in Cherokee Co. gives 
legal sub-divisions and acreages so that it can be plotted on a 
map, I would like very much to borrow it in accordance with your 
kind offer of January 7.



: Copy to Mr. Riant te 

_ dan. 6, 1932 

a : 

Mr. G. L. Steckhen 
Hequeketa : 
Towa 

Dear Mr. Stockham: 

In. your report on the pheasant season submitted 
to the Iowa Game Commission you mention seeing four coveys of 

Hungarien partridge on November 6 at some place in Hardin County. 

; I have no previous record of there being any 
Bungariens in Hardin Counky end ascordingly I am writing to ask 
whether I interpreted your report eorrectiy. If so, I would 
appreciate very much your sending me a more exact description 
of the locality (either tell me what section in what township 
or the exact mmber of miles and the exact direction from some 

‘ towa). I will slso appreciate snything you ean tell me about 
how many years these Hungarians have been in this lecation and 
whether avybody knows their origin (that is, whether they were : 
planted there or are drift from some more northern locality). 

All this information is desired for the Iowa 
Game Survey and Conservation Plan. ; 

Thanking you for your cooperation, 

Yours very truly, | 

i ALDO LsOpoLD 

; In Charge, Game Survey 

: Note for Mr. Riant: Can you shed any light on this? Do you now 
Stockham and his his testimony reliable? Do 
you know of any Hungarians in Hardin County? 
If so, where? 

: : Aldo Leopold



: 0) 
Urn 

Jan. 6, 1932 : 

Mr. Jacob L. Crane, Jr. es 
916 Wrigley Building 
Chicago, Tllinois 

Dear Mr. Crane: ; 

I recemmen@ that the Department purchase the 

: attached list of books as the mucleus of its came library, 
and that the attached cireular be sent all employees, informing 

them of the purpose of the library. 

The periodicals named should also be subscribed 

for and round-robined among such members of the field force as 

ask for them. ; i 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LeOPOLD 

‘ In Charge, Game Survey



: Copy to Mr. Schuenke 
Ne = f % , 

aC GAME BOOKS : 

Stoddard, H. L. 1931. ‘he bobwhite _ Charles Scribner's Sons, 
New York. $6.00 

Leopold, Aldo. 1931. A report on a game survey of the north central states. 
American Game Association, Investment Building, 

; Washington, D. C, $1.00 

Phillips, J. C. andi Lincoln, F. C.. 1930, American waterfowl; their present 
: situation and the outlook for their future. - 

Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, $4.50 5 

Maxwell,-Aymer. 1911. Partridges and partridge manors. Adam & Charles : 

Black, London. (American agents--The MacMillan 
: Company, 60 Fifth Avenue, New York.) ; 

Maxwell, Aymer. 1913. Pheasants and covert shooting. Adem % Charles 
Black, London. (American azents--The Macifillan f 

: .. Company, 60 Fifth Aveme, New Yori. ) 

Page, Richard. 1925. Mew ways with partridces. The Field Press Ltd., — 
Windson House, Bream's Building, London. : 

Seton, B. T. 1929. Lives of game animals. Doubleday, Doran & Company. ; 
: & vols. : 

Miner, Jack. 1923. Jack Miner and the birds. "The Ryerson Press, Toronto. é 

Proceedings of the American Game Conference - last two or three years. z 

Leopold's “Game Management” when available. ; 5 : 

Reprints of the Game Survey and Institute Fellowships. : 

ESRIODICALS 3 

The Wilgon Bulletin. A Magazine of Field Ornithology published by the =~ 
Wilson Ornithological Club, Sioux City, Iowa. $1.50 

per year. ; 

American Game. Official magazine of the American Game Association, ae 
i Investment Building, Washington, ). C. $2.00 per year. 

The Flicker.- Orzan of the Iova Ornithologists Union. Boe



To Field Officers: a / : 

The Department is acquiring the following books and periodicals 3 

for the use of its personnel. : 5 

BOOKS : 

Stoddard's "Bobwhite." This is the only American bool which explains, : 

for a single species, what game management is, how its technique was 

developed, ani how it works. Familiarity with the unferlying principles 

developed by Stoddard is a idabsaey foundation for effective game . ee. 

. administration. While the book deals with Georgia quail, the principles 

apply to any game bird in any state. : 

ae Leopold's "Gane Survey." An appraisal of came sentitions in eight ~ : 

; north central states, based on a game survey made in 1929-1930. 

tee 5 halts Ciekertanl.” a0 erpradeat of watertoct: enti tions : 

in North America fn 1930. To the came officer familiar with waterfowl 

in Iowa, this book will give a valuable backcround. It describes 

: conditions on the continent as a whole. : 

Maxwell's "Partridces." An ‘English book deseribing the management 

practices used for Hungarian partridces before the war, Many of its : 

recommendations as to food, cover, etc. probably hold good for Iowa. 

Maxwell's "Pheasants." Similar to the above, but less applicable to to 

Tova because artificial. propacation ‘is mainly relied upon. 

Pantin "Pactridaes.* einilay te Maxeall, Wah Onieter dat aera ea 

Seton's "Lives of Game Animals." Seven volumes giving exhaustive life 

histories of game mammals. There is nothing about manacement, but a 

wealth of detailed life history on which manasenent mist be milt. ‘ : 

The volumes most pertinent to Iowa are (1) Coyote, Foxes: (2) Coon, ; | 

5 ; ; i



Common Skunk; (3) Otter Slunks, Mink, Weasel; (6) Squirrels; (7) Beaver, — ae 

; Muskrat, Hares, Rabbits, Opossum. jae 
, 7 

Miner's "Birds." Jack Miner's history of his famous waterfowl refuce in 

\ . 

Ontario. Contains many valuable observations on geese, ducks, ani swans, 7 aie 

interlarded with less valuable sermons. f Soe 

Miscellaneous.Various pamphlets, reprints, etc. bearing on special subjects. \ 

PERIODICALS : : 

American Game. A bi-monthly magerz ine usually containing valuable current i 

papers on game management. : d ee . 

Wilson Bulletin. An ornitholocical magazine vublished by the Yilson = 

Ornithological Club. Dr. T. C. Stephens of Sioux City is editor. = 

_ dhe Flicker. A mimeographed periodical published by the Iowa Ornith- : 

ological Union. a : : 

: The purpose of the library is to put the field foree in touch 

with American game manazement and administration, in so far as it is ees 

expressed in print. All exployees are urged to avail themselves of its : 

: ‘contents, which will be enlarzed from time to time. : : : 

, Chairman, Wish & Game Commission Veet



GAME SURVEY Eee 
CONDUETED FOR THE 0 

SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE : 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

Jan. 6, 1932 

Dr. W. B. Thornburg 
Guthrie Center 
Iowa 

Dear Dr. Thornburg: 

During our conversation on October 27 you 
mentioned a rumor to the effect that there was a colony 
of Hungarian partridge 7 miles west of Guthrie Center. 
You were going to look this up and drop me a line. 

I would appreciate very much hearing whether 
you have been able to verify this rumor and if so, any 
details you can give me as to the number of birds and 
how many years they have been there. 

Yours sincerely, 

Udy hopot/ 
eine 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Guthrie Center, Ila,Jam,8,1932. 

I had quite a time tracing down the rumor about the 
Hungarian partridge,and I doubt if it is authenic. 
One Fred Campbell is supposed to have seen a pair 
about seven miles west of Guthrie Centera year ago,, 
and they have not been seen since.I am of the 
opinion he was mistaken about the birdé. 

Very truly yours,



DISTRICT COURT OF IOWA a a 
TENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT Se Fes ay (alee 

AT CHAMBERS 
A.B.LOVEJOY, WATERLOO. 

dan. 4, 19324 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Iowa Conseevatipn Plan, 
State Housem 
Des Moines, Iowa, 

My dear Mr. Leopold:- 

I have been intending to write to you 
for sometime. When you were here, we were talking about the 
distribution of partridges in Northeastern Towae I was 
squirrel hunting in the timber near Garnavillo, which is below 
McGregor, probably seven or eight miles, and found a number of 
partridges in the woods along the river, and was told by men 
who lived there that the partridges extend considerably further 
South than Garnavillo. 

I think that their range probably runs down as far as 
Guttenberg, and possibly further in the timber, which has not 
been cuty and which has tangled underbrush. 

Wirh very kindest regards, I me 

A yursy 

Oe oo“



Jan. 9, 1932 

Dr. BE. S. Parker 

Ida Grove 
Towa 

Dear Dr. Parker: 

Thanks for your several letters, 

IT had a brief talk with Judge Cavanaugh at Fort 
Dedge, but he was busy. I could see, however, that he was one 
of the clear thinkers on conservation matters. He gave me more 

. information in 10 mimtes than I got from other people in several 
hours. j 

I shall look over the Alien books with great ; 
interest. 

_ Thanks particularly for copying the section on 
leess from Pirsson and Schuchert. I took my geology under them, 
by the way. I gather that there is a difference of opinion among 
the geologists about the origin of loess, some now Claiming that 
it wes blown in from a great distance. I intend to see the Iowa 
people about this before writing my report. 

I am listing the possible donation of the : 
Whiting game refuge and the action on the honorary deputy com- 
missions for later attention. 

. With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, ; 

: ALDO LEOPOLD 
: In Charge, Game Survey



DRS. PARKER & ARMSTRONG 
IDA GROVE, IOWA 

Jan. 4,1932, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, C/O Ia. Fish & Game Comm. 
Des Moines, Ia. 

Friend Leopold; 

There is one matter that might be 
considered by your Sunvey and that is the matter 
of unpaid or honorfary Deputy Wardens, It seems 
thet these men have been a thorn in the flesh to 
our wardens of this region. Instead of being a 
help in law inforcement, they have been a great 
hindrance at times, According to our werdens, 
their commissions, which have been in the nature 
of political appointments, are held by them ine 
definitely, until revoked, May-be it would be a 
good thing if all these commissions could be revoked 
at once. The wardens here feel that it is better, 
when additional help in law inforcement is needed 
in communities, to have carefully selected men 
that they know, sworn in as deputy sheriffs. 
This leaves them on the county sherif's staff 
and does not cumber up the Fish and Game Dept. 
with honorary commissions. By having them all 
revoked at once as a matter of policy of the’ new 
Commission, there would be no hint of disgrace or 
partiality in the loss of the commissions. I sup- 
pose this matter has come to your attention, but 
am passing it along to you any-way to consider if 
you see fit. 

Have received the book on Propagation 
of Wild Birds by Job. Shall look it over during 

the next few days and then send it back to you. 
Many thanks for sending it. 

With best personal regards, I am: 

Yours cordially, 

aD 
0 fade,



5 

Jan. 5, 1932 

Mr. HL, stiles 
Cherokee State Bank ‘ 
Cherokee, Iowa : 

Dear Mr. Stiles: 

Thanks very much for your letter of December 21. 

The flock of Hungarians in Sestion 33 of Pilot Township 
is a new and valuable addition to my record. ‘They are so far : 
south and east of any other established Huns that I suspect 
them to be a new offshoot from the main bumch. This raises the : 
question ef how long they have been there. Would you mind asking 
your brother what year he first saw then? 

; Are you serious in stating that the migratory prairie 
chickens bring down Canadian thistles? If so, what is the alleged 

manner in which they carry the seed? I am very anxious to come to 
: grips with this theory, unless you intended the matter as a humor- 

ous reflection on a popular belief. : 

I heve lecated the data on original prairfe which you 
gent the University of Nebraska. Dr. Weaver is having it copied 

and when I get it I will plot it on a map and send you a copy. 
Dy. Weaver, by the way, has a new bulletin, evidently based in 
part on your data, entitled “fhe Environment of the Prairie." 
You might want to send for this unless you are already on his 
mailing list. He also has an article in the current mmber of 
*Zeology" entitled "Who's Who Among Prairie Grasses." If you 

do not have access to “Ecology”, please let me imow and I will 
loan you my copy. 

I look back on our brief visit with very intense satisfac- 
f tion and hope I shall have an opportunity for a more leisurely one 

at some future time. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD = 

: In Charge, Game Survey
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Copy to Mr. Metcalf 

: Jan. 5, 1932 

Mr, A. ® Leabo , 
Waleott 
Iowa 

Dear Mr. Leabos 

I regret the delay in replying to your letter of December 18. 
I have been out of the office and unable te attend to my mail. ; 

Mr. Metcalf had already told me verbally about the enthusiasms 
and energy of your organization. I hope to get. into your vicinity : 
some time during the next two months, at which time I would like to look 
at your game lands, There ig at least a qiestion as to whether pheasants 
will be permanently successful in your county except on river bottoms. 
I will not atteapt, however, to pass on this until I have seen the 
county in its present condition, Nas, 

I am sorry that I am not in a position to say either yes or ; 
no to a request for some pheasant planting stock, ‘the state game farm 
has been abolished at my recommendation, so there will presumably be 
no additional birde obtainable from there. It may be, however, that 
some kind of egg distribution scheme will be contimued, the ezes being 
obtained from commercial producers. I will be clad to discuss all : 
these matters with you during my work in your vicinity. 

Please do not construe this letter as a wet blanket on 
your excellent plans. Certainly you have some excellent game possi«- 
bilities of some kind, and I will do my best to help you examine the 
evidences as to what they are. 

With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD ue 
In Charge, Game Survey



Walcott, Iowa, Dec,18,1931- 

MreAldo Leopold, 
Conservation Plan, 
Speaker's Room-State House, : 

Des Moines, Iowa. 

Dear Mr.Leopold;- 
Mr.Metcalf, director of information, of the State Fish 

& Game Dept, recently gave a lecture to members of our organization, and 

through correspondence with him, he requested that we write you in regards 

to the stocking of pheasants in this part of the state. 

: By way of introduction, I might say we recently organized 

the "Walcott Game Preserve",which we hope to extend over an area: of five 

or six miles square, around Walcottywhich will be in the center of the 

area. Many farmers have already joined, and we are conducting a member= 

ship campaign, endeavoring to induce every farmer and sportsman in this 

area to join.The farmers who are not especially interested are being asked 

to have their land posted,so that even though they do not belong to the 

organization, by having their land posted we will have a solid area and 

protect birds spreading therein. 

B&fter our organization, Mr.Metcalf's talked helped to 

stir considerable enthusiasm,and our campaign is well begun, the condit- 

ion of the country roads is the only thing holding us back, but we have 

yet to find a farmer who is against stocking this area. 

Qur membership is paying $1.00 per year dues,which will 
be spent to post our preserve, and anysurplus used for the purchase of 

game birds.This low dues of course will handicap us in the purchase of 

birds, but in this way we have secured the co-operation of the farmers 

which we might not have with larger dues,and their copperation is much 
more desirable than the larger dues. 

Letters from Mr.Albert, State @ame Warden and Mr.Metcalf 

were encouraging, and we hope your commission will be able to help us in 

stocking this preserve with pheasants.So far,in years past to our knowledge 

only ten pheasants have been released in this vicinity from state aid,a 

few released by sportsmen,and from these very few, some have survived. We 

have a few birds around here, not plentiful enough to thrive though. 

&t our last meeting this was discussed thoroughly, and 

in be-half of our organization, wé@like to ask that the state allot our 

organization, not less than 100 pheasants,more if possible of course, 

and we, with our surplus funds purchase as many more adult birds as 

possible,for releasing this spring. In addition to this we have quite a 
few members who are willing to accept eggs and hatch some birds, and 

release them when they mature. 

We believe that with a good stocking of this area and the 

proper protection, they will prosper, and cite the fact that the U.Sis 

Arsenal, fifteen miles east of here have the island well populated with 

ring necks.
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Our next meeting has been called for Monday,January 16th,to perfect our 

membership plans, and also get as many non-members to attend and join 

our organization.We expect to have 3 or 4 reels of movies to show the boys. 

If you, and your commission could offer us any encouragement, tell us 
about how many birds we can expect,if any,and if you can furnish us eggs 
for hatching next spring,I'm sure it will prove a wonderful tonic, and 
help stir ap pep, and induce our members to go out after new ones. 

I'd like to have such a letter to read at this meeting. 

In closing, we hope you will act favorable on our request, and assuring 

you of our willingness to co-operate with you in every way, 

Yours truly, 

aS Leabo. 

Preshddéat, ‘ 
Walcott Game Preserve.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA 
LINCOLN, NEBRASKA, U, S, A. 

DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY 

December. 30, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: ; 

Your letter to Professor Swenk has been referred to me. 

After. considerable inquiry, I find that the -banker you 
mentioned did send a list of unplowed prairie areas to our 
Professor. T.. J. Fitzpatrick about three years ago but no 
thesis has been written nor no map made as far as I know. 

‘«Personally} I have visited rather large tracts of 
unplowed land in ChersygCounty but I shall have Mr. Fitzpat- 
rick make a’ copy of his list of prairiesand send the same 
to you. This letter may be delayed somewhat since Mrs. 
Fitzpatrick is quite ill and I do not know: just when 
Professor Fitzaptrick will return to his work at the 
University. ; : | 

Sincerely yours, 

Pr@fessor of Plant Ecology. 

JEW: LD 

Ack. 1/4/32 1
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DRS. PARKER & ARMSTRONG am 
IDA GROVE, [OWA 

Dec.24, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, C/O State Fish & Game Com, 
State House, Des Moines, Ia. 

Friend Leopold; 

Here are a lot of matters I want to 
write to you about. Pretty soon I shall become 
as prolific a correspondent as our friend Char- 
lie Horn, but these things are on my chest, so 

must get them to you. 

I noticed you seemed interested about 
the holing up of rabbits in this county. I saw 

poten ee ,, Darrel Conger last night and questioned him ab- 

| TRAPS BIG BEAvER |' oUt this again. He says that the cotton@tails 
{| Joe Zeug, a Rock Rapids man,| ¢ do hole up on the coldest days of cold winters, 
;|tecently trapped a big beaver on|w but never to the extent of hibernation, always 
1) ing 4 pounds and shout tires het|, ‘they will come out of the holes at night. He 

‘|longs Beaver are scarce in Iowa)? @180 says that the jackerabbits hole up here 
ee owls na ee at in very cold weather, occupying old badger 

ee ete his Tortunate thatthe | and fox holes, though not to the extent that 
Paes fh Ze be eeu cotton-tails hole up. This is a new one on me, 

ene 1 P ee fa . 
‘Wee 2 I/F a) In the matter of taking up with Dar- 

fee ling the Adams approach; I think that no men- 
: tion was made in my report that Mr. A. is an 

ardent fisherman, both fresh and salt water, it 
was on a fishing trip to the Galapagos that he 
was wrecked on the Vestris. If Darling is a 

fisherman, as I believe he is, this might prove 

a pédnt of approach, as I believe Mr, A. is 

rather proud of his fishing and also of his 

ship-wrecks, 

In our visits, I have not heard you 
mention Judge Emmett EH. Cavanaugh of Fort Dodge. 

He is an attorney of Fort Dodge, the leading 
conservationist there and a man of great force 

. in conservation matters, He is, I believe, 
the champion tournament fly-caster of the 
State and a fisherman of parts, If you have 
not already seen him, better put him down for 
an interview the next time you are in Fort 
Dodge. We are going to need all our forces 
lined up and headed in a same direction for 
the next few years and vanaugh is one of 
the men whose interest should be encouraged, 

Am sending by parcel post toeday two 
volumes of Allens History of North West Iowa, 
Have checked over the books for all references 
to game in the early days and have attached a
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list of the references, so you can go through 
them quickly, if your time is limited. You 
may keep the books as long as you like, just 

so I get them back some time, The third vol- 

ume is just a lot of biographical hooey, as is 

the last part of the second volume, so I am 

not sending it. 

Have looked up the matter of loess 
deposits and have found it so interesting that 
I have had a copy made of the chapter in Pir- 
sson & Schuchert on this subject and shall ine 
close it with this letter, Some points in this 
chapter seem to link up your pheasant dis- 
tribution thesis better than you have explaine 
ed it to me. For instances: 
1. There are great loess deposits in Oregon and 
Washington. Could this account for good pheas- 
ant country there? 
2. If loess is wind blown soil from glagial drift, 
as stated, this could explain the pheasant dis- 
tribution in N.W, Iowa, as the soil should con- 
tain the same elements as the gdaciated region. 
3. As China and parts of Europe are covered with 
loess, possibly these birds are more at home 
on our loess than anywhere else, it being more 
like their ancestral soil. 

You asked me to observe and report my 
impression of Wm Schuenke. I must say he is 
the most promising material for promotion in 
our Game Dept. that I have yet seen. He is an 
exceptional man and I hope that he can get 
proper recognition and advancement right soon. 

With all good wishes for the Christmas 

season, I am: 

Yours cordially, 

Cturard <{. (Jef,



Extract from Text Book of Geology, Birsson & Schuchert, 
1920 edition, Vol. 1, pages 17-18-19, 

“Loess,=- In the valley of the Rhine and other rivers of 
northern Europe there occur:in places considerable deposits, 
on the valley sides, and even up to great hights on the 
slopes of mountains, of a peculiar structureless, yellowish- 
brown earth to which the name of loess has been given. The 
particles quartz, feldspar, clay, calcite, mica, and other 
minerals cOmposing it are much finer than those of ordi- 
nary sand and are sharply angular, showing no sign of rounde- 
ing by wear as the larger grains carried by wind and water do. 
Nor do the deposits exhibit the lines of stratification, or 
bedding, which are characteristic, as will be shown later, 
of the sediments laid down by water. Moreover the shells 
found in it are those of land forms, like snails, and the 

bones those of land animals. These facts, and its irreg= 
ular distribution at various hights, appear to prove that it 
is a deposit which was formed on land, not in water. ; 

The loess is full of small, slender, perpendicular 
holes, or tubes, which give it a vertical cleavage, so that 
it commonly presents in many places upright bluffs along rae 
vines and river courses, which, depending on the thickness 

of the deposit, may be of considerable hight. 

Similar deposits are found in the United States in the 
central part of the Mississippi valley, especially in the 
states of Iowa, Kansas and Nebraska, and covering in the 
sum total thousands of square miles. They also occur in 
the states of Oregon and Washington and other parts of the 
western United States. The thickness is usually not great; 
from ten to twenty feet perhaps, sometimes as much as 100, 

It is now generally believed that the loess of Europe 
and the United States is for the most part an eolian depos- 
it, dust blown and dropped in favoring localities byithe 
wind, and accumulated during long periods of time. The 
origin of the material is supposed to be as follows: It 
is known that in a recent period, as will be shown later, 
large areas of North America and Europe were covered with 
thick and moving sheets of ice which ground up the under- 
lying rock and soil, The fine material thus produced was 
carried outward and beyond by waters from the melting of 
the ice, and when spread out in the open valleys and 
land stretches it was, when dry, whirled away in dust 
clouds and deposited. The stems and roots of successive 

' generations of grasses growing on the deposits and bure- 
ied by the rising accumuhations have by their decay pro= 
duced the slender vertical tubes which have been mentioned 

above as occurring in the loess. 

The greatest development of the loess is in Asia, in 

Turkestan, Mongolia, and especially China. The greates
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part of northern China is covered with it, and the yellow 
earth washed down by the rain and streams colors the waters 
of the great river Hoangho (Yellow River), and the sea 

: (Yellow Sea)into which it discharges, and has thus occa- 
sioned their names. The bluffs, which it forms, are in 
places 500 feet high, and its thickness is estimated to 
be greater than this in some parts. fn the river valleys 
it commonly forms a series of terraces, rising step-like, 
above one-another, with upright bluffs facing the river. 
The caeeeere: wno cultivate the arable soil it forms, 
have cut ck into these bluffs and fashioned cavelike 
dwellings for them-selves, which have been inhabited for 
centuries. Owing to the vertical cleavage and softness 
of the loessthe streams, even small ones, run in steep- 
walled gorges, while the roads and paths have been used for 
centuriesand by the rapid wear of the soft material and 
its constant removal when thus loosened by wind and rain 
wash, have also become small canons. The whole country 
is thus dissected by innumerable ravines and gorges. 
which render it impassable to the traveler,unless accome- 
panied by a guide. 

The loess of China was held by von Richthofen, the : 
German geologist and explorer, to have been produced by 
dust, continually borne from the great deserts of central 
Asia during long ages by the prevailing winds, and de= 
posited in the basins and valleys where it now lies. z 
Some hold, however, that the loess, both here and else- 
where, is in large measure, if not entirely, a deposit 
made by water."
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Dec.24,1931. 

Dear Leopold; 

I wrote you at great length this afternoon 
and totally forgot to mention the one thing that I 
had in mind that seemed mast important, to me. So 
here is another letter, 

You will remember that Wm Schuenke men- 
tioned a game refuge and shooting club in Monona Co.,. 
at Whiting, near Onawa, consisting of several hun- 
dred acres, and belonging to the Whiting family. 
This Whiting family is a large land owning family 
at the tow named for them. They are of historic 
interest. You will find an account of them in 
one of those books I sent you by mail to-day. 
They have been a great social and political power 
in their part of the state in the past. 

I do not know whether or not you saw 
their game refuge while you were in Monona Co. 
but Schuenke can give you all the details as to 
ownership and organization of the club. It would 
seem that a family like this, who I know havé 
a tradition of public spirit, might be persuaded 
to will or deed this refuge to the State or to 
the Park or Game Dept. so that it could be ine 
cluded in the 25 year plan. 

Possibly Bolton or Geo. Pritchard (at 
Onawa) might be able to get a lead on this. Also 
this family might be interested in some imme- 
diate game restoration experiment for the State, 
such as the one you have in mind at Odebolt, 

Yours very truly,
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Le ee Hate Capital 
RALPH E. KITTINGER, SECRETARY Bes Moines, aoe 

Det. 18, 1931. 

Miss Vivian Hora, 
905 University, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Miss Horn: 

Please make up a bibliography of all the publications on 

food habits of ring neck pheasants which you find in the pheasant 

books, and send it to Dr. B. Shimek, State University of Iowa, 

with the following note: 

“Dear Dr. Shimek: 
Dr. Boone tells me that you are interested in the 

food habits of ring neck pheasants, and asked me to send 

you references of published material. The attached list 

gives some of the more important references mown to me. 

Dr. Boone also tells me that you are interested in 

the puzzle of ring neck distribution in this state. This 

is certainly welcome news, since I have wréstled with this 

problem for some years and am only too aware of my lack 

of qualification to properly weigh the evidence. I look 

forward to a discussion with you when I work in your 

neighborhood. 
Yours very truly, 

ALDO LEOPOLD" 

I em sending a copy of this memorandum to Dr. Boone. 

Yours very truly, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AP.F



Publications on Pood Habits of Ringneck: Pheasants 

Brown, Paul. 1931, Beneficial pheasants. Is the ringneck a friend of 
the farmer? Field and Stream, Vol. 35, No. 12, April, 
PP+ 36+37, 98-99. 

Burnett, ¥. L. 1921. A atudy of the food habits of the ring-necked 

pheasant in Colorade. Colorado Agricultural College 
Cire. 31, February. Fort Collins, Colo. 

Cottam, Clarence. 1929. ‘he status of the ringenecked pheasant in Utah. 
The Condor, Vol. XXXI, pp. 117=+123, May. 

: Leffingwell, D. J. 1928. ‘he ring-necked pheasant--its history and 
habits. Occasional papers of the Charles R. Conner 
Museum, No. 1, April, p. 28. State College of Washing- 
ton, Pullman, Wash. 

Maxson, Asa C. 1921. Feeding habits and food of the ringenecked pheasant. 
Colorado Agricultural College Cire. 31, February. 
Port Collins, Cole. 

- MeAtee, % Le 1927. Propagation of game birds. U.5.D.A. Farmers Bul. No. 
1521, pp. 2932. 

Meatee, W. I. and Beal, F.E.L. 1912. Some common game, aquatic and 
‘ rapacious birds in relation to man. U.S.D.A. Parmers 

Bul. No. 497, May, pp. 24-28. 

Pirnie, M.D. 1930. Winter feeding stations and foods for ground feeding 
birds in Michican. Mich. Dept. of Conservation Bul. 
No. 1, Jamary. 

Queen, S. T. 1927. A brief for the pheasant. Calif. Fish and Game, 
Vol. 13, No. 3, July, pp. 205-206. (Review) 

Rasek, J. Me 1931. ‘The usefulness of pheasants to agriculture. The 
Minnesota Waltonian, November, pp. 5, 15. 

Severin, H. CG. 1930. Unpub. MSS. on food of ringneck pheasant. South 
Dakota State Game Department. 

Simpson, ‘Gene Me. 1927. Pheasant farming. Chapter XI. 

Swenk, M. H. 1930. ‘The food habits of the ring-necked pheasant in Central 
Nebraska. Agr. Expt. Sta. Research Bul. 50, University 

of Nebraska. 

Swenson, S. B. 1931. ‘The ringnecl: pheasant in Minnesota. Fins, Feathers 
and Far (pub. by Minn. Dept. of Conservation), p. 20, 
September.
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Nov. 28, 1931 

Mrs. J. EB. Stewart 
President, Audubon Society 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Urs. Stewart: 

Your hearty interest in the subject of a study of prairie 
chickens in Iowa prompts me to send you certain material which may 
ehlp you weigh the feasibility of the project and to decide how 
mach effort it is worth. : 

I am sending you first of all the printed report of the first 
year's work on a similar project in Wisconsin, entitled "The Wiseonsin 
Prairie Chicken Investigation." ‘This first year did not carry the 
investigation very far in findings directly applicable to conservation. 
The second year's findings were much more valuable but have not yet 
been published. If I may call on you some evening while I am in 
Des Moines, I would be glad to detail them to you verbally. 

It also occurs to me that a little more thorough answer to 
your question, "What is a fellowship?" might be welcome. Accordingly 
I am sending you reprints of some of the reports describing the 
progress of the Wisconsin Quail Fellowship, and I am putting you on 
the mailing list for a larger mmber of additional reports which will 
appear in the ornithological and game magazines during the next six 
months. ‘This young man, Paul L. Errington, is the one I deseribed 
in my address. He will get his Ph.D. for work in game management 
next June, and is already spoken for by at least two states which 
feel the need of technical leadership as a guide to conservation policy. 

Last night Errington was at my house and I told him about the 
interest with which my suggestion was received. Somewhat to my sur- 
prise, he himself exhibited enthusiasm about the idea and pointed out 
to me that in addition to the conservation value of any findings from 
a prairie chicken fellowship in Iowa, it would have a large “moral 
value" in demonstrating that people were willing to spend money on 
perpetuating a non-shootable bird. Errington believes that an actual 
instance of this sort would go far toward improving relations between 
sportsmen and protectionists. 

On my way through Chicago I was talking with Mr. Walpole, the 
editor of American Field, a very old and conservative sportsnen's
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Journal. I told him about a corresponding opportunity to bring back 
prairie chickens on a large scale in central Wisconsin, anid he asked 
me to write an article describing the need for demonstration funds. 

I em sending you an a@vance copy of this article, since it bears on 
our general subject. The Iowa case is, of course, entirely different 
from the Wisconsin case, since we have in Wisconsin huge areag of 
suitable land where prairie chickens could be brought back as a shoot- 
able bird under proper safeguards. 

I hope I made it clear that the suggested prairie chicken 
fellowship in Iowa should in my opinion not merely study the bird, 
bat actually take charge of a tract of land ani develop it as a per~ 
manent prairie chicken sanctuary. If the state could make a success 
of one of these tracts, it would doubtless of its own accord establish 
others. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

AL/vh 

Incl.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. CG. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

FH-Z 
Game Birds 

Thomasville, Georgia 
November 20, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
The Game Survey 

_ Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I am glad you have got in touch with Whitlock 
and that you think he looks promising. I believe it 
is impossible to find any person with previous 
training along these lines, unless you take one of 
the Fellows or someone out of a biological laboratory, 
which latter alternative would not be particularly 
satisfactory except in a very exceptional case. For 
& man who could grow into the work, I have real 

confidence in Whitlock. 

Yeatter is still undecided, and I suppose will 

remain so pending definite word as to possible con- 

tinuance of the present status by the Institute. 
as to possible procedure 

My conclusion/is to wait for Yeatter if the 
Institute's future action is known; to take Whitlock 
(or some other candidate now available and who is 
satisfactory to you and to Mr. Crane); or to raise 
the salary limit high enough to attract an older and 
more experienced (in field work) candidate. The present 
salary is hardly justification for an established man 
to risk on the basis of only 1 year actual guarantee, 
particularly as nearly everyone has a healthy distrust 
of"permanency’ in state work, If the salary limit is 
raised, it still does not overcome this major difficulty. 

A guarantee of three years&’ employment would probably 
bring out a whole crop of new candidates.
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As to my own participation in the Iowa project, 

all plans are at present subject to the du Pont people 

and the demonstrations which are being undertaken, 

Specific dates seem impossible to meke under present 

circumstanfes, I see little or no chance of getting 

into Iowa before sometime in January, except possibly ; 

for a day. 

I think I wroteyou that Hicks has definitely 

declined consideration -- no guarantee of permanence 

and salary lower than getting at present. These two 

things are bound to be stumbling blocks. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely, 

he. 2 Ole B Bian gs 

Cooperative Agent 

CC to Mr. Cranes



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 

FH-% 
Geme Birds November 3, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
General Delivery 
Algona, Iowa 

Dear Aldo: 

A letter from Yeatter received today indicates 

that the University's re-funding of his work is still 

in doubt. He expects a definite commitment soon, 
Upon receiving word one way or another I shall try 
to reach you by wire. 

Stanley P. Whitlock, instructar in the Veterinary 
Department at Ames, has indicated a decided interest 
in the Iowe opening and would like to be interviewed 
in respect to it. I consider him the most likely 
candidate in sight. He has a well developed native 
interest in wild life, has an excellent academic 
background, is practical in outlook and is a good 
worker and of congenial personality. I would urge 
that you, and if possible Mr. Crane, look him over. 

Have you eliminated Kubichek? Mr. McAtee has 
a very high regard for him. 

Holt has replied negatively; Hicks is unheard 

from yet; Strunk end Spiker seem, for one veneiene 
another, not quite right for this particular place; 

Stevens is also unheard fram to date. 

I am sorry I have nothing more to report, but 
everything is in abeyance until Michigen is settled. 

By the way, is there any more encouraging news as 

to the possibility of the Fellowships being extended? 

Sincerely, 

cc Mr. Crane ae 
Leopold's Madison Cooperative Agent ee 

Office pen Jy? pod ‘
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z Contracting and Building Plans, Specifications and 

i and Supervision of General Estimates for Modern Homes 
4 Building Construction and Public Buildings ; 

H. M. MARKER je 
—— eee 

Architect and Engineer 
General Coniractor and Builder 

JEFFERSON, OWA Nov.19/1991. 

Mr.Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear sir,- Your letter of the 11th Inst., has been at hand for a couple 
of days, but as my work has called me out of the city, I have not had 
an opportunity to reply. 

I had been informed of your visit to Jefferson and vour conversation 
with Mr.Finch and Mr.Mugan, have also been in correspondence with several 
of my freinds over the state who ars interested in the conservation and 
restoration of our Iowa Lakes. So I felt that soon or later I would get 
in touch with you in your work in connection with the proposed 25 Year 
Plan for Towa. : 

So, I am very pleased to receive vour letter and will await with 
pleasure, an interview personally with vou regarding these matters. 

I am preatly interested in this program in Towa and the United State 
as well. Have spent a lot of time and effort towards the preservation of 
our Lakes, Forests and Wild Life, and have accumulated a lot of informat= 
ion regarding the Meandered Lakes of this state, which misht be of some 
use to ¥ou in future work of establishing fish and game reserves and 
wild life refuges. 

As to the Goose Lake proposition in Greene Cco.,which Mr.Finch and Fr. 
Mugan, no doubt spoke of to you, I have a complete history, in hook form, 
telling of this lake and giving in full, the entire lepal fight that was 
waged to Keep this valuable game refuge and shooting pround from being 
drained. 

However, the history of this lake drainage fight is only a repe-~ 
tition of other drained lake areas in the state. But that is in the past, 
what we are interested in now, is the prevention of farther desecration 
and drainage of these lakes ard the possible restoration of those that 
are the most suitable for wild life sanctuaries. 

: Geose Lake was one of the most popular and he¢ shooting grounds in 
the middle west- Sportsmen from all ever Towa, from Minneasots, Nebraska 
and Western Tllinois came here everv fall and spring for a few davs 
shooting and they never came for a dissapointrent, @& the lake was 
always covered with water foul of all kinds. 

Nothing would be more pleasing to the sportsmen of Iowa than the 
restération of this lake to its former condition, eaven should they not 
be allowed to shoot there, it would bring game birds to these parts and 
make good shooting in these parts. 

Any time that vou plan to be in this vacinitv, please to notifv 
i me a few days previous, and 3 will be glad to pive vou as much of my 

time that vou may wish or need, in going over these matters. 
. foping vou may be able to take this matter up with us in the rear 

future and assuring you of our co-operatton in evary Way possible, I am ~- 
Very truly yours, 

507 S.Lecust St. 

Jefferson, Ta. . 

: = cee See Sa : 
== > Se Se ee
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| THE STATE .UNIVERSITY OF IOWA Aw 
S EeeNice Aub Esai COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING oo 

SHERMAN M. WOODWARD lowa City ADDRESS REPLY 
FLOYD A. NAGLER 

TO WRITER 
FREDERIC T. MAVIS. # he, 

ee ee Nov. 4, 1931. Fr 
CHESLEY J. POSEY Yer 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr. Leopold, 

I am sending you herewith copies of our 
recent paper on the "Drouth of 1930 in Iowa." 

In regard to drouths previous to 1873, 
the following are notable: 

18357---------25.35 Inches 
1847---------24.92 Inches 
1860---------25.40 Inches 
18635---------27.00 Inches 
1870---~------25.355 Inches 

. Above values of precipitation are estimated 
averages for the state of Iowa. 

Very truly yours, 

Zi A. Abie 
Prof. of Hydraulic Engineering. 

FAN : EC 
Encl.



Copies to: Game Committee 
Q Comeaux 

Henning 
Crane 
Grange 

Des Moines, Iowa . 
October 25, 1931 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Mr. John M. Olin 

Western Cartridge Company 

East Alton, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Olin: 

I have now completed three weeks field work on the Iowe Survey 
end am submitting this, with copies to the other members of the Game 
Committee and to Mr. Henning, as a preliminary size-up of the situation 

: in Iowa. 

Organization. The plan, as approved by Crane, the chief of the Conser- 

vation Survey, is for me to hit the survey till Jamuary 1, Iowa to pay 
my expense and the Institute my salary. After January 1 Grange takes 

it over, but has been able to promise only three weeks time for 1932, 
because of his previous commitments on fellowships and the Du Pont dem- 
onstrations. Grange and I between us were to find a trainee for Iowa 

to hire, and who is to work with us. 

The first fly in the ointment is the extreme difficulty of find- 
ing a technically educated trainee. Grange has been on a man-hunt out- 

side of Iowa and I inside, but no A-l material has as yet been found. I 

mention this as bearing on the Institute keeping the fellowships going, 
else states which are ripe for technical leadership will be able to find 
none when they look for it. If I stole one of the Institute fellows be- 
fore next July, he would of course have to give up getting his degree-- 
which would hardly be just to him. 

While this job goes by the same name as our previous surveys, I 

am organizing it much differently. I have at my disposal the entire 
force of wardens, and am training them to do wholesale census work for 

me, instead of doing it all myself. This will give a game inventory 

far more complete than any ever yet made in this country. 

I have also been asked to pick a trainee for the future "Director 

of Conservation." A forester now connected with the Agricultural College 

will probably be picked, and will work with me part of the time on the 

Survey. This choice will assure future cooperation between the Conservation 

Department and the College.
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I have also been asked to organize several management demon- 
strations to try out the Williamston Plan, and any others which look 
promising, at selected localities in Iowa. There is decidedly room for a 

shooting preserve law as well. 

I have also been asked to recommend a scheme of financial 
reorgenim tion of the Game Department, including the game farm. 

‘ I have been assured of a lot of influential backing in attempt- F 
ing to raise some fellowships, to be financed by Iowa citizens. This 
cannot be attempted until later, when the Survey will have collected the 

necessary data on field conditions. 

Obviously such a comprehensive program-~on top of thefield survey 

of game conditions--cannot be finished, or even well started, by Jamary 1. 
Grange's promised three weeks will not be a drop in the bucket as far as 

next year's work is concerned. 

I mention this for this reason: the desirability of shaking 
down at an early date some decision as to what connection, if any, I am 

to have with the Institute next year. If next year's bill is to be paid 
entirely by Iowa, it is time for them to shake down a decision as to 

whether they can possibly carry out the kind of a program they have urged 

me to lay out. I don't believe they have, or can find, the money to do it. 

Game Conditions. Iowa pheasants are the most remarkable case of thriving 

game in spite of a nearly cover-less range that I have ever seen. There is 

a huge excess of food, and in most counties no cover at all except standing 

corn and barnyard groves with a bare floor. On such range, populations 
of a pheasant per 2 acres are common, and of a pheasant per acre not rare. 
The kill I estimate often exceeds 50 per cent, and still they thrive. A 
little management--in the shape of tall grass cover and feeding during 
snow--ouzht to do wonders for birds which can persist under such conditions. 

Farmer relations are approaching a crisis. Free hunting naturally 
results in overkilling in spots, there being no cover to insure survival 
of breeding stock. In such overshot counties farmers are worried about the 

birds. They are going over to the toll system ($1.00 per day) on a large 
scale, - one whole county (Grundy) is trying it this fall. 

In other counties farmers are so sore about corn damage and hunter 

damage that they deliberately trample nests and shoot off the breeding birds 

in spring, hanging them on the fences along roads for everybody to see. 

Sportsmen claim that only maggotted seed corn is eaten by the birds--but 

there is no way to establish the truth except by research work. A pheasant 

fellowship is needed very badly, aml I think I can possibly get one financed 

by the state.
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While pheasants are, in general, more abundant than any outsider 
seeing the range would readily believe, their future is none too secure. 
The mechanical corn-picker is levelling an increasing acreage of hitherto 
standing corn stalks, which naturally get snowed under in bad weather, 

leaving the fields bare. If mechanical picking gets too general, I fear the 
first really bad winter will do untold damage unless the farmers can be 

promptly made to realize a revenue from pheasants, in which event they might 

feed them or else leave a little cover. It is already noticeable that the 
pheasants in the dairy counties, with little standing corn, are not standing 
up as well as elsewhere. 

All these remarks apply only to the pheasant belt in the north. 
In the south half, the predictions I made in the "glaciation hypothesis" 
of 1928 seem to be coming true, though I haven't worked the south half of 
the state yet, and may revise this opinion later. 

Hungarians are spreading, but slowly. Only a few counties have 
shootable densities. There is an excellent chance to show how management 

can raise the density to shootable levels. Under a shooting preserve law 
this would soon result in many managed areas. 

Quail are plentiful in the southern counties wherever there are 
remnants of cover, but nearly absent from the prairies, in spite of the 
closed season. The obvious course of action is a shooting preserve law 
opening quail on licensed farms only. Unless some leadership is exerted, how- 
ever, the sportsmen will insist on a general opening. If they get it 

they will shoot out the state in one year, and the old conflict with the 

bird-lovers, including a new "songbird list," will begin all over again. 

Rabbits are plentiful in most counties, by reason of holing up 
in winter and thus surviving on corn cover alone. In some counties, however, 

disease has hit in 1930 and 1931. 

The waterfowl situation is pitiful. Lots of birds this year-- 

evidently forced prematurely off the drouth regions to the north--but very 

few waters for them. Iowa is a regular cemetery of dry lakes and marshes 
drained 10-20 years ago and now supporting pheasants only. Many of these 
can be restored, and there is a strong public demand for restoration projectse 

The devegetation of Iowa is spectacular, even since 1928 when I 

washere before. I am tallying all coverts passed on the road. In north 

central Iowa I find the best townships have only 1/3 the coverts per square 
mile necessary to carry a reasonable head of game, while in the poorest 

they run as low as 1/16, while any number of townships have no cover at all 

except standing corn. 

The Public Mind. I have never encountered as mich interest in any state, or 

as much willingness to try anything that promises to deliver results. There 

is less prejudice against the prospect of paid shooting than any state I have
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been in. The agricultural authorities are anxious to play ball. The bitter 
feelings of farmers I have already described. Generally speaking, the game 
situation is ready for a revolution, constructive o destructive. The degree 
to which it is constructive will depend on the local leadership developed in 
the next year or two. 

The two Commissions (Fish and Game, and Conservation) are due to 
merge in the near future. They are surprisingly high-grade. There is 
some politics and sub-surface quarreling, of course, but with a favorable 

governor and two or three back-scenes workers like J. N. Darling to hold 
them in line, the prospects are good. Every commissioner I have met, includ= 
ing the women interested mainly in parks, has give me not only all the 
cooperation asked for, but more besides. Dr. Boone, the chairman, is very 

able and level-headed. The staff of the Game Department is so anxious to 
carry out every suggestion that at times it is almost embarrassing. One 
must mention only matured ideas, lest they be snatched up too soon. 

The industry ought to be interested in this remark, which I hear 

everywhere: many people hunt pheasants who have never fired a gun at any- 
thing else. That aggravates the farmer-feeling, and the crippling loss, and 
results in an enormous shells-per-bird ratio. I saw some of this greenhorn 

shooting up on the Minnesota line when Minnesota opened. It is something 

incredible until you have seen it. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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522 N. Pinckney St. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

October 14, 1951 

Aldo Leopold 
Fort Des Moine Hotel 
Des Moine, Iowa 

Dear Aldo: 

I stopped at Council Bluffs on October the 15th to look 

over the Manawa Lake restoration project and gathered the following 

from talking with Charles Atwood,treasurer of the project and 

looking over the blueprints drawn up by the Highway Commission for 

the Conservation Department. = 

It seemsthat Lake Manawa was originally the old Missouri 

River bed but as a result of the change in course of the river a 

lake was formed about 3400 feet from the present river bed at the 

nearest point. This lake was normal up until 1950 droughts lowered 

the river and consequently the lake wos drained to the low level 

of the river. This ruined temporarily a beettifitl lake about 1{ miles 

by 2 1/2 miles which was apparently good fishing and ducking grounds. 

: The work is now going ahead as fast astheir limited funds 

will permit in an effort to damm the outlet to the river and 

then pipe water in to bring the lake to its former level. From the 

picture I gathered this is just a temporary state and with suffic- 

ient rainfall the lake will naturally be restored to its former — 
‘GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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level as soon as the river rises. If this is the case it seems to 

me there is no need of spending 2 lot of money on dredging and 

damming. 

I was unable to get in touch with Rapp but understand 

he has taken no active interest in the project. 

About a hundred ducks were reported to have bred on the 

lake thés year. 

My guess without having seen the lake would be that it 

has possibilities as a state park and refuge together with a publis 

fishing ground but do not believe the restoration work is 

sufficiently urgent for the state to take any immediate action. 

Sincerely, 

BD. Ala 
J 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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NATIONAL MUSEUM OF CANADA 

Ottawa, Canada, Sept. 18, 1931 

Mr. Aldo ‘Leopold 
c/o Game Survey Department 
Madison 
Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold, = 

I wish to thank you for the copy of your 

"Game Survey of the North Central States" which together 
with several of your separates on gam conservation 
came in to the office while I was away. I have been much 
interested in reading the book, Particularly the Iowa 

sections, which unfortunately seen to be more brief than 
the parts devoted to game conditions in the other states. 

I noted in your bibliography that you did 

not run across my work on "The Birds of lowa," vublished 
in Proceedings of the Davenport academy of Sciences, Daven- 

port, lowa, March, 1907, Vol. XI, pages 125-417. It treated 
353 species actually recorded in the state, and 377 species 
altogether. While primarily intended to determine the 
status of the svecies found in the state, distribution, etc., 
there was a good deal on habits as well as abundance in 

comoatison with early historical records. 

During the past 25 years I have only made 

occasional brief visits in the state of Iowa, and conditions 
have changed tremendously in that time, particularly in the 

northern part of the state. I was in Winnebago county for 
a few days about ten years ago and the difference would mke 
you weep. During the postwar boom in land, the speculators 
were turning over the land as fast as possible at $300 to 
5500 an acre, and while there was a bit of fine native timber 
along the streams---white o&k, black walnut, etc.---they 
were logging off almost every tree left on the prairie--- 
practically every slough drained and the damest spots grazed 
down to the grass roots, everything ploughed up to the edge 

of the fénce without a scrap of shrub or weed, or even plums 
or crabs in the fence corners. Disgustingly cleaned up. 

the old-timers had mostly mde their niles or gone broke, 
and gone to “alifornia, and J do not blame even the birds for 
beating it too. These used to be millions of prairie chick- 
ens (I have seen a bag of 55 in one day when ~ was a boy)
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but by 1921 there were only a few aQvexs in a county. There 
used to be ruffed grouse in all the/groves in Yinnebago and 

Hancock counties up to 1900, but in 1921 + was tala by 
residents that not a ruffed grouse had beengeen in the 18 

years before 1921. There were plenty of Mongolian pheasants 

and Hungarian partridges, + was told, and the farmers wanted 

Z to get rid of them. I heard of one farmer who hed killed 

| 80 pheasants in one week in the spring becausecthey were 

spoiling his corn crop. 
a I never heard of any very general sentiment for 

game protection in that state. The farmers never likeé 
the sportsmen anyway. "Sportsman" generally meant a market 
hunter who came in and shot out the chickens for the Chicago 
market while the farmer was still busy with his harvest. 

after the upland game was gone, about the only shooting left 
was the spring duck shooting, when the state was still 
sprinkled with little prairie sloughs and the migration of 
ducks was diffused. after that day was done, the only 
duck shooting of any consequence was along the Missouri and 
Mississippi bottoms, where the shooters bucked the Migratory 

Bird Protection act as long as they could. The interior of 
the state had neither uplané game nor ducks ané did not care 
a hoot in most cases. 

Dr. Camsell recently sent tlemm 2 copy of Outdoor 
America containing your good article on the “atamek confer- 

ence. Dr. Huntington}s report was published in Science 
for Sept. 4th. I am inclined to think he stresses climate 
too much as a general cause for fluctuations. Climate 
certainly is important, but there are many factors of disease 
which seen to have little to do with climate or weather. 
I was quite shocked to see on the other side of the page 
from your article (page 26) aniadvertisement from South 
Bakota offering Elk Yeeth for sale, italiciced in the ad. 
=--in the organ of the Izaak Walton Jeague too. 
Still room for missionary work. 

I am enclosing copy of rmaper on "The Fluctuation in 

the Population of Wild Mammals, and the relationship of this 
Fluctuation to Yonservation,"” prepared for the “rovincial - 
Dominion Game Conference, held in Ottawa, Jan, 26, 1928. 

Gre ee



Sept. 28, 1932 

: Dr. R. Me Anderson 
National Museum of Canada 
Ottawa, Canada 

Dear Dr. Anderson: 

Thanks for senling me the reprint of your 1928 paper on cycles. 
I had not seen this, tut it is clear to me that you are one of the first 
to recognize the cycle problem. I got interested in it at about the 
same tine that you did tut did not publish until mich later. 

It has been weighing on my mind ever since meeting you at 
Matamek that I had overlooked your "Birds of Iowa." You are perfectly 
right in saying that the Game Survey Report is very sketchy with regard 
to Iowa conditions. Both faults may be ascribed to the fact that the 
Game Survey started in Iowa. I was just feeling my way and I now realize 
that I was working much too fast. It rather embarasses me to have the 
work I did there called a game survey at all. It may imterest you to 
know, however, that Iowa is now negotiating with me to make a mich more 
thorough survey, and I am in hopes that the work will go through. In 
that event you may be sure that I will not miss the opportunity for 
referring to your book. 

By the way, I would appreciate your advice as to what book 
dealer is most likely to have it in stock, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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Sept. 12,1932 

itr. John M. Olin 
Vestern Cartridge Company 
East Alton, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Olin 

The Iowa Commission has notified me that the conservation 
survey contract has been awarded to Mr. Crane. I have written him 
the attached letter. 

You may possibly think it improper for me to succest any 
counter proposal to the Iovma interests. I felt justified in doing 
80, however, in view of General Dill's, Nr. Horn's, ani your own 
statenents to the effect that the main thing was to get this job done. 
Moreover, I have a personal stake in these matters{if they should draz 
out indefinitely I would soon be in the position of having neither 

work nor plans for the future. 3 

I think that my pointing out thet the quicker Iowa acts the 
better a barzein she can get will shake some kind of regult out of 
this situation. = ; 

2 gn centing coples of the letter to itn Crane end of this 
letter to Ceneral D111 and Mr. Hora 

’ May I stop to see you on my way to Hot Springs on the morning 
of Monday, Septeuber 217 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Incl. : 

Copies to Messra.DILL 
HORN



Sept. 12, 1931 

Mr. Jacob L. Crane, Jr. : 
916 frigley Sullding 
Chicago, Tilinocis 

Dear Mr. Cranet 

Confiraing our phone conversation this morning, I advised 
you of two new elements in the Iowa situation apparent from recent 
corresponiencet 

(a) ‘The Institute does not stipulate that Iowa furnish an 
assistant or trainee. 

(b) ‘The Institute is not authorized to assume any liabilities 
pop geen. In view of the financial depression 
it is not what its finances will be beyont that 
date, or whether it will have any. 

This leaves two alternatives open at the present tines 

(1) Apply Hr. Olin’s proposed basis of cooperation to the 
period October 1-~Jamary 1, Iom to carry the job for an 
additional two months beyond Jamary l. 

(2) Make a countermproposition to the Institute. 

: Mr. Olin's proposed basis of cooperation was: ova to pay 
half my salary and all my travel expense, the Institute to pay the 
other half of my salary ani maintain my office. Alternative A of 
the attached budget shows that Iowa's share on this basis (Alternative 
Noe 1 above) would be $5,975. If the Institute contimes in operation 
after Jamary 1, ani should then decide to contime Mr. Olin's basis 
% cooperation into the new year, Iowa's share would be reduced to 

; Considering that the Institute is financed only to Jmuary 1, 
whereas the Iowm project is financed Bor two years, one countem 

proposal would be for the Institute to carry me entirely to Jamary 1, 
Tova to carry me for an afditional two monthe. This is alternative 
3B, unier which Toma's share would be $3,200. You may put this, or any 
other counterpeeposal, up to Mr. Olin if (A) is unsatisfactory. He 
has promised to submit any proposal from Iom to a vote of his committee.
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My justification for tallcing about counter~proposals at all . 
are these: (1) ‘The loner the delay, the less the chance that the 
Institute can cooperate at all; (2) ‘he open seasons in Iom fall ~ 
in October, ani the measurements of Icill, cenmees, and other field 
vork requiring the cooperation of sportesen muct be organized in afivance; 
(3) If the whole negotiations are to depen on the Institute's status 
after January 1, then I must forget the whole matter for the present 
and develop other personal projects if I eang (%) ‘he chanee that the 
Institute will uniertake guy progran after Jamary 1 will be greoter if 
there is advance tangible evidence that states are willing to cooperste 
in game surveys 

You told me you would probably not have your contract signed 
up ami be ready to suthorize field work by our ascistanta till October 15 
at the earliest. ‘This is toolate te mobilize observations for the Iom 
hanting seasom If your mind ts maie up that you want ‘me, tut if you 
cannot finance fer dlade antes ttc anlile on, aeons a tate 
and agk thea,if they should approve it, to on carrying my October 
field worl: on your informs] assurance that you will follow plan 3 if ‘ 
they will. 

In short, if the Tow, wrk camot bercin by early October, then 
T mst “go shopping” for possible other jobs, because I have mo assur 

ance that either you or the Institute will wnt any of mr time after 
Jamary le : : 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO IQOPOLD : 
In Charee, Game Survey 

P.8- While we hove dropped the trainee as a stipulation, I still have 
hopes of persuafing the Agrioltural Colleze to contrilmte one, if 
suitable ticber can be found. I am still satisfied that Iom's 
dividenis on her investment would be much groster if the Survey developed 
aman for her. 

Melee :



. Revised Zstimate for 

om fone Sarre. * 

Alternative A: Olin's offer up to Jamary 1; Iowa to carry me beyond 
that date. 

Stem dautitate = iom 

Jemonth period, Cotes .1931-Jan. 1,1932 

Leppoldts time, 50-50. ..2.62 cece eee se $1,875 2,875 

Leopold's trav.1 expense at $300 per 
month, Charge to Tomiie soe west ent sntbwvoceses 900 

Office expense at $250 per month... 10 sese «© 750 

2-month period after Jon. 1, 1932, for which 
Institute is mot authorized to assume any obligation 

Leopold's time «2s ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ew ww 25 

Seupehave Wwovel enpmmee t $100 per month 
Detaeues can cts é ce caw eee 200 

Office expense at $250 per month. . 1... se eevee ene 500 

Total expense, $8,600. Divided ar follows: ..... $2,625 9975 

2, Se ee 
faMe 1 ond should then decife to contime initial 

basis beyond Jan. 1, Towa's expense woul’ be 
decreased by half Leopola*s time, $1,250, office 
expense, $500, total... 2 ee - eee cee es « BA 14750 lees, 750 

Total expense, $6,600. Divided as follows: ......-.« %%375 34,225 

Alternative B: Inatitute to carry me te Jdamary 1; 
Towa to carry for two alditional 
months of actual time on Iow work. 

3enonth period Oct, 1,193l-Jan. 1,1932 

Teopoldts time. csc eee sewer ee nee 30750 

Leopold's travel expense at per month . « « 3900 
aie cee eee ree Te



i Devaht frome. . “ee = 
2—month perfed of Iowa work: beyond Jan. 1 

Weopela’s Hime we ee eee cee ees wees eee 290 

Leopold's travel excense at $100 per month... .+-« 20 

Office expense at $250 par month... ewe eee weve 500 

95800 $3200



Sept. 1, 1931 

Mr.Charles L. Horn, President : 
Federal Cartridge Company 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Horn: 

John Olin asks me to write you about costs of the Iowa job. 

I told the Iowa people that while I could do this survey in 
4-6 months alone, that I did not recommend doing it at all without 
breaking in a man who would remain in their employ. 

I told them game men were so scarce that I could not accurately 
guess the salary it would be necessary to pay, but it would be 
between $3,000 and $5,000. 

I also told them that since no immediate gain would accrue to 

the survey, that I thought it fair for this trainee to be paid out 
of some fund other than that set up for the survey. The Joint 

Committee of the two Commissions, however, would not concede this 
point while I was there. 

The trainee would not give up another job unless he were per- 
manently retained (subject, of course, to making good) by the state 
of Iowa. 

The big variable in costs, therefore, is a bookkeeping matter of 

whether and how long Iowa wishes to charge this trainee against the 
limited fund of $25,000 for the Survey, and what other funds would 
support him when not so carried. 

The total amount of my time would vary a little, of course, with 
the ability of this trainee. 

In Case A (attached sheet) I am figuring half of myself and all 
of the assistant's time charged against the Survey. Total, $7,000 
but no provision for carrying the assistant after six months. 

In Case B I figure half of myself and all of a younger man 
charged against the survey. Total, $8,150, but no provision for 
carrying the assistant after eight months.
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In Case C I figure half of myself and all of my assistant 
charged against the survey. Total, $9,500 ($4,500 Survey and $5,000 
other funds). No other liabilities the first year. ; 

One can juggle any number of bookkeeping combinations, but it 
all comes down to this: Iowa should find some way to carry this 
trainee. That done, the rest of the cost would not be so heavy. 

If the two Commissions can't carry this trainee, then the next 
move would be to see if the Agricultural College, couldn't furnish 
a man already on their payroll. It is not at all impossible that 
they have some good timber at the College. 

It is extremely improbable that there is any acceptable timber 
elsewhere on the Iowa payroll. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

P. S. I conceive of this Iowa job, or any other state we tackle 
from now on, as being carried a lot farther than anything in the 
previous surveys. Farmer-sportsmen demonstrations, research projects, 
etc., should be not only recommended, but actually started. Hence 
the longer time allowance for the work. 

A.L.



Estimates for Iowa Game Surve: 
(for information of Mr.Horn) 

CASE A: Assuming an extra able assistant carried for the 

actual survey period entirely out of the Survey 
fund. (Later he would have to be carried out of 
some other fund.) 

institute Iowa 

Leopold's time for 4 monthes 2s 5 2 sf ss % se $25500 $2,500 

Leopold's travel & expense for 4 months ........+++s+-. 1,000 

Assistant for 6 months © $5,000 2. Soa a cee SS Be 

Travel & expense for assistant for 6 months .......+.+ ++ 1,000 

$2,500 $7,000 

CASE B: Assuming a younger assistant carried for the 
actual survey period entirely out of Survey 
funds. (Later he would have to be carried out 
of some other fund. ) 

Institute Iowa 

Leopold's time for 6 months . ... 1.5 + + «ss 0 « $3,750 $3, 750 

Gespekd*s tfavel expense ss 6 6 + See ew te ee we > 6280 

destetant for § months at $3,600 «6 6 eS 2 se eK ee ee BLO 

Travel expense of assistant . 1 Fi ss st se ee see wee OS 1,000 

$3, 750 $8,150 

CASE C: Assuming an extra able assistant with salary 
carried entirely out of Game Department or 
Agricultural College funds. 

Other 

Iowa Iowa 

Institute Survey Funds 

Leopold's time for 4 months. ......-. + $2,500 $2,500 

Leopold's travel expense « «© «© 6 se es ee we to ow 6 1000 

Assistant for one year @ $5,000. 6s eee ee we BR ORO 

Travel expense of assistant » . sis ese ew te ee ts 61,008 

: $2, 500 $4,500 $5,000
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A PROPOSAL 

To 

THE IOWA STATE BOARD OF CONSERVATION 
and 

THE FISH AND GAME DEPARTMENT 

For 

: A comprehensive State-wide twenty-five year program 
for the acquisition, conservation, maintenance, and 
construction of a system of parks, recreational 
grounds, beauty and scenic spots, scenic highways, 

fish game and bird refuges, and sanctuaries to serve 
as _a guide to the conservatory activities of the State 

CHANCE S$. HILL 
LANDSCAPE ARCHITSCT 
Y West Madison Street 
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TO THE IOWA STATE BOARD OF CORSERVATICH 

THE FISH sup GAME DEPARTMENT 

Sirs: 

Acting on your request I om submitting the foliowe 

ing proposal for a Survey for a comprehensive State-wide twenty- 

five year program for the acquisition, conservation, maintenance, 

and eonstructisn of a system of perks, recreationel grounds, 

beauty snd seenic spots, scenic highways, fish geme and bird 

refuges, and sanctuaries to serve as # guide to the conservatory 

setivities of the State. 

THTRODUCTICN 

The present activities in State Conservation and 

Park work throughout the nation have come about largely because 

of the exploitation, destruction, end abuse of our naturel 

resources, and because of the increasing urbanization of our 

population with the resulting needs for mass recreetion. 

It is elear to all thinking people, in the first 

case, that for economic reasons slone our existing foreat ané 

woodlands must be conserved and that cuteover waste lends must



be reforested, that if we ere to continue to have fish and wild : 

life with us in its many interenting forms thet it must be 

studied, protected and conserved, that our historic places and 

scientific and scenic areas must be sequired and preserved for 

posterity before it becomes too late, and that s definite policy 

for the conservation of such natural resources e¢ coal, oil, 

minerals, gravel, stone, water power, ete., be sdopted. 

The future recrestional requirements of the Stete are 

equally apparent. In briefly covering the need for ineressed 

recreation Sacilities in iowa, we might first examine briefly 

the movement of population during the last forty years. The 

urbanization of the population of the State sinee 1890 is pero 

haps best shown by the fact that in that year there were forty- 

aix cities ans towns of a population of 2500 or over, totaling 

405,764, while in 1930 there were eighty with a population of 

974,115. In 1890 the population of cities in this oless was 1.2% 

of the total populetion while in 1930 such pleces comprised 39.4%. 

The ofen country populetion of the ?tate shows a decrease of 

234,559 since 1900. This servee to point out clearly the increase 

of the urban element at the expense of the open country. 

The causes for the depopulation of the country districts 

ené the growth of the large cities are not peculiar te lowe or 

the United States, but are apparent the whole world over. ‘he 

eauses lie deep, snd are a pert of the progress of modern civil- 

ization. 

The people of Iowa are destined to crowd more and more 
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into the cities and suburbs and yet experience has always been thal’ ‘ 

such crowding is not good for the human race. The average length of 

humen life is not as long in tae city as in the country, diseases 

ere more common, vice aud ¢rime are more in evidence, and the poor 

&o not have the opportunity for adequate recreation, relaxation and 

rest. Experience hes proven thet if city people are to enjoy health 

eng happiness, they must have opportunity for recreation in the oute 

of-doors for the beneficial effects of air end sunlight end for the 

enjoyment of the besuties of nature, which are inherent in 611 the 

humen race and go essential to the welfare of a city population os 

& contrast to their highly artifieial surroundines, It is this 

@all of the open country which every veekeend takes countless thousands 

to the woods, strenma and lskes, and the broed highway. 

The properties owned by the State et the present time al- 

resdy form = atrong nucleus for a splendid Stete perk and fish and 

geme system. The rivers, small lekes, beautiful woods, rock forma- 

tions end points of historic interest in the State heve made this 

beginning most interesting. 

The twenty-five year progrem shoulé complete the recreation- 

eal service as woll ss thoroughly provide for the fish, geme, and. 

forestry interests of the State in a generous manner, preserve other 

historical, archseologicel end seenie places of interest as well se 

additional areas for preservation end study of netive flora and 

geclogical conditions. 

This expansion and improvement of the present State 
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properties to meet the future perk, fish ond geome, and conservation 

requirements felle naturelly into nine hendings:e 

1. Acquisition of sdditionel lands to present sites, 
further rounding them out as to recreational use end 
geenie effect or for greater service snd practicebility 
for fish and game conservation and propegetion as well 
as forestry purposes. 

2. Aequisition of entirely new sreas valusble for forest 
reserves, for reforestation, for preserving and prope 
agating animal, fish and bird life for preservation 
and study of the native flora and geological conditions, 
for archseologicel and historic interest, end for 
recreational or scenic perks. 

3. A definite Stete policy on game, recognizing the land- 
owner as & custodian of public game with such protec- 
tion and other provisions as mey seem essential to the 
suceess of such a policy. 

4. The development of euch scenie highways es the river 
eourses and more rugged ereas of the Stete would seem 
to warrent with suiteble points of interest to make 
them a real mecen not only for residents of the State 
but for touriste in genersl. 

5. A connecting Stete-wide highway system between perk 
properties. 

6. the further improvement of the present treats ma the 
éevslopment of new sites to make them more usenble anf 
their health and sanitetion requirements of » high 
eherecter. 

7. A syatem of meintensance for the entire holdings to sefe- 
guerd the heelth and generel welfare of the patrons. 

8. A budgeted program for the sequisition, development, and 
maintenance cf the above program. 

9. A setup for an organization best suited to administer the 
effasirs of such a Stete syatem. 

THE SURVEY 
& General Cutline Showing ita 2tructure 

I. My econeeption of the purposes of the Survey:e- 
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The finel recommendstiona regerding the various pheses ve 
of the problem as outlined sborve will only be as sound 
as the investigations on which they ere based were 
thorough, The Survey resolves itself into « digging 
into, finding end sesembling of #11 the facts pertain- 
ing to the many angles of the problem, a sesrehing a 
anslysis of these fects lesding up to the — of 
final conclusions besed on the analysis end the Fine] 
recommendations to be embodied in tue report. 

II. A listing of some cf the important feets and ideas to be 

studied:e 

1. Physical (Geology 
(Seil 

(Distribution 
(Density of various srese 

2. Population (Trends 
(Srowth 
(Make-up 

{Agrienlturel (types) 
3. Land Usege (Urban 

(Suburban 

(Existing Forests 
(Utilizetion 

4. Forestry (Character 
(Hon-prodective lands 
(Srosion 
(Flore 

(Area; Depth; Length; Breadth 
(Shore line; Aeceasibility; 

Surrounding topography 
(Water levels 

5. Lakes (Springs 
(Dems; Water power 
(Restoration of drsined lakes; 

Rew lekes 
(Algae; Pollution 

(See Fisa Facts) 

(Source; Length; Depth; Fidth; 

( eenn 2s To phy; Drai re line; Topo na 
6. Rivers basin —— ” 
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(Dems; “ater power; Tater flow and levels 
(Springs 

6. Rivers (Slonghs 
Cont'd, (Accessibility 

(Algae; Pollutien 
(See Fish Facts) 

(Present distribution of important species 
(Distribution,kind end degree of pollu- 

tions and control plants 
(Distribution and kind of past pluntings; 

eny known data on survival percentages 
and growth retes 

(Distribution, stability, ehsracter, and 
size of present waters, public and pri- 
vete. #ossible lake restorations. 
Possible new lakes in gravel pite, 
flowages, ete. 

(Zvidence on changes in the ¢herseter or 
stebility of fish waters 

(The Carp problem 
(Present lesdership in fish administrae 

tion, efueation and research. Vacilie 
ties and manpower of Gonservation 
Department, Univeraity, Bureau of 
Fisheries, Sgriealtural and local 
colleges 

(Trainine of future leedership. Weed of 
7. Pish fieh research fellowships and pollution 

control fellowships at eduestion 
inetitutions. Yoassible private finane- 
ing. Treining eemps for Meld Yardens 
et refuge fich management snd reseue 
operationa 

(Hatcheries, rescue stations, resring 
ponds, transport methods, ete. 

(#inance. Funds for expansion of cultural, 
demonstration, and research work ashy 

: (Possible demonstrations (es in Michigan) 
of artificial improvement of fish en- 
viroments by manipulation of eover, 
food, spawning beds, ete. 

(Co-ordination of pollution control with 
public health activities (Sewage, 
mosquitoss, ete.) 

(fish culture and publie fishing on State 
waterfront refuges end restoration pro- 
jeets 

(Fishing in public parks 
(Corordinsted control of comercial, game, 

end rough fish 
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(Present distribution snd ebundance of 
uplend game species. PDetermine 
saturetion points or meximum poten- 
tisl ebundence > 

(Potential extension of phereant and 
queil range 

(Present distribution of waterfowl creas, 
snd opportunities for their extension 

(Reesons for present scarcity or abundance 
ef each species. VYhat improvements 
ofthe range or ite use (1.¢., whet 
manegement meseures) would increase 
abundance 

(Management measures so far tried, and 
their results. Comparisons with 
other states 

(Land and tenure and use; perceat of 
posting, trend of posting; operation 

é of trespass lew; woodlot taxation; 
economie status of drained and une 

3 arained marehlends; status of local 
8. Game organizations of farmers, sportsmen, 

and protectionists; relation of 
possible game revenues to other farm 
revenues and outlays; eost of game 
manegement measures. 

(Present lesdership in geme administree 
tion, education and resemreh. Facilie 
ties snd manpower of Conservation 
Tepes rtment, levigsi tenet College, 
University, loesl collegeg, MeGregor 
School 

(Treining of future leadership. Meed 
of seme reseorch fellowships et 
educations] institutions. Possible 
private finencing 

(Need of training camp for Pield Yerdens. 
Zatablishment of game management 
demonstration aress near egriecultural 
college to serve es site for Came 
Varden Treining Camp and to enlist 
interest of County agents end fermers. 
Present geme ferma 

(Upper Mississippi Refuge. How to restore 
its breedstocks. How to promote ite 
use as & biological station and 
cemonstretion srea 

(¥inence. Yast diversion of game funds. 
Ways of expanding game revenues. 
gunds for aequisition of a system of 
refuges for waterfowl end pheasents. 
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{A woodlot tex lew satisfactory both from 
forestry, farm, and gane standpoint. 
Possible extension te other farms of 

geme or watershed cover. 
(A shelterbelt or windbreek poliey satisfac- 

tory from geme and forestry standpoints. 
flenting stock at cost? 

(Highway beeutifieation policy, combining 
landseaping and geme cover. 

(Adjusting all moves to improve geme cover 
end food so as to benefit song and in- 
sectivorous birds also. 

(Weking public weterfowl refuges serve os 
publie fishing grounds, and es reservations 
for porpetueting non-geme weter birds. 

(Make the park aystem serve as reservations 
for perpetuating rare and closed species 
such eas raffed grouse, wild turkey, 
peleated woodpecker, woodeock, etc. 

(Seek co-operation of railrosds to preserve 
flora and game food and cover on right- 
of-way. 

(Medernise farm trespass lew (yosoes 18928) 
to better protect farmers from treespaas- 

8. Game ing hunters. 
Cont'd. (Consider Indiene Woodlot Tax Law to encourage 

ungrazed woodlote. 
(Authorize Conservation Department to license 

clubs and private shooting preserves to 
eontrol abuses thereon, and protect public 
interest 

(Consiéer eutherizing Conservation Department 
to license farmer. Co-operatives for the 
prectice of game management aan they 
are open to publie siiooting to regulsete 
the retes eherged for public shooting, 
and to grant special open seasons in proe 
portion to geme propegeted, subject to 
revocation for overshooting or other abuses, 

(Consider the purchase end reversion te 
original conditions of a "Virgin Preirie 
Park", to bea dediented to the perpetuation 
of the original florea and privete animals 

_— es pimnted grouse, upland plover, 
ete. 
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(Reletive popularity of various forma 
Hivtentiad possibilities on present State 

né 
(fypee now enjoyed on various areas 
(Types to be added to various ereas 
(Adaptability of proposed sites tc recreation 9. Reerontional (Distribution ef facilities over entire State 
(Coneession Policy 
(Senitetion 
(Hotels, cabins and camp sites 
(Aéministration 
(Development 
(Costs 

(Historie interest 
10, Historical & jInsereating geologicel formations Seientifie Interesting botenicel specimens and colonies laces Having (Interesting srehseologicsl findings 

(Relationship to present sites 
(Reletionship to propose’ sites 
(Types of seenery on various routes 1l. Highways & (Possible seenic hichways Perkweys (Cirele tours : 
(state-wide connecting system 
(Plantetions o? native trees an@ shrubs to 

eid ex isting effects 

12. Interrelation of #11 the above feetors. 

III. Amelysis of feete to determiners 

1. the most adaptable and workeble plen for - 

As State fish restoration snd conservation policy. 5 

B. State geme restoration end conservation policy. 

C. State forestry restoration end Conservation policy. 

D. Stete park acquisition ané conservation poliey 

E. State sequisition end conservetion policy for 
auxiliary parks. 

#. State ee of reatoretion and conservation of 
historic and seientifie pleces ineluding 
archaeological sarees. 
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I¥. Conclusions to be drawn from the fects and analysie of 
facts regerding:- 

1. Dietribution, charaeter, size, loantion 
ugege, development and construation, and 
meintenence of the verious unite necessary 
to carry out above progrem A - F. 

2. State administration and financial policy 
for above prozrem A ~ ¥. 

S$. State administretive and financial = 
for the posrible interrelation of Stete 
gonservation endervors for shove program 4 - 7. 

4. Stete legislative program to ae out the 
adopted State administretive and financial 
policy for shove program A - ¥. 

Vv. ‘treliminery report embodying the materials of II, Ili, and IV. 
This would inelude probably the follewingt- Tlens, maps, charts, 
and disgreme, with preliminary estimetes and text to make clear 
the findtags. 

1. State geological mep 
i. nysteal - 2. State soil map 

&. State topogreshic map 

1. Distribation 
&. Population - &. Trends end growth cherts 

S. Density 

1. Stete agrieulturel uve meps 
2. State forest growth map 

S. end Use - &. Yon-productive lends 
4. Urban centers 
&. industrial areas 

1. Present forest distribution 
2. Prebable or potential forest lands 

4. Forestry - S. Types of forests 
4. Reclemation projects through 

reforestation 

1. Algae infested bodies of veter with 
percents res 

£. Polluted weter with pereen 
6&6. Lakes and 3. Recommended for future ee 

Rivers 4%. Leake restoretion 
&. Existing end poseible power dem sites 
6. Drainage districts 
7. New lakes 
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1. Originel, present, and potential 
fish waters by elasaes 

2. Present and needed cultural operstions 
7. Pish- such ss hatcheries, reaenue operations 

peseerees control plente, rearing ponds, 
ete. 

3. Present end needed fecilities for re- 
search and education in fish management 
end water control 

1. Original, present, and potential range 
of each species or class of geme; present 
ané proposed refuges, perks, or preserves 
devoted to it; samples of present density 
and annual kill; sites of proposed managee 
ment desonstrations; sites of restoration 
opportunities. 

a. Game- 2. Wap showing present and potential facili- 
ties for researeh end education, including 
agricultural high schools, Boy Scout Camps, 
demonstration ferms, bending stations, ete. 

é. Map showing present ventures in game manage 
ment, ineluding — and private refuges, 
clubs, co-operatives, public shooting 
grounds, geme ferme, ete. 

1. Existing aress and value for sll forms of 
recrestion 

9. Recrestional- 2. Preposed ereas and velue for all forms of 
recrention 

3. *opulerity of various forms ef recreation 
4. Accessibility, present and future 

1¢. Historie & 
Seientific 1. Recommended areas end comparetive velue 
Plaees- 

1. Suggested scenic drives and cirele tours 
ll. Highways & 2. Connecting system of highweys 

Perkways- 3. Mlentings 

12. Interrelation 
of all the 1. Cpportunitées for co-operation and mutual 
above fectors- benefits 

Miseelleneous- 1. Administretion charts 

elle



VI. Final report embodying a recapitulstion of above materials 
with alterations end corrections. 

VII. Terms of the proposal. 

1. Zrogram Schedule 

If retained for the survey work, I would expect to 

immediately set up the organization to carry out the 

contract and to make every endeevor to present the 

completed preliminary report within twelve months 

therefrom, and to have the final report in the hands 

of the State six months later. 

2. Co-eoperation 

I would expect to heve the co-operation end advice of 

the members of the feeulties of the various educational 

institutions within the Stete and of all Stete Officials, 

with seceess to #11 available date controlled by them, 

this to be accorded to me freely as a contribution of 

the State and vithout cost. 

3. Office 
Local office space should be provided by the State, pre- 

ferably in the Department of landscape Arehitecture at 

the Iowa State College in Ames. 

4. Steff for Board of Conservation Work 

I would look on the executing of this Survey as the 

major endeavor of my office during the life of the 

survey work, and would expect to give e large part of 

my time to it, particulerly in studying date and in 

personel visits to areas under consideration followe 

ing the collection and analysis of data. I would deem 
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this ectual personal knowledge of facts and sites of first 

importance in making recommendations. 1 

In addition to my own time on the survey work, 1 would like, 

with the permission of the Board of Conservation, to retain 

the services of their landscape architect, Mr. Yitzimons, 

to act as my representative in Iowa during the course of 

the survey. This would necessitate, particularly in the 

early stages my employing the greater part of his time al- 

though he could still function in his official cepacity to 

the Boerd. During the later pert of the work « lesser 

amount of his time would be required on the survey. His 

salary could then be proreted accordingly. This errangement 

has e two-fold sdvantege in thet it would make directly 

aveilable to the survey the fund of information he has been 

storing up and would also keep him intimately in touch with 

&11 phases of the survey from its inception to its completion, 

thereby making him of unestimable value to the Boerd in the 

future. 

I would expect to furnish to the Iowa office also a trained 

lanéscape assistant to be used in assembling dats, making 

meps, charts, grefs, ete., and elso furnish such clerical 

help as would be needed. 

5. Staff for Fish and Geme Department York 
Mr. Aldo Leopold, nationally-known suthority on fish and 

game, would associate with me sssuming responsibility for 
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the survey for the fish and game program. He woulé expect to 

collaborate with State and Government Officials, particalsrly 

with the lowe Fish and Geme Department and the J. 5. Fisheries 

at LeCrosse, Wiseonsin. He would conduct his studies in the 

State personally. 

Ur. Leopold would require the State to furnish one assistant, 

preferably a man from the Iowa Fish and Game Department, whose 

appointment would be subject to his approval. Mr. Leopold 

estinetes thet he bizself will give «11 of his time for four 

months to his investigation within the State and such other 

time later as is required for completion of his work. ‘The 

assistant would work directly with him during the survey but 

return to the Fish and Game Department after completing his 

work with Mr. Leopold where his experience in the survey work 

would be of great value to the Fish and Game Department and fit 

him for greater responsibilities. 

Mr. Leopold would expect the neceseery studies on pollution 

to be furnished by the State with Federal co-operation. 

6. orm of Reports 
(a) the mein report would cousist of 100 copies of a mimeoe- 

graphed, photostatic volume for official use and refer- 
ence, at the surveys expense. 

(b) A condensed form of ebove report for popular distribution 
prepered by the survey but published at Stete expense. 
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7. Fees and Payments 

The above survey is besed on a fee of $25,000 aa provided for 

in Senate Joint Resolution lio. 16, 44th G. A. of Iowa. 

Approved Mareh 28, 1931. 

tly budget for salaries and expenses for the survey leeve only 

@ slender margin of profit on the basis of this fee. 

Payments of Fee:- 

1. Retainer fee on signing of contracts $ 8,000.00 
2. Payment on submission of preliminery report 10,000.00 
3. Pinel payment on completion of final reports 7,000.00 

Total - $25,000.00 

Respectfully submitted, 

Landscape Architect
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E cory 

En route Quebec 
July 21, 1931 

Dear Mr. Hill: 

Here are the rough outlines of a Game Survey and a Fish 
Survey of Iowa. 

I prepared these on the train without a typewriter, hence 
I would appreciate your making and sending copies of the outlines and of 
this letter to:- 

1. My Madison office 

2. Mr. Leavitt 

3. Mr. John M. Olin, Western Cartridge Co. 
East Alton, Illinois 

4. General E. C. Dill, Federal Cartridge Co. 
Broadway, New York City 

I will swnmarize, for the information of these other gentlemen, 
the terms which we discussed last night: 

(a) Iowa to furnish a trainee satisfactory to me to 
work with the Game Survey, the state to continue 
his services afterward on the execution of its 
findings and recommendations. 

(b) At least 4 months of my time and field expense 
to be provided for. 

(c) The Game Survey Report to be published without 
expense to the Institute. 

We forgot to discuss who is to handle pollution. A fish survey 
without this would be useless. It seems reasonable to expect the state 
institutions to either furnish competent service on this or else get it from 
the Federal departments or elsewhere. It would be impossible for any "bidder" 
to employ a pollution expert in addition to the other expert services re- 
quired, within the $25,000.00 maximum. 

I enjoyed our visit and hope this Iowa venture will materialize 
in satisfactory form. 

Yours cordially, 

(Signed) Aldo Leopold 

In Charge, Game Survey 

; SAAMI
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Outline for 
Game Survey of Iowa 

I. Kinds of facts to be gathered on Game and Game Lands 

1. Present distribution and abundance of upland game species. 

Determine saturation points or maximum potential abundance. 

2. Potential extension of pheasant and quail range. 

3. Present distribution of waterfowl areas, and opportunities 
for their extension. 

4. Diagnosis of reasons for present scarcity or abundance of 
each species. What improvements of the range or its use 

: (i.e., what management measures) would increase abundance. : 

5. Analysis of management measures so far tried, and their results. 
Comparisons with other states. < 

6. Analysis of land tenure and use: percent of posting; trend of 
posting; operation of trespass law; woodlot taxation; economic 
status of drained and undrained marshlands; status of local 
organizations of farmers, sportsmen, and protectionists; rela- 
tion of possible game revenues to other farm revenues and out- 
lays; cost of game ganagement measures. 

» Tie Appraisal of Administration, Research and Financial Machinery 

7. Analysis of present leadership in game administration, education 
and research. Facilities and man power of conservation Department, 

agricultural college, university, local colleges, McGregor School. 

8. Training of future leadership. WNeed of Game Research Fellowship 
at educational institutions. Possible private financing. Need 

Training Camp for Field Wardens. Establishment of game manage- 
ment demonstration areas near agricultural college to serve as 
site for Game Warden Training Camp and to enlist interest of 
County Agents and farmers. Present Game farms. 

9. Upper Mississippi Refuge. How to restore its breeding stocks. 

How to promote its use as a biological station and demonstration 
area. 

: -le



10. Finance. Past diversion of game funds. Ways of expanding 
game revenues. Funds for acquisition of a system of refuges 
for waterfowl and pheasants. 

III. Co-ordination of Game Program with other conservation activities 

11. A woodlot tax lew satisfactory both from forestry, farm, and 
game standpoint. Possible extension to other forms of game : 
or watershed cover. 

12. A shelterbelt or windbreak policy satisfactory from game and 
forestry standpoints. Planting stock at cost? 

13. Highway beautification policy, combining landscaping and game 
cover. 

14. Adjusting all moves to improve game cover and food so as to 
benefit song and insectiverous birds also. 

15. Making public waterfowl refuges serve as public fishing grounds, 
and as reservations for perpetuating non<game waterbirds. 

16. Make the park system serve as reservations for perpetuating 
rare and closed species such as ruffed grouse, wild turkey, 
péleated woodpecker, woodeock, etc. 

17. Seek co-moperation of railroads to preserve flora and game food 
and cover on right-of-way. 

Iv. Legislation to be considered in carrying out Game Program 

18. Modernize farm trespass law (passed 1898) to better protect 
farmers from trespassing hunters. 

19. Consider Indiana Woodlot Tax Law to encourage ungrazed wood- 
lots. 

20. Authorize Conservation Department to license clubs and private 
shooting preserves to control abuses thereon, and protect public 
interest. 

21. Consider authorizing Conservation Department to license farmer 
comoperatives for the practice of game management, provided they 
are open to public shooting, to regulate the rates charged for 
public shooting, and to grant special open seasons in propor- 
tion to game propagated, subject to revocation for overshooting 
or other abuses. 

22. Consider the purchase and reversion to original conditions of 

a



; a "Virgin Prairie Park", to be dedicated to the perpetuation 
_ of the original flora and prairie animals such as pimated 

grouse, upland plover, etc. 

V. Plans, Charts and Map s to be prepared 

23. Original, present, and potential range of each species or class 
of game; present and proposed refuges, parks or preserves de- 

: voted to it; samples of present density and annual kill; site 

of proposed management demonstrations; sites of restoration 
opportunities. 

2. Map showing present and potential facilities for research and 
education, including agricultural high schools, Boy Scout Camps, 
Demonstration Farms, Banding Stations, etc. 

25. Map showing present ventures in game management including public 
and private refuges, clubs, comoperatives, public shooting grounds, 
game farms, etc. 

Outline for 
Fish Survey of Iowa 

I. Kinds of facts to be gathered on fish and fish waters 

1. Present distribution of important species. 

2. Distribution, kind and degree of pollutions and control plants. 

3. Distribution and kind of past plantings; any known data on 
survival percentages and growth rates. 

4. Distribution, stability, character, and size of present waters, 
public and private. Possible lake restorations. Possible new 
lakes in gravel pits, flowages, etc. ‘ 

5. Evidence on changes in the character or stability of fish 
waters. 

6. The Carp problem. 

3.



Tks Appraisal of Administrative, Research, and Financial Machinery é 

7. Analysis of present leadership in fish administration, education 
and research. Facilities and man power of conservation Dept., 

: university, Bureau of Fisheries, agricultural and local colleges. 

8. Training of future leadership. Need of Fish Research fellowships . 
and Pollution Control Fellowships at educational institutions. 
Possible private financing. Training camps for field wardens at 
hatcheries and upper Mississippi Refuge fish management and rescue 
operations. 

9. Analysis of hatcheries, rescue stations, rearing ponds, transport 
methods, etc. 

10. Finance. Funds for expansion of cultural, demonstration, and 
research work. 

11. Possible demonstrations (as in Michigan) of artificial improve- 
ment of fish environments by manipulation of cover, food, spawn- 
ing beds, etc. 

III. Cosordination of Fish Program with other Conservation Activities 

12. Co-ordination of Pollution Control with Public Health activities 
(sewage, mosquitoes, etc.). 

13. Fish culture and public fishing on State Waterfowl refuges and 
restoration projects. 

_14. Fishing in public parks. 

15. Co-ordinated control of commercial, game, and rough fish. 

, Iv. Plans, Charts and Maps to be Prepared 

16. Original, present, and potential fish waters by classes. : 

. 17. Present and needed cultural operations such as hatcheries, 
rescue operations, pollution control plants, rearing ponds, etc. 

18. Present and needed facilities for research and education in fish 
management and water control. 

aha
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daly 17,1931 : 

Cherles Yellford Leavitt & Jon 
Chrysler Building j 
hand St. 2t Lexineton Aveme 
Tew York City 

Autention lire Gorton Leavitt 

Dear Mir. Leavitt: 

You will have received by this time Mr. OLin's letter of 
Jaly 13 and have probably seen General Dill about possible terms of 
cooperation in arrangine for my services. 

I imagine the next step would be a persomal conference. fT 
om leering Suniay for the Cauef@ian Biological Conference, which 
will keep me tied up until the first weels in Aneust. Sometine dur 
ing that week I will stop in Chicago for = dey or loncer, where T 
can be reached in care Mir. M. Ke Redicord, Izask Welton league of 
America, 222 North Bank Drive, After thet I will be in Melison for 

at least a short period. 

Since writing you I have heard from several other bidders on 
the Iowa jobe I 444 not wierstan’? that the contract hal mt been 
let. Maturelly any terms unier which my services wuld become 

available would apply equally to other competent bidders and would 
finally apply to the firm obtaining the contract. 

I am interjecting this comment jast to make mre there is 
no migunderstanting about my services being exclusively available 
to any one bidder, : 

I will be out of commmication during most of the reminier 
of the month. Should it be neceseary, you can reach me by wire 
on duly 22, in care the Biological Conference, Chates Frontenac, 
Quebec. After that date the conference will be in the woods ont 
oat of commnication. 

. Yours sineerely, 

ALDO ISOPOED 

In Charge, Game Survey



: duly 10,1931 

Charles Wellford Leavitt 4 Son : 
Chrysler Building 
tend St. at Lexineton Ave. 
New York City 

Attention lire Gorion Leavitt 

Dear Mr. Leavitt: 

I an very mich interested in your mecestion that 
I undertake the game part of the conservation survey of Towa 
to be mate by your fim. 

IT @a still engaged on a survey of the north central 
region for the Sporting Arms ané Asmmnition Mamfacturers* 
Inetitute, unter the direction of Mr. John MN. Olin, Western 
Cartridce Company, Mast Alton, Illincis. ‘The Institute has 
not decided whether it will extemi this survey to other 
regions or discontime it. 

Bven if they wish to contime, they micht be rili- 
ing to loan me temporarily for your undertaking. I wuld be 
entirely agreeable to such a loan provided the detailed work- : 
ing arrancenents, after a discussion with you in person, - 
proved satisfactory. : 

If the Institute's work is to be discontimed, I 
will probably “hane out my shingle" for private practice, and 
in this event I would also be eglal to consider a comission 
with you. 

I am sending a copy of your letter ani this letter 
to Mr. Olin with the request that he cive you a direct state- 
ment as to the Institute's probable plans. I will avait your 
farther vord after hearing from Mr. Olin. 

In answer to your question about the probable cost 
of my services: this matter, in the event of a loan, is one



2 Leavitt ? 

which Mr. Olin should answer. In the event I ana released for 
Airect negotiations with you, I would life to disouss with 
you the necessary amount and duration of work on my part be-~ 
fore discussing a figure. 

I suspect that you over-estimate the degree to which 
the fact-cathering can be delegated to local Iom men. ly 
experience with the survey of the north central states would 
indicate that from two to four months field work will be the 
miniomm satisfactory basis for an actual wild life develop- 
ment plane 

In the event we should not be able to make arrange- 
ments to work together there are a few other men, mostly in 
the government service and in the universities, whom I could 
recomend for this work. I will not go into this detail, 

however, until the outeome of my own possible connection be- 
comes clearer. 

I may say that Iowa is my native atate ani I have ; 
a Very intense personal interest in developing a sound plan 

not only for game, but for all other forms of conservation. 

i Yours very traly, 

In Charge,Game Survey
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CHARLES WELLFORD LEAVITT & SON 
CIVIL AND LANDSCAPE ENGINEERING 

CITY PLANNING 

TELEPHONE CHRYSLER BUILDING 

MURRAY HILL 2-1082 42ND ST. AT LEXINGTON AVE. 
CABLE ADDRESS: WELLFORD NEW YORK 

July 7th, 1931. 

Aldo Leopold, Esq., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- 

: The Combined Committee of the Conservation and 
Pish and Game Commission of the State of Iowa have secured 
a small appropriation for engaging a landscape engineering 
firm to make a comprehensive survey, report and plans, 
covering the question of a program for parks, parkways, 
and fish and game conservation for the entire State, and 
we have been requested to give to them a proposition for 
doing this Work. : 

It will of course be necessary for us to secure 
a recognized authority on propagation and conservation of 
fish and game,-and- we are therefore writing to ask.if.you ie 
would be interested to associate with us on this work. 

Of course the detail work we would expect to 

have done by local Iowa men. What we want is someone to 

make a certain number of trips to Iowa in an advisory 
capacity and to make decisions and general recommendations 

for the report. 

If this interests you we will be glad to know 

on what basis you would associate with us and the probable 

eost of your services. 

If you are unable to assist us perhaps you could 

refer us to a man qualified to do this work. 

Very truly yours, 

CHARLES WRLLFORD LEAVZRT & SON 
per 

BSW : HAW



Dr. F. L. R. ROBERTS, Pres. Si ecu en a iO 

' Miss MVEA G: Wine VICE-PRES. Oe SEE ri f 

tne. ant Lay, omer ¥ : : : eee fe 
os Jowa Ornithologists Wario = tosceson seer conn 

©. P ALLERT, TREASURER CORRINES 
MCGREGOR ORGANIZED 1923 

—_—_— PAST PRESIDENTS 

W. M. ROSEN, OGDEN 

ee ee A. J. Patas, Des Moines 

DR. G. 0. HENDRICKSON, Mes A Sauer _Stoeciny, 

Dr. C. E. EHINGER. KEOKUK 

4193 South Governor St., 
Iowa City, Iowa 
June Second 

Me. Aldo Leopold, 
Consulting Forester, 
905 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wis., 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

‘I have found very few ducks nesting in Iowa during the last 
ten years. The last three years I have not had time to be 
in the field during the duck nesting season. Before that time 

= I was acquainted only with Dickenson County. 

Sincerely, 

Up ose x/ = 

> 

i



un ; WATERFOWL BREEDING 
\ LYON osceoualbicnsoy EMMET WINNESAGO] WORTH | MITCHELL] HOWARD IN IOWA 

dl KOSSUTH eee 
SIOUX | OBRIEN | CLAY |PALOALTO CERROGORDO| FLOYD | CHICKASAW 

FAYETTE] CLAYTON 
PLYMOUTH BUENAVISTA | POCAHONTAS| HUMBOLDT] WRIGHT |FRANKLIN| BUTLER | BREMER 

weooin| on) se ao roo es ee oo 

\ ovo mara cu cen BOONE |STORY|MARSHALL] TAMA |BENTON bel JONES ay 

HARRISON seal ee as POLK| JASPER rca IOWA pooner 

POTTAWATAMIE] CASS | ADAIR WARREN MAHASKA WASH'TON es 
Please write in each 

county the species of 
ducks you know breed 

MILLS |MONTGOMERY, ADAMS | UNION | CLARKE| LUGAS WAPELLO| JEFFERSON} HENRY there, or have bred 
there since 1920. 
Sign your name at the 

f bottom and return to 
FREMONT] PAGE | TAYLOR |RINGGOLD| DECATUR | WAYNE |APPANOOSE] DAVIS |VANBUREN Aldo Leopold, 905 

University Aveme, 
A ; Madison, Wisconsin 
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Now Soile Building 
Faly 19, 1935 

My, Iy T. Bode 
1145 = 6th street 
Deg Moines, Iowa 

Dear Bode: 

No stories in justification of the Iowa set-up have reached mo, 
bat I ean assure you they would have to be pretty good stories to bring 
about any need for rebuttal on your part, ‘the preamption in my mind is 
entirely against the new Coméfssion, and I aa mch disheartened ty the 
entire series of events. 

I look forward, of course, to a personal talk with you by wy of 
post mortem, but still more important is the mtter of your own plane. 1 
need not tell ym that I om at your disposal in this connection, I have 
taxon the Liberty of telling tas Resettlenent Adainistration, which fe just 
eubaxtcing on a very large program in the Lake States, about you and Selmenie, 
and I think you may shortly hear from my friend Preniclin $, Henika, who is 
in charge of gue for them, ‘they also have some forestry openings denanding 
knowledge of game management, I think I ean recomend to both you and Bill 
that the overhead of the Resettlement Administration, namely Hentka ani Nowell, 
C0 GE SO O08 70 Se ee ore oe 
course, certify as to the stability of their plans or but you have 
geen enough of this sort of thing to make this reservation umecessary, I 
understand, of course, that you will probably tie up with the U,5,3,.5, 

OO Gree suanete Sod Th oe te ne Ae Se 
I do not know enough the Ohio set-up to recomeni it to him, but I 
am just passing on the auggestion, I would, of course, be glad t make 
recommendations to the Ohio crowl. 

I am writing this as a sort of combined progress report to you 
poth, and I am sending a comy to Jay Darling, whom I Imow is eqally 
interested in your prospects. 

It seams to me that the present expansion in the Soil Conservation 
Service would have some excellent openings, I om very woll acquainted with 
Ernest Holt who ig in charge of thelr game programa, and no doubt you know 
him also. If I can serve either of you by writing Holt, please let me how. 
in oe ey ae I muspect, though, that 

you are also, a0 80 may be superfluous, 

With best regards, 

Yours eincerely,



I. T. Bode 
1145 46th Street 
DesMoines, Iowa 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Conservation Division, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I don't know how much you have learned regarding the re~- 
cent shakeup here in Iowa in the Conservation Department, 
but I hope you will reserve your final judgement until 
you may have had an opportunity to learn most of the facts. 
I make this statement because I happen to know that in 
order to give some logical defense for some of the things 
which have occurred there are beginning to be circulated 
certain insinuations that are very far from the truth 
and very unfair to those involved. 

The sum and substance of the matter is that the putting 
= of the consolidation legislation in the last sessim 
of the legislature, because of a few brief but important 
wordings in same, has given the opportunity for exercise 
of cemtain types of control which are not at all wholesome. 
I believe that even the members from the old boards who 
were staunch in there keeping the old affairs as they should 
be, have turned. The plans which were laid by you and 
Mr. Crane and members of the old boards for development 
of certain personel, and the objective for which I went 
with the former Fish and Game Commission, have pretty 
much crumbled. The net result is that I refused to acceed 
to the status of affairs as I saw it developing and gave 
my intent of resigning. I am now out of the organization, 
and I don't want to give you the full details until such 
time as I can talk it over with you personally. I presume 
you will have an opportunity to talk over the matter with 
members of the new commission before I get to see you. 
If so, may I ask as a favor for friendship's sake that you 
do not draw your conclusions until you know the rest of 
the picture, regardless of how plausible the explanations 
may seem. : 

For my own part I have been negotiating with the Biological 
Survey for a position. The status of that now is that I 
have passed the Civil Service examination and am awaiting 

word as to the date to report for duty. I saw Jay last week 

and apparently the getting of the matter through the red 

tape at Washington is the only final arrangement. It will 
be an interesting piece of work and means advancement for 
me. I hope I can get an opportunity to talk to you before 

I actually start out on the work.



The other matter that I wanted to write you about is the 
status of Bill Schuenke. 

Naturally, with things going the way they were, Bill was 
somewhat uneasy about his future. He tells me that he had 
conferences with Dr. Boone, Mrs. Frankel*<who is chairman 
of the commission--and Mr. Hutton, the new director. They 
all of them assured him that there was no intention of 
removing him and that he would not receive a salary cut. 
On the strength of his conversations he tells me he has 
turned down several opportunities that came to him as soon 
as people becgan to sense what was going on. Not more than 

a week after the above assurances were given him, the 
commission voted to release him and gave him a two weeks' 
notice. Theyhave told him that it was not because of lack 
of ability or efficiencey but because they felt he would 
not fit into the new organization. I think it was one of 
the most unfair things of all the things tnat the new 
commission has done. Nevertheless, Bill is out, and I 
am trying to help him get located because I feel that his 
practical knowlege of game out to be made use of somewhere 
in the game field. 

You,of course, are about as familiar as I am with his 
qualifications and ability, and there isn't any need of 
my setting these forth to you except to say that dubing the 
time he has worked under me he nas done a very fine piece 
of work and that the thing which pleased me most waa his 
ability to plan and organize programs and get them under 
operationim thefield. There are tertain members of the 
commission who have not aggreed with Schuenke or me on 
some of the methods or the rate at which certain things 
should be done, but I am convinced chat these criticisms 
arise because of their lack of understanding of what is 
involved in bringing about a new program involving the 
large amount of educational work and the changing og the 

habits of thinking of so large a group of people as has been 

necessary with the program that the old commission undertook 

There are some things that the State of Iowa is not yet 

ready to accept and the best way to wreck the whole thing 

is to try to crowd it down their necks before they will 

begin to swallow. I mention this angle again only because, 

in order to defend actions taken, there seem to be insinu- 

ations afloat that are not the actual facts. Bill's record 

with the department is a good one and absolutely square and 

above board. 

Therefore, if you have anything that you could suggest to 

Bill that would help him get located on new work, I know he 

will greatly apreciate“and so will I. 

Sincerely yours,



New Soils Building 
duly 10, 1935 

My, Williem Schuenke 
Kingman Aveme 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Bill: 

I did not suppose the political upset would go 
so far as to dispense with your services, As nearly as I 
can see, the Iowa Conservation Plan is just about at an end. 

I do not think you need worry about getting a job. 
Attached is a preliminary feeler, Please keep me posted if 
something to your liking does not show up promptly. . 

Yours sincerely, 

: Aldo Leopold 
i. In Charge, Game Research 

Buel.



July 8th, 1935. 

an Kingman .Ave, = 

SS Des Moines, Ia. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Aldo; - : 

Due to the fact that you were resposible for me béing 

placed in charge of the game division I fe@l that I owe you an 

explanation of what is taking place at the present time. Please 

do not take from this letter that I am sour grapes but, am only 

interested in conservation and hate to see the thing wrecked. It 

is to large a program and for the fenefit of wild life it should 

be carried out as set out in the 25 year program. 

. & 

I recieved my notice yesterday that I would not fit 

in on the presnt set up, and my services were no longer needed. 

When the two dept; were consolidated I was approached wether I 

would except the position of being placed in charge of the 

enforcement division under certain conditioné. This of course 

was impossible for the reason that I have the sportsmen and 

conservationists ‘interst at heart and will not and would not 

take it. I insisted that unless I would be assured that no . 

political trades were made in our field personel especially amongst 

the out standing men and those wacanceis that had to be filled 

be filed with qaulified men or men that would have conservation 

at heart and not political gains. This of course ‘eliminated me 

because I was to straight laced. 

Only through hard work and the splendid honest efforts 
and cooperation of My. Bode has it been possible to puilt up a 

fairly good field frrce. I know that if you had the oppertunity 

to see what has been accomblished along this line that you will 

aggree with me. T’he many neccessarry changes that had to be made 

in order to havr, g good foundation to go on has brought the 

politia-* aa. unto myself as well as Mr Bode. Many srupolous 

o- nebe a6 peing circulated also flowery letters of explanations 

are sent out to the inquireing public which I hope some day 

will speak for themselves.
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I do not wish to go into details but it would surprise you 

of the facts and evidence that I have of the men that are implicated 
in makeing political trades instead of building up for the ggod of 
conservation. At an oppertunity time I will be glad to discuss in 
detail some of the things that are really being done for personal 
gains. 

I have only retieved two weeks notice and this puts me ina 
very bad way as you know jobs are scares. ane hard to get. I have 
done n@@g@ nothing in the lsast fourkeen|| ut conservation work and it is 
rather difficulty for me to adjust myself to other work. I have as 
you know two young daughters and for the reason I need a job and 
cannot afford to lay up long. I have not been able to lay up much as 
I only since the last few months been getting full pay. 

If you have or know of any opening where I would fit in I would 
appreciate you letting me know and I assure that I will give all 
I have to the work. It does not have to be permanent only so that 
I can keep my family. I have also spoen to Mr. Darling for position 
did not however relate any of the things that are taking place in 

the Iowa's set. Unless a person was on the inside it would be unbel 
eavable that things can get so bad in such a short time. 

Trusting that there is a place some where in this conservatbon wok 
that I would fit’as that is the only work that I have done for yearsol, 
appreciate any help that you may be able to give me. 

Sincerely :



j State of Jowa 
, r , DENNIS H. GOEDERS a Fish and Game Commission noon 

ARTHUR E. RAPP, SEc'y < ee COUNCIL BLUFFS Bes Moinex oy 
DR, J. K. STEPP 

I. T. BODE, STATE FISH AND GAME WARDEN ate 

x e 
Ottumva, Iowa, go ye : z 35. 
April 16, 1935 3 ye Xe 

a o aaa 
wr A ae | vw : 

2 ya we 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Game Sxpert,: D 
New Soils Building, : oor qbb tee on 
Madison, Wisconein, 

Dear Aldo: 

: As you will rec@éll from our conversation in New 
York, I have been seeking funds for additional personnel 
to extend our game research program end particularly man- 
power to go into the field for the improvement of environ- 
ment for demonstration on obscure points @s well as other 
tried principles for better stands of game where the sur- 
plus can be taken and more satisfactory fermer-department 
sportsmen relationships perfected, 

I have had this matter up a number of times 
with Jay since he went to Washington, Last week, Dean 
Kildee of the Ames Yollege, phoned me that President 
Hughes had a letter from Jay proposing the Bureau's part- 
icipation of $6,000 matched “ an equal amount from each 
the College and the Fish and Game Commission. I have not 
had @n ppportunity to see the plan or provision under which 
this proposal might be acceptable to the Bure@u. 

From the U. 8. Forestry Bureau whé is under- 
taking the acquisition of something like a million acres 
of submarginal land in Southern Iowa, has given us a very 
satisfactory statement of their policy with reference to 
game development and will early undertake 5,000 or 10,000 
@cre maximum population experiment primérily for bob-white 
turkey and deer where they might fit in and stream develop~" 
ment for fur. And have invited our Department to write the 
program. Of course, we want this to be a model and I should 
like to have you have a hand in it, particularly in outlinning 
the general program.



Mr. Aldo Leopold #2-- . 

A-For extended research, : 
B-Intensified development of game 

management of 5,000 to 10,000 acres on which 
game will receive first consideration, both 
fur and feather. F 

I have asked Bennett to discuss this matter 
with Paul, but should like to have your independent outline 
I have not seen nor heard from Paul since last fall so have 
no idea what he has been doing outside of his intentions 
to do something with rats. : 

With best wishes, I am 

Sincerely, 

WOB:M bopl Moron. ,



New Soils Building 

April 30, 1935 

Dr. W. C, Boone 

Ottumwa 
Iowa 

Dear Doctor Boone: 

I have deferred reply to your letter of April 16 hoping to see 
Errington in person about the qestion of organizing work in Iowa, but he 
had left town before I could get in touch with hin. 

the offer of financial help from the U.8,.3.S, was evidently 
sent to all agricultural colleges, since one came here, too, and we have 
submitted our proposition. 

I am, of course, anxious to see lowe get this help and to do 
everything in my power to that end, I am fairly well in touch with Erring- 
ton's research wrk, since he has dropped in here frequently, but I am not 
equally well in touch with the rest of the Iowa situation, including the 
demonstration areas, warden school, etc., and hence I do not feel that I 
have a sufficiently solid foundation for submitting anything specific in 
the way of suggestions. I would, however, be more than glad to confer 
should it be worthwhile for anyone on the Iowa staff to come over here for 

the purpose. 

I have no doubts about the soundness of what is going on in 
Towa already, The question, I imagine, centers upon how and where to 
expand. I would not hesitate to venture the general opinion that the dem- 
onstration areas are one place to expand, “hat I mean is, expand the tech- 
nical overhead available for running them rather than expand the areas 
themselves, I think Bill Selmenke's recent map is a very impressive show- 
ing of how far the areas have already expanded, 

the other opportunities for expansion would depend somewhat on 
what adjoining states are going to do, and this in turn will depend on 
which adjoining states, if any, will gr the benefit of U.S.3.S. finds, 
If Wisconsin does, my recommendation 46 a deer study, which, of course, 
would not affect your Iowa program. 

If you go into any new species, I would like to see some actual 
life history and management work done on the Hungarian partridge. 

: If there is a question about Paul diverting his attention from 

quail to mskrate, then by all means the quail study should be contimued, 

with these new funds if necessary.



W. C. Boone--2 April 30, 1935 

These random suggestions are about the best I can do at long 
distance, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Geme Research 

vh 

Dictated but not read
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New Soils Building 
March 8, 1935 

Dr, W, C, Boone 
Ottumwa 
Towa : . 

Dear Dr. Boone: 

We have no written contracts with the farmers on our demon- 
stration areas, the relationship being entirely personal and unofficial. 
You understand, of course, that these areas are cooperating with the 
University rather than with the Department. 

I have never written up the terms of the understanding except 
in two cases, One is covered by the attached mimeograph., The other 
is described in the following article: Jelning Caresirey, by Aldo 
Leopold and Reuben J. Paulson, Field & Stream, August, 1934. 

I have no comment on the arrangement with the Forest Service 
except that I can foresee that you are going to need some information 
on turkeys which does not exist, and I would suggest that you urge 
Jay Darling and the Forest Service to set about the process of getting 
it. Stoddard is the only man who so far knows anything about turkeys. 
I wish that Jay could start a turkey research under Stoddard's direction, 
The Forest Service is against this same difficulty in all their southern 
National Forests and in my opinion it is simply biological suicide for 
them to be spending such huge sums for the acquisition of southern 
National Forests, partly for the purpose of game management, without any 
move to obtain a factual basis for managing the game species which is 
second in importance on all this Imge area, You are merely experiencing 
the fringe of this error in foresight. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research we : 

Enel.



State of Dowa 

eee oe Fish and Game Commission mento 
eae Bes Moines mw oepen 

I. T. BODE, STATE FISH AND GAME WARDEN aa ee 

Ottunwe, Iowa. 
March 4, 1935. 

Mr, Atdo Leopold, 
In Charge, Game Research, 
University Wisconsin, 
Madison Wisconsin, 

Dear Leopold: 

There is little question bkwhat the : 
Fish and Game Commission will be merged with the new 
Department of Conservation, Parks, Forestry, Fish and 
Game, etc. 

With our numerous Southern Iowa OCC Camps 
and the National Forestry activity, if these agencies 
@re properly coordinated, game in Iowa has a wonderful 
opportunity. Of course, it all has its bases, erosion 
control, And it is not unlikely in another two years 
that the Iowa Forestry Division may get considerable 
funds appropriated for the development in the State. 

Of course, no one definitely knows with 
the possible exeeption of the Governor, just what the 
personnel of the new Comission will be, but I have some 
inkling. Would you be interested in the Directorship for 
this Department? This, of course, is confidential. 

we 

Yours very truly, 

we Lp foo



State of Jowa 

Sr Sas ne Fish and Game Commission _— 
eres eee Bes Moines spears 

1. T. BODE, STATE Fish AND GAME WARDEN Neue 

Ottumwa, Iowa. 
March 4, 1935. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, In Charge, 
Game Research, 
University Wisconsion, : 
Madison, Wisconsin, ; 

My dear Leopold: 

: Thanks for the comments in your letter 
of March lst. 

To adopt a policy to spend public funds 
on private land for the improvement of game cover even 
though it is a rather permanent betterment is a policy 
that I have been thinking about for a good while, and 
am sure it is one that Schuenke and Bode have been long 
considering. And I am glad they have come to an independ- 
ent conclusion with reference to it. Schuenke is now pro- 
posing that we make these improvements with public funds. 
I am perfectly satisfied that this is the only way that 
we can induce farmers to do this job where the public will 
have an opportunity at the take of game. 

This will eventually largely solve 
the game production and that is as far as I think the 
State should go. The arrangement for the take and com- 
pensation to the farmers should be left for the private 
arrangement of individuals or groups of sportsmen with 
the farmer subject to State regulation. 

The "Private Shooting Preserve Plan! 
that you have worked out will no doubt have a limited 
eapplicatkon in Iowa., so your expression of the adoption 
of this policy is most welcome and is added assurance 
that we are not*»@ tangent. If it is not too mich trouble 
I would be glad to see the forms and contracts for arrange- 
ment that you are using between your farmers and groups. 

Sone months ago we submitted to the Sub- 
marginel Lend Division of the AAA a proposal for the use 
of some 100,000 ecres in Davis County for an attempt at a 
maximum geme production, both fur and feather, And surveyed 
in much detail one 5,000 acre unit with our proposed plan



Mr. Aldo Leopold #2-- ; 

for game management. It has just been accepted. Inthe- 
meantime National Forestry has established headquarters 
in Southern Iowa with orders to buy 829,000 acres which 
will likely expand to twice this amount. Everybody con- 
nected with the movement from the local Superintendent 
to Silcox are quite committed to the use of this land for 
the purpose that we have outlined in our proposal. 

Eesy are about to abandon our project in 
favor of the Forestry set up. I am quite sure they will 
be glad to set aside 5,000 or 10,000 acres for demonstration 
end experimental purposes. It is an opportunity to carry 
on further biological studies as well as game management 
practices. 

Forestry has some game technicians. I am 
hoping that it is possible that either additional funds 
may be had that Errington could extend his program on 
that we could get a cooperative arrangement with the 
State Bureau of Forestry and the Biological Survey. Have 
you any suggestions? I am sending a copy of this letter 
to Paul and Bode. 

If you will recall while in New York I 
told you thet with a worth while program set up I knew ; 
two or three sources from which I might be able to get 
funds anywhere from $3,000 to $9,000 a year. I think 
this is a great opportunity as the Forestry people tells 
me they would be interested in any kind of game that 
would be @dapted to the region. And would also develop 
the water sourses for fur. 

With very best wishes, I am : 

Sincerely, 

W Lu 4 : me f Ghairmen; 
WCBsM Fish: and Game Commission,



New Soils Building 
March 1, 1935 

Dr. ¥. C, Boone 
Ot tumwa 
Towa . 

Dear Dr. Boone: 

In answer to your question in the postscript of your 
letter to Mr, Cemerle, 

Tt would, in my opinion, be good policy for the 
Department to go as far as their money will let then in the 
installation of management improvements on private farms in 
exchange for public shooting under regulation, We both mow, 
of course, that present funds will not allow of any large ex 
tension of this system, but by extending it as far as the funds 
will allow, the issue will be brought to a head ani the public 

may be forced to think by what financial means they want to 
extend it further, A dollar will go mech farther now, of 
course, than at any other time because of the relief labor 
available, ao that the set-up is for the moment better than it 
was at the time of the Gone Survey. 

I am sending a copy of this to Errington for his 
information. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
‘i In Charge, Game Research 

Copy to Dr. Errington



Ottuma, Iowa. 
February 26, 1935. 

Mr. A. 0. Camerle, Director, 
Waterfowl Avtivities, 
More Game Birds In America, Inc., 

' §00-5th Ave., 
New York City, 

My dear Oamerle: 

Received the material in this morning’ s 
mail and will take up the "Licensed Game Management Act" 
with the Commission on Thursday. Thank you for its pre- 
paration, 

s I am wondering if you have in mind a 
form contract for equitable porrcezee for use between 
sportsmen-department-farmuer, Ye would appreciate your 
notion of it. 

In the last few weeks we have been : 
giving our Upland Game Program considerable thought and 
am sure ®11 of us now ree@lize what some of us have re- 
alized from the beginning, that our poet plan did 
not carry the proper inducement to the farmer for per- 
petusting game management. 

In this coming O0¢ Gamp Forestry yougee 
we have some twenty-five camps thet are to devote iz 
entire time to erosion control. They require the land- | 

; holder to furnish fonsing materiel for treated and planted 
gullies and to maintain them for a period of five years. 

e haye full cooperation of the Director of this work, 
and he will direct preference and activity on geme managed 
areas. 

: Our popnataens is furnishing standard 
Plans for pote — erosion - in the 
requirements of development for gaze. will as 
far as possible prpentenens and inspect the work. Ye may 

get as many as 20, permanent improved and fenced coverts



Mr. A, GO. Gamerle #2-- 

during the next six months period, This, however, does” 
not insure continued game management by the landholder. 

You cannot depend on- ; 
a-A sportsmen's ro to continue fin- 

ancing(pay the farmer) game management. 

_ beThe "Licensed Repagenens Plan" will 
supply only ® very limited number of sports- 
men, 

o-There will be few individual sportsmen or 
groups continue to finance areas under our —, 
ment regulations that is to be open to the public 
as well as limited mmber by agreement with the 
landholder for the hunting privileges for a small 
group. 

a-It seems impractical from the standpoint 
of man-power or limited revenue for the Depart- 
ment to finance fencing improvements on private 
land to say nothing of the care of the game crop 
for free shooting. 

The last plen is now being seriously considered under 
@ contract with the farmer to permit hunting under uae, 
ions, This, of course, is a democretic thing to do with 
a budgeted amount even 515 , 000 or $20,000 @ year would fence 
sufficient to prevent grazing some 6,000 coverts per year. 

Your comments will be appreciated. ; 

Yours very truly, 

W. G. Boone, Chairman 
WOBsu Fish and Game Commission. 

Dear Leopold: Waht do you think of the idea of the Department 
financing the fencing of cover improvements on private : 
land where we can get reasonable assurance from the farmer 
to permit public hunting under strict regulations? This 
eb is now up for discussion the latter part of this. 
week.
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Ottumwa, Iowa, 
February 11, 1935. 

Mr. J. qu. peat sage Chief, 

Bureau ae Survey, 
Department o » venenatis 
Washington, D. ¢. 

Dear Jay: 

Recently I have had a conference with Professor 
MeoDonald and W, J. Stahl, Assistant Regional Director, 
U. 8. Forestry Service, from Milwaukee, who is in Ott- 
‘umwa, ogtatliahing « central office to acquire and manage 
some 800,000 acres of sub-marginel land in this eS. 
@ national forest. As you know this will involve territory 
in Davis and surrounding counties thet we have to 

be acquired by the Federal Government as game p 
areas, with forestry secondary to the main propose of gaue 
production. . 

Mr, Stahl 6 @ very alluring picture for 
the newer policy of rR eae for the use of 
these err. lands with reference to game production. 
He states tha ey pecseneee Se Oe ee ee 
ment and they have the authority to undertake it. Game will 

Tinotading upland game Sirde), they Zecoguise the eunsrship 
vested in the state and that they may be taken for sport 
under state supervision, 

The fact that the Forestry Service operates 
Water sees Siecle pee eee ee ee ee 
— have no rehabilitation pro with people, I am won- 
dering if we should abandon our Salt Creek Township, Davis 
County Game Production Project and kick in with see: 
Of course, as you know this was our original ion 
for this area, and I also recall your veto of thie pro- 
posal, I am wondering if your more recent contacts with 
Sileox has changed opinion with reference to a manage- 
ment policy. Stahl tells me that the Milwaukee Regional 
Office has full authority to determine policies for develop- 
nent and management,



Mr, d. HN. Darling jee 

I gave Stahl an outline of our Salt Creek 
omnes pesenees ona 38 saw no reason why we should not 
proceed with our plan if approved. And if ~~ aco 
quire land in our territory, ere could later made. 
Stahl has worked with Schogmann with favorable and friend- : 
sRaethiee ananat but our efforts will be weeny a du- 

tion and Pie in some instances, competitive. I 
am wondering i re oon, Ooo step the rural rehabilitation 
program, why we not do the same thing. 

. 1% is possible if you had time for a visit 
with Silcox and Lansill, some contradictory policies could 
be overcone. é 

With best wishes, I am 

Sincerely, 

W. G0, Boone, Shai ( 
WOB:u Fish and Gane Commission,



New Soils Building 
Jamary 30, 1935 

Mr. William Schuexnke 
Fish & Game Commission 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Bill: 

I am mich heartened by your mimeographed program 
because it faces frankly the inevitable issue of making the 
wardens do their part of the field work, I have been worried 
about the dodging of this issue in most of the states which 
are trying to get started on game cropping. We simply have 
to face it,and the warden who cannot carry his end has to be 
replaced, Conversely, the technical and administrative people 
must learn to assume a teaching function in respect to wardens, 
despite the fact that it may be easier to go and do the work 
ourselves from the short-term viewpoint, 

I wish you luck on your set-up, 

Yours sincerely, 

: Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh



State of Joa 

Se ae Fish and Game Commission ae 
W. M. ROSENE 

2 eaten aires Bes Moines : ospen 

1. T. BODE, STATE FISH AND GAME WARDEN oe eur 

January 22, 19355 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Soils Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. .- 

Dear Aldo: ; 

I am sending you, under separate cover, ean outline of our Warden 
and Game Management Program for 1955 which we are endeavoring 
to put into effect and carry out through the present year. 

The problem of pheasant shooting in Iowa is becoming quite ser- 
ious and I have been giving considerable thought to a new policy 
which could be accepted by the Commission and which would be 
much more effective than any we have had heretofore. When Mr. 
Darling was in Des. Moines this winter I gave him a rough outline 
of what I had in mind and he seemed quite favorably impressed 
with it. There seems to have been nO serious consideration given 
to the amount of money which should be spent for upland game and 
I can't help but feel that the plan I have in mind will aida 
great deal in an increase of license sales in Iowa. I have dis- 
cussed this rather briefly with Mr. Bode, Logan Bennett and Phil 
DuMont and, to some extent, with Dr. Strunk. I am expecting to 
devote a few weeks to the actual formulation of a plan before 
presenting it to the Commission and expect to have one which should 

; be adopted regardless of the expense involved. 

We have undoubtedly gained a great deal of knowledge from our 
past experience in game management but I feel we are still trying 
to sekl over the counter without anything on the shelves. I surely 
wish I might discuss these things with you before going ahead on 
a detailed plan. 

The outline of the Warden and Game Management Program is only ten- 
tative but it is about the best we could do under the present 
financial conditions of the Commission. I trust it will prove of 

interest to you. 

With kindest personal regards, I an, 

“pit. f eo y 4 . 

WS:RN Wm. Schuehke 
Chief Supervisor, Game and Wardens
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August 18th, 1934 

Mb, Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Game Research 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr, Leopold; 

I want to thank you for your letter of August 10th : 
advising me of the vacancy in your department. 

Your postscript was correct in that I have been 
hard at work under the program of the Iowa Fish and Game 

Commission. Starting last December I began a survey for 
Mr. Darling on areas suitable for refuge purposes, Out 
of that grew the reports as submitted to you and the other 
members of the president's committe@, in January. Since 
that time through the codporation of the Iowa State 
Planning Board, we have been able to have a staff of four 
additional engineers who are continueing with me your survey 
of Wild Life Areas, here in Iowa, The results of this 
survey will be incorporated in the report from the Iowa 
State Planning Board to the National Resources Board. It 
is expected to form a basis for askings in the Federal 
program. 

Our particular part of the survey will be somewhat broad- 
er in that it will serve as balance program of land acquisition 
made possible through the increaséd liceice fee, in Iowa, 
The third result of the work will be a detailed report by 
townships of all sandpits, abandoned roads, and public lands 
available at the present time for conservation or recreational 
uses, 

The school at McGregor enjoyed another successful year 
I was sorry that you were not there, as you were two years ago, 

I appreciate your remembering when vacancies such as 
the one you described 4 occurs, 

Very truly yours. 

PAD/LN \Philip A,DuMont



z Copies to Darling, Errington, Mrs. Stewart 

New Soils Building : 
sagust 13, 1934 

Mr, William Schuenke 
Fish ond Game Comaission 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Bill: 

I have read the "Guide" with mech interest, 

Since you invite comment, I will say that in my opinion this” 
kind of a venture will be immensely valuable, or nearly worthless, 
depending on who writes its contents, and how, : 

This first mumber is at least promising. The curse of official 
conservation “house organs" is that they tend to degenerate into 
uncritical booster-sheets whose obvious purpose is to sanctify all actions 
of the Department (viz: Pennsylvania Game News) or else sob-stuff 
(perhaps Minnesota Conservationist): Your paper so far avoids most of 
these errors, but the force of gravity works night and day, It all 
depends on you, Bode, and your staff, 

May I suggest the following criteria of quality? 

(1) Does each item admit, at least tacitly, that there are both 
pros and cons in every possible question, and in the action 
thereon? (See crow photograph, which te tyvical uncritical 
propaganda of the worst sort.) 

(2) Does each article admit, at least tacitly, that the Department 
: can't do anything without the landowner? (You are 100 per cent 

on this in Issue #1.) 

(3) Do you occasionally admit mistakes, miscarriages, and disappoint~ 
ments? (Too early to tell.) 

(4%) Do you occasionally criticize the holy public? (Your own 
article does, by inference.) 

(5) Is there in each issue some elucidation of research findings 
and techniques, implying the insufficiency of present methods? 
(O.K, in No. 1, except that the attempt to explain Brrington's 
paper is obscure and heavy.) 

(6) Is there in each issue an implication that the conservationist 
must study as well as enote and pay? (0.K.--see list of books.)
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(7) Does each issue sdmit dependence on other administrative 
agencies? (Conservation Boerd, ete.) And other fields of 
conservation? 

(8) Are unpleasant, troublesome, and insoluble questions freely 
discussed? (Vizt chinch-bug clean-ups, ete.) 

(9) Don't hope to attain attractiveness by forced jazz. (0.K. so far.) 

These things may indicate my line of thought. ‘he best house 
orgen I know of is California Fish and Game, but it falls down on 2, 3, 4, 
Ts end &, Most of the sporting magazines and association periodicals fail 
on most of these points. : 

I am taking the liberty of sending a copy of this to Jay Darling 
and Paul Brrington, 

Yours as ever, 

P. S. In ad@ition to these "don'ts", you will, of course, need some forceful 
writing, bat there is no way to define this, Parts of your own article 
(I @on't mean the quotes) have force. A.L.
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August 6, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Soils Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I am enclosing herewith a copy of the first edi- 
tion of a new Departmental publication, the 'Fish and 
Game Guide', which will be printed bi-monthly. 

As I have said, this was the first edition and 
was gotten out in somewhat of a rush. I hope to im- 
prove upon it as time goes on. We expect to make the 
next copy an eight page edition. 

We are sending this to the farmers on the established 
and proposed game management areas, the sportsmen organi- 
zations, Boy Scout organizations, E.C.W. and C.0.C. camps, 
Senators and Representatives of the General Assembly, 
County Recorders, County agricultural agents, County school 
superintendents and all the members of our warden's Aux- 
iliary force, besides filling all requests received from 
interested parties who may care to write for it. 

If you have any suggestions which you care to make 
I will be very glad to hear from you. 

With kind personal regards, I am, 

: Yours very truly, 

leh Luca ete ae ie 
Wm. Schuenke 
Supervisor of Game and Wardens 

WS: RN



eee Copy to Mr, Seth Gordon 

New Soils Building 
April 11, 1934 

= Dr. ¥, ©. Boone ; i 

Ottumwa 
Towa 

Dear Dr. Boone? 

A report hae reached me of an impending shake-up 
in the personnel of the Department in Iowa. 

If there is to be such a ghake-up, I am hoping 
and praying that it is not a political one, If it is a 
political one, then some of us who were a party to the 

: Towa set-up would like to mow about it. Is it anything 
which you can properly tell me and which is a proper con- 
cern of outsiders like myself? Or ie thie perhaps a false 
alarn? 

That spaniel which you got for me is now one of 
the best bird dogs in this county and would be the best if 

I imew how to control hin, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

* a/v



American Game Association 
“‘America’s Oldest National Game Protective Organization” 

INVESTMENT BUILDING, WASHINGTON, D. C. = 

April 9, 1934 

Honorable Clyde Herring 
Governor of lowa 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Governor Herring: 

For twenty-two years this iation has follewed 
closely the wildlife restoration work of state in the Unions 
I em gled to say that no state has ever such rapid progress 

within a short span of three since your present 
Fish and Game Commission took » of there. 

We have Iowa as the shining exanple 
of what should be done long-term planning and the 
employment of trained direct the work, ‘he attached 
reprint of an article NTRY GENTLEMAN is typical of our 
comments on Iowa's pro, 

ee Se TL of Pennsylvania has in the past 
been held up hfe exam} for r states to follow, it has 
recently b of the pract: to point to Iowa as the leader in this 
movements. | | other sta I] now are endeavoring to emulate Iowa, 
some of them Y sucssaghy ly. 

An rumor has just reached us to the effect 
movement is ow under way to displace tir. I. Ts Bode as the 

ch admini ve officer in charge of your game and fish programs. 
not bel that you will permit anything of this sort to happen. 

Tt be unfortunate beth for lowa and because it would have a 
‘ect upon the rest of the countrys 

The first essential to success in game and fish restoe 
ration is long-term planning. The second is the retention in office 
of trained, experienced administrators se long as they render effie 
cient service. iir. Bode has appeared before «2 number of national 
conservation gatherings during the past three years, and in every 
instance the comments concerning “ir. Bode and his work were all highly 
favorable. 

I sincerely trust that you will not permit your Fish 
and Game Commission to take such a backward step, and that you will 
take the necessary action to allay the fears above enumerated,
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Hon. Clyde Herring #2 4/9/34 

In closing permit me to say that this information did sot 
come from Mr. ode, neither does he know anything whatever about this 
letter to yous 

Sincerely yours, 

s 4 

Ree 
¢ 

ee s 
Gow tent 

Ms ed



New Soils Building 
December 26, 1933 

Mr. William Schuenke 

Fish and Game Commission 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Bill: 

I think that Wallace Grange would be an ideal man as superintendent of game 
and I can readily appreciate that you cannot definitely carry both the super- 
vision of wardens and the game work, 

It so happens, however, that I employed Wallace on a part-time basis begin- 
ning December 15 on a grouse study in Wisconsin. ‘This is from donated funds 
and may later become yearlong. Ye are paying him at the rate of $2,400 per 
year. 

Since for the present I am able to offer Wallace only temporary work, I wish 
you would feel free to offer him your position if you so desire. I think, 
though, that you would have to raise the rate to at least $2,400. 

Should you be unable to get him, I would recommend for your consideration Mr. 
Sigurd F. Olson of Bly, Minnesota. Olson has a biology degree from the Uni- 
versity of Illinois and is a particular student of waterfowl, big geme, and 
predators. He would be, in my opinion, an excellent man to handle your 
waterfowl program, and he would pick up the requisite kmowledge of other small 
game in short order. Olson is one of those rare combinations of administra- 
tive and research ability, which is what you want. I think you would have to 
offer him $2,400, since he is now teaching school. 

A man less thoroughly trained, but representing the right kind of material, 
is Henry Wylie, Escanaba High School, Escanaba, Michigan. Mr. Wylie is 
anxious to break into game research, but I have been unable to offer him a job 
and it is barely possible that he would take an administrative position. Since 
he has been a county agent and in other agricultural extension work, I think 
he would readily grasp the problems and methods of your office. 

I would, of course, suggest that you look anybody over in person before finally 
committing yourself. I will say, however, that these two men are at the top of 
my list of reserve prospects. I would not recommend their going into adminis- 
trative work in an ordinary state, but working with you and Bode in Iowa would 
be somewhat different. 

I was much interested to receive the trespass permit book and assume I may 
keep it, as a sample exhibit.
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I can furnish you a limited number of copies of the winter feeding article 
should you need them. A sample is enclosed. 

I am always glad to hear from you, Bill, and I hope that you can connect 
with a good man, ; 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

- ALDO LROPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh 
Incl.
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; December 22, 1933 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, gue 
University of Wisconsin, i Le 
Madison, Wisconsin. wy 

Dear Aldo: 

This is a rather personal and confidential letter and I 
would appreciate getting your view point on this matter. 

As you no doubt know, the program for our game management 
work and warden supervisision is getting to be a rather heavy burden 
on my shoulders. I have on several occasions mentioned to Mr. Bode 
the fact that in order to properly take care of this program it will : 
be necessary to have the Commission,,in the very near future, find a 
man who is qualified to eventually take over the game management pro- 
gram. This man should, as Mr. Bode stated, have some scientific know- 
ledge which would of course be quite an asset in this line of work. 
The Commission and Mr. Bode have requested that I keep on the lookout 
for the proper man whom I could recommend and who could finally work 
into the game management work. 

I have recently been getting confidential reports from re- 
liable sources that Wallace Grange is financially embarrassed. If 
this is a fact, are you of the opinion that he might consider a posi- 
tion of this kind with the salary that it would probably pay, of say 
$2,000. I rather think I could work and get along with Wallace sat- 
isfactorily. I am well aware of the fact that he is rather stern in 
his ways but I think I could get him to overcome that and I am quite 
sure that if he is interested and would consider this position he would 
be a great benefit and great service to the Department on game manage- 
ment. 

The reason I would like to have Wallace is this--he has 
had considerable field experience and has a good background. I have 
been in contact with a good many men that are very much interested 
but seem to lack certain requirements. It would take an indefinite 
length of time for them to pick up the knowledge required to properly 
supervise the game management program. 

As we have gone along on the program I can see that the 
proper supervision and schooling of the wardens and supervising their 
work should take all of one man's time. So far, I am sorry to say, 
certain men over the territory have been neglected as it was imposs-— 
ible for me to find time to be with them from time to time giving them 
the necessary help. If our program is to be carried out the same in 
all of the districts over the state there is no question but whet more 
assistance is needed and that all the wardens in these territories, 
will need the assistance of someone slong the line of game management 
and other work.
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I am going to submit my new plan for district wardens at 
the next meeting of the Commission. I imagine I will probably have 
to be a real salesman in order to sell the Commission on the idea 
but I think I'll have it drawn up in such a way that they can hardly 
keep from considering the plan. I willat a later date send you a 
complete outline of the plan. 

I am sending you under separate cover one of our trespass 
permit books I have arranged and which is being used on all game man- 
agement areas. You would be surprised the effect the state seal has 
on the permittees, as all such permits are being returned to the farm- 
ers upon their request. Upon casually checking over our permit books 
which were issued on our game management areas during the pheasant 
season I find that our returned records are just about perfect. I 
hope to have these compiled sometime after the first of the year and 
will send you a copy of it. Will also send you a copy of the mail 
shooting report as soon as it is completed. I know some of these re- 
ports will surprise you, especially the one on the Experimental Quwil 
Shoot. 

I noted your article on winter feeding in the American Game 
and it was very interesting to me. Our feeding campaign in various 
districts in Iowa is making much progress and it is surprising the 
number of groups, Boy Scouts, and individuals that are following out 
this program. In checking up I find that the majority of the news- 
papers throughout the state are copying a great deal of material from 
the feeding bulletin which I wrote some time ago. You can never tell 
what the interesting public will do until you have tried it. 

I would appreciate hearing from you at your earliest con- 
venience. 

With kind personal regards and wishing you and yours a 
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year, I am, 

; Me Schuenke 
Supervisor of Game and Wardens 

WS:RN



New Soils Building 
November 23, 1933 

Mr. William Schuenke 
Fish and Game Commission 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Bill: 

I was delighted to get your newsy letter and to know that your enthusiasm 

for the job is entirely unabated. 

Your proposal to revise the handbook sounds good to me. I would be 
delighted, of course, to go over the new version whenever you want me to. I 

am also getting out a Wisconsin handbook sometime within the next year, but 

I am not yet ready to start the actual writing. 

I have tried to absorb your scheme for public shooting grounds and I 
thoroughly agree with you that such a system of state operated areas free to 
the public is very desirable. I doubt very much, though, whether the producing 
capacity would be sufficient “to take care of all the local hunters" except 
in the most thinly populated counties. If you will figure the acreages and 
possible yields I think you will be forced to the same conclusion. You may 
remember the calculation I made in my report which indicated that the entire 
pheagant belt will have to be in a fairly high state of production to supply 
even the present number of licensees with a reasonable amount of pheasant 
shooting. ‘he quail figures are bound to be even less favorable. 

All of this, however, is no reason whatever why your plan should not be 
undertaken as en adjunct to the farmer cooperatives already in effect. 
Psychologically it is almost necessary to have some free public grounds no 

matter how limited their ability to accomodate the hunting public. 

Even if the state had or could raise money enough to eperate a very large 

area, the physical task of managing it would be so huge as to be beyond the 

Capacity of any conceivable warden force. 4 

Of emrse this is simply my opinion. No one would be more delighted than 
I to find the opinion was wrong. 

I have a large quail project under way in connection with an erosion project 
just below LaCrosse. ‘There is to be a resident game manager. Sometime later on 
when it gets started, I wish you would run up to talk over technique for handling 

the ground. It would be fine if Paul could come, too. 

I much appreciate your writing me, Bill, and hope there will be a chance 

sometime before long to have a personal visit. 

Yours as ever,
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Aldo Leopold, 
Soils Building, if 
College of Agricuiture, < 
University of Wisconsin, 
AMiadison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

First, I want to congratulate you on your new position. 

Second, I want you to accept my apology for nezlecting to send 
you a report from time to time in regard to my work and the progress 
we are making in the program as planned. The only alibi I have is that 
I heve been going around in circles and have been swamped with work. 
I want to accomplish certain projects in a different way than has ever 
been attempted by other states. I have worked out a number of these at 
home and this has taken up a great deal of my time, including evenings 
and Sundays. 

Many problems have come up which needed a lot of thought and 
going over in order to perfect a system that would make Iowa take the 
lead rather than copying from other states. So far, I believe I have, 
to the best of my ability, followed out such plans. I wish a good many 
times that you were here to go over some of these problems with me as 
they come up. 

I want to say this--I have had wonderful cooperation from the 
Fish and Game Commission, including Mr. Bode; also, not forgetting 
Paul Errington and the warden staff. I have been very fortunate in get- 
ting a number of old wardens replaced. The new men are showing up splen- 
didly so far. 

I have it in mind to try and write a new handbook for the Com- 
mission this winter. This will take up most of my evenings for the next 
few months as you well know a lot of time and thought must be given to 
@ book of this kind, especially when placed in the hands of people in- 
terested in wild life. Of course, should I attempt to do this, with 

; o the past year-and-a-half's experience end information on game management 
y I have at the present time, I will send you a draft for your comment, 
* correction, etc. I have, as yet, merely lined up a preliminary draft 

of the various subjects I want to set out and discuss in this booklet. 

I also have in mind an entirely different idea on the setting 
up of game management areas in lowa whereby public shooting grounds will 
be provided. I will try to give you a brief outline of what I have in 
mind and would appreciate your comment and suggestions; in other words, 

pick it to pieces.
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1. In every county in the state of Iowa we have a certain 
percentage of acreage that is not tillable in connection with the good 
farming districts. Therefore, by making a survey, an area or two could 
be selected in each locality where a large acreage on each farm is not 
fit for farming. In selecting one or two of these areas in a county 
they must not be less than ten or twelve miles square. This is, as 
stated above, in that part of the county where most of the rough land 
is located and where very little income is realized by the tenants and 
owners. 

. 8. The next step is that each one of these landowners and 
tenants in an area must have an agreement with the Fish and Game Com- 
mission whereby they agree to turn their entire farms over to the Com- 
mission for improvements and to be considered as a game management area 
under this plan. 

3. The area must be checked and plans laid out by an expert 
on game management for the reason that certein ecreages of each farm, 
where no income of any kind is realized by the owner, will be selected 
by the game expert to be utilized for game cover, etc. For instence, 
if you were a farmer or an owner of 320 acres and you had 20 or 40 
acres, more or less, of rough Land that wasn't making you a dime a re- 
presentative of our Yepartment would come in, accept the acreage for 
wild life and in return would agree to pay you a dollar, more or less, 
or the price of the taxes on the acres, for the use of that piece of 
rough ground for thet year. If these tracts, selected by the game ex- 
pert, are found to be entirely suitable improvements will be made, with 
the help of the different local organizations such as Boy Scouts, Farm 
Bureau and County Agricultural Agents, Sportsmen orgenizations, or by 
the Fish and Game Department, by planting shrubs and trees, or whatever 

is needed, to make the environment suitable for wild life. This would 
mean a job for each individual group and would give them a project to 
be carried out from year to year. 

4. The amount paid for the rental of this rough land would go 
to the owner or tenant for taxes, etc. on this land. 

5. The plans for such an area, as laid out by the game expert, 
must be on @ scientific basis and carried out in such a way that each 
individual farm in the area will supply a large surplus of birds each 
year, these to be taken off by the public under a permit system. 

6. One or two areas of this kind could be established in each 
q county in the state. These should supply enough upland game birds in 

+ each county to take care of ro local hunters. : 

7. ‘Funds for carrying out such a project should be derived from 
license fees, either by having an increase in a combined hunting and 
fishing license or a separate hunting license fee of two or three dollars. 
Any hunter would gladly pay two or three dollars, or even five dollars, 
if he could have a place to hunt where he was assured of getting game 
and where he would not be trespassing on enyone's privately owned ground. 
Part of this license money would then go for the leasing of a certain 
number of acres of each farm for increasing the geme and in return the 
increase in game would increase the number of hunters, which in turn 
would increase the number of licenses sold in the county where the area
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was located and open to the public. 

8. These areas would be inspected, before the hunting season, 
by @ research man in cooperation with the Fish and Game Departmmt to 
determine the emount of surplus that should be taken off. 

9. All game would be taken off under a permit system md tag- 
ged with a non-reusable tag, these tags and permits to be distributed 
only at certein entering points to the area under the supervision of a 
representative of the Department. 

10. The area would be closed to hunting all the year round 
except during a specified period when it would be opened for hunting 
in taking off the surplus of certain game birds and animals. 

11. Predatory control would be studied by research men on the 
areas and provisions mace to take off the surplus of predators upon his 
recommendations. 

12. A number of these areas could be set up in each county in : 
the state to accommodate the present number of hunters in the county and 
to increase the number of hunters--the size of the area to be determined 
accordingly. 

All types of hunting would be taken into consideration, in- 
cluding squirrels, quail, pheasant, etc. Provision would also be made 
so that certain fur bearing enimals would have an opportunity to in- 
crease and a certain percentage of any species could be trapped off and 
used for stocking purposes on other areas in the state where stocking 
is needed. 

13. All agricultural agents would have the privilege of using 
the areas for experimental and demonstration purposes in working on 
erosion control, etc. 

14. This area would be entirely under the control of the Fish 
and Game Commission. 

15. No area would be opened for two consecutive days for shoot- 
ing and only a certain number of days per week. A smaller bag limit 
should be allowed for more shooting days rather than a larger bag limit 
with fewer open days. 

The setting up of such areas would eliminate the necessity of 
hunters driving long distances to hunt game on which would be only a 
limited open season. The farthest any hunter would have to drive, in 
order to hunt on one of these public shooting areas would not exceed 
twenty-five or thirty miles. Under the present system, the man from 
the southern part of the state has to drive to another part of the state 
for the hunting of certain game and then it means that he will heve to 
arrange ahead of time for a place to hunt in order to obtain a hunting 
permit, etc. In this way every county in the state would have a public 
shooting ground whereby any person would have permission to enter the 
grounds and bag his legal limit and be back home the same day.
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I have also studied this plan on the basis of the number of 
hunting licenses that are sold in each county and in accordance with 
this I find that the hunters could be accommodated during the season 
by such an arrangement. Of course, there are several concentration 
points, such as Des Moines and Sioux City, where more areas of this 
kind would be necessary in those counties and probably in the counties 
adjacent to the larger cities. This would easily afford the setting up 
of more areas for the reason that a larger income would be realized 
through the sale of licenses, which would create a greater need for 
the Gommission to take over the non-tillable land. Each farmer or owner 
would want to realize as much as possible out of his rough land. First 
class manegement plans are needed so that any improvements made would 
be such that an increase of game birds or animals would be assured. 

I have not, up to this writing, presented the plan to the Com— 
mission. I have been holding it up thinking that. I might, sooner or 
later, get in touch with you and get your idea on it. Mr. Bode approves 
of the plan wholeheartedly and thinks I ought to go ahead with the idea 
and present it to the Commission. 

For your own information, I am sending you, under separate cover, 
a number of the forms that I have set up and used in connection with the 
different projects as they have come up. I will try, at a later date, 
to have a lot of the information gathered, through the use of these 
various forms, compiled and sent to you. This, as you no doubt know, 
takes a lot of time and we haven't had any too much help in the office 
this year, due to the fact that our budget does not allow us to incur 
much added expense along this line. 

I have also drawn up @ plan in regard to the warden districts. 
Under this plan, the state will be divided into districts and a deputy 
warden, who has made progress in this line of work will be advanced to 
the position of district supervisor. These men would be replaced in 
their territory by other wardens and these district supervisors would 
have no other work, except to help spread the gospel, arrange meetings 
with different orgenizations, be a local consultant on game management 
to the wardens as weli as to others and to work with various farm groups, 
county agricultural agents, etc. The chief supervisor would work out 
of the office and lay out all plans that are needed during the various 
seasons for the local district supervisors to carry out. I hope to 
present this to the Commission for their consideration. 

The ebove plan would, of course, make possible and necessary : 
the laying out of some very definite and effective plans on game vio- ‘ 
lations which would mean that our entire enforcement program would work 
toward a systematic plan of curbing violations rather than doing a 
great deal of driving on a hit-and-miss proposition. I have some very 
definite plans in mind on this and wish I had the time to drive up and 
go over some of them with you as I know you could give me a lot of 
pointers.
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A word about the Junior Pheasant Ese project--this year we had 
twenty-five counties under the supervision of the wardens, with 332 boys 
enrolled in the project. It was, however, rather a failure; due to the 
fact that the eggs purchased from various reliable game breeders in the 
state were, to a large extent, not fertile and this, of course, dis-— 
couraged a large number of the boys that were cooperating with us. How- 
ever great interest was shown by every one that pledged to follow out 
our instructions. I was very much disappointed after putting in a lot 
of time in setting up these various projects in the twenty-five counties, 
getting all the boys lined up with a local key leader and the time that 
was put in by the wardens in making the contacts, from time to time, dur- 
ing the season. I put in a great deal of time on this because I wanted 
to be able to present, at the end of the season, one of the most accurate 
and comprehensive reports that had ever been made on a project of this 
kind. Since then I have made inquiries of other game breeders in the 
state and have reports that they had the seme results. Whether it was 
weather conditions or some other factor, is not known. 

I am not going to again recommend that the Fish and Game Com- 
mission distribute pheasant eags, or other eggs, to interested parties. 
I am going to recommend the distribution of live birds and when such 
birds are trapped, for stocking purposes on some other area, I an going 
to try to secure more game coverts on the areas where the birds are 
trapped and in turn receive the assurance that coverts will be provided 
when the birds are placed with the Junior cooperators. If I recall, I 
think I suggested this plan to you one time last winter during the 
warden school. 

There are a good many things that I could write you abmt the 
experiences we have had on geme management in Iowa but time will not 
permit my going more into detail. 

If, in going over the blanks and forms, you would like more 
information on any of them I wish you would write me and I will explain 
more in detail as to their purposes, etc. 

With kindest personal regards, I am, 

for LZ. 

Wa. Schuenke 
Supervisor of Game & Wardens 

WS: RN
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1 Soils Building 
September 29, 1933 

Mr. Don Vernon . i ‘ 
Fairfield q 
Towa ‘ 

Dear Mr. Vernon: ‘ 

: i “& I am delighted to hear from you and to Imow that the quail 
work is going well. Errington had told me that you have taken charge 

‘ of all the quail demonstrations and I was much pleased to hear about 
it, remembering well your keen interest in their success. 

s I appreciate your invitation to give you pointers, but I 
= am not sure that I have any. .I assume you have read and re-read ; 

Stoddard's book in the Department Library. Since publishing this 
book, Stoddard has been issuing a series of short mimeographs describ- 
ing new ideas in quail management and I would advise you to wrote to 
him for a set of these. I would also ask to be on his mailing list , 
for future issues. I am not sure he is at liberty to distribute 
these generally, but he might make an exception in your case, 

The only other suggestion I can make is to read my book, 
which has come out since our last visit, as a possible means of 
giving you a better grounding. ‘This is doubtless in the Department 
Library or if not, they might get a copy if you ask for it. A pros+ 
pectus is enclosed. ; 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LYOPOLD 
Game Manager 

At/vh 
Incl. 

%
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GAME MANAGEMENT IN IOWA 

By William Schuenke and H. M. Sanderson 

Supervisor and Assistant Supervisor of Game Management, 

Towa Fish and Game Commission 

With our program under way a little more than a year, much 

progress has been shown and the results obtained are more than was 

expected. The Iowa Fish and Game Commission now has under its 

supervision and guidance 220,465 acres of game management area. 

These areas are divided into two different types, the demonstration 

areas consisting of 74,300 acres, and the cooperative areas 146,165 

acres. 

The Demonstration Game Management Areas have been set up by 

the State Fish and Game Department and operate under its super- 

vision. The areas are checked periodically for experimental data, 

and various kinds of management plans are being tried out to solve 

the problem of increasing the number of game birds. 

The Cooperative Game Management Areas have been set up by 
local sportsmen’s groups, individuals and farmers interested in con- 
servation. These areas are under the guidance of the State Fish and 
Game Department, and recommendations for improvement come 

from the department. These areas are not so much for experimental 

work as they are for getting the various groups interested enough 
to take on the responsibility of an area of their own and to get the 
farmer and sportsman to cooperate. Their purpose, also, is to teach 
that game is a crop and like all crops must be managed. Restora- 
tion of cover and food plantings will in all probability increase the 
game supply. Regulated hunting and a regulated bag limit will 
insure a supply of game for the future. 

Oruers Take Up IDEA 

Following the set-up of five Game Management Demonstration 

Areas in Iowa for the purpose of determining the possibilities of 

Game Management, the idea spread to farmers and sportsmen’s 

groups and as a result fourteen other game management areas have 

been completed and several are now in the making. In the majority 
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of the areas the idea was carried to the groups by the deputy warden 
in that territory and the set-up in most cases was under his super- 

vision and guidance. The farmer was found more than willing to do 
his share for the future of game and recommendations for the leav- 
ing of cover and food were generally carried out with the results 
that some of the cooperative areas at the end of the first season 
showed up remarkably well as far as the improvements on the land 
were concerned. The cooperation of sportsmen and farmers with the 
Fish and Game Commission in putting over the huge program of 
game restoration has begun to prove itself. 

The cooperative like the demonstrative areas were set up for vari- 
ous purposes in determining the methods of control of hunting; also 
to test out the result of planting food and cover and making use of 
the waste land on numerous farms. Trespass control was one of the 
most important phases of the future of game in Iowa and several 
management areas were set up with that purpose. And, in almost 
every case where hunting was permitted this fall, the result was 
gratifying. The farmer is becoming more satisfied with such an 
arrangement and the hunter feels more like enjoying the hunt if 
permission is obtained from the farmer before entering upon his land. 

Great InTEREST DIsPLAYED 

It is very encouraging to report the great interest which was dis- 
played in Iowa during the open pheasant season by not only the 

hunter but also by the landowners and tenants in the Game Manage- 
ment Areas in these districts. For some years we appealed to the 

sportsmen and farmers, pointing out the necessity of additional pro- 
, tection and cooperation of each individual during these open shoot- 

ing days. The increasing mileage of good roads in Iowa and the 
great increase in hunters every year made additional protection for 

game more and more necessary. 
The open pheasant season this year in Iowa has proven that there 

seems to be no more practical method of providing additional pro- 
tection for farmers to control trespass and the number of hunters 
that are to hunt on his farm than through the establishment of more 

cooperative or demonstration game management areas. 

The trouble has been in the past open seasons that the local sports- 
men have been in great minority. Far too many of the distance 
hunters have disregarded game laws and have trespassed at will.
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Fences have been torn down, livestock shot, quail, prairie chickens, 

Hungarian partridges killed, rights of landowners, game bag limits, 
—all were thrown into the discard when they arrived in the open 
pheasant district. 

Farmers and sportsmen in these districts are jubilant this year 
over the set up of these game management areas and the extra pro- 
tection that it has given them during the open pheasant season. 

Thus, through some education and contact work with the farmers 

and sportsmen which was practiced this season in the pheasant dis- 
trict, we could not help but notice that about 95% of the hunters 
left their cars in farmers’ yards and had received permission to hunt. 
In very few instances did the farmer refuse to let the hunter in as 
long as he left his car in his yard. Farmers in turn checked in the 
number of birds killed. Farmers that refused permission to hunt in 
most cases did not allow any hunting of any kind and wanted to 
preserve the birds. This automatically gave additional protection and 
left seed stock for the surrounding territories. 

Pian Proves SuccessFuL 

The Game Management areas have been successful. 

Hunters praised the plan of half days and the open pheasant sea- 
son being set after the majority of the farmers had their corn picked. 
We also have not received one single complaint from any farmer in 
these areas about the hunters doing any damage and the sort of 
things that used to follow the pheasant season in previous years. 

In addition, farmers left considerable nesting and wintering cover. 
Willows or other trees that were recommended have not been planted. 
There appears to be a very strong objection to the planting of trees. 

In Woodbury County a “pay shooting” plan is being tried out. 
The hunter was required to drive his car into the farmer’s yard and 
obtain a permit card signed by the farmer before he could enter on 
the area. The hunter’s license was retained by the farmer and after 
the hunt the hunter returned to the farmer’s house, where the num- 
ber of birds was recorded and his license returned to him. The 
farmer then charged fifty cents for each bird taken from the area. 

: Many hunters took advantage of the plan. The farmer was in part 
repaid for the expense and time in improving the land for an increase 
in birds. The birds were plentiful and every hunter had the oppor- 
tunity to take home at least some game. Hunters are willing to pay
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for the privilege of hunting where good shooting may be had if they 
do not have to drive too far. 

Game DEPARTMENT SUPERVISES 

The Fish and Game Department took a count of the number of 

birds on the farmer’s land before the open season was declared and 

advised the farmer of how many birds might be killed in order to 

leave a sufficient seed stock for the coming year. 

The Woodbury County Management Area is the first in the state 

to try out the “pay-shooting plan” and will furnish the Fish and 

Game Commission with the information and data needed to deter- 

mine advisability of applying the plan to other shooting grounds. 
The area is open to the public during the open season on pheasants 
and is not a private shooting area as some might think. Only the 
farmer has the right to refuse anyone to hunt on his land. 

The Hungarian Partridge Game Management Area is in O’Brien 
County. This is a demonstration area and is being carried out with 
the cooperation of the Sutherland Chapter of the Will H. Dilg Con- 
servation League. Their system of management is good and as a re- 

sult the records of the area have been kept by the farmers on the 
area and compiled by the organization for the Iowa Fish and Game 
Commission. At the end of the first year the following report was 

made: 

Huncartan MANAGEMENT 

The Will H. Dilg Chapter at Sutherland (O’Brien County) has 
completed a survey of the Hungarian Partridge Game Management 
Area located near the town of Sutherland. The Chapter has been 
conducting the survey to determine the number of Hungarian Par- 
tridge and other game birds in the area. The survey shows that in 
the area, which comprises 15,446 acres, there have been seen 887 

Hungarian partridge, 152 quail, and 1,165 pheasants. As food and 
nesting grounds are very important, it was necessary to find out just 
how many acres of land in the area met these requirements. The 
survey showed that 586 acres are in alfalfa, 729 acres in other hay, 
26% acres in sudan grass, 2 acres in millet, 90% acres in cane, and 
70 acres in cane in the shock. A record of all nests that have been 
destroyed showed that 30 nests were destroyed accidentally, mowers 
being responsible for the loss of 26. The plow, binder and a horse
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were all charged with one nest each, and the destroying of one nest 

could not be accounted for. There were only two Hungarian par- 

tridge nests destroyed accidentally and both of these were by mow- 

ers. The number of pheasants accidentally killed is comparatively 

small, only 10 giving up their lives to civilization. Seven were killed 

by a mower, a dog killed one, one flew into a wire, and the cause 

for one bird’s death was undetermined. The number of eggs de- 

stroyed when nests were run over by mowers or stepped on by horses 

totaled 250, of which 231 were pheasant eggs and the balance, or 19, 

were Hungarian partridge. Twelve of the eggs in nests were salvaged 

and hatched out under a domestic hen. 

Hearty CooperATION OF FARMERS 

There are 83 farmers in the area and they are cooperating with 

the sportsmen in every way possible. They are using flushing bars 

to save the nests and birds when cutting crops in which the birds 

nest. The flushing bar enables the farmer to discover the nest before 

the mower strikes it, and the alfalfa or hay around the nest is left 

standing. The farmers also keep an exact account of all the birds 

flushed, number of nests found and number of birds killed or nests 

accidentally destroyed. They also have supplied the birds with 

more protection in the way of cover by letting odd corners grow up 

to brush and by planting cover in the waste portions of their land, 

and food for the birds during the winter. Strips of small grain are 

left standing along the cover patches and experimental work is 

being carried on to determine which food the Hungarian partridge 

prefers at different times of the year. A representative of the State 

Fish and Game Department inspects the area at regular intervals to 

assist in the operations and to keep the farmers and sportsmen ad- 

vised as to the best methods of handling certain problems in plant- 

ing and controlling the area. 

This has brought the farmer and sportsman together. It has 

shown what can be done through game management and the pros- 

pects for an increased stock of upland game birds in that area are 

good. Greater effort will be made next year to increase the stock of 

birds and a huge program is planned by the sportsmen and farmers 

to better food and cover conditions in the area.
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SUMMARY 

In summing up the remainder of the areas that are now in full operation the result 

has been more than gratifying. The farmers have grasped the meaning of the Game 

Management idea and have carried out to a perfection the majority of the recommen- 

dations made to them by the Iowa Fish and Game Commission. Waste land has been 

utilized and woodlots ungrazed. Fence rows and road sides left to grow up. 

The future of game in lowa apparently hinges on three very simple factors; namely, 

the cooperation of the farmer, which in most cases in lowa is easy to get when the 

plan is properly explained to him; second, the good will of the hunter in his respect 

for the rights of the landowner and farmers, and last and most important of all, the 

experience of Iowa shows that the deputy game warden in the territory is the hub 

of the wheel of progress where a game management area is set up for the determining 

of certain factors relative to the future of game; for he can secure more cooperation 

and impart more information for the guidance of such prejects than any other one in= 

dividual, if his standing in the territory is as it should be. The conservationists look 

to him for his help and his knowledge of the plan, and of the problems of the outdoor 

loving public.
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Tentative lowa Quail Regulations 1933-1934 

FOREWORD 

We are about to try a system of quail management by which an annual 

surplus of this species may be produced on definite areas as a 

supplementary farm crop, which surplus may be taken by hunting 

under conditions to be specified. This system, though very promising, 

is new to Iowa and is to be regarded as a trial. Its success or failure 

depends upon the cooperation of the public. If it fails, it will be 

discontinued. If it succeeds, it should prove vastly superior in increas- 

ing and maintaining quail population to either of the two alternatives 

likely to govern instead; namely, total closure or the old style open 

season. ; 

INADEQUACY OF TOTAL CLOSURE 

The Iowa bobwhite quail has long had complete legal protection at 

all seasons. Complete legal protection has doubtless benefited the 

birds far more than they would have been benefited otherwise, and 

it should promptly be resorted to in the event of emergency. Never- 

theless, merely maintaining complete protection is becoming increas- 

ingly inadequate to cope with the present day situation. 

For one thing, quail protection in many localities, even despite 

efforts of conscientious and qualified wardens, has been ‘‘paper pro- 

tection’? only; that is, the quail in rather obvious instances have 

suffered net losses from poaching conceivably in excess of what they 

might have borne even under the old system of regular open seasons. 

Secondly, quail have had a series of winters unusually favorable to 

them and are now to be found in numbers near if not up to the carrying 

capacity of the land in much of Iowa. In other words, satisfactory 

quail populations occur generally where the environment can support 

satisfactory populations. Local abundance of birds, or a conspicuous 

abundance in oceasional geographical units as large as counties, has 

given vise to a strong popular demand for some kind of legal quail 

shooting. It is not unreasonable to meet this demand if such can be 

done in a way consistent with the principles of conservation. 

Then, too, legal protection has not solved the problem arising from 

the progressive deterioration of quail environment through agricultural 

and other practices, many of which are not necessarily sound or to the
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publie interest. This deterioration of environment may exert a far 

more serious pressure upon the species than any save the most excessive 

shooting. Quail or any other species cannot thrive where the environ- 

ment, or living condition, is unsuited to them, whether they are shot 

or unshot. 

INADEQUACY OF OLD STYLE SHOOTING REGULATIONS 

Ordinarily, open seasons on game birds allow shooting over periods 

of time varying from a few days to a few months. Daily bag limits 

and season limits per hunter are intended to keep within bounds the 

amount of shooting that any particular individual may do. The birds 

are shot where they may be found and, at best, with only the implied 

or expressed consent of the owner or the tenant of the land. Frequently, 

game is killed contrary to the wishes of the landholder, either on 
account of his unawareness of the presence of hunters on the premises 

or on account of his inability, irrespective of legal rights, effectively 

to prevent it. ‘ 

The old type of regulation prescribing so many days open season 

and so many birds bag limit has the outstanding advantage of being 

relatively simple to administer. Its faults, however, are many, aside 

from the familiar matter of the farm trespass nuisance. 

One of the worst of these faults is inflexibility. Concentrations of 

hunters may practically clean out the game in given localities during 

comparatively short open seasons. General open seasons covering 

states, zones, districts, or counties do not take into consideration the 

condition of populations. They subject insecure game populations 

to about the same hunting pressure as populations well established 

and able to withstand considerable shooting. The old type of 

regulation furnishes no mechanism by which shooting can be stopped 

when the surplus is taken, except rarely by active private initiative 

or by sweeping emergency closure. 

Again, a fundamental fallacy in the old system is that, as a rule, 

it merely permits shooters to take advantage of whatever more or 

less satisfactory game populations happen to be accessible to them. 

With the increase of hunters and the decrease of game and game 

habitats, the system becomes sadly obsolete. It gives practically 

no incentive to farmers, for example, to maintain or to improve game 

habitats; indeed, farmers have been known to welcome, or, in some 

eases, purposefully to hasten the decline of game in the hope that
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they might thereby obtain some degree of relief from the affliction 

of inconsiderate and irresponsible hunters. 

OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF THE NEW REGULATIONS 

In view of the shortcomings of previous quail regulations, the 

desirability of others more closely adapted to existing needs should 

be evident. The main objectives to be worked for should include: 

1. Increased security of quail and other wild life populations, 

through the establishment of-wild life management on a sound 

economic and biological basis. 

2. Encouragement of active conservation, (which emphasizes 

inereased production in contrast to the more passive conservation 

which relies upon tightening legal restrictions to attain its 

ends) by affording reasonable sport to reasonable sportsmen 

and trespass protection to farmer cooperators. 

3. Overcoming mutually unprofitable misunderstandings between 

farmers, hunters, protectionists and similarly opposing factions 

by reducing the just grounds for their differences. 

4. The integration of wild life management with balanced land 

utilization, erosion control, nature study projects, and kindred 

activities by which man’s own relation to his environment may 

be rendered more harmonious and more in keeping with his 

permanent interests and the things by which his life is enriched. 

THE GAME MANAGEMENT AREA 

The game management area is not claimed to be the whole answer. 

It seeems the nearest approach to the answer, however, of anything 

in sight. We have already tested it to a certain extent in various 

parts of the state, with usually gratifying results. We are continuing 

to try it out, experimenting in one way and another to discover and 

to correct important weaknesses and to get management set-ups in 

working order with a minimum of delay or friction. 

Briefly, the advantages of a satisfactory quail management area 

may be summarized: 

1. For the quail: 

A. Complete legal protection until a strong population is built 

up. If there are no surplus birds, there is to be no shooting. 

When a safe calculated surplus is removed the shooting 

ceases.
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B. A habitable environment. 

2. For the hunter: 

A. <A place for honest sportsmen to shoot, with the provision 

that they make arrangements with farmers on whose 

owned or leased lands a shootable quail population exists. 

3. For the farmer: 

A. Protection from trespassing with firearms. The law per- 

taining to trespassing on state game management areas 

has teeth. 

B. The opportunity to choose those who may hunt on his land 

if he has shootable quail population. 

C. The final word as to whether hunting will be permitted 

on his land even if he has a shootable population. 

D. A chance to receive cash or other compensation from 

hunters in return for shooting privileges. 

E. Indirect benefits linked with game management practices, 

such as lessening of erosion, ete. 

4. For the public at large: 

A. The example of constructive conservation. 

B. The aesthetic pleasure of having abundant wild life around. 

Food and cover improvements for quail mean more song- 

birds and other non-game species needing comparable 

habitats. 

©. Increased beauty of landscape through encouragement of 

many of the desirable wild plants now fast disappearing. 

BIOLOGY OF QUAIL MANAGEMENT 

A great deal of research has been done in recent years on the bob- 

white’s environmental requirements, particularly by Herbert L. 

Stoddard in Georgia and Florida and by Paul L. Errington in 

Wisconsin and Iowa. Without elaborating in detail upon the research 

findings, we may say that the overwhelming trend of the evidence 

shows the numerical status of the bobwhite to depend very largely 

on the character of the environment; namely, the quality and distri- 

bution of food and cover. Exceptions to this generalization have 

been noted, mainly where relentless poaching or natural cataclysms 

have drastically reduced populations. 

The relation of the bird to his environment is the foundation of 

our management practices. This whole new attempt to handle the 

questions of quail conservation and quail shooting is based on the
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premise that the direct detriment of shooting will be more that offset 

by the indirect benefits of management, and that the right to shoot 

must be earned through building up and maintaining adequate 

populations. Biologically, this is entirely feasible, granted that the 

factors we are manipulating can be wisely controlled. 

EXPERIMENTAL MANAGEMENT AREAS, 1933 

For this fall and winter (1933-34), it is planned to conduct in 

cooperation with the Iowa State College intensive studies on up to 

a dozen experimental quail management areas to measure exact 

populations and the effect of different intensities of shooting upon 

them. Picked wardens will be trained especially in quail census 

methods and in techniques by which quail populations over wide 

areas may be calculated with a small average probability of error. 

The principal techniques have been developed and tried through past 

experience in bobwhite field studies. With possible refinements, these 

will be made use of in the large-scale inspections necessary under 

the 1934 program. M 

EXPERIMENTAL MANAGEMENT AREAS, 1934 

The experimental program for 1934 differs from that of 1933 mainly 

] in the scale upon which management and shooting will be carried on. 

By fall, 1934, there are expected to be some hundreds of areas 

organized. In these, public participation will, of course, have to be 

greater. Experimenting is also to be done in cooperation with the 

Iowa State College. 

GAME MANAGEMENT AREA REGULATIONS 

1. Purpose: 

To issue annual permits to landholders or groups of land- 

holders to conduct experiments, in cooperation with the Iowa 

State College and the Iowa Fish and Game Commission, for 
the purpose of determining whether game birds which are 

resident on the lands of such permittees can be conserved 

by the practice of game management. Such permits may 

authorize the taking of surplus birds, under such conditions 

: as are hereby specified.
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2. Applications for and Establishment of Game Management Areas: 

Any landholders or groups of landholders owning or residing 

upon a continuous area of not less than 640 acres may apply 

for a permit to practice game management under these 

regulations. 

If, on application for such permit, and after inspection by 

a representative of the Fish and Game Commission adequate 

seed stock is determined to be present on the land, and 

suggested food and cover improvements have been complied 

with, game management signs will be issued by the Commission 

: at cost in sufficient number to post the external boundaries 

of the area at intervals of approximately one-eighth mile. 

Compliance with these regulations constitutes game manage- 

ment and the area may be designated by the Fish and Game 

Commission as a management area and will be subject to 

the trespass protection as contained in Section 5 of the Fish 

and Game Laws of the Acts of the 45th General Assembly. 

8. Shooting Permits for Quail: 

A. Applications for Permits: 

Applications for permits to take the calculated surplus 

quail crop on management areas for any given year 

must be in the office of the Fish and Game Commission 

by February Ist of that year. 

B. When Granted: 

A permit may be granted when 

a. The average quail population of the area is not 

less than one quail per four acres. 

b. Food and cover are adequate to sustain or increase 

the population. 

C. Conditions of Permit: 

a. The area must be posted with regulation signs 

designated by the Fish and Game Commission and 

have only one designated point for entrance and 

exit for hunters. It shall be optional with the 

landowner in an area to open or keep closed his 

own land. 

b. All quail hunters shall be required to carry a 

courtesy card sigued by the State Fish and Game 

Warden for the Commission and by a designated 

representative of the cooperating farmers resident
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in the area. All other shooting on the area must 
be covered by separate permits other than quail 

permits. 

e. All fish and game laws must be observed. 

d. Rare or protected species on the area must be 
cared for in a manner satisfactory to the Fish and 

Game Commission. 
e. The total take of quail must not exceed 30% of 

the quail population stated in the permit. 

f. The maximum number of hunters per day shall 

be specified in the permit. 

g. The bag limit per person per day cannot exceed 

six quail. 

h. All quail bagged must have affixed to one leg a 

non-reusable tag, such tags to be issued by the Fish 

and Game Commission at cost. Tags shall be issued 

for no more than the allowable number of quail 

to be taken on a given area for a given season. 

Persons having in possession anywhere in the state 

untagged quail taken within the state will be liable 

to prosecution for illegal possession. 

i. All bags must be recorded by the farmer at the 
entrance of the area in a Journal open to inspection. 

j. Open season shall be between November 1st and 

December 15th, and the length of season, number 

of shooting days, and time of shooting shall be 

determined by the Fish and Game Commission. No 

two consecutive shooting days may be designated 

in any permit. 

D. Revocation and Renewal of Permits: 

a. Permits may be revoked at any time by the State 

Fish and Game Warden for violation of these 
regulations or for excessive charges for permission 

to hunt. 

b. No permit shall be renewed without satisfactory 

evidence that the conditions of the permit and 

these regulations have been complied with, and 

that the public’s interest and title in the wild life 

in the area have been protected and conserved.
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wy uhether ‘old te or not. It would help keep “rrincton in touch Sag 
‘ with actwal administration. ; Ue 

My Man RoE. Yeatter,who gets his (derree at ‘ichiean this summer 
or fall,is vary nézkky what you want only he can't write. His pet ‘ 
sonality 1s very modest mt in the ent carries force ani respect. " ; 
Farmers like him especially. "He is,to my Inst Imnowle@ze,not an > aa 
effective secker. 1 ronld alse losk him over unless your need is 

-  fmnediate. 4 ‘ 

My man Ralph Mine at Minneséta has a job with th University 
and the Deoartment,but thines are in such 4 constant turzoil that : 

‘ he might welcome a chance to move. Ye has all you are looking for 5 
except possibly his executive ability for a long drae micht be 
questioned. He an? Urrinzton set alone well. You could cet him to ewes 
meet you somewhere on the state border. 

. ' David Goreach,my former fellow nt Usiversit+ of Arizona,is in ‘ 
danger of losing his sipport from the University July I. te is the 

. execative type of ressarcher and probably fills vour specifications 2 

exactly except he wants to stay in the Southwest. : : 

Lawrenee Hicks of the University of Ohio is partially trained in. — 

fame and very hiphly in biology - has exactiy the personality = but a 
may not want administrative work. 1 dn't kmow him well. : 3 

Grange knows all these men an? could sive you a cross-check. I ; 

wish we could talk this over. ‘There are few technical men as keen ee 
about management as Bill is. I would use this man unier S411. pa 

With best recards - Yours as ever iy me
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DO_NOT RELEASE BEFORE THURSDAY AFTERNOON MARCH 16th. 
RECORDS OF A GAIT MANAGHIENT AREA 

As Palo Alto County was open to the killing of pheasants during 

the 1933 open season, the game management area lying just north and 
east of the town of Emmetsburg permitted shooting by permit system. A 
complete record of the hunting activities on the area was kept by 
Emmetsburg Chapter of the Izaak Walton League cooperating wit the 
denuty warden for that district, Ross W. Moses. The area comprises 
22,270 acres and contains 101 farmers. Permit blanks were issued to 
each farmer who in turn filled them out and issued them to the hunters 
who desired to hunt on his land. The number of permit books issued to 
the farmers in the area totalled 142 and each book contained 18 per- 
mits. Sixty-nine of these books showed no hunting done on these 
farmers' lands. Seventy-three books showed hunting during all or part 
of the open season. A total of 489 single permits were issued from 
the 73 books and the record by days shows that on November 16th, the 
first open day of the season, 1327 permits were issued; November 18th, 
155 permits; November 19th, 141 permits. There were 684 pheasants 
killed on the 70 farms which permitted shooting, or 9.72 pheasants per 
farm. Of these,442 were male birds and 242 were hens. There were 17 
farms hunted on which no birds were killed. Cooperation of the farmers 
within this area with the Fish and Game Department and the hunters is 
indeed the finest part of the record. They kept a close check on the 
hunting activities during the open season and as a result we are able 
to furnish you with this interesting detailed report.
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7 - ABD 641933 a 
: pe aed 

Dre Tete Boone ‘ ee ie 
Ottwava Towa : ag 7 oe 

Dear Dr. Boonet a ’ ee 
‘ . 5h Na 

Hat it oceured to you that the Towa lake Restoration — cs 
j Prorrent could qualify for feteral aif unter either the present ASS 

: 000 bill,or under tho new Iafollette M111 now penting before Conerese? = 

: I do not approve of either of these measures, mut if they are going = : = 
into efzect anyhow there is no very stron: reason for not taking advan- 
tage.of then, The mein point is that you have prevexatine Plans for 
a system of public works,end T am told that such are ata previum 

. and are in fact very scarce. Most of the projects are cooked up on the = 
spur of the moment. : eee 

The land - purchase fteas in the Take program would have to be met 
I suppose largely by the state,am’ this 4s the weal: point in the set= Tee 
up. Ina good many of the Iowa projects thouch the land might be don e 
ated,or made available at e nowinal price,by local parties,an? with the. SF 
prospect of immediate construction you woul’ have strone leveroze to Ne 
ask for more such donations. 5 : 1s 

The cane wangeuent areas algo might present a chance tousea 
: mobile motorized fencing crew paid out of unexploymont finds in some Dare 

Waye \ 

I'am not urring this {fea Wut merely calling 4¢ to your attention —__ 
: although I euppese you had alreaty thoucht of it, I aw sending a copy 5 

of this to Bode for his information. - , ee 
Yours sincerely re 

Alo Leopold a 

: : ‘ ; : air 

i > < s Sa eet 2a ee ie eee Caceres nara ce



State of Dofoa : 
DR. Ce CHAIRMAN is 2 ‘ DR. JF ALTER 

eee Fish and Game Commission eee ie 

Bes Moines ow pane 
Ottumwa, Iowa, 
March 22, 1933, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Soils aaa 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Aldo: 

: It was my lack of ability to express my thoughts that 
caused you to "muff my point", In discussing this matter, am sure 
you @re aware thet I have every confidence in Bill and Paul and em in 
no sense criticising their efforts, but am simply trying to think 
the thing through, make @s few mistakes 8s possible, maintain the 
confidence and enthusiasm of the people interested and accomplish 
oy purposes. Namely, a sane-safe method of shooting quail again in 
owe. 

Mr. Henderickson of the Ames Extension Department is 
working two days @ week in the field on game management largely 
with 4-H Clubs. Paul, I think is finding it difficult to switch 
from research to inspection and extension work and so is confining 
his efforts largely to research. I have no knowledge of what he is 
doing or whether he is following any of your suggestions 4s contained 
in your last memorandum concerning this subject. 

I feel quite confident that if Iowa's quail plan is to go 
no further than one or two co-operative areas in each county set up 
by either Bill or one of his wardens, requiring frequent inspections 
then aweite results before taking on additional areas, the quail 

program will be a failure so fer 8s the public is concerned who will 
lose interest, will accuse us of playing with & theory that hag no 
practicalsapplication -violations will get all out of hand, sentiment 
will develop against us and the next legislature will permanently 
close on quail again, 

I should like to divide this program into two classes. 

i-At the request of interested farmers or sportsmen 
groups, set up two or three are@s both lean and fair to good stands 
of birds and cover, give the erea a thorough inspection, record cover 
and population, costs end progress reports from periodic inspections



' Leopold #2-~ 

Re YoeoR : 

The value af this is evident, of course. 

@-Iowa hés in her lower tier of counties @s far west as 
Ringgold County and the lower parts of the next tier| below #34 much 
marginal lend that has a population of a bird to tis acres, and : 
much more that is probably short only a covey or twovto raise it to 
this standerd. This is marginal land along the creeks largely, but 
is the @rea that should be concentrated on with my proposal, which is; 

Wherever and whenever the key man can be found that will * 
orgainze an area of this type, the werden should tell the story to 
this group, take them on the jand and set up one or two 860%ecre units. 
It is presumed that there is little to do in the way of improvements. 
Require these farmers to submit a population count and if it looks re-> 
asonable after the two unit set ups are made and a birds-eye view from 
@ drive around the @rea, recommend that they be issued game management 
signs which will give them the trespass protection, and record the area 
in the office. 

THIS DOES NOT LICENSE THIS ARZA TO BH SHOT. It is merely 
one of similer areas in Southern Iowa’ that man has not yet destroyed. 
It hag caused these people to be quail conscious. It is a gould to 
work for. Areas of this kind ere not to be re-inspected from time to 
time, but if enough of them are set up between now and Novemeber 1, 434 
they would be sufficient for an initial opening. However, none of them 
are to be granted a permit until efter a rigid inspection discloses 
that they actually have a shootable crop. which should be conducted 
according to the rules of the outline you sent me. 

Men-power fow inspections is the week spot. It, however, 
“seems reasonable to me thet part time men can be developed and taken 
on for the inspection season. True, they must be carefully chosen, 
well trained and tried out in every limited way at first. I heave midly 
tried to put this over to Bill, but he does not as yet agree. I apprec- 
late that Bill is a seerenge ee man, bit I wonder if he is really 
familar with our Southern Iowa quail country especilly between #34 and hk 
the Missouri line. 

Now why this apparent hatse? 

i-Quial are shot 211 over Southern Iowa, whether the pro- . 
posed legislation is the cause or merely a coincident, I am not prepared 
to sey but there hes been more quail shooting this past se@son then usual, 

8-Hunters expect something done about it now. 

3-Farmers are ready to cooperate. 4any ready to take the 
initiative, They wish the birds around, some would be glad of the



Leopold #3-- 

opportunity to shoot, some are glad to have their town friends out. 
A very few think in the terms of paid shooting. They all went the 
added trespass protection that the signs will afford. 

: 4-The more are@s set up the more visable evidence there 
is that queil shooting is just around the corner, and I hope ¢fig 
will have 2 a pa i on the violations. 

Sgr 

Tostérday & talked to a&entlemen from Missouri whose a, 
home county wes closed this zol1 he shortiopen period before the 
law become effective, he flushed nine covey in the course of one 
day.and due to lax farming practices, there are more birds in the — 
last two or three ye@rg then formally. back of birds was not the 
reason for closing this county, unwelcomed trespass, was the reason, 
He told me from his own town on Sunday they would spread in ell 
directions over the county, shot the barn-yerd or orchard coveys, 
never asked permission nor thenked anybody. This is a reputation of 
reports andmy experience in Northern Missouri. 

The seme practice in Iowa did, has and will ceuse the 
same indignation. I heve meny spontaneous requests from farmers to 
"send me a man to show me what to do", that I have notceven sent on 
to Bill, as I know his time is too occupied to give them any attent- 
ion, Wardens must be changed and educated. The question; is this 
policy sound to undertake as the wardens develop? Or should we stop — 
with areas outlined under class #1? 

You have really given me the answer in your letter of 
March 20th. However, I could not resist sending this outline to 
you. sail 

Yours very truly, 

Ned c ea 
W. 0. Boone, 

WCB:M
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March 1231933 a 

Dr. WC. Poone \ see 
Ottan¢a Iowa : ‘ : S 5 a 

Dear Pr. Boone See 

I was,es 2 matter of reneral principle,in favor of pe 
‘ consolidation. TI doubt, thouch,whether under present conditions, ee 

\ which practieally preelufe the increase or even maintenance of general = 
treasury avpropriations,it woulda be wise for either board to consolidate 
without a very definite advance understanding as to funds. Of course. 
the a@vantatee of coordination ar= obtainable at- any time’ beamase they ~ ‘ 

si depend on brains rather than money. I doubt whether there is much Sees 

economy in consolidation. The advantazes are in remilts rather than See 
empeniituros. If the new atuinistration {> Zoing to upset personnel — a 
then of course it ts ile to hope for enhanced results unless the technical — 
staff 12 kept intact and the Comsission replacements are better rather = 
poorer than the previous. As I have repeated many times the bie dram = 
back of the Commission plan is the tendency toward gradual deterioration 

‘ ' 4m the quality of Commissioners. The average governor thinks’that an 
interest in shooting or paris is"quality" and thereby hangs the tale. eee 

; I aeree with Bill that at least one inepection a year is necessary 
to safeguard the new system against abuse. I agree with you that Bill 
can't do it all personally. ‘The only hope is to teach the wardens to ~~ 

ee. handle igeubject to cheek by 3411 and Urrington in difficult eases. — - Cee 
Any warden who can't learn to do this inaa- sound and undlased way will - a 
have-to make way for those rho can, I tried to draw thore regulations = 
90 inspection could de wade at any season. ‘Surely the warden could aa 
mate half a dozen igspections a year without strain, Forest Rangers = 
count in end count out as high as 50,000 head of stock,keep as hich ag 
500 permittees on their allotments, jndee the condition of the range, — one 
ete on an area as larce as your counties,ané still count this as only oe 

: one of 6 1fnes of work. They are paid little more.than your wardens 
and can't get over their districts in a car eitherd, Ye havn't berun to 
draw on the latent powers of the field force. It may be a scientific —— 

: _mystery to say why quail thrive or don't thrive -on a given aréa, mt there 
is no,mystery about telling whether they are thriving well enough to) 8 

Of course this long-distance comment may be of Little use to you 
_ ‘wot T have the utuost confidence that Bill can organize and execute an oS 

inspection system. ve 
Yours ae ever ae 

Z kes 

: Aldo. teopold : ex



State of Jofna 
DR. WiC, BOONE. CHAIRMAN “ — C os e DR. uae WALT Ee 

ArH RAR are Gen: Koceeet: Dennis #,cOeDERs 
Des Moines J.-N. DARLING. 

Ottumwa, Iowa, 
March 11, 1933. 

Mr. Ajdo Leopold, Consulting Forester, 
Soils Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

Inclosed is correspondence recently received from 
Gordon, 

I am not. sure that I know your present position on 
the consolidation of Iowa's Conservation Departments. Sometime ago 
I thotght it would be a desirable thing, and it may be sometime in 
the future. However, I am at the present moment quite convinced that 
our present set up should not be disturbed. Our program is still in 
the formative stage and I don't see how we could give the time to 
the other elements involved with the possible, yes, likely hazard of 
combating the diversion of funds, so on and so on. 

We lost Dr. Walter and Mr. Rapp. CONFIDENTLY. The 
Governor made a statement that he would not re-appoint anyone. Rapp 
named his successor, &@ Dr. Gottsch of Shenandoah, a very high class 
man who is to shortly resign in favor of Rapp. I hardly sée 18s 
consistency of «the move, but thats that. A copy of a letter ath? 
me addressed to one of the Senators, I mentioned that he had been 
spoken of @s a successor to Bode or at least urged to take a position 
with the Department, but preferred to not discuss it until the new 
members of the Commission were seated. To my knowledge it has not 
been discussed either individually or collectively by the Commission, 

: Our comparatively new warden, Mr. Vernon, is about the 
only one doing any concrete work on quail manegement. Unquestionably 
many chénges in the field force are in order, Perhaps I am impatient 
and am expecting too much action. We are now trying out this plan 
in Wapello andnJefferson Counties. Sportsmens' organizations are 
nucleus in Ottumwa and Fairfieid, of course, independent of each 
other, with township vice presidents (farmers) and meeting are held 
at township school-houses, the game management plan presented, an 
area organized and demonstrations made on 160 acre units as to how 
to set them up. Fencing and special plantings are not stressed, as 
in these times we don't believe we can put it over.



Leopold #2-- 

Wide fence rows, brush piles, ditch and draw cover 
preserved as well as weedy spots wherever possible. As much in- 
spection will be given as man-power permits, which of course, will 
be very little. Bill seems to hold to the idea that we should move 
no faster than repeated inspections can be given. Of course, under 
the plan he now has more territory set up than he can take care of. 
The thing we ere trying to do in Wapello County, of course, won't 
be as thoroughly done, but unless we accept inspections from vol- 
unteers our managed eare@s are going to be limited to that which 
the Department c@én handle. 

My feeling is thet contacts with smell groups is ed- 
ucetional-coupled with the demonstrations visu&lizes what to do 
and if tcuaande of farmers are to do something, this at least is 
one way to go about it. I shovld be very glad to have your reaction. 

Yours sincerely, 

We AGI : 
WCB3sM



if 

: Solls Building r : 
March II, 1933 pre 

I. 7. Bode 4 : 

State Game Warden eae 
Des Moines Towa : ; 

Dear Irwin: . : . : 

To bring northern Missouri into conformity with southern : 

Towa would require the closure of the northern Missouri Counties,and ; 
then the re-ulated reopening of permitted areasgunier inspection. Such. : 
an arrangement would be ideal,sinee there is no doubt that these counties, __ 
particularly the northwestern ones,have been weakened by oversrazing to Ae 
the same extent as the adjacent Iowa counties. ‘There is a fairly complete 

sizesup of this situation in my MSS Missouri Report. If the matter is of _ 
sufficient interest,I will be zlad to loan you my file copy,or you misht : 
get the Institute to dig up a copy from one of their members for your 

library. 3 

There are however these practical pros and cons to be considered: : 

(1)The Missouri administration is still very political,and this makes ae 
reculatory powers risky. If Wielandy has been appointed Commissioner, this 

= f objection would be temporarily overcome. There is a slight danger, though, 
“that the whole idea might be “queered" by abuses arising on the Missouri = 
side, : 

(2)the northern Missouri farmers occasionally have a wave of indigna- — 
tion,of the same sort as originally closed Iowa,which results in the closure, 
tenporary or permanent,of certain counties under their “local option" 
law. ‘here are several stich counties near Kansas City,an’ some scattered 
elsewhere, ‘he Iowa Plan would be a comprowise,much superior from every 

angle, wherewith to meet the next "wave", ~__ g 

(3) Southern iissouri,by and large,foes not yet need such ahs z 
ie What I mean is that it needs thea,but there are still enough quail per 

huater to make it improbable that the averaze hunter could be persuaded ae 
to make a change. Keith MeCanse found this out when,he started 2 paid 

shooting scheme in 1929,but found no patronage because even St. Touis : 
hunters could still get plenty of shooting free. Hence Dr. Boone's : 

schene would mean a dual system within Missouri. 

I would say that the first move to feel out this proposition would be 

you, 8411 Schuenke,or Erringtom to get acquainted with Blakey, the quail 
researoh man from the University,and for you or ore Boone to meet Mr. : 
Wiclaniy or whoever has been appointed Comaissioner,to compare notes and : 

plans. It would then be clearer whether any immediate move toward this 
end 45 fn order. : : 

Would you mind sending copies of this to Dr. Boone, Bill,and Paul. oF wee 

My aa is not good at carbons. Yours sincerely ie



State of Jowa 
DR. W. C. BOONE, CHAIRMAN DR. J. F. WALTER 

OTTUMWA lofted * * McGREGOR 

ARTHUR E. RAPP, SEC'Y * dish and Game Commission DEN On one 

COUNCIL BLUFFS e 

Bes Moines : J. Ne DARLING. 

1. T. BODE 

STATE FISH AND GAME WARDEN 

March 9, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

In talking to Dr. Boone the other day, he mentioned 
the possibilities of uniform quail regulations for 
the northern Missouri counties and the southern Iowa 
counties, possibly on the basis of a regulated area 

plan such as we are working toward. 

I promised him that I would write to you and get 
your suggestions relative to our best approach to this 

problem to get to Missouri the proper information 
and to arrange with them for proper channels for 

working toward this goal. 

In my own opinion, I am not so sure how rapidly we 
: want to work on this with the idea of opening for 

quail shooting. However, I do feel that anything that 
we can do to work toward a uniform game management 
plan would certainly be to the advantage of both states. 

Assuring you of my appreciation of anything you can 

give me, I am 

Very truly yours, 

Ah? ied 
ITB:VA State Fish and Game Warden



Soils Building 
Narch I, 1933 

Dre W.C. Boone, Chairman ; 
Fish and Game Commission 
Des Moines, Iova : 

‘Dear Dr. Boones 
I'am han@icapped in trying to draft rerulations,as BAS 

your letter of Teb. 27 aske me toswithout up-to-date infomation on 
what manpower you will have for inspection, what understandings have 

‘ been entered into since my leaving the state,how slow or fast ou ; 
want this thing to crow,and other variables necessarily affecting 
the question of a wise initial policy. I am delighted and heart~ ; 
ened by the apparent unanimity 4n conservation forces that this thing Ee 
4s worthy of a trial. ' , 

The following resulations do not attempt full verbiage,and assume i 
that advance commitment as to degree or frequency of inspection is i 
to be avoided until you eee how competent the local wardens are and 

what abuses if any are to be guarded acainst. I say “4f any” merely pate 
: to emphasize Wisconsin's recent experience with the shooting preserve 

law,which brings out the somewhat astontching fact that nobody killed ¥ 
' a8 high a proportion of “his” birds ae the permit allowed. %f course 

there will be abuses but their nature may be unexpected. ‘ 

: : QUAIL RAGULATIONS : 
Applications: Any landholder or group of landholders owning or 
residing upon 2 contimous area of not less than 60 acres may : 
apply for a permit. (Alternatives I000 acres) 

: Permit may be cranted provided: 
I. The average quail population of the area be not less than 

* one covey per 75 acres,or one quail per 5 acres. (Alter= 
: native G0acres, acres) ; ; 

2e Food and cover be adequate to sustain or increase the 7" 
; population. : 

Conditions Perait ; 
3. The ss mast be posted,and heve a designated point for : 

: entrance and exit. 
4“. All fish and came laws and rezulationesmest be observed. ve 
5. Rare or protected species on the area mist be cared for in 

@ Manner satisfactory to the Commission. 
6. The total kill mst not exceed 50 percent(Alternatives 

40 or 33 4) of the population stated in the permit. 
f 7e Open season: Nov. I-DeceI5 : ae 

8. Bag Limit per person per day:I0 quail. All bags to be recorded 
in a Journal open to inspection. : : : 

Renewal of Permit:o permit shall be renewed without satisfactory ) 
evidence that the conditions of the permit have been met,and that 
the publicts title and interest in the wild life on the area has i 
been protected and conserved. / ; aes



The following points need discussion: Areas unable to qualify by 
e reason of poor density,or poor food and cover,might be ziven a permit ~ 

without kill till they have made the crate. Areas lmocked out by a 
hard winter or disease might likewise hold their permit, without kill, 
till they recover. ‘he inclusion of a lot of blanit farms vould be 
aiscouraced by the density applying to the whole permitted area.. I have 
left out the tag system because that is a mechanical matter which you 
will want to put in your own lancuage,but there must of course be a 

tag system, ; 

De you want to stipulate anything about maximum charges? If so I 
would afivise a clause simply making the permit revocable for excessive 
charsese 

Since I left Iowa California has come out with a"quail plan" which 
it will pay you to look at. Errington doubtless has a copy. It regu- 

lates charges in great detail,by a sliding acale of density,ani calls 
for a state subsidy. It is too complex,but contains some ingenious i 

: ideas. (1 aa loaning you the copy from ay files) - ; 2 

These regulations are written to allow you all the year for con= 
, timuous inspection, thus economizing man-power,as against making the 
“Siispection one of the successive. steps in issuing or renewing the : 
permit. This was a weak point in the pracicality of the original 
Plan. Errington,for instance,would be able to check the inspection of : 
more areas if not tied down to definite dates. é 

’ I do not offer this as a finished job. I had to do it on the fly 3 
before leaving on a field trip. ; ee 

As to your other request for comment on the importance of maia- 

taining the financial autonomy of she Department,my Pphpi ppp views are 
given in an article "W8ATHER*PROOFING CONSERVATDON" in the last iseua 
of"American Forests". I'm sorry to be entirely out of copies but 
Bode of course has this magazine. S / 

I wish time allowed a more deliberate attempt to help you with : 
these reculations,mt this is the best I cou}d do on the spur of the 

' moment. With kind regards 
5 Yours sincerely 

Aldo Leopold 

‘ : a



State of Infra 
DR. W. C. BOONE, CHAIRMAN . a a DR. ne WALTERS 

ARTHUR E. RAPP, SEc'Y Aish and 6 Co estan DENNIS H. GOrD rns 

Bes Moines J. N. DARLING. 

Ottumwa, lowe. 
February 27, 1953, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Inclosed is a copy of a létter just written to Gordon. 

Now that full regulatory abthority will undoubtedly be 
extended to our Commission, I wish to have ready the regulatory 
clause governing the taking of quail. Won't you take your revised 
permit bill, section 5-B and rewrite it or edd to it carrying out 
the details of just under what conditions we wiil open on quail? 
For instances, the minimum number of acres @s a game managed unit. 
The birds per acre required, a group of farmers requesting the De- 
partment to open should permission be granted if a shootable cro 
exists without their having made any improvements (I think, peel 
The question, however, has been discussed,in relation to the original 
theory of “earning our privilege to shoot.’ Why should I be trying ; 
to teli you? 

I would @lso appreciate it if you would outline a quest- 
ioner to be filled out by applicants to open areas. 

As soon @s this bill is signed by the Governor, the demand 
through Southern Iowa will be rather insistant as to just what they 
are to do to comply with rules to be granted the privilege of opening 
and it is probable that we will have to publish throughout Southern 
Iowa, such information. I wonder if you would care to outline this? 
I feel this thing must be done so carefully in order that all inter- 
ests are cared for and I should like to have you do it. 

: Am inclosing a copy of the House bill. It is substantially 
correct. If this bill goed through these regulations must be adopted 
next week. 

Yours sincerely, 

WCBsM 
; ©



Fish and Game. House File No. 238. 

February 7, 1933. By COMMITTEE ON FISH AND GAME. 

A BILL FOR 

An Act to amend section seventeen hundred three-d twelve (1703-d12) and 

to repeal sections seventeen hundred six (1706), seventeen hundred 

seven (1707), seventeen hundred fifteen (1715), seventeen hundred 

eighteen (1718), seventeen hundred eighteen-c one (1718-cl), seven- 

teen hundred nineteen (1719), seventeen hundred nineteen-a one 

(1719-al), seventeen hundred twenty (1720) to seventeen hundred 

twenty-four (1724, inclusive, seventeen hundred twenty-four-c one 

(1724-cl1), seventeen hundred twenty-five (1725) to seventeen hundred 

thirty-three (1733), inclusive, seventeen hundred thirty-three-c one 

(1738-c1), seventeen hundred thirty-four (1734) to seventeen hun- 

dred forty (1740), inclusive, seventeen hundred forty-seven (1747) 

to seventeen hundred sixty-one (1761), inclusive, seventeen hundred 

sixty-three (1763) to seventeen hundred sixty-six (1766), inclusive, 

seventeen hundred sixty-six-a one (1766-al), seventeen hundred 

sixty-six-a two (1766-a2), seventeen hundred sixty-six-c one (1766-c1) 

to seventeen hundred sixty-six-c four (1766-c4), inclusive, seventeen 

hundred sixty-six-d one (1766-d1), seventeen hundred sixty-seven 

(1767), seventeen hundred sixty-seven-c one (1767-cl), seventeen 

hundred sixty-seven-c two (1767-c2), seventeen hundred sixty-seven- 

a one (1767-al) to seventeen hundred sixty-seven-a four (1767-a4), 

inclusive, seventeen hundred sixty-eight (1768), seventeen hundred 

sixty-eight-c one (1768-cl1), seventeen hundred sixty-nine (1769), to 

seventeen hundred seventy-two (1772), inclusive, seventeen hundred 

seventy-two-c one (1772-c1), seventeen hundred seventy-two-c two 

(1772-c2), seventeen hundred seventy-three (1773) to seventeen hun- 

dred seventy-six (1776), inclusive, seventeen hundred seventy-nine 

(1779), and seventeen hundred eighty-three (1783), all of the Code, 

1931, and to enact substitutes therefor, relating to the protection of 

fish, game, and fur-bearing animals, and to the powers of the state 

fish and game commission in relation thereto. 

Be It Enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Iowa: 

it Section 1. Section seventeen hundred three-d twelve (1703-d12), 

2 Code, 1931, is hereby amended by striking out all of the paragraph
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38 “5d” and by inserting in lieu thereof the following, to wit: 

y 4 “5, Adopt rules and regulations subject to the _approval of 

5 Executive Council of the State of Iowa, for the propagation, the 

6 protection, the trapping, hunting, pursuing, catching, killing, 

7 fishing for, or the taking in any manner of, or the selling of 

8 all or any portion of, or the use or the having possession of any 

9 fish, game, birds, mussels, fur-bearers, or other animals, the 

10 protection of which may be advisable throughout, or in portions 

11 of the state, whenever after investigation, such regulations 

12 shall be desirable for the proper use and conservation of the 

18 resources of the state. 

14 Such regulations shall have the effect of law and upon their 

15 adoption by the commission, they shall be published in at least 

16 two newspapers of general circulaton in the territory affected 

17. at least two weeks prior to the time such regulations become 

18 effective”. 

19 Sections seventeen hundred six (1706), seventeen hundred 

20 seven (1707), seventeen hundred fifteen (1715), seventeen hundred 

21 eighteen (1718), seventeen hundred eighteen-c one (1718-cl1), 

22 seventeen hundred nineteen (1719), seventeen hundred nineteen-a 

23 one (1719-al), seventeen hundred twenty (1720) to seventeen hundred 

24 twenty-four (1724), inclusive, seventeen hundred twenty-four-c 

25 one (1724-cl), seventeen hundred twenty-five (1725) to seventeen 

26 hundred thirty-three (1733), inclusive, seventeen hundred thirty- 

27 three-c one (1733-cl), seventeen hundred thirty-four (1734) to 

28 seventeen hundred forty (1740), inclusive seventeen hundred
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29 forty-seven (1747) to seventeen hundred sixty-one (1761), inclusive, 

30 seventeen hundred sixty-three (1763) to seventeen hundred sixty- 

831. six (1766), inclusive, seventeen hundred sixty-six-a one (1766-a1), 

32 seventeen hundred sixty-six-a two (1766-a2), seventeen hundred ; 

83. sixty-six-c one (1766-1) to seventeen hundred sixty-six-c four 

34 (1766-c4), inclusive, seventeen hundred sixty-six-d one (1766-d1), 

85 seventeen hundred sixty-seven (1767), seventeen hundred 

86  sixty-seven-c one (1767-cl), seventeen hundred sixty-seven-c two 

87 (1767-c2), seventeen hundred sixty-seven-a one (1767-al) to 

88 seventeen hundred sixty-seven-a four (1767-a4), inclusive, 

39 seventeen hundred sixty-eight (1768), seventeen hundred sixty- 

40 eight-c one (1768-cl), seventeen hundred sixty-nine (1769) to 

41 seventeen hundred seventy-two (1772), inclusive, seventeen hundred 

42 seventy-two-c one (1772-cl), seventeen hundred seventy-two-c two 

43 (1772-c2), seventeen hundred sovanty anes (1773) to seventeen 

44 hundred seventy-six (1776), inclusive, seventeen hundred seventy- 

45 nine (1779), and seventeen hundred eighty-three (1783), all of the 

46 Code, 1931, are hereby repealed and the following enacted in lieu 

47 thereof, to wit: 

Gt Sec. 2. Trespassing upon preserves. The entering upon any 

2 land or water, either public or private, enclosed or unenclosed, 

8 which is under management by the state for the production of fish, 

4 game or fur and the committing of any act the prohibition of 

5 which is plainly posted shall constitute a misdemeanor unless a 

6 written permit signed by both the owner of such land or water 

7 and the state fish and game warden has been provided.
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a Sec. 8. Illegal devices—seizure. Any device, contrivance 

2 or material used in connection with a violation of any regulation 

3 promulgated by the state fish and game commission, or any statute 

4 relating to the protection of wild life is hereby declared to be 

5 public nuisance and it shall be the duty of the state game warden, 

6 his representatives and any sheriff, constable, or police officer 

7 of the state to take or seize any or all of such devices, con- 

8 trivances or materials without warrant, or process, and deliver 

9 them to some magistrate of jurisdiction. 

1 Sec. 4. Hearing and notice. Said magistrate, upon said 

2 delivery being made to him, shall docket the proceeding and fix 

3 a day and hour for hearing thereon which shall not be more than 

4 ten or less than three days after said delivery. Written notice 

5 of the time and place of said hearing shall be personally served 

6 upon the person from whom the aforesaid articles or things were 

7 taken if such person is found in the county, otherwise, said 

8 notice shall be served by posting the same in some conspicuous 

9 place as near as reasonably possible to the place where the 

10 seizure was made. Said notice shall be so served at least two 

11 full days prior to said hearing. 

1 Sec. 5. Confiscation—destruction. On said hearing, said 

2 magistrate may order such devices, contrivances or materials 

8 confiscated and destroyed, or, placed at the disposal of the state 

4 fish and game warden who may either use or sell the same, deposit- 

5 ing the proceeds of such sale in the fish and game protection fund 

6 and no liability shall be incurred to the owner or to any other
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7 person for the seizure, confiscation and sale of such devices, 

8 contrivances or materials nor for any act in connection therewith. 

i Sec. 6. Except as otherwise provided in this chapter no 

2 person shall fish, trap, hunt, pursue, catch, kill or take in any 

3 manner, or use or have possession of, or sell all or any portion 

4 of any wild animals, bird, game or fish, the protection and regu- 

5 lation of which is desirable for the conservation of the resources 

6 of the state without first procuring a license or certificate so 

7 to do and the payment of a fee as follows: 

8 Hunting and fishing license: All persons legal residents of the 

9 state except as otherwise provided.......-....-22-.-----s:esc-ee-0e---sees-----$1.00 

10 Hunting license: Nonresident or alien............-2.22...-22...-....-..-------.-15.00 

11 Fishing license: Six-day license for nonresident or alien... 1.00 

12 Fishing license for longer than six days for nonresident or 

Big alien ye le Oh Aree OU Tati on want MAES 00 

Jac Game) -breederslicense ni ieee aot ai ay ee ve olay 20) 

15 Trapping license for legal resident of state using not more 

16 thanstitteen raps! 2.2222 alee NC eee Nyon e eee nea a MTL OU) 

17 Trapping license for legal resident of state using more than 

18 Hiteen (PANS tsa a ee ory 00 

19 Trapping license for nonresident or alien..........0..0.2000.222.2..2020------25.00 

20 .F fins Dealers license, 05 hon as Uae aie eee eae ee ce O00 

21 Agents or Representatives of fur dealers’ certificate................... 1.00 

22 Net or seine licenses for residents of state: 

23 Each 300 feet or fraction thereof of trammel net.........................:..10.00 

24 Each 500 feet or fraction thereof of seine..........-2..-2---.-----0-----2+--++-----15.00
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25 Each pound net with less than 100 feet lead on each side.................. 3.00 

26 Hach pound net with more than 100 feet lead on each side.............. 6.00 

27) mach bait,rdip hoop or tyke neta eine anh denne Ae SU 1.00 

28 Fees for net and seine licenses issued to nonresidents of state 

29 shall be double that required of residents. 

80 Mussel licenses: Legal residents..2..200.2.220 ccc. ecccctlecnecteeseeeceseens 2000 

31 Mussel Dopeeee Nonresidents: 226 Saya A a ZBL00 

82 Wholesale fishmarket or fishpeddlers’ license........................-..--.----10.00 

33 Peddlers employed by wholesale fishmarket certificate.................. 1.00 

84  Svientifie collectors ‘license... eo ee 200 

1 Sec. 7. Blanks. The state game warden shall provide blanks 

2 for, and determine in addition to the following requirements, the 

8 method of issuing licenses. 

a: Sec. 8. Issuance of license. All licenses other than hunting, 

2 fishing and trapping licenses shall be issued by the state game 

8 warden upon application to the departmental office at Des Moines. 

4 Hunting, fishing and trapping licenses shall be issued by the 

5 Recorder of each county. 

1 Sec. 9. Depositaries. The county treasurer may designate 

2 various depositaries for the sale of such licenses other than 

8 the office of the county recorder. The state fish and game 

4 warden may designate depositaries other than those designated 

5 by the recorders of the various counties, but in so doing the 

6 interest of the state shall be fully protected either by a 

7 sufficient cash deposit or a satisfactory bond. Depositaries 

8 designated by the county recorder or the state game warden may
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9 have the privilege of charging an additional five per cent 

10 (5%) of the cost of each license to be retained for the service 

11 rendered in issuing the license. 

1 Sec. 10. Duty and responsibility. The county recorder shall 

2 be responsible for all fees for the issuance of hunting and fishing 

3 licenses sold through his office or issued through his office for 

4 sale by others than his office and all unused license blanks shall 

5 be surrendered to the county recorder upon his demand. 

di Sec. 11. Lost blanks. When license blanks in the possession 

2 of the county recorder or depositaries are accidentally destroyed 

3 either by fire or theft, the holder of such blanks shall only be 

4 relieved from accountability upon the presentation of satisfactory 

5 proof and the filing of a bond to the state game warden that such 

6 blanks have actually been so destroyed. 

1 Sec. 12. Accounting. Within five days after the end of each 

2 month each county recorder shall remit to the state game warden, 

3 all duplicate licenses and all fees for such licenses issued during 

4 the previous month. On or before the tenth day of April each year, 

5 each county recorder shall remit to the state game warden all 

6 unused license blanks for the previous year, and he shall make a 

7 final accounting for all license fees received for that period. 

1 Sec. 18. Duplicate issuance. All licenses shall be issued in 

2 duplicate, one copy of which shall be given to the applicant, one 

8 shall be forwarded to the state game warden, and the license stub 

4 ghall be retained in the office of the county recorder. 

1 Sec. 14. Term of license. Every license shall expire on
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2 April first following its isan ies, 

1 Sec. 15. Form and contents of license. All hunting, fishing 

2 and trapping licenses shall contain a general description of, the P 

8 occupation, address and the signature of the applicant and all 

4 signatures and other writing shall be in ink. All licenses shall 

5 bear a facsimile signature of the state game warden and the signa- 

6 ture of the recorder of the county in which it is issued. All ‘ 

7 licenses shall clearly indicate the nature of the privilege granted 

8 and all applicants for licenses shall be provided with a summary 

9 of the regulations of the state fish and game department. 

1 Sec. 16. Duplicate or post-dated license. No duplicate licenses 

2 shall be issued to any person, and a post-dated license shall be void. 

1 Sec. 17. Unlawful use of license. The use by any person of a 

2 license signed and sealed by the county recorder in blank without 

8 ‘the actual good-faith issuance thereof as herein contemplated 

4 shall constitute a misdemeanor. 

1 Sec. 18. Wrongful use. The use of a license by a person 

2 other than to whom issued shall nullify said license and such 

8 use shall constitute a misdemeanor, 

1 Sec. 19. Revocation by court. Upon the conviction of a 

2 licensee of any violation of chapter eighty-six (86) of the Code, 

3 or of this act, or of any rule or regulation adopted by the state 

4 fish and game commission, the magistrate may, as a part of the 

5 judgment, revoke the license of said licensee. 

1 Sec. 20. Record of revocation. Whenever a license is 

2 revoked the date and cause of such revocation shall be noted on
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8 the stub retained by the county recorder and upon the duplicate 

4 on file in the departmental office. 

1 Sec. 21. Exceptions to license requirements. Any person 

2 may possess not more than two game birds or fur-bearing animals 

3 confined as pets without being required to purchase a license as 

4 agame breeder, but he shall not be allowed to increase his stock 

5 beyond the original number nor shall he be allowed to kill or sell 

6 such stock. , 

i Owners or tenants of land, and their children, may hunt or fish 

8 upon such lands when the same shall be legal and may shoot ground 

9 squirrels, gophers or woodchucks upon adjacent roads without 

10 securing a license so to do. The granting of permission to another 

11 by the owner or tenant of land to hunt, fish or trap upon such 

12 private land or water, shall not authorize the person to whom 

13 such permission is granted to so hunt, fish or trap without 

14 a license. 

15 No female person legal resident of the state, or legal male e 

16 resident of the state under 16 years of age shall be required to 

17 have a license to fish in the waters of the state. 

4 Sec. 22. “Gun” defined and restrictions and use thereof. 

2 The word “gun” as used in this chapter shall include every kind 

8 of a gun or rifle except a revolver or pistol including however 

4 such guns as are provided only with a pistol mounting but which 

5 are designed to shoot shells loaded with shot. 

6 No person, except as otherwise provided by law, shall have 

7 or carry any gun, on, or in any vehicle standing or trans-
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8 versing any public road or highway unless the same shall be 

9 unloaded in both barrels and magazine and taken down or contained 

10 in’a case. 

tL: No person shall at any time shoot any rifle or gun loaded 

12 with slugs or ball over or on any public waters of the state. 

13 No person shall use a swivel gun or any other firearm except 

14 such as is commonly shot from the shoulder except revolver or 

15 pistol as otherwise provided in the hunting, killing or pursuit 

16 of game and no gun shall be larger than No. 10 gauge. 

1 Sec. 28. Limit of shipment. No person, except as otherwise 

2 provided, shall ship, carry or transport in any one day, game, 

83 fish, birds, or animals, except fur-bearing animals in excess of 

4 the number legally permitted to be in the possession of such a 

5 person. 

if Sec. 24. This act is deemed of immediate importance and 

2 shall be in force and effect from and after its publication in 

°3 the Britt News published at Britt, Iowa, and the Waterloo 

4 Evening Courier published at Waterloo, Iowa, as provided by : 

5 law. f \
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1982 
PHEASANT EGG DISTRIBUTION REPORT 

ee ae Ue 700 83,66 85.88 35.476 

BERTON 1555 8B.94 81.58 23.486 

BUCHANAN 800 47,63 73.78 21,86 

CEDAR 759 71.80 89.25 57.42 

CLAYTON 500 60.88 80497 26.625 
CLINTON 450 64,69 81.78 85.80 

DALLAS 506 68.69 85.05 58.42 

DELAWARE 250 42,98 61.82 40,07 

DUBUGUE 509 35.04 53,56 06,08 

PREMONT 150 83,79 © - 50.54 18,00 

GQUTSRIE 1000 7496 85.29 40035 

HARRT.SON 50 62.00 82,00 40.00 

JSCXS0N $00 52,59 86,23 51.88 

JASPER 850 44,389 52.55 19.99 

JONES ‘700 59,11 79.55 51.51 

LINN 1850 60.16 80.40 35.52 

WARSHALL 600 54,88 70.92 15.85 

MILLS 200 51.35 87,08 24,85 

MUSCATINE 850 89.58 50,28 30.54 
POLK 750 10.29 82.91 56.96 

POTTARATTAMIE 860 58.20. - 79.94 23,67 

scorT 1975 64.40 78.95 53.71 

STORY 150 66,00 78.09 26,50 

TAMA 800 68,42 84,59 55.94 

WINNESEISR «= 008M. 82.58 12,00 

TOTAL 15390 56.59 76.16 29.14



EGGS DISTRIBUTED FROM LANSING GAME FARM 

COUNTY NOAPNGS ZEATGMED A FERTILE & RIZASHD 
Polk Co,School Children $30 51. 78.28 06.15 
(Arlie Work 25 72.00 . 100,00 00,00 
‘Kenneth Birdsall 60 40,00 $8.35 00.00, 
Irwin Nicholson £5 48.00 76.00 00.090 
floysie Missel 15 60,90 190,00 90.08 
(Steve Passi 25 64,00 64.60 00600. 
rg Davidsen 15 55,35 86.67 00,00 
Buth Alien 28 $2.00 100,00 00. ; 
a Lancelost a5 64,00 24,00 30409, 

Richard HobertsonZ5 80.00 88,00 ee 

(Betty Filson 25 24,00 . 36,00 12,00) 
(ieyella Eppright 25 100.00 100.00 00,00 

Sear Rabinson 25 72,00 84.00 an 
Holmes 25 40,00 48.00 20,00, 

prea Welatvemn Lows 80 27,00 70490 90.00 

BEGGS KOT REPORTED Of 
(Figured on 100% fertility bagis and included in the other report) 

16-J.E,Rhode, Dallae Co, 
' $6--Sheriff Tiley, Delaware Co. 

§——-Fred Brechbiel, Guthrie Co, 
22H, F, Marshall, Jasper Co, 

By 
Z ; Wn. Sehuenke, Bupt. of Game & Wardens 

. - Harry Sanderson, Assistant 

Reporte figured and compiled by 

Virginia Anderson



. 5 February 4, 1933, : 
". Towa Fish and Game Departmext 

j Des Moines, Lowa 

PROGRESS REPORT OF GAME MANAGEMENT AREAS SET UP AND APPROVED 

fhe following areas include the demonstration and cooperative areas, The new areas added 

have been checked and approved and the deputy assigned to follow out the details, ete. On 

aceount of not being able to get the Game Management signs printed sooner, most of the 

posting on these new areas set up has not been done, 

Fach area in each deputy's territory is supervised by him and we ere checking his area 

supervision sheéts from time to time and helping them with their difficulties. 

DEMONSTRATION AREAS 

O'BRIEN COUNTY "Hun" area 

15,446 scres. 

Set up for the purpose of increasing the number of Hungarian Partridges and to take 
care of the surplus for stocking other areas in the state. During the open pheasent 

season this area will be opened to hunters. 

Hunting permits were issued by farmers during the open season for pheasant mnting 

by speeisl permite from the farmers, 

Summery_of 1952 on Hun areas 

85 farmers in the area 
97 hunting permit books were issued by the department - 6 permits a day to every 

160 acres. 
26 permit books showing no hunting done on farm 
30 birds killed; 2% cocks and 7 hens. 
18 ferms only allowed hunting. 
4 farms hunted on which no birds were killed. 
44 permit books were not issued. 

Efforts have been made to make accurate counts of geme birds on each farm in the 
area, but on account of no snow it is impossible to get an exact count on each farm 

this winter. : 

This Huh area is now under the supervision of deputy warden Ernest Schuenke of Hertley 

PALO ALTO COUNTY Pheasant aree 

22,720 acres. 

4yea set up for the purpose of getting the farmers to control the number of hunters 
on their ferms during the open pheasant season, also getting them to leave a seed 
stock of birds for the coming season. 

Summers oF Lie on ances 
101 farmers in the area 
154 hunting permit books isswed - 6 permits a day to every 160 acres. 
64 permit books showing no records 

Permit books show totel of 14,50 fees charged. 
664 birds killed ~ 427 eccks and 287 hens. 
15 farms anted showing no birds were killed. 

According to farmers’ reports, no trespassing was done on any farm without their 
permission during the open phevsant season. 

This srea is under the supervision of deputy warden Koss Moses of Emmetsburg.
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GRUNDY COUNTY Pheasant Area 

25,000 acres. 

fhe purpose of this area is to get farmers to help increase the present pheasant 
crop and to help control trespassing, also, to charge hunters e small fee for 
hunting during the open pheasant season. On account of the number of farmers 
objecting to en open pheasant season in Grundy county, it was not opened for 
shooting and the pay—shooting plan could not be carried out. 

This area is under the supervision of deputy warden John Jago of Waterloo. 

BENTON COUNT Pheasant Area 

18,000 acres 

The purpose of this area is to build up the area more favorably to pheasants and 
to increase to a shootable crop. There is @ fair seed stock on the area now which 
can be increased by inducing farmers to leave more nesting ground and wintering 
places, also, to allow no hmnting without permission to and to help enforce the game 
lsws. So far, considerable work has been done hy the farmers. More birds reported 
by farmers on the area than a ysar ago» 

Considerable warden supervision is still necessary. 

This area is under the supervision of deputy warden Samuel O'Brine of Cedar Rapids. 

DAVIS COUNTY Quail area 
800 acres. 

The purpose of this area is to show that an increase of quail can be had through 

management. This area is also used for schooling wardens. Reports show thet there 
is a considerable increase of quail wherever improvements were made. ir. Reter's 
reports show 14 coveys this year. These coveys range from 6 to 23 birds to a covey. 

This area is under the supervision of deputy werden J, C. Graham of Centerville. 

SOOPERATIVE AREAS 

ARREN AND POLK COUNTIES Quail & Pheasant Area 
Fort Des Moines 

8,000 acres 

This area was set up for the purpose of allowing no hunting end to improve the en- 

vironments for quail at little or no expense by not fencing food patehes, ete. as 
done on our demonstration sarees. 

Siso, the Field Trial Association will hold its field trials on this area once a 
year. This is, at the present time, the only Field Trial Area in the state of Towa, 
Records show that we have, at the present time, about 252 quail and 5 pheasants on 
the area, 

This is under the supervision of deputy game wardens Taylor Huston, of Valley 
Junction, Mac Coon, Des Moines, and George Killinger, Uskaloosa,
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WOODBURY COUNTY Pheasant Area 

4,200 acres. 

This area has been set up for the purpose of getting a sportsments organization to 
help try out a small pay-shooting area, Having farmers charge «50 cents a pheasant 
that are being shot off of each farm, Our records show thet during the open season : 
for pheasants thet 78 hynters received permits to hunt. Birds killed were 57 cocks, 
20 hens, making a total of 77 birds. 

Revenue to farmers as follows: 
One farmer - ~ - ~$24,80 - 
One farmer - --- 10.50 

: One farmer ~--- None ik 
One farmer -~--- None 
One farmer---- 58.50 
One farmer - --~- _None 

Total of $38.50 

All farmers are desirous of continuing this plan and those that did not get any 4 
revanue are going to follow the same plan that wes followed out by those that re- 
eeived a revenue, : 

This area is under the supervision of deputy game warden Fred Schwob of Sioux City, 

fe ‘Ips _couwny Quail Aree 
3 200 acres. 

The purpose of this area ie to try and build up a suitable place for quail and to find 
out if the pheasants in our northern pheasant territory will take possession of quail 
wintering places and if the pheasants will drive out the quail by taking possession 
of their feeding stations and wintering places, etc. Dr. Errington hes made some 
study on this area, . . 

This area is under the supervision of deputy werden John Holst, Jr. of Denison. 

PAGE COUNTY Pheasant area 

5,600 ? acres 

The purpose of this area is to make a mass planting of pheasants this coming spring 
to experiment if the birds are given protection and the right environment in the south- 

western part of the state whether they will show a natural increase. 

The area was set up near Clarinda for the reason that the topography is practically 

the same as in the northwestern part of the state, 

This area is nearly completed. 

This aren is under the supervision of deputy warden 4. F. Meier of Shenandoah. 

"MILLS LS counry Pheasant area 

2,000 acres 

This sree was set up for the purpose of increasing its present seed stock and to 
control trespassing. Several ferms heve a fairly good supply of birds but the 
remaining farmers need to do a great deal of improving. 

This area is not fully completed, 

This area is under the supervision of deputy wardens A. F. Meier of Shenandoah and 

6. H. Pangborn of Council Bluffs.
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POTTAWATTAMIE COUNTY Pheasant area 

5,500 acres. 
Known as the Evans? ranch 

This ares is one ranch belonging to one person. This area will be completely closed 

for hunting and will be so improved as to answer the purpose for an overflow station 

in that territory. From 10 to 20 feet of nesting ground will be left along the fence rows 
on the area. This srea will be built up for the future to try out plantings of 

Hungarian Partridges. From observation it looks very favoreble for Hungerian Partridges. 

Premises by the owner are that he will do anything for birds and will go the limit. 

This area is not fully completed. 

fhis area is under the supervision of deputy warden C. H. Pangborn of Council Bluffs. 

: DICKINSON COUNTY Hungarian Partridge ares 

1,000 ? acres 

This area was set up for the purpose of trying out a smaller area for Hungarian Par~ 

tridges and try to get a surplus of birds by taking over an area that has considerable 

natural prairie and a feirly good seed stock. Counts of partridges made on the area 

were 108 birds. 

This area is adjacent to a lake and hes considerable nesting ground. 

This area is nearly completed. 

This area is under the supervision of deputy wardens Rsy Butler, Arnolds Park, and Milt 

Hardman of Spirit Lake, 

CASS COUNTY Pheasant area 

7,960 acres 

This area is being set up for the purpose of making a mass planting of pheasants in the 

southern zone to determine whether pheasants will increase if given the right environ- 

mant and protection, This area is somewhat different than the area set up in Page 
County, This area consists of river bottoms and already has sufficient winter cover and 

eonsiderable nesting ground. This area will be entirely closed for hunting. 

This srea is nearly completed. 

This area is under the supervision of deputy warden C. 0. White of Harlan, 

GUTHRIE COUNTL Pheasant ares 
1,289 acres. 

This area is set up to get the local sportsmen’s group of Yale to show the farmers 

what increase of pheasants ean be had through Game Management, also to check trespassing. 

It also will be built up for the purpose of being an overflow station for that locality. 

This area is neerly finished. 

The area is under the supervision of deputy warden C. 0. White of Harlan. 

on : DALLAS COUNTY Pheasant & Quail ares 

2,0553 acres, 

This area has been set up for the purpose of trying to control trespassing and to get 

pheasants established on the river bottoms along the Raccoon river. Some pheasants have 

been released. These were properly tagged and from all observation they are still on the 

area, This area has been overrun with hunters since it is not very far from Des Moines. 

Farmers sre cooperating 100% and are going the limit in controlling trespassing. Bhis 

area is completed. 

This area is under the supervision of deputy warden Taylor Huston of Velley Junction.
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JEFFERSON COUNTY Quail eres 

, 1,885 acres. 

This area bas been set up to increase quail through game management, also for the purpose 
of having the Boy Scouts et Fairfield learn to build winter feeding stations and tc follow 
this same program throughout the county. Erosion control will elso be practiced. Con- 
siderable work has been done by farmers on this area. 

This area is under the supervision of deputy warden C. D. Vernon of Fairfield. 

SCOTT COUNTY Pheasant & Quail area 

4,200 acres. 

This area has been set up to show that an increase of birds can be had by teaching the a‘ 
farmers Game Management. Considerable number of pheasants have been released by the local 

sportsmen's group. A good many different food patches for birds have been put in for 
winter food. The 4-H club members of Scott County are doing considerable work on the area 

for the sportsmen, and have released some 700 pheasants for the sportsmen's organization. 

LEE coUNTY. Quail erea 
1,540 acres, 

This area has been set up to increase the present seed stock through management and to 
control trespassing. 

This area is under the supervision of deputy warden J. B. Watkins of Fort Madison. 

LOUISA COUNTY Pheasant and Quail aree 

2,160 acres. 

This sreagwas set up to increase the pheasant and quail stock and to see if the pheasants 

in the area will show an increase. This erea is closed entirely for hunting. Erosion 

control will be preétived, 

This area is under the supervision of deputy warden Tom McMonigle of Burlington, 

BUTLER COUNTY Pheasent sree 
: ' 2,040 ? acres 

This area is set up to control the number of hunters by permits on each farm during the 

open pheasant season. It also will be used ss an overflow station in that locality. 

This area is not quite completed, 

This area is under the supervision of deputy warden R. P. Monplasure. 

MAHASKA COUNTY Quail area 

960 ? acres 

This area was set up for the purpose of teaching the farmers that through Geme Management 

they can imerease their quail stock. Work on srogion will be followed out. This area 

has been overrun with hunters and will be closed entirely for haunting till the seed 

stock of quail have a chance to increase. 

This area is not quite completed. 

This area is under the supervision of deputy warden George Killinger of Oskaloosa,
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DES MOINES COUNTY Quail & Pheasant 

1,575 acres. 

This area was set up for the purpose of finding out if pheasants will thrive in that 
part of the state if given protection and plenty of cover and nesting ground with some 
field crop left for food. Also, to determine if quail will winter with pheasants. 

This work is under the supervision of deputy warden Tom McMonigle of Burlington, 

STORY C' 

916 acres, Quail & Pheasant 

Set up to study predetor control for Paul Errington. Area has been posted, Waiting for 
signs. Under the supervision of deputy warden Bill Rooker of Marshalltown, 

TOWA COUNTY 
2,500 ? acres Quail & Pheasant 

This area is in the making and is not completed as yet. 

So much for the game management areas within the state. In summing up the 
remainder of the areas that are now in full operation the result hes been 
more than gratifying. The farmers have grasped the meaning of the Game 
Management idea and have carried out to a perfection the majority of the 
recommendations made to them by a representative of the Fish ahd Game 
department. Waste lend has been utilized and woodlots ungrezed. Fence 
rows and #0adgides left to grow up and in all the future of game in Iowa 
apparently hinges on three very simple factors; namely, the cooperation 

of the farmer, which in most cases in Iowa is easy to get when the plan is 

properly explained to him; second, the good will of the hunter in his 

respect for the rights of the lendownér and farmers, and last and most 

important of ell, the experience of the State of Iowa shows that the 

deputy game warden in the territory is the hub of the wheel of progress 

where 8 game menagement area is set up for the determining of certain 

factors relative to the future of game, for it is he who can secure more 

cooperation and impart mort information for the guidance of such projects 

than any other one individual, if his standing in the territory is as it should 

be. The conservationists look to him for his help and his knowledge of the 

plen, and of the problems of the outdoor loving public, has much to do with 

the suecess of it all. 

By Wm. Sclmenke, Supt. of Game & Wardens 
Harry Sanderson, Assistant 

Gt
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PHEASANT EGG DISTRIBUTION REPORT 

BENTON COUNTY 

4-H_ PROJECT 

we COUNTY tte & et. % FERTILE & SE 
ub Project Benton 5 22 +58 26.2 

Louis Falek 195 61.01 78,64 21.93 
Paul Grummer 15 60.00 60.00 40.00 ; 
Donald Schild 15 75.33 73,83 40.00 
Dick Schild 15 00.00 100.00 00.00 
Robert Swatosh 26 75.08 73.08 8.46) . 
Myron VanScoy 15 66.67 86.67 00.00 
Wilbur Janss 15 60.00 60.00 13.33 
Paul Raabe 15 78.33 73.35 30.00 eS 
Allan Schroder 15 80.00 100,00 53,85 
Dale Cronbaugh 15 66.67 73.33 00.00 
Lloyd Miner 15 86.67 93.33 30,00 
Herbert Simmonsl5 76.33 80.00 40.00) . 
Willis Wehrman 15 20.00 62.58 00.00). 
Robt.Grummer 15 60.00 66.87 30.00 

Mandus Bonewitz 225 59.14 76.15 12.06 
Alfred Hansen 15 680.00 80.00 30.00 
John Hansen 15 60.00 60.00 30,00 
Arline Tippie 15 00.00 88.14 00.00 
Wilbert Heitmanl5 80.00 86.67 00.00 
Vera M.Heitman 14 57,14 71.43 00.00 

ld Heitman 15 93.33 93.32 00.00 
Rbt.Franzenbergl5 60.00 60.00 00.00 
A.Pranzenberg 15 60.00 60.00 00.00 
Geo.Franzenbergl5 66.67 66.67 00.00 
Rbt.0ehlerich 16 00.00 100.00 00.00 
Ray Oehlerich 16 56.25 681.25 060.00 
Stanley Koep 15 73.33 80,00 53.33 
Mildred Koep 16 93.75 93.75 87.50 
H.Franzenberg 18 66.67 100.00 00.00 
LaVerne Bockholdt1650.00 75.00 00.00 

Raymond Manship 185 66.67 80.80 35.78 
mil Rinder- 50 60.00 86.22 40.00 
knecht 

Paul Rochje $0 75.35 80,00 23,83 
Phillip,Wilmer 45 66.67 71.11 55.56 
& Waldo Werning 
Elwood,Lawrence45 73.33 80.00 46.67 
& Edwin Werning 
Quintain Erland3S0 60.00 86.67 13,33



‘ 1932 PHEASANT EGG DISTRIBUTION REPORT 
SCOTT COUNTY 4~H PROJECT 

ub Project ee 375 Gus Alt 12 58.52 82182 90.99 63,23 81.95 22,62 

enry 1. * i 

L.£.Bissel 13 84.62 84.62 90,00 
Jerry Carlin 13 30.77 46.15 00.00 
Charles Clark 12 580,00 83,33 16.67 
Henry Clark 12 50.00 75.00 50,00 
Elmer Ehlert 12 83.35 83,33 16.67 
Richard Fruend 12 83.83 190.00 83.53 

Eldon Holst 12 91.67 91,67 41.67 
Edgar Holden 12 66,67 75,00 00.00 

ster Ihms 12 88.23 100,00 83.83 
pert James 12 91.66 100.00 06,33 
ster Kay 12 50.00 88.32 00,00 

Earl Logan 12 100.00 100.00 66,67 
Lawrence McFate 12 08.81 40.56 00,00 
Thomas Martzahn 12 00.00 00.00 00,00 
George Maxwell 12 66.67 85.33 00,00 
John Maxwell 12 41.67 83,33 00,00 
Allen Mehrens 18 30.77 84,61 00,00 
Ralph Meinert 12 66,67 91.67 16.67 
Chas.Moeller 11 63,64 81,82 00,00 
Harvey Moeller 12 83.33 83,33 41,67 

ph Parmele 12 66.67 67.67 58.83 
Alden Randolph 12 66.67 85.32 00.00 
Alvin Rock 12 66.87 100,00 41,67 

Sehmidt 12 88.52 75.00 00,00 
Harold Schuett 11 81.62 100,00 63.64 
Erwin Sehroder 13. 92,31 92.21 63,85.
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Soils Bld¢e 
Set Gordon, Prese AsCehe Jan 27,1933 

Investment Building 
Washington D.C. 

Dear Seth; 

Dr. Boone has sent me a copy of his letter to you dated 
Jan 25. I think he has suggestei a very important line of action. 

Undoubtedly there will be = regular epidemic of these Surveya 
with no consideration of technical departments demanding technical 
personnel and technical mpervision of such personel. 

I tried to offer the Brookings people some technics] 
consultation when they “surveyed® I. Qainn in Alabama mt they 
didn't geem to get the point at all,y=- probably thoucht I was an 
accountant trying te get a job. 

If the game interests co after this single-handed there 
is ¢anger of our whole move being discounted ag impelled sholly by 
self-interest. ‘hy not make common conse with other technical state 
activities sch es Publie Yeaith? You heve all those outfits right 

there in Washington, It mizht pay te eo and see then. 

= Of course the flaw in our arcument si that the average 
Game Commission or Conservation Commission is met a technically 
minded body,but on the contrary a very politt one. It would 
be well to admit this at the outset an? reserve our @efense for 

: those fer states,like Iowa,vhich have made an honest attempt to 
get sway from politival domination. 

The Association of State Foresters should bo our natural 
ally in thie ficht,but their present flevor is none too good. 

I vould const Bob Stmart or Redington before playing ball rith 
them very mich. I do not have the presont officers,but Chavin 
Jones of Virrcinia was president tu 1929. : 

Youre sincerely 

Aldo Leopold 

50 to Dr Boone



Ottumwa, Towa. 
January 25, 1933. 

My. Seth Gordon, President, 
Auerican Geme Agseciation, 
investment Bidg., 
Washington, B,C. 

Hy dear Gordon: 

_. .§ very wuch like your ‘pyoposel for the consolidation 
of a Federal Department of conservation and hope that the pian oan 
be re@livzed, 

: Towa's légesTa= ture is in cession and we are better 
organized than ever before witha moet favorable aititude to our 
rogrem. Gensolidation, \of courz is in the sir. Undoubtedly the 

bee oy fastitute ia\geing to Ye invited to make a oa 2 
lowats Governmental set yup-2nd expected to be done wit six 
weeke or two months yor detion of this session of the legislature. 

And our Gove: il bes very greatiy inpeeeeees ite reconmend- 
ations. 4a you/now the basis principlesis zed authority 
which, of couyse, m heads of Departments appointed by the Gov 
ernor, Glimimation or) consolidation of Gomaiesions wich — 
political pakronrg zapping of programa and stagnatioa econ- 

_ ‘servation. 

l-I am wonde if could get to the officials . 
ef the Brookings Institute cea" ansthee to then just whet the American 
Game Pbdicy is and how it operates. 

; nde give me ® brief analysis of the Commission's 
set-up with some specific experiences of States progress under this 
= ae compared to the old, where the Commissioner is appointed by 

Chief Executive Officer, the Governor, 

Be senting the seperse of See Roce Se: of 
ther States, they failed to recognize that the stration of con- 
servation requires a different set-up and that efficient administration 
requires ® personnel that is retained in continued service. They only
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recognize the theory that responsibility end rity evested in 
cv pingie eed and fei to, recognise tint tn Rite ts ume 
polit patronage and chaos. Well I don't to tell you as 
oe et know the story. This gives you £ whet I should 

he to have you poopare as 8 basis of 1t for the hearing 
we are hoping to get when this survey is made, 

The House and Senate Fi Game committees are very 
sympathetic to us, so we are hope, ust congideration, 

We believe our Warder » & succéss and the 
Gene Program is going forward. 

CG; very truly, 

W. G. Boone. 

WOBsM G 

P. 8. Aldo won't you submit a similar brief for argument on these 
points? 

W, Cc. B.
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State of Dofua 

DR. woes Bogue CHAIRMAN Po = = DR. Jot WALTER 

ARTO Ae ae Fish and G ston DENIES aa SORREES 

Bes Moines JN, DARLING. 

Ottumwa, Iowa, 
December 31, 1932, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave., ; 
Medison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

I was glad to get the memo of your impressions of not 
only the Warden School but of the Iowa situation as you recently 
séw it, and no doubt Bode and Schuenke will take heed of the sug- 
gestions that would directly concern administration. And you have 
largely reduced to a concrete program the things that I have vaguely 
been trying to put over to Errington, and I note that you have scented 
the trend of time and question how long we might be able to continue 
to finance the Ames division. 

There is no cloud on the present horizon and if Paul 
will concern himself with the things that you suggest, I have 
little concern about that end of it so far as the Department is 
concerned, and I feel sure that Jay will continue his support if 
he is satisfied the work justifies it. The ability of Smes to 
continue is speculative. I see, however, they have put in @ course 
of Fish and Game. 

I am now quite convinced that the time is opportune 
to introduce @ bill to remit taxes on agricultural land permitted 
to go fallow with the provision that tax revenue thus lost shall 
be raised by sources other than real property. This would in my 
judgment, for the next few years at least, practically solve the 
cover problen, 

Game Management from the sportsmens' point of view 
should be forgotten and the economic benefit to the farmer stressed. 
A tenant farmer with a cow, pig, and @ chattel mortgage is not going 
to fence cover or plant food patches. Neither is the insurance co- 
mpany or the resident farmeowner who is likely to lose his farm 
next year, but the negative thing is quite possible, leaving of 
cover and weeds. 

Dogs. The "dog-power" problem is getting quite an 
impetus through the Iowa Field Trial Association.
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Chickens and Grouse. Schuenke and Errington have been 
instructed to look after this whettime permits and I am sure the 
commission will act favorably on their recommendation, 

Permit Bill. Rapp and I are still discussing this 
matter and it will finaly be determined at a meeting of the Com 
mission Monday. I am first seeing Mrs. Stewart. 

As soon as either the Permit Bill or the proposal 
giving the Commission full regulatory authority over game is a 
reality, I look for some activity among sportsmen financing set- 
ups under @ similar — as provided for under "The Wis- 
consin Shooting Preserve Law", 

I have just completed a very successful quail season. 
Not that I have taken many birds, but I have observed conditions 
through better knowing what I was looking at than ever before. 
Thanks to you. 

It seems to me that if Iowa fails with this game 
experiment it will not be because she has not had & good sound 
workable policy presented to her, based on sound ecology involved. 

I hope for you, Aldo, much happiness and gainful 
employment for the future, and that I may continue to have some 
contact with oyu even though I should conclude that it would not 
be best for me to continue as a member of this Commission. 

With best wishes for you and yours, I am 

Sincerely, 

W. WO ~ 
WCB3M



Report of Mr. J, F. Morehouse, Olds, Iowa, Henry County 
Quail Census. 

The count was made in the snow on 9 sections of land consuming 
about a week of time and he reports an average of one bird to 

_ four acres with only one~quarter section without quail. 

Errington and Schuenke inspected this area and reportedg that it 
was heavily grazed and the prospects not very encouraging for . 
even a fair stam@é of birds. 

The area is practically void of pheasants. Less than one dozen 
found, Abundance of rabbits. 

Assuming that Mr. Morehouse has made a corrett count, this presents 
a rather @nteresting area for calculation. There are 5,760 in 
9 sections--one bird per four acres, equal 1440 birds or reduced 
to 160 acres- farm units. 40 birds or 2 2/3 coveys per 160 acres. 

If under game management this area could be increased 1 1/3 covey 
per 160 acre units, it would give a stand of four coveys of birds 
each or sixty birds per farm unit or 2,160 birds for the 9 section 
area, 

Assuming that it would be permissible to take 900 of these birds 
in @ season with @ bag limit of 8 birds per day-~would equal 
approximately 112 shooting days for one gun. 

To carry the speculation a bit farther it seems reasonable that 

such an area would support 10 guns per day for 2 shooting days 

per week for 4 weeks, which would leave ample margin for cripples 
mis-calcu&ation, and other contingencies. 

My experience over many years in a similarberritery does not re- 

contruct a much better stand of birds.
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This is = memo of my impressions, net only of the “arden School, 

wat of quch other miscellaneous matters pertaining te Iowa came as TI have 

recently come in contact with, 

Eorien School. ‘this has been very well organized, conducted, ani received. : 

I have mo suggestion of how it could have been done better. I sucgest for 

the next school: : 

(1) of hawk anid owl @cins, game wicins, food plants, 
a cece anatase, ake 

(2) from outside Iowa and obtainable free or nearly so. 
Sees mate saees, 

(3) Hore enlaned charts of typics] demonstrations, ete. 

(7 ie ate Try to find someone sho will more ont- 
wo po prerent the problems relating to the farmer, birdlover, 

(5) Progress reports by the wardeng who have mate the most out- 
ceetinn pees ee So 

(6) A carefully vorked out presentation by Selmenie or Jode of how 
to keep job lists, and how to make job schedules for field trips. 
This is a natural sequence to Bode's excellent presentation on 
how to organize a project. 

(7) Possibly some ABC instruction in making geome maps. 

Steff. ‘The staff is doing unexpectedly well. I repeat my recommendation 

That Bode and Scimenke should visit the Michigan, Wiseonsia, and possibly 

Georgia areas. 

Extengion Work. There is every intication that the demand for technical 

service will soon fer outstrip the man power avallable at either Des Moines 

or Ames. I suggest that the Agricultural College be approached on converting
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a some of their county agents or faculty whe are losing their jobs inte game 

extension men. the details of this have been discussed with Boone, Bode, ani 

Darling. 

The quality of the extension foree, wherever attached, should be 

safeguarded st all costa. 

Pheagants in South. Are the present evidences of pheasants talcing hold 

located on bottoms or uplands or both? Te what degree can we hope for 

pheasante on the soathern upland prairies where queil restoration is diffi- 

enlt? Should managed quail areas in south Towa be given a lone open season 

on pheasants in order to deliberately forestall the problem of future con- 

fliete? These are qestions for Errincton anid “elmenie. 

« Legiglation. A quail-permit-law should be attemted turing this winter's 

s@ssion in order to take afventace of the present “hich.* A new bill was 

drafted at your request. 

EBrrington's suggestion of closing on otters should be attended 

to as a matter of principle. 

i Regearch. ‘The financial pinch on gl] conservation worl: is liable to 

become severe. Hence the research program sould be bent, in so far as 

possible without negiest of other fumfasentals of the conservation plan, 

toward projeeta or verts of projects bearing on lant economies rather than 

sport. ‘Tims: hat are the actual sani possible stants and yields of game 

on Towa faras? What increases in stand and yield actually follow manage- 

nent measures? At what cost in land, labor, cash, ani materials? What 

revemes sctusliy accrue? In short, the more rapidly we oan reach the point
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of saying something definite to the public on manacesent economics as well 

as technique, the less vulnerable will be the whole research program. ‘Those 

who might attack the progran on grounts of "needless" expentiture are rath- 

less in attitude, and we cannot safely omit defense precattions. 

Bald Shooting. ‘There is no longer any doubt as to the farmer's being recep- 

tive to game management ani the control of shooting. ‘There are many 

evidences, though, that many sportauen object strontiy to the idea of paid 

shooting. ‘There is enough of thie to enable politicians to capitalize 

it for attacks on the whole conservation plan. 

I therefore recommend that the paid shooting fea be not urged on the 

non~farmer public too fast, and that the reasons for trying it at all be 

pointed ont again and again, 

ea It can be pointed ont, for example, that datly-fee shooting vas 
incorporated inte sows of the demonstrations as a way to forestall the 

foundation of clubs. iaghtty eon on hak end on 0 he 

much per day or per bird is a more democratic set-up than the sawe lands 

leased for exclusive use of an exclusive croup. 

It can also be pointed out that where farmers had locked up all shoot- 

ing (as in Woodbury Co.), there was no other available approach. 

oat iwportent of all is the development of demonstrations where com 

pengation is for improvenents only, and where the extremely low costs of such 

improvenents can be shown, Such demonstrations are especially feasible in 

quail, and on saall areas. ‘ims a very gall group of sportsmen can arrange 

with a very sanll group of farmers to pay for the wire, grain, and seed to 

develop their faras, the shooting privileze being shared equally by both the
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= farmers ani the sportemen. ‘the farmer's compensation is meinly trespass 

protection. ‘there is no written contract; the whole thing is a matter of 

@ooperation among friends. Wy own personal area in Wisconsin indicates 

that such areas could be operate! for as low as $5 per town-meuber per year. 

The miniwr area unier the proposed quail~pormit-law should be maie as low 

as 680 seres in order to enesurace mch set-ups. 

Im pheasants there 1s less room for meh areas because most of the 

imaters couse from a distance, but the same thing will work as between local 

pheagant luntere and farsers. ‘The scheme also fits the Hungarian rance. 

This may appear contradictory to the preceding caption, tat sctuslly 

it 1s only ineldentally so. ‘The preceding caption deals with research. This 

one deals with publicity and policy. 

ae Dogg. I think I fatled to foresee two facts which are going to become very 

important in the future: 

1. to all bat the cagual lmmter, pheasant shooting is going to prove 
disappointing unlese done with dogs. ‘That is, after the novelty 
wears off, it 1s the opportunity for doz-work, rather than the 
shooting itself, which will mstain interest. ‘the contimed 
falling-off in musber of hunters may be aseribe’ in part to the 
becimnings of this reaction. 

2. Quail shooting is coine to prove difficult and umrelisble until 
doze are again part of the hunter's equipaent. South Tow: hunters 
SOR ey Sat S Sent ee Ee ee eee 

doing so, bat once they try it, they will sidenly fin? that 
Goglese quail bunting is leas relisble an? less interesting than 

i dog-work. It le a test of leg-vork rather than sicill. 

In other words, the restoration of field sports involves wore than 

gane restoration. It calls for the restoration of “dog-power* to make that 

gene of maxkam recreational value to the public. the degree of public support | 

for the game program will depend in part on the restoration of “dog-power."
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: What the Comission can do to restore dog-power is not so obvious. 

Senders can harp on it in his publicity. ‘the ataff ean talk dogs in con- 

nection with demonstration areas. ‘the staff should be entourazed to attend 

field trials ani otherwise build up their own competence to afvise prospective 

dog-owmers. Some dog knowledge might be considered in rating wardens. 

‘the “isconsin Sheeting Preserve Law has noticeably boosted the market 

for pheasant dogs. 

Personally I weleome this new angle because in my opinion the social 

or recreational value of game is mich enhanced br restoring some of the 

primitive equipments like dogs, and ditching some of the mechanized equipments 

with which we are now surfeited. 

Ghicikens anf Grouse. During the came survey I virtually comltted myself 

= to two moves which the staff have not yet had time to unlertake: 

(1) the establishuent of two permanent prairie chicken refuges. 

(2) Arranging for eover, food, or vhatever else is most needed 
for the isolate’ colonies of prairie chickens and miffed 
grouse mapped by the game survey. 

I hope it will prove pessible for Errington and Selmenke to cive 

these twe things attention incident to their travels on other business. 

the next cycle way wipe out many of these colonies 1f they heve to with- 

stend defective range as well as ‘iscase. 

ALDO atopoLa 

12/15/32 | 
“ — . 

Para



Memo for Dr. W. C. Boone, Chairman 
Fish and Game Commission 

This is a memo of my impressions, not only of the Warden School, 

but of such other miscellaneous matters pertaining to Iowa game as I 

have recently come in contact with. 

Warden School. This has been very well organized, conducted, and received. 

I have no suggestion of how it could have been done better. I suggest 

for the next school: 

(1) Exhibits of hawk and owl skins, geme skins, food plants, 
cover plants, crop contents, etc. 

(2) Literature from outside Iowa and obtainable free or nearly so. 
Would be glad to help select. 

(3) More enlarged charts of typical demonstrations, etc. 

(4) Outside Speakers. ‘Try to find someone who will more out— 
spokenly present the problems relating to the farmer, 
birdlover, etc. 

re (5) Progress reports by the wardens who have made the most out- 

standing progress on demonstrations. 

(6) A carefully worked out presentation by Schmenke or Bode of 
how to keep job lists, and how to make job schedules for field 
trips. This is a natural sequence to Bode's excellent pre- 
sentation on how to organize a project. 

(7) Possibly some ABC instruction in making geme maps. 

Staff. The staff is doing unexpectedly well. I repeat my recommendation 

that Bode and Sclmenke should visit the Michigan, Wisconsin, and possibly 

Georgia areas. 

Extension Work. There is every indication that the demand for technical 

service will soon far outstrip the man power available at either Des Moines 

or Ames. I suggest that the Agricultural College be approached on converting
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some of their county agents or faculty who are losing their jobs into game 

extension men. The details of this have been discussed with Boone, 

Bode, and Darling. 

The quality of the extension force, wherever attached, should be 

safeguarded at all costs. 

Pheasants in South. Are the present evidences of pheasants taking hold 

located on bektens or uplands or both? To what degree can we hope for 

pheasants on the southern upland prairies where quail restoration is 

difficult? Should managed quail areas in south Iowa be given a long open 

season on pheasants in wi to deliberately forestall the problem of 

future conflicts? These are questions for Errington and Schuenke. 

Legislation. A quail-permit-law should be attempted during this winter's 

ae session in order to take advantage of the present "high." A new bill was 

drafted at your request. 

Errington's suggestion of closing on otters should be attended 

to as a matter of principle. 

Research. The financial pinch on all conservation work is liable to 

become severe. Hence the research program should be bent, in so far as 

possible without neglect of other fundamentals of the conservation plan, 

toward projects ar parts of projects bearing on land economics rather 

than sport. Thus: What are the actual and possible stands and yields of 

game on Iowa farms? What increases in stand and yield actually follow 

management measures? At what cost in land, labor, cash, and materials? What 

revemes actually accrue? In short, the more rapidly we can reach the point
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of saying something definite to the public on management economics as well 

as technique, the less vulnerable will be the whole research program. Those 

who might attack the program on grounds of "needless" expenditure are 

ruthless in attitude, and we cannot safely omit defense precautions. 

Paid Shooting. ‘There is no longer any doubt as to the farmer's being 

receptive to game management and the control of shooting. There are many 

evidences, though, that many sportsmen object strongly to the idea of paid 

shooting. There is enough of this to enable politicians to capitalize 

it for attacks on the whole conservation plan. 

I therefore recommend that the paid shooting idea be not urged on 

the non-farmer public too fact; and that the reasons for trying it at all 

be pointed out again and again. 

- It can be pointed out, for example, that daily-fee shooting was 

incorporated into some of the demonstrations as a way to forestall the 

foundation of clubs. Anybody can see that land open to the public at so 

mach per day or per bird is a more democratic set-up than the same lands 

leased for exclusive use of an exclusive group. 

It can also be pointed out that where farmers had locked up all 

shooting (as in Woodbury Co.), there was no other available approach. 

Most important of all is the development of demonstrations where com 

pensation is for improvements only, and where the extremely low costs of 

such improvements can be shown. Such demonstrations are especially feasible 

in quail, and on small areas. Thus a very small group of sportsmen can 

. arrange with a very small group of farmers to pay for the wire, grain, and 

seed to develop their farms, the shooting privilege being shared equally by
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both the farmers and the sportsmen. The farmer's compensation is mainly 

trespass protection. There is no written contract; the whole thing is a 

matter of cooperation among friends. My own personal area in Wisconsin 

indicates that such areas could be operated for as low as $5 per town- 

member per year. The minimum area under the proposed quail-permit-law 

should be made as low as 640 acres in order to encourage such set-ups. 

In pheasants there is less room for such areas because most of the 

hunters come from a distance, but the same thing will work as between 

local pheasant hunters and farmers. The scheme also fits the Hungarian range. 

This may appear contradictory to the preceding caption, but actually 

it is only incidentally so. ‘The preceding caption deals with research. i 

This one deals with publicity and policy. 

Dogs. I think I failed to foresee two facts which are going to become very 

important in the future: 

1. To all but the casual hunter, pheasant shooting is going to prove 
disappointing unless done with dogs. ‘That is, after the novelty 
wears off, it is the opportunity for dog-work, rather than the 

shooting itself, which will sustain interest. The continued 
falling-off in number of hunters may be ascribed in part to the 

beginnings of this reaction. 

2. Quail shooting is going to prove difficult and unreliable until 
dogs are again part of the hunter's equioment. South Iowa 

hunters think they want to shoot quail because they are now pro- 
hibited from doing so, but once they try it, they will suddenly 
find that dogless quail hunting is less reliable and less 
interesting than dog-work. It is a test of leg-work rather than 
skill. 

In other words, the restoration of field sports involves more than 

geme restoration. It calls for the restoration of "dog-power" to make that 

game of maximum recreational value to the public. The degree of public 

support for the game program will depend in part on the restoration of
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"dog-power. 

What the Commission can do to restore dog-power is not so obvious. 

Sanders can harp on it in his publicity. ‘he staff can talk dogs in con- 

nection with demonstration areas. They staff should be encourage to attend 

field trials and otherwise build up their own competence to advise pros- 

pective dog-owners. Some dog knowledge might be considered in rating 

wardens. 

The Wisconsin Shooting Preserve Law has noticeably boosted the 

market for pheasent dogs. 

Personally I welcome this new angle because in my opinion the social 

- or recreational value of gane is much enhanced by restoring some of the 

primitive equipments hike dogs, and ditching some of the mechanized 

equipments with which we are now surfeited. 

Chickens and Grouse. During the game survey I virtually committed myself 

to two moves which the staff have not yet had time to undertake: 

(1) The establishment of two permanent prairie chicken refuges. 

(2) Arranging for cover, food, or whatever else is most needed 
for the isolated colonies of prairie chickens and ruffed 

grouse mapped by the game survey. 

I hope it will prove possible for Errington and Schuenke to give 

these two things attention incident to their travels on other business. 

The next cycle may wipe out many of these colonies if they have to with- 

stand defective range as well as disease. 

: ALDO LEOPOLD 

12/15/32 

. Copies to Darling, Errington, 

Bode, Schuenke, Ball.



Dec. 14, 1932 

Mr. I. T. Bode 

State Game Warden 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Irwin: 

I attach my travel expense account for the 
warden school. The total is $26.24. I did not put 
this on your regular form because I did not have any 
on hand. 

My time figures out as follows: ; 

12/4 1/2 day, travel to Des Moines... “ day 
ee Lee ee ee ee ge " 

12/9 1/2 day, travel from school .. . 42 " 
days 

If agreeable to you I will call this 1/6 
month at the regular previous rate of $700 per month, 
or $116. : 

The total travel plus expense is $142.2) 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh 
Incl.



ALDO LEOPOLD 

Travel Expense - Iowa Warden School 

12/4/32 Left for Des Moines 2 P.M. with John Ball. 

Dinner at Gedar Rapids «2 ts seer anene «90 

Arr. Des Moines 10 P.M. 

12/5/32 Breakfast 40¢ Iunch 35¢ Dimmer 1.00..... 1.75 

12/6/32 Breakfast %35¢ Iunch “5¢ Dinner no charge. . .80 

12/7/32 Brealfast 50¢ Iunch 50f Dinner 1.00..... 200 

12/8/32 Breakfast 50¢ Iunch 5¢ Dinner no charce . 95 

12/9/32 Breakfast 40¢ Hotel Bil) 12/49 5.00... 540 

Left 9 a.m. for Burlington 

12/910 Personal, no charge 

12/11/32 Left Burlington, Ia., for Madison, Wis. 

Picket to Madison. 2 ict i eee es eee 1069 

Lower to Chicago. ssa ese cee eee ee 3.00 

Breakfant, Goloage »« «és 6 2 te ei eH HES 215 

Arr. Madison 12:20 P.M. ae 

Total travel expense. ..... + . $26.24



State of Iowa 
DR. W. C. BOONE, CHAIRMAN Srduwk * DR. J. F. WALTER 

iz Z MCGREGOR 

Se E ne cea Fish amity Game Conunission DENNIG aE GOEDERS, 

Bes Moines J. 8. DARLING 

LT. BODE 
STATE FISH AND GAME WARDEN 

January 5, 1955 

Mr.Aldo Leopold 
905 University 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sir: 

We are enclosing herewith your expense account, made out on 
the blanks required by the "State Board of Audit". 

Please have this claim acknowledged before a "Notary Public", 
and return to this office as soon as possible. 

Very truly yours, 

State Fish and Game Warden. 

BB



State of Iowa ‘ 
DR. W. C. BOONE, CHAIRMAN DR. J. F. WALTER 

OTTUMWA a 2. = MCGREGOR 

ARTHUR E. RAPP, SEC'yY Aish and Game Conunission DENNIS H. GOEDERS 
COUNCIL BLUFFS a ALGONA 

Bes Moines a 
Council Bluffs, lowa 
Decenber 12, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold; 

I regret that I did not have a chance to discuss with 
you the suggestions you had prepared for Doctor Boone 
and I am, therefore, taking the opportunity to give 
the reasons supporting the amendment which is to be 
presented to the legislature. 

The Commission feels that it should be given power to 
make such regulations as may be desirable because the 
legislature is not in a position to make such regulations 
advisedly. At times, when the legislature is not in 
session, it is not a responsible body as it can meither 
change its acts not can it be held accountable for them. 
From the limited experience that we have had it is quite 
apparent that if game, fish, or fur bearers are to be 
considered in the light of a crop some flexibility must 
be provided in the regulations determining the manner of 
taking such crop under the varying conditions which pre- 
vail in the different years and the different parts of 
the state,. and, it is also apparent that depending for 
necessary protection upon the acts of a legislature 
in session a@nly three months in two years is inadequate 
and inadvisable. 

The greatest fault of pur present regulations is that 
it attempts to determine the manner in which things 
should be done rather than the principles which are back 
of the regulations. I would, therefore, not favor any 
additional regulations of this kind. Exceptions have a 
tendency to suggest that advantage be taken éf such 
exceptions and I hesitate to put such suggestions in the 
minds of any one. 

I am arranging for a meeting through Mrs. Stewart and
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Leopold 

Mrs. Frankel with those who are interested in the pro- 
tection of our wild life. I believe tmt it is consist-= 
ant to place the authority to regulate the protection of 
wild life in a commission that can and should be held 
responsible for its decisions. I hope that you will agree 
with the Commission and that you will use your good ine 
fluence in its behalf. 

In the hope that we secure additional powers I have pre- 
pared our outline of the Commission's regulations. ee 
are now being placed in thepands of ceréain sportsmen and 
sportmen's groups for criticism. When they are returned 
and re-written may I send you a copy for final recommenda= 
tion? The Commission would certainly appreciate your 
advice and comment. 

Gat re 

Lies E. Rapp, Secretary 
IOWA FISH AND GAME COM: ISSIGN 

AER/O



: Dee. 16, 1932 

Mr. Artimr B. Rapp 
City Hall 
Council Bluffs, Iowa 

Dear Mr. Rapp: 

T have your letter of December 12. 

let me set your mind at rest on one points I agree 
with yo entirely that the Department should have, an’ ultimately 
will have, full regulatory powers on all Irints of wild life. 

The only mestion is whether it is wise to ask for 
full powers over protected come at this time. I think not. 

‘the present lamentable state of natiom-wite mrtual 
distrast between sportasen ané@ protectionists has been 20 years in- 
the-malcing, and cannot be umaade fin one year. Iowa has a far 
better chance of wmualcing 1t at this moment than ony other state. 

I caution her not to spofl thet chance by tee mich haste. ‘the 
deating of sport in not only Iowa, bat to some degree in the winle 
country, hinges on doing this thing wisely, step-by-step, anf well. 

Tat us ranenber that ve sportsmen have uly a sean 
to offer as a solution. Ye had better test that theory in 
practice before stalcine the whole future on it. 

Don't forret that the protectionist. faction is composed 
of people of far lower mentality than Mrs. Frankel, rs. Stewart, 
and tira. Whitley, just as the awortg2an faction is composed of 
people of far lower mentality than the present leaders. The rank 
and file on both sides are going to be hard to handle, Your staff 
for han@line then {s nev, overworire(, ani relatively inexperienced. 
Your atock of technical facts is inadequate. tot's grow into this 

_ Job. If you complete it mecessfully in 10 years you will all 
deserve a momuent. 

Im all these remarixs I am discussing omy. 
senaly Se cota to qustion dull aitertty over pee ae 
now-shootable apeciene



2 Ae B. Rapp 16/12/32 

IT would mot feel quite = stroncly 4f the to marts 
were combined ani a group of thoroughly renresentative protection= 
ists wore participating in the vote on each smecensive move. T 
a gpeaicine ae of the status quo gate, 

I enclose a rough memo on my Towa ioressions. 

With dest rocorts, : 

Yours sincerely, 

AEDO EROPORD 

AL/vh 
Inele d : ‘



State of Iowa 
DR. W. C. BOONE, CHAIRMAN 

DR. J. F. WALTER OTTUMWA oe * - MCGREGOR 

ed a ee a ca 
Ges Moines + sre 

1. T. BODE 
STATE FISH AND GAME WARDEN 

November 25, 1932. 

Aldo Leopold, 
905 University, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir: 

Enclosed you will find bill for the amount you 
have coming to you, that is the 2.4 months time at $700.00 
per month which we agreed to pay you. 

Will you please sign the bill on the back where 
it is checked and have same sworn to and return it to us. 
Upon receipt of same it will be presented to the Board of 
Audit for payment. Warrant will be mailed to you as soon 
as it is written. 

Very truly yours, 

State Game Warden. 

AC 

oo 
| .



Ottumwa, Iowa. 
November 4, 1922. 

My, Seth Gordon, President, 
American Game Association, 
Investment Building, 
Washington, D.C. 

My dear Gordon: f ) 

Although Jay Darling é not definitely say that 
he could make the Gonference banquet meeting, I am sure he hag 
every intention of coming if it is at\ep>l possible. 

Due to Singe-Tast Yhat the Board of Audit is sorutin- 
izing end looking with disfavoy pn out of State travel by State 
Cfficials, and- 

After mychdiséugcion our Gommission concluded that 
we had very little in the way 6f soceuplishsent of Iowa's precme 
to present to s Conference and would much prefer to postpone 
for a ree the ballyhoo of Iowa's plan until we had some 
concrete of cess. 

As 11 know Leopold has fitted the American 
Game Policy magte 28 36 chaueenee, &8, fous, Leatneee : 
worked out +t 6 of making @ practical application of these 
principles which are, of course, tentative recommendation es and . 
must be altered as field experience suggests the need. That, of 
course, is Iowa's problem and I think would be presumptuous to 
present at the Conference, these theories up to now hoe been 
experimented with en have, proven workable facts even + all 
indications point t theta success. 

LO 
Jay Darling is too busy ® man to have given much 

time to these detailed plans, so perhaps would = Lightly touch 
on them, ee oe Br ede lha cy yl egies. Mer 8 detailed 
technic that should be presented to ak cially interested group 
in @ sectional ueoteee cen? wishes to go home and put the plans 
into practical operation, aA 

With hest wishes, I am s 
Sincerely, . 

WCB iM W. CG. Boone,
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State of Iowa 
DR. Mota CHAIRMAN mas - = DR. oT wees 

Lalas interac Kish and Game Commission DENNIS ah GOEDERS 

Bes Moines ee 
Lt. BODE 

October 12, 1932. 

Aldo Leopold, 
905 University, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

The Commission had a meeting yesterday and I 
presented your communication of September 20 and bills 
for materials furnished us. I felt that this was desir- 
able inasmuch as it constituted a large expenditure. 

The Commission has allowed the accounts as you 
submitted them and these will be sent through and you will 
receive returns from them. I am sure this will be quite a 
relief to you to know that it has been finally disposed of. 

I am having several copies of your report run 
off so that we can use them around the State. I received 
a number of very favorable comments from the chapters of 
your report which have appeared in published form so far, 
but have not received much comment on the final report be- 
cause it has not had much distribution to date. 

I think your suggestions with regard to the use 

of demonstration areas for additional work for the protec- 
tionists is good. I had a little chat with Mrs. Stewart 
Monday and suggested the possibility of such a trip to 
some of the areas and she seemed very enthusiastic over it. 

With very best personal regards, I am 

Very truly yours, 

ee 
State Fish & Game Warden. 

ITB: GCM
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State of Iowa 

DR. W. C. BOONE, CHAIRMAN 
DR. lieu li: 

OTTUMWA oe - - 

ee ie ae Fish and Game Conunission Denis 4, 002058 
COUNCIL BLUFFS 

Bes Moines ere 
1. T. BODE 

STATE FISH AND GAME WARDEN 

October 5th, 1932 vol 
ge 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have been advised by Mr. Bode to get in touch with you in 
regard to the warden schools that are to take place beginning 
the 5th of Desember to the 7th on the Davis County Quail area, 
and from the 8th to the llth on the Field Trial Association area 

in Polk County. 

We would be very much pleased if you could be with us for the 
dates on the Davis county Quail area. If you can see your way 
clear and this meets with your approval, I would appreciate 
hearing from you. If you have any other recommendations, I hope 

you will feel free to state them. 

I have been out with Paul Errington several times on inspecting 

an area and for your interest I am very much taken up with him; I 
like him very mech. So far I am getting along very nicely and am 
looking forward to the date that we can spend a little time together 
to go over some of the things that I have in mind. 

With personal regards, I am, ; 

"BA dik 
WS:GT Supt. of Game and Wardens



Oct. 7, 1932 

Mr. William Schuenke 
Superintendent of Game 
Fish and Game Commission 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Bill: 

- I have your letter of October 5 and will be 
available for the warden's camp in Davis County December 5-7. 

Is Ottumwa the meeting place? Is the school 
going to camp or headquarter in town? I hope that later on 
you can give me some notion of just what subject matter is to 
be covered by Grange and yourself and what you want me to 

cover. 

I am glad to hear that you and Paul Errington 

have had a good visit. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh
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State of Iofua 

DR. WG BOONE: CHAIRMAN aa & xf DR. es REE 

SEE Annecy Fish amt Game Commission DENNIS Le GOEDERS 

Bes Moines + ia 
1. T. BODE 

STATE FISH AND GAME WARDEN 

October 3, 1932. 

Aldo Leopold, 
905 University, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

We have dropped Cal Johnson a letter con- 
firming our previous letter ordering 500 copies of 
the final reports, so there will be no misunderstand- 
ing about this. 

Very truly yours, 

5 State Fish & Game Warden. 

ITB:GCM



State of Iowa 
DR. we none CHAIRMAN ee 3 es DR. 3. F, WALTER 

ARTHUR E. RAPP, SEC'Y Aish and Game Commission DENNIS H. GOEDERS 
COUNCIL BLUFFS ss ALGONA 

Bes Moines J. N DARLING 

Ottumwa, Iowa, 
September 30, 1932. 

My Aldo Leopold, . 
404 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Year Leopold: 

I ah sure definite instructions as contained in your 
"Handbook on Geme Management" would be of much velue to any State. 

We now have thousands of acres awaiting consideration 
of our men and, of course, what we need is more trained men for 
the field work. 

The duck c@émp is open. Ben Enyart will be there all 
the time. I expect to be there weeks-ends and George Foster will 
be down the fore part or the middle of nearly every week, This is 
to remind you of my ‘earlier invitation to spend some time with us 
and you @re welcome any time. Let me know and I will try to arrange 
to be there a day or two while you are there. 

You will need @ patr of hip-boots and perh@éps you had 
better bring @ bed-roll, everything else is in readiness, 

Go to Wever end turn off at the 6il-Station. Perhaps 
it would be best to inquire the road to the Fred Pence farm, 

So long and good luck. 

v. Cc. Boone. y- 
WCB:



: Oct. 10, 1932 

Dr. W. C. Boone, Chairman 
State Fish & Game Commission 
Ottumwa, Towa : 

Dear Dr. Boone: . 

I appreciate very much your renewed invitation _ 
to visit your duck camp. . 

At present it is hard for me to guess whether I 
will have an opportunity to get anywhere near there 

: while the flight is on, but if I do you may be sure you 
will hear from me. I would like very much to sit in a 
blind with you for a day or so for a thorough personal 
visit. : 

Thanks for remenbering me, and good luck, 

3 Yours sincerely, 

? Sas " ALDO L8OPOLD 

_ At/vh
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State of Infua 
DR. Raced lela CHAIRMAN " = is DR. pe ALTER 

Meme paige: ae Ca ee 
Bes Moines + eee 

I. T. BODE 

September 29, 1932. 

Aldo Leopold, 
905 University, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I just returned to the office after a two 
weeks absence and found your several communications. 
I was very glad to get these and to receive the 
explanation you made about your future activities. 

I have turned over most of the arrangements 
for the game warden school to Bill Schuenke and my 
last impression was that he was planning on using you 

for part of the time at the game warden school. If 
this is the case it will give you the opportunity to 
talk over the matters with Mr. Darling. 

With very best wishes for success in your 
activities, I am 

Very truly yours, 

State Fish & Game Warden. 

ITB: GCM



State of Dota 
DR. MCBONE, CHAIRMAN z Ss DR. 4, F. WALTERS 

BRT HE RE RAEE cece Fish ants Game Commission DENNIS H. GOEDERS 

Hes AHloines 1m pane 
September 26, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue : 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thank you for your letter and for the 
line-up provided in the last chapter of your report, sug- 
gesting the field of operation best suited to the Errington 
organization, I have not yet seen your report but I am con-— 
vinced that some authoritative program is necessary in order 
that we may avoid the complete emasculation of Errington's 
efforts by the desire on the part of the Board for immediate 
detailed information for their diversified projects. Already 
the members of the Commission are showing some tendency to 
want Errington to follow up this little project and that littie 
project and I am not sure that they are wrong in their desires 
but I am quite sure that Errington has a much more intelligent 
point of view about the objects of his research and knows 
better how to attain the goal than any of the members of the 
Commission. I should feel, personally, thet much of the 
value of the experiment was lost if Errington was diverted 
from a sound research policy and put to work on incidental 
problems. 

I am a little disturbed at the finality 
of your suggestion that you probably would not be back in 

Iowa for any future work. I wonder what brought you to that 
conclusion, My own impression is that you have only started 
the job in Iowa and if, temporarily, we seem to have let 
down on our desire to have you present it is only because 
you jump so fast ahead of us it is taking us some time to 
catch up. 

It seems to me before the winter is 
over we will have digested, pretty much, the work you did 

last year and I have definite hopes of seeing you carry out, 
or at least inspect and direct, the projects under way here, 
From what conversation I have heard in and about the office 
I have understood you were to be brought back into Iowa for 
the warden training camp and I shall hope to see you then,



State of Iofua 
DR. WG. BOONE, CHAIRMAN Zs = = DR. J. F, WALTERS 

SEE AEE ere Fish and Game Commission DENNIS H. GOEDERS 

Bes Moines J.N. DARLING: 

I am continually reminded these days of 
my visit to Russia where I saw the amusing but tragic example 
often repeated where expert engineers were brought in to out— 
line a program and after a cursory examination by the neo- 
phytes and amateurs the experts and engineers were dismissed 
on the presumption that the Russians now understood the matter 
thoroly and were entirely competent to carry on the work with- 
out any further advice of the experts. The result in Russia 
was that about two-thirds of the plants were idle due to 
wrecking of the machinery and inability to produce, This was 
particularly true of their big smelting furnaces, which were 
mostly frozen by the time I got there. 

I never knew a better bunch of fellows 
than we have on our Commission but they are a little inclined, 
and I am equally guilty I suppose, to think that now, having 
had the direction pointed out to us by experts, we can go it 
alone. I know we cannot and whatever may be your temporary 
impression of the matter I am convinced that we have much more 

use for your services. 

With kindest regards, I am 

Yours very truly, y 

<A, Bee 
see 

sa J N DARLING 

IND: MH



Copy to Mr. Errington wa 

: Sept. 28, 1932 

Mr. Jd. N. Darling 
Register-Tribune Building 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Mr. Darling: - 

: Nothing would please me more than to have the 
chance to occasionally return for a look at the Iewa work 
if and when that becomes possible. I was simply offering 

you the chance to alter your arranzements in the event 
altered circumstances made it necessary. 

: I am heartened by your penetration beneath the 
surface bubbles in current events, particularly in the matter 
of research development. You have said the whole thing. - 

With best regards, : 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh



MEMBER JACOB L. CRANE, JR. is HE Receive 

AMERICAN cacmenie ENGINEERS 2S eo RINSE Seer: 

AMERICAN CITY PLANNING INSTITUTE TELEPHONE SUPERIOR 5686 
AMERICAN SOCIETY LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS 

BRITISH TOWN PLANNING INSTITUTE 

September 23, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
$15 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Your report is a knockout and I am very much pleased and 

impressed with it. Here are a few questions; 

Ls Can you give me a more specific location for the bluffs in 
J two northwestern Missouri River counties mentioned in connection with 

Figure 17? 

V 2s Does the confidential lake restoration report contain all of 
your sugzestions and development plans for restorations? 

¥ 3. Do you think it a good thing and if so can you supply me 

with one or more little maps to use in our report indicating the main 
flyways across Iowa for some of the more important species of water 
fowl? 

4, Can you give me a more specific reference to the "jungles" 
é J of the Missouri bottoms suggested for state purchase on the last page 

of your report? 

a 5. Likewise with the clay bluffs mmtioned on the last page of 
your report. 

7 6. I saw Henderson and Bell of the Biological Survey in Wash- 
ington this week and they have been interested to follow your report 
in "Out Door America." Shall we ask them to give us their critical 
comments on the whole report and if so do you want to send down a 
copy or shall I? 

I may have news on Illinois shortly after the fall elections 
and I am going to Indiana in October. 

Yours ;ps ever, 

Jaco - Crane, Jr. 

JLO:R 3 

P. S. If your report is sent down to Redington the Game Management- 
Hand Book and other material should also go along. vw,



Copies to Boone, Crane 

Sept. 20, 1932 

Mr. I. T. Bode : 
State Game Warden 

Fish and Game Comaission 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Irwin: 

I am sending you unijer separate cover one copy of the Game Survey 
Report, which, together with the Handbook and the confidential report on 
the lake restoration pm jects, constitutes my findines in Iowa. 

Mr, Crane wanted two copies, which I have sent him, but he might 
be able to spare one of them later if you want it. Zrrington has been 
furnished a copy. 

The report contains at the end of most chapters some supplementary 
tables and charts which, for lack of space, will not appear in "Outdoor 
America." It is, therefore, more complete for reference purposes than the 
printed volume will be. 

Writine the report tool somewhat more time than I expected, because 
of the necessity of boiling down to magazine space limits. ‘the preliminary 
report, for this reason, had to be largely discarded. 

It might be well to tell those of your staff concerned with publicity 
that Outdoor America's priority should be respected until after the chapter 

: in question has appeared. 

It is my unterstanding that you have ordered 900 copies of the 
printed volume from Outdoor America, ani that your current orders for chapter 

. ¥Feprints will be made through me. ‘the chapters will appear in order, so now 
that you have them all, you will be able to decide what reprints you want, 
if any. : : 

Zine. Only July 19 T sent Dr. Boone a statement of my time on Iowa work since 
the Inetitute's support ran out on April 1. ‘The following is a complete 
statement: 

Jorg 
: April watt Writing Handbook; maling basic charts for report . a 
May 19-July 18 - Completing book. Not on Iowa work. 
Se ee ee re SOS + o's «+ « «55 
Total days spent on Iowa work since April l.....cs2sere8eee days 

T said at the outset that I would donate to “the cause”... . . . +30 days 
Tom Web A OR tH eee eet Oe



Bode 9/20/32 2 

During our conversation at MeGregor I amended my quoted rate of 
$700 per month to this effect: I would furnish 3 months work, plus 
incidental consultation yearlong, for $2,000 per year. However, Dr. 

Boone's subsequent letter of August 29 makes it clear that you cannot 
take on any further work, except possibly a few days to help teach at 
the warden training camp. Accordingly I assume ve are dealing on the 
original basis, in which event Iowa owes me for 2.! months at $700 
per month or $1,680. 

_ Sn: Do. Diaries agen 5 an sat teteion Se eS 
and services, or my trip to the MeGrecor School, or the large 
educational charts prepared for use by your office, tut only for the 
prints of maps and charts used in the Report and Handbook and the 
lantern slides of these furnished your office for lecture purposes. 
Receipted bills are attached to the itenized account inclosed. 

April 5, 1932... .... +. $20.5 
ep Ss 1S oc tee se se RS é 
fame iy 1932 4.0 oe oo os + 1 
September 23, 1932 . 2 - « » 25.55 

3.50 

I am sending copies of this to Dr. Boone ani Mr. Crane. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO EBOPOLD 

AL/vh 

Inel.
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Copies to Mrs. Stewart 
Mr. Errington 

Sept. 16, 1932 

Mr. I. T. Bode 
State Game Warden 
Fish and Game Comaission 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Irvin: 

Errington writes me that Mrs. Stewart of Des Moines is trying 

hard to persuade the protectionists that we do not intend to assassinate 

the quail, but that she lacks any authoritative statesent of what the 
Game Survey recommended or the Commission intends to do, and that the 
protectionists are all confused on the matter. 

I gather that Errington did not receive the leaflet “Needs and 

Possibilities of a Game Management Program for Iowa,” or else overlooked 

it. I know how hard it is to get the right distribution of printed 

material, tat will you supply him and also Mrs. Stewart? 

Since ve cannot make any special educational campaign of the licind 
I sugcested, the future hove of legislative bacling for our program rests, 

in my opinion, on the interpretation of it given to protectionists by a 

very few key people, incluiing Mrs. Stewart, Mrs. Whitley, and Mrs. Frankel. 

Unless they are kept fully posted, we may expect the automatic and united 

opposition of the ornithologists and bird lovers. You ani the Commission 

would do well to know them personally, anit keep them fully posted. I 

kmow you agree with me on this principle, tut I am not sure all of the 

Commissioners fully appreciate it. 

The Commission should invite the leafing protectionists to seé the 

Aemonstrationg also, even if they have to break a date with the governor 

to do it. I know that you Imow this, too, but I am putting it down so 

you can quote me if you want to. 

These ley people helped me so much on the Game Survey that I shall 

rest uneasy until they see the full text of the report, and this, unter 

our present plan of publications, is over a year off. Could you offer to 

showsome of them your copy in case they wish to satisfy themselves of the 

full context of this quail matter? 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY 

September 14, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 Univ. Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I had a talk with Youngworth this morning and he told me that 
a number of rabid Iowa protectionists are still "all wet" 
as. to what you are recommending on the subject of quail 
open season. I don't recall how your manuscript reads 
relative to this point, but perhaps for strategic reasons 
you had better make it extremely clear. 

I hope to see you personally sometime within the next ten 
days, or so, but do not know exactly when, and how I am 
going to work it. If you plan to be out of town during that 
time I would appreciate it if you would give me some inform- 
ation as to your proposed itinerary. 

Mrs. Stewart has been trying hard to get ahold of copies of 
Out-door America, in which your recent Iowa series are running, 
but for some reason they seem BRET SS 5 Rebeamict. to obtain at 
newspaper booths and the like. In case you have an extra 
copy or two you might send them to her, for she is certainly 
strong for us, and needs the ammunition in her dealings with 
the extremists in the protectionists camp. 

Sincerely yours, 

PLE*B Paul L. a ge 
Professor, Wild 
Life Research 

KF .. We Panmagt tase tre Can Arley 

oar ee 5 Pea 4 
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Mr. Aldo Leopold 

905 Univers
ity 
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Madison
, 

Wiscons
in 

Dear Aldo: 

We are writing
 

you with referen
ce 

to the 

inquiry
 

made by W. F. Grimmer.
 

We find that the price 

of the handboo
ks is 24¢ each and you may so advise 

Mr. Grimmer.
 

With persona
l 

regards,
 

I am 

Yours very truly 

ITB:GT State Fish & Game Warden _ 

A 

ee ae
 

et 

Yor"



State of Jofua 
DR. we S- BOONE. CHAIRMAN x Es DR. d; RoWACIER 

ARTHUR E, RAPP, SEC'Y Aish and Game Commission DENNIS H. GOEDERS 
COUNCIL BLUFFS = ALGONA 

Bes Moines a 

September 6, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

This will answer your letter of August 19th. 

a The first state game farm was established at the state fairgrounds 
, and was located there during 1913 and 1914. The farm was moved to 

Clive in 1915. 

af The game farm was established at Lansing on a small scale in 1928. 

For your information, we quote from the Code of Iowa sections closing 
the season on quail: 

Section 1767 Code 1924: "Closed seasons for game birds and animals. 
Every person is prohibited from trapping, shooting, killing or taking 
any of the following named birds or animals during the following named 
closed seasons: Quail, from November sixteenth to October thirty-first, 
both dates inclusive, and at all time prior to November 1, 1927." 

Chapter 58 Acts 42 G.A., 1927: Sec.1 "That the law as it appears in 
Section seventeen hundred sixty-seven of the Code, 1924, be amended 
by striking out all of paragraph five of said section and substituting 
in lieu thereof, the following:"Quail, at any time." Approved March 

hig Osean 

Subsequently thereto the provision of Section 1767 Code 1927: "Closed 
seasons for game birds and animals. Every person is prohibited from 
trapping, shooting, killing, or taking any of the following named birds « 
animals during the following named closed seasons: '----Quail, at any 
time." 

I hope this will clear up the question in your mind concerning quail 
legislation. 

We have a considerable quantity of Henry Arnold Bennett's "Fish and 
Game Legislation in Iowa" in our office. We have called William 
Schuenke's attention to this bulletin as you suggest. 

Respectfully, 

IGR:VA ete ak



State of Jofua 
DR. MWC BOONE CHAIRMAN v~ a " DR. Ft FALTER 

arn Bape, geo a ep ee eaters Peng, coeDene 
Bes Moines J. N, DARLING 

September 6, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

This will answer your letter of August 15th. 

if 1. The game farm at Clive was started in 
LoL. 

/ 2. The game farm at Lansing started raising 
pheasants and ducks in 1928. 

3. The state purchased 60,000 pheasant eggs 
taken from the wild in 1925. This was 

/ the only time eggs from the wild have 
ever been purchased or-used. These 
eggs were secured from Winnebago and Butler 
Counties. 

4. The state has trapped pheasants from the 
wild as follows: 

Year Number 
1925 7,000 
1927 2,000 
1930 5,800 
19351 11,000 

We are forwarding you biennial reports for the 
years 1920, 1922, 1924, 1926 and 1928, which are the 
only ones available for distribution prior to 1930. 

Respectfully, 

IGR:VA XL



Sept. 6, 1932 

Mr. I. T. Bode 
State Game Warden 
Fish and Game Commission 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Irwin: 

The “Handbook was a welcome sicht. 

Your revisions of ani additions to the material 
have been made very considerately. ‘The sense has nowhere 

been spoiled, and the additions are good except this one: 
“Quail oceur wherever ungrazed brush and grass lie adjacent 
to corn er gmall grain." The reader may interpret this to mean 
thet wheat or oat stubble will winter qail. It is my exper- 
fence that it will not, f.e., not if it mows. ‘This, however, 
is a small matter. 

Mr. Darling's cartoon is a Imockout. I am send- 
ine him a copy of this to exoress my appreciation. 

Bill's revision of the “Flushire: Rod" chapter is 
very welcome and much needed. 

May I offer some suggestions on distribution of 
copies? 

To get reviews in the sporting mazazines they 
shoulda get copies at ace. You might paste on a slip saying 
prints will be furnished or cuts loaned if they wish. If you 
lack a list, you may want to use mine, attached. : 

Do you have the “Directory of Game Officials and 
Organizations" issued by the U.S.B.$.? Nearby states might 
be quoted on extra copies for their field forces. 

Will you kindly sen? 200 complimentaries to 
C. Stewart Comeaux, Secretary, Sporting Arus and Ammmition 

Mamfacturers' Institute, 103 Park Aveme, New York? I am 

writing him about how to handle then.



2 I. T. Bode 9/6/32 

May I have 2007 

I asmme you will handle the Ames faculty and county agents ; 
direct or throuch Errincton, and that you have supplied Jake Crane. 

I enclose a special list of people who helped me with the 
garvey, who micht not get copies promptly and rightly feel 
agerieved, You mizht slip in a mimeographed letter acimowledging 
their cooperation. > 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh 
Incl. 

Copies to Messrs. Boone 
. Crane 

Darling



SPECIAL LIST OF COOPERATORS, IOWA GAME SURVEY 

(not including game officials) 

y 

John Tobin, Vinton Buck Wilson Dallas Centre 

Walter M. Rosene, Ogden Clyde Mckee, Troy 

Carl F. Henning, Boone Alva Hunt, Pulaski 

Geo. W. Wood, Waterloo Allen Greene, Oakville 

Burr S. Lichty, Waterloo Carl Leopold, Burlington 

A. C. Willford, Waterloo Frederic Leopold, Burlington 

John C. Hartman, Waterloo Roy Bdgar, Burlington 

Chas. BE. Hurst, Cedar Falls Wm. Ewinger, Burlington 

G. 0. Vandevere, Waverly Walter Eaton, Burlington 

F. J. Pierce, Winthrop Frank Marnette, Spirit Lake 

J. H. Schmitz, Storm Lake Walter Bennett, Sioux City 

Jas. A. Weigle, Clarkeville E. H. Casete, Charles City 

John Ramsay, Clarkeville D. W. Mott, Jr., Hampton 

L. J. Voss, Rockwell H. M. Marker, Jefferson 

E. $. Gage, Mason City W. V. Thornburg, Guthrie Centre 

Frank Goodman, Mason City W. H. Powers, Webster City 

Nestor Styles, Cherokee B. H. Wilson, Webster City 

c. G. Turner, Cherokee Mrs. Frances Whitley, Webster City 

Chas. J. Spiker, New Hampton Cc. H. Currie, Webster City 

Cc. EB. Agans, Osceola A. E. Thompson, Cresco 

R. S. Barnard, Spencer ; James Zeigrang, Livermore 

L. P. Shaffer, Spencer E. S. Parker, Ida Grove 

0. P. Allert, Giard Grover Moore, Ida Grove 

H. L. Irwin, Dewitt D. D. Conger, Ida Grove z



Iowa Cooperators 2 

Harold Clark, Ida Grove Robert Brown, Brown Hotel, 
Des Moines 

E. EB. Graber, Newton 

Dr. &. EB. Speaker, Lakeview 
B. Shimek, Iowa City, % University 

A. T. Leabo, Walcott 

Ewen Maciwen, Iowa City 
W. L. Meiburg, Davenport 

Mrs. R. H. Volland, Iowa City 
H. T. Hange, Story City 

Homer Dill, Iowa City, % University 
Val Racek, Huxley 

Geo. D. Moulton, Ledyard 
Ray Jones, Story City 

Clyde E. Hhinger, Keokuk 

Torkel Hill, Story City 
W. F. Kubichek, Cedar Rapids, % Coe College 

Herbert Struble, Tama 
Hugh Lorimer, Chariton 

Frank D. Ickis, Creston 
John Frazier, Chariton 

H. A. McWilliams, Farmington 
E. M. Butterfield, Knoxville 

iL. W. Halli, Bidon 
W. H. Clemons, Clemons 

Cc. E. Doran, Bldon 
J. N. Burwell, Marshalltown 

Claire Dewey, Washington 
Dr. A. EB. Seott, Albia 

Joe Kantsky, Jr., Ft. Dodge 
Fred Hoffman, Muscatine 

E. EH. Cavanagh, Ft. Dodge 

fT. D. Kas, Sutherland 
Merle Lock, Badger 

Geo. Salenius, Granville 
Martin Osgard, Rice Lake 

G. W. Musgrave, Clarinda 
J. Le Strunk, Decorah 

Frank Warnicke, Immetsburg 
Curtis Miller, Cresco 

Ole Hange, Eumetsburg — 
A. H. Bolton, 529 Ins. Exch. Bldg., 

Harold §. Thomas, Des Moines Sioux City 

F. K. Powers, Des Moines ! T. C. Stephens, Morningside College, 
Sioux Gity 

Mrs. John B. Stewart, Des Moines 
Dr. C. A. Hurd, Northwood 

Arthur J. Palas, Des Moines 
Dr. Chas. R. Keyes, Cornell College, 

Don MeGregor, Des Moines 
(2073-37th st.)



State of Jofoa 
DR. WS; BOONE. CHAIRMAN Ss z = DR. ai EUWALTER 

ARTHUR g RApp, age ee se Eee Sein Dennis, SOEDERS 
Bes Moines +m ate 

September 2, 1952 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

We are sending you a half dozen copies of 
the Iowa Handbook under separate cover. 

Regarding the copies of chapters which you 
send us, will this be our copy of your com- 
plete report? Also, can you tell us how much 
the separate chapters which Outdoor America is 
going to publish will cost? 

When do you think the pheasant chapter will 
be printed? Our pheasant shooting season 
has been set for two days, November 18th and 
19th, although we are not giving out the definite 
dates just at this time to the public. 

: The pheasant chapter is being forwarded to you 
today, together with a letter from Mrs. Rhaods 
in reference to Table 4. 

Very truly yours, 

ITB:VA State Fish and Game Warden



Sept. 6, 1932 

Mr. I. T. Bode 
State Game Warden 
Fish and Game Commission 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Irwin: 

I have given up the plan of sending you the chapters of the 
final report piecemeal and instead will send you the complete manu- 
script report in about two weeks. This will include not only the 
material coming out in Outdoor America, but also some additional 
tables, figures and supporting data which will not come out in 
Outdoor America because of lack of space, but which you may want to 
have for reference purposes. 

Cal Johnson, the editor of Outdoor America, has not told me 
what the cost will be for reprints of the separate chapters. From 

‘what I know of reprints I am quite sure that it will depend on the 
quantity ordered, and he will be unable to tell you until you tell him 
how many you want. 

The pheasant chapter is No. 3 and will not be out until the 
December-Jamiary number, which is too late for your November 18-19 
season. I cannot change the order without considerable work, but I 
have no objection to Outdoor America running Chapter III ahead of 
Chapter II in their October-November issue if this will serve your 
purposes. ‘The copy for the pheasant chapter will be in their hands 
in plenty of time to do this. 

Yours sincerely, 

; ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh
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State of Infra wir as ‘4 

DR. We G: BOONF: CHAIRMAN 5 et 3 y ay a ACES 

ARTHUR E. RAPP, sec'y Fish and Game Commission J seme. coroen 
COUNCIL BLUFFS 

Bes Moines anaes 

September 2, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

This will answer your letter of August 19th. 

The number of pheasant eggs purchased in the Spring, 1932, 
was 16,000. 

Referring to Table 4: 

1. There seem to be no records available concerning 
pheasant or pheasant egg distributions made 
during the years 1913-1920. 

2. No record where 1921 plantings made. 

192 5. Distribution made largely to eastern half of state. 

V 4, 1923-24 Birds distributed--163.Eggs--465. 
Distributed over entire state. 

(42300 Distributed over entire state with exception of 
extreme NW counties. Heaviest distribution in 
eastern counties. 

12984 / ‘¢% 6. Distribution to southern half of state. 
ee) CS 

1000 — ‘727. Distribution made to Intermediate and Eastern 
[31306 distriets. 

é 12. Number of eggs distributed 16,000. Total birds 
and gq eggs 4,000. 

$317 We return herewith enclosed "Pheasant Chapter" with Mr. 
z ie Bode's suggestions noted. 

w4h° Respectfully, 

60, 677 LM baer 
250 IGR:VA ASSistant 

6072? Enel.



State of Iowa 
DR. W. SC: BOONE: CHAIRMAN x = = DR. ioe WACEe 

ARTHUR E, SARE ae pe mae Sree Pee ieeiew ens x, GOEDERS 
Bes Moines J. N. DARLING. 

: Ottumwa, Iowa, 
August 29, 1932. 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
404 University 4ve., 
Madsion Wisconsin, 
Dear Leopold: 

At a recent special meeting of the Commission there 
was an,informel discussion of your service in fowa for the next 
few months, and the opinion was that it would be illadvised to ask 
you to come to Iowa for more than a short period for the warden 
school. I think we quite thoroughly discussed the political aspect 
when we were at McGregor, and this point was quite spontaneously 

raised in the discussion. 

Sometime ago this whole matter including the warden 
school was put into the hands of Bode and Schuenke with instructions 
to carry out the program as they s@w best. And I am sure you will 
soon hear from them as the plans develop. 

We all realize that trained personnel is the important 
link in the chain for our success in the game set up. It is un- 
fortunate that public opinion and the legislature must be taken 
into consideration in our attempt to do this most worth while job. 

; Sincerely, 

W? Ce Boone. 
WCB:
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Aug. 19, 1932 

Mr. I. T. Bode 
State Game Warden 
Fish and Coame Commission 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Irwin: 

I have found out that the first state game farm was established 
in 1913 and was moved to Clive in 1915 (Bennett, 1926, p. 103). I do 
not yet kmow, however, where the game farm was located during 1913-14, 
If you can find this out for me, it will complete my information except 
that I still do not know when the game farm was established at Lansing. 

I also find that I have been laboring all along unter the 
delusion that the quail was declared a songbird in 1917. I now find that 
a closed season was established until 1922, tt in 1921 this was extended 
to 1927. I get this information from the following reference, which you 
should by all means have in your library and also made available for read- 
ing by the wardens. Please call it to Bill Schuenke's attention. I 
would think that the Commissioners would each want a copy. 

Bennett, Henry Arnold. "Fish and Game Legislation in Iowa." 
Reprinted by the State Historical Society from the July, 1926, 
“Iowa Journal of History and Politics." 

I infer that the fight in the Legislature which finally declared 
the bird a songbird mst have takemplace during 1927. I do not find the 
resulting statute quoted in the Department's game law pamphlet, and of 
course it is not quoted in Bennett because his work was published a year 
earlier. I need to be exact on this and would appreciate your sending me 
the text of the songbird law and the date of its passage. 

. Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO L®oroLp 

AL/vh



Aug. 19, 1932 

Mr. I. T. Bode 
State Game Warden 
Fish and Game Commission 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Irwin: 

Referring to Table 4 of the pheasant chapter, a preliminary 
copy of which is attached. 

I never heard how many eggs you bought in 1932. I inserted 
the figure 15,000 arbitrarily from my recollection of the sum 
appropriated. Will you kindly give me the correct figure? 

I would also appreciate any information which Bill Schuenke 
or Mrs. Rhoads can give me as to the parts of Iowa favored in 
pheasant plantings during the years indicated by question marks in 
the right-hand column of Table 4. 

Any other criticisms of the chapter will of course be F 
welcome. 

Yours gincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh



Ange 15, 1932 

Mr. I. T. Bode: 
State Game Warden 
Fish and Game Commission 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Irwint 

I am now writing the pheasant chapter, and find I am 
lacking the following information: 

1. What year was the game farm at Clive started? 

2. What year did the game farm at Lansing start raising 
pheasants? Ducks? 

3. During what years did the state buy wild pheasant eggs? 
(My records show 1925, 1924?) Is there any record 
of how many, or where? 

4. During what years did the state trap wild pheasants? 
(My records show 19247, 1925, 1930.) Is there any 
record of how many? (I heard 11,600 in 1930 or 31.) 

I will appreciate such answers as you can send me without 
too mich trovble. 

I apologize for keeping so long the two foldere from the Ames 
files on woodlot conditions. I don't Imow who to send them to at Ames, 
so I am mailing them te you under separate cover. 

I have no biennial reports baci: of 1930. If there are extras 
back of that, I'd like to have them. 

Yours as ever, 

AL/vh



State of Iowa 
DR. Wee aon CHAIRMAN es Es DR. Jk AEs 

ABTHUR & RAer ew Y Fisk and Game Conunission DENNIG 1. GOEDEHS 

: Bes Moines J. N, DARLING. 

Ottumwa, Iowa, 
August 15, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Leopold: 

After having received a copy of your letter to 
John Olin, I wrote Bode asking him to come to the special meeting 
of the Commission on August 22nd with a recommendation for the 
future use of your time, which will open the matter up for dis- 
chssion, I have delayed writing Mr. Olin until after this meeting. 

Will write you the reaction of the Commission : 
and send you a copy of my letter to Mr. Olin. 

Sincerely, 

W. C. Boone. 
WCB:M



Jot 

: August 12, 1932 

Mr, I. T, Bode s 
State Game Warden. : 
Fish and Game Commission : 
Des Moines, Iowa : ‘ ; 

Dear Irwint : 3 

Can you find out for me, from the Attorney j 
General, or the State Department of Agriculture, or from the 
animal husbandry people at Ames, in what year the Iowa 5 

: legislature first passed the so-called “herd law," which re- 
quired the fencing of lands used for pasture? As I understand ae 
it, previous to that time, it was often customary to graze 
stock "in common" on unfenced lands. ; : 

oe Many observers told me it was the “herd law" : 
which first brought about the heavy grazing of woodlots, hence 
the date is of interest to both game and forestry. ; 

A brief outline of the provisions of the law 
; would helpme to keep my comments accurate. 3 

Yours sincerely, ee 

ALDO Lf0roLp 

AL/vh oe



STATE FISH & GAME COMMISSION STATE BOARD OF CONSERVATION 
DR, W. C. BOONE, CHAIRMAN MRS. HENRY FRANKEL, CHAIRM'N 

J. N. DARLING MRS. GRACE GILBERT KING 

DENNIS H. GOEDERS MRS C. C. LAFFER 

ARTHUR E. RAPP WM. P. WOODCOCK Yur??? 

DR. J. F. WALTER J. G. WYTH 

THE IOWA CONSERVATION PLAN 
STATE CAPITOL 

JACOB L. CRANE, JR., CONSULTANT 

DES MOINES, IOWA RALPH E. KITTINGER. secneTARY 
July 20, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo: 

We are gradually accumulating additional data on the 
lake restoration and waterfowl refuge projects, some of which 
may materially affect the final recommendations, For instance, 
the major improvement of Eldon lake and of Oakland lake appear 
not feasible to Hutton and Nagler. I am wondering how much of 
this data you would like to have incorporated in your report. 
The best thing would probably be for you to go over it here 
although if you want me to I will try to send it on to you. 

Do you think there is any chance of Federal financial 
cooperation under the Migratory Bird Refuge Act on projects 
inside Iowa, such as some of the big northwest sloughs? 

I am leaving here for Chicago Friday evening the 22nd, 

I will be in the Chicago office until the evening of August lst 
or 2nd-—in McGregor the following couple of days for the meetings 
of the Commissions there, and then probably in other parts of 

Iowa including Des Moines. I might come to McGregor by way of 
Madison although that is yet uncertain. 

Faithfully yours, 

OB Le CRANE, ' Jr. x 

JLC.F



fo 
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July 22, 1932 

Mr. Jacob L. Crane, Jr. 
916 Wrigley Blde. 
Chicago, Til. 

Dear Jake: bce : 

I have your letter of July 20. Sait 

I do not see how the adverse engineering ‘findings on 

any of the individual projects will affect my report in any way. 
I have always proceeded on the assumption that individual lake 
restoration projects cannot be mentioned in the report because of 
disturbing land values. ‘That is why I submitted the lake report 

separately and confidentially to begin with. If you think this 
assumption is unsound, we had better talk it over at McGregor since 
I am now at work on the Iowa report. 

: I an sorry to say that I did not get through with 

my book until last Saturday. 

3 The chance for federal cooperation on some of the 
pig interior sloughs may be sumed up in this way: ‘hey have not 
the funds to handle big projects on navigable interstate water 
like Green Bay. It seems unlikely, therefore, that they could 
also handle the less distinctly federal projects in the. interior. 

I will see you at MeGregor, since I am scheduled 
to lecture there. z 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD :



duly 19, 1932 

Dr. W. C. Boone 

Ottumwa ‘ 
Towa 

Dear Dr. Boone: 

I shipped my book to the publishers Saturday and am now free to 
resume work on the Iowa report. 

Bode wrote me a few weeks ago that there was little chance of Ames 
publishing it, so I have definitely accepted the offer from Outdoor . 
America to rm it as a serial. ‘This will be even slower than originally 
intended, as they are now on a bi-monthly basis. 

The only obligation the Commission assumes is to take a certain 
: mamber of the final assenbled copies. I will recommend some definite 

mumber and unit price as soon as I can see Mr. Reckord to arrange details. 

I think it would be wise for the Commission and myself to have some 
understanding as to the disposition of my time on Iowa work. I have put 
in so far, since the Institute's cooperation ran out on April 1, the 
following time: 

April lelMay 18, writing the "Iowa Handbook" and 
preparing the basic charts for the Report... . 48 days 

I said I would donate 30 days to “the cause” .. - «30 " 

Towa owes me now for ses see seen een see « 18 days 

I estimate the completion of the report will take. . 30. " 

Probable total to complete pending work ....... 4 # 

If any additional time is desired I suggest we tall: it over at 
MeGregor, as I have another state "in prospect” and I cannot tell what time 

I can give them until I kmow how mch time you want, if any, and at what 
seasons. 

z It has been difficult for me to decide on rates, in view of the total 
upset of wace-standards since last I drew a pay check. IT have now decided 
to offer my time to any state which wants it in qantities of a month or 

vo 
fu 
4:8



2 Boone 7/19/32 : 

more, at $700 per month, plus expense. ‘This is one-third of what I was 
getting full time, counting office upkeep. I would weleome your personal 
advice, if any, as to the fairness of this ficure. 3 

When will the Handbook be out? In order to get at it immediately 
after quitting field work, I put off the publisher of my book and lost 
the chance to put it on sale before the colleges open in the fall. Is it, 
perhaps, not what you wanted, and you have been too polite to tell me so? 

I like the pup very much but I am still fightine the mange. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

Al/vh
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State of Joma 
DR. W. C. BOONE, CHAIRMAN ae ads DR. Joe WALTER 

a. cee SEC'Y Risk and Game Conunission RENNIE. CoE oars 
COUNCIL BLUFFS Bes ines i N DARLING 

July 13/32 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University, 
Madison, Wis., 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Cf course you know that I am leaving the Com- 
mission, much to my regret, Jyly 15. While I think the action of the 
Commission is unjustified and not in line with economic conditions 
at this time, and that I have given 100% service for small pay, yet I 
am leaving with no rancor or ill feeling against anyone. I do not 
believe I have had afsquare deal, but that is neither here nor there. 
What I want to convey to you is my sincere tharks for having known you 
and incidentally to thank you for the many helpful suggestions and 
excellent material which has been pla ed at my disposal. I have 
learned much and althoggh my work may take me far from fidh and game 
in the future, I will always remember the associations and will never 
been entirely away from the thoughts of outdoors. 

Neturally I expect’*= to remain in Iowa, but just 
what my associations will be I can not say. I am hoping that I may be 
able to contribute in some way to the 25-year program as it develops 
at any rate I am interested and naturally will always be interested 
in my own state. 

It is just my hard luck to be divorced from @ job thst 
has ardused in me a tremendous amount of enthusiasm and interest and 
which, I believe; would eventually have proven a most valuable part of 
the Department program. 

I am about recovered from my iliness and hope 
soon to be back to normal. Have had a hard siege of it. 

My sincere thanks to you for many courtesies 
and may I express the hope that the future may such as to make it 
possib:e for us to meet soon and often. f 

Cordially, 

ze Li 

. J. Metcalf, 
227 4th ag 

DesMoines, Tota.



: : July 21, 1932 

Mr. H. J. Metcalf 
3227 - “th Streat : ; 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Mr. Metealf: : 

Pardon my delay in answering your kind letter of July 13, 
which arrived just as I was shipping my game management bool to the 
printers. 

You may be assured that I am one of those who appreciate 
the amount of energy and enthusiasm which you contributed to the 

cause in-Iowa. I am very glad to hear that your health is now 
. recovered and wish you would let me know where you decide to locate. 

T am on all fours with you as far as being ont of a job. 

’ It was especially nice of you to write me and I appreciate 
it. Good luck. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD - 

AL/vh a
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State of Iofoa 
DR. W. C. BOONE, CHAIRMAN DR. J. F. WALTER 

OTTUMWA ve - - CGRE 

peat en Fish and Game Commission Plage ine 
COUNCIL BLUFFS ‘ALGONA 

Bes Moines 2 pam, 

; July 1,1932 

Mr.Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr.Leopold: 

I received your letter of June 29th with regard to Errington 

appearing on the McGregor program. I1 am taking this matter up 

with Mr. Noble, Director of the School, and making the suggestion 

which you mentioned. I do not know just how the folks will feel 

about this, because they are developing their plans more along 

the line of a more complete program on the subjects which are 

given and are trying to get away from a miscellaneous program of 

a great many subjects not fully developed. 

However, I believe that between you and Errington and me the work 

which he would give would fit in to that part of the program, and 

I would be willing to give over part of the time assigned to my 
work for some work by Errington. I am writing the Director of the 

: School to this effect. 

I am sure that we would have no objections to your reproducing 
Figures 1 and 35 of the lowa Handbook. This Handbook is not yet in 
the printer's hands. It has undergone some revision since it 
got here, and in having it checked over by Mr. Rapp and Dr.Boone 
and others it has been considerably delayed. I hope to get it 
in the hands of the printers very soon, and we will try to get the 

originals to you as soon as possible. 

Your suggestions with regard to the fair exhibit are good. I think 
something of this kind would probably work in all right. I have been 
thinking some of handling the game management work under the direct 
supervision of one of our men, but having the actual demonstration 
work done by one or two of our 4-H Club Groups who have been working 
on pheasant propagation in the same manner that they carry on their other 
4-H demonstrations. 

Thanking you for calling these matters to our attention, I am 

Very truly yours, 

ITB:VA For the Commission ~



State of Iowa 
DR. W. C. BOONE, CHAIRMAN is = a DR. Jane Aen 

ee . Fish and Game Commission DENNIS H. GOEDERS 

ET Suncare ‘ jue ALGONA 

6 we Bes Maines oe 
r Ottumwa, Iowa. 

Pes June 20, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

My dear Leopold; 

There was at this joint conference at Worthington 
official representatives and sportsmen from six States. Leopolds! 
Iowa Game Policy was well received, in fact, it went over with a 
bang. I refer to the Policy, not the presentatiom, which from my 
standpoint was poorly done. 

Charley Horn was there, very enthusiastic. He thinks 
you have done a fine job, and has offered to loan us one or two of 
his men for several months to take the field on the cooperative set 
up. Whether they will be accepted or not, is to be seriously thought 
over. : 

The charteg will be at the office and available 
to you at anytime you wish. 

I had a talk with Xapp Friday with reference to 
the publication of your report. He is quite insistent that it is a 
part of the survey, should be made a part of Crane's general report, 
so am only mildly sanguine as to the outcome. I have asked Bode to get 
by mail an immediate expression from the Commission and write you about 
it. 

It has occurred to me that we should not overlook 
the opportunity at the State Fair which begins August 24 th and run 
@ series of short extention courses for farmers interested in game 
management. We should visuélize the thing with a chart showing 
suggested improvements to increase production. Would you have the time 
and inclination to outline what that course should be?



Leopold #2-- 

Following the general meeting at Worthington there wes 
& conference of the officials of the six States to effect an 
orgenization which will attempt to induce Secretary Hyde to form 
@ new district and appoint an additional member to the Migratory 
Advisory Committee. It was truely a conservation pom, thinking 
as a unit and adopted uniform suggestions to the reau for regulations 
for the coming fait shooting. 

Gordon was there and acted as temporary chairman, His 
opinions were much more liberal than we adopted. I think he was 
quite suprised that the birds alone had first consideration, The 
policy adopted was exactly as we recommended to Hyde. 

Sincerely, 

rh Boone, : 
WCB: MF 

copy: Bode,



; Zptinates or Tom Cane Surrer 
for information of Mr.Horn 

CASE A: Assuming an extra able assistant carried for the 
actual survey period entirely out of the Survey 
fund. (Later he would have to be carried out of 
some other fund.) 

institute lowa 

Leopold's time for 4 months... - + 2.24 ++ 4s $2,500 $2,500 

Leopold's travel & expense for 4 months .......+2++ ss 1,000 

Assistant for 6 months @ $5,000. - 2. - se ee ee eave es 25500 

Travel & expense for assistant for 6 months ......+.+-+-+ ++ 1,000 

$2,500 $7,000 

CASE B: Assuming a younger assistant carried for the 
actual survey period entirely out of Survey 
funds. (Later he would have to be carried out 
of some other fund.) 

Anstitute owe 

Leopold's time for 6 months... 6. 6 1 ee ee se = $3,750 $3. 750 

Leopeld*s travel expens@ + is ss se tet p esti ne neewen ee 190M 

Aeetotant for 6 months at $3,600 6 ccc ect eee wes BO 

Travel expense of assistant i 6s te st eee eee eee ea ee 1,000 

$3,750 4 8©=©— $8,150 

GASE C: Assuming an extra able assistant with salary ; 
carried entirely out of Game Department or 
Agricultural College funds. 

Other 

Towa Towa 

Institute Survey Funds 

Leopold's time for } months... .. «+++ + $2,500 42,500 

Leopold's travel expense . 2» +1215 66s 6 0 0 2 0 « & » 1,000 

Assistant for one year @ $5,000 . 1. 21 2 2s ee oo 5 2 2 2 = $5,000 

Travel expense of assistant... +6. s.+esee22e2e2e 1,00 

“$2,500 © F4,500 © 35,000



MEMBER JACOB L. CRANE, JR. es MOP an 

AMERICAN eemeicnie ENGINEERS Sn oa SE ee 

AMERICAN CITY PLANNING INSTITUTE TELE QUE Sure Om onre 
AMERICAN SOCIETY LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS 

BRITISH TOWN PLANNING INSTITUTE 

dune 17, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University Avenue National Bank, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Thank you for sending on the expense check from 
the Fish and Game. I am enclosing herewith check for 
$126.49 to cover your March expense statement. This, I 
believe, completes my obligations on your expense account 
so far as the Survey Fund is concerned »but if you want 
any word from me on the additional expenses and fees, 
be sure to let me know, 

Faithfyily yours, 

Jac i. Crane, 2. 
JLO:R



STATE FISH & GAME COMMISSION STATE BOARD OF CONSERVATION 
DR. W. C. BOONE, CHAIRMAN i MRS. HENRY FRANKEL, CHAIRM'N 

J. N. DARLING MRS. GRACE GILBERT KING 

DENNIS H. GOEDERS MRS C. C. LAFFER 

ARTHUR E. RAPP WM. P. WOODCOCK 

DR. J. F. WALTER J. G. WYTH 

THE IOWA CONSERVATION PLAN 
STATE CAPITOL 

JACOB L. CRANE, JR., CONSULTANT 

DES MOINES, IOWA RALPH E KITTINGER, #ecmeTany 
June 7, 1932, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University National Bank Bldg., 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo: ‘ 

I understand that a statement for one-half of 
your expense for January, February and March has been sent to 
you by the Fish & Game Commission for you to swear to and 
return to them for transmission to the State Auditor. I take 
it that this badly bungled business will result in a check 
for $196.4 being written to you and forwarded to you, in which 
event I wish you would endorse it to me and return it to me 
here so that I can draw on it to pay your March expense statement. 

Sincerély yours, : 

L. CRANE; Jr. 

JLC.F



State of Jofva 
DR. W. C. BOONE, CHAIRMAN DR. J. F. WALTER 

cma . owe McGREGOR 

Ree UAoatn ae Fish and Game Conunission RENNIE Me SORDEES 

Bes Moines J. N. DARLING 

May 51,1952 

Mr.Aldo Leopold 
904 University Avenue 
Madison, “isconsin 

Dear Mr.Leopold: 

We regret the necessity for bothering you 
with this detail. However, before the State 
Board of Audit will allow any claims,it is 

5 necessary for them to be sworn to. 

Will you, therefore, kindly acknowledge the 
enclosed expense bill in the amount of $196.71 
before a Notary Public and return it to us, 
so it can be sent through the proper channel? 

Thanking you in advance, I am 

z Respectfully, 

IGR:VA : ssistant 
Encl.



June 4, 1932 

Mrs. I. G. Rhoads 
Fish and Game Department 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Mrs. Rhoads: ; 

I have your letter of May 31 asking me to swear to an expense 
account made up in your office, covering my Iowa work from Jamary 26 
to March 24 in the total sum of $196.71. 

I return the executed account, but would like to call your 
attention to the fact that the Jamary and February items have already 

been paid by Mr. Crane, although in a greater amount than your account 
covers. I presume you have some arrangement with Mr. Crane and are 

complying with some daily expense limit. 

The March account has not been paid according to my records. 
There is no hurry, but I am simply mentioning this to keep matters 
straight. As a further precaution against confusion I av taking the 
liberty of sending a copy of this letter to Mr. Crane. 

Your March account totals $101.78, but mine as submitted to 
Mr. Crane totals $126.49. 

With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

Inel.



State of Dofua 
DR. W. C. BOONE, CHAIRMAN DR. J. F. WALTER 

aa om SEC'Y Fish and G f eto DENNIS AL GORDERS 

Bes Moines a nee 
Ottumwa, Iowa, 
June 9, 1932, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Leopold: 

; For some re@son, no dout an @vresight, there was 
no further discussion at the recent meeting of the Commission: con- 
cerning the publication of your report. Personally I think it 
woulé be a fair solution if it could be done by Ames out of Erring- 
ton'd funds if agreeable to all parties concerned. 

At this meeting Bode was instructed to employ 
Mr. H. M, Sanderson(recommended by Bill Scheunke)as an addition 
to his game field work and incidentally he will be responsible for 
the educational releases. He knows game, full of energy and I think 
has other qu@ilfications to fit him for the job. I more and more 
see this extension work in need of at least four men. 

In looking over material that I have for my talk 
at Worthington on the 17th, I find that I have very little available. 
Icwonder if you would have time to help me out a bit as I feel my- : 
self incompetent to attempt to present this game program before the 
notable gathering , many of whom are to discuss the subject. Notably 
Burnie Maurek, 0. H. Johnson, Ray Steele, Seth Gordon, Haskel Noyes 
and others. 

Some of the data needed is as follows; 

What is the average cover count in the pheasant 
range? 

To what extent do you think we can reasonably im- 
- prove it? i. e. per square mile. 

What is the average pheasant population throughbut 
the pheasant range? 

What should we reasonably expect? 

These same questions apply to quail in the quail range,



Leopold #2-- 

I feel I know the general plan of the program. 

What is the average cover count in the (2) Inter- 
mediate District? If I know that I can guess the requirements of 
the area, 

These same questions perhaps apply to Hungarians. I 
am familar with the Hungarian program. 

Hope the pup that Emery sent you was satisfactory. 

Yours very truly, 

W. AG Boorse 
WCB:MF :



Jane 11, 1932 

Dr. W. C. Boone 
Ottumwa 
Towa 

Dear Dr. Boone: 

I am just finishing the charts for your use at the Worthington 
meeting. Hach will have attached to it a brief typewritten explanation for 
the guidance of those who use it for lecture purposes. 

My off-hand answers to the questions which you ask are as follows: 

1. Cover count in pheasant range. See chart, “Count of Present Coverts Per 
Square Mile. 

2. Extent of possible improvement. It can be easily quintupled, since it is 
now practically zero in the great majority of townships. 

(In considering both 1 and 2, remember that the cover in the 
emeen that tare te on eee This was done for the 
Teason that there is no such t. as @ pheasant unit because the 
pheasant is a non-coveying bird. A covert may support from 1 to 
100 pheasants but it either will or will not support a covey of | 
15 quail.) 4 

3. Average pheasant population. See chart, "Pheasant Census in Iowa." . 

4. What should we reasonably expect? My guess is that pheasants within 
the established range can on the average be tripled. 

5. Applying the same 4 questions to quail: 

(1) See the same chart. 

(2) Possible percentage increase in quail coverts is greater than 
in pheasant coverts. 

(3) See chart, "Quail Census in Iowa." 

(4) Possible increase in quail populations is also greater than 
in pheasant populations. This is because their distribution 
is very mach more spotty and the amount of blank range very 
much greater. 

I think the charts will also answer your questions about the 
intermediate districts and about Hungarians.



2 Boone 6/11/32 

I am very much pleased with the pup and grateful both to you 
and Mr. Emery for picking me such a good one. The pup arrived, however, 
with a severe case of mange, concerning which I have written Ir. Tnery. 

I am glad to say, however, that I have now got it partially under control 
and he is picking up daily in condition. 

With best personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

Incl.
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MEMO FOR JOINT COMMIT TER 
CONSERVATION BOARD AND FISH & GAME COMMISSION 

° 
Your chaimnsan asked me to formulate in a specific form the 

particular recomendations made in my verbal report this morning, which 
ere ready for action at the present time. 

he pralvte auadtinn sedivesies 
; I recommend that the deps ) sehectathe most promising 

spots in which chickens still survive,as located by the game survey, and 
on each of these spots lease such wintering and nesting cover and prowide 
such winter food as may be necessary to offer the birds an opportunity 
to reestablish themselves. Tn the typical case, the rental of cover may 
take $25 per year and the purches® of grain $5 per year. In many cases 

no grain will be necessary. I would be glad to work with the wardens in 
determinging details, and will furnish ali locations of surviving chickens 
as found. 

2. Fox Control. 
I recommend that the Fish & Gque Department be requested to 

uniertake fox control fn those state paris which are abnormally infested 
with foxes, and in which native game birds cannot reestablish themselves 
probably for this reason. ‘echnical adivos, if needed can be obtained 
from the U. S. Blological Survey. ‘The control work whould preferably 
be done by state officers. 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In charge Gene survey.
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State of Dofua 
DR. W. C. BOONE, CHAIRMAN DR. J. F. WeETER 

OTTUMWA nsf D =: 2 MCGREG' 

ARTHUR E. RAPP, sec'y Fisk Game Commission DENNIS H. GOEDERS 
COUNCIL BLUFFS - a ALGONA 

Bes Mvines 1 pam 

May 31, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

Under separate cover I am sending you prarie 
chicken area map, and would like for you to 
make any changes on the map that you think 
necessary. Also, if you have any suggestions 
to make, would like to have them. I have not 
put in the legend etc., as you will notice, 
until I hear from you. 

Please return the print with your reccommen- 
dations or changes, if any, just as soon as 
possible. 

Supt. of Game & Deputies. 
WS:RMB



June 4, 1932 

Mr. Wa. Sehmenke r 
Fish and Game Commission 
Bes Moines, Iowa 

Dear Bill: ; 

I have examined the prairie chicken map with much interest and 
am pleased that you should do such a good job on your first venture of 
this sort. ; 

Since you ask me for suggestions, the following occur to met 

(1) ‘the township should be specified by mumber or name. 

(2) The drainage channels should differentiate between per- 

manent water: + springs: » and dry channels: « 

(3) Your stippling to indicate hummock swamp looks all right 
on the tracing but is so light that it is in danger of disappearing 
on a blueprint. ‘The remedy would be heavier dots. 

(4) You have a few impossible arrangements of hatchers to 
indicate topography. If you will remind me the next time I am over 
there, we can sit down and rehearse the principles of hatchering ani 
contouring. 

(5) ‘the power line is omitted. ‘The usual symbol for power end 

telephone lines is this: 

(6) I take it that you aim to indieate the cover and food 
improvements by color on the blueprints. In that event you are right 
in omitting them from the tracing. 

I would appreciate your sending me a blueprint when available. 

My own present Immch is that the power line constitutes a more 
or less serious handicap for this area, and it might be well to examine 
alternative locations in that region before spending any money, having 
Bowers do the preliminary work such as locating booming grounds and 
making censuses of breeding colonies. I hope, however, that some kind
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of a start can be made on a prairie chicken program this year. 

T oa sending a copy of this to Errington and Dr. Boone for 
their information. I take 1t you will show thie letter to Bode for 
his information, 

With best regarde, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO IBOPOLD 

P. S. The tracing is being returned under separete cover. 

Ale
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COUNCIL BLUFFS x ALGONA 

Bes Moines J. N. DARLING 

May 25, 1932. 

Aldo Leopold, 
905 University, 
Madison, Wisconsin. : 

Dear Aldo: 

In regard to the conversation we had some 
time ago in reference to green-winged teal breeding 
in Browns Lake, wish to inform you that this is 
correct. 

I have made a personal check on this infor- 
mation and find that some of the parties that Se 
around this lake have seen green-winged teal nest 
there every year./ They also state that blue-wings 
and a few spoonbAllis nest there during the breeding 
season. 

I hope that this information meets your 

records for Browns Lake on duck breeding. 

ee yours, 

Sup't. of Game & Deputies. 

WS:GCM



State of Iofoa 
DR. W. C. BOONE, CHAIRMAN DR. J. F. WALTER 

OTTUMWA = ~ ~ MCGREGOR 

ARTHUR E. RAPP, SEC'Y His and Game Commission DENNIS H. GOEDERS 

COUNCIL BLUFFS 
ALGONA 

Bes Moines J. N, DARLING, 

May 25, 1932. : 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo:— 

Enclosed herewith you will find an egreement, which I am sending 

to you for your approval and file. 

This agreement was drawn up by Mr. A. H. Boldon for the Sioux 

City Rod & Reel Club. 

Cordially, 
p 

SUPT. OF GAME & DEPUTIES. 

WS: EM 

ENC.
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Jane 3, 1932 
= 

Mr. Willian Schuenke 
Fish and Gawe Comission 
Des Moines, Towa 

Thanks for sending me the agreement drawn by Harry 
Boldon. 

Por my part, Billi, i would be a littie shy of any 
agreement drawa in legal verbiage, especially at this stage of 
the gase. I thiuk the substance of this agreenent could be 
expressed in non-legal verbiage of very simple character and at 
half or one-third the length. If you and Bode are both agreed 
that an agreement is needed, Z would be glad to help you if I 
San to arrange a proper form. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD



AGREEMENT 

THIS AGREEMENT made and entered into this dey of lg 

19__, by and between the dg a corporation, party of the 

first pert, amd lg party Of the second part, 

WITNESSETHs 

WHEREAS, the party of the first pert is a corporation engaged in the conserva- 
tion of natural resources and wild life, and the parties of the second part are the 

owners of or the parties entitled to the possession of the real estate hereinafter 
deseribed, and, WHEREAS, the parties to this agreement desire to create proper 
cover, feeding grounds, and shooting areas, subject to the restrictions hereinafter 
set forth, and in which pheasants and other wild game birds may be pfopagated under 

protection as herein outlined, NOW, 

THEREFORE, it is agreed by and between the parties terete that in consider~ 
ation of the mutual promises of the parties hereto that the parties of the second 
part hereby lease to party of the first part all that real estate described as 

for a period of years from date hereof solely for the uses and purposes 
hereinafter referred to, and without interference of the right of second partiesto 
farm and otherwise handle and use the real estate herein described, except insofer 
as the same may be hereinafter specificially restricted and limited, 

The party of the second part agrees that on the real estate herein leased, 
that there shall be no burning of natural cover growing on said real estate, ex 
cept in the fall of the year, and then only when considered absolutely necessary; 
party of the second part agrees that he will allow no hunting on said real estate 
herein described, except the mnting of pheasants or ° 
during season recognized by law, and then only under the conditions hereinafter 
set forth. 

Party of the second part agrees to leave some feed in the fields of the area 
herein leased, and in sufficient quantities to take care of the wild life naturally 
eceupying said srea, or such wild life as may be planted on said area by the party. 
of the first pert or the fish and game commission of the State of Iowa. 

The party of the second pert egrees to permit party of the first part to 
plant such cover as may be necessary on the ares herein leased, so that the wild 
life may have proper shelter and may be propagetec, in such areas as may be fenced 
without unnecessarily restricting the use of the real estate herein referred to, 
and in fence corner or at other suitable pleces, the party of the second part agrees 
thet he shall permit no grazing or other interference with the cover naturally grow 

ing or the cover planted in said protected areas. 

On the real. estate herein leased, the parties of the second part agree to 4, 
report all game law violations to the party of the first part, and as soon as 
possible after the discovery of sames party of the second part agrees that he will 
not permit the shooting of game birds on said leased ground beyond the point where 
there will be sufficient stock to take care of an assured propagation in the future, 

The party of the second part agrees to permit mnting on the leased area, 
only to individuals who apply for and receive a properly signed permit, said permits 
to be supplied in blank form by perty of the first pert and issued to Imnters by 

the party of the second part, and to take up the permit of each hunter using said 

permit on the dey that the same is used; he further agrees that any hmnter per- 
mitted to hunt on said leased area shall be charged at a rate of fifty cents per 
pheasant killed or any other game bird killed that may be stocked in the area 

leased, and upon which there may be an open season provided by law, and this charge 

shall represent his return for the use of the real estate herein described under 

the conditions herein limited.
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He agrees that any hunter coming to said leased premises mst park hie means 
of conveyance in the barnyard of party of the second part, and thet he will keep a 

check on all shooting done on ssid leased area, so that a complete summary of birds 
shot and all facts in relation to surplus and propagation may be recorded by party 
of the first pert. 

The party of the second part reserves the right to refuse the hunting 
privilege if he learns of any game law violations on the part of the permitee or 
if the permitee is unsatisfactory beceuse of lack of character or unsportsmanlike 
conduct. 

The party of the second part will furnish permits to those found by it to 
be proper types of parties to hunt on the real estate described herein, good for 
one day only, and that date to be stamped on the permit, and all such permits shell 
be surrendered to party of the first part by party of the second part, after used 
by the permitees so that the proper record of the mmber of birds and all other 
details may be recorded, 

The party of the first part agrees to post the entire area with suitable signs 
ageinst trespassing or hunting, and without charge to the party of the second part. 

The party of the first part agrees to act in an advisory capacity in the 
matter of feed, cover and other matters of propagetion of birds, and in any manner 
that will help make this conservation project a suecess, and it is specifically 
agreed that it will cooperate with party of the second pert and with the law en 
forcement officers in the prosecution of any game lew violations on the area re= 
ferred to herein. 

It is specifically understood and agreed thet the restriction in reference 
to the shooting on the leased ground herein referred to shall not be construed as 
the ereation of @ private shooting area in any sense of the word, but that any . 
party found fit and properghell shoot on said leased territory under supervision 
by the parties hereto, in such menner thet definite information can be gained and 
wild life increased and propagated on the said leased area, and that, subject to 
such supervision, said ares shall be open to the public as a pay-lmntbing area 
under the joint supervision of the » the party of the 
second part, and the Fish & Game Commission of the State of Iowa. 

By. 
President. 

Secretary. 
(Party of the First Part)
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DES MOINES, IOWA RALPH E. KITTINGER, secmevany 
April 29, 1932. 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Aveme, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

‘Dear Aldo: 

It seems to me quite possible that Mr. Darling will undertake 

publication of the game survey report in the Des Moines Register, and 
I consider that that has several advantages and it will be entirely 
QO. K. with me. He has left for Oklahoma or I would undertake to speak 
with him to let you kmow what he thinks. 

On the three restorations which I mentioned to you as 
good ones for inclusion in the south Iowa program for the present 
summer: Hutton and Schuenke looked at Long Slough and report un- 
favorably on it. I realize from your report that you did not have 
a chance to see it yourself and that it was in the schedule contingent 
upon further examination. I have talked it over with John Ball and 
we concluded it is better left out of the program at least for the 

time being. 

Perjue Lake looks good both to Hutton and Schmenke just 

as it stands. Hutton considers that no great amount of engineering 
improvement would be feasible or justifiable. My only misgiving then, 
to Perjue lake, is uncertainty as to whether this refuge at the south 
end of the Chariton chain would be wise since Long Slough at the north 
end apparently has been abandoned for the time being. It occurs to 
me that a wise procedure might be for the Fish & Game Commission to 
lease the land with an option to buy to give the project a chance to 
demonstrate its advantages and disadvantages with particular reference 

to the mters in that territory. This would also relieve the Fish 
& Game Commission from the larger capital outlay at this time, and 
still let them keep this item in the list of accomplishments for the 

present year. 

Hutton has not yet seen Nishna Botna Forks, but I conclude 

from your report and from talking with John Ball that this project would 
be a good one whether or not physical improvement is found to be feasible. 
However, there may be some question es to whether engineering improvements 
can be successfully made and successfully maintained, and this may re= 

gauire considerable investigation, Hence, it occurs to me that here again 

the Fish & Game Commission might undertake to lease the land with an option 

to buy, releasing the cultivated part back to the farmers on shares. This 
would give the Commission a chance to establish a refuge and a shooting 
ground and to maintain the preseitfood subply, adding additional food areas 

4f deemed desirable and at the same time it would make the financial burden 

comparatively light at this time.
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I wish you would give me your reaction to these considerations 

when I see you. 

Bode says there has been no action on Allen Green. It hag not 
been abandoned and is still open for discussion. Perhaps it can be brought 

to a conclusion when you next come here. I believe the Fish & Game 

Commission may have a meeting on May 12th. 

Eubbs has been here this week and the fisheries work in linking 

up very well, thanks to his capacity to view the problems as a whole and 

to steer the work into productive channels. He and I talked over the 

personnel matters at some length. Tom Johnson, Bode tells me, is going 

back on the territory and Schuenke is going to take over his work as well 

as the general game management. Metcalf's time is almost up, and Bode has 

been authorized to find some means of carrying on the public information 

work, Just as you pointed out at lunch last Friday, the Department needs 

three technical men: A fisheries technician; a man to originate fish and 

game research projects, send them to Errington for solution and apply the 

results; and the public information service man. I believe that the 

first two of these could be combined in one man such as Kubichek, and that 

this same man could at least assist Bode and the others on their public 

information work. Bode considers Kubichek too expensive to propose to the 

Commission at this time. Further, it strikes me that the man brought in 

should have an intimate knowledge of fisheries. Eubbs suggested a man 

named Salyer, who is an expert fisher and hunter, native of Kansas and the 

Ozarks, a considerable ornithologist and something of on authority on 

upland game, and a real expert on fish. Hubbs thinks he can be had for 

$2400 or even less. : 

All of thts sounds good to me and I would like to have 

your ideas when we get together. I might add that Johnson's salary, 

Metcaif's and Hart's salary (he being through May 1st) total a saving 
in excess of the cost to get Salyer. I would like to have you and Hubbs 

and Bode and myself all push the same personnel project for action by the 

Commission. 

Faithfully yours, ey 

Sete (ACOB L. CRANE, Jr. * 

JLC.F



May 4, 1932 

Mr. J. L. Crane, dr. 
916 Wrigley Building 
Chicago, Tllincis 

Dear Jake: 

Errington and I are meeting Schuenke at Lime 

Springs, Howard County, Monday morning Nay 9, for the pur- 

pose of laying out a prairie chicken refugs. We will 

arrive in Des Moines or Ames not later than Wednesday the / 

llth. 

I am glad that Rubbs is coming and will be 

pleased to hear him discuss Iowa problems. 

Replying briefly to your letter of April 29. 

If Leng Slough is no good, I am wondering why Hutton and 

Schuenice dia not examine one of the other 15 lakes and 

sloughs said to extend wp and down the river in that 

country. Failing this, I do not sse why Perjue Lake alone 

would not suffice for the present. 

The proposal as to Nishna Botna Forks sornds 

all right. 

Yours sincerely,



Sy" 
State of Jowa 

Oe ee cn anes ish and Game Department eae 
Des Moines 

Denison Iowa, April 19 - 1932 

Mr.Aldo Leopold, 
Des Moines Iowa, 

Dear Sir:- : 
I am mailing you under seperate 

cover a map of Crawford County on which I 
have marked the location of coveies of quail 
but I ah not sure I got them all as so many 
of our roads were impasable most of the time. 

I am also sending you a photo of 
the gully you and I were looking “at south of 
Dow City. 3 

This gully is at least 40 feet deep 
and about 50 feet wide at the io»5.Eleven years 

_ago a horse could easily juuwp thiscgully and 

\ t , two years o,the fence you see on top of the 
Add not etlyd G hill but now it extends 50 or 60 feet beyond 

the fence. 
This is only one of many such gullies 

in southwestern Crawford County notice the 
ditch in foreground of picture all the result 

: of intensive farming and close pastureing in 
other words taking every bit of vegetation off 
the land. | 

Hoping this will be of some value to 
you and with best regards I beg to remain. 

Yours very truly 

aa poe Warden



: April 26, 1932 

Mr. John F. Holst, Jr. 

Deputy Warden 
Denison, Iowa 

Dear Mr. Holst: 

% I appreciate very much your talking the pains to get 
the photograph of the gully to send me and also the quail 
map. The photograph is very striking indeed and I shall 
certainly use it in my report. > 

I want. to be sure that I understand you correctly 
on the quail map. As I understand it, the map includes, 
let us say, a majority of the quail coveys in Crawford 

County. I had no idea they were so scarce. Would you 
mind sending me an estimate of whether in your opinion the 
map shows a quarter or half or three-fourths of the total 
mumber of coveys in the county? 

With best regards and thanking you for your cooperation, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

P. S. I am sending a copy of this to Mr. Bode 

Al.
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ef 905 University Aveme 
Madison, Wisconsin 

April 18, 1932 

ur T, Bote ward APR 2 51922 
Fish & Game Comission ¥ 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Irwin: 

Geme Warden White in his game census reports has 
two bunches of 30 and 6 prairie chickens noted on the census 
area in Viola and Oakfield townships respectively. 

Tom Johnsons tabulation does not specify whether 
these are wintering or resident chickens. Would you kindly 
have it looked up on White's original report (bottom right- 
hand drawer of Johnson's desk) ani in theerent the report 
does not make it clear, send White the extra copy of this 
letter with the request that he specify whether these are 
resident or wintering chickens? 

; Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
_ aha 
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905 University Aveme 
Madison, Wisconsin 
April 14, 1932 

Mr. I. %. Bode 
Fish & Gawe Comission 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Irrtus 

I attach a torn map of O'Brien County submitted by Raymond 
Johnson of Primghar. I have extracted the information on wintering 

prairie chickens and suggest that you hand the map to Johu Ball or 

Bill Sclmenice, who say have need of the data it contains in connec- 
tion with the organization of a Hungarian demonstration area. 

I also inclose another map of O'Brien County with Johnson's 
dope on wintering prairie chickens summerized in ink. It would te 

of some scientific interest to complete Johnson's census of winter- 
ing chickens either for the townships to which his figures apply, 
or for the whole county with the exception of the northern tier of 
townships. 

S If Batier, Hardman, or one of the other resident wardens is 
not exesptionslly busy, could you ask him to try and complete this 
census for some definite part of the country? Bill Sehmenke knows 
a lot of names of well-posted local sportsmen and I would estimate 
that a day's trip interviewing these men would be enough. If this 
map is used as a work map, I would appreciate ite return together 
with a clean, unfolded copy of the same map. 

Whosver takes on this job should check his opinion against 

the following estimates submitted by Johnson: He says that this 
winter's chicken population was 50 per cent heavier than the 

everage for the last five years, end 100 per cent heavier than 
that of the preceding winter (1930-31). He estimates that this 
winter's flying consisted of 75 per cent prairie chicken and 25 per 
cent sharptail, the birds arriving in Octeber and November and ée- 
parting in March. 

O'Brien County is a particularly favorable place to take a 
winter chicken census because, as nearly as sy information goes, 
there sre no resident chickens and it is near enough to the Minn- 
esota boundary to catch the heaviest part of the winter population. 

I iaclose an extra cony of this letter in case you care to 
use it. 

Yours sincerely,
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April 14, 1932. 

Dr. W. C. Boone, 
Chairmen, State of Iowa Fish and Game Commission, 
Ottumwa, Iowa. 

My dear Dr. Boone: 

I em in receipt of your letter of April 9th 
in reference to ¥ letter of April 6th, inclosing a copy of 4 
letter from Col. Paul G. Redington, Chief of the Bureau of 
pergecet Survey, with reference to a recent resolution of the 
Iowa Fish and Game Commission, with reference to inclusion of 
the Green Bay Bottoms in Lee Gounty, Iowa in the Upper Mississippi 
River Wild Life and Fish Refuge. 

I note your suggestion that "if Chief Redington 
offers no objections, we would be very glad to have you introduce 
this resolution in order that delay not occur when the details are 
ironed out and the time is opportune to acquire these lands", 

In view of the fact that it is quite generally 
agreed that there is insufficient funds available, and that in no 
event will it be possible to undertake the acquisition of lands for 
the next fifteen months, as pointed out by Col. Redington in his 
letter of April 2nd, copy of which 0 furnished to you, and as 
additional appropriations will. be required, and as there is very 
little in fact no chance of securing enactment of appropriations 
measures outside of the annual supply bills which are being drast- 
ically cut as-economy.measure, I take it that it would be very 
unwise to introduce @ measure especially at this time, and prior 
t@ the study of the entire matter which the Bureau has suggested. 

It is a pleasure to be of service at ell times, 
and trust you will concur in the above. 

: * Yours very truly,
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Ottumwa, Iowa. 

April 9) 1932. 

Hon. G. N, Haugen, 
House of Representatives, 
Washington, D. C. 

My dear Mr. Haugen: 

Tahnks for the additional information with re- * 
ference to the Green Bay Bottoms resolution. We are quite in accord 
with Chief Redington's comments on the situation. 

We are aware that there is not sufficient funds 
at the present time to acquire these lands under the Upper Mississippi 
River Act, and there will be many details to be worked out between 
the Bureau and the Iowa Commission as to our respective jurisdiction 
in the area. Which, of course, should be very definitely determined 
before the property is acquired, It will probably take two years for 
the bond holders to acquire titke that they could convey, however, 
the passage of a resolution would not in any way commit the Bureau 
under the Upper Mississippi River Refuge Act to acquire this property. 
It would merely give them authority when the time is opportune to act. 

We are very much concerned that this very valuable 
waterfoul area does not fall into hands of private ownership and 
become commercialized for duck shooting, because the public should 
have access to that portion set aside as a shooting area, and most 
certainly a portion is needed for sanctuary purposes, but is entirely 
too large and unnecessary for wholly sanctuary. 

Again, if this property was developed into private 
ownership, duc} shooting value would be attached which would make it 
prohibitive to acquire and all the authorities involved would be severly 
criticised for our failure to preserve this area for the public. 

If Chief Redington offers no objections, we would 
be very glad to have you introduce this resolution in order that delay 
not occur when details are ironed out and the time is opportune to 2 
acquire these lands. 

Thanking you very much for your interest and effort 
on this matter, I beg to be 

Very truly yours, i 

WCB:MF W. C. Boone. 

q
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ARTHUR E. RAPP, sEc'y Fish ant ame Conunission DENNIS H. GOEDERS 

COUNCIL BLUFFS Si ALGONA 

Des Moines JN. DARLING | 

Ottumwa, Iowa. 
April 6, 1932. 

Hr. Aldo Leopold, Game Expert, 
404 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

Attached is a copy of a letter received from 
Paul G. Redington. If you think a reply is called for, would 
you care to formulate it? 

I occurgs to me the questions raised would be no 
occasion for delay in the passing of this resolution. 

Mr. Sheaffer has not succeeded in rounding up 
the bond holders, but is quite hopeful. 

Darling is to be a guest at the White House this 
week end and has this project in mind, 

Yours very truly, 

W. igre 
WCB:Mr 4



2 “+ << "905 University Avenue 
: ‘ _¢y Madison, Wisconsin 

pees - "April 1h, 1932 

Dr. W. C. Boone 
Ottumwa 
Iowa : : = aoe 

Dear Dr. Boone: 

Redington's letter to Haugen of April 2 is a hard one 
to answer. It seems very much conerned with reasons why not, 

whereas we have been dealing with reasons why and ways to get 
things done. 

The attached draft is possibly preferable to trying 
to rebut each paragraph in detail. You may prefer to address 
this to Congressman Haugen. In cither event, a carbon copy 
ought to go to the other party concerned. > 

; E Yours sincerely, ‘ SOEs 

\ 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

Incl. aoa ¢



Mr. Paul G. Redington, Chief es 
U. &. Biological Survey ’ : 
Washington, PD. C. 3 

Dear Mr. Redington: : 

In reference to your letter of April 2 to Congressman Haugen 

concerning the Green Bay Bottoms. 

Let me make it clear that the Iowa Commission sugzested extending —_ 

the Upper Mississippi Refuge Act to Keokuk, not for the purpose of 

committing you to Green Bay, but rather to leave you with a free hand 

; to act on Green Bay should subsequent circumstances dictate. ste 

x There are numerous other details with respect to whieh our sug- 

gestion was evidently not thoroushly unlerstood, but these can be dis- 2 ss 

s cussed verbally during the further examination of Green Bay which you 

propose to make. During such examination could not your representative. 

block out a plan specifying the ultimate highest point of each part of 

the area? It seoms to me this would be the best way to get the "more Bs 

£ clear-cut understanding" which you refer to. 

This is an interstate project and we are anxious to follow your — 

: leadership. We are not trying to mezest what the Biological Survey : 

should do, but are rather asiing that the Biological Survey tell us 

what to do. : Z 

Yours sincerely, ‘ i 

( : :
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April 2, 1932. a 

Enclosure: C-42585. : 2 

LA~Iovwa ; a 

Keokuk # 

Honorable Gilbert N. Haugen, se 

House of Representatives. ae 

Dear Mr, Heugens a 

" Reférence is made to the commmication received by you from 
Dr. %. C. Boone, Chairman od the Fish and Game Sommission of lowe, 
dated March [8p returned herewith the map attached to it. ed 
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Green Bay Bottoms, the area referred to by Dr. Boone and des= 
eribed by hin as containing some twenty-two sections of lend forms 
part of a moh more extensive aree that hae been examined by tees 
Biological Survey on Keokuk Lake. This examination was cenducted eer 
under the provisions of the Migratory Bird Conservetion “ot in order = 
to determine its suitability os a migratory bird refuge site to be 
established under the provisions of that Act. This examination incl 

ed lands on the Tllinois 2s well es the lowa side of the “ississippi 
River from Fort Medison on the south. to Burlington on the north, ae 

Our first impression is thet a refuge of outetending value in ae 
line with the objectives formated under the previsions of the M3 

Migratory Bird Gonservation Act should embrace ell or practicelly all 
of the lands and waters examined. Some weeks ago 2 discussion of this 
subject yas hel@ with Mr. Aldo Leopold, who we understand was speaking 

for the “owe Fish and Gamé Commission, end we advised him of our find 
ings there not only regarding the physical condition of the lands but 
of the title statue of then. Se 

The situation is more then ordinarily involved as to the title — 
by re@son of the drainage district and certain flowage “re that 1 

¢ Mississippi River Power Company has on the privately-owned lands fn 

e P the are®, including the drainage district referred to by Dr. Boonef © 
and in addition thereto the Power Company owns outright other nds 

bg thin the confines of the proposed eae These are held under trust 
i de Old Colony Trust Company of Boston, Massachusetts, carry- 
£ ing a proviso that these lands cannot be sold. I touch upon these 

: eircunstances in order to gre you an idea of some of the unusual 
factors that would habe a zing on the feasibility of acquiring _ 

, lends within the area under consideration. Without question, the - 
_ ¢hase of this property for refuge purposes would be a protracted | 

. ceeding, era” 

| : ee Get Ae a, : .
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The suggestion is made by Dr. Boone that the lands reffered to 
by him be included in the tipper Mississtppi River Wild Life Fish 
Refuge in order thet they can be acquired under the provisions of 
that Act. If this recommendation is followed sengreoeee ection 
will be reneng | in order to extend the bo es of that refuge 
southward so as to include the Keokuk Lake elm. If the area is 
acquired under the Upper Mississippi River Refuge Act it would be 
possible to throw part of it open to public shooting, which would not 
be the case if the lands were acquired under the provisions of the 
Migratory Bird Conservation Act. . 

It is probable that all of the money authorized for Sepraninsien 
for land acquisition in the Upper Mississippi Refuge will not be used 
to complete that project as 1% now stands, but how mich will be un- 
expended it is impossible to say now, nor c@n we tell whether the 

_Supplus in funds would be sufficient to acquire the lends in the pro- 
g E - Keokuk unit, but T am strongly of the opinion that it would not 

Ce 

4 : The Biological Survey in the absence of all of the information 
ees essentail to reach sound conclusions regerding the best menner of 
y + procedure, here cannot comit itself te 8 course of action to be 
* 3%, pursued. Sefore making such comitnent the Blological Survey must 
Et satisfy iteelf that the tracts within can be acquired st reasonable 

; prices. We are adverse to the commitment of an acquisition program 
Ep in any leeway until after suitable prifeesterms have been reached. 

tp That is the policy being observed in pee ee the migratory bird 
‘e e , conservation io Sam and we find it distinctly more advantageous to 

, >t F the government than is the case on the Upper Mississippi River Refuge ~ 
“yr where definite conmaitment has been made to acquire lands previous 

‘7 to the option of them, Under the latter circumstances 2 seller's sl 
market is developed. d 

Assuming that favorable terms can be reached for the eequisitim — 
of lends here, the Biological Survey is strongly of the opinion that 
it sheuld not comhit itself to such acquisitions under the Upper Misg-  — 
issippi Refuge Act until a more Sg lg understanding is reached as 

ete the parts of the lands that would Left open to public shooting. 
F Uncertainties in this regard inevitably later lead to confusion, mis- 
a understanding, and general to an vnsetirfactory administrative conditim 

In no event will it be possible to undertake the acquisition é 
. of lands here for the next fifteen months, because there are not j 
£ sufficient fumds v2ilable to do this under the Upper ri” é 

. e River Refuge Act or under the Migratory Bird Conservation Act. ‘ 

What we do propose, however, ls to further study the situation 
E during the fiscal year in order to find out from the lan rs ' 

within the Keokuk area at what price their tracts can bs \acq’ . : 
¢ Having secured such commftments we will be in a better position to { 
> decide upon the course of action that should be pursued. we 

Yours very truly, EP : 

ones A AU 
i) QP
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Copy to Dr. Boone feuro 

April 4, 1932 

Mr. Jacob L. Crane, Jr, : 
Conservation Plan 
Capitol 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Jaket 

Sinee my return 10 days ago I have had a mech needed opportunity ass 

to let things shake down in my mind and to carefully weigh some of the 
plans I have previously discussed with you and Dr. Boone. 

For your current information I would like to set down several 

news or partially new conclusions with the idea that if your views run 
to the contrary we may threch the matter ont. 

Se When Dr. Boone first brovght up the proposal of a popular 
education of laymen, I suggested that it take the form of 

a layman's version of the Gane Survey Report. Upon examining this more 

. critically, I now lean toward s layman's mammal which will not try toe tell 

what the Survey found at all, but simply consist in simple instructions of 

a tule-of-thumb nature for game management activities in Iowa. 

there are two advantages in this modified idea: (1) Such a 
mamaal can be written at once, whereas a lay version of the Survey Report 

should logically follow the completion of the uore scientific reports 

(2) it would avoid the asny difficulties inherent in having two ways of 
stating the sase conclusions. 

If you and Dr. Boone should agree, it is my plan to tackle the 

mammal at onee, previded the Game Commission is in a position to publish 

it at once. ‘The technical report witld come next. 

. es I find that there are many requests for addresses, 
part of which T have to accept and in which I would like to make 

use of the new Iowa material. im order to do this, the material mst 

be put into form ag lantern slides, charts, maps, ete. If I am going to 

@B this at all, I might just as well do 1t in duplicate so that Bode and 

and hie staff and yourself will have a eet to use. the total cost will 

be under $100. Do you and Dr. Boone want me to do this and to prepare 

the duplicate set for the use of the Fish and Game Comission office? 

If 90, will you ask Bode to send me 15 of the large maps such
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as Meteslf used as the basis for his cher ta? 

On the chance that you heave left es Moines before this reaches 
there I am sending en extra cony to Dr. Boone In care of Bode. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALNO LEOPOLD 
In Charce, Cue Survey
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State of Iowa 
DR. W. Se Toone: CHAIRMAN DR. ae ES waen 

OTTUMWA ~ < os CGRE 

ARTHUR E, RAPP, sec'y Fish an Game Commission DENNIS H. GOEDERS 
COUNCIL BLUFFS = ALGONA 

Bes Moines J. MN. DARLING 

March 30, 1952. 

Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

Senator Ickis of Creston was in the office 
yesterday and wanted me to give you further information 

ee on the report he turned in on prairie chicken. 

ye He says that in the flock south-west of 
ie sae Uf Creston, according to L. C. Rees, the farmer on the place, 

4k f. A) JV there were about fifty birds. In the other flock which 
(¥ P he reported, as nearly as he could get the information, 

| there were about twelve. 

Very truly yours, 
A — =) J 

i Li, 
FU ee 

For the Commission. 

ITB: GCM
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Ottumm, Iowa. 
Yarch 29, 1932, 

TO THE U. S$. SENATE SPECIAL COMMITTER, HEARING 
ON WILD LIYE CONSERVATION RESOURCES, 
CARL D, SH'MAKER, BEORETARY. 

SUBMITTED BY 
IOW STATE FISH AND GAME COMMISSION 

W. CO. BOONE~~CHAIRUAR. 

Tt seems artomtic that all sportomem end Gane dou 
arinne desize & full open duck season with little reetrictions 

amd @ liberal beg limit. Iowa is more ‘however, — 
perpetusting shoocable ducks in abuniance shan ave in 

lengthening of the season or @ full beg allowance, 

on —. a of this ee er te to arias out 
facts on questions as propo Gark D. Sim- 

ess, Ueenaeaas te tade Gendttese . 

I. To what % is there ® shor in to: 
aa wate pao on partioulariy cucks "ank peel ~ 

Towa has concerned herself with the duck situation as it exists 
in thet section of the cowat. of ich she 00> ak, ae 
have WAS 46 the mest favounhle watexfoul breaking e208 on 
North Ameriesn Continent which spreads over most of Alberta, 
Saskatchewan, the Dakotas, Nebraska and parts of Manitoba, 
Montane, Yyoliing, iows end innesote. Ie there snyone at &12 
familiar with ¢ region that questions the Agricultural en- 
eerie oe neee sens Genk Meeting sone! Se eae 
Sell ae ate al cn en ae con- 
ol the anevwer, and one need not be a observer to 

e that over concentza: sey elmer ome MF 
water areas with the accompaning evil of predatory 

concentration exhaustion of food supply and disease. So we 
Ses eee 86 ch NARS eee OF ee Se 

geese.
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2. What are the waterireng causes for this 
: shortage, if it exists 

I, Shrinkage of breeding are&s and their lack of management. 
2. Too long an open season. : 
3. Too art & bag limit. ; 
4. Dist ive practices in hearvesting the crop. 

3. What remedies can the Federal Government spply 
which will assist in restoring migratory water- 
foul population? 

It seems obvious that prohibitive measures as to season and bag 
limit will not alone cope with the situation. Droughts are con- 
ditions with which Sep eneseen ean not control, nor private 
encroachment on bre me eremnee under = authority. 
So the creation as has been ommaeeres of an "International 
megvesecy Waterfoul Agency", ficient funds to acquire, develop 

manage breeding areas is the first essential, The U. 8. 
— Survey with the assistance of Secretary 7 
Migratory Advisory Board should have full authority determine 
the length of season, bag limit, the method of take such as to 
the regulation of pating, decoys and the type of arms. 

METHODS OF RAISING FUNDS. 

We have no fixed preferences as to how the federal government 
should raise these funds. We do not expect that any method can 
be found which is wholly free from objection. Delay is the only 
thing we oppose without qualification. 

Under present conditions it seems ott that money for 
waterfoul restoration can be raised without taxing sportsmen in 
some wey. Those who =~ to the “ that Congress proposes to 
do it are, in our opinion, under obligation to suggest a better 
way. We are in favor of the shell tax. 

A shootable crop of ducks wy differ in different sections of 
the country and these conditions, perhaps should be recognized 
in considering a oo Bay length of season, providing it 
is based on actual knowledge of the crop and determine on the 
basis of the best interest of the birds and not on the selfish 
short sighted demand of the pamneze. While the state interests 
should be considered and their information and advice desired, 
the Department of Agriculture with the advice of the Advisory Board 
should have the final determing authority.
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Under the most favorable developments of a restepation pro- 
| ome it will probably be five or six yoere before & noticeable 

result can be shown in the duck crop. unprecedent drougth 
of the past two seasons has no doubt been a factor, whether 
this season's relief from this condition will make an appreciable 
difference, remains to be seen and should not be considered in 
our broader program beyond some relief to the very acute duck 
shortage. So the following forma for the season of 1932 is 
proposed: 

SEASON LIMIT. 

No open season extention for 1932-Certeainly not over six weeks “4 
admissible, Iowa would poster October [5th to December Ist, We 
age opposed to two or ¢ ee@ months open season with three rest 
days per week, believing that it would not only be unsatisfactory 
as two or three days could easily occur during mass flights and 
that the regulation could not likely be enforced. We would 
suggest, however, on & eix weeks season that one mid-week day 
be closed, as has been tried in Wisconsin, the bag limit should 
not exceed ten ducks per day ee a ducks, ten 
cooties, five jacksnips and two geese. are ae gm opposed 
to so-called bating or feeding over shooting geome but do 
encourage feeding everywhere else. We are in favor of limiting 
live decoys. The number to be determined by the Secretary of 
Agriculture and the aati oety Board. The use of live decoye has 
pecome competitive and eliminates many guns from the possibility 
of getting = few ducks. 

The entire elimination of live ow seems hardly warranted 
under present conditions, but this 1932 crop fail te show 
an inerease, we would favor their elimination. a on water 
should be discouraged, it is @ vicious and most unsportsman like 
practice. 

There should be no objections to a three shot automatic as more 
down birds are bagged. 

4, To what extent can the States assist in 
such &® restoration ? 

The State's policy for tory waterfoul contemplates: 
(10 Expansion of the teceling areas, and improvement of breed- 

ing conditions thereon.
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(2) Establishment of an adequate refuge system in co-operation 
with the federal government. a 

(3) Establishment of public shooting grounds on areas not 

(4) Regulation oF shesine limits, and shooting practices on 8 
in co-operation with Ine Sederad government. 

All of these measures demand first of all the restoration of 
lake and marsh areas to which they can be applied. 

The Game Survey is maki me development plans, and cost 
estimates for ® large cotton’ of inke sad masah sebbepatien pao 
sense located in all sections of iowe, which comprises some 
Be oer eaeee Date ere with a total area of some 30,000 cores, 

the eost will involve about ooee 00s eae with a popular 
demand for ean increased license fee the development of 
these projects seem quite possible. wei 

Iowa isSetting up at her Agricultural College ® Scientific Dep-\ 
artment Seaded by & well trained Melegis who received his Xo. 
Ph. D. in game management, and whose efforts will be directed o 
to develop these areas with their biological and invirnomental “9 
requirements in mind, for the particular species of weterfoul they © 
are expected to serve. - 

This program has been set up by Aldo id assisted by W. D. 
grange of the Melegioat surrey, Jokn Beit of the 2. 
ame Association De. We Fe chek, Proffessor of en 

who bas made a iife study of watexfoul breeding in ow sted 
by the personnel of our te Game Division. 

In the mid-west, Minnesota has taken the lead by the restoration 
of Thief Lake area, The states should recognize their ~~. 
sibility and at an early date undertake the a many 
of these defunct cores seo Such a peo with an unsel- 
fish co-operation with federak authorities should be a 
contributing factor to an increased migratory population. 

5. How my the sportsmen themselves contribute to 
an increased migratory waterfoul population? 

Clubs and individuals can develop marsh lands in oe owner- 
rerts preeding and sanctuery purposes, and if the area is of 

sufficient size, a portion set aside for shooting. A part of their 
private area for sanctuaries, and practice as mich game management 
as possible to create better invironment for propagation. Practice
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real sportemanship in pestvsesing the kill, Indorse 
reasonable Conservation program their State Geum saten’ or 
Federal authorities may yosvece and refrain from exerting 
political influences in me ee which would pro~ 
mote selfish interests to the of migratory bird 
perpetuation. 

Ay, G 3 

a: 

«Je
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March 29, 1932 

Mr. Wm. Sehuenke 
% I. T. Bode 
Fish & Game Commission 
Des Moines, Iowa : 

Dear Bilis: 

I have been overhauling my swmnary table of lalce restoration 
projects, and find the following points to be called to your 
attention: 

1. stig cmeene Refs. I would like » print of the map to com- 
plete my set of maps. 

ta Badger Lele. Your map and report is returned herewith for the 
@. It has been entered on the table. When you want 

the map copied you had better ink it. Make . folder. 

10a. Eldon Lake. At Dr. Boone's suggestion I made a careful 
examination, map, and report on this (I thintc), but I have 
never seen anything of either since. Better ask Olcott 
and Hatton if they have 1%. If lost, I still have a sketch 
map in my field bock and can make a new one if the engineer= 
ing examination shows any hope. Better make a folder so 
as to bring the project into existence. ‘The local people 
were promised an engineering examination. I'd like a 
covy of the map to complete my set. 

15a. Suara lake. Your map and report returned herewith for the 
@. Same as la. 

16. Honey Creek Lake, Map missing from file. Perheps Mr. Rapp 
has it. I did not cover this, but it is a good project 
I think. 

24. Hemawa Lake. No papers or maps in our file. Perhaps file 
is in Ff 26 office. 

31. Pulaski Lake. Olcott has a map prepared by Racey. I can't 
remenber whether I made a report, so I enclose one. Please 
have typed with copy to Boone. An engineering examination 
was promised Racey.
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33a. Ryan Lake. Wo map or report ever made by me. Colders 
should make a sketch of his development plan for the file. 

I am having the summary table typed and will send Crane 
eopies enough for you, Hutton, and the Commission. 

Yours as ever, 

P. S. IT am returning five letter on refuges and lakes, each 
marked as to disposition. 

Aele 

Incl.
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Des Moines, Iowa, 
March 4, 1932, 

To Sommittee on Legislation, 

Mre. King - Ure. Frenkel ~ Mr. Woodcock ~ Mr. Darling - 

Mr. Raper 

We have been studying the matter of legislation 

needed for the Conservation Plan, and I am writing te name 
geveral items which should be considered for the next seasion 

of the Legisleture, Mr, Swift indiestes that he will help 

dreft billie and pase on legal points if we wish him to. 

1. Strengthening of the tresp®es laws, perhaps to 

give deputy wardens authority to prosecute trespass cases. 

Phis might be accomplished by ® section in the Fish & Game 1 awe 

now deing redrafted by Mr. Goeders. This is important in view 

of the new refuge policy which will lead to the Fish & Game 

Gommiesion's refusal to establish as refuges Sreas of neo pmeti- 

eal value ae such by which the owners wish to pe given more 

secure protection Sgainst trespass hunting. If the trespass 

law can be sufficiently strengthened, it will give each owner 

more security in prohibiting hunting altogether if he chooses 

to, and it will make possible the designation, ss refuges, of 

only those arenes which the state may justifiably control as 

euch. : ; 

2. The forest reservations law needs clarifying 

end strengthening, and it might aleo be extended to include some 

types of grazed woodlands where the public is given certein rights 

ef access, perticularly along streams and lekes or for picnic 

grounds. Mr. Bode should be consulted on thits 

3. The entire conservation plan ag well as many other 
estate and private projects would be benefit#ed enormously by the 

completion, of the state topographic Paps. & egtate appropriatl on 

is necessary for this and it should be considered even in these : 
hard times. The Iowa Engineering Society and the State Geolori- 

eal Survey are the proper instigators of such & measure, bet we 

should coneider giving it support, 

4. hikewise the re-establishment of systematic stream 

gauging way come within the province of thie committee, since 

either e state approprietion or the sllocating of funde from the 

various agencies is necessary. I leok for this matter to be 

brevght to our attention in a conerete way through Professor Nagler, 

and I believe we should wait for this item te be initiated in this 

way. :
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5. In view of the prospect for certain waste lands 
to revert te the state, 1¢ might simplify the problem fer the 
farmers to have « statute permitting each farm owner to pares 
over to the state any portions of his land whieh are only a 
burden to him end on which the taxes are helping to drag down 
his whole farm. Also, it is these very lands which the state 
needa for reforestation, game cover, stream bank control, and 
perhaps in some cases for state recreation areas, 

6. The Board of Conservation could use authority to 
aceuire easements along atreams for trails and fortrosion con- 
trol planting. 

7. ‘The atatute to authorize the Highway Commiesion 
to beautify roedsides should be initiated outside of these 

commigssiong, but we should advise on such a statute. County 
toning would de extremely valuable to the whole conservation 
program ond an *ct might be submitted for this purpose. 4n alter. 
nate would be to try agein on authority for the soning clause to 
atate owned properties, particularly entrances to stete park sites. 

8. I¢ would be very useful for these commissions to 
have authority to establish by easement an egreement whereby the 
owner of lands which either commission prepesed to take would not, 
pending @ctual aceuicition, place permanent improvements on the 
lend, theredy making it more expensive to take. Mr, Darling knows 
the value of this kind of measure in city development work, 

9. There is the question of whether to propose a con- 
solidation of the two commissions at the present session. The 

uttimate organisation may be based on districting of the etate for 

coneervation management, but I doubt whether this can be prepared 

with assurance of succers in time for the coming session, 

10, We should consider the matter of fees received 

from water power projects being turned over to the Botrd of Con- 

servation. . 

Ll, There may de some poseibility of getting authority 

to contre€t exsements with lend owners along lakes whereby 

cattle would net be allowed to trample the lake vede or at least 

te limit thig damaging prectice. 

12, There #till remains in Towa men wooded land which 

ie managed on @ sensible wood crop policy. e Amana euthori ties 

prepese te save one large tract in thie wey, but by virtue of in- 

sufficient technical knowledge on the part of such owners the 

woodlands may eventually be destroyed. 4 system might be set up 

whereby the atate forester would assist the owners in maintaining 

a sound cropping and maintenance policy, and if this authority 

does not already exist, it might be considered for legislative 

action.
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13. I find several items in notes f en 
tion in the revision ef the Pish & eons Line. [re 

(a) Establishment of uniform seasons between Towa 
ond adjoining states. 

(>) o lengthen the fox seeeon, maintsining the 
prohibition on den digging. 

¢) Open weasons on experimental areas. 
4) Closing beaver, 
e Changing pheasant se¢agon petition law, 
f) Authority for Fish & Game Commiesion to 

. @stedlish seasons, 

14, We should consider any possibility of getting 
for the Board of Conservation » share of the Gas Tax or Ante 
bicense Fee, 

15. “athori ty te Highway Commission to build ronda 
in State Perks, ete., out of Highway funds instead of Park 
funde. A 

16, Power to Board of Conservation to make improve. 
ments ®round lakes, ete., and assess cost to benefited private 
property. d : 

17. Increase water power fees and bring all such fees 
to Bosrd of Conservation. 

18. There ie @ suggestion that & gmail additional 
fee might be attached to auto licenses fee, giving supervised 
parking privileges in State Parks to each car, the revenue to 
eo to the Board of Conservation. 

These suggestions are derived from our own studies, 
and from suggeetions from others. Each mesber of the committee 
may have additional asuggsetions. I would like to have a meeting 
of the Committee held some time during the p@riod of the joint 
meeting dates, @round April 5th. Mr. G@wift, Mr.Bode, Wr, Kittin- 
ger and Mr. Hutton might meet with ua. 

Yours very truly, 

Copy te each member of SACOB L. GRANE, JE, 
Board of Conservation and : 
Fish & Game Somuission 
Mr, Leopold 5 
Mr. Bode 
Mr. Kittinger 
Mr. Swift 
Mr. Hutton
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Feb. 23, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Léopold, 

905 University Ave., 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo: . 

I have been so terriby rushed during the last couple of 

weeks that I did not have a chance to read your north Iowa report seriously 

until last Sunday. I am somewhat chagrined not to have done this earlier, 

because of the delay caused in shipping the copies around to the various 

parties interested. I find the report is a bemty and I certainly con- 

gratulate you on the style and convincing character of the material. 

Yesterday all the five copies which were left with us I handed to Mr. Bode, 

and he is in turn handing one to each of the five members of the Commission, 

with the request that they read then over and show them and discuss them 

with those individuals whom they think sufficiently trustworthy and in- 

formed to help answer the questions which you propose. He is also asking 

them to bring in the report with as much infomation as they can get for 

the Fish & Gane Commission meeting next Thursday, March 3rd. In this way 

I hope to get into your hands as mich as possible of the additional data 

for you to use in making up the final draft. I understand that you will 

be here for the meeting and I hope we can get things straightened out 

before you return to Madison. 

Since the whole game management program hinges on the 

action of the farmer, I em wondering how much direct contact with the 

farmers and their representatives you have had in the way of testing 

out the principles. I have no doubt that this has been in your mind 

and is probably all cleared away. 

John Ball's success in getting the first cooperative 

unit of 13,000 acres established, seems a convincing proof. 

With reference to the glacial hypothesis of the land 

suitable for pheasant range, etc., I am wondering whether you had 

discussed this with Dean Kay or Lees of the Geological Survey. I know 

they would both be keenly interested and they might have some 11lumin- 

ating suggestions to make. 

John Ball tells me that the Attorney General's office 

reports that the Nebraska Scrip Plan and the modification of it suggested 

for Iowa are probably not legal in this state, since no state agency 

can act as the collection office for a private arrangement. I would 

appreciate your giving Pie by memo, or person, your idea on this point, 

and also en outline of any other legal points which you have secured 

and of the new legislation on which you are working.
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I am enclosing a copy of a part of the letter to 

Dr. Boone with reference to the Green Bay project. I am also en- 

closing copy of a memorandum of the understanding which Mr. Bode 

and Mr. Schuenke have with reference to the setting up of criteria 

for selecting game refuges under the $1.00 per year lease contract. 4 

I expect to see Grange in Chicago this Saturday the 

27th, and if you are back in Madison in time to get this letter 

before that date, I would be glad to have any suggestions for points 
which you would like to have me discuss with him. I believe he ex- 

pects to be on his way to Iowa at that time. 

We are trying to work up a forest preservation policy, 

which I hope to talk over with you along with these several other 

matters. 

Faithfully your 

a. L. CRANE, Jr. 

JLC.F



Copy of part of letter to Dr. W. C. Boone, Ottumwa, Iowa. 

The Green Bay Botton correspondence is here and a copy 
of the material ani map is going back to Neemwhile, Mr. Bode is 
Guilin to te tee Yeark Guatdes of tavtar Oo te Gl Gab Ee 
ean make a contract calling for deferred payments,and we are looking up 
sone other points. 

I have been wondering about three or four things which 
might affect the polley of purchasing thig whole tract outright: 

1. Do you suppose there is any chance that the Federal 
Gooperative Reserve could be extended to include Green Bay? 

2. Do you suppose it is possible for the state, by the 
payment of guall fees only, to impose on the use of the area such re- 
ee, en poe ie er a the usefulness of 
the refuge 

3. Possibly instead of murchasing the tract outright, 
the Fish & Game Commission might lease the whole thing or those parts 
where the control is most essential, at figures comparable to those 
which the private omers now lease to Gan Clubs. 

4. I om wondering whether $20.00 is a justifiable price 
for land now found te be no good for agriculture. 

5. I would have a little hesitation about sinking $68,000 
plus the improvesent and management costs into this one site, in view of 
all the other things that have to be done, ani in view of the fact that 
thie area has @ significance reaching far beyond the boundaries of the 
state of Iowa. 

I mention these things only for your consideration, so 
that we can discuss thes next week. 

Yours very traly, 

JLC.? JaC0B L. CRABB, Jr.
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February 22, 1932. 

MEMORANDUM FOR Mr. Bode and Mr. Schuenke 
Fish & Game Commission 

On the matter of determining which tracts proposed by 

land owners to become State Game Refuges under lease by the Fish & 

Game Commission at $1.00 per year, it is understood that Mr. Schuenke 

will, with Mr. Leopold, look at a few of the proposals on the 

ground, pass on these few, and also set up a statement of 

qualifications for judging other proposals, which statement will be 

used by Mr. Bode to have Deputy Wardens look at the other possibly 

eligible tracts in other territories, and by this means help determine 

which ones should be leased and become a a of the State Game Refuge 

System. 

JACOB L. CRANE. 

SANIOW Sad 
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Me. daeob L. Crane, Director, 
lowe Conaervation Plan, : 
State House, : ; 

Des Moines, lowa, 
Attention yr. Leoneld. 

ear wa, Oranet ; 

Reference Green Bay Gobions. 

Personally i £ the acquisition of this 
exons mi wit 9g seocmmnd £t tothe, Ogumbaaton 08 ite naxt 
neet gt Shee love ne heckinney be seseeees Be Stents ; 

tanocieted *rreosed vith ony pian he eons savisnthe in getting 
thie land wnier tisk ie a se the Goruiseion to the end 
that 41t may be acquired, 

3 have been watching the develemnent of 
Bay Bottems end heve diseussed the matter wit Bg Pea tone 
en offieer of Royei,taton Zneurence Comat, Sos 
whose company moet of the savings = lank, And 
he told me he me posted as the best time to 
SS oe seas sakes hee akan GE 

Se eres Cen ay Sn SW Peen nel’ we teal @ hss thane. 

Er. Oleett, or if ux. Bode, should 
tnfometiy ctoouns vith the Lttomney Uanerctte Stftoe” sho Von 
enticipeted fuse for defersed peynent of tank. Kaa 45° the 

Ws telosectiee te te onto panties 

ee or Does dowry nse of the Siscbhaa ; 

Gun Ciub tint te ony. eevond In yaive fo Green Bay Bottoms. 
It's sequisition should also be wind



Grane j2-- 

. Tae os 3. en ee ee a ee : 
° each for Green toms aren we should 

eniay no circumstances miss the opportunity of acquiring it. 

o 
hrouch Bode. 

Yours truly, 

a. G,. Boone. 

WoERenr
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Jan. 15, 1932 

Mr. Jacob L. Crane, Jr. 
916 Wrigley Building 
Chicago, Tllinois 

Dear Jake: 

I was entirely surprised by Wight's note stating that 
Doyle is available. In all our considerations of men I was guided 
by the report that he had entered the publishing business. 

If you have never met Doyle, I shall have a hard time 
giving you a true deseription of him. He is one of the mst 
dynamic personalities I have met in years. He lifted Michican 
Literally by her bootstraps, although he eventually failed to 
get along with Mr. Harper, who was furnishing the money. 

He has no technical kmowledge, but has picked up a fair 
command of technical question in a remarkably short time. He 
never tackles a question without figuring out the philosophy of : 

why it is being tackled and where it is likely to lead. He can 
turn more wheels in 2% hours than any man I ever saw. He would 
really make an admirable man as secretary to the Commission (that 
is, in the place you have now put Bode), although he would of 
course not have Bode's technical lmowledge and there might remain 
a doubt as to whether he has stability enough to qualify ultimate- 
ly for director. 

He would be entirely out of the running for superinten- 
dent of game because of techaical insufficiency. 

I have possibly over-emphasized Doyle's faults, but it 
would be hard to over-emphasize his virtues. I would strongly 
recommend that you look him over in person. Wo doubt he would be 
glad to drop in at your office in Chicago ani he is certain to 
fit somewhere in your kind of work even if we are full up for 
the moment in Iowa. His enthusiasa, by the way, for general 

; recreational planning is equally great as his entimsiasm for game 

and fish, if not more 30. ¥
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The Commission would never have oceasion to say that 
anything had been umacted upon if they ever connected with Doyle. 

The Chicago office of the Izaak Walton League may not 
give you as favorable a report as this one. With respect to most 
of the Chicago crowd, he was always at least three jumps shead 
and they could not foliow him I think you will see, though, 
that when a person as conservative as Wight gives him an endorse~ 
ment, it is impossible to call all this energy merely erratic. 

De not fail to cet acquainted with him whenever there is 
an opportunity. 

I am returning Vight's letter herewith in accordance with 
your request. 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO LEOPOLD 
; In Charge, Game Survey



Jans 14, 1932 

Mr. Jacob.le Crane, Ire 
916 Wrigley Building 

. Chieago, Tllincis Sel 

Dear Jakes : é 

: There is no chance of my cetting to Chicago in the near 
future. the compilation of the preliminary report is proving to 
be more Icberfous than I had anticipated. Accordingly I am dropping 
any work on my book during Jamary and will devote the whole month : 
te the report. I will leave for Iowa with you the night of the 26th 
and plan to spend the first half of February along the southern 
border with Bede, : 

: I think there is a misapprehension about the noture of 
Kubichele's material. Unless I am radically mistaken, his material 
bears on the flora ani fama of Iowa lekes rather than on restora- 
tion plans. It will accordingly supplement, but not overlap, the 
material I heave been gathering. ‘The sae is true of the Biological 
Survey material on lakes in general. ‘they are two separate, but 

’  gomplementary, lines of endeavor. I shall, of course, go to see : 
Kubichel to make sure. 

I do not see any way out of the difficulty about John 
Ball's exvenses exeept to tell Gordon what your financial limit is 
and let him revise his offer if necessary. j 

' I am writing Grange to make sure that he umerstands 
about the Iowa job. ‘ 

Yours as ever, ae :
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* MEMBER 916 WRIGLEY BUILDING 

; gee ae eae ee JACOB L. CRANE, JR. we Nentenee. eines 
AMERICAN SOCIETY LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS ORe rie eaneee TELEPHONE SUPERIOR 5686 
BRITISH TOWN PLANNING INSTITUTE 

January 13, 1932,’ 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Madison, Wisconsin. a, 

Dear Aldo: 

I am enclosing herewith copy of a letter to Dr. 
Boone with reference to the matter of John Ball's expenses 
in Iowa. 

You might drop Dr. Boone a line sending a copy 
to me and giving your views about the date on which Ball's 
services might best begin, provided the expense matter can 
be straightened out. 

I hoped to get to Madison this week or next but 
it begins to look unlikely and hence if you are going to have 
a chance to get down here I will be here the following days: 

Friday morning, 15th; Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, 
18th, 19th and 20th; Friday, 22nd; Monday and Tuesday, 25th 
and 26th. I am leaving the night of the 26th for Iowa and I 
hope we can get together before that time. 

How are we going to use Kubichek or his material? 
This query arises from Dr. Boone's note of a few days ago. 

I assume that you are taking care of definite ar- 
rangements with Grange to determine just when you want him 
and for just what purpose. I will be glad to hear what this 
set-up is. 

Sincerely yours, 

Jac - Crane, Jr. 

4



January 13, 1932, 

Dr. W. 0. Boone, 

Ottumwa, Iowa, 

My dear Dr. Boone? 

With reference to John Ball's expenses, as mer as 
I can estimate them from my experience with the expenses of lr. 
Leopold and others, they would run in the eee ere of 3200 
@ month and for six months this would amount to $1,200. I do 
not see how it is possible to allocate this amount from the 
Survey funds or even half of 1%. Leopold will not be back 

in Towa until about the lst of February or perhaps sometime 
the early part of February, and hence I dowbt whether it is 
worth while to have Ball come on the Je earlier than March 
lst. I understand a aoe of the Fish & GameCommission is to 
be held Wednesday evening, January 27th, or Thursday, January 
28th, and at that time we may be able to come to some decision. 
Meanwhile, it wignt be wise to advise Gorden not to ship Ball 
to Towa until a little later. 

_ Faithfully yours, 

Jacob le Grane, Jr 

P., S. leopeld and I have discussed Xubichek on more than one 
occasion and it is our purpose to make use of his material. I 
doubt whether he will be needed on any actual additional work.
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COUNCIL BLUFFS Bes Moines a wm BARLING 

Council Biuffs, Iowa 
January 9, 1932 

iy. Aldo Leopold 
404 University Avenue 
National Bank Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

At the last meeting of the Fish and Game 
Commission held January 5, I was ins tructed to 
notify you that Mr. Schuenke of Stoux City would 
be placed at your services at any tim that you 
so desired. 

If you will notify me in advance as to your 
plas I will issue the detail order to the Depart- 
ment. 

I believe that you have been informed by Dr. 
Boone that it may be possible to secure the services 
of John Ball from the American Game Association for 
a short period. Also the services of Grange for a 
couple of weeks. 

We have made an offer to Mr. Bode and I expect 
to receive a reply from him during the next few days. 
I will advise you if he joins our department. 

The matter of determining the policy of the 
Commission relative to the distribution of pheasant 
eggs this spring was discussed at our meting and it 
was suggested that we ask you far a recommeniation. 

Attached you will find a report on last year's distri- 
bution and results.
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Leopold. 

Mr. Darling is to speak before a 4H dinner at 
4mes and it has been suggested that perhaps it would 
be advisable to develope a distribution plan through 
the 4H organization. Wo actim will be taken by the 
Commission until we hear from ym. 

: Respectfully yours, 

Secre tary 
Pish & Game Commission 

AER/O 
Enc.



FISH AND GAME COMMISSION = 

Pheasant eggs distributed, Spring 1931. 

Total number of eggs distributed, 15,535 
Total number of eggs reported on, ei 
Total number of eggs not reported on, . 

Percent of hatch on eggs reported, 40% 
Pereent of birds liberated from eggs hatched, 61g 

Total cost of eggs, $2,915.60 

Number of chicks hatched 4,550 
Number of birds raised 2,775 

Cost pe bird $1.05 

E27 Ge 15835 = 18%lo



Jam ll, 1932 

Mr. Arthur B. Rapp 
City Hall 

Council Bluffs, Towa 

Dear Mr. Rappt 

I take it from your letter of Jamary 9 that you are 
awaiting word from me as to whether Selmenke shall come to 
Madison. 

I could use him during the last half of the month, but 
I am not fully convinced that it would be a profitable invest- 

ment to bring him over here. I think the best plan will be to 
have him ready to go with me on the survey early in February. 

I will give you an’ him an exact date later. 

As to my recommendation on pheasant eggs, I cannot 
give you a final one at this time. 

I am mire that I shall not recommend additional plant- 
ings in the more established rance. ‘The entire need there is 
management and not mere stock. 

There is, however, an area of several counties which I 
have not yet surveyed on the southeast corner of Iowan glaciation 
which, judging from behavior farther north, is suitable for 
pheasants. ‘These counties include Benton, Iym, ani Delavere. 

Until I have made the survey I cannot tell how heavily these 
counties have been stocked already or what the behavior of the 
stock has been. 

There is another group of counties in the extreme south- 
west along the Missouri River which upon being surveyed may look 
promising. ta have not yet been stocked sufficiently, 
in which event the 4-H club scheme would be usable. 

I am quite sure I shall not welcome the +H club or any 
other egg distribution scheme in the bulic of southern Iowa, 

although of course I may change my mind after making the survey.
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The best intimation I can cive Mr. Darling as to my final 
recomentations is this: I shall probably recommend egg distri- 
bution in certain limited groups of selected counties, but not in 
the state as a whole. I can probably give you the names of these 
counties by March 15, 

The figures on 1931 egg distribution are not very encour- 
aging. Ths total effict was 18%, whereas many states have 

been getting from 25 to 35h 

I am sending a copy of this to Mr. Darling, should he 
need {t for his afdress. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LgOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



: a Jan. 6, 1932 

Mr. Tom Johnson : : 
Superintendent of Wardens 
State Game & Yish Commission j 
Des lioines, Iowa z 

Dear Tom: j 

When I was in Sioux City before Christmas I did not have time to 
get up into Sioux and lyon counties, and I now doubt whether I shall be 
able to cover that corner. Accordingly I should like to have some help 
from Ray Butler,or whatever other warden gets over there the oftenest, Be 
in locating the west bonnfary of the Hungarian partridee range. ; 

The west boundary for Plymouth is shown on the attached tracing 
from my Hongarian map. A rough projection is shown for Sioux county, 

but I have none at all for lyon. What I would like is te have one of 5 
the boys correct the bounlary for Sioux county and enter one for Lyon. 

Ail he needs to do 1s to enter little eresses wherever ue has seen : 
the most westerly coveys, or wherever reliable observers have seen them. 
The boundary will then connect the most westerly of these crosses, 

I have two plants for these counties, one of about 100 birds made 
near Orenge City, but I do not know the year. If there happens to be 
an Opportunity to find out from the local sportsmen, I would like to 
have the year. The other is of an uilmowm mmber of birds near Rodk 
Rapids. ‘The year is also unimown. If any of the local sportsmen 

: recollect the mumber and the year, I would like to have then. 

The new information obtained should be entered directly on this 
map, which can then be returned to me. I am inclesing an extra copy 
of this letter in case it will save you any typing. : 

Yours sincerely, 

In Charge, Game Survey 

Incl. :



Copy sent to Mr. Grange 

Nov. 28, 1931 

Mr. Jacob L. Crane, Jr. 
916 Wrigley Building 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Crane: 

In response to your request I am submitting the following 
recommendations as to possible economies in game expenditures for 
Towa. 

Game Farm. I have not yet made any detailed examination of the 
game farm at Clive. I was leaving this for Mr. Grange, who is more 
expert in the technique of game farming than I am. However, even if 
the location is suitable and even if the operation is efficient, I 
doubt the wisdom of artificial propagation of pheasants in Iowa. 

3 No game farm stock is needed to produce a erop of pheasants 
in the counties already proved suitable for thismecies. A dollar 
invested in cover and food improvements or in the organization of 
farmers for the purpose of improving food and cover and regulating 

hunting will go mech farther than the same dollar invest in arti- 
ficial restocking. 

As for the southern counties in which the success of the 
pheasant is still at best doubtful, there is again no need for a 
state game farm. If it seems advisable to contime the present 
plan of planting these doubtful counties, planting stock could be 
obtained as cheaply or more cheaply from either of two sources: 

(1) By purchase from commercial farms, @ (2) by trapping 
of wild birds where they were abundant enough to damace crops. 

Comercial purchases can usually be made for about the 
same price as states can produce their own birds, or for a little 
lower price. 

Birds can be trapped and delivered to the locality to be 
restocked for less than half what it would cost to produce them 
on an efficiently conducted farm. ‘The Department's own costs for 
trapping operations prove this point.
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A eertain value, of course, attaches to the educational 
function of a game farm ani to the development of a personnel skilled 
in artificial propagation. I am sure, however, that this service is 
not sufficient to justify the large exoense necessary to maintain 
such a state institution. 

I am sending Grange a copy of this letter so that if he 
wishes this question to be held in abeyance pending his arrival, he 
can let you know. 

Fatagmtlahe I have not met more than about half of the field 
ies. vary greatly in their present and potential value. 

. Many of them are of the highest possible grade and every effort 
should be made to retain them. A few are clearly of doubtful value. 
While there are none too many men in the ficld, the State Department 
for the present would be just as well off by discarding its poorest 
men and dividing their territory among the good ones. Since there 
is urgent need for funis to initiate constructive undertakings, I 
would welcome such a culling provided the selection of individuals 
is carefully made. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO ESOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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Nov. 28, 1931 

Mr. Jacob L. Crane, Jr. 
916 Wrigley Building 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Crane: 

Referring to Dr. F. L. Knowles! letter of October 28, with 
map, recomaending a geme refuge north of Fort Dodge, and Mr. Rapp's 
letter of November 10 to you asking for a recommendation. 

I have been through this area twice, mt the refuge proposal 
had not yet reached me by that time. I noticed that it had better 
than extra cover, but my game notes for Webster County indicate 
that it does not contain ruffed grouse nor any other rare species 
which might make it an umsual case. It doubtless contains quail and 
the song and inseetivorous bird and mammalian species common to river 
bluffs in that part of Iowa. Dr. Knowles says nothing about the wild 
life now on the area. He likewise does not mention whether landowners 
or petitioners,or both, are prepared to withhold crazing from key 
eoverts, develop food, or other constructive manazement measures. 

The question, therefore, seem to boil down to this: Is it 
good policy for the state to designate as a “state game refuge" an 
area which does not differ from the surrounding country except that 
it is proposed to post 1t with state signs, and except that the 
existing cover and topography are favorable for the ordinary species 
comuon to that tyne of country? 

Beginning about 1910 a mamber of the midwestern states estab- 
lished large systems of such refuges, sometimes mumbering hundreds 
within a single state. Michigan, Indiana, Iowa, and to some extent, 
Wisconsin, gave this policy a thorough test. ‘Two years ago Michigan 
had a very thorough examination of its system made by Prof. H. M. 
Wight of the Mychigan School of Conservation. Professor Wight's 
long report boils down to this: that some benefit resulted from these 

refuges in the case of open species which found safety there during 

the open season, but in the case of closed species no particular 

good was diseernible. 

In the Fort Dodge case the only open species is pheasants. 

The river bluff type of country here proposed is not especially
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suitable for pheasants. ‘The other species which micht be protected, 
namely quail and ruffed grouse, are already closed. Whatever degree 
of enforcement of these closures the state has obtained with the 
cooperation of the local conservationists, it is not likely that 
that degree would be increased by posting state signs on this tract. 

I therefore doubt whether it would be good policy to use 
the term “state refuge" for tracts of this kind. ‘the designation 
should be saved to apply to areas in actual state ownership and 
under actual state management, or to areas in private ownership where 
the owners are prepared to modify the environment in such a way that 
the refuge can actually function in a manner suitable to the needs of 
the surrounding region. 

I em afraid that this judgment on my part may sound harsh to 
the local conservationists who are making a bona fide effort to 
improve conditions. If I have another opportunity to go through Fort 

Dodge, I will certainly look up Dr. Knowles and explain my viewpoint 
verbally and also acquaint him with the exverience of other states 
with a like policy. I would also suggest that he read the caption 
on “Analysis of Leased Refuges" accompanied by a chart, beginning on 
page 244 of my Game Survey Report. To this end I am sending him a 
copy of the report with my compliments. 

Another way to state this same question is to say that there 
is no magic in the word "refuge," although there is umch magic in 
a@ piece of land where food, cover, and protection are different from 
the surrounding erea. This is especially pronounced in the ease of 
birds of long cruising radius like wmterfowl, and with the more mobile 
species of upland game like pheasants end prairie chickens. It is 
least pronounced in the non-mobile upland species like quail and 
ruffed grouse. 

I may have entirely misapprehended this case and might change 

my mind if I have an opportunity to go over the ground and learn all ‘ 
the local facts. ‘The principles herein set forth, however, are pretty 
well established. I am making this report without a personal examin- 
ation of the area, believing that some kind of prompt action is better 

than delayed action. 

It is hardly possible for the Game Survey to exauwine personally 
each proposal for an uplani game refuge. This rather is a matter for 

routine administration as soon as the manpower of the Department has 

been properly filled out. On this matter I am writing you a separate 

letter. 

I am sending an extra cony of this letter in the event you need 

it in writing Mr. Rapp.
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I hardly expect all these statements to be clear to the 
Commission without the benefit of verbal discussion, Should you = 
desire to bring the matter up at the December 10 meeting, I hope 
to be there. 

I am returnine the corresponfence and map, since a more 
thorough examination by the regular personnel of the Department 
should probably be made as soon as the reorganization has been 
accomplished. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

Incl.



Dicca Taciat es Onn File 

Sa cose 

1932 

3/2 Left Madison 5 P.M. Ticket to Des Moines... ... $13.11 

Se te Sa a 5 8 6 ec ee ee a KS -98 (1) 

Lower, Chicago-Des Moines... 1. 2 ee tt ee 3.75 (2) 

Redeaps 50/ Dinner 1.50 Porter 20/.....4+4.2e6 2.20 

3/3 Arrived 7:30. Cab to hotel 30¢ Porter 25¢...... 55 

Breakfast 50¢ Bellboy 20¢........5-+e+2+. 07 

i ee ee ee 

3/4 Breakfast 50¢ Lunch 30¢ Dinner no charge. ...... 280 

3/5 Breakfast 50¢ Iunch 30¢ Dimer 1.00........4.+4 1280 

3/6 Breakfast 50¢ lunch 30 Dinner 1.00.......... 1.80 

3/7 Breakfast 50¢ Iunch 3O¢ Dinner 1.00.........2. 1680 

3/8 Breakfast 50¢ Bellboy 25¢ Hotel bill 14.83 ...... 15.63 (3) 

De Nf Mee TG oc cic visivecs WH 

3/9 Breakfast 50¢ Inunch at Corydon 35¢ Dimer $0. ... 1.65 

Weel. $003 at Ghavifen. cs cee ees EOD 

eb eek WE A de is os cc ct acc eters 

Breakfast 50¢ Iunch 1.00 Dinner Th¢....-..-4.4 2.25 

3/12 Motel will at dhemandosh 1 2. ese es eee e «LO 

Breakfast 35¢ lunch, self and Meir 90¢........ 1.25 

Dimwer at. Gomell Wieffs. i ccc te ee ee «90 

3/32 Motel MEAG, NOLS OF 12.206 6 ct twee SHH 

Tunch at Mo. Valley, self and Fangborn........ 41.00 

“CS.



Travel expense - 2 

Brought Forward. ..... $ 63.47 

3/13 Dinner at Des Moines 1.00. ..........2. 1.400 . 

3/14 Breakfast 60¢ Iunch 40¢ Dinner 1.00. ....... 2.00 

3/15 Breakfast GO¢ Iunch 30. 2 6 2 2 0 et ee we +90 

ete MS eee ese ce tte ees =846.10 

Dinner at Cedar Rapids, self, Ball and Kubichek . . 3,00 

Hotel bill at Cedar Rapids .......+ +4. + 310 (7) 

3/16 Breakfast 50¢ Inch at Ames 50¢.......... 1.00 

Diner at Dee Metees 1520 « « Ss ke ee we 

3/17 Breakfast at Des Moines 60¢ lunch 35¢ Dinner 1.10 . 2.05 

3/18 Hotel bill at Des Moines... ~--.- 1.5.25 + 607 (8) 

Breakfast 50¢ Bellboy 10f......+24+s2+00 +60 

Poss gall to Weleett, Tas. 6 6 5 6 6 + ee ww se ee 

Wire, Newton toe Davenport... 1.2 2c es eece 065 

Inti OA Geta gk eee eee ee 

Dimner at Dawempert «2.1 est tec ee ere eevee KO 

3/19 Breakfast 50¢ Iunch 25¢ Dinner 1.00....... 1675 

3/20 Breakfast 50¢ lunch 25¢ Dinner 1.00. .......- 1675 

3/21 Breakfast 50¢ lunch 25¢ Dinner no charge. .... 15 

3/22 Hotel bill, incl. blue prints af quail & pheasant 
WR i bce wea eee ee EMC es TS 

ee eee a 

po. eee ee eee ee ee eee ee ee 250 

3725. WN od Seeing cs ss ee ew ee iene DE 

Breakfast 35¢ Dinner 35¢ Dinner no charge. ... 7/0 

3/24 Breakfast '5¢ Iunch no charge... .. +++ 5 

Tig.



Travel expense ~ 3 

Brought Forward ....... $119.45 

3/24 Wrecking car to pull car from snowdrift ........ 1.50 (10) 

Rotel DIT], Mo@reger «1. se seis see ies sss ce 1G 

Left 1:20 P.Me. Ticket to Madison... 6 se e'e's « 6 3079 

Zotal Travel Bmense...-... $126.49
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Travel Expense of Aldo Leopold, February,1932 ; 
Game Survey, Iowa Conservation Plan 

1/26 Left 8 A.M. for Chicago. Cab to station. ... 250 

Ticket and seat to Chicago... .. +++ 21+ + 566 

Ticket to Ges Moines . . . 2 «+ + 2 0s ss © 4» 1289 

Lower berth to Des Moines... 22 ss 6 es ss) 3875 

Cabs 2.00 Redeaps 50f . 2. 0 ss se es we se 2650 

1/27 arr. Des Moines $8 A.M. Porter. ....-+6+2+ 8 

Breakfast 60¢ Iunch 50¢ Dinner no charge. ... 1.10 

1/28 Breakfast 7O¢ Iunch 35¢ Dinner 1.10....... 2.15 

1/29 Breakfast 60¢ Imnch no charge Dinner 1.10.... 1.70 

1/30 Breakfast 7O¢ lunch 60 Dinner 1.25. .....- 4. 255 

2/1 Bete A) os 3 he 4 ee ee ee ee 

Breakfast 50¢ Lunch at Albia 50¢ c= eo = Ss > eee 

Sinker at Otte 6 1 kG ke es Se ee eo OO 

2/2 Breakfast 65¢ Iunch, self and others at 
Polat 2100 6 eb se ee ee a ee 

Dinner at Ottumwa «6 16 sb ee ete st es ee LO 

2/3 Breakfast 65¢ Imnch 25¢ Dinner 1.20....... 2.10 

Plat beek ef Wapelie Ga. 2 2 ss ee se ev eva « BOO 

Wests 0k sc se he eS es ee «75 (2) 

2/4 Breakfast 60¢ Iunch 20¢ Dinner 1.20....... 2,00 

2/5 Breakfast 65¢ Inch no charge Dinner, self 
awl Voruen 2525.6 seit ee wae 4H 6s BD 

2/6 Hotel bill, Ottumwa. Left $ A.M. ......+. 19.26 (3) 

Breakfast 60¢ Imnch 10¢ Dinner no charge. . . «70 

“83.15



atin 

ee, a re ee ee 

2/7 Wo expense 

2/8 Bas ticket, Burlington-Des Moines. ........ 5.55 

eT ee ee ee ee ee +20 

Cab to hotel, Des Moines 35¢ Bellboy 15¢...... «50 

Gab to office 35¢ Dinner 1.00 ...-2222e68200 1:35 

2/9 Breakfast 50¢ Lunch 35¢ Dinner 1.20........ 2.05 

2/10 Hotel bill (receipt lost), 2 days at 3.00...... 6.00 

RR, tieeet 6 Boriingten = 6 6 6 a 2s te OD 

Seek, Siviatettwta fs So Se +75 (4) 

Breakfast 50¢ Iunch 7O¢ Dinner no charge ...... 1.20 

Gab from etation, Burlington . 4 6 2 i ss st te we ww oe 65 

Pores] vhe@tet Aliens $65 4 bi 6 8d ees Se 

2/12 lonch at Ft. Madison, self and Watkins ....... . 1.00 

2/15 Wiawee-at Washington: s-4 2 st ee es te OO 

2/16 Breakfast 50¢ Dinner 50... 642.4% s0e04 ses 1,00 

Sit Sei. oh Dathingen 6 ie 5 eee ee OS 

Breakfast 40¢ Phone SO -.. + e+ eee re eee 1.20 

Lunch at Muscatine, self and Miller. ........ 1.50 

Dimer at Towa Gity . + i si tae eee ws se es 1200 

2/18 Breakfast at Iowa City 50¢ Iunch 50¢........ 1.00 

Hotel Bill, Jom Gity ss ss os ce ee es 4s TR OS 

Dinner at Cedar Rapids, self and Kubichek...... 2.25 

2/19 Breakfast at Cedar Rapids 50¢ Porter 25¢...... «75 

We We ee se es te ee 

Iunch at Vinton, no charge ; 

er ee eee ee eee 

133.09



-3- 

Brought forward... ...... 134.09 

2/20. MaeekGhet at Vinlos «sas oc oS SS -50 

MOM) D1 6 + ts edn Se eee, OS 

iinos oF Des Meieis 4s 2 a ee tae 

Hotel at Des Moines, incl. ticket and berth to 
ee ee ee ee er ee 

Car; 1054 miles at Gf 2... 1... ste ss BR (10) 

WES 6 46 9 Sk es Se ee eer 225 

2/21 Breakfast at Beloit 25¢ Pullman porter + 

Arr. Madison 9 A.M. ae 

Total travel exvense - - . $ 220.84 

ae 

ake
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Jan. 4, 1932 

Mr. Jacob L. Crane, Jr. 
916 Wrigley Building 
Chicago, Tllinois 

Dear Jake: 

I am inclosing my expense account for December, 

covering the period December 10-23 and amounting to $132.16. 

Previous to December 10 I was at the Game Con- 

ference and I am charging that trip to the Institute. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
in Charge, Game Survey



Submitted to Jacob L. Crane, Jr. 

eure _Repengt_ ip Mervar 

Dec., 1931 

12/10 Left Madison 5 P.M, Redeap.... +. se ee eee 0B 

Ticket to Des Moines, seat to Chicago. ....... 14.09 (1) 

ee | eee er er er ee 

Arr. Chicago 10 P.M. Lower to Des Moines. ..... 375 (2) 

12/11 Arr. 7 A.M. Porter 25¢ Gab 35¢......--.06 -60 

12/11-18, § days, meals at 2.10 per day. .......+.-. 16.80 

CMs see pee RR eee Re Se Reece hh 

oe ee a a ee eee ee oe a ee 

Totes Se ant Bits i tc ee iw ee ees s BS G) 

12/18 Left 2 P.M. for Sioux City. Hotel bill, incl. 
ticket and lower berth... 1. 6 6 eo + © © 33630 (4) 

12/19 Breakfast 75¢ Porter 25¢.......++2+24.660 1200 

Arr. 8130 A.M. Gab 35¢ Bellboy 20¢........- 655 

Oy WR wie ke tes twos CF 

12/20 Breakfast 50¢ lunch, self & Smuenke 1.00...... 1250 

EME cece REE Pewee ee ee + 

12/21 Breskfast 60¢ Iunch, self & Slmenke 1.20 Dinner 1.10 2.90 

Gas for Seimewiog's OF. se tc et tee st EM 

12/22 Breakfast 75¢ Imnch no charge. .....-+++ ++ 0 0B 

Left 6 P.M. for Madison. Hotel bill, incl. ticket 
and berth to Freeport... +. ++ +++ +. + + 514 (6) 

$ 123.31



Travel expense 2 

Brought forward. ....-.. +. + $123.31 

12/22 Porter 25¢ Cab 40¢ Dinner on train 2.00... 2.65 

12/23 Ticket, Freeport to Madison. ..-..... 3.15 

Oe O56 Povber O56 6 kv 6 ce he ee «50 

PSS 6 2 ts 6 a 6 8 eS ee 1 

Arr. Madison 9 A.M. Cab 1.00 Porter 25¢.... 1.25 

Wes cee ess SG
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Submitted to Mr. Jacob L. Crane, Jr. 

Expenses of Aldo Leopold for January,1932 

Game Survey, Iowa Conservation Plan 

12 Commercial county outline maps and 24 
letter size outline maps of Iowa, 
plus postage, from Rand McNally &Co. .. $2.50 (1) 

Photostatic copies of maps and charts for 
the preliminary report on the game 
sarvey of northern Iowa - University 

Photographic Laboratory ......... 43.60 (2) 

No travel expense 

ie.10



IOWA STATE COLLEGE Dey 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS \ 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY September 13, 1940 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

yok University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have your letter and inclosures of September 4, mostly relating 

to the MS on frontier bob-whites. 

I am willing to release you from the co-authorship agreement, as you 

request. This, incidentally, relieves the pressure of my own schedule as 

well as yours, for I just haven't been able to see when - within a reasonable 

space of time - I could do the work on it that looks necessary. The way I 

feel now, perhaps the MS and data should ripen a few years longer, anyway. 

Perhaps I made a mistake in trying to cover the whole northern and north- 

western frontiers, which thus necessitates so much reliance upon correspondence. 

When I finally get around to do anything on the MS again, I think that I shall 

restrict the discussion to the northwestern frontier, as exemplified by north- 

western Iowa and all of South Dakota, where I know practically every county. 

Adequate comparisons can be made with the northern frontier and the regular 

range on the basis of a less complete account. This also will save me much 

correspondence concerning areas wit which I am not personally familiar. 

Then, too, certainly no one can say with justification that the status of bob- 

whites on the high plains of South Dakota is an overworked subject. 

: My method of hatching in the nearly quail-vacant fringes of the range was 

intended only to indicate that some quail could be expected now and then in 

a@ general part of the region. You are perfectly right about suspecting that 

there are large vacant areas in northern North Dakota, etc., but even up 

toward the Canadian Line, I doubt if there are many places where one could go 

ané still be sure that a bob-white was not living, or had not recently lived, 

within fifty miles. In fact, my experience has been that the finding of quail 

or recent evidence of them even in the predominantly cactus and sagebrush country 

of northwestern South Dakota was chiefly a matter of spending enough time search 

ing. Hence, a hatching system, in my estimation, really gives a more accurate 

picture than the recording of actual records as dots. However, if I confine 

my statements largely to South Dakota, I may not need a map at all, or possibly 

only one to enable the reader to locate towns and other landmarks mentioned 

in the text.



Professor Aldo Leopold Page 2 

Your memo on the state of the Hill Farm plantings after eleven years is 

enlightening. 

Inclosed you will find a reprint of a paper by G. G. Simpson, that I 

think carries an important lesson. I have called the attention of our 

Journalism people to this paper, and thought you might care to do the same 

at Wisconsin. I wrote Simpson for a number of reprints, so you may keep the 

one I am sending you. : 

Sincerely yours, 

Paul L. Errington 

Research Associate Professor 

PLE: JH 

INC.



42h University Farm Place 
September 4, 1940 

Dr. Paul L. Errington 
Zoology Department 
Towa State College 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Paul: 

So as not to leave you without the requisite materials for 
work I am sending you a first draft of the weight table to go with a 
suggested text for fitting it into page 13 of the manuscript as it now 
stands. I realize, of course, that if you reorganize the mamscript the 

suggested text may not fit. 

My reason for expressing the weights as a table rather than as 
a map is that the table contains a large proportion of our own original 
data, or at least of data not heretofore published, whereas to make a map 
including the Southeastern states we would have to draw heavily upon 
Stoddard and others. Moreover Stoddard has already published a weight 

table. 

The table, as you say, enables you to give references a little 

more conveniently than a map would. 

I have no weights for Illinois and I agree that those quoted by 
Stoddard are not usable. My brother Frederic has some weights from west 
central Illinois opposite Burlington. I am pretty sure that he and Art 
Hawkins are planning ultimately to publish them in detail, but he might 
not object to kicking in the general average for this table. Should you 
wish to ask him whether he wants to kick in these weights, I will leave 
it for you to correspond with him direct. 

Now about maps. I am a little reluctant to hatch in everything 
west to the 107th parallel because I suspect there are large areas in 
northeast Minnesota and northern North Dakota, also perhaps eastern 
Wyoming, where there are no quail and never were any. On the Wisconsin 
map I have entered the most northerly records in my possession and shown 
how the northern boundary can be drawn from them. Whether or no the 
dots are included in the final map does not matter, but the dots enable 
me to achieve at least a rough accuracy. If you have any dots at all for 

the northwest frontier, and you quite evidently have a mmber, I would 

suggest they be used as a guide to the hatching.



2 - Errington 

I am also puzzled as to how to extend the boundary of the 
Yegular range through Nebraska. Perhaps we should put on the map the 
information we have and then send it to correspondents in Michigan, 
Minnesota, Nebraska, and the Dakotas to see whether some additional 
accuracy can be gained in that way. 

It strikes me that my contribution to this paper is so small 
and my time deficit at this moment is so great that it might be wise 
for me to step out as co-author and concentrate what time I have on 
the Prairie du Sac paper. If you are willing to release me from my 
agreement about co-authorship, I think I would prefer it unless you have 
very strong preferences to the contrary. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

: Aldo Leopold 
ene] Professor of Wildlife Management



inerease in Winter Weights ia doris: Bteatite up the Mssiesine Valter 
Ne. Aver. weight in grams 

State Month, year Taken by quail Cocks Hens Both sexes 

(A) On "Regular Bango” 

lus esissippi Hov. 1929-- John Ball ¥gh 175 177 176 
Jen. 1931 (B.u. Carrier 

Preserve) 

2tennessee ? ¢.. Buckle ? ? 182 
Ames Plantation 

Missouri December Aldo Leopold 391 185 182 184 
1930-1939 Ripley County 

3onio Dec. 1931-- UB.trantman 65 190 196 193 
April 1932 

Southern Nov.=Dec. P.L.Brrington 287 ? ? 191 
Towa us 

Southern Nov.-Dec.? P.L.irrington 77 197 196 197 
Wisconsin 1929-1932? 

® Feb. 1937 A.S. Hawkins 26 202 206 205 
Jefferson Co. 

$2) 02 "The Frontier" 

Central Dee. 1934—= F.J.W.Schmidt 95 196 201 197 
Wisconsin March 1935 & A.S.Hawkins 

luach bird weighed to nearest 1/4 ounce. Later converted to grams. 

@Prom Stoddard (32:77). Figare represents “an average over a long period of years." 

3prom Wiekcliff (351356).



The “Bergman Rule," which holds that the body size of warm 

Dleoded species is greater in the colder parts of their range than in 

the warmer, is well supported by the available data on bobwhite weights. 

Table ___ presents » latitudinal series of winter weights from the Gulf 

of Mexico to the "northern frontier." Only prime birds known to be in 

good condition were admitted to this series. lost of the birds from the 

southern states were shot for sport; most of those frem the northern 

states were weighed while trapped for banding. 

The series shows a progressive increase in weight as one f 

ascents the Mississippi, although no further increase is shown as one 

passes north from the regular range to the "frontier." However, the 

frontier weights are too few in mumber to be conclusive on this point. 

No similar series can be drawn for the Atlantic coast because 

of extensive admixture of non-indigenous southern stocks to the northeastern 

states. Phillips (27), however, measured 15 "old New Bngland" sicins and 

found them similar in size to Trautman's modern Ohio skins (37). 

\ 
\ 
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duly 5, 1940 

My. Herbert Le Stoddard 
Sherwood Plantation 
Thomasville, Georgia 

Dear Herbs 

I would lite to have you read the inclosed MS, 
"An eightewinter study of central Iowa bobewhites", if 
you have the time. A certain amount of it is reminiscent 
of what has or revo but I heve a feoling 
thet the data and discussions releting to species tolere 
ances may constitute an advances. 

The concept of the role of local “tradition” in dee 

$e yore Senubansy of enewyine expetley fw apatite (ape oO year cone ° specific 
ritories) umes oe withstand about ala of the eritical 
exploration I have been able toe give it, It would be 
better if we had data on bobewhites aon Monge ig Maye 
nizable at a distance, but banding results and ecleare 
er observations on behavior of poprlations in the field 
Sepeee Se 20 Se Sarees one findings of Bmlen from 

les of featherenarked valley quail, ete. look indirect- 
ly confirmative. 

By us the word, “tradition”, I do not mean to impute 
ut dine OF tee reasoning to tne bobewnites my idea 
be savktouhee etutee ine een eek ne ee ee 
in ieuler wintering coverts thet are regularly occupied 
by quail. Intereovey movements during a winter and the 
— redistribution of ber Phnwes od ppc “— i 
° ——— local "traditions ed Fa them 
a giving dividuals wider eszperfonce in territories 

thin their radii of famil ty and _e futuke 
range. This may also furnish a possible explanation as 
to why carrying capacities of territories subject to anneal 
shooting may be lese constant from one year to the next 
than carrying capacities of ay unshot territories 
such as the ones of Prairie du Sac of central Towns 
if "traditions" in tolerance are chiefly a matter of the 
reactions of old birds to seen territories or parts 
thereof, unselective shoot pressure, by keeping the 
proportion of dominant veterans lower than would otherwise



ee 

have been the case, may break up “traditions” in meh the 
sane ON een ceneee Sat, Cetents nares : 
tione Hay the € en: Se oe see Cee 
ity by King and Edwinster for ruffed grouse 1 
wise be due to the shooting variable? : 

The MS wae prepared with publication in the Wilson 
Bulletin in minds . 

Sineerely yours 

Paul Le Errington 
: Research Associate Professor 

PLEsfh 

Copies tot We Le MeAtee 

Jenn ‘te faden



AN EIGHTSWINTER STUDY OF CENTRAL IOWA BOB—wirTEs? 

ay 

Paul L. Brrington® 

The winter behavior and survivel of central Iowa 

veb-whites (Colimus yirginfanss), 1952-35, has been dis- 
eussed at some length in earlier publications (Errington, 

1936by Errington and Wemerstron, 1953 1936). Data for 

five years more, 1935-40, in combination with those pre- 

viously soquired, delineate e populetion curve thet not 

only berins and onds with abundance peaits but also depicts 

gensons of scarcity. Wheat this curve may have In common 

with the perlodic fluctuations of grouse (Tetraentdes) and 

hares (Leporidae) of Canada and northern United States 

may be difficult to judce, wt ite amplitude, st least, 

should make it of interest from the standpoints both of 
eoneervation anil biolocienl seflence. 

Tables 1 te 3 surmarize bobewhite census figures 

eotained from four central Iowa areas, Techniques of 

investigation used were lergely those of direct emmere~ 

tion and “reading of sign” thet heave proved suitable for 

<canensnnsinciuitamaensiseitennanntenaemnntitit 

AJournal Paper Fo of the Iowe Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Anes, Towss Project Nos 495. 

snap Setey Bethan see nate tatty” 
end the Toon Stats Conservation Cormiss tons



wow ; 

reguler studies in this region (Frrington and Hancrstrom, 

1936: $10-355). TNelpful information was contributed by 

farners and other persons living in the vicinity of Ames; 

aml notes taken by employees of the Des Moines Waterworks 

Supply Grounds (mainly by Mesars Ben Baltzley, Lee Simmons, 

and Martin eines, and wade available through the courtesy 

of Mr. A. F. den “oer) sre of supplementary value. 

The vobewhlte, as a species being sedentary and gre~ 

gerious within limits (Stoddard, 1931; Trrington and 

Hamexstrom, 1936), may be rather easily counted under 

winter conditions prevailing in northecentrel United States, 

put the validity of populetion figures may be affected by 

lack of tracking snows, by imperfectly ascertained movee 

ments of birdsy Across the boundaries of observational 

evreas, vy interruptions of local censuses necessitated 

by more urgent demands of work elsewhors, and by undetected 

losses as from poaching. “ence, when for any reason, the 

tabulated data are believed to be of less than standerd 

quality, appropriate notations are added for the guidance 

of the reader. 

Of the observational areas, the one at Des Moines 

(Teble 1) was cheracterized by relatively constant envire 

omentel conditions. Noneagricultural land, 1t had crowing 

on it few of the crop and woed plants of evltivation upon 

which the quail are so heavily dependent for winter food



ad . 

(Errington, 1936a), but this deficiency was offset by the 

proximity of food~bearing private flelds and gardens and 

by routine maintenance of feeding stations on the part of 

the waterworks staff. Trushy refuge cover was gonerally 

excellent in places intended for native wildlife, and the 

latter wns given police protection from humen interference. 

In contrast, the ereas near Ames and Story City (Tables 

2 and 3) were typical farm lands for whieh habitability 

for quall~e-as concerned food and cover, at any rate~- 

veried much from year to year and according to crop reta- 

tion as well as to differences in practices aush as tree 

eutting, debrushing of fence rows enl rosdsides, plowinz, 

pasturing, etce 

POPULATION STABILITY 

Stoddard (1951: 167-182) found that a favored area 

of cround in the southeastern states may be occupied by 

similar numbers of quail year after year, even when the 

composition of coveys may greatly changeg and this is in 

keeping with the results of north-central studies from 

1929 to 1935 (Errington and Hamerstrom, 1936). 

The letter authors listed 119 instances in which 

trends toward uniformity of local population levels were 

apparent, In 69 of these, the trends hed become manifest 

at the beginning of the winters; in 43, through winter ree 

duction of "surplus" birds; and, in 7, through the filling 

of habitat vacancies in the course of the winter. Of the



“PARLE 1,4 BOB-WHITE WINTURING DENSITIES, CITY WATERWORKS 

SUPPLY GROUNDS, DES MOINES, IOWA, 1932-40 

jlate or ¢ Sample area of SOO acres tntire Vaterworts area 
ttime of ¢ under regular observation tof 1506 acres plus about 
tseason 2Only territo) enti ple, ine?80 acres of adjacent 
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ventral Iowa date, only those from e few well-defined 

quailerance units under regular observation for many wine 

ters are strictly eligible for consideration in this cone 

nections 

It may be seen that the single territory lying withe- 

im the 300-sere sample area at Des Moines (Table 1) usually 

accommodated between 50 and 60 birds from December to 

February. The decline of 1954635 was due to experimental 

manipulations that of 1955<56, to one of the most severe 

winter crises on records and that of 1936-37, to erress 

and establishment of quarters just off the territory, weich 

in turn wes probably induced by low queil densities exist- 

ing on the ares as a wholes 

In Table 2, the principal territory west of Strunk 

River wintered in the neighborhood of 20 birds three of 

the four winters thet it had initial populetions up te or 

over thet numbers in the fourth winter, 1034-35, the decline 

seemed non-lethal and associated with population phenomena 

later to be discussed, The territory east of Skunk River 

shows little that looks like uniformity, perhaps in part 

because of pronounced annual verlations in the winter« 

available food supply. 

The one territory along Squew Creek (Table 3) wintered 

close to 40 birds during three of the four winters it was 

weoll-filled at the starts the 1954655 decline wea a clear
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case of eviction as a consequence of practically the en- 

tire food supply being plowed under in the fall, The 

limited data from the Story City area have a bearing upon 

‘the possible competitive stations of ringenecked pheasant 

(Phasianus solehicus torguatus) and will again be referred 

to. 
Population maxima on the above central Iowa wintering 

territories were larcely delimited in good "quail years" 

by what has been called the “carrying eapacity" of the land 

or "the level beyond which simple predation upon adult 

birds, their own territorial intolerances, and their tend- 

encies to depart from coverts over-crowded with thelr own 

or some other species do not permit continued maintenance 

of population” (Errington and Mamerstrom, 1936: 309). 

Numerical values for carrying capacity usually differed 

with the locality but typically remained about the same 

from one winter to the next on specific areas unless sic= 

nificant changes in environmental equations took place-- 

sometimes despite profound modifications in food and cover 

relationships. 

Pood is linked with carrying capacity in the sense 

that enough high grade food mst be avellable to attract, 

hold, and sustain the birds, The 1934-35 data for the 

Des Moines and Ames territories of Tables 1 and 3 reflect 

the abardomment of otherwise suiteble habitat that may be 

expected when this minimal requirement is not motz but, on
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midwest agricultural lands, the emounts of queil foods 

are commonly in excess of needs except in the event of 

emergencies unrelated to carrying capacity as the latter 

has been defined. Carrying capacity may lirewise be con- 

ditioned by quality and distritmtion of brushy cover, but 

individual coveys may vary astonishingly in their prefer= 

enee for, or dependence upon, different cover types. 

Certain coveys may find untenable brushy cover that may 

lock adequate or superior to human eyes, whereas others 

may find habiteble many patches of sparse brush or corn 

fields having no more cover then that provided by stalks 

and weeds, The declines shown by the Sinmk River (Table 

2) and Squaw Creek (Table 3) census ficures for 1934-35 

: and 1939-40 were partially attributed to coveya moving to 

food-rich tut generally cover-poor uplands situated away 

from the streams and outside of the observational areas. 

Predation berne by wintering northern bobewhites 

tends to be of incidental nature and of intensity soverned 

by the degree of vulnerability of the birds, themselves, 

rether than by kinds end numbers of predators (Errincton 

and Hemerstrom, 19363 Errington, 1937)%. Although popula- 

5in southeastern states, bobewhite and predator relation 
ships may differ materially from those deseribed for the 
north-central region and reveal less flexibility (8rrington 
SE A  iccnrnscssaoeiciaaigutcarsiniisnsiistmaaiainaaiaiiaimaaigiitiii 

tions above the carrying capacity of the land are preyed 

upon with conspicuous severity, carrying capacity functions
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as a threshold of security below which the numbers of 

wintering birds can rarely be forced very fer through 

attacks of wild predators alone, Winter lesses from pre- 

dation on the Des Moines S00-ncre semple (Table 1) have 

‘deen consistently negligible. In the vicinity of Ames, 

the territory west of Skunk Hiver (Table 2) lost birds 

from predation chiefly in 1052333 the Squaw Creek terri«- 

tory (Table 3), in 1952-35 and 1939-40, On other parts 

of the 4200-nere Squaw Creek area, two covey groups in 

1934-35 and two in 1939-40 lost considerably from preda- 

tion, but the data on carrying capacities of their habi- 

tate are ineufficient to permit further evaluation in 

this writing. 

Weeknesa, as from injuries or hunger, may of course 

predispose birds to capture by enemies even when no state 

of overpopulation exists, end man may still be able to 

exploit populations that less-equipped predaters had lone 

found essentially unavailable. 

The influence of species psychology on population 

levels of the bobewhite is a subject so beset by uriknowns 

and variables that we find it hard te say how much the 

1935-40 date may heve to add to what has already been pub} 

lished (Stoddard, 1951: 1671623 Errington and Hamerstron, 

19361 366-405; Errington, 1937). ‘he manifestations and
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consequences of overcrowding may be apectaculer, and there : 

ig no question thet birds harassed by their fellows or 

forced inte inferior habitats may be confronted by lethal 

disadvantacess to explein why limits of toleration should 

ve definite for a given arce for many winters in succession 7 

yet different on different areas is another matter, how~- 

ever, particulerly when about the only uniformity to be 

geen in a local situation may relate to maxime of birds 

annually tolerated. 

Intraspecific behavior wes best studied at Des Moines, 

where an exceptionally stable habitet was kept filled with 

quail close to its evident capacity for the greater part 

of six of eight winters, or the whole 1952-40 period ex- 

cept 1934-35 and 1956-37. In all years, preliminary ad~ 

justments indicative of toleration limits on the main 

territery had oceurred by late Hovember or December (Table 

1)« Pour to six coveys occupied this common territory-« 

which was something of an ecological island of between 140 
and 160 acres--during “saturation” winters, but continuous 

splitting and recombining of coveys and fluidity of move~ 

ments seldom left coveys with any particuler identity for 

———— SSO 

population reacted as a group. Coveys from outside entered 

the filled-up territory on occasion, but either they did 

not remain or their equivalent number of birds secon de- 

parted.
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Autumnal fighting between coveys has been neted alike 

for the valley quail (Lophortyx californica vallicola) in 
California (Fmlen, 1939: 129) and for the bob-white, and 

both species may violently exclude strangers from covey 

groups, Avoidance of fully populated covert; by excess 

birds may occur without manifestations of animosity and 

sonetines after close essociations terminated vy birds 

sesregating into their original coveys and coing their 

respective ways. Nerth-central bobewhites may also, and 

seemingly without direct compulsion, avoid concentrations 

of ring-necked pheasants and other conspicuous animal life. 

Beb-whites of underpopulated areas, such as the one at 

Des Moines in 1936-37 (Teble 1) and the two near! Ames from 

1934-35 to 1938-39 (Tebles 2 and 3), were generally more 

mobile then residente thet were unable to go so far without 

trespassing in occupied territories. . 

. What appear to be changes in habitability of quail 

environment may be due chiefly te increased experience of 

the birds as to winter progresses. Commonly only a few 

coveys wore found more then e mile from central Iowa streans 

at the beginning of the winter except those fairly well 

situated about farm groves or the oceasionsl grapevine 

tancles slong fence rows, ete; in late winter, 1934-35 end 

1939-40, it was not unusual to encounter coveys--including 

large ones of 30 birds or mores-in previously unoccupied
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fermyerds and open fields one and one half to two miles 

away from the streams. Among these coveys were some that 

were almost certainly wanderers, but the losses essociated 

with winter-wandering of a few ceveys in spacious central 

Towa cornfields sean proportionally much less than those 

of birds drifting from one filled territery to another in 

areas heving less food and more cover (Errington and Ham- 

erstrom, 1936). 

Insofer as the quail may nest in grassy prairie fence 

rows and rondsides miles from wintering quarters and as 

the preliminary splitting of paired birds from coveys may 

be observed as early ss the middle of February, some of 

the movements inte open habitat in lete winter may conceive 

ably be initiated by the approach of the breeding seasons 

The evidence suggests, however, thet the majority of the 

peripheral coveys cradually accustom themselves te Living 

with less brushy cover than they require in late fell and 

early winter--a period of readjustment and more or less 

mortality from enenlese 

In summer, the more general distribution of the birds, 

the poor visibility resulting from a profusion of sround 

cover, and the ephemeral persistence of carcasses are 

serious hindrances to the analysis of mortality in detalii, 

and we have few reliable data on recovery of centrel Iowa 

bobewhite populations during the breeding season. Eleven
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yeurs of data from an area of five squere miles near Prairie 

du Sac, Wisconsin, indicate thet the net increase of birds 

by late autumn and early winter is commonly in inverse ratio 

to the density of the spring population (Errington and 

Hamerstron, 19561 422; 1957: 173; Leopold and Errington, : 

1940). In other words, environment; that is well filled 

with adult birds is not likely te rear many young, with 

lower recovery rates under such circumstances being attribe 

utable as mich es anything to accelerated juvenile mortality. 

Differences in kinds ani wumbers of enemies appsrently 

have much more influence on sensonal recovery rates of 

bebewlte populations in southeastern than in north-central 

atetes (Stoddard, 19323 Komarek, 1937; Errington and 

Stoddard, 19355). 

IREECULAR FLUCTUATIONS 

Sudden losses from starvation may take place even 

during rather mild weather if the food of the birds is 

eut off by heavy snow or fee. “uch of the 1934-35 early 

winter decline for the 4200-acre Squaw Creek area (Table 3) 

was thus accounted for, and a food crisis also followed 

experimental discontinuation of artificial feeding at Des 

Moines (Table 1) (Errington, 1936b: 560-562). 

As a rule, but not invariably, northern bob-whites 

ean withstand cold as long as they are in good flesh 

(frrington, 1939: 23-27), and this is illustrated by the
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jes data for 1939440, The extended “Indian suumer" hed : 

peraitted clean harvesting and pasturing by livesteck of 

the corn field feeding grounds of a number of the Squaw 

Craek coveys; whet little food remeined wes covered by 

snow from about the first of the year to midwinter, but 

fow birds @ied of hunger before the middle of January; 

then, temperatures that dropped to 25° below sero (F.) 

eliminated in the space of less then 24 hours on Januery 

27 and 19 almost #11 quell on the area not living neesr 

farm yarda, feeding stations, or fields of sey beans. Sur 

census figures show a decline of 51 birds between late 

December and January 203 the cercasses of 40 were found 

during, or just after, the cold snap, Of these carcasses, 

: 14 recovered before scavengers had exten on them averaged 

121.3 grams or from 60 percent to 65 percent of their 

“normed” winter weichts, henee were in somewhat better 

flesh than the usual starvation victims dying at higher 

temperatures (Errington, 1930: 235-27). The decline of 

seven birds between December 25 and January 26 on the 

territory east of Slur River (Table 2) mainly represent 

starvation losses suffered by a covey before it moved into 

a farm yard. Subsequent te the January, 1940, crisis, the 

Ames coveys wintered with slicht detected mortality. - 

The excecdingly severe winter of 1935-36 was one of 

drastic losses in Iowa and southern Wisconsin (Green and
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Beod, 19363 Leopold, 19375 Leopold and Errington 1040), 
& great deel of which was due to hungerg but at least some 

ef the lethal effect of this winter may be charged to ex- 

posure, Seott (1937) desorZbes a covey of otherwiee normal 

central Towa birds reduced to helplesaness by partial en=- 

casement of their heads in ice and snow, Of 14 southern 

Wisconsin quail found dead by Wade (1938) after the covey 

had becn scattered just before, or during, a blizzard, 

five “weighed over 200 grams thawed, none less than 160 

grams thawed" (Leopold, 1937: 411). The birds resident 

in 1935-56 on the Siumk River area (Table 2) were unusually 

well situated when observations were begun in the middle 

of January; whether these represent remmants of an earlier 

population is not known, but the population of the Squaw 

Creek territory (Table 35) really did not start dying before 

this time, and that of the Des Moines territory (Table 1) 

maintained ite approximate numbers until the blizsard of 

February Se 

In 1039«40, « covey living about a half mile off the 

Squaw Creek observational area suffered another type of 

mortality. While on a field trip January 27, 0 graduate 

student, Mrs Lee Brom, dug five quail carcasses out of 

a very hard snowdrift beside the snow fence of a railroad. 

Going out two days later, I found four more carcasses and 

"sign" corresponding to about four living birds. Seven 

intact carcasses were in good flesh, averaging 19465 grams
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with ne food in their stomachs, The birds hed died in 
two loose croups (not in “huddle” formation) some days 

before and apparently fron asphyxiation following individ- 2 

ual imprisoment by drifting snow. 

Winter losses from miscellaneous causes way varyes 

Shooting or trapping, which may have a pronounced effect 

on bebewhite population levels in sowe communities, is not 

thought to have been of consequence on the central Towa 

areas during the years of the investigations, Young 

hatehed in September or Octeber may be at a hopeless dis- 

advantace if cold, stormy weather comes early; some full- 

sized birds appear hypersensitive to low temperatures and 

are eliminated by the first subesero cold. Injuries ani 

@iseases claim individuals from time to time. Security 

from predation 1s rarely absolute, end even well situated 

populations may lose a few birds to enemies in the course 

of the winter-«especially in the early part. 

Much happens during the warmer months concerning which 

we can expect to gain only fraguents of informations, We 

know broadly that the reproductive success of local beb- 

white populations may be affected by climatic vielesitudes 

or by agricultural preetices such as burning, mowing, and 

pasturing, and thet losses of mating and incubating adults, 

of neste and young, may be heavy or light, but, for ali 

of thet, intercompensatory trends in breeding and loss 

rates may counteract many of the influences that would
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seem conducive to irregularities in population maintenance — 

(see Errington and amerstron, 1057, for related data and 

discussion). 

THE QUESTION OF PrnIoprcIty 

- Through intensive field work, we have been able to 

trace the preponderance of the centrel Toews winter lesses 

thet we had ey reason to believe due to actual deeth of 

the birds, end these losses fell with some consistency 

into well known ond characteristically irreguler types. 

It woulé therefore seom that, if any truly "“eyelic™ dew 

“ cline of central Town cuatl took place between 1982 and 
1940, the censative factors smst have been deninently 

eperstive at another time of years Yendeights (1933) 

compilation of the Dird Lore Christmas bird censuses for 

Chie, 1908-51, show the effects of certain killing winters, 

but not all of the declines may te so correlse ted. 

Pailure of breeding stock to repopulate specific ereas 

at expected rates may, for one thing, be associated with 

drought, In 1034, there seamed to be # rough agreement 

between autumn quail scarcity over much of southern Iowa 

and the length and Inteneity of the spring and sumer dry 

period in different loealities (Errington, 1935); a less 

pronounced decrease was Indicated by data from the central 

Towa aress; at Prairte du Sec, Wisconsin, the reeevery was 

"normal" for the breeding populations In view of the fact 

that the "“eyelic™ decline of grouse and rabbits in Minnesota
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end Wisconsin was ccntemporsnesuely In progress, the pose 

sibility of the quell Iivewise showing generel and “eyelic", 

rather than local and irregular, fluctuations was consid- ( ~ 

ered bet witheut any conviction thet the Towa declines 

could not be etirthutea mainly to the unfavorable seasor, 

That a rainy summer may adversely affect bobewhites 

4s mow (Stoddard, 19311 200-202), and the unusually wet 

aummer of 1935 was et leest accompanied by rates of re- 

covery from central Iowa breeding stock thet were below 

expectations. Nevertheless, it is unproved thet, Im this 

ease, the relationships of reeovery rates to the weather 

were more then incidental, Recovery was "normal" for the 

aprinc density of birds at Prairie du Sac.» 

Winter-killing in 1935-36 hed reduced breeding popue 

Yations throughout the region (Green and Teed, 19363 Leopold, 

19357), but neither this nor the 1036 drought, nor the two 

in combination, may be advanced as full explenation for the 

near-diseppearance of quetl in the vicinity of Ames, ‘The 

Prairie du Sae recovery was only about half "normal" fox 

the season's adult populetione=-which, considering the 

regularity thet percentaces of Increase on the ererose and 

fell inversely with the breeding densities during other 

yeers, droughts and winter emergencies notwithatanding 

(Leopold and Errington, 1940), may suggest e depressive 

mechanism somewhat different from any we heve hitherto 

suceeeded in analysing. The very poor 1956 recoveries of ;
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many species of upland small came living in the northe 

sentral region, ineluding "cyclic" grouse and rabbits, 

may or may not have a significant correlation; but the 

data available do not refute the concept that irregular 

fluctuations of the bobewhite may perhaps be superimposed 

upon a basically, if not conspicuously, “eyelio” pattern. 

The similarity in the low points of the Ohio quail curve 

(Kendeigh, 1955) and those of the hardy but violently 

"“eyolic" ruffed grouse (Zonasa umbellus) of Wisconsin 

(Leopold, 1931: 142), for exemple, may not be due to 

chance. 

From 1937 to 1959, quail population recoveries in 

central Iowa and southern Wisconsin showed increasingly 

predictable trends, irrespective of further droughts and 

winter mortality, and little appeared to happen thet could 

net be accounted for in terms of past experiences. 

THE COMPETITIVE STATUS OF THE RING+HECKED PHEASANT 

The ringenecked pheasant is not the least formidable 

of the exotic game birds the introduction of which has 

been a source of apprehension to many conservationists, 

and its combative prowess may even be manifested by 

vicious encourters with poultry cocks in farm yards or by 

beating off attacking enemies as dogs or hewks. It is 

not strange thet the occasionally authentic reports of 

pheasants destroying egies or young of ground»nesting birds, 

ete. should lead to conjecture as to whether sane of cur
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| native wild species may thereby be driven out. : 

So far as the bobewhite Is concerned, the accressive 

traits of the pheasant appear to be of slight direct in» 

portance. Regardless of interspecific friction thet may 

now and then take place, pheasants and bob-whites may fre- 

quently be seen using the seme feeding stations and othere 

wise consorting without evidence of animosity. On the other 

hand, some types of competition between pheasents and quail 

may have an adverse influence upon population levels of the 

latter. 

The superior foraging ability of the pheasants give 

then a distinct advantage over bob-whites in such food 

competition as may exist between the two species (Errington, 

1939). Lethal aspecty of food competition during erlses, 

however, have beon observed lese often than benefits to 

the quail resulting from pheasants--along with crows (Corvus 

brachyrhynehos), rabbits, and fox squirrels (Scturus niger 
rufiventer)--exposing iee-glazed or snow-buried corn and 

otherwise difficultly accessible foods. Dependence of bob-= 

whites upon “competiters" for food was especially noted on 

the Squaw Creek area (Table 3) during 1954-35 (frrington, 

193Gb: 559) and 1935-36 (Errington, 1930 54). 

Competition for wintering envionment on seml«wooded 

farm landa of southern Iowa and southern Wisconsin may 

favor queil rether than pheasants insofar as the former
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may be better adjusted to particular habitats. Fron 3 

eontral Iown north and west to southern Minnesota and 

eastern South Daketa, the prairie farm lands not only 

have fewer brushy coverts suitable for bobewhites but 

fewer still thet are not alse attractive to the far more 

abundant pheasants. It has been noted thet, weile quail 

may tolerate low or moderate densities of pheasents, they 

tend to avoid coverts where pheasants concentrate, essenti~ 

ally as they do those overspopulated with their own species. 

The pheagenta themselves may be tolerant of massing within 

mach greater limits, as in fall and winter it 1s sometimes 

possible to flush hundreds at once from certain parts of 

tree clains, marshes, and corn fields. 

The difficulties of getbing reliable census figures 

on birds thet may range as widely and irregulerly as 

pheasants have restricted our opportunities for even 

reasonably exact studies. It is neither easy to say what 

constitutes a sufficient number of pheasants to cause quail 

to leave their coverts, nor to what degree such abardion= 

ment may bave lethal consequences. 

A 200«scre experimental area of the University of 

Wisconsin hed a mixed wintering population of 47 quail 

and about 30 pheasants in 1050«51 and a population of 

26 quail and about 50 pheasants in 1931-32, or a total 

close to 77 and 76 gallinaceous birds for two successive
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and comparable winters (Errington and Namerstrom, 1936: 

335, 3606369, 420-451). The carrying capacity of the 
tract for bobewhites apparently declined as the pheasant 

population rosez in 1931«32, a concentration of about 40 

pheasants in a Seaere woodlot was followed by a definite 

withdrawal of the quail. The quail of a came management 

ares noar Ida Grove, Tow, 1932-35, avoided the most ate 

tractive covert after about 35 pheasants established them. 

selves therey and similer observations were meade on neighe 

borings lands The Story City data presented in Teble 4 

show a survivel of 51 quail and a wintering population of 

about 6 pheasents for 1934-35; 15 quail and about 27 pheas- 

ants for 19308403 or mixed wintering populations of about 

39 and 42 birds for the two winters thet are eligible for 

comparison. 

Pheasents were present but very scarce on the Des 

Moines area, three being the largest number recorded for 

the 300sacre sample on any visit between 1932-53 and 1959~ 

40, On the Ames areas, after severe] years of not doing 

much more than maintaining themselves at low densities, 

the pheasants practically dovbled their wintering populeae 

tions between 1938+39 and 1930640 (Table 4); as usual, 

the quail sooner or later departed from coverts frequented 

by more than about a dozen phesesants, but the heaviest 

bobewhite survival in years does not indicate thet the 1930- . 

40 pheasant populetion was seriously competitive.



TABLE 44 GOMPARATIVE WINTERING DENSITIES OF BOReWHITES 

AND RINGeNRCKED PHEASANTS HEAR AMES AND STORY CITY, IOWA, 1952-40 

' : Bobwhite wPigures arrived at 
Area winter : Hd for mid-winter pope 

t 2 tuletions of pheas- 
t : tants--see text for 

covensuiietstetnnniheanet persue iicinettinnesieitiabiaeitnticietiiiennimasnssiiisn A bicisicstans ncsisisies 
t i $ 

1000 acres 119528535: 129 105 : 
southeast 1933-34: 133 58 : 8 te 12 
of Ames 11034«35 + 58 9 

1193536: 44 40 tprobably close to 25 
1936-37: about 10 all winter +: 8 to 12 
1193738: 12 9 Borns 
11935-39: 40 to 50 all winter pe 20 
11939—40+: 118 92 t 35 

seen ance ieee AR isaac ? : z 

north and $1935236¢ Die Seema ; seoe with z ' 
northwest :1086<37; 19 15 idly a gravel 
of Ames 81957+38: about 12 all winter from 1935~ 

1938-59 s 45 39 to 1938<50 © 
21US0—40 5 231 170 z 64 

scinnoesasenuiiiceiatsdieda edie tiene eninssesiienebisinisabiiibiaiuisaniiacnsnicnnnanitinic visieeiinapiibaiuitiiiis tae ad ee 
: : t 

640 y city 1193435 a“ a 31 “e 2 Stey 
21935-<309: incomplete or qual vw a ey ered 

<cersaasosiessiailgiaaianiaeuii DA snsinssiieianiennstenunsiilieililuienionnssitiniiiiiieRcilidimiiciiiaeiiliuasiai
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depress winter quail populations and how likely the pheas- 

ents are to increase up to this point are questions for 

wuich we as yet have no answers, 01d notes indicate that, 

by the fall of 1921, pheasants were just becoming esteb« 

lished on my family's S500-acre farm west of Bruce, South 

Dakota, ami thet they reached peak numbers of about 350 

by the fall of 1027+<a rise from an estimated five to 10 

birds, or severel thousand percent in six years, This 

South Dakota farm presumably furnished better environment 

for pheasants than exists on tho Ames quail arenas, but 

Conservation Officers and other observers have also re= 

ported pronounced recent increases of pheasants in many - 

central and southern Iowa counties that were formerly 

sparsely occupied despite continued stocking. In the 

event that the present ascencdencies of pheasants terminate 

in populations averaging a bird per two to 10 acres over 

wide areae--whiech appear to be densities about as high 

ag we may expect to find in midwestern “pheasant country" 

a material lowering of the capacity for accommodation of 

bobewhite habitats may be entirely conceivable. 
But even when pheasants have all of the advantage of 

nmunbers, adaptations, end habitats, and their dominance 

adversely affects bob-white population levels, it does 

not necessarily follow that the beb-white will as e species
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be evicted from a given localitys It is still possible 

to find quail nearly every year in some of the strongest 

pheasant range of glaciated north-central United States; 

data from the vicinity of Ruthven end Emmeteburg, Towa, 

Hutchinson, Minnesota, and Lake Vorden, South Darota, refer 

to aggregates of two or three covwys of bob-whites Living 

along the edges of dry marshes frequented by hundreds if 

not thousands of pheasants. 

In the above instences, there were two apparent major 

reasons why competitive interactions \etween a thriving 

and another greatly handicapped species did not lead to 

complete replacement of one by the other, after the manner 

shown by the experiments of Gause et al with simple miero« 

coems (Gause, 10553 Geuse and Witt, 1935), The phessants 

seldom occupied with any uniformity the whole of the ene 

vironment suited te quail but tended to muss along certain 

sides of a marsh, otts, thus leaving at nearly any tine a 

few more or less vacant pletes to which quail could with- 

draw in comparative privecyse Then, againg the letter birds 

were not strictly confined to brushy habitats but were able 

to live more in weed patches, marshy crowths, end corn 

fields, umch as were those of the Ames coveys that displayed 

unusual mobility and latitude in cholee of coverts.
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DISCUSSION 

The statement by Stoddard (1951: 170) that bob-white 

eoveys tend to keep their organization of normal size 

through repeated combinations is emphasized by data on 

the possible role of “tredition” in determining tolere~ 

tion limite in wintering territories. 

On the whole, the coverts that ere occupied the most 

continuously seem to show the greatest year to year cone 

stency of carrying capacity, for example, those of the main 

territory at Des Moines (Table 1). The population figures 

for the Slunk River territories, as they are presented in 

fable 2, leck highly variable in many respects, but the one 

part of the west territory thet was frequented nearly ' 

every winter usually accommodated between eight and 10 

birds; the east territory, either abandoned er not sceue 

pied for five successive winters, revealed little uniform+ 

ity im population levels at times when it did have birds. 

Three of the seven habitable Prairie du Sec, Wiseonain, 

territeries or groups of territories that showed such de« 

finiteness of carrying capacity, 1929-35 (see Errington 

and Hemerstrom, 19561 368-360, 394-395), still seem able 

te accomodate about the same number of birds, and these 

are the only ones that have not been grossly underpopulated 

for more then one winter in succession since 1055-36; in
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the course ef 11 years of study, two epperent changes in 

carrying capacltrve-from one rather definite value to 2 

another-ewere noted, both changes following twoewinter ; 

vacancies (unpublished). 

The sole evidence thet appenre aceinst thie concept 

te that furnished oy the Squew Creek territory, which 

after four winters of underpepulation (not ineluding 10349 

35, when the territery wes well filled by early December) 

eccommodated in 1059-40 a population thet compares with 

what were judged te be carrying capacity figures in 1032- 

33 and 1953854. Six other possible territorial blecks of 

the 4200-eere Squaw Cres aren hed quite dissimilar popue 

lations in 1934835 ard 1939-40; these two sexsons, with 

at least three low=populction winters intervening, are the 

only ones for which our data in@icete full or nearly full 
eoverts. The existence away fron the streans and cullies 

of lerce acrenges of prospective or seni-habitable environe 

menteshishly attractive from the standpoint of food--is 

itself a pertial explanation for «uch of the territortiel 

lexity observed in central Iowa, tut some of the differs 

ences might simply be due to fatlure of local habits to 

be carried over. 

The tkeliest mechanian behind these toleration phen- 

onena seems to be dominance by veteran individuals “st 

have their own ideas as to what constitubes desirethe or 

safe mmbers of birds in specific hebitabe. fe eng a8
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the habitats are fairly vell ftlled each winter, there . 

should be « greater chance of "traditions" being retained, 

either through contirmed presence of dominant old birds 

er through svecessors having had previovs local experience. 7 

It may be postulated thet "traditions" die elonr with pop} 

uletions during periods of creat mortality or fail to be 

maintained during a series of low-density years when ex~ 

tensive arena are left wmocenpied, Interchange of bob= 

whites between neighboring ceveys and reortentation of old 

and young in different local covey croupa hes been denon 

strated by banding (Stoddard, 19311 16961923 Prrincton, 

1933) as well ag indicated by Plield observations; anc it 

is probeble that co-orts well occupied for a succession of 

winters generally have a number of birds the reapenses of 

which to crowding in particuler places may be conditioned 

vy former “apprenticeship” there. Tmlen (1959 125; 1940+ 

94-95) carried on a very detailed banding and feather= 

marking study of California valley quail populations and 

found that older birds had a distinct advartace in compe. 

tition with the inmature and the yearlings. 

The influence of quality and distribution of food and 

cover on habltebility of wintering environment need not be 

minimized in our efforts to understand beb-wnite populations. 

We should recognize, nevertheless, that carrying capacity 

of given land unite may be to a considerable extent «a matter 

of what the birds themselves make its
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SUMMARY 

fn eight year (1952-40) field study of contral Towa 

bob-wikte: populations net only began and ended with abund} 

ance peaks but also covered an interval of pronounced eo 

searcityse Practically all of the traceatle mortality 

associated with the decline took place during the winter 

of 1934-35 and 1935-36 and most of this proved to te of 

the familiar starvation-emergency types that may be ex~ 

pected on # greater or less scale nearly any winter; an 

inexplicably low rate of recovery of bob-whltes among 

other wild species during the breeding season of 1936, 

however, may sugrest the operation of unknown factors, 

perhaps of periodic natures Sccupancy of civen tradts 

of envirorment is evidently determined by the sociality 

of the birds as well as by food and cover conditions; ard 

this is illustrated by bobewhite responses to crowding 

either on the part of their own cr some other species as 

the ringenecked pheasant, by their occasional late-winter 

adaptiveness in establishing themselves in fooderich 

fields away from the brushy fence rows, woodlots, gullies, 

end water courses usuelly frequented, and by their appare 

ent meintenance=-deapite anmmal chenges in habitats and 

in covey composition--of toleration “traditions” peculiar 

to the most regularly used winter territories. 

a
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Padetion Septenber 17, 1937 

Mr. Gardiner Bump 
Superintendent of Game 
New York Dept. of Conservation 
Albany, Ne Ye 

Dear Gardiner: 

This is to elaborate somewhat on the ideas relating to the 
of your — tion data which I mentioned without 

disevaging in my letter a day or two ago. 

I may first sketch a little background. As you Imow, there 
have been apparent differences in the findings of investigators 
working on the same species in different sections of the 
country. Your work in New York and Kings in Minnesota provide 
the case in point that probably is biggest in your mind. 

My findings on the bobewhite in Wisconsin and Iowa and Steddard's 
in eee have also been at variance in certain respects, 
partic ly as concerns the effect on population levels of 
heavy populations of egg-eating predators. My Prairie du Sac 
data on population recovery for seven of the eight years for 
which we have data show a seasonal rate of increase that is in 
inverse proportion to the density of the breeding population 
and follows a curve without apparent regard for fluctuations 
in skunk population, etc. Stoddard, on the other hand, has 
found that the pressure of skunks and a egge-eaters 

may be severe enough in the Southeast to, te populations 
down to fairly low levels, despite the fact that his predator 
populations are generally much lower than mine are in terms of 
actual density. ; 

He lmows my Prairie du Sac and some of my other Wisconsin 
observational areas well, having covered them for years dur- 
ing his former residence in Wisconsin (in fact, he was the one 
to get me started at P. du S.), and I have frequently called 
upon him for advice and criticism, so he has kept pretty well 
in touch with my problems and progress. Nevertheless, there 
were many things that didn't seem disposed + oes to 
explanations from either of us and these ineluded the question 
of the skunks, etc.
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We finally had a good chance to talk over these matters this 
summer and I believe we made some real progress + at least from 
the standpoint of predation theory. It was his idea, as I re- 
construct it, that the chief differences in effect of predation 
on bob-whites and perhaps other species in the North and the 
South were due in large measure to differences in oe 
re of the two regions. The North is so rich in animal 

fe spaenniae - especially insects - that predator ee sae 
may often reach the maximum densities that they themselves will 
tolerate without being closely dependent upon a specific foods 
if one —. source of food fails, they may turn readily 
to some other, perhaps one of a dozen or more of which the 
relative availability may not differ a great deal. In the South, 
there are fewer important foods, and if a few of these, such as 
grasshoppers or cotton rats, decline, the resulting pressure 
on the remaining food - ineluding quail eggs = may be pro= 
portionately increased. This is something of a variation from 
the ordinary concept of "buffers" and seems a plausible explan- 
ation for observed facts. It also fits in well with some of the 
thinking that I have recently been doing on "zones of influence" 
in shiek predator-prey relations, which I believe I discussed 
with you’ and Edminster at St. Louis. 

Now, to examine this concept with reference to ruffed grouse: 
King, Clarke, and I are evidently in some agreement as to 
carrying capacity of grouse environment in Minnesota, Ontario, 
and Wisconsin, but you do not feel that your data point the 
same = Teast, you didn't once). Hicks thinks that my 
Wisconsin and Iowa quail findings apply to Ohio, as well, which 

: takes us pretty close to western New York and may suggest that 
in the western part of your state you might find conditions 
rather comparable to ours, even if you might not farther east. 

Do you think that it would be worthwhile for Darrow to analyze 
separately your data from those parts of New York that have 

: most in common with the states farther west? Or perhaps, the 
data from areas of high and poor fertility? 

This letter represents what still amounts to preliminary groping, 
but I feel that some of these things are promising enough to 
warrant bearing in mind. If anything comes of them, we may dis- 
cover something truly significant; if they don't show promise 
under further scrutiny, we need not waste any more time on theme 

Sincerely yours, 

PLE*BB Paul L. Errington, 
Res. Asst. Professor
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September 16, 1935 

Dr. Paul L. Errington 
Iowa State College 
ames, Iowa 

My dear Errington: 

You have undoubtedly learned of the tragic death, a 

month ago, of Franklin Schmidt. Leopold, as you know, is 

in Burope, and will not be back for a couple of months or so. 

I am convinced that the University, if it secures a 

man competent to carry on where Schmidt left off, will have 

to pay a salary much higher than that received by Schmidt, 

and it will probably require revamping Leopold's budget and 

organization. 

If, by any chance, you might consider transferring 
from Iowa and your present position, I would much appreciate 

having you get in touch with me before you make « new commit- 

ment. 

Be sure to stop in and see me when your travels bring 

you to Madison. 

With best personal regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

Noble Clark 

Assistant Director 

Be:LD Experiment Station 

S.C.ALDO LEOPOLD
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Iowa State College 
Ames, Iowa 
September 19, 1935 

Mr. Noble Clark 
Ass't. Director 
Agr. Expt. Station 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Clark: 

I received yesterday your letter of Sept. 365. tx 

reply I may say that I would consider very favorably the 

possibility of transferring from my present position to 

Wisconsin. 

Before committing myself, however, I would like to 

talk the matter over in detail both with yourself and with 

Leopold. At the present, Mrs. Errington and I are planning 

two personal trips to Wisconsin: one during the Christmas 

Holidays and one about the middle of October, enroute to 

the A.0.V. meetings at Toronto. I suppose that the Christmas 

occasion would be about the first opportunity to see Leopold, 

although not necessarily. Would it be possible for me to 

talk with you on the other, specifically anywhere from the 

seventeenth to the twentieth of October? If it would fit 

in with your schedule better, we might arrange to come a 

couple of days earlier. 

In the event that negotiations prove to be mtually 

satisfactory and the proposed transfer goes through, I would 

appreciate the opportunity to stay here long enough to get 

my official affairs in good order. This would be an ap- 

propriate topic for personal discussion with you at Madison. : 

In the meantime, pending an interview with you, I am not 

talking at Ames about the prospective change. 

Sincerely, 

(Signed) Paul L. Errington 

Cc. by LD



September 21, 1935 

Mr. Paul L. Errington 
Iowa State College 
anes, Iowa 

My dear Mr. Errington: 

I have read with interest your letter of September 19 
in which you indicate the pessibility of your visiting Madison 
about the 17th of October. So far as I kmow now I will be in 
Madison at this time, and I assure you it will be eo pleasure 
to have an opportunity to discuss our game management program 
with you. Scemewhat in advance of the date of your expected 
arrival at Madison, I would suggest that you drop me a note 
80 as to verify this tentative arrangement and permit me to 
make a definite commitment in my schedule. Dean Christensen 
has also expressed an interest in seeing you while you are 
here, and I will want to make an appointment with him for you. 

We do not know just when Leopold will return from 
Barope, but it probably will be about the 1st of Decesber. 
Naturally, any finel plans will have to be worked out by him, 
and your contemplated visit to Madison about the tine of the 
Holidays will make it possible for you and him to discues these 

matters directly. 

With best personal regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

. NOBLE CLARK 

Assistant Director 
Experiment Station 

we:LD 
G.C.ALDO LEOPOLD
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IOWA STATE COLLEGE V pet 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS el c 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY dune 4 : 1937 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
1532 Unive Avee 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I have your reply of May 24 to my inquiry concerning the 
Game Getter and the climbers. 

The climbers are being sent to you. Even if they ultimately 
turn out to be mine, you are perfectly welcome to them In 
the event that your students are not familiar with su 
implements, I would advise againgftheir walking aroun th 
them on the ground, as they may nick the points on stones or 
possibly stab themselves. I would also advise against 
climbing trees that are, at danzerous heights, too large to 
cling to firmly with the arms. 

I shall be glad to continue keeping the Game Getter, for a 
time, at least. It is by all odds more efficient as a general 
collecting gun than anything I ow personally. I'11 return 
it any time the University wants it. 

Sincerely, 

PLE*BB Paul L, Errington 
Res. Asst. Professor



1532 University Ave. 
May au, 1937 

Dr, Paul L. Errington ‘ 
Towa State College 
Ames, Towa 

Dear Paul: 

I have no immediate need for the gun, mt at some 
convenient time you might turn it back, : 

It is not clear whether you now have the climbers. 
“I do not have them, nor would I know where to look for them. 
Since these were probably bought by you personally, and if- 
you need the gun worse than the climbers, you might turn the 
@limbers in instead of the gun. I have mre need for then 
than for the gun, 

You are very conscientious to bring these mtters 
up. I bad forgotten about them, i 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

May 18, 1937 
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 

1532 Univ. Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo; 

It occurs to me that I've kept the University's Marble 
Game Getter about as long as I am decently entitled to 
without having a more definite understanding with you and 
Noble Clark. 

As you may recall, this gun was purchased by a University 
requisition from my quail fund while I was at Wisconsin. 
It is, then, technically at least, the property of the 
University, and as such I have always regarded it, though 
any details of any informal agreement with the University 
people for using it have long since slipped my mind. 
Possibly the matter was taken up when I turned in the quail 
coops, but I am not sure. At any rate, I would like to 
know how things stand. 

Do you by any chance need the gun? My greatest need for it 
at Iowa came in 1953 and 1934, when we were strenuously 
engaged in building up our reference collection for predatory 
food habits studies, but I've had less occasion to use it 
since then. 

While you are at it you may, if you wish, inquire about the 
ownership of a pair of linesman's climbers bought for the 
purpose of climbing trees for the examination of hawk and 
owl nests. There is a strong possibility that I paid for 
these personally, but they may have been requisitioned in the 
same way that the gun was. 

Sincerely, 

PLE*BB Paul L. Errington 
Res. Asst. Professor



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY May 2 4 = 1 9 35 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
Soils Building 
Univ. of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Acting upon your suggestion I have again dug into my old 
quail notes to check them over for any evidence of differ- 
ential sex mortality from starvation. I have been quite un- 
able to find any and have summarized the data at hand in the 
manuscript which I am inclosing. I also reworked some of 
the pheasant material into this same manuscript, then plan 
to submit it as a note to the Auk, if you think that it is 
worthwhile. 

I am also reworking the paper on carrying capacity of marginal 
ruffed grouse environment, which I had formerly submitted as a 
long note to the Wilson Bulletin. As perhaps Itold you, I 
have some additional data and f believe the material can be 
written up into a rather credi’ short paper. What would 
you think of the Canadian Field Naturalist as a possible 
Place for publication? If you believe that it would be satis- 
factory, I would appreciate receiving the meme and address of 
the editor and any other information which might be of value. 

The technical bulletin on bobwhite territory is coming along 
in a fairly satisfactory manner. Progress is very slow, but 
we hope to have something worthwhile when we are finished. 
I am having some sections typed from the rough manuscript, 
especially those dealing with presentation of data, and plan 
to send these parts out to qualified persons for criticism. 
Do you wish a shot at the whole manuscript, or would it be 
more convenient for me to send you parts? 

Sincerely yours, ‘ 

PLE#BB Paul Le Aer 
&sst. Prof., In Charge, 

/ Wild Life Research 

as 
y unl



Sex and Resistance of Bobewhites and Ring- 
necked Pheasants to Starvation. 

In the course of wild life studies the past few yoars, 

we have met with a certain amount of opinion to the effect 

that some gallinaceous species are subject to differential 

sex mortality during periods of winter crisis. ‘Insofar as 

winter food shortage may mean serious emergency for bob- 

white (Golinus yirginianus yinginianug Linn.) and ring- 
necked pheasant (Ehasianus colehicus torquatus Gmelin) 
populations in north-central states environment, the 

following date on these two species may be of some interest. 

We have dying weights on 51 starved bob-whites, mainly 

Wisconsin birds but some from Iowa and Missouri, These 7 

birds died during winter weather that was comparatively 

mild as a whole (1930-33) and were either birds picked up as 

intect carcasses in the wild or were captives that succumbed 

in the course of experiments. Of the 51 birds, 27 were 

cocks and died at an average of 115 ge3 24 were hens dying 

at an average of 113.7 ge 

In a series of drastic but not necessarily lethal 

experiments {intended primarily to test the nutritive 

qualities of questionable winter foods), no significant 

aifference in ability of one sex or the other to maintain 

weight was observed, Eleven important experimental lots
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contained bob-whites of both sexes (28 cocks and 17 hens), 

and practically all exceptionally high loss rates shown by 

the individual records are more convincingly explained on 
grounds other than sox» 

Full weight Wisconsin specimens taken from early winter 

to midewinter, 1950='S2, averaged 19769 ge for 35 cocks and 

192.2 g» for 21 hens, but it is highly probable that a larger 

serios of birds would reveal scarcely any weight differ- 

encesybetween sexes. lie Le Stoddard (The Bob-white Quail, 

Seribnors', 1931, pe 74), for example, gives 165.11 ge as 

the average weight for 475 winter cocks in the Thomasville- 

Tallahassee (Georgia-Plorida) region and 164687 ge as the 

average for 413 hens. 

: We have insufficient data on pheasants starving in the 

wild to draw many conclusions, but the data from a number of 

food experiments conducted in cooperation with the Iowa Fish 

and Game Commission during the winter of 1952633 may be of 

significances = 

The pheasants used in the experiments were of game-farm 

origin and were lighter in weight than birds collected from 

the wild. Bightéen fully-fleshed game~farm cocks averaged 

1152 gs and 46 hens averaged 877 ge, compared with an average 

of 1266 ge for 68 wild cocks and 954 ges for 15 wild hens.



Decim st 
In-the-oures—ef the experiment, 9 cocks died of starvation 

at an average of 594.5 ge or at 52.5% of their original full 

weight. Similarly, 27 hens died at an average of 4582 or at 

54.9% full weight. Vaeristions in temperature did not appear 

greatly to affect dying weights (wpublished), 

Eleven of the 16 food experiments having an adverse effect 

on the pheasants used had to do with both cocks and hense 

Comparisons were always made of the loss rates of the two 

sexes in the same experimental lots. This eliminates vari- 

ations in losses brought about by differences in diet, air 

temperature, time of weighing, ete., as all of the birds in 

each lot were kept and handled under conditions as nearly 

identical as possible. Differences in physical condition of 

the birds themselves introduce a degree of error into the 

calculations, but for purposes of sonciseness these may best 

be neglected for the present. 

Comparing the average daily losses, lot by lot, we find 

that of 18 cocks and 46 hens, 11 or Glel% of the cocks and 

25 or 54.3% of the hens lost at rates not differing materially 

from the rates of opposite sexes in the same experiments. The 

Gaily loss rates were computed in terms of percentage of full 

original weight lost, for the obvious reason that a 50 ge 

loss bya 1500 g. cock is not in all ways comperable to a 50 ge 

loss by a hen weighing but 800 gs
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Only 1 or 55% of the cocks lost at a decidedly more 

rapid rate than members of the opposite sexes in specific 

experiments, compared to 18 or 39% of the hens, Six or 

35.3% of the cocks and but 3 or 6.5% of the hens lost at 

rates decidedly lower. 

Cock pheasants, then, seemingly show somewhat more 

resistance to hunger than the smaller hens. The bob-white, 

which hes not the pronounced sexual dimorphism of the 

pheasant, loses weight from hunger at rates which are not 

appreciably influenced by sex. 

In the event of differential sex mortality in winter 

bobewhite populations, we may reasonably suspect the 

operation of factors other than straight starvation, unless 

the evidence ultimately points in a different direction than 

it does now. But while pheasant cocks may not have a — 

tremendous advantage ever hens in subsisting on scant fare, 

even a comparatively slight advantage may conceivably have 

enough winter survival value under marginal or emergency 

conditions to result in a predominately cock population by 

springs 

—"



New Soils Building 

May 6, 1935 

Dr. Paul L. Errington 
Iowa State College 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Panl: 

I heard of Carolyn's illness and wanted to drop in to 
inquire after her, but I had to start out on a trip and did not 
get to do so, 

The survival data on the University Marsh birds 
intrigues my interest as mech as it does yours. I am handing it 
on to my student who is feeding that area, with the suggestion 

“Bs. fo that he give you his rough census results on survival for 1934-35. 
He was not assigned this problem until late in the winter, when 
most of the birds had already moved off to adjoining properties, 
so we do not claim much for our last winter's figures, 

r I am asking Hawkins to send you the figures for the 

Cocteheseos: Sauk City covey. 

: Yours sincerely, 

E Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh



i at (3 IOWA STATE COLLEGE : oe 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

Ss ft AMES, IOWA A 

. H OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY April 29, 1935 

As ( Prof. Aldo Leopold 
8) Soils Building 

Univ. of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

. You might be interested to know that Prof. Schuette accepted 
for publication in the Wisconsin Transactions themanuscript 
dealing with the pheasant food experiments. I read over the 
manuscript shortly before I took it to Professor Schuette, 

0 & and was quite astonished to find how my own views concerning 
it had changed within the past few weeks; I really think it 
is a rather credible presentation and ordered 400 reprints, 

y of which I will save you a suitable supply. 
‘ 

; 8 You might be interested also to learn that I have recently 
ys i gone over Wagner's data on quail banding on the University 

& marsh farm area and find that the banding data checked 
beautifully with the strajgfobservational field data which 

e I had previously obtained’ MThis, I believe, is of no 
oY slight value and serves to strengthen still more the concept 

Q 3 of definiteness of maximum survival. 

- I find also that I have data for two years on one of the quail 
» territories which Hawkins has observed south of Stormont Louk Cle 
x Will you then mind asking Hawkins to send me his counts, with 

dates, for the territory just south of the territory of the 
covey which was feeding on watercress south of ‘Loco: He 
rematded that seventeen birds had wintered in this place Gabe woten 

(Jose Coat) He Past season, which is precisely the figure that I had obtained 
from previous observations. 

Sincerely Yours, 

PLE*BB Paul Le <5 
Asst. Prof., In Charge, 
Wild Life Research 

% ‘ ‘ < ‘ ‘ 
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New Soils Building 
February 20, 1935 

Dr. Peul L, Errington : 
Towa State Coliege 
Ames, Towa 

Dear Paul: 

Taere are two English journals, the Journal of Beology . 
and the Journal of Animal Ecology, both of which are sponsored by the 
British Beologieal Socicty, I know nothing about the Journal of 
Beology. Slton is the editor of the Journel of Animal Heology and in 
my opinion it would be a highly appropriate medium for your paper. 

_ Ekton's address ist Charles Elton, University Museum, Oxford, 

T am glad te see Meltee's favorable comments and I, too, 
find myself influenced by them, I still feel unable to give you an 
intelligent vote, however, because of my inability to understend the 
bottom of page 3. You have maie it clear what you meno by “mobile 
populations,” but from there to the bottom of the page I am totally 
lest. Since I cannot follow your thread of logic to the end, I am 
not in a position to vote on whether there is enough new material in 
the paper to safeguard you agninst a charge of repetition. 

I agree with your coments on MeAtes's points ae the 
fourth one, ‘the fifth leads me to wonder whether MeAtee really fully 
understands you. 

I do not understand your own 0.2%, of the sixth one, since 
in discussing carrying capacity you are discossing variations in the 
condition of a single area rather then differences between areas. 

I have marked in red one additional point where the phrasing 
seems to me obscure, 

I think I have a veal quail man in Hawkins, He is turning 
up some new stuff which I think will eventually be a real addition 
to your quail study. I am anxious for you to get better acquainted 
with him, and for him to get the benefit of your coaching. We will 
all look forward to your return te Madison, I will be here, as I am 
tied up with classes. 

Yours sincerely, 

vh



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY 

February 14, 1935 

Mre Aldo Leopold 
Soils Building 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your letter of February 11 relative to my manuscript on 
over-populations, I have made some modifications,and am returning 
the manuscript for you to read over again, and see if I have made 
doubtful points any clearer. 

I am inclosing, also, a letter and separate comments from McAtee 
on this paper. 

You will note that McAtee seems to approve very much of the paper 
as it stands, which in view of McAtee's thorough habit of editing, 
is quite exceptional. This leaves me in something of a quandary . 
Shall I attempt further improvement of the manuscript, which one 

very competent critic believes to be all right as it is, or shall 
I attempt to rework pages 3 and 4 which you do not find clear? 
I am afraid if I try to work it over I may do a worse job than I 
have already. 

Throughout this whole paper I am striving for conciseness and 
clarity of expressione I am afraid that the paper would lose much 
of its effectiveness if it were lengthened, and lengthening would 
also reduce the likelihood of prompt publication in overcrowied 
journals of the type suitable. 

McAtee suggests the Journal of Ecology as a place for publication. 
What do you think of this? Is the Journal of Ecology one of those with 
wise which EltonIms some editorial or similar connection? Could 
you give me the editor's name and address and any other information 
which might be of value?



Aldo Leopold -2- Feb. 14, 1935 

I hate to inflict this manuscript on you for the second time, 
but I want to make it really good by the time that I am through 
with it. If you still think that it needs revision, I shall 
do‘what I can about it. I would also appreciate any specific 
Suggestions you may make. As this is prepared for international 
publication the justification for its existence is dependent 
largely upon how well it is done. 

Sincerely yours, 

PLE*BB Paul L. Errington ; 
Asst. Prof., In Charge 

: ae Wild Life Research 
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New Soils Building 
February 11, 1935 

Dr. Paul L. Brrington 
Towa State Colleze 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Paul: ; 

I have read the paper and like it up to the point where I lose 
the thread of your argument at the bottom of page 3. This evidently sets 
forth some new thought of yours with which I am not familiar, and I seen 
unable to grasp it from the written account. 

: Other than a few purely editorial suggestions, I have no improve- 
ments in mind except one: It might be well to introduce on page 3 or 4 
some specific suggestions as to what studies of what species in the game 
field are most needed to further develop your theory, ‘The reasons why you 
select these particular studies might also be indicated, This would make 
the present paper sufficiently different from your previous ones to counter= 
act the charge of repetition, As the paper now stands, it might readily be 
said that it is repetition, although, of course, from my personal point of 
view the theory is important enough to warrant an indefinite amount of 
repetition. 

IT am glad to have your opinion that the stipends stipulated in 
the letter to Jay Darling are too low. I am writing him to this effect. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aido Leopold 
a In Charge, Game Research



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY February 6, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Inclosed find a carbon copy of a new paper and a letter regarding it, which was sent 
to McAtee. I would appreciate critical reading, and your usual suggestions and 
criticisms. 

i received the copy of your letter to Darling of February 1, and the inclosed specie 
fications for cooperative game research set-up between the Biological Survey and 
agricultural colleges. Ithink this is very excellently done, although I question 
the advisability of suggesting research assistants' stipends as low as those which 
you have mentioned. 

It is entirely possible that an unmarried man may, through judicious management, 
get by allyight on $700 a year, but such a low figure practically rules out the 
possibility of married assistants breaking anywhere nearly even. I don't see how 
a married assistant could get by on anything less than $900 and live in a college 
town without drawing from whatever savings he may or may not have. Of course, I 
may be prejudiced by the fact that all my assistants are married, but they have to 
eat, nevertheless, and maintain themselves in presentable clothes, Spawn's stiped 
is $900, Hamerstrom's about $950 and Travis' about $1400. Spawn has one child and 
Travis has two. None of these do any better than break even and they wetch their 
nickles quite closely as well. 

It may be necessary in view of budget difficulties to pay low stipends aeitens 
periods of hard times. It may be that you can obtain first-class assistants at 
very low stipends, because of extraordinary interst in the work, or because of 
financial desperation. It does not strike me as being wise, however, to suggest 
a stipend lower than that upon which a man may live, as part of a regular long- 
time programs 

While I think the day of the highly paid fellowships (such as those given by 
the late S. A. A. M. I.) is passed, any worker should have enough to live on. 
I think it would probably be well to base fellowship estimates on the stipends common- 
ly paid by universities to research assistants in other departments. 

Aside from the matter of stipend, I think that the memorandum is very well expressed. 
Perhaps you have particular reason for suggesting the stipend that you do, but I 
still think it is too small. 

Sincerely yours, a - 

PLE*BB Paul L. Errington, y 
. f Asst. Prof., In Charge, pepe ptarrns de Wild Life Research. 

f



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY 

January 8, 1935 

Beard tdesaenet4 
Unive of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Sometime ago McAtee asked me to prepare a statement as to the 
value of food habits research towild life management. With 
that in mind I hastily wrote up the inclosed manuscript for 
possible publication, after necessary revision and polishing, 
in Science. 

I would like to have you go over this critically, and make any 
suggestions that may come to your mind. I doubt if the article 
can be expanded,as Science does not often publish long papers 
except some of particular significance. 

I would particularly like to have the manuscript criticized from 
the standpoint of its possible importance in influencing legislative 
committees which may control appropriations for the Biological 
Surveye 

Very truly yours, 

PLE*BB Paul L. oy 
Asst. Prof., In Charge 
Wild Life Research



NewSoils Building 
: Jamary 11, 1935 

Dr. Peul L. Errington 
Towa State College 
Anes, Iowa 

Dear Paul: 

I have no suggestions concerning your short 
paper on food habits. I take it you feel as I do that - 
we ought to miss no chanee to back up Medtee's wort,’ 
I am sending you my file copy of the letter which I 
wrote. Flease return it, : : 

I do not suppose that either you paper or 
my letter would register particularly with Congresssen, 
but I can think of no more effective way to express 
‘our attitude. : ; 

: : Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
in Charge, Game Research : 

vh 
Enel. z



THE SIGNIFICANCE OF FOOD HABITS RESEARCH IN 

WILD LIFE MANAGEMENT. 

by Paul L. Errington. 

The term “wild life management" has taken on a meaning somewhat 

distinct from the older “conservation”, in that it implies a less passive 

technique. It lays more emphasis upon the improvement and maintainance of 

environment for wild species and not so ini upon mere legal protection, © 

the latter of which in magly cases fails of its purpose because it does not 

go far enough. This change of emphasis is entirely consistent with modérn 

ecological thoughts moagre as may be our Imowledge, we are no longer so 

prone to assume that species may thrive in habitats unsuited to them, if z 

protected interminably against man's direct persecution. 

Wild 1ife management, as the term is used here, is not artificial 

propagations it is the encouragement of wild species under conditions 

as nearly natural as possible. It does not inevitably follow that manage= 

"mont of @ species is synonymous with encouragement, though it commonly does. 

Broadly, management is interpreted as human manipulation of wild populetions 

and may be motivated by economic, esthetic, or sciemtifie objectives. 

The earlier efforts at management were, as might be expected, 

chavacterized by a great deal of blind gropingt The blindness of the grop- 

ing has not been wholly divorced from modern management either, for two 

sociales asiesiisiicmaiasiinnamesititiasisiiaiaaatinttatsirinetnemieedittttimmn : 

1s Leopold, Aldo. Game Management, ppe 5-21. Seribners, 1983+ 00
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chief reasons. In the first place wild life management is beset by a 

formidable array of cherished popular prejudices which yield to contrary 

evidence with extreme slowness, if at all. Secondly, those persons best 

informed on the subject admittedly do not kmow too much about it. 

Intelligent wild life management has been tremendously handicapped by 

a lack of information on ecological questions. While it may doubtless be 
sain thet many oF these questions ave vnanswerable, 1b may be 
said with equal truth that many are so elementary and pertinent that their 

continued neglect does not flatter scientific perspectives Intermediate 

between questions of these two extreme types, and significant alike to 

: pure and to applied science, a host of others could be listed, at least 

some of which should prove susceptible to investigation. 

Not only as it pertains to wild life management but notably as it 

does, one of the most fundamental phases of ecological research is the study 

of the food habits of organisms. This should not be confined solely to 

the identification of what animalgeats however,feficiont our knowledge 

may still be even in that respect. 

Incidentally, it could be pointed out that our knowledge of the 

general food habits of lower hahaha for our immediate needs 

and this is true also for many birds and mammals of obvious economic 

importance. 

: General food habits studies constitute a necessary groundwork for the 

cal more specialized research which may profitably follow. The most useful 

5 single technique for extensive investigation at present seems to be that of 

: stomach examination, supplemented by,or combined with, whatever field 

observations and fecal or pellet analysey cuy be aivantageous. Frequently
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emphasis may be placed upon one of the minor techniques in the attack of 

Specific problems, such as i@ pellet analyses for tho study of some whee 

Great as may be our immediate need of vastly more general food habits 

data, still greater potentialities lie beyond. The realization of these 

potentialities should be of extreme simificance to the progress of 

ecological science as woll as to that of its logical fosterechild, wild 

life management. 

Not only de we need to know what a species eats, but we need to know 

what foods it has access to, especially under changing conditions. We need 

to know more about what determines availability of foods. We need to imow 

more about the influence of adaptations, experience, preferences, and 

Physiological demands on feeding tendencies of animals. What foods are 

essential to the existence of a species and what are incidental or con= 

ceivably detrimental? 4 

The sound administration of a waterfowl or shorebird or any other 

sort of wild life refuge is inextricably interlinked with these questions. 

Perhaps there may be proper food for the proper species; perhaps not. 

Perhaps something may reasonably be done to correct food deficiencies in 

the environmental equations perhaps not. At any rate, wild life administra~ 

tors are hardly apt to find it to their disadvantage to mow something about 

what they are trying to do. 

Much of the basic work on predation, of which we have very great need, 

resolves itself largely into researches on food habits and factors governs 

ing food habits of predatory species, Stimulation of more and more 

intensive local research would be particularly in keeping with the growing 

rt eteneneneeneennnntttnenststtnanens 

2. Errington, Paul Le Technique of Raptor Food Habits Study. The Condor 
Vole 34, pps 75086, 1952. .
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trend in conservation thought toward the thesis thet enlightened and 

truly effective predator control consists far more of making game, poultry, 

ete, difficult for predators to get rather than drastic compaigning against 

the predatory species themselves. : 

Here, too, we need to know much more than what a species may cat. 

What are the adaptations of a predatory species for capturing and handling prey 

and what are the adaptations of the prey species for defense or escape? 

What factors importantly affect the relative security or vulnerability of 

phey amt species, What difference does predation actually make to the prey 

species, anyway? The fact that a species suffers a certain amount of 

predation « even conspicuous or heavy predation » does not necessarily mean 

that it is controlled or that its population levels are appreciably affected 

therevy.* 

Work @n this general direction is gradually gaining headway through the 

activities of a number of colleges and wmiversities, some of the more 

advanced state fish and game departments, and other private or public agencies. 

Agricultural colleges have recently displayed increasing recognition of the 

opportunities for constructive programs centering about local researches 

on specifie wild life problems and in several instances have been making 

adjustments as rapidly as their budgets have permitted. 

The Division of Food Habits Research of the U. 8. Biological Survey 

has participated creditably in practically every substantial movement of 

consequence to wild life management in the country, despite its small steff 

- 3. Errington, Paul Le Vulnerability of Robewhite Populations to Predation. 

Ecology, Vole 15, Noe 2, pps 1100127, 1954.
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and limited funds. It seems more than a little ironical that this Division, 

with its highly trained persomel, its unmatched reference collections, and its 

strategic possibilities as an ecological clearing house, should be the 

perennial target of crippling economies, with occasionally its very existence 

threatened, 

In short, researches into the food habits of organisms have barely begun 

to introduce the tremendous field of significant endeavor that awaits the 

future. Continued progress may call for refinements and elaborations of 

techniques and a greater breadth of vision on the part of workers professione 

ally concerned in addition to a greater understanding on the part of the 

public, but the intrinsic promise of the field remains, nevertheless. 

\ 

‘ 

i 

\



New Soils Building 

Jamary 7, 1935 

Mr, Predericic Tammerstrom 
Tewa State College 

Ames, Towa 

Dear Frederick: 

Thanks very much for letting me read Lewis, which 
I am returning under separate cover, You wight have some 
use for the attached digest, which covers part of the material 
I thought especially interesting, 

He makes a good many sound observations which are 
decidedly shead of his time, but I am still puzzled as to 
whether the many miracles which he cites are repeated out of 
gulilibility or by reason of some sly sense of humor, 

Whichever is the case, it is, of course, an eye- 
opener to get a viewpoint of oa “gentleman sportsman" of that 
generation, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
: In Charge, Caue Research 

vh 
Enel.



December 8, 1954 

Mr. We Le MeAtee 

Principal Biologist 

Washington, D. CG, 

Dear Mr. MeAtee: 

I have been of late spending more time than perhaps I should think- 
ing about your principle of proportional predation, I find my 
reactions varying a great deal. Sometimes I believe that it is just 
right the way it stands; more commonly I feel that even as a 
necessarily broad generalization it just falls short of expressing 
precisely what is desired, When I think in terms of higher vertebrate 

species I am especially likely to feel that something is a trifle 
incomplete. Somehow it doesn't seem to go quite far enough, al-+ 
though I am divided in my own mind as to how much completeness should 
be sacrificed for conciseness of expression. I appreciate that you 
ean't eram all biology into a sentence. 

Perhaps the way in which my thesis of population vulnerability (as 
originally applied to adult winter bob-white) is beginning to show 
broader application aaa has something to do with my unsettled views. 
it seems quite evident that population vulnerability - or population 
security, if you wish ~ applies, at least to some extent, to ruffed 
grouse, and I have a growing suspicion that it applies to muskrats. 
I feel, indeed, on the verge of making a generalization that it may 
apply more or jess to all species that show territorial intolerance 
as non-breeding adults. (I'm trying to steer clear of territorial 
intolerance in the breeding season, for I believe that that is a 
different and more specialized thing). 

Perhaps even species not territorially intolerant may have population 
levels at which they are no longer materially vulnerable to predation, 
in other words rendered unavailable to predators by virtue of their 
security of position - the ineradicable residuum of a species, which 
is not necessarily a small residuum, I have records of quail popu- 
lations as strong as a bird per four acres + which I consider quite 
substantial = being so well situated as winter adults as to be 
practically intouchable by natural enemies.



We. Le MeAtee -2- Dee. 8, 1934 

I wonder then if your principle is not more truly applicable to SR ko rather than simply to populations as they may occur nature. Maybe this is what you had in mind when you tacked on to your stated generalization "the proportion, however, rising and falling progressively with the increase or decrease in numbers of the available food organisms". Of courss, in nature it may be that most populations are over-populations for their particular environmental niches, except probably for species that are highly specialized, decadent, have something wrong with them or are temporarily in a bad way from some emergency or other, 

If I am scientifically justified in postulating that the findings which hold true for quail apply to other species, and if my reason- ing is straight, then, as concerns territorially intolerant verte~ brate species, material predation may be in proportion to that ‘ part of the population not securely accomodated by the environment or ~ if it would be better to say - that fraction of the population by which the environment is Over=populated. I use "material predation" to distinguish from what might be called incidental or accidental predation, which in the case of quail seems to attend populations that are well situated, but which as measured to date have been so low that it probably does not greatly exceed what would have been the natural mortality from age and accident had there been no predators, : 

I do not know if this idea may be new to you or if it is another of the things you have had in mind all the time. To be sure, the availability @ause in your proportional predation restatement could be interpreted to include it, as the preponderance of predation seems linked with availability. But although the modification I am trying to discuss may point directly at your principle, I am not sure that your principle points with sufficient Clarity toward the modification, understanding of which I am coming to believe is of fundamental importance to a true understanding of predation. 

I hope you do not get the impression from this letter that I am straining to convince you that you should restate your principle again, I don’t know if you should or not. I feel that I am grop- 
ing Zor something that seems just a little out of reach. Perhaps 
what I am groping for is new, or perhaps it may be something that has been known and many times expressed but which I simply have 
not understood. As I have mentioned before, I feel that you know 
what you have and what I have too, whereas it is only upon what 
I have that I can speak with any autharitativeness at all.



j We. L. Meatee -3= Dec. 8, 1954 

It is on the chance that I may be a bit nearer something of real 
significance that I am submitting these thoughts. You don't 
have to answer this right away; in fact, I would rather that you 
did not, I would, however, like to have you weigh them from 
time to time in the light of your own kmowledge and experience 
whenever you happen to be pondering on the subject of predation, 
Then, when you feel ready to comment I would like to hear from 
you. 

Yours very truly, 

PLE*BB Paul L. Errington, 
Asst. Prof., In Charge, 
Wild Life Research
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New Soils Building 
December 14, 1934 

Prof. George Hendrickson 
Department of Zoology 
Towa State College 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Professor Hendrickson: 

I gather from your letter of December 6 
that I construed your term "laboratory exercises" 
in much too narrow a sense, 

We have been Mmilding up in the immediate 
vicinity of Madison a whole series of field demon- 
stration areas where many kinds of game management 
technique are to be seen in actual operation, ‘This 
“laboratory is constantly used in both our courses. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh
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New Soils Building 
December 1, 1934 

Dr, Peal L, Errington 
Iowa State College 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Paul: 

I would be very glad to present any material at the Game 
Conference research meeting which you and your crowd prepare but are 
unable to present in person, 

I agree that a paper similar to the American Forestry 
article would be the best thing for you to submit, I also agree that 
this need not be published, since the American Forestry reprints will 
be available. 

The most important thing which I get from your letter is that 
your anxieties about the Iowa program are,at least for the moment, relieved, 
Your re-casting of your notes and especially the combination figures for 
covey territories interests me intensely, ani I am extremely glad that you 3 
gave your notes another shake~up, since we undoubtedly have not extracted 
from then everything that they contain, ; 

I have been worrying almost daily about Gastrow and I am mich 
relieved to find that you can carry him. Just recently I made another 
attempt to cot the money for him, tut so far without success, 

I aa glad the Hammerstroms went to Coon Valley, and I imow the 
meeting between them and the Coon Valley crow! will be smtually advan- 

tageous, Starker hurried out there yesterday morning, having just 
returned from his deer hunt, for the express purpose of not missing their 
visit. 

Ovid Butler has asked me to write an editorial to appear in the 
issue containing your American Forestry article. 

I wish you had given me a word about your health, but since you 
do not mention it, I take it that things have straightened out. 

Please give my best regards to Mrs, Errington and also to the 
Hamerstroms when you see them, 

Yours as ever, 

vh



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY No verb er 22 > 1934 ; 

‘ Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Soils Building 
Univ. of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have just received a letter from Mort Palmer in which he 

requested reports on the Iowa quail and duck studies for the American 
Game Conference, and also # told me that you had been selected 27 
Chairman of the Research Meetings. I am very glad to hear the latter, 
as I don't know of anyone who could be in a better position to get 

in some good licks. 
at the Cellegy« 

Of course, none of us,Hen to attend on account of time and for 
fiscal reasons, but Thelieve that we could get together some 
fairly creditable material if you or some other qualified person 

would present ite 

I spoke to Bennett about preparing a report on the past season's 
duck studies, and he is working on this at the present time, although 
I do not know what progress he has been able to make. I outlined a 
possible paper for him, however, so he should not have too much 
trouble if he is able to spare the time from his Fish and Game duties. 

As to the discussion of the Iowa quail studies, I wonder if a talk 
based on the American Forest article would not be in order. This 
would spare me the job of preparing anything especially for the 
occasion. A resume of the results of our last year's experimental 
shoot might be nicely included. This would not answer the question, 
howev as to what should be published in the Transactions, but 
I am/ Bate that we need publish anything on quail as we plan to 
publish the recent cuck studies. a 

You might be interested and pleased to know that we have radically 
revised the season's quail study program. Hamerstrom and I will 
be doing a considerable amount of work on quail observational areas 
this winter, and Bode has agreed to furnish the part-time services 
of Bennett and Updegraff. We are also carrying Gastrow another 
season at $150, and we have in mind a couple of unofficial co-



Aldo Leopold -2= Nove 22, 1934 

operators who might be able to keep under observation an area 
apiece. Altogether, we are planning to try to keep work going 
on between 25 and 50 areas, shot and unshot, although I am not 
entirely sure that we can successfully handle this large a number. 

Very sincerely yours, 

ties 
PLE*BB Paul L,. Errington, 

Asst. Prof., In Charge 
Wild Life Research 
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New Soils Building 
October 29, 1934 

Mr, F, N, Hammerstrom, Jr, 
Route 3 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Hammerstrom: 

I am sorry that McAtee was not convinced, It is impossible 
for me to accept the hypothesis that Darling blows hot and cold on anything, 
Both he and MeAtee have an excellent sense of humor, only the two humors 
do not “synchronize,” to use Dr, Allen's expression, I am very sorry, 
because I have a vast respect for both of then, 

Do not worry for a mimte about the Wing matter, The reason I 
had not taken him into my confidence is that he does not Imow Paul personally. 
I am now, however, telling him about the circumstances, so you need feel 
no embarrassment about having broached the matter to him, 

To me it was worth the entire trip to Chicago to see the way in 
which you and Mrs. Hammerstrom have shared in Paul's crisis, 

I fully agree with McAtee that Paul need never worry about a job, 
The point at issue is not that, but whether the Iowa Conservation Plan shall 
split internally through lack of appreciation of one of its essential parts. 
We all see eye to eye on that. 

I am nuch relieved to hear that Panl was ready to accept the 
Chicago events as evidence that the difficulty is about over, and I get 

; much satisfaction from Darling's report of the universally favorable é 
impression created by Paul's manner of meeting the situation, I fervently 
hope that he will now quit worrying. Instead of setting back his work, I 
am inclined to think this occurrence has set it forward several notches. 

With kindest regards to Mrs. Hanmerstrom and yourself, 

Yours sincerely, 

; Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh
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New Soils Building 
Octoher 26, 1934 

Dr. Paul i, Errington 
Iowa State College 
4nes, Iowa 

Dear Paul: : 

Thad a talk with Jay Darling at the A,O.U. meeting 
and I think you can set your mind at rest regarding the immediate 
future of the cooperative set-up in Iowa. I was gratified to 
hear that the commissioners 

have reacted very favorably to your 
method of meeting the recent sitmation, and this also reassured 
me that the bulk of these men mean to do the right thing and are 
duly appreciative of the situation when they once understand it, 
I did not press Darling for details, but he feels assured that 
the basis of a satisfactory understanding has been arrived at, 
and this is all I wanted to know, 

If I may offer some personal afvice, I think your 
main task at this moment is to be reassured yourself, 

I will not try to diseuss details util I have a 
: chance to do it in person, 

It was a great satisfaction to me to meet the Hammer- 
stoms and to see the intensity of their personal loyalty. 1 

am gure that it is umecessary 
for me to elaboratore this 

thought, i 

With best wishes, 

Yours aa ever, 

vh



New Soils Dullding 
Oatover 26, 1934 

Dr. W, G. Boone 
Ottumwa. 
Towa 

Dear Dr. Boone: 

I have delayed answering your welcome letter of October 8, but I 
have been thinking hard about the Iowa situation and while, ef course, I am 
out of touch with details, I am anxious to take advantage of your invitation 
to send you my thoughts in very plain lenguace, 

Not tmowing the details of recent history, I cannot say either yes 
or no to wach questions as whether the census work should have been contimed 
this winter, or whether the research program has steered a reasonably con- 
sistent course, I have no fear, thongh, that right answers to such questions 
will be arrived at once the Commission and the research department sufficiently 
understand each other, 

One assertion I can make flatly: Urrington may not have worked on 
the particular things which you thought you needed most, and it might even be 
that the Commission was right and he was wrong in selecting things to work on, 
but there can be no doubt that he has delivered reslts far in excess of the 
value of the investment, and I hope that the Commission realises this fact. 

I am perfectly willing to be held accountable for the prediction thet ten 
years from now the discoveries about game populations which have come out of 
Towa in the past two yeare will be ragarded as foundations for the whole 
practice of game management. 

Ssoumaty, 5 Caisk tat beth the Cumnlesion ant Reviaghen. mane, 
realize that the set-up loads upon three people an amount of research 
work which might well occupy a dozen, Several other states maintain research 
departments, but none of them, with the possible exception of Michigan, regard . 
them as anything but ornaments or propaganda, What I mean is that they do 
not attempt to base their administrative decisions on research findings. Iowa, 
to some extent at least, has attempted this and it is a wholly new thing, We 
started with one man simply because there had previously been no man and because 
fonds were scarce, but experience may now be showing up that this new system 
requires a larger force than we had bargained for, If there is anything in 
this thought, thei each side of the present discussion should realize the 
difficulties under which the other is working, 

Thirdly, I heave been mech impressed in the last two years with the 
faet that all administrative organizations dealing with*conservation are 
loaded far beyond the permanent capacity of the persons involved, I can see



W. C, Boone-2 Ostober 26, 1934 

this clearly im the Wisconsin Departwent, in the Lake States District of the 
Forest Service, in the Southwestern District of the Forest Service, in the 
Soil Erosion Service, and in the CCC. ‘there io snall hope that this overlead 
will be more than partially relieved by an expansion of overhead, ‘The only 
substantial hope of relief is to pass the burden down the line te lower 
officers, and this is always easier said than done. Frankly, I have been 
@isappointed in the reports which reach me as to the degree to which either the 
Department or Errington have mucceeded in passing their respective loads on 
Gown the line, The fact that the lower officers at first cannot carry these 
loads means not thet the scheme is impracticable, but that there mst be a 
constant improvement in their capacity and that schooling facilities mst be 
undertaken. By schooling I mean instruction in a very broad sense, Tt is 
possible to construe the present Iowa difficulty almost entirely in terms of 
mutual overload of higher-ups, It 1s possible that the main remedy both at 
Des Moines and at Ames lies in the clow ani painful process of warden instruc~ 
tion and warden improvement. I know this is no news to you, but it may do no 
harm to again exuphasize my belief in its importance, and I think that Errington 
particularly needs to be reminded of it, : 

In reply to your qestion about the Bennett set-up, I see nothing 
improper about attaching a man directly to the Department with duties inter- 
mediate between research and administration. ‘There are slways a lot of jobs 
which require scientific lmowledge, but which ore not research in any narrow 
sense of the term, 

This is, of course, a different thing from transferring the actual 
ee SS Neves wh Ae 2 Sirwet Bie ee ee 

with the research organization in the College, either of which ad anpear to 
me as mistakes. In this comection it might be interesting to mention that 
two states have tried to do research work directly in the administrative de~ 
partment--Ney York and Michigan, Both heve used rether extra well qualified 

men for the research work, ‘There sre no signs of trouble in Michigan except 
that both schools have also initiated an independent research program, which 
ds, of course, weakened by lack of contact with actual administrative problems. F 
In New York, however, the presmre exerted for too quick results is perceptibly 

weakening the prestige of the work in the scientific world, 1 om not sure that 
the work actually werite this weekened rating, but 1t is getting 1t whether it 
rates it or not, To me it is absolutely clear that neither the New York nor 
the Michigan set-up is fundewentally as sound as Tows's. 

I have no illusions about this letter throwing amy great amount of 
light on your problem, I am sending it to you more as an expression of my 
interest than as a ley to milock the door, I of course appreciate the kind 
and tolerant attitude which is written between the lines of your letter, 

: With kind personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

va In Charge, Game Research



State of Iowa 

, ee , DENNIS H. EDERS 

DR. W. C. BOONE, CHAIRMAN Fish and Game Commission a 

a Sos Mtoe on 
COUNCIL BLUFFS I. T. BODE, STATE FiSH AND GAME WARDEN eee 

Ottumwa, Lowe. 
October 8, 1934. 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
College of Agriculture, 
New Soils Bldg., 
Medison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Leopold: 

There ere many angles to our discussion 

concerning the game research at the Iowa State College. 
Mr. Rapp, as Secretary to the Commission, was asked to 

discuss with Dean Buchanan some of the problems or per~- 

haps different viewpoints es to the line this research 

should follow that would be of more practical benefit to 

the Commission, Mr. Rapp went to Ames but missed Buchanan 

then wrote him a letter, a copy of which I heve not seen, 

put rather imagine it dealt in obscure generalities and 

possibly a cudg@ls intimation of the Commission's position 
under what conditions the research might be supported. 

I had a telk with Bode Sunday end am 
sending him copies of this correspondence with the request 

that he also write you his reaction of the situation. And 

we shell carry out one suggestion that he made that a con~ 

ference be arranged with Buchanan, Paul and the Commission, 
Although I rather favor a conference with Bode, Buchanan 

end Paul who could thrash out our apparent differences and 

then submit a reasoneble future program to which we could e 

either subscribe or turn down es the Commission saw best. 

It is my position end I hope the Commission's 
and am sure it is Bode's, that we would much prefer to 

support a research program at the Vollege than to organize 

4+ within our own Department. I have had the feeling when 

both in private conversation with Paul end when he appeared 

before the Commission that there wes constantly in his mind 

the feeling that he was going to be asked to devote some 

of his time to matters other then strictly research. That 

the atmosphere was more or less charged with resentie nt of 

' g@ suggestion that might be made as to what line of work he



Aido Leopold #2-- 

should underteke. Perhaps this does not quite express it 
but think you can get the idea. Perhaps the thought has 
been conveyed to us or at least it has to me, that we are 
laymen and we know little of the problems of the time or 
technique of getting scientific information and that we 
ere unware of the ethics involved as e doner of endowment 

: to an organized research. 

I wes expected that it would take Peul some 
little time to organize his program and assemble personnel 
but think he did a pretty good job of getting things under 
wey. But likely he has undertaken too many problems end has 
been somewhet vecillating in his efforts. Ap an example- 
He undertook a winter study of Bob-white in Southern towa, 
which of course, involved population counts, found the 
technique he used in Wisconsin would not work in this heav- 
ier cover and largely geve it up or delegated the problems 
to our werdens to work out. As you know we are very much 

. concerned about whet heppened to the queil following the 
experimental shoot, in which we had et least two wardens 
on the &reas to assure accurate information of bag, loss 
and cripples. 

We had an optimum year last year with reference 
to cover, natural feed a little short due to lack of rain, 
This year we are having a minimum of cover with a natural 
food crisis, but in spite of the fact, we are having a 
general opening over several hundred thousands of ecres. Paul 
is abandoning winter quail observations due to the extreme . 
conditions. 

It has occurred to me that we should know what 
seed stock can be carried thru under present conditions in 

; order to determine future openings under similar conditions 
‘ We heve taken over Logan Bennett. Other states had made him 

an offer and Paul would heve lost him, so irrespective of 
Paul's position on the quail situation we will likely 
attempt to gether the information we think we need. Of 
course, we cannot continue to support two groups organized 
for the similar purpose. It might be that we are all wrong, . 
Aldo, and do not know whet we really should have in a research 
program, In any event we would appreciate your viewpoint in 
very plain lenguege. Specific, if you like as well as 
suggestions for financial support and more permenent endow- 
ment plan, This thing is too seriousa matter and too improt 
ant to discontinue thru any possible misunderstanding, :



Aldo Leopold #3-- 

Iowa's game management plan of taking queil 
is pretty well organized and we are starting next week 
on the open season, If this year does not develop some 
serious mistakes, which I don't think it will, it is 
believed we are going to demonstrate a practical plan 
of perpetueting birds and sport. 

With very best wishes, I am 

Sincerely, 

Wo 33 LCS oreca, 
WCB:M Fish and Game Commission.



New Soils Building 
ter Ogtober 10, 1934 

Dr. Paul L. Brrington 
Towa State College 
4mes, Iowa 

Dear Pani: 

I am such heartened by the prospect that the Dean 
and the Commission are to have a further and amicable conference 
and that there is a chance of a joint set-up with the Biological 
Survey. This sounds like a more tenable arrangement, Please 
keep me posted, 

I also wish that you would express to Dean Buchanan 
my own personal appreciation of his interest in the wild life 
work, I realize more and more how exceptional it is for admin~ 
istrative officers to understand end appreciate what we are 

I am writing this letter before I have had e chance 
to vead over your revised vulnerability paper for american Forests, 

but I will get through it within the next couple of days and 
write you further, 

: Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

ALevh
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mur “Copy to Darling 

New Soils Building 
October 4, 1934 , 

Dr, Paul L. Errington 
Iowa State College 
Anes, Tova 

Dear Paul: 

I confess to considerable disappointment in learning of the 
impending financial breach with the Commission. It is a satisfaction, 
of course, to know that the College is standing firm, but unless the 
Commission has greatly deteriorated in the last two years, I cannot 
escape the thought that a breach is unnecessary, that it will eventually 
result in a natual loss, and that it marks the possible beginnings of 
disruption in the Iowa Conservation Plan. 

Attached is a letter which I have sent Dr, Boone and a copy 
of which is going to Darling, I am not certain that this is a wise 
approach, but it is the best one that I have been able to think of, 
The more I think about it, the more I am convinced that Iowa has an 
external as well as an internal responsibility in this matter, I have 
some things in the back of my mind which I may wnt to broach later, 
For instance, it is possible that the basic difficulty in the Iowa set- 
up is that the Commission's contribution is lumped with all other funds 
instead of being used for the specific projects of greatest immediate 
interest to the Comsission, If this were true, then you and Dean 

Buchanan might want to consider reorganizing the present funds and per- 
somel go that the Commission's contribution applies to some particular 
man or project whose job it will be to get the things the Commission 
needs for current and immediate purposes, If this were done, ani if 
Mr. Darling's funds were to contime, then they might be devoted to the 
more fundamental research work provided he were willing, as I think he 
would be, 

What I am driving at is that there may be some way to alter ; 
the present organization rather than trimming it. 

Keep me posted on developments insofar as you can, 

Yours as ever, 

Alevh 
Enel.



“ ~ Copies to Errington, Darling 

New Soils Building 
October 4, 1934 

Dr. ¥. C. Boone 

Ottumma 
Towa 

Dear Dr. Boonet 

IT have learned that there is some difficulty between the Commission 
and the State College which involves the contimance of the research appropriation 
which I recoumemled during the Iowa Game Survey, 

Towa is the first stote to set up out of its own funds an active research 
relationship between its Commission and its Agricultural College, and sch a 
relationship is a vitel part of the entire chain of ideas first proposed in the 
American Game Policy and later incorporated in the Iowa Conservation Flan, Hence 
in one sense the qestion of contimance of this appropriation is a national 

‘ ae well as a state isme. To this extent it might be argued that Iowa should i 
give outside parties like myself a hearing before discontiming the present 
arrangenent. 

It is, of course, difficult for me to get eny grasp of the current 
details which are worrying you and the College, Do you think it would be unreason- 
able for ma to asic for the privilege of seeing some written statement which 
expresses the viewpoint of the Commission and the College, respectively? I take 
it that there mst have been some exchange of letters, If I could see these, it 
is barely possthle that I might be able to suggest some adjustment which might 
selvage the outside or national values which are at stake, : 

During the period which has elapsed since the original Iowa set-up, 
I have, of course, learned a good many things about better ways in which to 

finance and organize research wrk, It is barely possible that if I were allowed 
the privilege of seeing the statement of the case, I might be able to sugcest 
something, In any event, I hope that both the Commission and the College will 

go slow in the severance of a relationship which constitutes a sort of test 
ease on which future policy in many other states will be tuilt. I also hope 
that both parties will realize that dmperfections in the first trial of such a 
relationship do not necessarily mean that the basic principle is wmworkable, 

With icindest personal regards, : 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Alevh In Charge, Game Research



New Soils Building 
October 4, 1934 

Mr, Jay N, Darling, Chief 
Bureau of Biological Survey 
U. S. Department of Agricul tre 
Washington, D, C. 

Dear Jay? 

Attached is a letter from Paul Errington and a copy of a 
letter I have written Dr, Boone, I am somewhat nonplussed by this 
situation, but believe there mst be some way to get off to a new 
start rather than to drop the whole enterprise, 

De you know anything about the situation and have you any 
advice as to the best moves for preventing any backset in Iowa game 
policy? 

My bunch is that Paul has been so busy with his very out- 
standing research work that he has not had time to keep the Commission 
posted or to give due consideration to their current needs, On the 
other hand, I am almost sure that the Commission has no appreciation of 
the high value of the work whith Paul has done, even though it may not 
bear very strongly on their 1934: problems, It seems to me that if the 
Commission's funds were allocated to the particular work aimed to meet 
their current needs and any other funds devoted to more strictly 
scientific research, this might constitute a satisfactory forma for 

an adjustment, Do you think I am an alarmist in my belief that the 
severance of financial relations between the Iowa Coumission and the 
College would be a backward step for the underlying idea of the Iowa 
Conservation Plan? 

With best regards, 

; Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

ALevh 

Enel. : :



September 27, 1954. 

@ Me. Arthur E. Rapp, Secretary, 
State Fish and Game Commission, 
Des Moines, Iowa. 

Dear Mr. Rapp: 

Your letter of September 23rd has read and studied 
: with much care. I, with you, regret that I in Ames on 

the dates on which you were here. Undoubtedly\a\ better under- 
standing might be developed in a pers than 
through correspondence. 

Your letter is the first statement or in tion of dis- 
satisfaction I have had as Director,6f the Iowa a. 
Experiment Station from any menib 5 ha Fish Game Conumis- 
sion with reference to the re ck’ on jc game undertaken as 
station preseetes Mr. Bode, last\stixny sent me a note concern~ 
ing desirable research and some of ‘he Sressing problems and I 

have also been in correspondence with 40. Darling since he was . 
made Chief of the Bureau of Biological Sy? « I am oe 
these facts to emphasize sy surprise at your letter. The y 
intimation I have had tat tathonships were not satisfactory 
was a comment from Dr. /Dfak hdad of our Entomology Section, 
that he had recently h d rumors jof dissatisfaction. 

Apparently theke ‘t ious misapprehension on your 
part as to the understanding th reference to the research pro- 
gram. May I owflime our point of view, and set-up for conduct 
of the work? 

May | 1| point a4 that there is no “Wild Life Research 
Bureau" in e: ne n/ Iowa, as intimated in your letter. The 
Iowa Agrioul tice! exfeximent Station was invited to set up a pro- 
gram of resea: Sh~en-game conservation problems. ‘The invitation 
came verbally first from Mr. Leopold (I assume et 
Darling) and Mr. Sata: Coespusentine the Fish and Game ¢ sion). 

An understanding was worked out and agreed to by iit. 
Darling, the Commission and the Experiment Station. The agree- 
ment was oe ee a te would — and direct a 

research for a of three years to provide 
Uy toast sce Shira of the. feuds ($5,000 per year), an equal 
amount was to be presented to the station each year by —— 
ling personally, and an equal amount by the Commission. 
far, then the Commission has contributed one third of the money 
expended specifically designated for this research program.



Mp, Arthur E. Rapp 
9e27 954 

-” g - : 

Mr. Errington was employed by the Station upon the rec~ 
ommendation of Dr. Leopold, and the representatives of the Come : 
mission. There never has been, to the best of my knowledge and 
belief, any expectation other then that Dr. Errington and the 
other members of the research staff would devote themselves ener+ 
getically to a study of unsolved problems relative to wild life 
in Iowa. It was understood that the es outlined should be 
ie. e@ solution ——— most — the ate of a 
suital game program. was expec the : 
whole program should prove helpful to the Commission. I believe 
that Dr. Hrrington has devoted himself ringly to the 
research program. Naturally, he must luctant to ad-~ 
vise in advance of Seana facts tudy them. ~ z 
feel you have unwitt y done Mr. Er a wrong 
statement that “he was unwilling to givé much 6 9 tdon oe Dake 
work", I am not sure just what you mean by atement that 
the Commission "would have the part time se of Dr. frring- 
ton". Of course, Dr. vena te- ae ae, ae sense in the employ of 
the Commission. His services Avoré Tulh time on the research pro- 
ry This does not in any ger/ mh, \nowever, that he should 

‘ail in cooperation with the (Conn! op 

May I point out the rent ee Se 
up? It seemed obvious, that fro ay point of administration 
research projects re Phuc to game would be placed logically in 
our research organizathon\here under the Section of the Experi- 
ment Station headed by Ar, 2 (the Section on Entomology and 
Economic peoteey) » i giditien, certain work through ow Exten- 
sion Service, also unfef Dr/ rake, was agreed upon. Dr. Drake, 

as head of this Seetidn was de chairman of the committee in 
charge. Several reseaPsh_pfojects relating to game problems were 
drawn up, tted through Dr. Drake, and approved. 

i to this detail as to organization to indi-+ 
eate why I to find that you were asking —— 
reports as to s of work and results of investigations. 

ees the tion a been derelict in not seeing that 
‘36 reached but this is the first intimation I have had 

that such were expected. flad I been apprised of your desires and 
known your wishes, I feel quite sure that better arrangements 
could have been made, 

Your statement, "To secure information rather than opin+ 
ion on controversial subjects was one of the purposes of estab- 
lishing the Research Bureau" is admirable. I am quite at a loss 
to understand, however, the next statement. "We have felt the 
interest of the Commission could have been considered more tact- 
fully at times” and “they could have been advised as to the nature 
of Dr. ae: conclusions before public statements were 
made", if re has been lack of tact, it should not recur. I 
am quite at a loss to know to what you refer. Not knowing the



Mr, Arthur E. Rapp 
Ge 2734 
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eircumstances, I can only speculate as follows: 

il. Dr. —— has evidently published data with refer- 
ence to his researches, said data leading to certain 
conclusions. 

a If his conclusions were justified by his ~ 
data, there can be no possible objection 
to their publication. He w nixed to 
get at the facts, 

be If his conclusions were vot justifies by ? 
: his facts, a mistake was ‘made in puylish- 

ings 

Not lmowing the situation am at @ loss. Will 
you let me know speg caddy one or the other 
of these is involv biteal 

2. br. Errington has appa pouylished without a copy 
of the manuscript Dette sent ty/ the Commission. Tf 

have not been informed that you desired this. I can 
= ll plage = yoy to this being done, and if the Come 
mission will 8 press itself, I will ask that copies 
of all papers b ee eran ae at ae 
researches be £ized ty lir. Bode's office so that any 
controversial|p fants y be taken ae the ape j 
pearance of the \puliched paper. you let me 
mow to what pacticz! papers you refer? 

I &Q ‘Rot Imow why Dr. Errington should make any "condes- 
cending" offs prints of the published articles growing out 
of the researches thin reason, I would think the Commission 
should be supp}ipd with such numbers of reprints as may be desired. 
Will you let 1 A tno more definitely, and i will ask our Bulletin 
Editor to see that the Commission is supplied with such numbers 
of reprints as you desire, 

: You intimate that the ethics of ee data and cone 
clusions before submission to the Commiss is questionable, You 
should, of course, have the right to comment upon the articles 
before publication if = so desire, However, I am quite sure no 
question of ethics is involved. I suppose that the staffs of 

pr gat an of Iowa ney = ge ong hundreds of 
no such. uirement o: views In fact, a research 

aeabesthes: usuall  inskate, Defers seesiving gift funds, that it 
must have complete reedon as to publication of facts, In a case 
of a publicly supported body, however, such as the Commission, it 
eee kelece anttee if you desire to have copies filed for 
review be publication,



My. Arthur E. Rapp 
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whe ‘ : 

Of course, all this statement still leaves me quite in 
the air as to what the specific causes of or may be, If 
there has been any lack of courtesy or lack tact in presenting 
material, I am very sorry such has happened. But please apprise 
me of the details. ; 

it does happen to be true that as the budget was set up 
this year all of Dr. =rrington's salary comes from College Funds. 
But that has no direct bearing on the matter The funds from all 
three sources are in a sense pooled. 6 Atstination is made in 

: the conduct or supervision of the wort a to the\exact origin of 
the salary or current expense dollar, n other words, every one 
working on the outlined projects should furthey fhe whole program 
as far as possible. Covieusly, we all desir ordination. May 
See ce. aren eee eee See Eee ion of work, 
laboratory and office facilit jes gi! m by the College for this 
work, it would easily amount/tpe twice \or more our specific cash 
contribution to this progray Ana I 21 that all should be of 
service to the Commission. 

~~ state that I hepre ncerely that you did not 
volce your dissatisfaction with th search being carried on here 

; a the Experiment St@tion before the beginning of the we 
It would, at that tims, ‘kave been entirely possible to have - 
solved the cooperati’ relationship or to have worked out a more 

: satisfactory memoranfigl of td ae It is, of course, the duty of the Agriculttx@l pkperiment Station to carry on studies 
on wild life because \ ol the very real implications in land use. 
We are endeavoring to op a satisfactory working research 
relation RQ with the U. Ss 5 yma of Agriculture. The Pish 
and Game Oemsission is primarily an administrative, not a research 
organization | tsjmost unfortunate if there cannot be a free 
flow of suggastiom om your Commission to our research sa 
and a return flow of suggestions to the Commission. Apparently 
there is something with our techniques or our memorandum of 
understanding,| Certainty you should not be embarrassed to answer 
reasonable a as to what the cooperative research program 
of the Station is. 

You state that the Commission will probably not care to 
continue the experiment. We hope sincerely that you will not take 
such action, as we believe the difficulties of —— are 
not irreparable. We should, of course, be appri pool ge offi~ 
cial decision pened before the end of this fis year so 
that eee plan‘the continuance of the program with a knowledge 
of the 8 available. ; 

Pinally, ~ I assure you that if you will apprise me 
specifically of any lack of cooperation on our part during the
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continuance of our enterprise, I shall do my best to remedy such. 
: I regret that for some reason the dissatisfaction of the Commis~ 

sion has not been expressed earlier, and that bee gee points 
of irritation have not been presented to m,. If be very glad 
if or other members of the Commission desire to discuss the 

sockbaas involved with me or with the Committee here. 

Sincere] 

: “Re. Ee Buchanan. tor 
REBs aw Tewa Agricul Experiment station



New Soils ae 
September 22, 193 

Dr, Paul L, Brrington 
Iowa State College : 
Ames, Iowa 

_ Dear Paul: 

After reading Mrs, Bdge's latest broadside of September 
1934, I am inclined to believe that the publication of your vulner- 
ability study in a form sufficiently populat to be understood by 
scientific administrators and conservation officials is possibly 
the most important job of the year for you. 

After reading this latest tirade against the Biological 
Survey, I see little hope for the development of constructive con~ 
servation policies except on the foundation of new ideas rather 
than the re-use of old ones, It would do no harm to say that the 
principle which you have discovered might have rather widespread 
applications, rather than to disclaim any applications outside of 
Wisconsin quail, such as was done in the draft I sent you. It 
might even be advisable to devote the greater part of this popular 
paper to a discussion of its possible applications rather than to 
the mimte and detailed presentation of the evidence, You could 
easily avoid this by referring anyone who wants to look up the 

detailed evidence to the technical publication in Beology. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL@vh 

\



New Soils Buildi: 
September 21, 1934 

Dr. Paul i, Errington 
Towa State College 
4mes, Iowa 

Dear Panlt 

I have read the fox paper and I am mech impressed, first of 
all, of course, ty the sheer volume of the excellent data, and second, 
because I think it 1s a good presentation, My suggestions are few and 
of an unimportant nature, : 

First of all, I would like to see you arrange the data with 
a separate line for each item instead of running all the items together, 
The need for this is the greater becmse of the parenthetic explanations 
that occur in some of them, I lmow that this will lengthen the text, 
but the length is probably so great already that the editor will suggest 
splitting it into two sections, the reprint, of course, to include both. 

I have marked a few passages where the clarity did not seem 
to me to be good. Some lines are omitted at the bottom of page 8, At 
the top of page 20 I think your comparison of native and exotic vulner- 
ability might be strengthened by adding the words "and inhabiting the 
same range." f 

Assuming that the paper mst be split into two parts, and hence 
that you are not absolutely impelled to cut down length, I would suggest 
adding at least a paragraph giving the reader some idea of the fox 
densities, game-prey densities, and fox-prey ratios prevailing on the 
territories studied. I have the feeling that the paper, though excellent, 
is too similar to the past productions of the Biological Survey in seeming 
to ignore the effect of comparative abundance with the consequent varia-~ 
tions in availability. Possibly you yourself have not thought out these 
effects, and possibly some additional deductions could be arrived at by 
so doing. There mst be a radical difference between the fox-quail ratio 
in Sauk County and the fox~pheasant ratio in parts of northern Iowa, 

Emlen has been unable to find the Hamilton fox article, but is 
writing Hamilton for it, Possibly Hamilton is going to put out a paper 
on foxes rather than has put one out, In such event you and he might want | 
to exchange notes or criticism of MSS, Mmlen tells me he is an excellent 
MaDe 

In the Journal of Mamalogy, August 1934, p. 23, is a review 
of a Russian paper on food habits of foxes by feces analysis, While in
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Russian, the paper has a summary in English, Maybe it would pay you to 
look this up, 

I an sending this, with the MSS, to Ames, since you did not 
leave directions as to whether you would be in Ames or Ruthven, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

Alevh 
: Encl. é



New Soils Building 
Jamary 12, 1934 

Mr. Paul L. Errington 
Towa State College 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Pauls 

I hope you will come over tut if possible 
make it after the first of February when my classes 
are twice a week instead of daily, and bring Bill 
Schuenke. I might, at that time, be able to meet 

you at LaCrosse and we might be able to go over the 
area with Holt as well as having a conference here. 

T have been thinking about the Iowa mam- 
; script, but have lacked any time whatsoever to revise 

it. My present thought is to come over to Iowa for 
a week's trip next spring, end then really bring the 
whole document down to date. If this is agreeable 
to you, I will plan accordingly. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALM LEOPOLD 
AL/em Game Manager



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY 

January 9, 1934 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Old Soils Bldg., 
Univ. of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have just recently received a letter from King to the effect 
that the University had somehow managed to iene’ the ruffed 
grouse field studies for another few months, ediate crisis 
is thereby over, so I don't suppose that our ‘presence at the 
Minnesota conservation meeting is an absolute necessity. I 
can't possibly make it anyway, for I just got back from the 
East and find a great sufficiency of things to do. 

I note by the papers that you and Darling have been appointed 
on some sort of committee, which looks important, though, of 
course, I have no idea how straight the newspapers get things. 

I feel in need of a good talk with you, but do not know when 
anything can be arranged - possibly toward the end of the 
monthe s 

ieee I just sent in the Duck manuscript to 4 in a consider- 
ably revised form. As you suggested, I cut out the objection- 
able paragraph on food and I worked over carefully % section on 
the crow. We are still not in any agreement on the subject of 
the value of early nesting, although I think this is sammy 
because we have not discussed it thoroughly. It simply happens 
that the ducks are sloppy about their nesting habits before the 
forepart of May, and the depredations of crows upon scattered 
eggs and preliminary laying do not count for a great deal because 
few nests started at this time succeed anyway. Clutches begun duro? 

Artl, after the first week of May in the Ruthven area came through 
from almost no loss from ‘mele enemies and were sufficiently 
early so that the young hatched out about the 20th of June, 
or in plenty good season. I did not mean to imply that very 
late nestings were desirable. 

Sincerely yours, 

PLE#B Paul L. Errington, 
Asst. Prof. Wild Life 
Research



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

December 20, 1933 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Old Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I received your letter and my manuscript today, and was gratified to see 
that at last you considered the paper in presentable shape for publication. 
I shall make corrections as you suggested and also clear up those figures 
on page 8, the significance of which you did not understend. Those 
numbers refer to covey survival figures on consecutive years for identical 
environments. 

I am sending for criticism a manuscript on the Iowa Duck Studies, which 
I am preparing for the American Game Conference, and possibly for publi- 
cation in American Gamee I would like to have you look this over 
critically, especially the gecthren, dealing with the crow, for in view of 
the terrific popular condemnation of this species I perceive that this 
seem will have to be carefully handled or it will give the impression 
that I am attempting a mere job of white-washing. I am not satisfied with 
the wording as it stands, and expect to revise it materially. I would 
greatly appreciate any suggestions you may have to make. 

By any chance are you planning to go to the American Game Conference? If 
so, I would like to have you present this paper on duck nesting studies 
at the research meeting. I feel particularly that I need some one to 
defend me in case the heels of too many crow haters descend upon my necke 

I am inclosing a carbon copy of a letter to Gastrow, which is self- 
explanatory. We have only $100 which we can spare to pay Gastrow for the 
Wisconsin quail observations, and he plainly cannot live upon that for the 
winter. Do you think in case he would get lined up with CWA that it would 
be possible to have him assigned special duties such as carrying on quail 
observations instead of routine road work and such duties commonly assigned 
these men? If we could get the quail work done at CWA expense such would 
be tremendously desirable from the standpoint of our budget. 

‘ 
You stated in your letter that you will be out of Medison.el} of the time 
for the next couple weeks; possibly you may be in before I return from the 
East. If so, would you please write me, especially about the possible 
Gastrow arrangement, in care of Laurence Bertram Flint, Smith Road, Brush 
Hill, Milton, Mass? 

Sincerely yours a 

fanber. Foner Go 
PLE*B ul L. Errington, 

Asst. Prof. In Charge 
Wild Life Research



; December 20, 1935 

Mr, Albert J. Gastrow, 
Prairie du Sac, Wisconsin 

Dear Alberts 

I just received your letter and I must confess that it reises a lot of 
problema. 

I suppose this $15.00 a week job which you couldn't take on account of the 
field work was in connection with the CWA programs if so, may I make a 
tentative suggestions 

Suppose that you register as unemployed and consider your contract with me 
suspended or terminated from now on until the 16th of February. I undere 
stand that GWA people put in only 30 hours a week, which would give you 
time to do some quail work on the side, then after the 15th of February, 
upon the termination of your CWA employment, we could take you on again 
officially. — 

I just had @ talk with Dr, Drake, Head of the Department here, and he 
says that absolutely no more than $100.00 can be spared for the Wisconsin 
Fg putting you on the puget He Cotter oh When, ahah ah 
5a es we oe Oe r at $50.00, which will take 

up of the money we have, Then, after your CWA work is completed 
(assuming that you will have no trouble making comections) we can pay you 

the other $50.00. : 

If this doesn't work out I don't know what oan be done wmiless there is 
@ possibility of raising some extra money in Wisconsin, or from some oute 
aide source. In case of absolute necessity I would be willing to contribute 
@ little out of my own pocket, but I can't afford very much, and do not 
wish to de this if there is any possible way of getting out of ite Howe 
ever, I appreciate as well as you do that you and your family cannot live 
during the winter on the $100.00 which the College has alloted for this . 
work, I will do what I can, but I don't know what that will be. So it is . 
up to you to line up with the CWA in the way that I have suggested, if 
you can do it, j 

I am leaving for the Bast tomorrow and will be gone until after the first 
of the your. Set eeate © Mt vee wae See oe eee 
care of Laurence Bertram Flint, Smith Road, Brush Hill, Milton, Mass, 

Sineerely yours, 

PLESBB Paul L. Errington, 
Asst. Prof. In Charge { 

Wild Life Research



Soils Building 
December 26, 1933 

Mr. Paul L. Errington 
Iowa State College 

Ames, Iowa \ 

Dear Paul: 

I have read the manuscript on Iowa Duck Studies and have only a 
few specific sugzestions. 

re On page 7 I would either omit the paragraph on duck foods or else 
develop it more thoroughly. The seasonal use of various foods is, 
for instance, not mentioned. I do not think you ¢an afford to question 

the food planting idea without making a thorough analysis to sub- 
stantiate your point. It is only the paragraph beginning "It may 
be in order" that I suggest omitting. 

In your discussion of crows I think you neglect to safeguard yourself 
by localizing your opinion. It is possible, for instance, that 
ducks nest earlier in relation to vegetation in the prairie provinces 
than they do in Iowa. 

I do not agree with you that the loss of early nests is not serious. 
The survival of young mst occur between the first nesting ani the 
sessation of nesting attempts, and whatever lessens the number 
of possible attempts during this period, lessens the probability of 
a good crop. Moreover, bird for bird, the earlier attempts vield 

superior prodigy. Again we have the probability of decreasing clutch. 
To me the survival of early nests is ‘esirable as a general principle 
both in ducks and other species. 

You also omit consideration of your own principle that nest density 
probably determines pereent of depre‘ation. Nest density in the 

prairie provinces is necessarily higher: the percent of predation is 
therefore probably higher. If we add to this the probably density of 
crows, it is conceivable that the loss may actually be very serious. 

I agree with you, of course, that in view of the probable variation 
as between localities, ani the fact that migration routes of crows are 

unknown, the supposition that shooting crows on the winter range is 
beneficial is a very temmous one. Why not suggest some crow banding 

- to find out where the egg-eating crows really winter? 

I have one general criticism of the paper. It takes the tone of a 

discussion for the benefit of those alrealy familiar with your evitence 

rather than the tone of a presentation of that evidence to those who 
have not yet heard it. Consequently, the full force of the evidence ‘-
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will not register with the lay reader. You were writing this paper 
to yourself rather than to the lay audience. 

I would like to have the privilese of presenting this evidence at the 
conference but it will be impossible for me to be there. I would not 
worry too much about the crow haters until you get this section on crows 
into the right/shape. 

I wish I had thought sooner of the possibility of using CYA for Gastrow. 
I will make an attempt to round up some funds but I understand the 
matter is now entirely closed. If I find anything I will let vou kmow. 

The paper is returned herewith, 

With best regaris, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
AL2GM Game Manager 
Enc.



aii 

New Soils Building 
December 14, 1933 

Mr. Paul L. Brrington 
Zoology Department 
Iowa State College 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Paul: 

I am much pleased with the manuscript as it now stands. ‘There ; is no doubt in my mind that it represents a vast improvement 
over the first and second drafts, and for the first time it is substantially clear to me as @ reader. I can well imagine 
that you have done a lot of work on it. I return it herewith, 

3 I have only a few specific eriticians. 

“On page four I think your expression "a new probability of 
error" is not the most desirable one. ‘The word probability 
has a special meaning which ig different from what I think 
you here intend, and refers to a measure quantity of prob- 
ability rather than the existence of a probability. Hence 
I would merely substitute the word “possible", I have 
frequently misused this word myself. 

On page eight the strings of figures in the second paragraph 
are not clear to me. 

I was interested, of course, in the Lincoln article which 1 
return herewith. I am perfectly willing to write him except 
that I have no reason to believe that he knows anything about 
mé, and I would guess that your letter is sufficient to clear 
him up. Should he persist in hig criticism, let me know. Ags 
it stands I think he has done you as auch good as harm by 
popularizing the findings, 

I am glad that you and Bill are coming over. I will be gone 
almost contimously until New Years, and will then be teaching 
until May and unable to meet you at LaCrosse, but Ernest 
Holt will be glad to show you over the area at any time, and 
I will, of course, welcome your visit here. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
AL/ em Game Manager 
Ene



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

é 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY 

December 12, 1933 

Mrs Aldo Leopold, 
Old Soils Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

: Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am submitting to you for criticism my manuscript on populetion 
vulnerability after having revised it according to your previous 
suggestions. If youare in favor of it in its present form 
please return it with whatever comments you may wish to makes 
if you think it stills glering shortcomings better keep it until 
I see you againe 

I was hoping to get to Madison this week but can't make it nowe 
I am leaving for the East for the Science meetings about the middle 
of next week, and will be back sometime after New Years. I haven't 
any specific plans after that time, but Bill Schuenke and I wish 
to make a trip into Wisconsin to confer with you and Grange and to 
look over some of the quail areas. I shall get in touch with you 
soon after returning. 

Very truly yours, 

TF tad oz a 
PLE*B Paul Le Errington, ee 

Asst. Prof. In Charge 
Wijd Life Research 
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Soils Building 
October 13, 1933 

Dr. Paul L. Errington 
Iowa State College 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Paul: 

Beeause of having been in the field and because of your early need 
of the manuseript, I have been able to give it only an hour's thought, but 
on the basis of that imperfect consideration, I mst urge you not to publish 
it in its present form. You have done a nice job of incorporating the 
Changes which we discussed during your visit, but there remains, in my opinion, 
@ roughness of detail and a lack of cohesiveness which fall short of doing 
justice to yourself or your material. 

These two things together are accountable for the extreme length, 
which is another reason not to publish at this stage. 

Do not forget that this is hardest job you have ever tackled. It 
igs not at all gurprising that many re-writings are needed. 

I do not claim to have even in my own mind a fommila for revision 
and what I have cannot easily be transmitted by letter. I have entire con- 
fidence, thoigh, that your idea is sound and that it can be expressed simply 
and clearly. I will be glad to help if you want me to, but suggest we 
arrange a time when both of us have the necessary leisure. 

a I return the mamscript, together with Kendeigh's and Stoddard's 
comments. 

Sincerely yours, 

P. S. Miss Horn had started to copy the hand-written parts and I am 
inclosing the part she ha@ done, but because of your possible 
immediate need I have asked her not to finish the copying. 

Melee



September 19, 1933 

. Dr. Paul Ll. Brringtoa 
Director of Game Research 
Towa State Colleze : 
Ames, Iowa : 

Dear Pauls 

I have been doing a lot of thinking on your question of where 
to look for Biological Survey timber. I regret to admit that I have arrived 
at the conclusion in my own mind that the present eirele of game officials, 
game researchers, aud biologists active in game does not include anybody of 
gufficiont size. Moreover those who might come somewhere near fitting the 
job have probably already developed wenial grooves in which they are inclined 
to run, which is exactly what the position we are tallcing about should be 
free from 

The more I think about it, the more I am inclined to favor an 
organized wan hunt entirely outside the present circle, to be made quietly 
by a very small and rigidly selected group with funds enough to actually 
meet and thrash over the field until they have found something. This 
selection is the most important step to be made during this decade in American 
conservation. It does not stand to reason that all the good timber is in 
the ranks of those already connected with the subject. There must be 
biologically minded men with an understanding of sport, land, estheties and 
statecraft whose name has never been signed to petitions on baiting or duck 
seasons or poisoning coyotes. ‘The cat~and-dog fight which now prevails 
within the ranks might actually cease if there were found from outside the 
ranks a new leader not at all interested in cat~and-dog fizhts, but only in 
birds and mammals and the man satisfactions to be derived therefrom. I 
am mach inelined to suspect that cat-and-dog fights are merely a symptom of 
closed groups suffering from mental impoverishment. 

If you are discussing this question with ir. Darling, you 
might hand him this thought. I inclose an extra copy for this purpose 
should you decide to use it. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh 
Incl.



Mafch 15, 1933 

Dre We Oo Boone, 

Chairman, Fish and Game Commission, 
Ottumwa, Iowa 

Dear Dr. Boone: 

I just returned from a trip and found your letter of the fourth 
awaiting me, : 

With regard to the proposed quail regulations I have a few 
recommendations to make. 

Most important of all,the total allowable take should not exceed 
33%. The 50% figure proposed is altogether too high if we expect 
to maintain a population of a bird per five acres. The available 
data I have at hand on net reproductive resilience at different 
So levels indicate rather emphatically that we cannot kill 

half of a population of a bird per five acres and eet away with it; 
especially, since there is also a cripple loss of about 15% to be 
expected even though dogs of fair quality are used, 

I would also suggest an early shooting season for two reasons in 
particular. First, there is evidence that the environmental pressure 
is po agg in the fall upon the inexperienced, though adult a 3 
juveniles, By taking the surplus at this time the heavy environmental 
pressure attendant upon a population of <a per five acres could 
be greatly reduced, Fea rey an application of the law of 
diminishing returns af< to wild life management. The 
environmental pressure on a a of a bird per ten acres is 
disproportionately less than be py & population at a higher 
level. Second, an early season ad be preferable for the reason 
that shot pricked birds would heave a good chance to get bask into 
good condition before severe winter weather arrives. Birds even 
Slightly injured just before a period of snow, cold, or other winter vicissitudes might be so severely handicapped that they 
could not make the grade. 

Very truly yours, 

PLES Paul Le mevhnseen 
Asst. Prof. Wild p 
Life Research ee



Nov. 28, 1932 

Dr. Paul L. Errington 
Iowa State College 
Anes, Iowa 

Dear Paul: 

Thanks for the additional suggestions for revision of the Iowa Report. 
Yes, I go over each chapter again before sending it to Outdoor America, 
and I shall carefully re-examine the passages you mention. 

I have been thinking contimally about your letter to Dr. Boome. Please : 
remember that I said in my first letter that I distrusted words as a 
means of unravelling this question because of their variable meaning, 
How we use the labels "research" and "demonstration" doesn't matter; 
what we actually do and say in the initial year of the Iowa Experiment 

; matters a great deal. I cannot offer an opinion on the basis of wordse- 
either yours or the Commission's. 

Possibly we should all remind ourselves at this time that nobody has 
ever yet answered the question of how to start game research, for and 
in a state, in such a way as to: 

(1) Shed immediate light on the most important conservation problems, 
so that administrative azencies will be guided accordingly. 

(2) Convince the public that light 1s actually being emitted, so 
that it wants more light. 

(3) Conform to the economic and legislative vehicles available for 
translating light into human action. 

(4) Retain scientific soundness. 

The Biological Survey has certainly not done it, except to a degree in 

the single instance of Stoddard's work, tut he was not accountable to a 
state, had only one species to shed light on, and the authority to act 
on his findings pre-existed in his cooperators, i.e., he did not have to 
convince landowners who were free to reject his advice. 

The Game Survey likewise presents only a partial analogy, mainly for two 
reasons: (a) the states to whom advice was offered did not have to pay 
for it, (b) the "research" lasted such a short time as to offer no test 

: of the state's capacity for patience. In the work I am now doing for Wis- 
Consin at its own expense (a) is cancelled out, but (bd) renains.
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The fellowships are not a sound analogy because they, too, cost the state 
nothing or practically nothing. 

The research work done in Michigan and Califernia comes as close to the 
Iowa situation as anything yet attempted; but in California there has been 
no real research outside the field of fisheries, and in Michigan the real 
research has been conducted by a school where the teaching function intro- 
duces a variable not present in the Iowa set-up. Moreover the Michigan 
game research is mech too new for anyone to ju(ge whether it will be acted 

upone 

The only real precedent for the present Iowa game set-up is in the field 
of agriculture, where the agricultural colleges have certainly, in instance 
after instance, met each of the four requirements. ‘There was, however, 
this difference: they were dealing with an activity almost purely economic 
in its nature. ‘The esthetic criteria which will always be present in 
American wild life conservation were absent or supposed to be absent from 
the agricultural field. I find myself in doubt whether even the eminently 

successful agricultural colleges could have handled a subject involving as 
much ethics and esthetics as game and wild life. We must also remember 
that their present set-up is that of a large and recongized activity which 

has long ago been admitted te be a success. What we should study is not 
their present set-up so mich as their early methods when they were first 
getting started. I think you will find that they had to subordinate funda- 
mental research for a good many years. 

The Forest Products Laboratory presents another partial analogy, except 
that it served an industry, not a state, and the money came indirectly 
through the federal treasury, rather than from the industry. I Imoew to 
my certain Imowledce that they had to subordinate fundamental research for 
@ good many years. They simply managed not to forget it entirely and to 

cone forward with it, strongly, at the opportune moment. 

I am mentioning all these cases merely to emphasize that we are really 
pioneering in Iowa to a much greater degree than we ourselves realize. 
Novody need be surprised if either you or the Commission or the public 
fails to fall into perfect gear with the others in the course of the first 

six months. Differences of opinion as to how to go about it are, in fact, 
inevitable at this stage of the game, We should not worry at all about 
disagreements of ways and means if we are of one mind on objectives. 

If I have any counsel at all to offer you now, it is this: Make sure that . 
you let the Commission ani the rublic understand that you ere at one with 
them on objectives. Their objective is simply: “More game." Yours is 
qualified in that you want to get more came by sound rather than unsound 
methods. ‘These criteria of soundness do not yet exist in the public mind,
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and only partially in the Commission's mind. ‘You can afford to lecture 
them occasionally on your criteria of soundness provided you have previously 
made it clear that you are as enthusiastic as they are about more game. 
In short, do not let your mental reservations as to ways and means obscure 
the fact that you are of one mind with your public as to the main end in 
view. 

I do not Imow whether these remarks are clearing or befuddling the issue. 
Should they strike you as to the point, you micht show this letter to : 
Mr. Darling, Dr. Boone, and Bode. If they are not to the point, throw the 
letter in the waste basket, since after all it is only words. ‘The main 
thing I can convey is my appreciation of the difficulties as well as the 
stupendous national importance of your position. 

é Yours as ever, 

Diectated but not read.



MEMO FOR P.LeB. ON IOWA REPORT: 

Missouri Jungle Ruffed Groise. Correction made. 
Cornfield Mallards. ‘The "legitimacy" is purely comparative. It is 
Cleaner than any other form of duck shooting except "jumping." The ducks 
have an infinite choice of cornfields. 

Bow and Arrow. I cannot suppress what seems to me a sound idea simply 
because I happen to shoot a bow. Certainly rifles are out of the question 
in a farm commnity, and shotguns on deer go against the grain of sports- 
manship. 

Boxes. Correction made as to cache contents being typical. 

Sorralberry for Quail. I am illustrating a principle by means of an 
example. Moreover I know from experience that the correlation of quail 
with corralberry is very striking, even though I can't explain it. 

ook amas ae al Soman. I have no hesitation in dogmatically 
asserting this esthetic principle. It is, to be sure, only opinion, 
but in esthetics we have no research to go by, and possibly never will. 

The opinion, or "feeling" of enlightened individuals is all the guidance 
there is, and I have no hesitation in asserting my own feeling as a 

better suide to social policy than the feeling (if any) of "bigger and 
better" boosters. 

Trail's Flyeatcher. I got this from Bill Schorger. ‘There is possibly 
an error. He is out of town. I will verify on his return. ‘Thanks for 
Calling to my attention. 

Aele



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY 

November 22, 1932 = 

Miss Vivian Horn, : e 

905 Univ. Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Miss Horn: 

I wrote Mr. Leopold a few days ago, asking him to send 

me the negatives of a couple University Farm cover 

pictures, but so far I haven't received a reply. I 

need this material at once so I am writing you in the 

hope something might be forthcoming. I had reference 

to those “before and after" pictures which showed the 

recovery of brush on the University Experimental area 

on account of cessation of pastur@g- The two separate 

negatives will be all right instead of the combined 

negative which Mr. Leonold used for his game manage 

ment text. 

I eam quite certain thet you have these at the office 

because I seem to recall having seen them on a previous 

visit, but I didn't have sense enough to take them with 

me at that time. If you haven't anything better to do 

you might look a little more for that negative of that 

quail scene which I used as a frontispiece for my thesis, 

although I confess that I haven't the remotest idea 4 

where this could be. 

I think that this will be all I will trouble you for : 

this time. You will probably hear of me again some 

day. Thanks! 

: Sincerely, 

| PLE*B Paul L. Errington, 
Prof. Wild Life Research



Nov. 23, 1932 

Dr. Paul L. Errington 
Iowa State College : 

Ames, Iowa : j 

Dear Dr. Errington: 

Mr. Leopold just got in from a week's field 
trip and has been‘concentrating on making maps’ and 
reading proof for his book instead of attending to his 
mail. Hence his delay in replying to your letter of 
the something-or-cther inst. 

Of course, I realize that I might have taken 
it upon myself to look up your negatives, and this 
realization makes me feel keenly once more my distressing 

_ inadequacy as a secretary. I now hasten to dig the 
negatives out of the file and devoutly hope that I am 
sending you the right ones. I rummaged around again for 
that missing quail picture that you used with your thesis, 
but to no avail. Sorry. 

Trusting that game matters are progressing by 
leaps and bounds in the state of Ioway, ‘and assuring 

" you of my constant desire to be of assistance in furthering 
the Cause, I remain, 

Yours very truly, 

: Secretary to Mr. Leopold



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY November 9, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: : 

Would you mind sending me the negatives from which you had made 
the combined photo number 20 of your Game Management text? . This 
is the “Wbefore and after4 picture in case you do not remember, 
which shows the cover improvement on the University Hill Farm 
experimental area. 

I don't think that I shall try very hard, at this time, to make 
clear my distinction between research and demonstration areas. 
The one thing that I am fighting against is the possibility of my 
advisory work degenerating into a mere routine by which my duties 
become largely a matter of saying that 4 brush pile should be here, 
or a corn shock there. That is the sort of work to which I’ referred 
when I said that Bill Scheunke was as capable of handling the routine 
as Iam. Anyway the work of a research nature will go on, of course, Z 
and many things will be tried, but there is so very much in con- oe 
nection with these areas that does not have to be done by me 
personally. 

I have just had the opportunity to look over your Iowa Game Survey 
Report carefully for the first time. Before you publish it finally, 
I would like to comment upon certain points. 

On page 14, of your Iowa grouse chapter you ask the questiong$ 2 
what a ruffed grouse could find to eat in the thickets of willows 
and cottonwoods, referring to the Missouri River jungles. Populus, 

| as you know is a highly important ruffed grouse food in the North, 
and there are probably many other species which have buds suitable 
for ruffed grouse. I wouldn't commit myself at all to the fact that 
the ruffed grouse might have difficulty finding enough to eat in 
practically any wooded country, at all, within its range; it seems 
so much of a gastronomic marvel that I can hardly imagine it suffer- 
ing from the food shortage any place. 

In page 4 of the chapter on Iowa Waterfowl, there are a number of 
points upon which I would like to raise questions: First, that the 
most legitimate type of shooting is that which falls in the corn- 
field catagory. The mallards go to the corn fields for food. I 
wonder if this shooting can really be considered legitimate , then, 
if it is enough to prevent them from feeding. You state also that 
a field once shot over is quickly abandoned by the birds; I wonder
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exactly how true this is. Tren, again you mention that ducks will 
not alight in a field of white corn; granted that they prefer yellow 
corn, I wouldn't be too sure about the other. = 

Page 2 of the chapter on Game Mammals: You suggest bow and arrow 
hunting as a safe means of trimming down deer over-populations. I 
wonder if critics couldn't interpret this as you asking something 
personal. 

Page 6 of the same chapter says_that the cottontails of the upper 
Missouri bottom are regarded as, distinct species, but the line 
following shows that these cottontails differ only sub-specifically 
from those found elsewhere. 

On page 10, also the chapter on Game Mammals, I think you are getting 
into a lot of trouble in your discussion of the fox. Yow sample 
counts, of pheasant carcasses in fox dens may be interpreted as 
typicafv‘areas; you do not kmow ae they are or not. I would 

/ strongly suspect that they reppesalthe worst examples that came to 
: V the mind of the persons giving you the information. Bill Scheunke 

told me also that he thought the fox situation of O'Brien County 
was very much overdrawn, largely through the talk of Dr. Kas and his 
group who have been preaching the same thing about as far back as 
he can remember. I would tread with extreme discretion on the subject 
of foxes. Incidentally, I am trying to get a wide scale fox study 
cooperative project going this winter. 

Last let us turn to the Conservation Movement in Iowa, chapter. 
In TORR ere near the top of page 3, I would suggest that you sub- 
stitut ad ush for "coral berry". As now worded your sentence im- 
plies that ‘coral berry’ constitutes ideal cover, which I am not at 
all sure that it does. I think that you would be safer in using the 
more general though descriptive term. Toward the bottom of the same 
page you say that a pair of wood thrushes is more valuable to an 
Iowa village than a Saturday evening band concert - this is what you 
think, and it is what I think, also - but such is only opinion and 

ry could be easily punctured by any citizen having an opinion differ- 
ing from ours. 

é On the next page at the beginning of the last paragraph, Mrs. 
Stewart thinks that you really mean Alger fly @atcher instead of 

ay Trail, Ply @atcher. 

Awe This is about all I have to say on the report, exceptime that I 
noticed a number of typigraphical errors, of which I did not take 

note. Of course, you will look each chapter over carefully before 
you send it in. Altogether, I think the report most excellently
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done. It appeals to me, particularly in most places where you 

drift away from tabulated facts, etc., into your smooth literary 

\ phraseology. Mrs. Stewart was very much @nraptured about the 

manuscript; she is quite certain that you are really a poet. 

I have been mainly occupied the last week in lining up quail co- 

operative projects and I feel quite encouraged by the reception 

that I have received. I will, however, know better by next spring 

just what can be done by cooperative observations. 

Sincerely yours, 

PLE*B Paul L. Errington, 
Prof. Wild Life Research



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY ‘* 

November 3, 1952 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am sending you carbon copies of a couple of 
menuscripts for you to criticize. 

The Menegement of the Bobwhite Quail is a rough : 

draft of the Extension Service Bulletin which 
I have just completed. I wish you would look this 
over with particular thoroughness. 

The briefer paper, Summer Quail Observations in a 
City Backyard, I plan to submit to the Wilson Bulletin. 
You may find it of some interest. 

Very truly yours, 

PLE*B Paul L. Errington, 
Prof. Wild Life Research 

' . Lgdoo: of = : 
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. Nov. 7, 1932 

Dr. Paul L. Errington 

Towa State College 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Paul: 

A burried visit to town from field work on demonstrations for the Wisconsin 

Commission makes me unable to do justice to your request for a criticism 
of the two papers. I have read them only hurriedly and what I have to say 
consists only of snap impressions. 

The extension bulletin is, I think, a useful resume of moot questions which 
will enlighten the conservationists already equipped with some concept 
of the issues at stake. It will be useful, for instance, to ornithologists, 
biology teachers, the most advanced group of sportsmen, and the upper 
strata of farm leaders. 

It does not, however, create a concept in the minds of less educated people. 
To do this is more properly the field of the Handbook. I think your 
extension bulletin will perform a complementary function, the Handbook, 
when finally perfected, serving for the other part. 

It is logical, I think, that you, with your general Imowledge of quail mt 
still limited kmowledge of Iowa, should first write the kind of a paper 
which you have written. I think, though, that the other job is even more 
important, and as your knowledge of local detail increases, that you will 
be able to perfect the necessarily crude effort represented by the present 
Handbook. 

I enjoyed reading the account of Mrs. Stewart's quail. Your observations 
on the inclusion of a new covey are especially valuable. Nobody tut 
Stoddard has so far thrown any light on this matter. 

It is only with considerable trepidation that I attempt to comment on 
your letter to Dr. Boone. It is so easy to agree or disagree about words, 
when the real question is actions, which may or may not be accurately 
portrayed by those words. 

: First of all, I can't follow your distinction between "research" and 
“demonstration areas." Constant observation of these areas offers a chance 
to test conclusions otherwise supported only by inference or assumed 
correlations, and hence seems to me to be research of a higher order 

than one could possibly do without them. Of course to consume time with 
the purely administrative aspects of these areas is another matter.
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Again, I cannot at all agree that Bill Schmenke knows how to run these 
. demonstrations in any but an administrative sense. Nobody does, nor do 

all the combined brains of the Iowa staff, or of all the game managers in 
North America. 

There are four basic research questions in Iowa which I ean see no way to 
answer except on the demonstrations: (1) What is on the land? (2) What 
kill will it stand? (3) What would be there if the environment were 
modified? How? (4%) What Icill will it stand then? Why? 

All this, of course, is only words. It may be exactly what you have in 
mind doing, but use different words to describe. All I am sure of is 
that this matter of your relations to the demonstration areas is the : 
acid test of whether it is possible to steer a course which is biologically 
sound and at the same time of immediate benefit to the conservation plan. 

I return the papers. ‘Thanks for giving me a look at them. 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO ImoroLp 

AL/ va 
Incl.



November 5, 1932 

Dre W. Ce. Boone, 
Chairmen, Conservation Commission, 
Ottumwa, Iowas 

Dear Dr. Boone: 

I am = gome carbon copies of material which I heve 

gotten out ing my Iowa work. I have appended comments in long- 

hend to each paper. I am asking Bill Scheunke to send you a 

couple of other significant ones of which I do not have copies 

at hend. This does not represent all the tangible evidence of what 

tT have been concerned with during the four months that I have been 

here, but it will give you an idea. Please return this materia 

to me as soon as you can because I am “loaning you my Ts at aft ise 

copies of some of the papers. 

I would _—— thet you read first the article for American 

Game, next the Extension Bulletin rough draft. The others you 

may take in eny order thet you see fit. See as _ may 

note, my policy is to hammer awey nt relatively few problems 

with the hope of really getting some place with each one. At 

present I am concerned most with problems relative to waterfowl, 

quail, pheasants end Hungarians, later on I expect to take up 

prairie chickens, foxes, horned owls, marsh hawks and bull snakes. 

If I do, or am instrumental, in having done, first class research 
on these species, I think we will have something to show for our 

worke 

If I dissipate my activities here and there over the state doing 

what any good warden could do, I would, consider my particular part 

in the program a failure. Ana there is always denger thet this may 
oceur, especially in view of the constantly a pressure 

from all sides to have this, thet or the other thing ea tended to. 

Regardless of any dissatisfaction thet it may cause, I intend to 

let a minimum of outside scattered projects detract from the 

effectiveness of the central research program 48 it is now planned. 

As my official duties deal print with research, it is up to 

me to get as near the basic principles of enimel ecology - as 

pertains pee to wild life management « es I possibly can. 

This ig my real job. After the facts have been dug up it falls with- 

in the province of Bill Seheunke and his highest grede wardens es 

well as other practicing conservationists to put the results of my
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studies to use. At the present time Bill is thoroughly qualified 

to look over quail management areas end from what I have seen he 

seems about as able to make routine recommendations as I am. I 

am mentioning this to illustrate my opinion that there is a limit 

to the smount of my time that I can profitably spend doing what 

others can do, howevery important work of this sort mey be. 

I may be wrong in feeling that there is a sentiment es the 

members of the Commission to the effect thet my principal duties 

relate to the management areas or that I should occupy myself 

more gninering information that they look upon as being of greatest _ 

tmmediate need. Superficial dnformation on a variety of topics 

may be exactly whet the Commission wants, but would thet be con- 

tributing anything more substential than whet has siweys been 

available in any state from any good warden force? The recent 

matter of muskrats may be quoted as en example. Yes, it would be 

very nice if I could tell the commission the names of the lakes 

and muskrat sloughs which should be made into muskrat refuges. Tf 

can't though, and moreover I'm not going to be able to except at 

a sacrifice to something I consider much more valueble in the 

long run. 

I agree with Mr. Papp that I ought to familierize myself with the 

atate, but I don't believe thet the most economical way - in time 

or money - is to go about with thet as the chief purpose in mind; 

femilierity will come eventually, incidental to trips made for 

multiple reasons. Irrespective of the practical application (which 

ig not being disregarded, by the way) of the survey type of re- 

search, we must not lose sight of the fact thet intensive work in 

relatively restricted but representative areas must be done if we 

ave to penetrate beneath the surface of some of our significant — 

wild life problems. I would say thet the great advance shown 

by the Iowa program lies in its recognition of the necessity for 

fundemental research - and fundamental research has no way of 

getting done by itself. 

I hope that the inclosed collection of carbon copies will answer 

some of your questions. Please do not get the idea that I 

resented yesterdsy your suggestion as to @ progress reports I 

dia not really appreciate until afterwards, how much I have 

neglected to keep the Commission in touch with what I have been 

doing and whet I am planning. Possibly this letter and ite 

dnclosures will serve to cleer the air a bit. 

Very truly yours, 

PLESB Paul L. Errington, 

Prof, Wild Life Research



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY 

October 19, 19352 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 Univ. Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I received the carbon copy of your proposed predator paper, 
and was very well pleased with your treatment of the present 
duck hawk situation. 

The only question that arises in my mind is the one which you 
brought up in your letter to Dr. Phillips, namely, as relates 
to the status of the duck hawk in New Jersey and the East, 
generally. 

ts ¢rve 
Lf SS I personally believe it is :< - 
that the duck is in bad shape numerically, then your paper 
ought to carry a terrific punch. Even though your assumptions 
are not quite as well based as they might be, the general 
attitude which you define concerning sportsmen, protectionists 
and predators should be of great value. In other words you 
have made plain certain principles not alone pertaining to 
the duck hawk, which public, conservationists.and the like 
could do well to ponder. To sum up then: I hope that minor 
inaccuracies do not detract from the force of your powerful 
presentation of principles which we might consider basic to 
permanent conservation. 

Sincerely yours, 

PLE*B Paul L. Errington, 
: Prof. Wild Life Research



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY 

October 5, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

905 Univ. Ave., : 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am sending you all the anti-hawk and owl propaganda I 

happen to have about the office. There isn't as much of this 

material as I had thought. For fullest accounts of the 

Minnesota hawk killing campaign, I would refer you to the 

August number of Fins, Feathers and Fur. I think very likely 

most issues of Fins, Feathers and Fur under the ¢hapter, 

activity gection, would give you material you could use. 

McAtee has been here the last couple days, spending a day in 

the field with me, and we have had some very profitable dis- 

cussions. I told him of the ill judged article by Mert Palmer (2) 
in the last issue of American Game, and he is going to look 
it up. He expressed himself rather- emphatically on this point, 
and I suspect that Seth Gordon is going to hear things. You 

: might be able to get ammunition from Mc Wee PE FORE you meet 
with the policy committee, as he told me anis office ta 
there was a considerable number of newspaper clippings, ete. 

You will be interested to know that Bennett's preliminary 
studies on the proportion of lost to bagged ducks indicate 
a ratio of approximately 50-50. If this figure holds true 
throughout the season's work, it will give somebody something 
to think about. 

Do you happen to know anything about Mr. F. N. Hamerstron, a 
recent graduate of the Game Conservation Institute. He has 
applied for the position as my assistant. 

"B/ Me ee 

PLE*B Paul L. Errington, 
Prof. Wild Life Research



Oct. 11, 1932 

Dr. Panl L. Errington 5 i 
Iowa State College ae Sch 
Ames, Iowa s 

Dear Paul: : 

Thanks for the hawk dope. I decided to hammer 

on the duckhawk case, rather than try to indict the whole 

; country. See draft attached. ga 

: Your letter to Mrs. Snook ig too good to go into 

a file. I hope she publishes it. 

s : Never heard of Hamerston. Sorry. He may be 0.K. 
, in spite of Clinton. ay Y ; 

: I'm not surprised at the 50:50 ratio, but an airing 

WALL do. tt goods s 

re Yours as ever,



- Gopies to Messrs. Bode See ae Se es 
: i Errington ; A eg 

ue poe ee = _ Septs 23, 1932 

“Mrs Je Me Darling Pe ae ; 
~ Register-Triime Building —_. . : Sa 

Des Moines, Iowa eee 

J gapplied Mr. Grane with the full text of the Towa Game Survey . 
Report on September'13, and am sending Bode ‘the copy for the Commission today, 

nore - Jn the last chapter is a summary of what I think are ‘the most 
A4mportant undetemoined questions about each species which need to be answered , 

‘by research. I suggest thet this may serve as a starting point against which — 
the research department ot Ames Gan meastire progress from time fo time in 
reporting to you om the use of your funds. Be : 

; Of course, no research program can be absolutely mapped out in pa 
advance. Accordingly this starting point will have to be subject to amend- 

: ment by mutual discussion with Ames from time to tine. Errington has a copy 
: of the report, so that if you andthe Comission approve cf this idea, T 

would. suggest you write Errington through Dr. Hughes to see if it meets with 
their approval. ; ‘ : : : 

: t ‘gn uaking this suegestion in my capacity as your designated 
; representative with respect to the funds you are contributing. However, ee 

since you designated me to act in this capacity it has become clear that : 
_, Iwill have little’ if any future work in Iowa. It would be uninly expensive 

‘to make inspection trips solely for the surpese of reporting on research. . ; 

\.* progresé, simce no real appfaieal of progress could ba mate without getting , 
°4nte the field. You may accordingly want to designate somebody sise. TI | 
‘would suggest either Bode or whatever man the Biological Survey develops : 
to take ¥, 3..Grange's plete as inspector of fellowships. Wirst Stoddard 3 

: and then Grange served in this capacity for the Institute fellowships as a 

check against my own appraisal of their output. 

a4 : | Should you wish to discuss this mtter I will be able to call on 
you if Towa calls me over in connection with the warden treining camp. 2 

: Sines the Comission and yourself personally are jointly concerned 
‘4n this matter, I am ‘sending a covy of this letter to Rode. 

Yours sincerely, :
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IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY 

August 31, 1952 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I hed a long talk with Horn at Minneapolis a couple of weeks 

ago, end we threshed out a number of things. Both of us spoke 

plainly and we were not in full agreement on bh points, but 

there was no blood shed, and Horn seemed to retain/éordial 

attitude. 

He told me that considerable criticism has arisen in Iowa on 

account of the release of Metcalf as Fish and Game Commission 

publicity man. I defended the move on the basis of Metcalf's 
inedequacy for the position. 

Horn lent me personal copies of two of the Georgia quail public- 

ations, one mimeographed and one printed. I don't recall their 

title at the present time though you doubtless have some in your 

office. Reading over these I noticed a number of specific 

instances which perhaps would be of value to me in making clear 

my contentions. With this in mind, I wrote a brief discussion on 

a few of the weaknesses of the Georgia Fish and Game bulletin to 

illustrate to Horn the pitfalls attending a sloppy publicity 

program. Whether I have played my cards right, I don't know. 

Upon my return to Ames I found a letter from Horn, a copy of 

which is inclosed. I attempted to answer this also in my reply 

to him. 

All in all my attitude towards Horn has been to stand by my guns 

as long as I had facts in my favore I have neither made any 

attempt to be politic nor to tread mnecessarily upon toes. As 

I see it though, the sooner thetpersons of Horn's power and 

position get down to basic facts, the better off everybody will 

bee 

I just returned from my trip through northern Iowa, southern 

Minnesota and northeastern South Dakota. The trip seemed to be 

fairly worthwhile for I have obtained data on about an even 

hundred duck nests, mede some contacts. which I think will be 

quite valuable, and also started negotiations for a couple rather 

promising out-of-the-state research cooperative projects. 

Possibly the most profitable three days I spent were in Sam
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Anderson's country near Hutchinson. I think work of consequence 

might be startedthere to excellent advantage regardless of the 

fact that it is outside of Iowa. 

I could not locate Swanson at Minneapolis for he is now doing 

tas field work for the Museum in the extreme northern part of 

Minnesotae However, I got in touch with him by correspondence, 

and expect to see him about the tenth of September. Although 

I have yet not met him, the reports concerning him are so 

uniformily excellent that I strongly suspect that he is the man 

I need. : 

It may also be possible, the way my budget looks now, to hire 

another research assistant on a fellowship basis; this man to be 

trained particularly to carry on stomach examinations. I have 

tentatively in mind William Youngworth of Sioux City, concerning 

whom I have obtained much information from Dr. Stephens. 

Youngworth probably has not the ability to do independent research, 

but he has a lot of patience, and Dr. Steppers thinks he would 

be highly suitable to break into a job o ~Eoutine nature. He 

already is thought of very highly by Iowa ornithologists. 

I thought perhaps that I might drop into Madison the early part 

of September, but at present do not see my way clear at all. I 

may be able to do it at a later date some time when I find my~- 

self in the northeast corner of the state. 

Very truly yours, 

PLE*B Paul L. Errington, 

; 
Prof. Wild Life Research
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FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION 

MINNEAPOLIS, Us. Se Ae 
Charles L. Horn, Pres. 

Auge 19, 1932 

Dr. Paul Errington 
Ames College 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Dr. Errington: 

I was interested in talking with you the other day, and 

after you left, I took the trouble to make some notations on 
our conversation so I might remember it. I am always foolish 
about that, but it makes a permgnent record of what we did 

discuss and what was said. 

Referring to the exotic birds you talked about which you did 
not think were satisfactory, I hope you will correct this im- 

pression. I wonder if it would be of interest to you to see 

some California Valley quail. I am asking Mr. Chamberlain to 

send you some literature on them so you might learn something 

about what Valley quaéilohave done in California and elsewhere. 

Furthermore, I hope you will change your opinion that the 

sportsmen of the state should not be allowed to have a voice 

in game matters because they may have an adverse or negative 

effect or something else. You must remember that it is the 

sportsman who pays the bills, and he is the fellow you want 

to thank. 

Yours very truly, 

FEDERAL CARTRIDGE CORPORATION 

CLHorn:GC (SIGNED) C. L. HORN 
President



August 31, 1952 

Mr. Ce Le Horn, ; 

President, Federal Cartridge Corp., 
Foshay Tower, 
Minneapolis, Minne 

Dear Mre Horn: / 

I em returning to you the two publications relating to queil which 
you so kindly lent me. I am taking the liberty also to comment 

a bit upon inaccuracies (not Stodderd's fault) in one of them to 

illustrate the remarks I made during our recent discussion of good 
end bad publicity. 

On page 38 of the Georgie Fish end Game printed bulletin bearing 
Stodderd's name as author you will note the pitiful spectacle of a 

very wicked skunk holding the limp body of a very guileless incubat- 
ing quail that presumably head allowed itself to be picked off the 
nest. Apropos of this subject, note the underscored words on the 

next papge (39). Stoddard in his original complete text, page 189, 
says, “As skunks are almost entirely nocturnal in this — it 

is evident that quail ere sometimes attacked on the nest during the 

night. While a few feethers were occasionally found where animals 
had tried to capture the brooding bird, no evidence of success was 

found. This shows a surprising lack of activity on the part of 

the part of the skunks." With this my Wisconsin deta check 
absolutely. Indeed, it has been my gbgervation thet a skunk hunts 

in a manner comparable to that of a foraging small pig, searching 

for whatever food it can find with no attempt at stealth and often 

with enough noise to be distinctly audible at a distance of many 

feet. On the basis of my. own work and Stoddard’, I see no reason 

why the skunk should be an enemy of adult, functional quail at 

all, yet the artist hes portrayed the above touching scene as one 

to be expected as a regular thinge —§ | 

On with the battle. Page 43 depicts a snake of the pit-viper group 

(according to its dutent about to bring disaster to a clutch of 

quail eggs. Stoddard, pp. 434-435, mentions six species of snakes 

es eaters of queil eggs, none of which species are of the pite 

viper type (though the diamond pack rattlesnake has been known to 

eat adult queil). See slso the marked passage on page 45 of the 

bullétin.
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One more shot. On page 48 a clutch of hatching eggs is being 
swermed over by ants having designs upon the contained quail chicks. 

What some ants will do to a hetching chick is plenty, but the 
chick does not breek out of the egg as shown; it neatly saws off 
the lerge end of the egg by means of its egg tooth, so the result- 
ing cap lifts back like the lid of an old-fashioned bepr stein. ~ ” 

These mistakes do not concern trivial technicalities, errata of no 
consequence that creep into the best of publicetions; they are so 

gleringly conspicuous that practically anybody who kmows anything ; 
about quail, quail eggs, skunks, end snakes could herdly fail to i 
see them, What difference does it make if publicity is accurate or 
not? It makes ea difference to me, though you doubtless regard me 
as hypercritical, Had it not been for my own persone familisrity 

with Stoddard and the quality of work that he turns out and were it 

not for sundry experiences I have had with laymen who attempted to 
review or popularize my own papers, I would, ony likely, have 

placed little eredence upon the other contents of the boltetis 4 
except those which from personal studies 1 kuew-te be correct, 

This by no means implies that my Own work is “ree From the im- 

perfections thet attend any human eadeaver; t am merely laboring 
to stress the point that the errors cannot be oF evident and con 
spicuous magnitude without detracting seriously from the authenticity 
of a given piece of publicity. The old adage to the effect thet 

one cannot believe anything he reads is not entirely without found- 

ation. And may I add thet unless increasing attention is paid to 

quality instead of high pressure newspaper tactics, we need not 

ook for any pronounced improvement over the biased, shopwornm, and 

garbled propagenda of which I consider we already have much more 

than a sufficiency. : Pit 
by ' 

So much for that. I trust that/this letter I may have made a little 
clearer the general basis of my defence of a certain Iowa personnel 

change which, I understand from you, has stirred up adversity. Ire 

respective of the wisdom or lack of wisdom of the particular move 

thet we discussed, perhaps a definition of my own stand might make 

some things at least more intelligible, even thougl you may not 

regard them as wholly acceptable. iy 

Reletive to the Valley Quail, I may say that I have seen a little 

of the species and consider it en excellent bird ~ gn the west 

coast where it belongs. Its success in its native habitat in no 

way justifies its introduction here, even were it [to succeed. It 

is not that I have anything ageinst the ee ae am simply 

opposed = and if you dig deeply enough you will find thet Tf am not 

the only conservationist who is + to the genera) practice of 

introducing often for no valid reason et all about every exotic under 

the sun, if somebody thinks it will do. The history of our 
ecological blunders is replete with questionable or even disastrous
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introductions which need not be enumerated, and in most cases can 
be attributed to unselfish end well meaning effort on the part of 

4ndividuals whose good intentions outbalanced their knowledge of 

elementary biology. Perhaps the effect of an ascendancy of Valley 

Quail in the middle west would not be detrimental to our netive wild 

life et all, but I don't know and neither does pyybody else. 

And if I may express an opinion on what is directly none of my business, 

there seems something sedly incongruous about a public conservation 

attitude (and I'm sneaking in terms of generalities, not personalities) 
thet permits a research project of extreme potential significance 

such as that of King's to die out for lack of funds at a time when 

it has been built up to the point where it locks the most promising 
of all, yet still be in a position to put money into projects of 
doubtful value, if not actually inconsistent with permanent public 

interests. 

Certainly, I would appreciate having Mr. Chamberlain send me Valley 
Quail literature. I am always glad to receive material on species 

outside of my own field for the sake of my own enlightenment as a 
zoologist end a game mane 

I em not entirely rabid on the subject of sportsmen having a voice 

in game matters. Thet they do pay most of the bills is not at 

present to be debated. They cannot be a dictating faction, how- 

ever, in game research or game management if they are to receive 

their full moneys worth, any more than you would expect to get the 

best returns from your factory physicists and chemists if you 

tinkered at random with their carefully worked out experiments and 

formulee. Then, too, there are sportsmen and sportsmen. A man 

like Sem Anderson is not to be compared in the same breath to your 

ordinary Ike Walton or gun club product. 

Yours sincerely, 

PLEsB Paul Ls Errington, 
Prof. Wild Life Research
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Aucust 17, 1932 

My. Gustav Swanson 
é George Arnold 
enasse, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Swanson? 

I don't know whether this letter will reach you or 
not; et nt se Rp mere ee Ss eee 
fore I can get in closer with you. 

Briefly, there is a vacancy in the wild life re- . 
search staff at Iovs State Collese in which I thought you might be ine 
terested, ineofar as you have already had previous eoetpomanans with 
Er. Aldo Leopold on the subject of a possible position there. | 

The position te be filled is that of assistant to 3 
myself in the wild life research progres ee established sat the 
college. The progrem at present s largely with the ecology and | 

water wild conditions of waterfowl and gallinaceous —— 
will dovbtless be expended in the course of 

to other _—. of economic, scientific or aesthetic im- 
— The work is a collece project in cooperation with the Stete 

sh and Game Commission. 

_ The specific duties of my assistant, as I now see 
om would be to help in cnapecting one advising the various pheasant, 
quail and Hungarian eerie? expe + end demonstration menagement 
areas which have been organized throughout the state by oes 
agencies. Some work of an extension nature way be necessary with farm 
groups, ete. There will also be a for personal research 
on ecologtont problems = at least, I am sure there will be! I must 
confess % aceount of the newness of the program the exact plans 
for sappeiase Lenoept the waterfowl studies which are well started) 
are yet nebulous; problems will be attacked more or less in the or- 
der of their apparent significence and in the order that they arice. « 

I would pate as an assistant a graduate student 
working for his doctorate, but not in such a terrific hurry to get it 
that he could not —s time in the field an ocessionsl quarter 
4f euch were necessitated. All in all, I believe —s could 
be made at Iowa which would compare reasonably with hing now like- 
ly to be available to a self-supporting graduate student snywhere.
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e Although I do not recall having met you on previous 
trips to Minneapolis, the uniformly favorable reports I have of you 
have convinced me that = are worth as up. I had a very satiae 
factory interview with Dr. Christenson yesterday, and he sees no 
obstacles whatever in the way of your accepting the I. 8. G. position, 
assuming that no unforeseen complications presented themselves. Dr. 
Minnich said that he hoped I wouldn't get you but that he would not 
stand in your way in ease you wanted to go with me. we while 
I'm not making any commitments, I can say without reservation that I 
am interested. 

I am now on a trip of indefinite duration and | 
henee not easy to get in touch with. Rewvover < Dope St Sere ae | 
about the first of Septerber. Could you have a letter =e me 
ee ne See toee yore taeneey view! © 3 ree If | 

you think prreeeney matter I believe that I drive to 

these pertioaasiy ore bethey hect'of'the Sepertaent of talogy” ere ly Dr. ° ° 
and Entomology. . . 

I realize that this is a very late hour to he ol 
negotiations but it can't be helped. I don't know how soon an 
could be definitely settled, but in case om are mutually satise 
factory to both of us, I'll try my best = final arrangexents 
rushed through. ae Senbegy OF course bas he final word as to 
Salary and intments yin which respect, I have no business 
saying apininn definite. 

Yours sincerely, 

Peul L, melee 
Assistant Professor Wild Life Research



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY August 9 ? 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Avenue, 
National Bank Building, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I was informed at the office upon my return to Ames that 
Whitlock has decided not to accept the appointment here, 
which in analysis does not surprise me so very much. I 
think the next step is to look up Swanson, which I expect 
to do this week since I am to be in Minneapolis with 
Breckenridge at that time anyway. If this does not look 
so promising, I do not know who would be the best bet un- 
less it would be Salyer or possibly one of Wight's men. 

Bode and I spent the week end on the old game farm property 
near Lansing. This area looks quite promising to me for 
experimental purposes, and I have made recommendations that 
it be used in that way. There is on hand a sorry looking 
lot of pheasants in the pens, which I think should not be 
released anywhere but which might be used up to excellent 
advantage in food experiments this winter, wesw Bode thinks 
he might detail a qualified warden to, ffad@h under my di- 
rection. A 

W. E. Albert, Jr., is now carrying on some banding work with 
the wildest of the young ducks which have been raised there 

this season. He says that about two-thirds of the annual in- 
erease of these wild or half wild mallards leave in the fall 
along with the annual migration, The placing of 300 bands 
might be productive of some important results having a bearing 
upon ultimate utility of the upper Mississippi wild life 
country from the standpoint of waterfowl. 

The "wild" turkey stock is to be encouraged so much as possible 
to shift for themselves in the hope that they might become 
independently established. I am rather pessimistic as to how 
satisfactory they will be, but we might as well find out. 

It seems virtually decided that this area is no longer to be
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used as a game farm; the pea fowl, fancy pheasants, domestic 
chickens and so forth will probably be disposed of as soon 
as possible to the best advantage. 

Very truly yours, 

Paul L. Errington, 
Research Assistant Professor, 
Wild Life Research, 

PLE/IM



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, LOWA 

DEPARTMENT OF TECHNICAL JOURNALISM 

AND BULLETIN OFFICE 

July 1, 1932 

Aldo Leopold 

Consulting Forester : 

905 University Aveme 

Medison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

President Hughes returned today from Rochester, where Mrs. 
Hughes has been in the Mayo clinic, and turned your mate- 

rial on the wild life conservation study over to Dean R. E. 

Buchanam and me, for its issuanee through the college news 

service. In going over it, Dean Buchanan recalled that, 

when he talked with Mr. Darling about his gift, Mr. Darling 

seemed hesitant about having his name given publicity in 

connection with it. So he asked me to write you (since Dar- 

ling is in Chicago at the Democratic convention and so im- 
possible to reach) to make sure that it is now all right to 
use his name. I'd appreciate very much your dropping me a 

line about this. At Dean Buchanan's request I'm holding up 

the story until I hear from you. 

I'm going to break up your story into two, so as not to be 

offering such a lengthy yarn. It's been our experience that 

the papers much prefer two short yarns, a couple of days a- 

part, to one long one. And I'm going to add to these two a 

third --- an interview with Dr. Drake about the significance 
of the work. 

I*ll be very grateful for your help. ‘ 

Cordially yours, 

Mitchell V. Charnley 
Associate Professor 

of Technical Journalism 

MVC cm



2 Copies to Bode, Boone, Crane 

Jane 21, 1932 

ee 

Ames, Iova 

Dear Dr. Hughest 

Now that July 1 fs drawing near it is appropriate, I think, for 

3 the College to make come formal yublie announcesent of the cift fron 

J. Ne Darling. 3 

Because of my fonilfarity with the circunstances, I have taken 

the liberty of drafting a news story which I enclose for your serntiny. 

Aftor you have altere? it to your satisfaction, vill you please cive it 

general circulation in lows? It might also be well to send something : 

simflar to the farm papers throughout the country, and to the sporting 

ani game meagines. I enclose a list of the latter. 

The feteral departwent of agriculture micht also want to run this 

‘ in their bolletin. 

I an interested in publicizing this widely in orfer that your 

action may be followel by other states. I would appreciate a copy of 

whatever story is issued. 

Youre sincerely, 

ALDO IMOPOLD 

_*Tnell.



For release on or before July 1 

Agricultural College Receives Oift 
; for Study of Wild Life Conservation 

Ames, Ia.-A gift to the State Agricultural College of $3,000 per year for 

three years to enable it to study the problems of wild life conservation 

in Iowa, has just been amnounced by President 2. M. Hughes. J. N. Darling, 

Des Moines, is the donor of the gift, which is mtched by similar anounts 

provided by the Collece itself and by the Iowa Fish and Game Commission. 

The total funi of $9,000 per year for three years will be 

devoted to selentifie researches bearing on the execution of the Towa 

Conservation Plan. : 

“Conservation, like agriculture, is faced with the need for 

better efopping methods," said President Mughes in malcing the announcement. 

"Towals game and wild life resources will be restored to the extent that 

the Iowa farmer 1s encourazed to provide food, cover, ani protection for 

the natural propagation ani increase of the particular species guited to 

his farm. The first step is to find out Just what foots, eoverts, ant 

protective methods are effective, and how they fit in with ood agricultural 

practice. The fumis will be used for exeriments and investigations aimed 

to build up came and wild life as a by-product of Iowa farms.“ 

Dr. Hughes stated that the worl will be supervised by a faculty 

committee headed by Dr. Carl J. Drake, state entomologist. He also 

announced the auployment of Dr. Paul L. Errington, who has just received a 

degree from the University of Tisconsin for his researches in quail conser= 

vation, to direct the active execution of the new worl.
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Dr. % C. Boone of Ottumm, chairman of the State Fish and Game 

Commission, has written President Hughes: 

“The Commission not only welcomes the participation of the 

Agricaltural College in conservation affiars, but is convinced that it 

maricg the begining of a new trend in conservation policy which will ultin- 

ately vastly increase our game resource." 

_ “Game is a land crop. A gome crop will grow itself by wholly 

natural processes, if the farmer provides a favorable range. It is just : 

ae impossible for this department to raise a game crop by its own direct 

efforts without the activebarticipation of the farmer as it would be to 

raise a corn crop unfer the same cireumstances, ‘The game, to be mre, 

belongs to the state, but oufank entrust those farmers who are willing 

to take care of its game with the eustodianship of it, in order that it may 

become productive. “e need the help of the Agricultural Colleze in working 

out methods which the famer can use to this end." : 

"The Department has already organized, in cooperation with a dozen 

local groups of farmers an‘ sportsmen, a series of test areas on which 

methods of gave cropping are being tried out. The Colleze will be our tech- 

nical advisor on questions of what to try an? how it works out.” 

Iowa 4s the first state rmally to organize a permanent partner- 

ahip between its Game and Fish Department and its Agricultural College for 

the better aiministration of wild life resources, Dr. Boone said. ‘The 

arrangement will make for economy in state expeniitures, beeause it avoids 

the necessity of setting up a scientific research service within the 

Department. 

The present cooperative arrangement was recommended ant organized
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by the Game Survey recently completed unter the joint auspices of the Game 

and Fish Department and the Conservation Board. It constitutes advance 

exeention of what will be one of the main itens of the Iowm Conservation Plan 

which is being fommlated for the state by J. I. Crane, Jr. of Chicago. 

tt



Copy to Mr. Errington 

Jane 18, 1932 

Mr. I. T. Bode, Secretary 
Fish and Game Commission 
Des Moines, fowa 

Dear Irwin: é 

Replying to your letter of June 13. I have just reeeived the 
following letter from Dean Buchanan: 

"I have your note of June 6th relative to the publication of 
your manuseript on the game survey of Iowe. I shall be glad to accept 
your suggestion that I take the matter up with Dr. Drake, Mr. Errington, 
and Mr. Bode. I will attend to this as soon as Mr. Brrington arrives. 

I presume that Mr. Errington will be here in a few days. 
“We are operating next year on a reduced budget and I am not 

at all clear as to sources of funis which might be used for the publica- 
tion of this report. As I unierstand it, Mr. Bode mows the specifica- - 
tions and would be able to give me fairly definite information. If 
there ie information which he should have and does not heve, will you 
be kind enough to pass it on to him so that we may take our action 

: intelligently?" 

I would appreciate it very much if you would call on Dean 

Buchanan sometime when you are in Ames, taking with you the set of 

sample charts to give him an idea of the neture of the materinl for the 

Towa report. If I were going to be back in the state in the near future 

I would not pass the buck to you on this, but the matter ought to be 

settled early in July and a trip by myself would hardly seem a justifiable 

expense. 

Let me review the whole status of the matter: 

The Iowa Geological Survey has said they couldn't take it. 

Direct publication by the Commission is out of the picture because of 

Jake Crane's preference that no advance material come out unter the 

auspices of any of the parties to the Conservation Plan. Outdoor America 

has offered to publish the report as a serial mt this entails delays 

and certein handicaps as to format which make their offer a second choice 

at best. The possibility of publication by Ames, therefore, semas by all 

odds the best chance. While it may sound imacdest for me to say so, I 

think this report would be an excellent starting point for the series of 

publications on game management which Ames will undoubtedly be getting 

’ gat in the future.
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The estimated cost for an edition of 3,000 would be approx 

imately $1,000. The mamseript will be ready about July 20 or August 1. 

The only “if" attached to the Ames possibility is whether 

they ean gare the money without crippling Errington's work ani whether 

they have the consent of the donors. The first "if" should be taken up 

by then with Srrington direet and the second "if* should be taken wp 

with Mr. Rarling and the Commission, either by you or by Dean Buchanan. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LaoPoLpD



IOWA STATE COLLEGE / 
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AMES, IOWA ot 

gen 
DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY ol 

May 6, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter and the inclosed draft for publication 
in the American Game are at hand. 

I have talked this over with President Hughes and 
you will note that two sentences are deleted other- 
wise the notice meets with his approval. 

Very truly yours, 

INC. 
cJD*B Carl J. Drake, 

Head, Entomology Section



Copies to Bode and Darling 

April 27, 1932 

Dr. Carl J. Drake 
Towa State College 
Ajmes, Towa 

Dear Dr. Drake: 

American Game as asked me for a brief paper on the new 
game research activities at Ames, including Urrington's appointment, 
for their June issue. In my last letter I suggested that announce- 
ments of this kind be coordinated through you. Accordingly I am 
sending you a draft of my material for your scrutiny and correction. 

I am assuming that you will come out with some corres- 
ponding announcement of your own in the Iowa papers and that this 
will not conflict with your plans. If I am mistaken in this, please 
let me know. : 

I am sending copies of this to the Fish & Game Commission 
and Mr. Darling, just to make mre that the proposal is 0.¥. with 
them. 

I hope to be in Ames May 1% or thereabouts, at which 
time I hope to see you and Dean Buchanan about any matters on which 
T can serve you. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

Incl.



TOWA AGRICULTURAL COLLZO# 
TAKES UP GAME RisaaRce 

Paul L, Berrington heade new fact-finiing 
; setivity for Iowa Conservation Plan 

Im 1930 the Came Policy Committee of the American Sane Conference 

asnerted that game crops are larcely the remult of sgrieul ture) 

practices, and that in farming states game restoration measures met 

be worked out through the agricultural sollees. 

One of the first states to act on this principle in a vicorous 

and comprehensive way is Towa. On July 1 the Iowa Acrioultural 

ee Collere at Ames will set up a new came research staff of tro men, 

for the partiouler purpose of developing biological facts as a guide 

te the conservation policy of the State Commission ami the game mane 

agenent practices of Iows famers. ; 

‘the work is being finanesd jointly by the College, the Mish and 

- Game Commiesion, and private donors. Hard times did not deter Towa 

from going through with this new departure. Other and less important 

aetivities were ext to support it. A game research staff at Anes 

was recognized as one of the foundations of success for the 25«year 

Conservation Plan. 

fo head up the new work the Agricultural College has engaced 

Paul %. Brrington, quail researeh fellow at the University of Wiseonsin. 

Errington finishes hig studies on Wisconsin quail this spring. le will 

be one of the first men in the United States te present o doctorate 

thesis on came management. Wis findings on quail have been published
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from tine to time in American Game, and are recognized, both by 

sefentists and sportenen,sas important and original contritations te 

the existing imowledge of game. managezent in America. 

Brrington's personal history, and hie present appointaent to 

lead the technical advance of game conservation in Towa, should be 

an enesuracement to young men whe wonder whether gsme conservation 

offers a professional career. He grew up on a Dakota farm, and 

worked his way through a thorough biologics] course at South Taketa 

Agricultural Colleze and at George Yashington University, smporting 

himself by taking o year off now and then and engaging as a profes- 

sional trapper. In 1928 he was offere’ the fellowship te study 

quatl by the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Institute. Hie quail atudics 

have been comtucted under the advisory guidance of the U. 3. Biologics) 

Survey. 

Srrington’s new research post in Iowa will deal not only with 

uethods of eropping gaue gor hunting, but aleo with methods of con 

serving nonecame wild life, and the development of rationsl oredator~ 

goutrol methods. His work will, of course, be closely asasciated with 

the varied egricabtural research activities of the college, including 

forestry and erosion control. ‘the finsl result should be what 

Errington himself prophetically called ‘An Integration of Bade in Lend 

Use." 

=



. State of Jowa 

Na women Fish and Game Department Bagg Ee 
Des Moines 

March 28, 1932. 

Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I just received your letter of March 26. In my 
telephone conversation the information I intended to convey 
was that the question in connection with the new game funds 
at Ames was whether or not part of these funds should be 
expended to carry on the forestry demonstration work which 
you proposed to Prof. MacDonald on the soil erosion farm in 
Page County. 

I do not think there was any disposition to use this 
money for the soil erosion work, except as this piece of work 
seemed to be a game proposition. The final recommendation 
made to Prof. MacDonald by Dean Buchanan begh 35: Prof. Mac- 
Donald get to him a statement of how all of present experi- 
ment station funds were to be expended and why it would be 
necessary for them to set aside additional experiment station 

funds for the forestry planting work on the Page County project. 
This was with a view to getting funds from the experiment sta- 
tion for this work, in addition to the present regular forestry 
appropriation and outside of the new money for game research. 

We discussed this with Dean Buchanan. He-told us 
that the President had ruled that this money for experiment 
station work was to be placed under the jurisdiction of the 

| experiment station committee to be allotted through that channel. 
I am sure that Prof. Buchanan would appreciate a conference to 

a determine the exact policy of the disposal of these funds. I 
Nw am submitting your proposed letter to Mr. Darling and hope that 

such a program can be worked out. 

I am referring your communication with regard to being 
here on April 4 and 5 to Dr. Boone. 

Dr. Boone or one of the members of the Commission may 
go to Washington to the hearing of the special legislative com- 
mittee on wild fowl legislation and Dr. Boone, in his last 
letter included the following paragraph:
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"In anticipation of this hearing and for infor- 
mation to Mr. Hyde and the Regional Advisory 
Council, I sometime ago requested Mr. Crane and 
Leopold to prepare a map and data on our water ‘ 
restoration program, showing location, acreage 
of each and total involved, his proposals for 
development and what information is available 
at this time. This should all be gotten together 
immediately to be available for our representative 
should he go to this hearing." 

I wonder if such a report has been prepared and if 
not, whether you can get this information to him. 

Very truly yours, 

7 fe Zee e. 

gb HY /. pee 
For the Commission. 

ITB: GCM 

Asked if May 13 would be too late to see Dean Buckanan. If do not 
hear from him will assume it is.
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: March 26,1932 : : 

Mr. I. %. Bode 1 
‘Fish & Game Commission : 
Capitol 
Des Moines, Iowa i 

Dear Irwin: : ; : 

I was a little puzzled by your statement over the phone : 
that the committee at Ames was considering tapping the game re- ‘ $ 

- gearch funds for the erosion control project. : 

Probably I did not give you a very coherent answer be= 
@ause such a contingent had never occurred to me. My letter of : 
February 24 to Dr. Drake which is in your files plainly states 
that the remainier of the fund is for Errington's assistant, and 
my letter to McDonald, dictated the day I left the office, I 

: thought made it clear that the bulk of exvenditure for erosion 
control would be for plants, labor, and supervision rather than 
for observations on game. ‘The ‘observations on game can be largely 
made by Errington and his assistant. : 

f As I told you over the phone, I had already spoken to 
Mr. Darling about a letter te President Hughes suzgesting a more 
precise outline of the game research project from the financial 
end. I am inclosing a proposed draft.of such a letter. Will 
you kindly make such changes as are necessary in your judgment 
and then take it to Mr. Darling for his approval? ‘This may help 

further to clear up what the game research fund is for. : 

Yours sincerely, ee 

; ALDO LHOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

-  ‘Inel. : .
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Dr. R. M. Hughes, President 
Iowa Agricultural College 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Dr. Hughes: 

On February ___ I wrote you briefly that I was willing 

q to contribute, or secure the contribution of, $3,000. for the year ; 

beginning next July 1 for the initiation of a wild life research 

program at your institution. It is my understanding that the same 

antient han been bot wp for Os eee erpese Wy ick oe 

Commission and the Colleze, and that each of the contributors : 

is to support this program for a total period of three years. 

. Sinee 4t will only be a few months now until this work 

is due to begin, I would like to suggest for your approval certain 

details which should probably be considered in advance. 

It is my understanding that the remittances of the two 

outside contributors is to be made to the treasurer of the College 

semi~anmually, and that the whole fund is to go for the salary and 

travel expense of a man trained in game research, and one assistant. 

I understand you have engaged Mr. Paul Ll. Errington of the University ieee 

of Wisconsin in this capacity and that his assistant will be selected : 

later. 1 take it that Errington will have a voice in this selection, 

It was my original siventton, in telling Mr. Leopold that 

I would raise $3,000, that this wil santiaie s special fund to 

carry a special fellowship for the study of Hungarian partridge. 

_ Mr. Leopold hoped at that time to get similar contributions for — 

: ; : Pe es
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several of the other important Iowa species. Financial conditions : 

prevented carrying out this full program, hence I consented, at 

Mr. Leopold's recommendation, to put is ieee into a general fund ; 

for wild life research without designating any species. I mention 

this because I believe that there 1s a chance of carrying out this 

5 original plan later on, and 4f this should prove to be the case, 

the present set-up should be elastic enough to meet it. 

(All three contributors will also doubtless wish to make : 

their renewals for the second and third years contingent upon 

satisfactory progress, ‘This raises the question of who shall pass 

upon any question of progress. If it is agreeable to you, I would : 

like to designate Mr. Leopold as my advisor in this respect. The : 

‘ Fish and Game Commission would probably likewise designate Mr. 

Leopold, if the plan mets with you approval. It would simply mean 

that Leopold would visit the collece once a year to review the past 

year's work and express his opinion of it to the contributors. 

At a later date, after the work gets startea, the research 

men may find themselves in need of something more than salary and 

travel. they may, for instance, need the use of land for tests and : 

experiments. I take it that it is mutually agreeable that such : 

future needs will te met by the cooperating parties to the best of 

their ability, according to the circumstances obtainine at the tine. é 

It 4s my understanding that all qestions of publication : 

and selection of personnel are to be determined by the Colleges : 

4 The other contributors have no voice except in the matter of renewals. ;
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: It seems to me they also might be properly consulted about changes : 

in or additions to the general subject matter of the research, 

Public announcement of the project should, I take it, . 

be deferred until the work is about to start, and then should be . : 

made by the College. 

ie I would like to have your opinion of these suggestions. 

Yours sincerely,
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Feb. 24, 1932 

Dr. Carl J. Drake 
Iowa State College 

Ames, love 

Dear Dr. Drales 

You asked me to send you a brief sumary of the conversation 
which Bode and I had with you ani Dr. Becker concerning the probable 
program of work which Mr. Errington would umfertake. 

It is, of sumveny etepeteet Gah Oe ee 
be mapped out by Errington himself after he has become with 
the conditions in the state an? its research needs. The following 
therefore represents merely the best forecast which you and Mr. Bode 
and T are able to make at this time. 

— — area is to consist of a block of fams where 
the farmers have organized for the purpose of 
trying out game manacenent. Errington should 
be their technical adviser, should visit each 
area at least once a year ani line up a program 
of food development, cover development, predator 
control and hunting control appropriate to its 

partieular needs. He will be asked many qes- 
tions to which no answer is Imown and on which 

he will have to confuct research. ‘The demon- 
stration areas will of course offer valuable 
opportunities to do research on specific ques- 
tions under more or less controlled conditions 

without expense to the college. 

10 per cont Se eeene eel All game manace= 
ment work course ves the determination 
of policies of predator control, an? there will 
often be occasion to refer to Errington for 
advice on specific aiministrative questions in 
gpecific localities. Yor instance, there are 
many counties which are now complaining of an
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undue abumiance of foxes ani of damaze to 
game. ‘The determination of just how abundant 
foxes are in such areas an‘ what damage, if 
any, is taking place, is a highly technical 
matter for which Errington is especially trained. 

20 per cent 
th port of the game survey will include 

plans, specifications ani cost estimates for 
the restoration of 50 to 75 Iskes and marshes 
throughout the state. In each case, in aidi- 
tion to fishing, shooting, and refuge values, 
it is hoped to develop these lakes for water- 
fowl breeding purposes. ‘The specific environ~ 
mental requirewents of each species of water- é 
fowl for breeding range are but dimly known 
and most of the available information is 
generalized for the whole country. Errington 
will have to make a study of waterfowl breeding 
requirezents in Iowa in order to afivise the 
Comission as to what lakes are the best for 
breeding, what species will breed in then, 
what shore lines should be acquired for 
breeding purposes, and how such shore properties 
should be developed. 

10 per cent Aaxiaih Entel femece_Shentione- the building up of 
; gaae tions Banasement involves 

the question of possible damace to crops, 
especially in the case of pheasants. Som 
sketchy studies of pheasant food habits have 
been made in some of the adjoining states. A 
wach more thorough investigation is needed for 
Towa and this is noturally a function of the 
new game research personnel. It should go 
mach deeper than the mere examination of a 
musber of crops. Food habits vary according to 
environmental confitions and also the density 
of the game population. Methods of averting 
d@omace have usually not been stuflied, although 
they are more important even than ascertaining 

: the facts of demace. ‘The Michigan Agricul tural 
College is starting a thorouch stuiy of this Sa af 
gabject ani you will doubtless wish to cooperate ~~ 
with then.
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10 per cent Sanetuary Mapazenent. ‘The game survey will 
recomend the establishment of a mumber of 
permanent sanctuaries for non-shootable came : 
such as prairie chickens ani ruffed grouse. 
The mere establishment of these sanctuaries, 
however, will not insure their mecess. A 
eareful study of the enviromental require- 
ments of these species in each sanctuary 
should be made ani the enviroment improved 
according to the findings. ‘This ites will 

: inelwie opportunities for some pioneer scien- 
tifie work, as well as opportunities for per- 
petuating these rare species. 

20 per cent Miscel Lancous. 

T00 per cent 

the foregoing estimates proceed on the assumtion that the f 

combined time of Zrrington and his assistant will equal 100 per cent. 

How the work should be split up between them is a matter which cannot 

be detersined until the entire personnel is imown. 

I would like to repeat my suggestion that no commitments 

as to an assistant be made without giving Errington an opportunity to 

pase on his fitness, I know from experience that the selection of a 

man qualified for game research is no light matter. 

As I pointed out to you, there are promising opportunities 

for a very great exnansion in your game research prograt as soon as 

economic coniitions become normal. ‘the foresoing estimates are, 

however, based on the present personnel ani finances. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey 

Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence. 
V.H.



Iowa, 

Feb. 24, 1932 

Mr. Js Ne Darling 
Des Moines Register-Tribune 

Des Moines, Iowa ; 

Dear Mr. Darling: 

I was in Des Moines Saturday afternoon for the purpose of 

gettling the final details of the new game research activity at 

Ames. Dr. Drake was there in his capacity as head of the inter- 

departmental committee which President Hughes has asked to organize 

the matter. ‘The other members are McDonald, Stang, Buchanan, Bliss, 

Guthrie, and Brown. 

I asked Bode to see you in person about the subject matter 

of our conversation, and I am sure he has done so by now. I am 

sorry I could not report to you in person, but I had to leave that 

night on a sleeper in order to make an engagement in Washington 

I am glad to say that Ames was able to make their contri- 

bution in cash rather then in services. All of their plans as 

deseribed by Dr. Drake are in accordance with my suggestions and 

perfectly sound. Zrrington has definitely accepted their offer, 

go that the first steps in starting the program are successfully 

completed. 

I suggested to Dr. Drake that the payments by made semi- 

anmually to the treasurer of the college, beginning July 1, 1932. 

I will deseribe all this detailed procedure to you more fully 

on my return. 

We are indebted to Bode for some very slcillful work in 

smoothing the way for this enterprise with the authorities at Ames. 

Dr. Drake asked me to outline as best I could at the pre- 

sent moment the probable program at the outset. My suggestions are 

contained in the attached letter. If you have any coments on this 

I hope we can discuss them when I get back. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey



Copy for Mr. Leopold 

Feb. 12, 1932. 

Kr. &. N. Darling, 

c/o Register & Tribune, 
Des Moines, Town. 

Dear Jays 

I did not have a good chance last night te talk about the 

Errington research project at Ames. It appears that President Hughes 
was away when Errington went to Ames to see him, and so Errington talked 

with Dr. Dreke end Dr. Buchanan, and the outcome was left quite indifinite. 

Errington is to send Drake on outline of his work and record, 

and then the State College people have indicated that they would advise 

Brrington within a few days thereafter. Mesnwhile, it occurs to me that 

if you feel like doing so, it might be a good thing for you to talk with 

President Hughes, perhape over the telephone, asking how the matter is 

developing, and determining what obstacles may stend in the way. This, 
I believe vould reinforce the importance of the project in the minds of 

the men at Ames. 

there seems to be some doubt in Dr. Drake's mind es to whether 

the College cam finance Zrrington's salary at $2000 per year. if that 

ig the case, it might be feasible for the fund derived fron private 

_ gourees to be placed at the disposal of the Stete College and cover 

Brrington's salary, snd the State College then assume only the cost of 

Brrington's assistant or assistants, which perhaps need not exceed $2000 

per year. ‘The fund underwritten by the Fish & Game Commission would be 

available to take cere of the matter of travel expense. 

I have this morning discussed this matter with Mr. Bode, and 

he is going to talk with Dr. Buchanan end Mr. Bliss, and will, I believe, 

get in touch with you. This being on administrative rather then » survey 

matter, it would seem to me appropriate to have Mr, Bode act as a central 
figure in working it oat. ; 

Another thing, the Board of Conservation is rather tender on 

all matters of publicity, and it might be the tectfnl thing to do, to 

let Mrs. Prankel see the Wallace's Famer article before it is published. 

Since you have a revised copy, I would like to leave this matter at your 

discretion. 

I find thet I could use 1000 reprints of the Wallace's Parmer 

artiele if they do not cut it down too mech. These would be for distri- 

bution to other publications and not for any general distribution. 

Your support step by step in this work is invaluable to ms. 

Faithfully yours, 

« JACOB L. CRANE, dr. 
of Bode & Leopold ¥



Copies to Messrs. Bode 
Crane 
Darling 

Jan. 12, 1932 

Agricultural Sxtension Service 
Towa State Colleze of Agricul ture 
Ames, Iowa 

Dear Mr. Blisst 

In my proposal concerning came research work at Ames, I 

had in min? several fellowships for which I an trying to raise the 

money, plus a more experienced man to serve as director as well as 

underta’-ing some research work himself, It was my hope that if 

I could find the money for one or more fellowships, the College 
could find the money for this senior mane 

I have so far raised one fellowship, which will carry 

approximately $3,000 per year for three years. I am withholding 
the name of the donor for the present. 

the key to the whole situation was of course the avail- 

ability of a trained man to act in the directive capacity. Yor 

this position I have had in mind my cratk fellowship student, 

Paul L. Errington, now worlcing on quail at the University of Wis- 

consin. He will get his Ph.D in July ani will be available a ‘ter 

that date. 

My plans are now unexpectedly shaken a little by the fact 

that the Biologiéal Survey has offered Errington the position as 

gemo bird management expert formerly occupied by Herbert L. Stoddard 

; and more recently by ¥ 3. Grange. Grange is resigning. 

I have advised Errington that unless he wishes to accept 

the Biological survey offer outright, he should ask for 30 days" 

time to find out whether an offer from Iowa is to be counted upon. 

This, as you see, rather precipitates the matter of a decision. 

If game men were as plentiful as men in other scientific 

fields, there would be nothing to worry about. I can say without 

hesitation, however, that there is no such thing as a general 

supply of men suitable for your purposes. the fellowships can use
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men with merely founiational training in biology, wut there must be 
one man who Imovs game manacement an! game research. 

I will be back in Iowa about February 1, after which I 
will be at your call for anything that can be done to iron ont this 
situation. I ao writing you this letter simply to give you aivance 
notice of it. Unioubtedly the President of the Collece ani other 
senior administrators will want to hear about this whole thing 
before making any comeitment. I will have ready by about February 1 
my preliminary report on northern Iowa, which may serve as a beck- 
ground to explain the whole proposition. 

T ao sending a copy of this to Bode ant also one to Crane. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



4 MEMORANDUM, cy 

Mr. W. P., Adams, owner Adams Ranch, Odebolt, Sac 
County, Iowa. Office address, Odebolt, Ia, Chicago 

office (see Chicago Directory), Winter address, Miami 

Beach, Florida, where he owns a winter home, though he 

occasionally winters in Honolulu or the Orient. Is a 

mamber of the old Adams Express Co. family who came to 

Iowa more than thirty years ago after some change in 

the Express Co. and who lives on a farm from prefer- 

ence. An able, vigorous, wealthy man of about 70 

years of age, said to have a mild form of diabetis 

and some arterial hypertension, but seems well and ac- 

tive to the casual observer. A herd worker, an indi- 

vidualist, takes mich pride in his position and family. 

The Odebolt ranch consists of 10 square miles of 

tile drained loess prarie, lying ebout ten miles West 

of the lateral moraine of the Wisconsin Glacier, The 

fields are square miles, concrete fenced and practically 

weed=-free, The crop rotation is a corn, grain, clover 

one, Few stock are kept. Power is mule teams. Saddle 

horses are a hobby. 

Family: Wife, two sons and their families. The 

sons are in the mid forties, they are Robert, manager 

of the Odebolt ranch, and John, C/O Bond Dept. Conti- 

nental Illinois Merchants Trust Bank, Chicago. 

Me. A. formerly owned another and larger ranch in 

North Dakota, which was managed by the son, John,until 

the time of it's sale several years ago. 

- Finencial interests: Adams Ranch, Odebolt, Pres. 

First Nat'l Bank, Odebolt, said to have a very large 

holding in Cont,.I11. Mchnts. Trust, of Chicago and 

in Standard O11 of New Jersey, Said to have been heave 

ily interested in Gen, Motors and Int. Harvester at one 

time, but velieved to have closed out these holdings. 

Reported to have established 2 legal residence in Florida, 

and his stocks are probably listed as those of a res- 

ident of Fla, 

He #& said to be 2 Republican in politics, but is 

reported as not liking the Hoover Administration and it 

is thought that he did not like Roosevelt. Is said to 

not like the present management of Cont. Ill. Mchnts.Trust 

but is enthusiastic over management of Ste Of? of Nie, 

and it's future prospects. 

Sporting: Likes to shoot. Has some English hand 

made guns. Used to make a shooting trip to his N. Dak. 

ranch during the chicken season, iwhile he owned the ranch, 

each year. Hag recently been interested in stocking the 

Odebolt ranch heavily with ring-necks’, but thought to have
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given this project up when he found he would have no 
: open season without much red-tape, and possibly, not 

then. Is said to be more interested in exotics than 
in native game at this time, and it is thought that 
he might become enthusiastic over Hungarians and might 
co-operate an a large scale, 

Best connection just now, from the East, would be 

some well known financier who is also a game enthusiast, 

preferably one who could write as a member of the Board 

of the Standard O11 Co. of New Jersey, but the letter 
to be from one sports-man to another. 

The son, Robert, the ranch manager, who will Goubt- 
less be the owner some day, might also be written to. 
He is also a sportsman and horseman, and probably easier 

to interest than the father. He would be in closer E 

touch with the experiment after it issstarted, as he 

has control of the ranch and spends most of his time 

there except fon a three month holiday each year at 

Miami Beach, Fla. during the winter months. 

There is e chance that the approach could come 
from Ames, as a new agricultural project. It is known 
that excursions come fromé#@mes to study the ranch. 

Je
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Nov. 28, 1931 

Mr. J. N. Darling 
Register-Tribune 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Mr. Darlings 

I mentioned the other day that I would like to have your 
help and advice in approaching some of the other prospects for 
fellowships. 

Dr. B. S. Parker of Ida Grove and myself have talked about 
the Mr. Adams formerly of the Adams Express Company as a prospect 
for a pheasant fellowship. Mr. Adams has a very large corn ranch 
in Ida County and is personally very keen about pheasants and about 
building up a fine stand of pheasants on his ranch. He has large 
meanse 

Dr. Parker and I have heretofore thoucht that the most : 
effective way of suggesting a pheasant fellowship would be through 

; some of his eastern connections. I have attempted to find out what 
those connections are, but so far without success. Have you any 
means of finding out who could best drop this idea into Mr. Adam's 
mind? It would come most gracefully from somebody who has himself 
done something for conservation. 

I am keeping our conversation about the Hungarian fellow- 
ship under my hat, but I want you to lmow how very greatly I appre- 
ciate your generous response. I told Crane about it, but I shall 
male no other release of the information until we have talked it 
over further. 

With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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E.l.pu Pont DE NEMouRS & COMPANY S| 
INCORPORATED er 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT & 0 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, we 

GAME RESEARCH DIVISION November 17, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
: 404 Univ. Ave. Natl. Bank Bldg., 

Madison, Wis. 

My dear Aldo: 

Yours of November 5th. 

I have been attempting to find out 
something about Mre Adams of Ida Grove, Iowa 
anid of Florida. So far I have only been able to 
hear of one man who has even heard of him, so I can- 
not report much progress. 

Ray Holland is attempting to get us 
additional information on this subject. 

Most sincerely yours, 

Le W. T. Waller, Jr. e 
Director of Conservation. 

LWTW/oc 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION



3406 Rodman Street, N. W.; 
Washington, D. C. 

January lith., 1929. 

Dr. J. G. Dickson, 

Horticulture Building, 
College of Agriculture, 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Dr. Dickson: 

I had promised to send you the enclosed 5. D. S. C. 

transcript photostat the first of the week, but anfortunately 
; the George Washington officials hadn't taken up my case by 

that time, nor would they allow me to remove my transcript, 
even for the purpose of securing a photostat, until this late 

date. I hope that you will not consider this delay as indi- 
cative of indifference on my part, for the circumstances were 

entirely beyond my control. 

With respect to my collegiate work, if you will ex- 

e amine the photostatic copy of my transcript, you will note that, 
at the close of the 1926 Spring term, I had 176 credits {quarter 

system) at South Dakota State, which, after applying the allowed 
12 grade points, left me 16 credits (or about one quarter's work) 
short of the 204 required for graddation. It might be well to 
state here, however, that the Committee of Deans at S. D. 5S. C. 
subsequently resurrected, in addition to a couple of specified 

required courses, certain group requirements (English and History) 

from which I had previously been excused. I had assumed that 

: the former arrangements, though oral, would hold, and I had se- 
lected my courses accordingly, later finding ou€, when it came to 

a showdown, that I was 26 credits behind, all in required subjects. 

As to technical training in natural science, of my 
176 credits, 132 represent science courses: 

Geology and Meteorology 12 
Chemistry et 
Mathematics 6 e 
Psy chology c % 
Physics 9 
Zoology 38 
Botany 42 

Total Science Loe 

The past year, I taught two classes (Mammals and 
= Birds) in the Zoology Department at S. D. State College, besides 

carrying on, at various times, minor researches dealing with 
game birds, furbearers and fish. Last spring I presented a 

paper on the winter life of muskrats before the South Dakota
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I have also a very good reading knowledge of French 

and a smattering of German. 

I believe that I made it plein,in our talk at Wash- 
ington, that I am especially desirous of taking wp studies 
relative to Northern game birds and fur bearing animals. 
Ultimately, I wish to establish myself in the employ of some 
scientific or educational institution, whose projects have 

to do with conservation of wild life, ecological relations, 
animal behavior, or other work of like nature. 

And in this connection, it might not be out of place 
to mention that IT have spent fourteen years of my life in inti- 

mate association with the out-of-doors, inclusive of the times 
spent in acquiring what formal education I have managed to piece 
together. These fourteen years of ows door life also include 
the greater part of six full winters as a professional trapper 

in territories differing as widely as the Canadian Border of 

Minnesota and the Cheyenne River country of South Dakote. 

| 
I hope that the foregoing information will suffice 

a for your purposes. I have attempted to clear up the principal 

VY points upon which there might be question; if I have omitted 

: anything of magnitude, I will be glad to supply further de- 

tails. | 

3 
For myself, I would like to make inquiry upon two | 

things in particulars: 

1. The possibility of completing my undergraduate 

work in one semestre (Spring 1929) by transferring to Wisconsin. 

By this, I don't mean to receive my B. 5. degree at the end of 

one semestre, but I wish to get my undergraduate requirements — 

out of the way in that period so that I might start on my M. | 

S. the following term with a minimum loss of time. I'm not | 

makingemy plans for a Ph. D. until I am in @ position to carry 

them out. > 

Be The possibility of my receiving at Wisconsin, | 

a comparatively adequate scholarship or an advantageous fellow- | 

ship Similer to the one that you discussed with me. I trust | 

that you understand that I would not be interested in some <a 

assistantship by which I would be compelled to occupy myself | 

largely in routine, relatively aninstructive duties, such as ! 

grading examination papers, etc. I have done enough of that. 

J
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I promised Dr. Bartsch of the Zoology Department 
at George Washington, that I would let him know in good time 
before registration day (Jan. 25th) whether or not I would 
stay. In order that Dr. Bartsch might help me through un- 
familiar regulations and advise me in choice of courses and 

other matters, I must make a decision of some kind by January 
eords 

Please notify me definitely if ydu can, by that date, 
as to my exact scholastic status at Wisconsin and as to my 

chances for the Qail Research, or equivalent, fellowship. I 
would also appreciate any suggestions that you care to offer. 3 

Thank you again for the kindness that you have al- | 
— ready shown me. 

Yours Ale ie 

a” 

foe = 2 
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This, however, does not bar the possibility of producing 
reprints since we have had several jobs done locally through 

a copying process at less cost than straight reprints. 

We have been getting along with a very much reduced force 

there being just five of us here in the office. Have been 

catching up on considerable amount of unpaid current bills 

beginning April 1. We have made a considerable gain on those 

and will be in a better position to give service back to the 

chapters and in supporting the national program as time goes 

One 

There Seems to be a check in our membership losses and there 

is very universal and a most excellent spirit of courage and 

desire to maintain League activities. 

It is improbable that I will be able to attend the Central 

States Forestry meeting. The International Association and 
American Ferestry-Society have a meeting at Columbus from 
Sept. 18 to 22 and there is a State League meeting in 
Pennsylvania on the 23rd which I hope to attend. 

I hope you will be down some day at any rate and we can discuss 

any matters of mutual interest. 

Sincerely, p 

LU ir rehy 
« Be Locke, 

Conservation Directors 

SBL:HR



MEMBER JACOB L. CRANE, JR. 916 WRIGLEY BUILDING 
=. 400 NORTH MICHIGAN BOULEVARD 

AMERICAN SOCIETY CIVIL ENGINEERS PLANNING CONSULTANT eS oe 

AMERICAN CITY PLANNING INSTITUTE TELEPHONE SUPERIOR 5686 

AMERICAN SOCIETY LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS 

BRITISH TOWN PLANNING INSTITUTE 

December 20,1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Ave, 
Madison, 
Wis. 

Dear Aldo:- 

Can you work in some discussion of 
the fur-bearing animal situation in your re- 
draft of the same chapter? I will appreciate 
this and it will help to round out that section 
of the report. 

I may be in Madison next week, but 
hope to get your material by the end of this 
week. 

Sincerely yours, 

kite 
J-D ee Zz
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Jan. 5, 1933 

Mr. Jacob L. Crane, Jr. 
916 Wrigley Building 
Chicago, Tllinois 

Dear Jake: 

In asking me to amplify the furbearing animal material in 

"the game chapter," I assume you mean the abbreviated write-up for 
| . your report. Since I lacked steno help and had to send you this in 

mamiscript, I have no way to remember what I said, hence I cannot write 
any exact text. I will, however, venture the following general thoughts, 

which may help you: 

The furbearers, other than those elsewhere commented upon in 

detail, fall naturally into three classes from the viewpoint of con- 

servation: (1) those depending on hollow trees an? thick brush cover 
for habitable range, sich as raccoon, ani to a certain extent, mink. 

These are suffering from the present process of devegetation in the 

same manner as game birds; (2) burrowing furbearers not dependent on 
timber, such as skunk, also mink, and coon to the extent that they use 

drain tile outlets as substitutes for timber. These are in a relatively 

thrifty condition, as evidenced, for instance, by the large number of 

skunks found killed on highways; (3) aquatic furbearers, such as muskrat, 
beaver and otter. These have been badly hit by drainage, and in addition 
the mskrat appears subject to the hazard of the disease cycle. They 
will be aided by the lake restoration program. Beaver and otter, by 
reason of their rarity, ought to be entirely protected as zoological 
exhibits. 

The aggregate volume of the fur take in Iowa is approximately 

known by reason of the statistics gathered by the Game and Fish Depart- 

ment in connection with trappers! licenses. ‘These records do not extend 
far enough back, however, to allow deduction of a trend. I enclose a 
miscellaneous sheet of such statistics that I obtained during the survey, 

but I had no space to use them. 

I realize that this is an extremely unsatisfactory answer to your 
question, but I found it impossible to really go into this fur business. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD



Dec. 13, 1932 

Mr. Jacob L. Crane, Jr. 

916 Wrigley Building 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Jakes 

I am indebted to Dr. Shimek for raising the 

question of mountain sheep in Towa. 

As I told you, this statement was based on a 

map of Levis and Clark's observations on game which T made 

many years ago. I should, of course, have cheeked up on that 

map before writing the report. 

On now doing so, I find that the first mountain 

sheep ("goats") were seen four counties west of Sioux City 

approximately where the present north boundary of Nebraska hits 

the river. This is much too far to justify even an inference 

that sheep occurred in Iowa. Accordingly I wili delete all 

reference to them from the report. 

It might interest you to lmow that a grizzly 

was killed just above Yankton, South Dakota, only two 

counties from the Iowa line. 

I wish you would send a copy of this to Dr. 

Shimek with my apologies for such a careless piece of work 

and my thanks to him for catching me up on it. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LSOPOLD 

AL/vh



: Dec. 3, 1932 

Mr. Jacob Jl. Crane, Jr. 

916 Yrigley Building 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Jakes 

The comments which I sent you on the conservation plan report 
were a slap-dash affair mafe in the rush of my departure for New York. 
The train ride has since civen me a chance for a calmer review of the 
whole subject. 

The game section as corrected is not yet a true picture of the 

game plan as developed during the came survey. A part of the differ- 
ence is doubtless due to chances in emphasis which you have made in 
your function as coordinator, bt another and larger part is, I 

suspect, due to the fact that we have wished on you the job of epit- 
omizing half a dozen plans when the rest of us were barely able to 
epitomize one. 

Let me point out that the game survey report is not the came 
plan, but merely a summary of the evidence on which the plan was to 

be based. The management handbool: is again not the plan, but an ABC 
description of the techniques necessary to carry out one part of it 

(the upland game part). I realize now that I and the Commission and 

the other specialists unjustly assumed that with this pile of bricks 
before you a house could be built by your own effort alone. 

: I can see no way out except for you to assemble your staff and 

make them write the plan, with you malcing the necessary coordinating 

decisions. ; 

I think we, in the flush of a little initial encouracement from 

the Iowa public, tend to forget that we have tackled a job which has 
never been done before,and we need be neither shocled nor surprised 

if we have occasionally to retrace our steps. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO TROPOLD 

AL/vh 
Dictated but not read



Nov. 22, 1932 

Mr. Jacob L. Crane, Jr. 
916 Wrigley Building : : 
Chicago, Illinois . 

Dear Jakes 

The report on the whole is surprisingly compre- 
hensive and I have no comments except a few minor matters 
which I have noted by paper markers and marginal notes. 

The game section could be made a little clearer 
to the layman who has not read my report, but to do this 

I would have to sit down and make a job of it, and time is 

lacking for that this week. When I see you Saturday we 

ean’ discuss this, and you may want me to do some revision 

after I get back from New York. 

- fhe reason I cannot do it this week is that the 

proof of my book has just arrived and I am trying to fin- 

ish it before starting cast. 

Youraas ever, 

i AL/vh 

P. S. Report being returned unier separate cover. 

AeLe



STATE FISH & GAME COMMISSION STATE BOARD OF CONSERVATION 
DR. W. C. BOONE, CHAIRMAN MRS. HENRY FRANKEL, CHAIRM'N 

J. N. DARLING MRS. GRACE GILBERT KING 

DENNIS H. GOEDERS MRS C. C. LAFFER 

ARTHUR E. RAPP WM. P. WOODCOCK 

DR. J. F. WALTER J. G. WYTH 

THE IOWA CONSERVATION PLAN 

STATE CAPITOL 
JACOB L. CRANE, JR., CONSULTANT 

DES MOINES, IOWA RALPH E. KITTINGER, stcrevany 
Nov. 12, 1932, 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Will you kindly study the first draft of our 
report which we are sending you under separate cover, and bring 
in or send in your comments before December first, returning the : 

report at the same time? It is essential that we get your 
suggestions by that date, We shall be very greatly obliged to you 
for all the suggestions you can give us. 

Sincerely, - = | 

JACOB L, CRAN ° |
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THE IOWA CONSERVATION PLAN 
STATE CAPITOL 

JACOB L. CRANE, JR., CONSULTANT 

DES MOINES, IOWA RALPH E- KITTINGER, stcmeTany 
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Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Aveo, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldos 

This morning I have received the enclosed letter and 
memorandum from Professor Wight. Before I make any use of it 
whatever, I am sending it on to you for your information and 

comments, Will you write me at the earliest possible moment 
giving me your reaction to his comments and particukarly noting 
any points which may be useful in revising our reports? At the 
same time please return to me Wight's letter and memo. I know 
that you are interested to get Wight's reaction as he is plainly 
very sincere and open minded. [I'11 be here in Des Moines until 
next Wednesday, Nov. 2, and I would very: much like to hear from 
you by that date if at all possible. 

All best, 

Sincerely, t ; 

“ee CRANE, ‘4 

JLC.F 

¢ 

le 

re:



Oct. 29, 1932 

Mr. Jacob IL. Crane, Jr. 

Iowa Conservation Plan 
State Capitol 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Jaixe: 

I am extremely ¢lad that you sent my report to Yight and that 

you gave me a chance to consider his reaction. 

Incredible as it may seem, I have landed a job, on which T 

start work Monday, so I camnot attempt to cive you anything but a very 

sketchy account of my reactions. Please reserve half a day for a dis- 
cussion of this when I pass throuch Chicago en route to the Came Con- 

ference. Still better would be a three-cornered discussion including 

Wight. 

In my opinion the most important thing that VYight has said is 

this: ‘It is absurd to leave the execution of this plan to three men." 

I am afraid thot the difficulties which you and I had in getting 

even three have blinded us to the existence of this weak point. We must 

pezin with the premise that it is always infinitely harjer to do a thing 

than to plan it. Seconily, if you put the angel Gabriel in an aiminis- 

trative position, you would have to discount 75 per cent of his creative 

energy as absorbed in routine. ‘Therefore what we actuslly have is 1-1/2 
men, It seems to me that five men of the tyne of Stoddard, Wight, and 

Grange would be a reasonable compromise between the need for economy 

and the even more important national need of safeguarding the Iowa Plan 

against failure. The Commission, yourself ani myself have been too close 

to this job to weizh adequately the magnitude of the readjustments waich 

4t calls for and the vresent personnel set-up is, as Wicht points out, 

not the one whieh a prudent man would invest in. 

This is especially emphatic in the matter of educational work. 

It seems to me that Iowa could with absolute justice deman) heln from 

both national seientific endowments ani national conservation arencies 

because of their stake in the outcome. 

Before attemptine to comment on Vicht's other points, let me 

make clear that the Geme Survey Report is not the expression of the mental 

picture wiich exists in my mind, but rather a warped and abbreviated
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diagram of that picture,lopmed and squeezed to make it fit the space 

limitations and mental limitations of a popular mazazine. Wight says, 

for instance, that the technical basis for the census is not adequately 

explained, and that the reader simply has to take my word for it. I 

entirely agree with him. who could write such an explanation and make 

it palatable to the readers of “Outdoor America"? Theoretically I 

should have written two reports, but as you know, the writing of the 

resort was on the Iowa and not the Institute payroll. 

I agree with Wicht thot the financing of game programs by 

sportsmen is falty in principle. I think, though, that he would agree 

thet no one has yet proposed a workable alternative. Ceneral appropria- 

tions sean to me Utopian. ‘Ye will have a hard enough tine getting per- 

mission for the svortsmen to tax themselves. I cannot resist the 

temtation to cite Wieht's mataphor about pizs in the garden. We are 

trying to build a garden for a citizenry ninety per cent of which 

doesn't imow a turnip from a violet. ‘Ye face the alternative of either 

giving up or doing the best we can under the circumstances. My insistence 

on songbird manavement and protectionist participation in the sportsman 

program are merely palliatives to hide this defect in foundations which 

I did not build. 

I agree with Tight that paid shooting involves risks. I do not 

agree with his inference that the necessary motive power to build any 

shooting at all can be obtained in other ~ays, especially on upland 

game in a state like Iowa. 

I am mech interested in Yight's mestion: "Is not hamaony in 

conservation affairs more important in Iowe right now than the speeding 

up of game management"? There is a difference here between Iowa and 

Michican which possibly Yight overlooks. The Iowa environment is 

deteriorating so rapidly that a majority of the acreage has already 

passed beyond the stage where management can be started at all without 

really heavy investments of labor, time, and land. I am more skeptical 

than Wight about the feasibility of getting Mr. Babbitt to undertake 

difficult jobs. There is an accelerating shift of area from the easy 

to the difficult class. Moreover we shall lose at least two species in 

the next twenty years if something is not started. Iastly, there is more 

prospect of harmony in action than in debate. I may, of course, have 

misapprehended Yicht's meaning. 

Wight asks the technical question of whether mobility in same 

species conforms to the size of individual farm units. The report 

probably does not make clear that all farm units so far organized for 

pheasants and Hungarians are large ones. ‘The only units un’er a section 

in size are for quail.
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Wight makes the point that paid shooting should develop slowly 

from the bottom up. I think we see eye to eye in this except for one 

fmmediate exicency which Wicht has possibly overlooked. Towa farmers 

are exasperated and were rapidly drifting toward total closure of 

legal hunting, with illicit trimmine down of game by the farmers then- 

selves when it became too abundant. Some immediate substitute for 

this condition had to be offered. 

Possibly the greatest wealmess in the Iowa job is that it did 

not have enough eriticism while in the making. The only eriticism 

I could cet was the week civen by Grange and now this coment by Wight. 

I think it would be good insurance for Iowa to import from time to 

time the few men like Yicht able te cive criticiaa of the Towa policy. 

: I hope I have made it clear in this letter that this is not 

rebuttal, but rather an elucidation of woriine conditions aimed to 

draw out and nail down further benefit from Wight's ideas. He is one 

of the three came men in the United States to whom I listen with res- 

peet, no matter how mech at variance with my own views and actions. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO ImOpoLp 

AL/vh
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Pub-l4 Novenber 7, 1932. 
Leopold 

Mr. Jacob Le Grane, Jr., 

State Board of Conservation, 

Des Moines, Iowa. 

Dear Mr. Crane: 

I have read the Report on a Game Survey of Iowa and 
noted suggestions in a number of places throughout the mam- 

: scrint. I have also inserted notes in several places where 
I wish to make more extended remarks. These are not to be 
considered as especially critical but are only such notes as 
I would have made had if. Leopold submitted the manuscript to 
me for suggestions. The notes are put in for him to reject : 
or approve as he pleases. 

This game survey should be very helpful in connection 
with the contemplated program in Iowa and I wish it could be 
published under one cover, much like the brochure entitled 
"Manageuent of Upland Game Birds in Iowa," copy of which I 
have received through Mr. Leopold's kindness and which I 
acknowledge with thanks. 

' Gincerely yours, 

We Le MicAtee 

In Charge 
Inel. C-10078. Yood Habits Research. 

Copy to: Aldo Leopold, 

905 University Ave., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

ly Pe



Oct. 28, 1932 

* t 

Mr. Cal Johnson, Editor 
Outdoor America ‘ ‘i 
222 North Bank Drive . - 

- Chicago, Illinois > : 

Dear Cal: ‘ 

I should have occurred to me that 
‘ you might kmock down the forms later on, rather than 

« now. 

I take it that this means that you 
are not accumlating reprints, but intend to re-run 
the whole business later. ‘his is just as good and 
I am glad to have your explanation. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh .
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Oct. 8, 1932 

Mr. Cal Johnson, Editor 
Outdoor America 
222 North Bank Drive 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Cal: 

I am returning the proof for the first three 

pages of Chapter II with my corrections in red. 

Referring to my letter of yesterday, I am 

also inclosing a sample memo of how these three paces 

would be fixed up for reprintins. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

. AL/vh 
Incl.



Changes for Reprints of Chapter IT 

Page 11. 

Change pave number from 11 to 4 

Delete "Report of the Iowa Game Survey" 

Delete Editor's Note 

Delete Author's name 

Page le. 

Chanze paze mimber from 12 to 5 : 

‘ Delete "Outdoor America" and substitute "Quail" 

Page 13. 

Chanze mge number from 13 to 6 

Delete "Outdoor America" and substitute "Quail" 

Delete “continued on pave ___"



Oct. 7, 1932 

Mr. Cal Johnson, Editor 

Oatdoor America 
222 North Bank Drive 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Cal: 

I'm afraid we have crossed wires somehow in the reprints 
of Chapter I of the Iowa Report. 

When I first broached the matter to Mr. Reckord I pointed 
out certain mechanical difficulties in assembling reprints of 
articles into a volume. I made a written list of these for Mr. 

E Reckord, so they could be taken up with the printer. On May 18 
he replied as follows: 

"Mr. Singler has cleared with our printers on the various 
questions you have raised, and hag been assured that no mechanical 
difficulties whatever will be encountered in this re-print. 

“Pages can be folioed successively, running heads and 
chapter titles can be inserted at the top, and the paper cut to 
size for binding. Pace plates will be reserved for any length 
of time we may designate." 

Bvidently nobody told you about these arrangements since: 

1. The reprint is not paged. 
2. The "Bditor's Note" is not deleted. 
3. The headline “Report of the Iowa Game Survey" is not 

deleted. 

Let me, therefore, repeat the arrangements again, for such 
action as you may be able to take. 

Plan for Reprinting Report 

After the chapters are all run, I will supply a brief preface 
which takes the place of the “Editor's Note." Therefore this note 
should be cut out of all reprints.
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In order that I may prepare an index after the series is 

complete, all reprints should be repaged to run consecutively 

through the whole series of chapters. 

All headline material other than the chapter title should 

be deleted from the reprints. The chapter title, or an abbreviation 

of it, should run at the head of each page. (I suggest "Game Range" 

for Chapter I, and the species, i.e. Quail, Pheasant, etc. for the 

others. ) 

On reprints the printer should leave what left margin he 

needs for biniing, and should cut to uniform size, either as each 

reprint is made, or after all are assembled. 

The note at the end of Chapter I, “Reprinted from the Aug.- 

Sept. 1932 issue of Outdoor America" is 0.X. and may be repeated 

in subsequent chapters. 

Possibly I erred in not reminding you of these arrangements. 
If necessary, I will pay for a correct reprint of Chapter I, but 

this gets harder for me to do as I contime this work without pay. 

Bven so I am sure neither you nor I would want to sponsor an ultimate 

volume repeating the same editor's note nine times, or without paging 

or index. I am very sorry, Cal, to remind you of all this erief, 

but if the report is worth reprinting at all, it is worth doing so 

in proper mechanical forn. 7 

Yours sincerely, 

ALNO LEOPOLD 

P.S. ‘Twenty-five reprints of subsequent chapters will be enough for me. 

Aale
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October 3, 1932 

State Fish ani Game Commission, 
Des Moines, Iowa. 

Gentlemen: 

We have just received a copy of your recently 
published "Management of Upland Game Birds In Iowa." It 
is, certainly, the most competent and advanced thing of the 
sort so far published in America, and I want to congratulate 
you on it. 

My near neighbor, Dr. Carl Hutbs, tells me that 
in fish also you are making large and rapid advances. Hubbs, 
et al have been doing for us, with trout, what Leopold, et 
al have evidently been doing for you in game. I presume that 
you have a copy of our new Stream Improvement and Trout 
Management bulletin; if not, I'd like to send you one - or more. 

And will you be good enough to send me ten copies of 
the new Upland Game Bird bulletin? I'd like to put it at once 
into the hands of several of our local organizations, ani to 
make it available to various of our own officers. 

Yours very truly, 

P. S. Lovejoy 

PSL: CH 

Covy to Aldo Leopold
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Ww a3V¥ The Fall of the lowa Game Range 

\ The Iowa Legislature directed the Fish and Game Commission and Conservation 
Board to prepare a Conservation Plan: Surveys to gather the basic facts on which to 
base such a plan are being made under the direction of J. L. Crane, Jr., Planning En- 
gimeer. 

The Game Survey was made by Aldo Leopold, who was loaned to Iowa for the 
purpose by the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers’ Institute. His recom- 
mendations have been published by the Commission in “The Iowa Handbook of Game 
Management.’ How he arrived at those recommendations will be told in this report, 
which will run serially in Outdoor America, No equally thorough analysis of game 
conditions has ever been made in any state. Prices for bound copies of the complete 
analysis will be announced later. Place your order early so we can determine the num- 
ber of copies necessary to publish. Editor 

What Is a Game Survey? by the inroads of our own competition, and Conservation and Corn 
. . an insistent public demand that they be con- ‘ N studying the behavior of human popu- served. This demand is expressed in an Most people think that we cannot have lations—which we call history—we imposing array of people and papers, which husky corn and abundant wild life on were once taught to memorize the we call the conservation movement, but it the same land. They are exactly wrong. names of kings and the dates of battles. has as yet scored scant success in increasing Iowa could support five times as much He who could recite the longest list of the crop of thrifty birds, clean waters, and game today as she possessed when the first such facts was accredited a scholar, who surplus trees. Why? beaver trap was set in her rivers, and corn might one day be entrusted with some post Possibly because it has not employed the is the reason. Acre for acre, the fat black in the prediction or control of population new tools made available by science for loam of Iowa is capable of producing as behavior—which we call sociology and controlling the forces which determine much or more wild life than any other politics, abundance. parcel of the American continent. But It is now apparent that such “knowl- * * * our haste in its exploitation has brought edge” gave no clue to the underlying forces about such a wholesale destruction of cov- which caused races to rise and empires to The Iowa Game Survey is an attempt to erts, marshlands, and breeding stocks that perish; that we were studying merely the appraise the status of her bird and mammal _ the state at this moment is producing very froth on the surface of a swirling tide, the populations, to point out the forces respon- little wild life. This is the Iowa situation cause and direction of which remained un- sible and the means available for their con- in a nutshell. Every other rich farming known. The real task of the historian is trol, and to mobilize the leadership and laws _ state is in similar straits. 

to explain the tide; of the statesman to needed to induce the citizens of Iowa to This survey is a search for ways and control it for beneficial ends. use them. means of unlocking Iowa’s latent capacities The study of animal populations—natural The Iowa Conservation Plan is an at- for producing a rich and varied abundance history—is in like case. For too long it has tempt to integrate a series of similar sur- of wild things. been a matter of baptizing species and de- veys with each other, and with the social scribing feathers and bones. There is now _ order. Types of Game Range emerging a new sci- 
* ence which explains Fi O [oe offers six wild life populations in igure Une fields in which to terms of an equilib- —— ——— — = } grow game, each dif- rium between the ex- SOIL AREAS OF 10WA fering from the others ternal forces of the SSS Dexnsay TosaTey FIR Puteri | HOWARD Yonston Pero in soil, vegetation, and environment (food, SST] ee DRIFILESS |] topography, and hence cover, predacious ene- SSS; cay [RO ATT pee AO AREA in the kind and mies, disease, and acci- SSS WISCONSIN [HO WAN rte foe amount of game crops dents), and the force RES anos | ET ee Z they are capable of of natural increase in- Grssonmn SS Ss LD producing. 5 $ A SSS Ss ar eee meen oe “ herent in the species. SSS a en The boundaries of If the net toll of the Ie as os PS pete ee, the six fields appear in external forces is less SS SS Aa Fig. 1. . than the increase rate = See nar se ee Ze The white field we have abundance; if SSS ‘ i isso PS Ze labelled “Wisconsin greater we have ex- ESS glist Dit was once tinction. These exter- RAE eee] EEL EPO ONS —— mercy mostly prairie, nal forces, and hence IS BAZ) sprinkled with lakes the equilibrium, are SS SSS PSU Neb RG eae aA and swamps, now subject to a large de- SSN * * TAF drained to form one gree of human control, TEER ied nearly continuous but the new knowledge SES err cet LF tan Tene Ted le co cornfield. It has no of such controls stl 1 SISA Seti FATTY [Ege (1p bluts or rock out- largely entombed in SSSA baat To Paget q i crops, the ancient Wis- libraries. STATE ll ui pb consin ice sheet having Meanwhile there — - ground them to pow- has likewise emerged 3 der, the surface of a realization that : : which the innumerable many animals and ~ oa ae a generations of prairie plants are threatened Types of game range in lowa (from ‘‘Soil Survey of lowa’’). grasses have since | 

7
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Figure Two Each of our dozens of game species ‘ 
thrives best on a particular combination of 

Yo mr TP RE FR ee Toy food plants, cover plants, and water. The 
: ! Ital 2 fod] PUTS ,_ is =H | i body of skill which American game men are 
= tna — i reap pies fom a ey y slowly building up, and which enables them 
2 ! i af2n Hiaha6 avs (| 20/2p LL fae { to guess what these combinations are, and 
=n aaa ae na/ab- pe —N 5 sil i a" how to get and maintain them economically 
yo |e ae cee hme or = a eee 1, \ Bu is called game management. What is 

i ! 4 19/353 ha/s awe | abe PP? Ios & needed is the practice of game manage- 
hl Le \ ew ps ee is Fi ry ee ment on Iowa farms. 

TO fee eR yon \ S 
aS 1 4 lj Ni ! 2 U Seles Cover Tally 
a 1 _\ Horse |) ott ag | Fase |r a 

: éj20| y \ TL Za ofa ime ale sa) Wee it was apparent at the outset 
Kf. : pale wAN, 4 i “Li ——— | ts20 ff that cover-shortage is responsible for 

4 = acm, baer a a ised int p Towa’s lack of upland game, the survey 

é| Lows i opto i ie I 18 X io presented an opportunity to measure the 

WI oy ¢ [ be } ‘ aaa TRY comparative severity of that shortage as 
rane Ci) a ete eT econ, La Mpg between different localities. 
: | ! | | \ 21/24 t he 4 The yardstick used for this measurement 
hye \ | [ | Als | { oe eel ~ was a count or tally of the number of 
ine ‘ea eS et eis ie | lara coverts along each road travelled during 
an lim eon hee ial en fy the survey. The roads travelled appear in 
3a |S Le =e byst"t aryl 21g f Fig.:2. ° 
Sh [aa ° s {| : aaa Yi A separate count was made for each 
PE Lee eet cee eee ee eG township crossed. In order to compare 

4 counts it was necessary to use the same 

Routes travelled during lowa Game Survey. unit throughout the state. The unit was 
that quantity and quality of cover neces- 
sary to winter a covey of quail. Quail 
cover was selected as the unit because the 

converted into loam. The abrasives used wide, all very deeply covered by a different cover necessary to winter a covey is a 
by the ice sheet—gravel and boulders—_ kind of loess, which is notable to the game definite thing. A given unit of cover either 
may still be seen wherever a stream, or a manager in that pheasants and Hungarians carries a whole covey, or none at all. This 
highway crew, have stripped away the thrive on it, particularly on the north end. is not true in pheasants; a patch of cover 
black topsoil. There is little timber, but The lime content of this Missouri River may carry one or a hundred birds. 
probably more than in the old days of loess is high, and this is possibly the reason. The count deals with winter cover only. 
prairie fires. This was once a part of the We shall examine this question further in In summer there is an infinite quantity 
great nursery for waterfowl and prairie later chapters. In the Missouri River everywhere. 
chickens which each fall spilled its millions Bluffs erosion has carved the deep loess The count was confined to a strip 4% mile 
to the southward. It was also the main into small badlands, in which Lewis and on each side of the road, or 4 mile wide in 
Iowa range for buffalo and elk. It now Clarke found mountain sheep, and in which all. In a township crossed once in a car- 
produces pheasants, and in its northern  sharptail grouse persisted until a few  dinal direction, the counted strip was thus 
parts, Hungarian partridges. decades ago. ¥% mile wide by 6 miles long, or 1% square 

To the east lies another field, the Iowan These, then, are Iowa’s six fields for miles. For convenience all tallies were re- 
Drift, laid down by an earlier ice sheet. cropping game. Why is their present out- duced to a common denominator of cover 
It differs from the Wisconsin in that it is put so meagre? units per square mile. The results appear 
covered by a blanket of wind-blown soil, in Table 1 and Fig. 3. 
called loess, which has buried most of the General Diagnosis To interpret either of these summaries 

i glacial gravels, and contains little lime. As of what cover there is, we must adopt some 
will appear later, these chemical differences I requires no “experts” and no formal rough standard of what cover there ought 
in the surface soil may profoundly affect “game survey” to find the reason—any tobe. Every quail hunter, and every com- 
certain species of game. The Iowan Drift competent naturalist who has looked out of petent naturalist who knows quail, will 
has few lakes, but once abounded in springy a train window at this endless succession agree that to get a full stand there should 
draws, often hummocked, for the delecta- of rich cornfields and grazed-out wood- be winter cover, as well as winter food, on 
tion of jacksnipe. It now supports pheas- lots, or any sportsman who has followed a at least each forty. There are 16 forties in 
ants, but Hungarians have so far failed. bird-dog through them, could tell the a square mile, so there should be about 16 
To the undiscerning eye it looks exactly reason at a glance. The range is out of coverts. The table shows that only one out 
like the Wisconsin Drift, but the more balance. There is an excess of food and of a hundred Iowa townships approaches 
penetrating observer will notice that its a dearth of cover. A city consisting of or exceeds 16 coverts per square mile. The ’ 
boulders are fewer, pinker, and much endless restaurants and dining rooms, with bulk of the townships either have none at ; 
larger, and its gravels are less frequently no bedrooms or living-rooms nearby, would all, or from a sixteenth to a fifth of the 
exposed. support about as many people as Iowa sup- standard number. 

In the northeast corner of Iowa is the ports upland game birds. Birds cannot On level prairie country the farmer 
“Driftless Area,” a high prairie table- rest, breed, or dodge their enemies in one would have to sacrifice 2 per cent of his 
land which the ice never touched. It is continuous soup-kitchen, nor will a rising  tillable acreage to provide 16 coverts per 
cut by deep timbered ravines carrying flood of tears from their sympathetic square mile of one acre each, but in the 
spring-fed trout streams flanked by lime- friends, nor increasingly rigid laws against rougher portions this and more could be 
stone bluffs. White pine once grew in shooting, help them to do so. Until the provided without appreciable sacrifice of 
these ravines, and the remnants of un- other elements of a habitable range are valuable land. 
grazed woodland still carry ruffed grouse. provided, tears and laws are simply be- The use of quail as a standard is of 
For some reason neither pheasants nor side the point, Protection has helped a few course severe on the pheasant and Hun- 
Hungarians thrive here. There are no up- birds to persist in spite of this unbalanced garian range. Many townships which 
land lakes. Erosion is severe, and may range, but it will hardly restore the condi- scored zero for quail had many small 
some day spoil the streams for trout. tions necessary for increase. Iowa’s prob- patches of slough grass, or small grazed- 

In the southeast corner of the state are lem is to induce the farmer to let some out groves, sufficient to winter pheasants. ’ 
two blocks of range covered so deeply by a grass and brush grow. 
loess blanket that the underlying glacial de- In waterfowl, the range problem is simi- Table 1 
posits have little or no effect on the life lar, but simpler to understand. The breed- 
of the oil surface. As one moves south- ing waters have been drained, and the nest- Summary of Quail Cover Tally 
ward, gravels grow scarcer, surface lime ing cover necessary to make the remaining 1 
content lower, timbered river valleys deeper waters effective has been grazed, mowed, 631 townships, or 40 per cent of the town- 
and more frequent, and upland prairies ploughed, or burned away. ships in the state, were tallied. 
smaller. This region was the turkey coun- There is, of course, no hope of restoring The tally strips covered 631 1.5 = 946 
try of days gone by. It is now quail coun- as much grass, brush, or water for game square miles, or 1.7% of the state’s area. 
try. Neither pheasants nor Hungarians as Kearney found in his first march across Of the 631 townships: 
have so far proved their ability to persist Iowa, nor is there any need for it. The 306, or 49%, had 0-2 cover units per sq. 
in it. Erosion is bad, and in spots has led Iowa range in those days was nearly as mile (1/16 sufficient) 
to the abandonment of fields and farms. badly unbalanced in the direction of food 150, or 24%, had 2-4 cover units per sq. 

Paralleling the Missouri River is a strip shortage as it is now unbalanced in the mile (1/5 sufficient) 
of prairie country about three counties direction of cover-shortage. 77, or 12%, had 4-6 cover units per sq. 
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‘ Figure Three to keep alive in loss would be only the difference between 
spite of repeated the two tallies. The whole phenomenon 

Pe eee Seb =F browsings — all might be one of shifting locations rather 
Js EPI NI BSS Bs Tigo eo agee o8oa. Rl: 0800 9 lag Oty these are evidences than actual shrinkage. a 

> Vn Kif ole Seet ) Bath passes ee eer of a former thicket. There has been a little shifting every- 
be EG BBC eer BE BOO PGE, oo Bo Oe, | Likewise when a where, and in certain counties along the 
|-daedioclood® oe OF Woeeeuial 8S, “SL SgT BEAR AN farmer chops out a Missouri boundary, where farms are com- 
| 3eeRee Pe ser ree ee 7 Aeris Bee RS | woodlot and con- monly reverting for taxes, there has been 
| age sca oe Bib ES5e dhoo.s Sopot FBS Saf ge PRS ae verts it to pasture, a good deal of re-growth of cover on land 
| ayee Holo sho eeei Cuea | Ser oe abd AL da, 28 \ the stumps not only once bare. I am certain, however, that ex- 

. 83583% Sag PON Pye BF SF 4-8 he OS Tog. 1 ALR S | tell of former tim- cept for parts of three or four counties in 
|]. SR esa B PPS Tha. slaGgeig. cme! anata ort pee ber, but the kind the southeast corner, shifting is of negli- 
j vy 389 Big Leo bseg 2 St ake FL esd of stumps and the gible magnitude as compared with true 

i. By Si Es Erin POC das OR ENS we REERO ss OOPS | ace] . size and age of shrinkage, and even in these three or four 
| 2 SS “ge bas, _ Rhee be og Norah h 1EGR ESOT their dead sprouts, counties the untracked loss of hedges more 

oe oy ODE. Loe acclearl oa Seiden da sneoal ese OF eel tell at a glance, in than offsets any error arising from growth 
. eS -f f fag Neato lee So UT rea ime | conjunction with of new coverts. 

| feo Cte sy Lie Bloge:| nae eager aose}....1 “gyoe | other vegetation To sum up: Only one out of a hun- 
| ~ fool 16 Sap oS Tg ot ot 38. ~pnieey Bot and topography, dred townships in Iowa shows a sufficient 

FE \3 He fi PRN CS sig “Sceeqoo- oh ew whether it was for- number of cover units to support a normal 
, Taba es ee NS os merly habitable for stand of quail, and three-quarters of the 

Sa pce we quail, and by what state has less than a fifth of the necessary 
vo ia processes it has number of cover units. In species like 

Why Game Is Scarce in lowa—The darkest circles are town- been destroyed. pheasants and Hungarians the shortage is ships with 34 or more of the number of winter coverts neces- There are only two less severe, but nevertheless positive. sary for a full stand of quail. The small hollow circles have kinds of cover de- The traceable shrinkage of cover units in 
1% enough, or less. The others are intermediate. Of what struction in Iowa southern Iowa during the last decade has 
avail are rigid protective laws, or expensive replantings of which seldom leave been nearly as great as the number now 

seed stock, until cover has been restored to this range? legible records: remaining. 
grubbing out of With this background of what has hap- 

. . hedges, and plow- pened to Iowa as a home for all wild life, 
mile (1/3 sufficient) ing or grazing down of former grass and we shall better understand the separate 91, or 14%, had 6-10 cover units per sq. weed patches. The loss in these could not analyses for each game species which fol- 
mile (% sufficient) ; be measured. low. The next chapter will deal with that 

7, or 1%, had over 10 cover units (suffi- Fig. 4 compares the present and former popular game bird: Bob White. 
cient, or nearly so) numbers of quail 

It is unnecessary to discuss the geo- coverts tallied in 
graphic distribution of cover, since a glance each of the south- Figure Four 
at the map shows this more clearly than ern counties. The 
words can describe it. present number is {[-_ jae 7 | “| ag | “gla ae lie ] 

In making this tally, I realized at the the tally on which ||*— EE Tie ee ea fe tae HES oacry | constsrarron | 
outset that there is a tendency for the Fig. 3 is based, the |//.--/ 4 1 li _-| | i ; | | | \ | inal 
farmer to “clean up” fields adjoining a former number is |) [| Te PR ee Ge lieeaaeel| highway. To minimize this error I trav- the present number  {-{——; fae —H | _}__1__|__}_ Bape}. ———— 
elled the back roads as much as possible plus the tally of |/"™ Ges ESS (ae ee| \ A 
until the weather prevented. I also made vestiges or non- , uf i I [exel| | \ L_ if | = | 
a double tally of the route from Des habitable remnants. SSG & es me — fs foe tT a ‘a Y 
Moines to Burlington, one by highway and The comparison is oimn| 1 4 i 1 i j | i il | i Lor | 
the other by railway. The railway tally conservative to the Ree — fet ph pl allel a er ee ‘ 
was only 10 per cent greater, a cilterence erent that hedges SL pe tae eto | eal 
too slight to invalidate the highway tally. an rass patches || (sang pas opps emery jal ak te TB Ne Nae J . 

Hee Ses have Deen eis | da ci 4 el gn [a in FIs) llamay | 
Cover Shrinkage Tally verzenkt,” which is hee Eh = oe “Ve ial 1 Bi a 357 

to say that the ac- Js ics PTs Par Rat li ES te 
ae draw up sound policies for cover res- tual loss in cover re a fete t | | | a tho a | 

toration, it is necessary to know not units has been per- Lo ft Tees — fed Beene thie ee 
only what cover there is left, but at what haps twice as great [| |) se L eeetaoe fg dl ioe 7 | 
rate it is disappearing. A fairly definite as Fig. 4 indicates. ‘ ee) ee a ; i joe | 
and very conservative measurement of this The critical mind |e 4 er =: dl 
rate of shrinkage was obtained in the unfamiliar with || smmurcr quan cm feu Ge Ea \ | southern half of Iowa, and is shown in Iowa will see this || souneEEs 10m, Se ee ee stieatoe | | 
Fig. 4. loophole in Fig. 4: LL +——- « pe ee = | ee |) 

The measurement was made in this man- the present coverts 
ner: When cattle graze out a brush patch, may have grown Why Game Grows Scarce in lowa—The dark part of each “‘bar’” 
certain vestiges persist for perhaps 10 up while the for- is the number of units of cover left, the white part the ves- 
years. Thus a haw bush pruned up at the mer ones were be- tiges of former coverts which have disappeared or become 
base, or a few puny remnants of buckbrush, ing destroyed. If non-habitable during the last decade. The lines are the routes 
or a clump of hazel or briar sprouts trying this were true, the travelled in making the count. 

’ * . . 
Great Falls Chapter to Screen World’s Greatest Irrigation Ditch 

pe Great Falls Chapter, Montana, has Shortened the elk hunting season in the tried for four years to stop the pollution 
been especially active ever since it was Sun River District, thereby averting an- of Belt Creek. The Izaak Walton League, 

established. This chapter has an accom- other slaughter such as occurred in 1929. through National Headquarters, did stop 
plishment record in which any chapter Caused the removal of the state fish and this pollution in three months. 
might take justifiable pride. Some of its game commission by preferring charges of Many of the members of the Great Falls 
accomplishments follow: alleged irregularities in the conduct of Chapter acted as game wardens without 

Built a number of trout rearing ponds. commission affairs. ; pay to enforce the game laws. 
Created the Benton Lake bird reserve Planted millions of fingerlings in the ee 

of 12,000 acres. streams to replenish the dwindling num- 
Have the plans for screening the Fair- ber of trout in their creeks. The Great Falls Chapter’s work, how- 

field irrigation ditch, to be the largest Obtained an agreement with the Forest ever, does not lie entirely behind them. 
screen of its kind in the world. The money Service whereby the number of cattle and With the same vigor and purpose that has 
for this project has been approved by the sheep will be reduced in the Lewis and made these splendid accomplishments a 
Biological Survey, the Bureau of Fisheries, Clark forest. reality, they are forging ahead towards 
and the Department of Agriculture. The Montana Sportsman’s Association new objectives. 

9 : 
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COPY 

e222 North Bank Drive 
Chicago 

September 7,1932 

Mr.1I.T.Bode 
State Warden 
Fish and Game Commission 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Mr.Bode: 

This acknowledges your letter addressed to 
M.K.Reckord, General Manager of the Izaak 
Walton League, regarding Aldo Leopold's game 
survey report for the State of Iowa. 

We shall file your order for 900 copies of 
' the final report. ; 

It will be satisfactory to deal through Mr. 
Leopold, as we are constantly in correspondence 
with him regarding the publication of the report. 
In the event you wish certain chapters for re- 
view, or reprints of certain chapters before the 
final booklet is made, you can send the request 
through his office. 

Very truly yours, 

Cal Johnson (signed) 

CJ:VL Editor - Outdoor America
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“America ' 

a Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
LARS | 905 University Ave., 

an Madison, Wisconsin, 
aS 

= ain Dear Aldo: ka abe Dear : 

I took up the matter of accepting your check for 
NATIONAL DIRECTORS $6.50 to cover the charges on revamping page 9, 

Bi hae ecieen siseeiats August-September issue, with Mr. Reckord, He feels 

E’ 5: BAYARD, rasunon,rennevevnn as I do - that it should not be accepted. I am re- 
£6, BraproRD, suresh, ova turning it herewith. However, I wish to thank you 
Oy eac wineenee ae for the spirit you have displayed, but am glad on 

£5, QALENGINE, now, sry onnorn ““ the other hand that we find it will not be necessary 

Se ee to call on you for any financing of this particular 

WF. COLLINS, inanarOLis, nDIANA series, Di. 5, ». ORESAP, NEDRESKA CITY, REDRASKA 
J; R: DARLING, bee wommeas ows 
HARRY J ORNNEY, ory mines In the revamping of page 9, the pr mies te ‘ is me it 
Dn. FE. ECKERT, cocowarer, Mionionn will be necessary to use the original drawing in or- IAL &. EVARTS, nuronieonskavene \ : 
FRED G FLETGHER oLtoo on der to make a new cut, Will you please forward the 

Ra GiuuesPte, run woman original drawing of figure 3 to me immediately? Just 

oceneNRr crass ancwsrmecos as goon as the cut has been made, we will have the 
IYaR MehininGS, cut nv, moran page reset. At that time I will have reprints made 

R.M. JONES, MUSKOGEE, OKLAHOMA and sent to you. 

TRAD. KYLE, onats, nEBRA EA FRED J, LANE. cnonao,1cLno}s 
eo Laie ny nea Chapter two of your series was received today. I note 
Sekine, yeaa! orray von that the drawings are to follow, The other day we re- 

Kanu es MUNDT, uaoison, s0UTH DAKOTA ceived two drawings from Scribner's Sons. I am mailing 
CAWRENCE NELSON, omer facts, MONTANA * : i , 
HASKELL NOYES, wiaunes, wisconsin them to you, under separate cover, for inspection so 
Dag MA pene nseat there will be no slip before cuts have been made and 

Oro PETERS, aurea. new York type set. 
Louis RADKE, nomicon, wisconsin Ac Rs REEVES, wo nuisten, OXLAHOMA 
Bawa ROLLINS, uacnnaron nae If you will kindly mark them accordingly and return, I 
GEO. Hi. SEAMAN, ontonco, LLINoIs will be very much obliged. COL, Ea, SIMMONS, new voRR,m¥- 
Bs. iHOMPaON, Cravoanocsa, tomensEE ; - \ 

TOM WALLAGE, toulavitie, nenrvoKy I note you say Figure 7 is to be sent me from Scribner's 

CE AEAREALSHINWAROWK es § E180, Is this to follow separately? It was not en- 
JUDGE MERRILL L WELCKER,nowvont. mass. osed with the other maps sent you, under separate cover, 

fa WHITE, sroxané,nashTaroN today. To date they are the only maps we have received ting: PE WAITUEY, wensten ory, OWA 
San WOLE, werent Tennessee from Scribner's. SUbce Ges, W. WOOD, waTenioo, ‘owA 

BUTLER LAMB FOSTER & POPE Please let me know if chapter 3 as you have submited it 

ann is o.k., or do you desire it returned for final inspection,



: 2. Mr. Leopold. 

Inasmuch as we publish every other month there will be 
plenty of time for revision in between. However, I 
think it best to have Chapter 2 set up just as soon as 
possible. We will then send the finished work to you 
at least a couple of weeks before we go to press. This 
will give you plenty of time to make the necessary changes 
and return to us. This procedure will then avoid any 
mistakes, 

I am in receipt of a letter from Mr. I. T. Bode, Iowa ~ 
5 . State Fish and Game Warden, They desire, as you know, 

500 copies of the final report. I assume that the Iowa 
: Commission understands they are to pay for these copies. 

: Let me know, 

Mr. Bode says that he will correspond direct with me re- 
garding their needs. However, he also states .that you will 
correspond with us direct in regard to the same matter, In 
the event they wish copies of any certain chapter be sure 
to let us know in advance, so that we may have them struck 

/ : off at the time we have your reprints made, 

Of course, inasmuch as it will be March 1934, figuring on 
@ basis of approximately ten chapters and publishing the 
magazine every other month, before the report is published 
in full and the bound copies are available, there really is 

, no particular rush, 

I am sorry it is not possible for us to publish monthly, 
as then the work could be speeded up in fine shape. The 
thought occurs to me, however, that the last two or three 
chapters could be prepared and set up in advance. We could 
then have the reprints run off and the bound copies ready 
to distribute with the last chapter published in the maga- 
zine. Let us try and do this. : 

With very best personal wishes, 

Ver incerely, 
we 

eae - . O Sa 

Edtter—/Outdoor America, 
CJ:VL i]
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Sept. 8, 1932 

Mr. Cal Johnson, Editor 
Outdoor America ‘ : 
222 North Bank Drive 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Cal: ‘ 

When I raised the question about the editorial handling of 4 
Chapter I, I did so with #reat hesitation, fearing you would feel offended. 
Your prompt action and friendly spirit with which you acted on my suggestions, 
and now your sporting attitude in returning the check leaves me your debtor, 
Thank you very much. : 

I am returning the original drawing for Fig. 3 in accordance with 
your request. ‘ : 

/ I have received the two drawings which Seribner's sent you, and 
I am returning the one for Fig. 7 of Chanter II. I have made a new legend 
and pasted it on. so you will not have to worry about the detachable legend. 
As explained in my letter of September 6, Fig. 7 is the important one in 
Chapter II and the others can be subordinated. ¢ 

No, the cony of Chapter II which I sent you is not final. 
I sent it only to place before you the question of leneth, which you have 
since answered. I will send the final copy later. 

‘ Bode knows that the 500 copies of the final report which he has 
ordered are to be paid for, He does not, however, kmow the price and he 
wrote me recently to ask if T mew. I told him I supposed it would depend 

) on the quantity of orders which you received. 

| I would be mich pleased if, when the time comes, the final chapters 
could be run off in edvance so that the complete volume could appear at the 
same time as the last chapter. 

With kindest regards, 

‘ Yours sincerely, 

- 
-



Sept. 6, 1932 

Mr. Cal Johnson, Editor 

Outdoor Anerica 
222 North Bank Drive 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Cal: 

I am returning the final copy for Chanter II, "Iowa Quail." 

I think we can somewhat shorten the editor's note in this 
and the subsequent chapters. A proposed text is attached. ‘This 
assimes that you are now ready to state the cost of the bound 

copies; if so, please insert the proper figure in the blank left 
for that purpose. 

Figs. 5-9 inclusive go with this chapter. Drawings for 
Figs. 5, 6, 8, and 9 are being sent you under separate cover. 
These can all be severely reduced without loss of legibility. 

Fig. 7 is to be sent you from Charles Scribner's, New York, 
together with detachable legend, which should be laid on the 
lower right-hand corner when making the cut. ‘This is the most 

important figure in this chapter, and if you can avoid reducing 
it mach below half-page size, I will appreciate it. I do not 
expect the county names to be legible, but I would like the 

symbols to be distinguishable from each other and the legend to 

be legible. 

Kindly return all the drawings, especially Fic. 7, when 
you are through with then. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD © 

AL/vh 
Incl.



The 1931 Legislature directed the Iowa Fish and Game Commission 

and the State Board of Conservation to prepare a Conservation Plan. 

Surveys on which to base such a plan are being made under the 

direction of J. L. Crane, Jr., Planning Engineer. 

The Game Survey was made by Aldo Leopold. His recommendations 

have been published in "Management of Upland Game in Iowa," obtain- 

able from the Commission. How he arrived at those recommendations 

is told in this report. 

Bound copies of the report will be available at ss ¢ each. 

Place your order now, so we can determine how many copies to print. 

The Editor



Auge 31, 1932 

Mr. Cal Johnson, Editor 
Outdoor Ameri ca 
222 North Bank Drive 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Cal: 

I am glad to have the opportunity for the changes 

in the reprints and inclose my check for $6.50 to cover. 

Thank you very much for making this possible. 

cE ‘ Yours sincerely, : 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh 
Incl. 

c 

| Fa 
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Mr, Aldo Leopold, 

ee 905 University Ave., 
SS Madison, Wisconsin. 

NATIONAL DIRECTORS 

THOMAS AMBROSE, entonco, neunols Dear Aldo: GILES R, ATHERTON, Ex Donaoo. Kansas 
H.-G. BERNDT, rone DU Lae, wiscoNsiN 
ee oe ee a In reply to : your letter of Augus t 26, I am return- 

Oru, BRYANT, NDEPENDENCE, KANSAS ing the quail chapter, herewith, for final shape. HON, FRANK B. BURFORD, OxLAHONA CITY, OKLA. 
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Ang. 2), 1932 

Mr. Cal Johnson, Editor 
Outdoor America : 

222 North Bani Drive 

Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Cals 

I will proceed in accordance with your letter of August 23. 

The page proof of Chapter I looks coo1, except that I fear 

for the legibility of Fic. 3, which cost me several months of hard 

labor, and which I pointed out was mich more important than the 

other cuts, and could stand less reduction. As I pointed out in 

my letter of July 26, Figs. 1 and 2 could have been reduced to male 

room for a bigger cut of Fig. 3. 

The deletion of the last line of the chapter also cost me some 

heartache, since the whole flavor which I wished to leave in the 

reader's mind was crammed into those seven vords, and is not contained 

at all in the four words which you substituted. 

If the reprints have not already been made, I would be ¢lad 

to pay out of my own pocket for unlocking the frames and restoring 

this last sentence; also for a new half-page or full-page cut of Fig. 3. 

If you can let me see the page proof of future chapters I will 

appreciate it. . / 

: Yours sincerely, 

ALDO INOPOLD 

AL/vh 
Incl. 

a i nail



dug. 24, 1932 

Mr. M. K. Reckord 
Izaak Walton League of America 
222 North Bank Drive 
Chicago, Tllinois 

Dear Reckord: 

I hate like the devil to play the role of "sensitive author," 
but I feel impelled to add some new trouble to your already loaded 
shoulders. 

The attached correspondence is self-explanatory. 

F After freezing my fingers every day and sitting w till mid- 
night for months to get the data for Fig. 3, it is a hard jolt to 
have it printed too small to read, while Figs. 1 and 2 are printed 
larger than necessary. 

My friend Cal is of course wholly unaccustomed to editing 
this Kind of stuff: that is why I explained the whole thing in ny 
letter of transmittal. I do not want to offend him by going over his 
head, tat I will be immensely grateful if I may pay personally for 
the indicated changes in the reprints for Chapter I, and if I may 
see the corrected page proof on future chapters. 

I ‘will leave it to your well-known diseretion as to whether 
and how to take this up with Cal. 

Yours as ever, 

nh Her? 

a



Ange 16, 1932 

Mr. Cal Johnson, Editor 
Outdoor America 
222 North Bank Drive 

Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Cal: 

The original maps for the Iowa quail census (Chapter II of 

your series) and the Iowa pheasant cenms (Chapter III of your series) 

are to come out this winter in my game management book and are in the 

possession of Charles Scribner's Sons, New York. In order to save 

re-mailing I am asking Scribner's to send then direct to you. This 

letter 1s to explain the packaze when it arrives, and also to tell 

you that there will be Ancluded with the maps a detachable lecend 

wiich should be attached to each in the southeast corner when the cut 

is made. b 

There is a rood deal of labor in these maps, so I vill 

appreciate your safeguarding then and returning then to me with the 

detachable lecend when you are throuch with them. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO TROPOLD 

AL/vh 

|



Angust 15, 1932 

Mr. Cal Johnson, Mditor 
Outdoor America 

222 North Bank Drive 
Chicago, Tllinois 

Dear Cal: 

I find that I spoke too rashly in assuring you that all of 
the chapters in the Iowa report could be boiled down to 2,500 words, 
as I sueceeded in doing with the first one. 

I have spent the last 10 days laboring over the quail chapter 
trying to make it clear to the layman and at the same time eliminating 
all but the most important data. ‘The best I can do is half again as 
long as the 2,500 word limit. Since we have a little time to spare 
on this chapter I am sending it to you for your advice. I hate to cut 

it in two because on your present bi-monthy basis that would spread the 
report over a year and a haly. Moreover the whole thing is a unit 

and the reprints would be complicated by appearing in two parts. I 

can, of course, leave out the descriptive picture on pages 1 and 2 

and such discursive material as the "Requiem to Hedces," but I think 
you will agree that this would reduce the chapter to the level of a 
plain technical presentation. 

There is only one other chapter wuich I suspect will likewise 
overrun the limit, and that is the on on pheasants. ‘The rest of them 
I am qiite sure I can keep within your limitations. Please tell me 

what you want me to do. 

There are five cuts that go with this chapter, but three of 
them can be reduced to column size and the other two can possibly 
appear on a single page. I will forward the cuts after a decision 

has been reached. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LGOPOLD



Aug. 19, 1932 

Mr. Cal Johnson, Editor 

Outdoor America 
222 North Bank Drive 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Cal: 

In further reference to my letter of August 15 asking your 
opinion about the excess length of the quail chapter. 

In order that you may have the whole question of lonz chapters 
before you, I am sending you a scratch copy of Chapter III on pheasants, 
which I have likewise labored to cut down but which is still the same 
length as the quail chapter. I think I can assure you that there will 
be no over-run on the other chapters. There will be one large and four 

small cuts, which is the same as for quail. 

In addition I have one more difficulty: At my request the Iowa 
Commission asked the Biological Survey to assign Wallace Grange to make 
an independent appraisal of the problem of pheasants in southern Iowa. 
At that time, assuming that Iowa world publish my report and give me 
all the room necessary, I assured Grange that his report wold be 

incorporated in it. Hence I am under moral obligation to have his 
report appear alongside mine. 

My file copy of his report is inclosed. Is it possible for you 
to run this as a short paper over Grange's signature in conjunction 
with Chapter III? In the event you can, I would like to give him a 
chance to go over it before sending you the final draft. 

I hate to perplex you with these questions of exceeding the 
limits which you originally set, but it is not small labor to zet up 
one of these reports and I simply guessed wrong in the case of these 
two chapters as to the degree to which the material could be condensed. 

Iavait your opinion on what to do with both Chapters II and III. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh 
Incl.
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“America i 

eek. oe Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
set Sap 905 University Ave., 

ee Madison, Wisconsin. 

ca ANN Dear Aldo: 
2) Lin) 

I suppose the only thing to do is to run the chapters 
NATIONAL DIRECTORS according to the way you have outlined them, as there 

WM. J.B ABERG, wanison, wisconsin really is nothing else that can be done. I shall, 
£5 BAVARD, rirratunan, noueeiw Ann therefore, plan to publish them according to the way 
H.C. BERNDT, FOND DU LAC, WISCONSIN : : 

1,6; BRADFORD, sour ash, noiann it is submitted. In the event one or two run over the 
BET ERO BROWN: set Fal cay SOUS SRrOTA allotted space, I shall just have to make room, 
HON, FRANKS. BURFORD, ottawa crv, ORLA 
IRVIN §. COBB, ossinina, new von 
1G QHFUVRONT, mooseveLt OnLA I can appreciate that it is necessary to treat these 
W.PLOSLLING oun, oiam chapters in a way which will bring about reader inter- 
4: GUININGHAM,Kansno err, wisscun est as well as the technical value, hence go ahead with 
HARRY ar DEANEY, Suro anetra your original plans. 
Da. F, & ECKERT, covowaTen, MicHIOAx : HAL @, EVARTS, nuToneon Kane 
BRED: FLETCHER Fol ton ONO I note that the Grange report is not so very long, and 
RJ. Giuueohie, run women nn shall plan to run this close to your article. I am re- 
JUDGE HENRY GRAASS,ansan Say, waconsin turning it, herewith, for final draft. 
GLENN GRISWOLD, NEw YorK CITY, NEW YORK a 2 HARRY F- HARPER, canoe, wioniann IVAR WENMINGS, souvy exno, Moran 

fe Joves, wuoroateyonanonn The first chapter has already gone to press, and you 
IRA D. KYLE, OMA, MEBRABKA shall receive copies soon. I have laid it out so as 
DR ene LaMar er anit anearane to secure reprints at the smallest possible cost. 

IRE MINER, amaswuc, ona, cnaon 

Kasse nunrntitn ast ouera Attached is a rough copy not proof read, etc. CRWRENCE NELSON, onear Pact monTana —* 
BEN @. ONEAL, Wicd te rauis; Texas 4 
eae PAC, sane ier With very best personal wishes, 11, PEEFLEY, onvrow, onto Oro PETERS, surrnus,wew YORK 
Louis RADI, nomicon, wisconsin Most sincerely, Ac R, REEVES, ne aLssten, OKLATOMA THEO. W. ROBINSON, enicneo, LLINols mm 
a een ae - () 
Ora ety FEL 1 - 
oo E. A. SIMMONS, KEW YORK, Hat, C 1 aa 

SENT HOMPaON ouenSBaA tamoaee al Jonnsgn, 
TOM WALLAGE, toulviuce, newTvoKy Edito Outdoor America. WiLLOUGHBY 6. WALLING, ontenoo, unos 
PRANK M, WARREN, minneavoti minnasorn 
pS ee ee ear CJ: VL Fait. WHECLER, conven, coLonaoo ALL WHiTe, sroxans, waseinovon ting. PE, WHITLEY, wensven oT, (OWA AG: WititORD, warenton, ows San WOLE, mento, Tenwcenet SUDGE GES, W, WOOD, wartnioo, IOWA 

BUTLER LAMB FOSTER & POPE
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| August 9, 1932 

Mr. Burr G. Lichty 
Waterloo 
Iowa. 

Dear Burr: 

The fragment of history that you gave me in your letter of August 2 

naturally interests me greatly. : ‘ : 

This reminds me to tell you that I have had constantly in mind a 
stopover at Waterloo to analyze Mr. Hartman's Journal, sometime before 
the compilation of my final Iowa report. I now learn, however, that the 
financial stringency and other matters does not enable the Commission 
to take me on for any additional services except possibly to help conduct 

the training camp for game wardens late this fall. ‘ 

Accordingly I may be unable to carry out my engagement with Mr. 
Hartman. If you see him you might explain the reason for my failure to 

appear. 2 ; 4 

Your invitation to go snipe shooting is one that I shall ponder 
constantly, and if an opportunity offers, you can count on me to be there. 

With best regards, 

pee Yours sincerely, 

: ‘ “+ * **  ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh b : ed
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August 2nd, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I am in receipt of your calendar of events in 
Iowa, and am looking forward to seeing the Iowa handbook 
of game management, as it will appear serially in "Outdoor 

America". ; 

For the first time in the history of the state of 

Iowa, we are getting somewhere, thanks to you and your vast 

knowledge of this subject. I cannot help but take credit 
for the Iowa “awakening”, as I carried your game survey to 

Ames with me several years ago, and referred to it as the 
Bible in the. matter of game management, before Mr. J. N. 

Darling's camittee. I-am frank in saying that at that 
time the extent of that committee's knowledge of conserva- 

tion was in the simple maxim of wetting the hands before re- 

moving an undersized fish from the hook. I referred to 

you and your work in that meeting with the same gusto that 
a young interne is inclined to make reference to Doctors 

: Charlie and Will of the Rochester clinic. It bore fruit 

because it did not take them long to investigate and go to 

work in earnest. 

It will be interesting to watch the progress of the 

commission during the next ten years. 

I surely hope you can arrange to be in Iowa about 

October first, as I anticipate an improvement in the jacksnipe 

grounds, and we should have a world of birds this year. I 

hope you can spend several days with me, as I have a new 20 

Ithaca Double that I want to try out at that time . 

See. yours, 

BGL : MH



August 9, 1932 

Mr. Nestor Styles 
The Cherokee State Bank 
Cherokee, Iowa 

Dear Mr. Styles: 

I am much obliged to you for reminding me of the 

Albert Phipps date on buffalo. This has been added to the calendar 
of events. . 

I am well aware that this calendar could be much ex- 
tended and made much more interesting by additional search of 
original sources, but unfortunately my time for the Iowa survey is 
all up. If you should care to collaborate in the extension of 
this calendar over your own name, I would be delighted. 

I do not lmow anything about the “winter counts of the 
Sioux Nation" and even if you should decide to go no further with 
the above subject, I would appreciate a note from you explaining 
what they ares |=: ‘ 3 

If you should care ‘to elaborate this calendar on your 
own hook, let me lmow and I will send you a copy containing more 
items than that which was inclosed with my original circular. 

‘ 3 Yours sincerely, 

ALDO IOPOLD — 

AL/vh ;
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: August 4, 1932 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

University Ave. Bank Bldg. : 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Sirs 

Concerning your Calendar of Events in Iowa Con- 
servation I believe you could fill it in and extend 
it further with very little trouble. 

I am sure I sent you a goodly later date for the 
last buffalo, and to repeat, these buffalo were killed 
in 1858 by Albert Phipps near Lost Island Lake. One 
of his children, still living, remembers him bringing 
home the meet very well. 

: It seems to me there are several early explorers 
whom you hsve not mentioned and I could provide you 
with a considerable list if you so desire. It also 
seems that some mention should be made of Dr. McBride's 
work and also Samel Calvin's. 

To go back a good deal further there is a source 

of information which you have not touched. These are 
the records contained in the Winter Counts of the Sioux 
Nation, many of which I have. Some of these records go 
back as far as 1650 I blieve. 

If I can be of any further assistance please let 
me know. | 

Yours truly, : 

ZO | 
- \ 

NLS/G Vice President.
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Dear Aldo: 
NATIONAL DIRECTORS 

WM. J. ABERG, waoison, wiscovsin This acknowledges receipt of the first installment THGIHAS AMBROSE, enero en's 
£6. BAYARD, mrvsuuran, centercran of your report on the Iowa Game Survey, which is Ti G: BERNDT, ee ov ao; wincsuete ; 

1,8: BRADFORD, sour Beno, inolana being set up as a lead article for the August-Septem- 

Caran eee a ber issue of Outdoor America. 
IRVIN § COBB, ossimino, New oR 
EG CHELY RON? soe aie ort I have made the corrections as per your letter of Bre GOLEY. maven worry eateLixa 
WUE, COLLINS, Mouarotie, MDlAth August 2, and will send you proofs when they are off 

Dr. S. P. CRESAP, "Y, NEBRASKA 

JR CUNNINGHAM, Ransas crTY, wissoum the press. SNC DARLING, wor wones somn WARTIN,L DAVEY, newt onte HARRY J DENNEY, DULUTH, MINNESOTA RAM, EASTMAN, chong, 
On. © ECKERT, coLawareR, wicwionn Please let me know how long the entire report will be, HAUG, EVARTS, forenoon kan I t fi th % for bindd I ED C. FLETCHER, Tovtoo, om Hirer ne re ier so that I may ge gures on the cost fo nding. 
fed. GILLESPIE, runt, wioutenw thought it might be possible for you to give me an idea HARRY .C. GOODWIN, ReontesTeR, new voRK 
JUDGE HENRY GRAASS, aREEN ay, wisconsin of approximately how many words, or how many chapters GLENN GRISWOLD, new vor orrv, new vow ’ : 
RARE HARE Ea aaa) Ntleat 2500 words each, will be necessary to complete the re- 
FRANICG: NILE ORCARGUK GtPe ontsGoKK 
BL JONES: Wiskoee CRUAMORA port. A FLRNOTTS, vauncetown: Flowion IA D- KYLE, ounna, NEannex FRED J LANE: emtenao, lemons ; 
Onc 6 tawevrr suit wnuavens With very best personal wishes, De, M. O*ARCY MAGEE, wasmnavon, 0. 6 TACK Miner: Rineevinie oetano, ciwioh Dr, WM H. MOORE, PuICaDeLoning Pa RoW MORGAN nawia wav nnertane KARL MUNDT: wAsioon, soUry oAReTA 
RASRELL NOYES, wiuwaunee, witoonein Most sincerely, Z 
BEN G. ONEAL, WICHITA FALLS, TEXAS ee Pa —_ Dre G/M, PALMER, eetiaa, ituaTA / Z 

FRED N. PEET, chicago, ILLNois Za 7 ee 
T. D. PEFFLEY, aToN, oH0 a A. o ) oe 7 / 
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H. H. PIERCE, KALAMAZOO, MICHIGAN si a é- 7 - p Louis RADKE, nomicon, wisconsin —\ Cal Ns / Bs Robes ue nteat tn onchonn Pca i 
THEO. W. ROBINSON, ci , 4 Dirt nol ssnoos cos ~Editer~= Outdoor America. 
GEO! H. SEAMAN, emosao, iLunorD CJ:VL — 
COL. E. A. SIMMONS, NEW YORK, N. ¥. : ‘ On A STODDARD, rutelo, saLseAb6 : De: THOM PRON, onarTimoan, Tarn cooKe ~ DL, VASBINDER, urtavo, carironia TOM WALUAGE, tomleicis Rerrocet WILLOUGHBY a. WALLING, onienoo, 1LLnors Okc HENRY. BALDWIN WARD, teoants Kors PRANK Mh, WARREN, winzatouies miwnesora JUDGE MERRILL L WELOKER, nevvones wats. ©. A, WHEATLEY, saw anronto, Texas FRANK &. WHEELER: oenver, coLowaoo JOC iiires roeute waster fins. & © WHITLEY, weesren ty, 1oWA Wes WiLLEORD, wrt extoo, oma DAN WOLE: Neens, romncenie SUDGE GEO. W, WOOD, warERtco, 1OWA 
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August 2, 1932 ‘ 

Mr. Cal Johnson, Editor 

Outdoor Life 
222 North Bank Drive 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Cal: 

Will you kindly make the following minor corrections in my 
article "The Fall of the Iowa Game Range"? 

Page 1. Change the second sentence to read: “He who could 
recite the longest list of such "facts" was accredited a scholar who 
might ons day be entrusted with some post in the prediction or control 
of population behavior--which we call sociology and polities." 

Paze J. In the first line of the second paragraph the sentence 
should read: "The count deals with winter cover only." The last 
sentence of the fourth paragraph should read: “The bull of the 
townships either have none at all, or from a sixteenth So a fifth 
of the standard mumber." 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh
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August 9, 1932 

Mr. J. Z. Stewart 
1245 - 37th Street 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Mrs. Stewart: 

I was half-hoping to see you at McGregor, but finding your 
letter on my desk upon my return is partial compensation for your 
absence. 

The historical dates which you gave me are exactly what I 
wanted, and I am using almost all of them. I wonder, though, on what 

you based your information that spring shooting was prohibited in Iowa 
in 1899. At the time of compiling the North Central Report (p. 215), 
I made a complete canvass of the records in the Biological Survey 
office from 1900 on, and these show that spring shooting was not pro- 
hibited in Iowa from 1900 until 1912. In 191% the federal migratory 
bird law reduced the season to 3-1/2 months. 

It is quite possible that there was some state legislation 
on spring shooting in 1899 which was immediately repealed and hence did 
not show on the recoris of the Biological Survey from 1900 on. I would 
appreciate your telling me where you sot the 1899 date so I can look it 

up. 

The agitation against spring shooting in those days I cam 
remember personally, since my father, mich to my youthful pain and dis- 

gust, quit hunting in spring about that time. I had always carried the 

impression, though, that Iowa did not come through until the federal 

government made it "fashionable" among all the states. 

Bode tells me that the Handbook is now in pase proof. 

I was delighted to meet Phil Dulfont at McGregor. Even if 
you were not there, I can assure you you were mich discussed. 

I greatly appreciate the friendly interest you heve taken in 
Paul Srrington. 

With best regards to Mr. Stewart and yourself, 

Yours sincerely,



Des Moine, lowa 

dugust 1, 1932 : 
Mr, Aldo Leopold, 

905 University Ave,, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Leopold: . 

I have just found your letter of May 2ist 

which I put aside hoping to secure some little informatio 

for you duriug the preseaut breeding Season, ind in tre 

meautime I have Put your county map to other uses so it 

cannot be returmed to you, My apologies for all this 

carelessness, 

As a matter of fact I could omly recor?@ one 

ducks nest Seea by me in lowa, And that one of a Blue- 

} winged Teal at Hast 14th and Euclid Ave,, Des Moincs, 

a Polk County, Iowa on June 3, 1929, Tae uest wes Giseeveree 

by srthur 2, Watson of this city and he ix turm Show? 

it to me, The female was flushed from te mest, 

In this conmection you may be imterest-* iv 

a paper of mine ow Notes from Central lowa wich soni? 

come out in the wext Wilson Bulletiz, In it I recorte? 

some late spring dates of ducks which in some caces 

suggests the probability of meek ae) I doubt though 

if you are interested in records of stragglers, You 

kuow the teudeucy of most observers not alone here in 

Iowa bit any where to infer that any duck geen as late 

as Jume must be nesting, 

Walter Rosene, his som and I took a water-fowl 

ceusus at Long Pond,west of Perry on June lfita, We found =f 

only tex ducks: Mellerd, two pair; Blue-winred Teal, two 

pair; Pintail, ome pair, No mwests were found mor vounr



ee i 

birds noted, 

Have you seen a Masters thesis at tae Zoolor- 

libriery, University of lowa ou"The Ducks of Iowa" by 

Fitzpatrick 7 It was written in 1921 and while uot a 

masterpiece it does serve to brine the literature on 

aucks a little more up to date than did Anderson, If vou 

care to writevthem concerning the loamine of it (which 

they say is uot possible unless there is a duplicate cor~) 

the catalogue mumber is: 598.4 #£F 55 174398 

Do you still have copies of the Game Survey of 

the North-Cemtral States, for distributation 21 woul? 

like very muck to have one, Also Mrs, Stewart tole me 

today that auotker report would soon be out-lowa Hand - 

pook of Game Management, Will you eater my name for a 

copy of it 7 

I am to be at the University of lowa this next 

year with au appointment as research assistant in th- 

Museum of Natural History, My work will be in classivinr 

their collections of study skins, It will allow Ps also 

to finish my Paper on the revised list of Iowa izle. 

Tais will be used as a Masters thesis and publishe® thro- 

ugh their Natural History aeries. 

Perhaps we may meet at tre Wild Life Sehool i” 

vou are to be there, Motkervand I will be there for next 

week-end, 

With best wishes I an, 

he Very truly yours, 

ack Ay *— Bb Ok. dO. Med: 
Atut mepat Pailip A, Dullomt
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ARTHUR E. RAPP, SEC'Y Fish andy Game Commission DENNIS H. GOEDERS 

COUNCIL BLUFFS 
‘ALGONA 

Bes Moines J. N. DARLING 
DES MOINES 

Ottumwa, Lowa, 
July 22, 1932. 

Ur. Aldo Leopold, : 

404 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Leopold: 

Am forwarding your letter on to Bode, to whom all 

administrative matters are reférred by the Commission. However, the 

whole matter will be discussed at the Commission meeting, inthe mean- 

time Bode and Schuenke will have an gpportunity to discuss their 

pians and we hope to have some concrete suggestion for our guidance 

at the meeting of August 4th, McGregor. 

I believe the Handbook is now on the press as well 

2s one or two pamphlets that Bode has goiten up. 

I regret more than I can express the difficulty 

you are having with the pup. By the wey I have a lease on 80rods 

in Green Bay for this fall and will look forward to having you 

down. ; 

Yours sincerely, 

AY bo, (deo, 
We Ue SOOTIE. 

WCBsMr



July 25, 1932 

Dr. W. C. Boone 
Ottumwa 
Iowa 

Dear Dr. Boone? 

I am glad to have your letter and look forward with pleasure 

to seeing you at McGregor. I am especially glad to hear that the Handboolc 

is now on the press. 

I did a very foolish thing in comection with the Handbook which 

I want to tell you about with my apologies before the matter reaches you 

from other sources. Charley Horn wrote me and wanted to Imow what had 

become of my Iowa stuff and what I had in print. I thoughtlessly told 

him that the Handbook had been in the Commission's hands for some months 

and that in view of his interest in the Iowa survey he was probably 

entitled to ask what had become of it. It did not occur to me at the 

moment that this put me in the position of sic-ing Charley Horn on you. 

If he writes to you put him off and kindly accept my apologies for pute 

ting you in such a pasition. 

Your lease on Green Bay brings up pleasant anticipations and 

4t would certainly please me greatly if we could sit in a ducik blind 

together. 

As for the pup, I have at last found an effective remedy for 

mange. I finally went to the veterinarians at the University, which 

of course I should have done in the first place. If ever you or Mr. 

Tmory have need of it, let me mow, or better still, write direct to 

Dr. BE. C. McCulloch, Agricultural Hall, Madison, who devised it. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LSOPOLD 

AL/vh
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Outdoor | 
om America 4 

S Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
FAIS 905 University Ave., 

ee Madison, Wisconsin. 
ao 

<= SN My dear Aldo: 

In regard to publishing your Iowa Survey Report in 
NATIONAL DIRECTORS the forthcoming issues of Outdoor America, we think 

WM. J.P ABERG, mabison, wisconsin this is a mighty fine idea, and there is no question 

Ber eAVAnOs ctucan renesetion but what the information conveyed in your series will 
I: §: BRADFORD) out wthy olin be of extreme value to members of the League and con- 

Dr, FERD BROWN, si0ux ralts, souTH Danora servationists who happen to read Outdoor America. 
Hon. FRANK'B: BURFORD, Ontatou CITY, OKLA. 

Cer Se We have found it necessary to curtail expenses, and 
Be COINS St, SUH Eon one of the things affected in this economy program is 
IR CUNNINGHAM, nansne erry, miscounr the magazine which will now be published bi-monthly 

MARTIN L DAVEY, KENT, ovo rather than every other month, until such time as fi- 
Da, FE. EOKENT, coLowaTeR, mionioan nances will again permit a monthly publication. 

FRED C. FLETCHER ToLtoo, ono 

OL area We have also cut the magazine to 32 pages, therefore 
{UDGE MENRY GRASS, oncn sr, waconsn you can appreciate that space is at a premium. I am 
PAROLE HA neED ase tata . merely outlining this so as to let you know that you 
RMJONES, wusnoaee SetMnoMh will have to hold each installment to approximately 
Tol VLE oman ean 2000 or 2500 words at the outside. 

SEK Mien mvaawuie onan, canon I would like to start the series with the September issue, 
Fee MSG AN cee Hes MANral ae 7 which is the next scheduled for publication, It will be 
HASKELL NOYES, miuwaunee, wiseonaln necessary that you have copy in my hands no later than 
Dmg. Mc PALER, atmos, naneeora August 1, or at least the first week in August. I would 
OTTO PETERS, surea.o, new vonx also appreciate a few photographs with which to dress 
LoUis RADKE, womoon, wisconsin” up your article each month, so if you can scrape up some- 
Tito, masInson, enero, uno thing that will go well with it, it will be all the more 
GEO SEANAN- cufosun, (tinea valued, and appreciated. 

i's, THOMPSON, cnarranooan renaeseeE 
TOM WatLAcE: Coulbartet. nae I will be looking forward to hearing from you very soon. 
On, HENRY BALOWIN WARD, Unonn, unos With every good personal wish, 
CUA WHEATLEY, sin axvoeso fous 
AIL WHITE: seobane wasnivaron Very-Sincerely, 
1c WILLFORD, waren, own 7 

Senate saa eee At a / Ze | 

come cre Cal Jonnson, ‘chtongo, Lumots BAA Outdoor America. 
CJ:VL



Copies to Messrs. Boone s 
Bode 

, Errington 

duly 22, 1932 

My. Cal Johnaon, “itor 
Outdoor America 
222 North Yank Drive 
Chicaso, Tllincis 

Dear Cals 

. Tt will ent sone of ry chapters on the Iowa Survey 

pretty severely to reduce then to 2,500 words, but if this is 

4n addition to the space oceupied by cute, I thin: I can stay 

within your specifications. The copy for the Sentember Issue 

will be in your han’s not later thas Aumst Se 

I have a few photographs on’ a considerable 

momber of maps and charts which I thin: will help lichten up 

the mtertal, ani since I am writing it especially to order 

I will be able to evoid scientific dryness to a eonsiersble 

extent. I camot, of course, create a willingness to think 

in the reafers of O,tdoor America, but that is the thing we 

are both gacblinc on in all conservation wrk. 

™ith best recaris,. 

Yours sincerely, : 

ADO ImOroLp 

AL/vh
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ee My dear Aldo: a ee aes 
= noel 

I was delighted to have your 
NATIONAL: DIRECTORS "phone call yesterday advising that you 
J: PL ABERG, haoison, wisconsin ould , . THOHAG AMBRORE suioter reals would use the League's publication Outdoor GILES R, ATHERTON, EL oomAbO, RawaAs i A . . r E. §. BAYARD, PITTSCURGH, PENNSYLVANIA America as a medium for the printing of HG: BERNDT, rowo DU LAs, wisconsin 

FRANKCY BRADY, Aruneom weoeeses your Iowa Survey report. The only change Dh. FERD BROWN, s1oUx raLcs, south DAKOTA Re A G.d. BRYANT, INDEPENDENCE, KANSAS in the arrangements which we discussed some HON. FRANK'S. BURFORD, OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA. . ; ~ “ 
Fa CACENDINE: hans Sout ania time ago is that Outdoor America is now being LG. CHEUVRONT, moosevelT, OKCA. . is 
$. 8. COLEY, RALEION, WORTH CAROLINA published only every other month. The next Hi A. COLLINS, er. Loui, missouRt 
W. F. COLLINS, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIAN. $ 7 f S ™ A COLLIN Wo enrodin, HEA issue will be out about September first. The 
JR CUNNINGHAM, kanens ery, wissouR! 4 f SIN, DARLING, pes momes, iowa need for economies has occasioned this publish- MARTIN L- DAVEY, nent, ovo Gaia manes| We of h HARRY J. DENNEY, DULUTH, MINNESOTA an, 
R.M, EASTMAN, onienao, 1LuNo's E ngement. fe of course hope, as soon Dr. Fe €. ECKERT. ; . Hivos EVARTS pewter nanos as conditions improve, to go back to our FRED 6, FLETCHER, ToLeDo, ovo 
CHARLES K. FOSTER, cnteAao, 1LLINoIs regular monthly schedule. GEO. L. FRANKLIN, ritTssunaM, PENNsyLVANIA 
Red GILLESPIE, runt, miewrann 
HARRY C. GOODWIN, nocntesreR, NeW YORK 
JUDGE HENRY GRAASS, ancEn oxy, wisconsin : : GLENN GRISWOLD, new York cir, new voRK Cal Johnson will write you in a few HARRY F HARPER, cawaiva, miononn a a3 the thanows z 
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Dr. G. M. PALMER, BEout, NINNESOTA 
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State of Iofua 
DR. We One: CHAIRMAN ate P > DR. Jon WALTER 

ARTHUR E. RAPP, sEc'y Fish ant Game Commission DENN ISIN) GOEDERS: 

Bes Moines a ae 

July 6, 1932. 
te 

Aldo Leopold, FJ 
905 University, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have been considering very seriously the 
suggestions with regard to publication of your final 
report. 

This is not final, but it looks to me as though 
the Commission does not feel as though they should sponsor 
this report. I have not taken up the matter further at 
Ames because with Mr. Albert's death I have not been able 
to put in any time there,and I wanted Mr. Errington to 
have a chance to think over some of his plans before I : 
approached him. 

In talking over the possibilities you suggested, 
with members of the Commission and other folks, I am 
doubtful if they feel that they want to divert the 
experimental funds for this purpose. I regret that the 
report faces such a gloomy outlook, but I am giving you 
the information for what it may be worth to you. 

Very truly yours, 

ve Tio A (SL re 
State Game Warden. 

ITB:GCM



Copies to Crane and Errington 

? 

June 18, 1922 

Mr. I. T. Bode, Secretary 
“-_Msh and Game Commiesion 

Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Irvint 

Replying to your letter of June 13. I have just received the 

following letter from Dean Buchanan: 

“] have your note of June 6th relative to the yublication of ; 

your mamseript on the gome survey of Tow. Tf shall be glad to accept 

your suggestion that I take the matter up with Dr. Drake, '‘r. Errington, 

and Mr. Bode. I will attend to this as soon as Mr. Trrington arrives. 

I presume that Mr. Errington will be here in a few dayse 

"We are operating next year on a reduced budget and I am not 

at all clear as to sources of fun's which micht be used for the publica- 

tion of this report. As I umferstand it, Mr. Bode Imows the specifica- 

tions and would be able to give me fairly definite information. If 

there is information which ho should have and does not have, will you 

be kind enmgh to pass it on to him so that we may take our action 

intellizently?* 

I would appreciate it very mich if you would cali on Dean 

Buchanan sometime when you are in Ames, taking with you the set of 

sample charts to give him an idea of the nature of the meterial for the 

Iowa report. If I were going to be back in the state in the near future 

I would not pass the buck: to you on this, but the matter onght to be 

settled early in July ani a trip by myself would harilly seem a justifiable 

expenses 

Let me review the whole status of the matter: 

The Iowa Geological Survey has said they couldn't take it. 

Direct publication by the Commission is out of the picture because of 

Jake Crane's preference that no advance material come out uniter the 

auspices of any of the parties to the Conservation Plan. Outdoor America 

has offered to publish the report as a serial but this entails delays 

and certain handicaps as to format which make their offer a second choice 

at best. ‘The possibility of vublication by Ames, therefore, seams by all 

odds the best chanee. “hile it may sound immodest for me to say so, I 

think this report would? be an excellent starting point for the series of 

publications on game management which Ames will undoubtedly be setting 

out in the future.



a nes 

2 Bode 6/18/32 

The estimated cost for an edition of 3,000 would be approx 
Aimately $1,000. ‘The mamseript will be ready sbout July 20 or Anguat 1. 

The only "if" attached to the Ames possibility 1s whether 
_ they can gzre the money without crippling Errincton's work an’ whether 

they have the consent of the donors. ‘The first "{f* should be taken up 
by then with Irrington direct and the second “if should be talcen up 
with Mr. Darling ani the Commission, either by you or by Dean Buchanan. 

Yours sincerely, 

AIDO Leoporn



State of Sofux 
DR. MAGS POCNE: CHAIRMAN a i ie DR. Je ALTER 

ARTHUR E. RAPP, sEc'y Fish and Game Conunission DENNIS H. GOEDERS 
COUNCIL BLUFFS ALGONA 

Bes Moines 2m. DanLiN, 

June 13, 1932. 

Aldo Leopold, 
905 University, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Thanks for your letter of June 11 about 
the publication of the report. 

It was not clear in your letter whether 
you were following up with the prospects for pub- 
lishing it at Ames or whether you were expecting 
me to do this. I would appreciate your following 
it through unless you would rather have me take it 
up. 

I am submitting your other proposition to 
the Commission by letter and will try to notify you 
of their reaction as soon as I get returns. 

With best regards, I am 

Very truly yours, 
ZO 

7 oe eas / 
For the Commission. 

ITB: GCM



IOWA STATE COLLEGE 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

GRADUATE COLLEGE June 10 ’ 1952 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have your note of June 6th relative to the 

publication of your manuscript on the game survey 

of Iowae I shall be glad to accept your suggestion 

that I take the matter up with Dr. Drake, Mr. 
Errington and Mr. Bode. I will attend to this as 

soon as Mr. Errington arrives. I presume that 

Mr. Errington will be here in a few days. 

We are operating next year on a reduced 

budget and I am not at all clear as to sources of 

funds which might be used for the publication of 

this report. As I understand it, Mr. Bode knows 

the specifications and would be able to give me 

fairly definite information. If there is in- 

formation which he should have and does not have 

will you be kind enough to pass it on to him so 

that we may take our actiong intelligently. 

ened yours, 

R. E. Buchanan 
REB:C Dean 

a



IOWA STATE COLLEGE | 
OF AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS 

AMES, IOWA 

June 1, 1932 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Dr. Leopold: : 

I think it would be quite helpful, if, sometime when you 
are in Des Moines, you would make an appointment with Dr. 
Buchanan, Dean of the Graduate School here and come up and talk 

to him about the possibility of publishing your game survey of 
the north central states. I have talked to him about publishing 
the Iowa Game Survey. We have talked this over and think that 
the survey is rather an essential part of our enterprise. We 
think it would properly be paid for from the money which has 
been subscribed and which the college put into the research 
work. On the other hand, money is scarce just now and just how 
this could be handled, I am not sure. I believe a conference 
between you and Dean Buchanan on this matter, sometime at your 
convenience, would go further to promote the ultimate adjustnent 
of the matter than anything else. 

With my kindest regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 2 

staat 

RMH: fh



dune 6, 1932 

Dr. R. %. Buchanan, Dean 

Graduate College 
Towa State Collece 
Ames, Iowa 

Under date of June 1 I have a note from Dr. Tughes asking me 
to see you about the possible publication by the College of my report on 

the game survey of Iowa. 

You mentioned this during my recent visit, but we did not cet 

to discuss it. I anticipate no afditional trips to Iowa in the near future. 

I have determined that the Iowa Ggological Survey, which is the other 

_ possibility I had in mind, cannot handle the report. Would it be possible 

for you to decide the matter without my coming over for the purpose? I 

would like, of course, for you to see Dr. Drake, Irrington ani Bode before 

reaching a decision. 

I doubt whether it would be proper to use either the fund mb- 

seribed by Mr. Darling or that subseribed by the Game Commission for this 

purpose because the problem was not in mind at the time I solicited the 

funds and the basis of the original solicitation could hardly be changed 

without the donors consent. On the other hand, I would feel no hesitation 

about having the report published out of the College contribution ee 

gach action does not interfere with Zrrington's set-up. “whether there a 
be any such interference I would have to leave to Dr. Drake and Errington. 

If you d@iseuss the matter with Bode, he can show you the main 

maps and charts, a set of which is in his hands, or he could bring then 

up sometime when he comes to Ames and show them to you. 

Tor you convenience I will repeat the rough apecifications: the 

balk of the report will be similar to the "Game Survey of the North Central 

States," and the cost for an edition of 3,000 would be approximately $1,000. 

I would be proud, of course, to have my material come out under 

your sponsorship. 

I will resume the comletion of the text of the report about July 1 

and would appreciate a decision by that time. ; 

Copies of this letter for information are going to Mr. Bode, Mr. 

Crane, and Dr. Boone. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOFOLD



Copies to Messrs. Boone 
Crane 

June 11, 1932 

Mr. I. T. Bode, Secretary 
Fish and Game Commission 
Des Moines, Iewa 

Dear Irwint 

As you have probably gathered from previous correspondence, the 

printing of the Iowa game survey report boils down to two proposals: (1) 

a flat offer from Outdoor America, contingent only upon the Commission 

buying a certain quantity of the reports, and (2) a suggestion from 

President Hughes that Ames might print it. 

I am obligated to let the Izaak Walton League know by July 1 

whether their offer is accepted and I have no intervening occasion for 

getting to Iowa to press for a decision at Ames. 

May I therefore leave it to you to express the Comaission's 

preference? I have talked with Jake Crane and either proposal is aceept- 

able to him, as I understand it. I am sending him a copy of this letter 

go he can let you imow if I am mistaken. I am also sending a copy to 

Dr. Boone. 

the pros and cons are as follows: (a) the Izaalc Walton League 

offer means an extra large page size and double columns. The Commission 

may also prefer not to have their work coming out unter the auspices of 

any particular layman's organization; (o) the Ames offer, if preferred, 

needs to be pressed to a conclusion. I have already pointed out my om 

stipulation that it mst not interfer with Hrrington's set-up and that 

Ames must get the consent of the contributing parties. 

In addition to my obligation to Reckord, I ought to kmow the 

proposed sponsor before I actually begin writing on July 1. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

. ALDO IMOPOLD
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ae | State of Dofwa 
DR. Woe eco CHAIRMAN sy a % DR. Je WAS 

ARTHURS RAPP ae Sen, Sarees penis 8, ORDERS 
Bes Moines J. N. DARLING. 

Ottumwa, Iowa, 
June 15, 1932, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave, 
adsion, Wisconsin, 

My dear Aldo: 

The charts arrived this morning and they are just 
the thing needed for the trip to Worthington. Although you can 
not be responbible for my short comings, I feel a decided respon- 
sibility in presenting Iowa's game plen at Worthington, especially 
ag it is the first time presented out of the State and really my 
first attempt to outline the whole program, so @ silent prayer 

‘ will be in order. 

I regret that the pup was not quite in the shape 
that he should have been. I looked him over the next evening after 
coming home from Des Moines and at that time seemed in perfect 
condition, although I probably over looked something. I hope he 
comes through in good shape. 

Yours very truly, 

We0. G Boos 
WCB:Mr 

.



’ 

: : : June 18, 1932 

Dr. W. CG. Boone — 
Ottumwa 

Iowa 

Dear Dr. Boone: 

Although your letters to me about the charts and to Bode about 

the publication of the report call for no reply, I cannot pass this 
opportunity of expressing my appreciation for the way in which you . 
invariably react to propositions concerning my work. : eee Es Z 

I will confess to you personally that I would be aisappointed 
in having to let the Iowa report come out as a serial, but I would : 
be entirely satisfied with publication by Ames and,of course, with 
publication by the Commission, although the latter is out of it in 
view of Jake's preferences for the former. ; i 

> oT take 4¢ that the charts will be kept at Des Moines and be! 
“available foruse by members of the Commission, Bode, and Schuenke. | 

I would ‘like the privilege of occasionally having the use of them *- = =~ 
myself when I have to talk at some meeting where lantern slides i 
are not feasible. I am sorry I cannot be with you at Worthington. 

Oa < 5S 34 8 Yours sincerely, mS z i , 

‘ ei xs q :



Ottumma, Iowa, , 
; dune 16, i932, 

Fish eot'@ oe - sh a 7Ame 
State 4onse, : 
Dea Moines, Iowa. 

Dear Bodes 

se the puntlectinn of berpeta? s eport, Petanpe it” shoul ee ° eation © $s report. 2 
little com sorten tehy stated and considered for te aetion 
with the conclusion of other members of the Comission. 

L-The report should be published in fowa under the 
auspicies of sore official agency. 

B°It should be availeble before & yeaxy, so a serial 
publication vould be the lact method I would considex. 

Sf fimds are available out of the Ames budget and it 
Ss peseeny agreeable to both Feveheous ages and pein ees that 

pe agreeable, but I think a bad p nt te © eh. 

4= You have ay vote to publish it by the Department 
out of the regular funds. 

While it he» suovlen ent a chmeoetteee at 
provisions for this publication was not uded in the general 
survey, I am sure we are indebted to Leopold to see that it comes 
out with the diginity consist with its importance. 

X think I mentioned, if you knew from what fund L eopolds 
expences were derived for his trip to the Ornithologists Union. 

This morning I received by express four very fine maps 
which will clearly visualise important points of the game survey. 
I will bring them with me. 

Sincerely, 

We G. Boone. 

WOBsMy



State of Iowa 
DR. WG) BOONE. CHAIRMAN ee _ DR. Jr WALTER 

ARTHUR E, RAPP, sac'y Fish and Game Commission Se 

Bee Moines 1m pam 
Ottumwa, Iowa, 
May 25, 1932. 

Mr, Aido Leopold, 
404 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

My dear Leopold: 

Concerning publishing the game survey report. My 
personal preference would be to do it under the auspicious of the 
Department, but as Jake Crane prefers that it does not preceed the 
appearamce of the Conservation Plan,under the direction of the Geo- 
logical Survey would be the second best bet, and have the I. W. L. 
handle it as @ serial would be my third choice. However, this might 
be the most attractive from a financial standpoint. 

After you talk to Crane won't you give us your 
conclusions as to the best method of getting this report published. 

Am inclosing @ copy of a letter just received from 
. Henderickson and my reply. If I were to express just what I feel 

about this whole outfit, am quite sure you would conclude that I 
had no qualifications of a gentleman, Am also inclosing @ copy of 
a letter received from Mrs. Stewart and my reply. 

These bird lovers are quite delighted with Errington 
and the fact that he is coming to lowa, I think they see in him 
not only a personal influence, but official leverage for further 
restrictions for the use of @ gun. 

Did you get my letter with reference to the Springer 
pup? Emery is holding it for your decision, 

With kind person regards, I am 

Yours sincerely, 

W. C. Boone. 
WCB:MF



Des Moines, Iowa, 
May 17th, 1932, 

Dr. W. %. Boone, , 
Ottumwa, Iowa, 

. Dear Dr. Boone : 

As you asked, I am writing to remind you of my request that the 
woodcock be given protection by action of the Fish and Vame Com- 
mission before the hunting season shall open again. 

I would like you to know that I am not a member of the I. 0. U. 
and that I share what must be your indignation at the amazing 
discourtesy shown Mr. “eopold by the President of that organization, 

It is my hope to have the privilege of hearing you speak at greater 
length than your short talk #hich I enjoyed so much. 

Thanking you and with kindest reagrds, I an, 

Sincerely, 

(Mrs. J. E.) 
Charlie F. Stewart , 
Chairman Conservation Committee 
Des Moines Audubon Society



Ottumwa, Iowa. 
May 18, 1932, 

Mrs. J, E, Stewart, 
1245 W. 37th St., ‘ 
Des Moines, Iowa, 

Dear Mrs. Stewart: 

. Referring to your kind letter of May 17th. I feel 
quite sure the Commission has closed the season on woodcock, if not, 
I can assure you that we will excercise our prorogative to the extent 
of the law, which is a temporary closing for one year, at our meeting 
on June 7th. 

Shore birds, particularly the snipe, will in the : 
immediate future have consideration. The execution of the gape pro- 
gram is to be prefaced with much scientific knowledge as possible 
and wherever this knowledge indicates, added protection is necessary, 
I hope you will have no occasion to criticise the Commission's action. 

The personnel of this Commission is made up of 
mature men, conservation minded, So is the Executive Staff and the 
Scientific Division that we are assembling. The day of the game hog 
and the dissapation of wild life is gone. Vonservation to me means 
"to wisely use, to carefully preserve, to prepetuate, both for the 
one who goes afield with camera or gun. 

The game division of this survey was set up by 
the best talent in the land, everyone of them conservation minded. It 
is a program of action, based on sound ecological requirements of 
wild life and its natural environment. 

Perhaps I placed too much importance om Leopold — 
finishing his talk. He could have finished, howerer, in five to eight 
minutes and brought to the group a better understanding of our object- 
ive, I had intended an attempt at this explanation at the banquet and 
did not change my mind until I was on my feet.



Mrs. Stewart #2-- 

I will be glad to talk to members of your group 
anytime I am in Des Moines, even if informally and to only a few 
at a time as I feel all people interested in conservation not only 
have & place, but are needed in this program, 

Am inclosing a copy of a letter recently sent to 
Mr. Henderickson, and under separate cover am mailing you marked 
copy of American Game, in which Paul Errington, who is coming to 
us July lst, gives a fair background of our game progran. 

Yours very truly, 

Wo Boone.



May 23, 1932, 

Dr. We C, Boone, 
Ottuma, Lowa, 

Year Dr. Boone: 

I wish to thank you very kindly for the detailed 
letter of the bigh spots in the conservation program, And I believe 
the Union (Ornithologists) as a body is with the Comission in its 
plan, What members as individuals, may do or say, I could not foretell. 

It seems to me that you will surely be able to secure 
cooperation from many farmers with your plan. And the sum total of 
bob-whites in Iowa in 1960 will undoubtedly be greater if the plan 
works out as it seems now that it should, 

, And thank you for the magazine with Errinston's 
article. Erring}en a6 @ man and as a bird lover, scored a hit with 
the Union. His on hawks and owls was very Interesting and 
pleasing to all. 

Sincerely, 

Gewrge 0. Henderickson.



Ottumva, Iowa. ; 
May 24, 1932. 

My. G, 0, Henderickson, 
State Agriculture College, 
Ames, Iowa, 

uy dear Mr, Henderickson: 

There was one reference in ne Letter 

of the 23rd, inst. which paeneey attxected my attention. 

"The sum total of bob-whites in lows in 1960 will undoubtedly be 

greeter if the plan works out s¢ it seems now thet it should 

Towa Fish and Game Gomuiesion is on the 

eave of & wild life rogrem that uorks © new ex® in conservation. | 

The thing ins never been dons on a State wide progeen, t is 

to cost nousands of dollars end it has for its principle objective 

& gurplue game ouey ee oan be Lagi tinntely and safely taken and we 

are interested to the attitude end whet sesistance we oun expect 

from other conservetion groups of the State, 

The vesolution passed at your secting 

reads, {2 I remeuber correotly, about a0 Pollows? 

"They you favor the continuens® of pob-white quali on the song bird 

List until such time os & surplus is se That in itseiz is 

a very moot statement, could ne debe indefinitely. After aaving 

given you se net of thie progras and you, sa ee fess where qu 

nterpretation of the resolution, which in effeet where quail 

were produced on @ given area by game sanagewent and under the eaze~ 

guards of the proposed plan. It was your interpretation of the 

resolution that constituted 2 surplus and thet it did not wean State 

wide surplus or even County surplus. 

The proposed amendment se outlined * 

Leopold is very necessary to the euccese of this program in order 

that the Saneay wey be given an inducenent $0 pene eeakenst. Fon 

ment to the end that a surplus crop of quail may be « From



Henderickson #2-- 

the experience we have had this is easentail to a possible ; 

success in the whole plen. j 

With Iowe soil futili A Sonead, ungmest sane Sete 3 

produce a covert within two geese. shod 8 covert exist, the 
element needed is a yetee te ppetase snether conn oe 

anh oon be yentuacs. Ss ome reer’ : adh aor ayen: ondl —ggag 
aes aeemee deca a ee ee —-> : 

produee bs environment for quail, thin 
prohene the vonper gent seanty®, °C, Sentls of caves cee gue 
management. 

fo ask sportemen to inaugurate 2 p: that would take 
28 years 25 sonoeblish would never get started, ani if this time 
was necessary, I would be in favor of creating & quail sanctuary 
to which we could go see this remnant species of geome thet once 
inhibited Tove and tua our efforts te establishing enetise 2: 
the introduction of the Mexican or California ag Chio and 
Indiania are propesing to do. 

In thie and in wy fozuer letter I bave txled té set forth 
fairly end vith out reservation the hopes of this program. I would 
a your being very frank and express your objections to any 

of it and will appreciate say suggestions thet sfii aereagshen 
Sy anh SAtUER yen of Gen Aine Te = sore 

proof thet we will produce & shoo surplus of qutil befers perp 

mission will be granted to teke therm. ; 

Yeurs very truly, 

#e S. Boone. 

WOB:EY



Copy to Mr. Grange 4 

May 21, 1932 

Mr. I. T. Bode, Secretary 

Fish and Game Commission 

Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Irwin: 

Before sending you the final text of the Handbook the other 

day, I had sent a copy to Grange at Washington and it has been 

following him around the country. I have now received his comments. 

: Most of them are taken care of by changes already made, wut one on 

page 18 I will have to ask you to add to your copy. 

Under the caption "Costs" and after "Cost per acre spread 

over the whole farm,* please insert the following: 

‘The farmer's time is not included in these estimates. Most 

of the time expenditures consist of attention and thought rather 

than labor, and occur in such small units that they would hardly 

pe *marketable" for cash. If the time expenditure were all charged, 

the costs would be higher than indicated in the above figures." 

The next paragraph should be changed to read: “Most of these 

costs represent not new or cash expenditures, but rather the value 

of land and materials already paid for but now to be devoted to 

game management." 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD - 

|



Yopy to Mr. Vrane 

May 20, 1932 

Dean George F. Kay 
Iowa State University 

Iowa City, Iowa 

Dear Dean Kay: 

I have learned from Mr. Crane that the final publication 

on the Iowa Conservation Plan will include only a brief summary of 

the constituent surveys on which the final plan is to be based. ‘This 

leaves me without an outlet for the full report of the game survey, 

which will be completed about July 20. 

At Mr. Crane's suggestion I am writing to inquire whether 

the State Geological Survey would be interested in publishing this 

report and if so, I would like to get a rough idea of when and under 

what terms it could be handled. 

The report will be similar in volume and make-up to uy 

"Game Survey of the North Central States," copy of which, I think, is 

in your library. However, I aa sending you an extra copy under 

separate cover for your inspection. ‘the Iowa report may be a 

Little shorter, may have slightly fewer maps, charts, and tables, 

and will not need any color plate. I am, of course, not exnecting 

any cloth-bound edition such as was provided for the North Central 

Report. 

I have completed the basic maps and charts and can send 

you a set of photographic prints of them if you would care to see 

them before reaching a decision. These, however, would hardly be 

very enlightening without the accompanying text. 

I will appreciate any consideration that you can give 

this matter. 

With kindest regards, 

Yours respectfully, 

ALDO LEOPOLD



STATE OF IOWA 

IOWA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 
Freee elec. GEORGE F. KAY, DIRECTOR l 

NELLIE E. ROWAN a onl 

SECRETARY 
SH 

iowacity, May 25, 1932 R 

Mr. Aldo Leopold yr 
Consulting Forester e 
905 University Ave. : 

Madison, Wis. 

My dear Mr. Leopold: \ 

In response to your letter of May 20 I regret to 

have to state that the Iowa Geological Survey has no 

available funds at the present for assisting you in the 

publication of your manuscript. 
: With kind regards, I am 

Yours A eS 

GFK-LCA 4:
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Copy to Mr. Crane : 

May 20, 1932 

Mr. M. K. Reckord, General Manager 
Izaak Walton League of America 
222 North Bank Drive 

| Chicago, Tllinois 

| Dear Mr, Reckordt 

I am delighted to learn that there are no mechanical 
obstacles’ to handling the Iowa report in Outdoor America, 
and I greatly appreciate the warm reception which you and Mr. 

Singler have given to my tentative proposal. 

' Within a few weeks I will be able to complete a size- 
' up of the other possibilities, and I will let you kmow defin- 

itely by June 10 whether I am able to accept your kind offer. 
I mast, of course, conmult the Commission and Mr. Crane on these 
matters. 

Yours sincerely, 

gre lees ALDO LROPOLD



Copies to Messrs. Boone ; 
Crane 
Gordon 

. May 17, 1932 

Mr. I. T. Bode, teceretary 
: Vish and Game Commisston 

Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Inrins 

Sere is the final revised draft of the Handbook. I have oxtented 
the same changes into another copy which is in my possession. As I told 
you, you are authorized to make any needed additional chances without 
congulting me. 

I say Mr. Darling sbout the cartoon, tmt did not have time to 
daiseugs it with him at length. He said he was willing to try any good 
ifea which might be presente? to hin. I surest you deseribe to hin 
the idea for a cartoon which you ha? fn mind and use it as a frontispiece, 
or even as a covers 

the proposed photographic fliustrations I am leaving entirely to 
you and Bill. ‘The ones I had put down were (1) Nest with eres in narrow 
fencerow; (2) Windbreak with and without cover; (3) pollarted willows: 
(%) Crazed and ungrezed sections of the same draw. 

Brnest Schaenie sent we some photos which are cood for No. 2 
bet they were taken on a cloudy day. I a ineclosing them herewith. 
Findly return. 

I approached this revision with the full intention of putting 
Chapter I last and beginning vith Chapter II in accordance with your 
suggestion. On getting baciz: into the job, however, I decided not to 
carry out this idea for two reasons: first, it is organized protection 
from shooting which primarily interests the famser; second, the chance 
would have necessitated a retmiliing of the whole structure to an extent 
which I did not have time for, I have, however, shortened? ané simplified 
Chapter I in a way weich I think embodies an izprovemnent. 

You will want the originals rather than prints from which to make 
guts for the five illustrations. I am senting these to you unier 
separate cover. Findly return at your convenience. ‘Some of these are 
not the saae ag the print. 

I think the best fmprovasent ve have mate is the one mugrested by 
Dr. Boone for the step~by-step deseription cf the proposed shooting peralt 
lew. You ani Bill had better reat this over carefally on the last page.



Bode 2 

I am sendine a copy of this letter to Or. Boone and Jake Crone 
fn order that they may Imow thet my end of the job is done. 

Seth Gorton wanted to review the handbook in the next isme of 
fmerican ©,m0, the forms for which close on Jame 5. ‘This would 
undoubtedly stimiate out-of-state sales, since the review could plainly 
mention the terms unfer which copies are obtainable for out-of-state 
use. If you think this is not too early for a review, let me imow and 
I will lean him my mameeript ecpy. Aliso ict ae mow the rates at 
which out-of-state copies are available. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LESPOLD 

Inele



State of Iowa 
DR. WeiG- BOONE: CHAIRMAN = 6 @ S e DR. Je] WACIER 

ARTHUR E, Ree. Fish and ate OMNI SStoOMt DENNIS t, GOEDERS 

Bes Moines JN, DARLING 

May 16, 1942. 

Aldo Leopold, 
905 University, 
Madison, Wisconsin. j 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

At the last meeting of the Commission, I 
was instructed to do two things: 

(1) To proceed with publication of the hand- 
book and, 

(2) To submit further information and probable 
costs of publication of the comp iets 
report. Broce a? ber Sed Re ewsups 256 

Tne handbook manuscript I imagine you will 
revise as soon as possible and I will then push it . 
through as fast as I ean. 

With regard to the complete report, I would 
like to have you let me know as soon as you can what 
the probable size of this will be, how much tabulation 
there will be in it, how much illustration ete. Or if 
you would rather, simply submit to me your estimates of 
the cost of the publication and what the Commission 
could expect to have to put into it. That would be just 
as satisfactory to me. 

Very truly yours, 

ye GP fp! 

For the Commission. 

ITB:GCM vf 

NC Reifel, Seve, coef a 
Gol Bethe ob Seod Ute eat ferwtae cvotatiol é srt C pat 5O of g 

ni i Ne ¥ ee Wear barge hed hed” 304 x Spee 2/5 CR 

LALO © atop Yooe



May 20, 1932 

Mr. I. T. Bode, Seeretary 
Fish and Game Comission 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Irwins 

When Dr. Boone and I were at the I.0.U. meeting, a group of 

ornithologists from Cedar Rapids renewed a request which had come to the 

Department previously that Cedar Lake be examined as a migratory bird refuge. 

Eubichek is the best man to see for local information. ‘The lake lies almost 

within the tom. It probably has considerable refuge value. I would sug~ 

gest that Bill Schuenke at his convenience make an examination. 

Replying to your letter of May 16 concerning the revision of the 
proposal about the Lansing Game Farm. I have looked over my mencrandum 

of March 25 carefully and think it is complete and correct as it stands. 

Concerning the cost of publishing the Game Survey Report: ‘The 

North Central Resort, in an edition of 5,000, cost 20¢ per copy. The . 

printing company which did the job gave me a rough estimate cover the 

phone to the effect that the same edition without covers would have cost 

50¢ per copy a year ago, and now would probably cost 30¢ per copy. If 

5,000 copies were printed, the liability to be budgeted would be about 

$1,500. 

I am quite gure, however, that such an edition would be larger 

than necessary. Moreover, actual bids under present conditions would 

probably be lower than rough estimates over the telephone, with which 

printers are always cautious. My conclusion is that if you set up $1,000 ! 

for an edition of 3,000, you will be safe. I estimate that if out-of- 

state copies were sold at 50¢ each, you might recoup at least $50 of 

this amount. 

Sinee this matter was discussed at the Commission meeting, Jake 

Crane has told me that he would prefer not to have the report of the game 

survey published by any of the state departments involved at a date earlier 

than the publication of the Conservation Plan. On the other hand, he 
would have no objection to its coming out in advance if sponsored by the 

Geological Survey or some other organization not directly involved in the 

Plan. Accordingly it is questionable whether any funis set up by you for 

this purpose would be needed until next spring. Jake is coming up here 
in a couple weeks and I imagine we will talk over this matter further.



Bode 2 
5/20/32 

Meanwhile I am approaching Dr. Kay to see whether the 

Geological Survey is interested. I have also approached the Izaak 
Walton League to see whether it would be practicable to run the material 
as a serial in Outdoor America and later assemble reprints in a bound 
volume. I have just heard from Mr. Reckord, who says that his printer 
considers it entirely practicable to do this. I told Reckord that the 
Iowa Commission would probably take on a certain mmber of the assembled 

reprints at the end of the series. 

The only objection to using Outdoor America is that each page 
oveid te/feres Gokwee and the final velaue would be the anne clve an 
the magazine, which is quite large. 

In order that Jake and I may arrive at a final decision when 
he comes here, would you let me have your opinion and Dr. Boone's opinion 
as to which of the three mtlets is considered preferable by you under 
these circumstances. An extra copy of this letter is inclosed for Dr. 

Boone. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDG L20OLD 

Inel.



Morningside Callege 
SIOUX CITY, IOWA 

April 28, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Mr. Leopold: I acknowledge your letter of 

April 23d. I wish that the Wilson Bulletin nad 

funds that would permit the publication of your 

Game Survey cf Iowa. The outline suggests an 

exceedingly interesting report. 
Unfortunately the Wilson Bulletin has only 

the income from memberships. At the present the 

outlook is that our income from memberships is 

going to suffer a heavy loss this year, possibly 

as much 30%. This will mean that we will have 
to curtail the number of pages. Under these 

circumstances I presume that there would be no 

chance for us to consider the publication of a 

series. 
I might suggest the following avenues of 

publication. The Iowa Geological Survey, which 

has publisned a number of biological monographs, 

@.2., Pammell's "Weeds of Iowa", Stoner's "Rodents 

of Iowa", Bailey's "Iowa Birds of Prey". 

Tre Biclogical Survey is a new thing, but 

n appropriation was made for the publication of 

fPamiall 4 “Honey. yaant s of Iowa". 
But I snoul rvy all means that the funds of 

the Fish & Game Department could take care of it. 

And did not the appropriation for the 25-year survey 

include the publication of reports? 

Outside the state would there be any chance 

to interest the larger fcundations, like the "More 

Game Birds Foundation"? 

: Anyway, I am sorry to nave to give you a nega- 

tive on the question you asked. I hope that a way 
will be found to publish it. 

Sincerely yours, 

(Shaws 
The State Fish & Game Dep't quotes you as report ing 

Ruffed Grouse in Weodbury County. This is quite sur- 

prising, and I wonder if you could give me some idea 

-where they are, and whether you saw them or have some 

one's report on it? TC. Se



May 18, 1932 

Dr. T. C. Steshens 
Morningside College 
Sioux City, Iova 

Dear Dr. Stephens: 

In refarence to your istter of April 25. 

I am not surprised, of courss, that you are not prepared to 

handle the game survey report through the Wilson Bulletin. 

For your information I will explain that the apprepriation for 
the 25-year mrvey or conservation plan will be used to publish the 
Game Survey, but cnly in very brief summarized form. Nothing will be ine 
cluded but the maps and charts and a one-page abbreviated explanation of 
each. In short, there will be space for conclusions only, and no space for 
the technical work umierlying them. This is why I am seelring another outlet 
which could publish the full report in advance of the conservation survey 

report. 

I do not know quite how to interpret your suggestion that I seek 
to interest More Came Birds in this matter. It will possibly suffic&é for 
me to sq ‘that I would prefer not to have the Iowa work come out under its 
auspices. I would like very muck to have it come out under yours. 

In regard to the grouse in Woodbury County: I, toc, was much 
surprised. There were only two birds seen, in the Missouri River bottom 
in the extreme southwest corner of the county. ‘he report came te me 
from William Sehuerke, whom you will agree is way above average for 
reliability in such matters. Even se I doubted it until I examined some 
of these bottoms and found that they contained pannicled dogwood, grape- 
vines, hackberry, partridce pea, and other food for gourse. I personally 
do not doubt that what Schuenke saw were actually ruffed grouse, but my 

doubt is whether it is a sporadic instance of drift or whether these birds 
are actuslly established. If they are established, I would look for more 
of them in the oak foothills saercss the river in Nebrasis. ‘This is e lead 

which you might wish to follow. 

I notice in the publications of the early explorers that none of 
them mention ruffed grouse on the Myssouri, also that there are frequent 

evidences that prairie fires much reduced the area of brush and timber 
as against what it is even at present. I postulate a post-settlement 
spread of ruffed grouse inte western Iowa. It would be interesting to dis~ 
cuss all of this with you sometime in person. 

Yours sincerely,



April 12, 1932 

Mr. I. f. Bode 
Fish & Game Cownission 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Irwin: 

I am sending a rough draft of the ‘Iowa Handbook" to you, 
, Dr. Boone, and Mr. Crane, and sagsest the following division of the 

dm& of review and criticiaa: 

Sopy Ho. Sent _to "Hho te to got the eritictges of: 
2 Bede Ball, 3eimenke, State College, Mra. 

Yrankel, Mr. Darling, Harold Thomas 

2 Dr. Boone ) Reat of Commission, Mr. Albert, 
) Frank Mernette, 7 3. Parker 

3 J. &. Crane ) 

4 Leopold Errington, Grange, Yeatter, Grimmer, 
Fight 

I would like each eritic to not only note on the margin what is 
ineorrect, tut also to mark places that are obseure, needlessly com 

plicated, ineowplete, or unbalanced, and to sign each mtation. You 
will doubtless want to seni reuting lists to Dr. Boone and Jake Crane, 
and instructions for returning all copies and couments either te you 
or to me. 

I considered adding a chapter on waterfowl but decided not to, 
since there is no really new or satisfactory information on technique 

ef fixing land for waterfowl. In a later revision such a chapter 
should be added. Also one on songbirds. 

I had to guess at the degree of sponsorship which the Conser- 

vation Board wants to assume. You will doubtless want to aak Vira. 

Frankel about this. Yor my part, I would welcome airect joint sponsor- 

ship by both boards.



2 Bede 

Please exomine carefully the eantion “Advies" at the end of 
Chapter I. Ameg should, I think, see this. 

If printing is delayed until May, 3111 Sehmenke and I may 
be able to add a chart of « chicken refuge. I favor not waiting. 
My picture is of a cheap publication, revised every two years at 
least, and containing only stuff we are sure of as applying te Iowa 

conditions, 

There will be an out-of-state demand. Possibly you mnt to 
add on the cover that quantity oréers for out-of-state use will cost 

fb per copy. 

I would like to speak for 200 copies for the Institute. 

All printing questions, I take it, are in your hens. 

I will attend the I.¥.L.A. convention at Chicago (and see 
Jake Crane) next Twarsday and Yriday (April 21-22), bat otherwise 
will be here, ready to resume work on this, till about May 10, when 

I will come to Iowa to be there t11]1 May 15, including the 1.0.0. 

and Anos meetings on the 13th and 12th respectively. After that I 

have to go east for a week. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

P. S. If Fig. 4% would be cheaper as a line-cut, you can use the 
attached very rough line drawing prepared by Wisconsin. 

Aelee 

Tne



State of Jowa | 

sv Reena Fish and Game Department ee SEAR 
Des Moines 

April 11, 1932. 

Aldo Leopold, 
905 University, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

I received your severalcommunications during 
the past week and am sorry that the press of work has 

kept me from answering. 

At the last Commission meeting the Commission 
approved your preparation of the manual as you suggested. 
Therefore, I think your plan suggested in the letter of 
April 9 for submitting copies of this is very satisfactory. 
Dr. Boone was very anxious that this manual should be 
very simple in form and as complete as possible in carry- 
ing exact instructions for accomplishing the different 
parts of the game management work, and in containing a 
step by step suggested program for carrying out sugges- 
tions made. 

They also approved an expenditure of not to 
exceed $100.00 for the slides and illustrative material 
which you stated that you were preparing. I am sure we 
can use this to very good advantage. 

There is being called at Ames about May 12 to 

14 a meeting of various sportsmens' groups to talk over 
many of the matters which have been under discussion be- 
tween and by the Ornithologists. I believe that you were 
planning on being here for your matters for May 13 and 
14 and I believe it would be well for us to suggest to 

these folks that we handle a meeting for them at Ames 
on the 12th. Does this meet with your approval? 

Very truly yours, 

LL Bade 
For the Commission. 

ITB: GCM
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DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Old Soils Building, 
University of Wisconsin, . 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am returning a couple old letters of yours, which I recently discovered 
in my file. . 7 

I talked over with Dean Buchanan the matter of the College publishing your 

game survey, and he seems very willing to cooperate, although he didn't 
lmow exactly how it should best be handled. If it were published in the 
Iowa State College Journal of Science as your individual contribution,no 
complications would arise, although you or someone else would have to buy 
the necessary reprints, which would cost considerable money. On the other 
hand if the survey is to be published as a College bulletin, I must have 
some conspicuous connection with it, for it would not look exactly regular 
for the Institution to be publishing a work done by someone not officially 
connected with the College at any time. Dean Buchanan thought that 
possibly the demands of pope be satisfied if I wrote an 7 
introductory chapter explaining e value of the work, etc. This means 4n 
effect that I would have to assume official responsibility for it. 

Before I would be willing to do this the manuscript would have to be given 
a thorough revision and brought up to date in accordance with facts now 
at hend. For exampley the discussion of the status of pheasants in the 
southern part of the state would need to be profoundly modified,for the 
situation there does not look at all as it did when you made your game 
surveye There are also numberous Imown inaccuracies to be weeded out, 
end questionable conclusions to be "soft-pedéfled". 

‘In looking over hastily the manuscript (my copy lacks the first chapter) 
I saw many things for which I afttin a position to vouch officially. All 
in all the whole needs going over carefully, and I have a feeling that 
the report should stress generalizations which are more or less apperent 
to well-posted residents. One thing that I object to in particular 
relates to certain specific examples which you give pertaining to 
various questions and for which the authority can have little if any 
scientific status. A number of these sportsmen, whom you contected, 

and who furnished you material, I do not consider truly reliable 
observerse 

it 
If I am to vouch for the report I want to do, si right. @ism~ I do not 
wish critics to be in a position to poke holes in the entire structure, 
largely on account of something which I do not consider necessary to 
include.



Mr. Aldo Leopold -e~ Oct. 5, 1933 

Somehow I feel that I have badly handled the discussion of this matter in this letter, although you may be able to understand what I am 
laboring to convey. I would ask you for a copy of your most up to date manuscript of the report for reworking only I do not see any immediate chance to spend any amount of time on it. I am trying desperately to finish my quail population paper within the next few days in order thet I may send you a copy for eriticism before its final submission to the Wilson Bulletin before the middle of the month. You may expect this within a few days. 

I hed a good talk with the President yesterday and he appeared very well satisfied with the work, and even did some talking in terms of future continuance of the Wild Life Studies et the College after the present program has been concluded. 

Sincerely yours, 

eateries, ae 
PLE#B Paul L. Errington, 

Asst. Prof. In Charge vs Wild Life Research 
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Peers 

1 Soils Building 

September 25, 1933 

Ure 8. 3. Locke 
Conservation Director 
Izaak Walton League of Ausrica 
222 North Banic Drive 
Chicago, Tllincis 

Deak Barrys 

You have satisfactorily answered the method 
of handling fractional pages. I have asiced the Iows State 
College whether they would care to publish this MSS. as 
a technical publication, and shall probably have an answer 

from them in the near future, after which I will let you 
lmow promptly whether to go ahead with the additional 
chapters in The Waltoniaa, 

I appreciate your efforts on my behalf, and at 
the same time I hope you appreciate my desire to get this 
published in the best form that I possibly can. 

@ith kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO WwOPOLD 
Gane Manager 

Al/vh
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ee Mr- Aldo Leopold 

; ae Soils Building 
be yA Sa Madison, Wisconsin 

NATIONAL DIRECTORS 

WM. J. P. ABERG, MADISON, WISCONSIN Dear Aldo: 
THOMAS AMBROSE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
GILES R. ATHERTON, et DORADO, KANSAS 

PEGUBERNET. cons ou Lua, Wimwonin This acknowledges your letter of September lle Reprints of LG. BRADFORD, sourn seNo, inoIaNa : 
FRANK J. BRADY, ATKINSON, NEBRASKA your article can be made as satisfactorily by photostatic Dr. FERD BROWN, siOUX FALLS, SOUTH DAKOTA 
Sich BRYANT: INDEPENDENCE, KANSAS ona, methods as compared with the type setting processe 
ED. J. CALENDINE, HURON, SOUTH DAKOTA 
IRVIN S. COBB, ossinine, New voRK 
LC, CHEUVRONT, RoosevELT, OKLA. 
ee cee sey senecraneh Since we have closed our contract with the printers of Outdoor 

Bear GReGAr wrevietacay, weonadea America, it would have been difficult to obtain a reset without 
J.'R CUNNINGHAM, Kansas city, missoun! 
U.N, DARLING, pes woiNes, iowa incurring additional expensee MARTIN L, DAVEY, Kent, oMo HARRY J. DENNEY, DULUTH, MINNESOTA 
R. M, EASTMAN, ohtenco, LLinors 
HAW 6 EVARTS, hraniaonfanens In regard to the cuts I agrce with you that some of them are too 

: TOLEDO, ono 
ee eee un ‘Small for legibilitye I believe it would be possible to arrange 
HEE GOOG WIN ieohatoe, new voRk the original maps on a scale for photostatic reproduction so 
JUDGE HENRY GRAASS, aneeN nv, Wisconsin 
GLENN GRISWOLD, newvonk or, ven vorx’ that the results will be more satisfactory than were produced 
PRANAS, HiL,ortows ry orcmonn in Outdoor Americae The runover of frattional pages can easily 

A, Fe ANOTTS,vauceeow, Tombs be taken care of by cutting out the material and placing it 
(AD, KYLE, OMAHA, NEBRASKA 
SD LANE ening eta with the rest of the material for reproductione 
Dr. C. E. LAWS, FT. SMITH, ARKANSAS: 

TAGICMINER: ranantrtter exvam, olusoA 
Bp, WH: MOORE, Paaoe.onn a. As to future publication of the Iowa Game Survey, if we could 
bop RENAE LS Dts nA split up the chapters in such a way to limit the material to two 
BEN'G:GNEAL wena aus, Tex pages with no runover, to include illustrations, we would have 

ERED ete (Ceo space to immediately resume publication in the National Waltonians 

HLL PIERO pat ssazin wlaniann We can arrange to use the material in the three column section 
AR. REEVES, Me ALTER, ORLAHOMA of the bulletine This would extend the articles over a great THEO. W. ROBINSON, cntcneo, Lunas 
Sere cscr ae ieee number of issues but would give us a chance to be on our way with 
GEO. N. SEAMAN, ontongo, ILLINOI 
COLE. A, SIMMONS, New YORK, he it without delaye We are now on a monthly basis, rather than 
Dr. T. A. STODDARD, PUEBLO, COLORADO 

eee o tneen er eam biemonthlye This would not make much difference in length of time 

WILLGUGHEY G. WALLING, ononao, unos =» $0 Complete the articles as compared with Outdoor America on the De, HENRY BALOWIN WARD, Unonwh, ILLINOIS 
JOSE MEAMIEE LweleKeR movers wes.  Diemonthly basis using more pagese ©. A. WHEATLEY, 64M ANTONIO, TEXAS 
FRANK &. WHEELER, oenven, COLORADO AL WHITE, sroxané, wasniaron : 
ee I am sorry I will not be in Chicago, September 22e I will be 
JUDGE GEO. W. WOOD, waTERL00, 1owA attending the meetings of the American Fisheries Society and 

Sa, the International Association of Fish and Game Commissioners at 
BUTLER LAMB FOSTER & POPE 

xvonsiy LINO Columbuse From there I go to Oil City, Pennsylvania to attend the
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the League Convention of the Pennsylvania Divisione 

I hope it may be possible to meet with you soon to 
discuss this matter as well as other things of 

intereste 

Very sincerely yours, 

Se Be Locke 

Conservation Director
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$ ept. 6,1933 
\ 

es Dr. Paul L. Errington 
Iowa State College. 
Ames, Iowa ; : 

Dear Paul: 

{ As you know, my "Game Survey of Iowa" has been running 

serially in Outdoor America. ‘The understanding was that they would, 

‘ upon completion, assemble and bind sets of reprints, add a preface, ‘ 

index, and bibliography, and make them available at cost. 

This pleasant dream has suffered a series of reverses. 

_ First Outdoor America became bi-monthly, and then suspended entirely. 

The new “National Waltonian" is too short to handle the thing. The : 

coup de grace came when the type on the four chapters so far published 

; was accidentally knocked down, whereupon Locke proposed to photostat 

the magazine copy, ballyhoo headlines and all, as a way out of the 

mess. No thank you! 

The recent publication of the "Conservation Plan" is of 

course no substitute for the “Game Survey"; with a few exceptions it 

hardly contains a coherent swmary of it. 

So I am back where I was a year and a half ago. 

i eee act I am writing to ask whether and under what terms the College 

would care to bring out the Game Survey, provided I secured the under= : 

writing of all or most of the cost. ‘The Commission had ordered a certain 

number, and I assume would be willing to transfer their order to the 

College. I might be able to pay the rest personally if the sum were not 

too great. 5 

If I remember right, you have a virtually complete manuscript. 

Would you mind: ; 

1. Asking the College if they are interested. 
2. If so, ask them to get a bid on a small edition, 

x say 1,000. ; 

I will then see how I can divide the cost with the Commission. 

I would, of course, like to have you fit this in with any series of game 

publications you have in mind as the outlet for your own work. 

Yours sincerely, 

P.S. I would prefer to read proof myself, so this need not be a burden 

on anybody at the College. : 

: : 5 AL.
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aoe ee eee a , dance extending from Winnebago east to RRR EEE ES 
_ It S=-Ssre== TS Butler, and lyi 1 i VO 
Jot =" BEISSHE 7 \ The subsequent open seasons, as depicted ee aa, < | 

i LI e a Ee q je ry in Fig. 11, moved steadily westward. The SS = : AG \ 
Wei erate es eed aa present center of abundance extends from thie i A bea ha = 
ale Ieee Tao | 4 Winnebago west, and lies wholly on Wis- [bene Peers Lt 
= a is Hote nn and jets lose Sues ie aera td a - J 

‘Wr HA Cat) trend of the game law thus clearly i nemo ee ene = PLE i] 

\ a perp set tee e checks the conclusions already drawn from = Ste a oo 
\ fe om LA) hl APES) the behavior of plantings, with this excep- fenye22 me Same} tel leet 

teh beet eee | tion: in 1930 the Department, in a grand SS on ee eaten” sean | 
=! I — ed ES splurge of liberality, re-opened the weak Ss cma ees Ke 

counties of the eastern border. This was a 5 noe 
(Fig. 10) Lime contents of road gravels drouth year, the corn had all been cut for (Fig. 11) Open seasons and bag limits on 

usediin southern lowa: fodder, and slough cover was short. The lowa pheasants. 
result was calamity. One warden estimates 

dant pheasants on a loess soil not laid down 80 per cent of the stock was killed. party of 7 men, for instance, flushed 850 
by the ice. What is the meaning of this? pheasants in 5 hours in Hancock County, 

Nobody knows, but geologists point out The 1931 Open Season a rate of 24 per man-hour. 
that this Missouri loess resembles the ice- ees Bags: Of the 18,115 pheasants flushed 
laid soils in being relatively high in lime. LER eae ere were distributed py the reporting hunters, 4,124 were bagged, 
The south-central and southeastern loess to selected sportsmen and farmers in or somewhat less than one out of five. The 
on which pheasants have so far failed has advance of the open season of November , average bag for the two-day season was 
less lime than any of the Iowa soils on 6-7, 1931. _ : 22.6 per party, or 5.3 birds per hunter. 
which they have succeeded. The Iowan The replies from farmers had to be dis- His legal limit for the two days was 6 
glaciation, on which pheasants have de- carded, because most farmers were unable  hirds. 
clined since shooting began, has less lime to keep track of the number of hunters on The bag per hunter for the three weak- 

than the Wisconsin glaciation where the their farms, or the bags made. est counties was one bird less than for the 
birds have held their own. The replies from sportsmen covered the three strongest counties, but even in the 

If lime affects the welfare of pheasants, operations of 182 parties, hunting in 21 weakest counties the average hunter bagged 
then the surfacing of roads and the ballast- counties, and averaging 4 guns each. They over two-thirds of his limit. 
ing of railways with lime-bearing rocks hunted a total of 8,504 man-hours, or about He had to work nearly twice as hard, 
ought to have at least a local effect on the 6 hours per man per day. The 182 parties however, since it took him 2.8 hours to bag 
survival of southern plantings. Fig. 10 flushed a total of 18,115 pheasants, or a bird in the weak counties, but only 1.6 
shows the lime-content of highway gravels roughly 100 pheasants per party, or 50 per hours in the strong. The average time re- 
so far used in southern Iowa, and their day. Z j quired to bag a bird was 2.1 hours of ac- 
relation to the southern counties seeming Flushing Rates: The method of hunting tual hunting. This should rebut the as- 
to carry the most pheasants. Until plant- pheasants is the same everywhere: “walk- sumption, common among swivel-chair 
ings have been withheld for another year, ing in line.” The hunting cover is the moralists, that all pheasant hunting is too 
however, it is impossible to say which same almost everywhere: large figlds of easy to constitute sport. 
southern counties show the strongest evi- standing corn. Hence the various open Sex Ratio in Bag: The bag averaged 10 
dence of permanent establishment. counties present a substantially uniform cocks to 6.4 hens. It is legal to shoot hens, 

The lime theory is, of course, only a condition as to ease of flushing. “Accord- put many hunters voluntarily abstain from 
theory, but the existence of some obstacle, ingly the number of birds flushed per man- doing so. Since hens are undoubtedly 
partial or complete, temporary or perma- hour is a pretty reliable index to the easier to get, this ratio reflects credit on 
nent, approaches nearer and nearer the “strength” of the pheasant crop. Fig. 12 the Iowa hunter. Unfortunately it was 
status of an established fact. Meanwhile compares the flushing rates in various coun- not practicable for hunters to tally the sex 
biological science is constantly widening the ties. The most frequent flushing rate waS of birds flushed. 
range of possibilities of Avhat the obstacle about one bird per man-hour, or 4 birds per One would expect that the temptation to 
might be. The latest and most curious dis- party per hour. The strong counties show shoot hens would increase in poor territory 
covery bearing on this question is that some very high rates in a few localities. One where birds are hard to find. Such does 
species of animals fail to thrive in an not seem to be the case. The 6 counties 
otherwise suitable environment until it has above the average flushing rate show an 
been “conditioned” (i.e., polluted) to a cer- @) (@) G) (q) average bag ratio of 10 cocks to 6.2 hens. 

tain degree by certain other species, or by sete ae In short, the same proportion of hens was 
a certain density of the same species. A Samet ee ee shot in the good counties as in the poor 
popular description of this phenomenon is [eae cae | ee ones. No explanation for this somewhat 
given by Allee (1932). es igon —E unexpected fact can be called to mind. It 

Has some native animal “conditioned” eres ore Se faintly suggests that the proportion of 
northern Iowa, but not southern Iowa, for | Winnebago | _ ap cocks runs higher in the poor counties. In 

pheasants? What species? How? What poses | ee bobwhite, cocks apparently run higher in 
can be done about it? What species “con- ee poor years. An excess of cocks is believed 
ditions” the Asiatic pheasant range? The fesse 3 eee [eae to accompany cycles in ruffed grouse. 
European? These are questions which may eee There is reason to suspect that adversity 
well busy the next generation of biologists. Cerro Gordo! | in general, whether in the bird’s range, cli- 

There is a natural and healthy difference mate, or health, results in the differential 
of opinion among game managers as to the North be survival of cocks. 
probable nature of the obstacle to pheasants marae The cock-hen bag ratio was examined 

in southern Iowa. In order to get the bene- = — by soil types. The result shows 5.7 hens 
fit of more than one viewpoint, the U. S. aes per 10 cocks in the bag on the Iowan glacia- 
Biological Survey was asked to assign Soe tion, and 6.5 on the Wisconsin. 
Wallace B. Grange to make an independent gee a A further comparison was made between 
appraisal of the problem. His report fol- ea four north-interior counties and four south- 
lows this chapter. [Dickinson | __ border counties. The bag ratios run 10 to 

All game managers who haye seen the ae cae 6.2 and 10 to 7.0, respectively. 

ground agree that a real test of the south- ——<———s These comparisons establish nothing, but 
ern pheasant range requires (1) the tem- PS] they suggest that census counts should look 
porary cessation of all planting until the — for sex differentials in the wild living birds. 
results of the heavy 1928-1930 plants are In Kossuth County where I hunted there 
known; (2) the inauguration | of massed EX: was a noticeable tendency for the sexes to 
plantings under controlled conditions at se- on segregate after the early bombardment of 
lected spots to find out what happens under opening day. After this segregation took 
the most favorable possible set-up. Grange place, one field would run mostly cocks, 

sets forth plans for such experiments. aga while another would run mostly hens. It 
. is improbable, however, that this affected 

History of Open Seasons the aggregate bag ratios for large areas 

eee. first open season followed com- : like counties. ae 
plaints of crop damage in 1925. It in- (Fig. 12) Average Flushing Rate Per Man- Crippling Loss: In addition to 4,124 

cluded 13 counties, with the center of abun- Hour by Counties. (Continued on page 31) 
=< 12 ‘5 

ts 
—i —— \
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down per county, while not known, is prob- ee 
ably greater in the south than in the north. i | 

eres es = a eee : geo mam [HE right hand column of Table 4 | 0 of Poe Dae et e Lelb ete of 2h 1° oy eee | 
shows the ebb and flow of optimism |} &ee- [eis ieee ge eee) fog ye). mee cc ee 

; about southern Iowa. Around 1905, when || 1y oe Pelt ee \F 0%? fe ae { She) < Seen 
pheasants first entered the public mind, it 2 a _| | ale Po ra Sir aera 
was assumed that southern Iowa was as ee [ew —— S00 201 gh pt al | 
good or better range than northern Iowa. : \ oot Ci] s lee | i \e} ban a. ee AL H 
The existence of this belief is supported by | o! {1 4 | < bs—9 fee? a ee Es SET i 
the fact that up to 1913 it was customary ca So ets ot ee el le py? ——| 
to make releases in timber. Then the suc- | ° ‘ etes [eal] lo A® Pe 0° 1S ERRO 
cessful spread of the northern plantings, [| \ @ 9°°¢ “lo 4° Jig SL é) PS ee a AH 
and the disappearance of most of the south- A ww i iNet <9 lee Sy | Se 1S “I i ooh 
ern ones, brought a period of pessimism. 18 — Sele La Oe | | OP 
Southern Iowa was probably given a new 4 18 so TT ala ot VS Poh we ieee aa 
but apparently half-hearted trial about | 4. ee Se ee Loa a 28s elte deere ‘fe ? 
pe, nee ee 1928 experience had again i A ook yeu eT eee le ep ies fe" Lables J | 
rought the conviction that pheasants were Reefer Ot a ep —$| ol, 

a failure in the south. This was the view iy es 4e 31° Sats iS =p py 8 \ Pte =e fT = 
expressed to me when I visited the Depart- Ke eats SO aalem ieee a | \ Oe et ef Oy |e matey 
ment’s office in that year. Plantings were i | ese pre ! oo nn eae “s ce smn 
then being concentrated in the intermediate |} — ees 2 {of @ ie 
zone. From 1928 to 1930 public demand , || | Sea ao 8S——op a" fo 8 oS 
bronett oe the pened efoall ou ° + \ ; 1 os |= “| eCeheen se See |. oe 
plantings in the south, but in 1931, at my i 5 ae SP rss eon cri esate le a [OP Lee Ae Oe 
recommendation, all were again concen- { Sag ee es Sais ae ee ec te So 
trated in the intermediate zone. The rea- j | Eo et ane eee . Pee alt 
sons for this will appear later. Pewee] ee ranges] o ace Pees / LN tote |} 

Trapped Pheasants and Wild Eggs (Fig. 13) Pheasant census of lowa during winter of 1931-32. 

B*. 1925 pheasants had become so abun- eo 
dant in certain northern counties that inson County as early as 1919, but these within the established range. The birds 

the state began to trap them and gather may have been birds spreading east from have held their own on the soils of the 
their eggs for distribution further south. the 1908 O’Brien County plant. eae piacle and the esos ee 

This work began in Winnebago and But- joess, but there has been a visible decline 
ler in 1925. There is a discrepancy be- Behavior of Plants; The Problem ©" the soils of the Iowa glaciation since 
tween local reports and the official records f South | shooting began in 1925. This area of de- 
e to its magnitude. Local residents say of southern lowa ene ee a pees pee Grands ee 

,000 wild eggs were taken out of Winne- iB T all of the origi anti this anything to do with the problems o 
bago alone, the farmers who gathered them A ee Sean he original pisos: southward spread? What? | 
receiving $1.00 per dozen. “Iowan” says 4 eGreess {rome hee oubet Gevidee road It is also worth noting that in five known 

10,000 dozen (120,000 eggs!) were gath- hundance was first attained in Winnebago S45 (Marshall, Story, Greene, Sac, and 
ered in 1925, but this seems unreasonably and the surrounding counties near the Min- /4a) early plantings failed on ground the 
high. | He adds, “It did not seem to reduce pesota line about 1916, Abundance was at- ‘Subsequent occupation of which by the the birds in any way.” tained in Diclinech ie 1917, Floyd by 1919, wave of natural drift proves it to be hab- 

The official records show: Humboldt by 1920, Hardin and Hamilton ‘table, but the. ripple has stopped not far 
‘1 y “ 5 pO De 

Wild Eggs Wild Birds by Vet See by gar ee als, whee There is no visible obstacle to the fur- 
Year County Gathered Trapped Pp P, PP ther spread of the birds. The simplest the- 
1025 Butler, 60,000 7,000 ory is that they have struck some invisible 
ion) bre aa “ —— pe poniei imitedes or i008 their fur- 

ah ? none R =| ther spread. at could it be? 
1gS0 (?) none 5,800 * A —— pees ae _Most of the plantings in southern Iowa 
1931... North none 11,000 in fo isappeated ein three seats) or were 

centra! | HY ort ee maske y new plantings ore the re- 

; F q I \\ ee sults could be finally weighed. There are 
The discrepancy in eggs may represent at S\N. pe ! e Poised some exceptions, however: Ross Blye, in 

party incubated eggs gathered but dis- { it ey KK / x recot-mintun| Marion County, has 50 birds on his farm 
. : i ean fA which he believes date back to a plantin 

The 1931 trapping was done by contract, t di oN) d x S/ noaee te made over 20 years ago. He asus of a0 
the state paying private trappers $1.00 each at i PN " ol Po tezzty, subsequent releases near his farm. In gen- who shoned emt he segs ent EH IZ ARS | ge eae soathers ome sod, her im Se ‘0 i j Ree ONAN they survive at all, have in no case shown 

conics” Acar eP hs ete | YL NAO AA] Bearcat of te it ore 
bus = delivered to the restocking point = i: e/ vA aC Wye Penne s = 

oe Sea caci eg al eo Theories on Pheasant Range 
Drift from Other States . a As already pointed out (North-Central 

. (Fig. 14) Frequency of Density Classes. Survey, pp. 122-129), the south boundary 
eoouthem Mnesoe By, and ee a of established pheasant popale tons not only 

stocked by northward drift of Iowa birds. in Iowa, but in Illinois, Indiana, and parts 
Large-scale state plantings were not begun a pebble dropped in north-central Iowa. of Wisconsin, coincides closely with the 
there until 1920, at least five years after The present southern boundary of the rip- south boundary of the soils laid down by 
the pheasants of north-central Iowa had ple is the heavy-dotted line on Fig. 13. It the more recent ice sheets. It therefore 

| begun their aggressive spread to the north, traveled rapidly at first, but has now slowed seems as if the nature of the soils had 
| south, and west. up. It speeded up a little when the first something to do with it. 

A reciprocal drift back into Iowa was open season scattered the birds in 1925, As shown in Fig. 13, the present Iowa 
noticeable in 1931, when the Minnesota but not much. It has hung since 1922 in pheasant boundary is identical with the 
season opened before the Iowa season. All Tama, since 1915 in Story, since 1926 in glacial boundary from Winneshiek County 
the coverts on the Iowa side of the line Dallas, since 1924 in Greene, and since 1929 southeast to Delaware. Then comes a gap 

: were full of birds. Birds were also pushed in Crawford. In Story the spread from where there is no clear pheasant line, but 
east into Wisconsin. 1915 to 1923 was two miles per year, and in Tama it again becomes clear and paral- 

Minnesota and Iowa receive a heavy an- since then less than a mile per year. Plant- els the glacial line westward across the 
nual influx of South Dakota birds during ings in these border counties have not vis- central counties to Carroll. Here the 
the Dakota shooting season. This Dakota  ibly accelerated the rate of spread. Abun- pheasant line departs sharply southwest to 
drift is a conspicuous annual phenomenon dance, as will appear later, fades out as the the Missouri River and crosses into Ne- 
in the Sioux City region. Dakota drift is frontier is approached. Why? braska, while the wae boundary turns 
said to have arrived as far east as Dick- Abundance has not remained stationary north. All of northwest Iowa has abun- 

c tt pcmampel 
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‘S. B. COLEY, RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA HA: OOLLINS, eF. woule, mlasount : 
Dy 5 6 OF Ere nantsatccr estines I believe we can work out some way of providing 
IR. CUNNINGHAM, kavene eIFY, uies0Unt 
es ee ae reprints from the Iowa Survey materiale I discussed the 

TEM. EASTMAN, omenco, (Canola matter of the National Waltonian with Mr. Aberg the other day 
MAL Gr EVARTS, nuannaon ens and we hope it will be possible to add some pages to this in ; elena 
See tH RUN, (ees enema the near futures If this can be done we will continue your 

HARRY C. GOODWIN, nootesten, new YoRK articles and provide reprints when the article is completede 
SUDGE HENRY GRAASS, aneen bay, wisconsin GLENN GRISWOLD, mew vorK erry, new vork 
HARRY F. HARPER, LANSING, MICHIGAN 

FRANIC MUL onuatonn ih natonn When I found that the printers had broken type on one 
A rekNortsyvauceeTown ramba of the chapter series, I did not have them hold the other three 
RAD. KYLE, OMAHA, KESRABEA 

Wea LANRAGN. coon neurons chapters, since our experience had been that it was just as cheap 

uM. DVARGY WAGE, waannaron, gs and gave better results to have the reprints copied by the photo- 
NER, Rare acs 

Br, WM, H, MOORE, Pitaoeurn stat methode We are enclosing a reprint of an article on bass FL, MORGAN Rade MEW Goereaine 
LAWREIICE NELSON, amen Patt, mova work which shows the quality of this type of worke This can be 

BEN: OWEAL wna vas esas taken from the articles appearing in the magazine to date and 
eG, M. PALMER, BEMbUt, INNEROTA 
Rie oo an added expense in bringing the run-over into form and resetting 

ALUCPIERCE sasanheo alarsaan would be savede Louis RADKE, nonleon, wisconsin AR REEVES, Ks pLtetan, ORLAHOWA THEO. W. ROBINSON, ontenao, LLInals 
DANA ROLLINS, stoowivarow, unos Sometime ago it was estimated that your entire article 

COL, £- A SIMMONS, new YORK, would cover ten chapterse We note in your letter you speak of four 
Da. T. A. STODDARD, PUEBLO, COLORADO hay: : 
SLANG OR chapterse We have published four and c ‘By for one which has not 

WILLOUGHBY @. WALLING, oHlonaD, ILLINOIS yet been printed» If you can give me an idea of just about the Dr: HENRY BALDWIN WARD, UnoaWi Ieinots 
SUDGE MERRILL L WELCKER, HoLvone, Mass. number of chapters there are remaining unprinted, I will see what 

©. A, WHEATLEY, 6am anTonio TEXAS 
ee ee we can do about having the remaining part set-up ne) the entire 
Fin. me WUE, wenaren cy, ona article produced in —— if You A fer the 

JUDGE GEO, W. WOOD, warenioo, Iowa Clinuce 0 Arias tf ‘ov ra the otro nn/ ousan. 

Sneicoant I wish I had an opportunity to discuss with you, your 
BUTLER LAMG FOSTER & POPE 

ences, cena plans for developing the work at the Universitye I was glad to
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learn you were to have the opportunity to carry out 

such activitiese We got word of it just as our 
August issue was being proofed and were able. to run 

an announcement, although it was not in as nearly a 

conspicuous position or as much in detail as I would 

have liked it to bee 

With best wishes and personal regards, 

Very sincerely, 

HMobrk 
Se Be Locke 
Conservation Director
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OUTDOOR g P america ; 

PTT: Today we want to bring to completion a noteworthy ‘It is not a far cry to the days when we were boys, and 

| koe Pa a i HERES R f Al K R ASS ED movement to prohibit by adequate legislation the extermi- with a cane-pole, Seaton Tine bent pin hook and vos of 

gsc EE cp mmasegeees hasta il nation of-America’s premier game fish, the fighting:black worms, sought our favorite fishing hole and returned in a 

Re bass. This cause was championed by Senator Hawes, one -few hours with our proud catch. Shall the youth of to- 

oe ng of the outstanding conservationists of America, during the morrow be denied that thrill, that clean, health, building 

s -FIS F my ae 1926 session of Congress. He was ably supported by the out-door pastime along the banks of our favorite fishing 

art ie OYSTERS: re Izaak Walton: League of America and leading conserva- stream? ~ 

Begatees tes pase ammnmeent or tionists throughout the The only remedy for 

p= country. This act to the indiscriminate 

‘eed ‘es : : prohibit the interstate slaughter of black bass 

ae a = Eras f shipment and sale of and their eventual ex- 

= Pa 4 = | Op ie ees au ae os important skirmishes have been won in the see Be fora 

ee er | in 1930, so as to provide a ete the black bass but the Cannan over able creel limit and size 

| a Be Paani. t @ complete federal protec- unfinishéd. Commercial sale of bass jeopardizes the limit for the angler, a 

ea ae a soe is tion to those states which gain already made and blocks further Peat All closed season fully cov- 
| Pe = .. oS \.. hudelowed(cheirnariers coun!) high — be aoe tl ; pele ering the spawning pe- 

pee. E Lbs, . toa oce be to the transportation and me fishes is to continue as a delight to the angler. riod, and prohibit com- 

| Soe sca a ~ a 1 Protect Our Great American Game Fish the . sale of black bass, at all [eetdation is essential in several states and only mercial ale at all times. 

ne 3 = ve Black Bac tom Cuteimination fae This Fine Freeh i arses of aggressive efforts will bring prompt results. : Mai vised, ane of the 

a a a es seg : TV intortinately, not all S. B. LOCKE, Conservation Director, I. W. L. A. potewed He cee 

er Water Scrapper From Sale Across the Counter. states have passed legis- sale of black bass has 
iNest : ba / lation erate, them ire wines a decrease of 

Eee ‘ protection afforde: y % in the commercial 

fe Paar Ge mee whee Beck ahaa be bapgringeess e pepe ey ree ey He Federal as as ; i ; aa during the past ten 

ass are sold dlong with the lowly car; Cee : eee the majority of the state legislatures meet during the ear’ ears according to statistics and report from the U. S. 

and other species of rough fish. the other a legislating sportsman; and both ardent Waltonians. pe a 1933, we canes ote upon you too strongly, to ee Bureau of Fisheries, which is a eae indication that the 

i F back of this impertant bill, and work vigorously to secure black bass cannot hold its own against seines and nets and 

The G t Fish That Swims But the worst offenders are the seven states which still its enactment. market stalls. This percentage ould indicate a shrinkage 

Cem eer S permit the sale and export of bass. North Carolina, Ten- - of several million dollars in the value of black bass in Mite 

By DR. LEWIS RADCLIFFE i nessee and Florida permit the sale of black bass taken from Ole reason or necessity for this legislation is self-evi- land waters, and the same percentage will hold true to a 

Deputy U. S. Commissioner of Fisheries eaten peters ot the ore tr be seeaereeane Be pele ns dent or readily understood. No game species, bird, ani- greater or lesser degree in any state which does not ade- 

EN millions of our people indulge in angling for Caught within the state from july 1 to March 31, and fish mal, or fish, can long exist with a price on its head, and can- quately protect its supply of black bass. 

recreation. The most popular and most sought after brought into the state at all times. Georgia prohibits the ey pee ero Beane comme) a) eae mas ede: Lee A bill will be introduced and vigorously supported in the 

of our game fishes are the black bass. These are sale of black bass from April 15 to June 1, regardless of islators have seen the wisdom of protecting game birds and 1933 session of the Maryland legislature to prohibit the 

indigenous to North American waters east of the where caught, and Maryland prohibits such sale from April animals, by closed season, daily bag limits and non-sale. commercial sale of Black Bass and their transportation’ into 

Rockies. Because of their popularity as game fishes  { to July 31. 5 » P Yet America’s gamest and most delectable, fresh-water or out-of the state for commercial purposes at all times, 

their range has been extended to almost every State in the Tn’ 1933 the Ltgislatures of thirty-three states will be in game fish, is permitted by some states to be netted and sold and it is believed that 1933 will witness the passage in Mary- 

Union. Their wide range, cosmopolitan character, ability session. The Izaak Walton League has gone on record op- for a few cents the pound, when it is estimated that there 1, nd-of this important legislation. 

to live under a wide variety of conditions, gameness, and posing all commercialization of black bass. It is urged to pe ee pullion wane iets wenguare alltnie sie-anioue If other states, not fully protected, will in rat 

. the avidity with which they strike a variety of angler’s baits Se its every resource to secure legislative action in these sanich many Cimes thet amount in any ttre Of coer: dinensive educational cath ae through featione ond 
and lures, have made these fishes extremely popular among “black listed” states to stop the sale of b a h which can-assure them that they have an adequate supply of intensive ip ampaign through organizations and 

a etre ‘o stop the sale of bass regardless when black bass in their waters. individuals, as well as thtough the press, and make persunai 

a host of anglers. Dr. Henshall in inimitable language has or where taken. contact with their legislators to ex; fain tue ii ie Ze £ 

summed up the qualities of the black bass: “I consider him With: the adoption of the legislative program proposed, Sse ERECT meee |Serving their aarurat Pearce a Srannorang thik ae 

inch for inch and pound for pound the gamest fish that and the extension of the scale of rearing bass for stocking a the Hawes bill will becorhe 100% effective. f haeeea will 

swims.” ; our waters, it will be possible to provide unsurpassed fishing Bice 4 4 have taken another step forward in conserving her resources, 

_ At present there are three species of black bass belong- for a multitude of our people desirous of matching skill ee 5 : : Ghote @eapand the fighting black base will again have an equal chance to 

ee pe ee Ren Ae ome gate ote she at ens ie bese Oe cig Paro Uns braveuate is species, 
e smallmouth, ar eS: ass. sma - soge Che Woshinglot Boat, See WAS . es : ; ; : 

fers clear, cool, swift aes being more abundant in the * * * eee Be sa oe Uk pes get pe tasperted To 4p tic Hor : pti ie 

northern range of fiep species. The penne: is more pe Nike Sr ae WOFARE | ENEWED IN Set ; fee: | ae 

cosmopolitan, ranging from Canada to the Gulf and from . . *\ Se Sig SPE aL ee te pirical bones , Hi ae ees ste ghee. 

the Atlantic to the Pacific. It is prolific and finds especially Legislating for Black Bass 5 Bd a Rs ie i ot a Fe, eee 1 erg VP 

congenial conditions in southern waters. The range of the By HON. RAYMOND H. MILLER PP NN ee | A eae ee ee oe Co ea 

spotted bass has not been clearly defined, but is found from Member, Maryland Assembly Je SAI Dab isan cout sa, MS “tah | me Bi ed ian Me | 

southern Ohio southward nearly to the Gulf of Mexico. It : g i 4 a % Yew § 2b ee = f MA ee a ere an: eto i 

has been described as “the most alluring fish of the South- VERYONE interested in the subject of “cause and ef- ie y - Se ae OT ae aa 4 | F ae < ics peers ie “ oS 

land.” fect” should view with seriousconcern the tendency OP fg “ ws eit g Ree sc re pei vey Mat Bh 

Alarm has been sounded among anglers as the supply of of the American public during the recent past, to “eat | fe Gad ris , Y, x a | . e E 
these fishes has decreased. One of the most effective meas- ur cake today, and let tomorrow provide for itself.” ae { ol) eee es M ay oY : Sy an ts i“ q 

ures for their protection has been the passage of legislation _, All of us interested in the subject of conservation must 4) | BBS ‘ | vi ny it gi dN ey rr 

making it illegal to take black bass commercially or to offer VieW with increasing apprehension, the wanton depletion of ‘% Ms eh 1 3 id i Be af | eo vo a 

them for sale, regardless of whether the fish were caught Some of our natural resources, which are so essential to the t Tay ay Da Ee ? an ae | ot 

within or without the state. development and maintenance of the sturdy spirit of our Ley wy e By Beet % ee ae a pF 

Twenty-seven states and the District of Columbia are to American pioneers. Gu BS . “ oad | % S : 4 We = 

be found on this honor roll. From the map shown on the Other nations of the world, much older than ours, realized aa 7 oe, ET % B - y 

editorial page you can readily pick out these states. generations ago the wisdom of pursuing a policy of conser- B : 4, ‘ i 4 Bs | : es E : 

Fourteen states prohibit the sale of black bass taken with- vation, and with their heavily populated areas, can boast : a 4 vig? Ny - A . = J ; 

in their own borders, but not fish caught outside the indi- today of matured forests with an abundance of natural eter , ef i 4 FP 4 - 4 : 

vidual states. These, also, are indicated on the map. game life, and clean streams teeming with many varieties of ne ; a8 e i # os i i: P| ‘ ' ce 

ie : fish. Only a far-sighted policy could make possible this Me i < y] dee ey P| Pd: EN ‘ Evie oo 

AYY state which permits the sale of black bass caught condition. They have conserved that which they inherited, ham i om} a cq i P| Bee \ i ioe 
outside its borders will find it difficult to prevent boot- and nature provided an annual increase. : ‘ae : al a 3 | We.) bie } \ é red ; 

legging of domestic stock, and any state bordering on a America today is recognized as a world leader in many Eee a " —— | | em A & 

state which does not afford complete protection will face things, but we have shamefully exploited and neglected i ag F P| s | det : ee {haa ey Soe ke 

the problem of preventing bootlegging into such neighbor- many of our important natural resources. Those who have To i | | eee | Popes J ta || ey bt 

ing states. Therefore, IT IS EXTREMELY IMPOR- _ interested themselves in public affairs and have become con- pierces ae ot | Pw | Eee bi owe Bel 4d Fe eg 

TANT that all states take the black bass off the markets servation-minded have made notable progress during the FSS TES 2A LA MT a ches GeO aD 

of the country. past decade, but much remains to be done. Twelve Florida black bass, from four to seven pounds in weight, on display in the open fish market. Are not these elegant game fish 
worthy of saving for the angler’s fly?
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I AM much interested in, and decidedly in favor of the He the anteauen, of the Izaak ae - 
movement being put forth by the Izaak Walton League merica to push forward the. program to eliminate the 
of America to make the sale of black bass unlawful in sale of black’bass in every state in the Union; to cur- s 

any and all of the states. The time is past when any of the tail commercial fishing for black bass by means of nets, 
game or game fish of the fields, forests, and streams of the traps and ne methods: to prevent the shipment oF | peck 
United States can hold its own against the hunter or the bass out of any state from any waters thereof if su S 
fisherman without the help of the national and state govern- are intended for market sale; and to protect the black bass 
ments. Any conclusion at which I may have arrived on this by proper legislation to warrant its satisfactory status as a 
proposition is based upon the experience of a lifetime of game fish. : : ‘ F : 
Bereons) -pecticipation and pleat ee eerie : ane paris re . eile faa American: HB wide dis 
safeguards we may have good fishing as well as good hunt- _ tributio i ing denizen of fresh waters has e 
ing for generations to come. Without them the most whole- deared him to thousands of anglers throughout the country. 

ee a tet oy ed of forgotten things. r = s 
More than half a century ago I fished for black bass in younger generation. The fighting heart of this grandest of 

the lakes and streams of several states when no limits were all game fisHes is the admiration of every angler who has 
imposed by law and when the apparently exhaustless supply felt his mighty efforts at the end of a tightened line and 
of these greatest of all game fish appeared to make limita-.__a bending rod. —.. : 

IS YOUR STATE.ON THE HONOR LIST? 
Y 7] 

Ye Wy NY f Ys WY Y V Seeesiscat 

oo fol ees | 
ONS x ae \G MY). } AWS 

77 VF on QV Co) Ves Y WV 0. iH Y/, yy» ie 
\ 7 WW GKRMU G72 

mE coo SF 5 NN IV 

KK GWy GY yf NI ne 
\ x NK ~> aise LAY Ae 

LEAR aU \ 
‘ er ee 
a \ Wie ual 

\ 
The 27 states which are shaded absolutely prohibit the sale of black bass regardless 
of when or where taken; states marked with an X prohibit the sale of black bass 

caught within the state; unmarked states permit the sale and export of bass. 

tions unnecessary. Today many of these lakes and streams Now we are called upon to save this great game fish from 

re eee ee a Me aren wear cated tn SOE of tae Wick E wonder what. they yielded-in those wonderful old days. hase woaid Has aly teea heenanats ° f wholesome out: 

; : . door recreation acquired with rod and reel when in quest o 
FuSEING ig:apout the most ine Denee form of outdoor thé battling bronze-back. Awaken your fellow sportsmen 

_ enjoyment, and the black bass is by general consent the today—inaugurate a real constructive program to protect 
king cf all the game fish because he-is found in practically the future of the black bass in your state. Don’t permit 
every section and state of the country. It will not be denied the finger of accusation to be pointed at your state because 
that he is a delight to the palate as well as in the-catching, the lack of initiative in the past has not provided for a leg- 

but.there are plenty of other fish that will meet all food de- eee Program ee for ae abeolUte protection of the 
, 2 ; ass ‘ommon fish market. 

pends ee Can NOt an any ey, COMDATE We cannot—we will not—delay this important conserva- with the black bass at the end of light rod and line. To pre- tion program any longer. The fight to save the black bass 

vent his legal: sale harms no one and will undoubtedly go from the commercial market will not cease until every state 
es toward ee his survival as the greatest of all inthe Udine has stint’ ue precios of marketing this 
merican game . splen species. very red-blooded conservationist in 
The Izaak Walton League of America has done many America wants to protect the black bass for future genera- 

good things for the perpetuation of our game and fish sup- tions. The power and influence of the Izaak Walton League 

ply and is headed in the right direction in its present effort C2” ieee strong legislative Proprarn i a‘successful con- 
to prevent the commercialization of the black bass. Success Clusion—but, we must act NOW! 
to its plans. 

Harry S New Cal L, Johnson 

EE GED
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I AM much interested in, and decidedly in sever es the T is the pene of the Izaak Salon. | Aague _ 
_Mmovement being put forth by the Izaak Walton League America to push forward the. program to eliminate the 
of ppeheree make ue sale of black Bes nal ie ; sale of a ba a ce cate in the Union; 2 a : 

any and all of the states. e time is past when any of the tail commercial fishing for black bass by means of nets, 
atl or game fish of the fields, forests, and streams of the traps and other methods; to prevent the shipment of black 
United States can hold its own against the hunter or the bass out of any state from any waters thereof if such-bass 
fisherman without the help of the national and state govern- are intended for market sale; and to protect the black bass 
ments. Any conclusion at which I may have arrived on this by proper legislation to warrant its satisfactory status as a 

a. _ a csetacit iC em with ae Se eee black bass is a true native American. The wide dis. rsonal icipation and observation. Wii éasonable a true native 5 ie wide dis- 
ae ape may have good fishing as well as good hunt- tribution of this fighting denizen of fresh waters has en- 
ing for generations to come. . Without them the most whole- deared him to thousands of anglers throughout the country. 
at apr inown to man will surely pass into the realm ine bass Ee eenor fe oe athe ars 
of forgotten things. many = » and most c ie 

More than half a century ago I fished for black bass in younger generation. The fighting heart of this grandest of 
the lakes and streams of several states when no limits were all game fisHes is the admiration of every angler who has 
imposed by law and when the apparently exhaustless supply felt his mighty efforts at the end of a tightened line and 
of these greatest of all game fish appeared to make limita-.__ a bending rod. ; 
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The 27 states which are shaded absolutely prohibit the sale of black bass regardless 
of when or where taken; states marked with an X prohibit the sale of black bass 

caught within the state; unmarked states permit the sale and export of bass. 

tions unnecessary. Today many of these lakes and streams Now we are called upon to save this great game fish from 

ee ce ree aa cs we at cierto cP es lec 
BrRERE PUSS Nee ae! er ore certs bass’ would hardly repay the many days ot polesore oul 

§ : . door recreation acquired with rod and reel when in quest o 
Reais aot EH most inexpensive form of outdoor the battling bronze-back. Awaken your fellow sportsmen 

~ enjoyment, and the-black bass is by general consent the today—inaugurate a real constructive program to protect 
king Cf all the game fish because he-is found in practically the future of the black bass in your state. Don’t permit 
every section and state of the country. It will not be denied the finger of accusation to be pointed at your state because 
that he is a delight to the palate as well as in the-catching, the lack of initiative in the past has not provided for a leg- 
but. there are plenty of other fish that will meet all food de- ae Po sey als toe aberlute protection of the 

‘ Z ; ack bass fro n fish market. 
panda uat Wee oS apt Paros cur Nico bate We cannot—we will not—delay this important conserva- with the black bass at the end of light rod and line. To pre- tion program any longer. The fight to save the black bass 
vent his legal sale harms no one and will undoubtedly ° from the commercial market will not cease until every state 
* toward ee a his survival as the greatest of all inthe Union has eliminated the practice of marketing this 
merican game fish. splendid species. ‘very ted-blooded conservationist in 
The Izaak Walton League of America has done many America wants to protect the black bass for future genera- 

good things for the perpetuation of-our game and fish sup- tions. The power and influence of the Izaak Walton League 
ply and is headed in the right direction in its present effort aa pee a strong legislative an to a‘successful con- 

to prevent the commercialization of the black bass. Success ‘lusion—but, we must act NOW! 
to its plans. 

Harry S New Cal L, Johnson 
iE EED
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Near Barry: 

I vessed thru Chieaco without any tine 

between trains ,else I would have called. tov 

do thines stand with the leacue? 

I see no copies of Outdoor America on my 

dest and won@er where I am,if anyvhere,on the 

Towa serial. Are you realy for the next one? 

If guspeute? have you any sutestion for the 

salvacine of the Iova material? Possibly 

everything is sll richt tut the last isme 

simply failed to reach me. 

Algo teil me avout yourself an’ the outlook, 

I hope to see you at the Central States “orestry 

meeting. 
Yours as ever 

ww
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CHAPTER ONE 

The Fall of the lowa Game Range 

The lowa Legislature directed the Iowa Fish and Game Commission and the Iowa 
Board of Conservation to prepare a Conservation Plan. Surveys to gather the basic 
facts on which to base such a plan are being made under the direction of J. L. Crane, 
Jr., Planning Engineer. 

The Game Survey was made by Aldo Leopold, who was loaned to Iowa for the 
purpose by the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers’ Institute. His recom- 
mendations have been published by the Commission in “The lowa Handbook .of Game 
Management.’ How he arrived at those reconvmendations will be told in this report, 

which will run serially in Outdoor America, No equally thorough analysis of game : 
conditions has ever been made in any state. Prices for bound copies of the complete 
analysis will be announced later. Place your order early so we can determine the num- 
ber of copies necessary to publish. Editor 

: What Is a Game Survey? by the inroads of our own competition, and Conservation and Corn 
‘ ; an insistent public demand that they be con- z 

N studying the behavior of human popu- served. This demand is expressed in an M° people think that we cannot have 
lations—which we call history—we imposing array of people and papers, which husky corn and abundant wild life on 
were once taught to memorize the we call the conservation movement, but it the same land. They are exactly wrong. 

names of kings and the dates of battles. has as yet scored scant success in increasing Iowa could support five times as much 

He who could recite the longest list of the crop of thrifty birds, clean waters, and game today as she possessed when the first 

such facts was accredited a scholar, who surplus trees. Why? beaver trap was set in her rivers, and corn 
might one day be entrusted with some post Possibly because it has not employed the is the reason. Acre for acre, the fat black 
in the prediction or control of population new tools made available by science for loam of Iowa is capable of producing as 
behavior—which we call sociology and controlling the forces which determine much or more wild life than any other 

politics. abundance. parcel of the American continent. But 

It is now apparent that such “knowl- * * * our haste in its exploitation has brought 

edge” gave no clue to the underlying forces about such a wholesale destruction of cov- 

which caused races to rise and empires to The Iowa Game Survey is an attempt to rts, marshlands, and breeding stocks that 

perish; that we were studying merely the appraise the status of her bird and mammal _ the state at. this moment is producing very 

froth on the surface of a swirling tide, the populations, to point out the forces respon- little wild life. This is the Iowa situation 

cause and direction of which remained un- sible and the means available for their con- in a nutshell. Every other rich farming 
known. The real task of the historian is trol, and to mobilize the leadership and laws _ state is in similar straits. 
to explain the tide; of the statesman to needed to induce the citizens of Iowa to This survey is a search for ways and 

control it for beneficial ends. use them. means of unlocking Iowa’s latent capacities 

The study of animal populations—natural The Iowa Conservation Plan is an at- for producing a rich and varied abundance 
history—is in like case. For too long it has tempt to integrate a series of similar sur- of wild things. 
been a matter of baptizing species and de- - veys with each other, and with the social 

2 scribing feathers and bones. There is now order. Types of Game Range 
emerging a new sci- 
ence which explains Fi ° 1 offers six 
wild life populations in igure Une fields in which to 
terms of an equilib- —— a } grow game, each dif- 
rium between the ex- SOLTAREAS CF OWA fering from the others 
ternal forces of the SS Dexa ror FTA | ONENEL ] NOMARD YONDER frm in soil, vegetation, and 
environment — (food, RES [Saad ee DRIFILESS topography, and hence 
cover, predacious ene- SSS) sone miners a i AREA. in the kind and 
mies, disease, and acci- WSS WISCONSIN) HO WAN PRs) amount of game crops 
dents), and the force SSS == Sees oe they are capable of 

i i SSS oa ae So i 
of natural increase in- MISSOURI See producing. 

: “ SV“ = Le Coen Seeman Bagot p 
herent in the species. SSS ETE aero prcomerd eee The boundaries of 
If the net toll of the WSs cana oe parr es the six fields appear in 
external forces is less SS SS DRIFT [ea ee Fig. 1. 
than the increase rate = << Ss ae Ss we > The white field 
we have abundance; if SSSS é Aime aie A labelled “Wisconsin 
greater we have ex- SSR BAA eee a was once 
tinction. These exter- WRT RY PPE SOE AD SONS Sard mostly prairie, 
nal forces, and hence SSN ABE sprinkled with lakes 
the equilibrium, are S =S Ri We Nee Gast and swamps, now 
subject to a large de- SS 7 a4 drained to form one 
gree of human control, RSs | es nearly continuous 
but the new knowledge SSS err Ut Le fet acne (eet iors ie cornfield. It has no Pasciecess | RTMRMART TARAS TA |] Sai lat 
largely entombed in RRR TEE OF frre | ta | [a crops, the ancient Wis- rl. SST MMT DS cae 
Meanwhile there : - ground them to pow- 

has likewise emerged s der, the surface of 

a realization that which the innumerable 
many animals and AR SERS Te Tethers generations of prairie 
plants are threatened Types of game range in lowa (from ‘“‘Soil Survey of lowa’’). grasses have since



Figure Two Each of our dozens of game species Figure Three been “spurlos verzenkt,” which is to say 
fea ae eee ae es best on a paruetay combination ot re ————— that the actual loss in cover units has been ar Tease esa —~ aR ged TS" ER TT eS SS ee a ee ea ee ee : : aeeay imc "Tes pans Yor“ as ig, 3/ ot ood plants, cover plants, and water. he | J -T}O603, GOHoo i @oot CNT ork is perhaps twice as great as Fig. 4 indicates. eats [es te hafep froyd7 har A u/s oa ) body of skill which American game men are ; sli Fino! BBO, wean oe 010.00. O80) phdeoeae ine The critical ad anfamliar with Iowa 

ar fic ele aera eg ie cea Se | slowly building up, and which enables them Bere “Roo ane eee 0 -e\—-= ABS Qo y will see this loophole in Fig. 4: the present 
1 RSE ote SST to guess what these combinations are, and FP Phe BEERS mh nei? Oo Cla tei OS Se goed ASRS SSS eet coverts may have grown up while the for- 

para et teat Bese ie aN it PA, how to get and maintain them economically eee lettin 6 0} a ot We cok i eh q being d ; & bsisaie— "Teer tor|—faceam haa a | yi : led What 4 5 p48 Boisgt a ONS Ce ome mer ones were being destroyed. If this 
I T agisk rs} \ | TW is called game management. at 1s | P22 geeclood tego 0 seadeol i \eoel oo oe. were true, the loss would be only the dif- 

2/3 | fae Kak eal lier i aye sey Y needed is the practice of game manage- | BOOQOO™ | BIS A dimcmeery: Glo o- Sevan ee BSNS i 2. St -o= ference between the two tallies. The whole Gent ble \ te] 4 | bolt, Pro i ment on Iowa farms. Ieee ee tau oy) wn f 181 odudo “digo NK ~ i008 h i ifti c ae rs a a — RR onlay i “a | ooo —t) au Si5'S Solo do off PER go OF Se eS phenomenon might be one of shifting loca- 
AN i ¢ | Sai il 10/29 \ i *y Cover Tall | Beene) fe eee He 38 ae ns alge aml — oN tions rather than actual shrinkage. " atal roger tamed aE si \ “of : ope 

X Ph of | ofa! | Pal i a iN 'y | gogbore Ors: See ae ee 2 | ge -'g fet oe 8 ne has been a little shifting every- 
iP j te ie . : io Mccee ee TO "16 ~ Olof oF a oo | ob oP NT | where, and in certain counties along the 

a rftel2o) tn bho 15 k oot = \ VV) ae it was apparent at the outset se esos eee Bexe!0 QO OIG, on Plmarriol «Anal verar il orl regs Missouri boundary, where farms are com- 
a et 4 of tm TN Naleey {| [size 1 ,that cover-shortage is responsible for ‘ C) eese ty 2 in Clg ew cal eee Q erie ee Gero nf. monly reverting for taxes, there has been } ie hore 4 Se : J owa’s lack of upland game, the survey ; AP Ty WoaIe YO | Bo Thee iG a good deal of re-growth of cover on land 4 . ° } a8 c presented an opportunity to measure the © Gel sere lscecfon, BQOO} 2 d,00i2 ONO CO}22220.8. . 199.2,, ee > once bare. I ai tain, i 

Pali 2 | | ie 7 comparative severity of that sh g AoE fk POMOC woo ee eA iso 6.510 oY 5 eri a Oe ele! a ee ee waiere pi V erity of that shortage as REY fi bP ie Peoe Letracio od hy KU Nagle LIEBE. I cept for parts of three or four counties in 
| Nl ai Va nerve ciferent sores eee eae fe eee iow Ro Ne oT the southeast corner, shifting is of negli- 

| ® or] he yardstick used for this measurement : / Ope SON aap pene ean | * NM erat ceresee) "9 ol@go = gible magnitude as compared with true A a oe EM G — | Sy was a count or tally of the number of ee mo fe +f vo wf a cae A | shrinkage, and even in these three or four 
fab A (aE » Hoes The ead wea ee $0 °° trphenatt no ee PoBrage: ings peace! a 9) Oo ae the untracked loss Ve more 

ae ee ee ey pany uM : n - foo T fa tS a he ee Oh 0 | OCR eens: O)+-» than offsets any error arising from growth en | aT ae foarte taker i Big. 2 ale gt Ne ‘ 90 or ee are is ) 
is Ee : { 4 ay ete “OWS, 2 0 D970 0! 910.8,91910.0,0!0 60" !,,.. _bsOO.0) van peau Os-« of new coverts. 

Bese a Mee VERN ead ates [ees Se IL Moats ihe t : tip aes aoe as (inate, for seach F ow ay 5 p ac Beeetes oe, et To sum up: Only one out of a_hun- 
wae C ownship crossed. In order to compare goa eee eee a cy \. 4 om dred townships in Iowa shows a sufficient 

‘ Feae l G 6 5 Caen eccrine cee to ie fee same \ Sap Pps lapis 8 S “ek enai a number of cover units to support a normal 
outes travelle luring lowa Game Survey. g € state. ie unit was — = eT Se —— stand of quail, and three-quarters of the 

that quantity and quality of cover neces- aoe state has I { : ae ess than a fifth of the necessary 
sary to winter a covey of quail. ail 

i i i cover lected 4 oe Quail Why Game Is Scarce in lowa—The darkest circles are townships with 34 or number of cover units. In species like 
converted into loam. The abrasives used wide, all very deepl. d by a diff t eres eee ae tle Hua ecau sete f th ber of wint f full d of ile Ti pheasants and Hungarians the shortage is a ; ee ea es y cooly covered ya ‘ erent cover necessary to winter a covey is a more of the number of winter coverts necessary for a full stand of quail. e Tess severe, bho mevertieles positive! 
y t eine s geeraeraye and boulders— ind o cee ne is notable ee e game definite thing. “A given unit of cover either small hollow circles have Ys enough, or less. The others are intermediate. Of ‘The traceable <hiinicage of Cover unin ie 

may still be seen wherever a stream, or a manager in that pheasants and Hungarians carries a whole covey, or none at all. This what avail are rigid protective laws, or expensive replantings of seed stock, until hi i mae : 
highway crew, have stripped away the thrive on it, particularly on the north end. js not true in pheasants; a patch of cover cover has been restored to this range? soutneey Tew unas the last cea ae 
black topsoil. There is little timber, but The lime content of this Missouri River may carry one or a hundred birds ee as great as the number now 
probably more than in the old days of loess is high, and this is possibly the reason. i ‘ 5 4 . . : . . eae 
prairie fires. This was once a part of the We shall examine this question further in Te count eels EU SE crc peuile ae ae, p SHOES SSK UME ay tse ue With this background of what has hap- 
great nursery for waterfowl and prairie later chapters. In the Missouri River everywhere 2 2 pore ri Soot oes a woodlot and converts it to pasture, pened to Iowa as a home for all wild life, 
chickens which each fall spilled its millions Bluffs erosion has carved the deep loess The count was confined to a strip 14 mile ae erent) ' ia ee ae oy tel oF pore timber, we shall better understand the separate 
to the southward. It was also the main into small badlands, in which Lewis and on each side of the road, or 14 mile wide in See eed et eee Pre enerd Cam ioe cre tras iice cach game! species which tol: 
Iowa range for buffalo and elk. It now Clarke found mountain sheep, and in which all, In a township crossed Cameo cake mile (7% sufficient) ; age of their dead sprouts, tell at a glance, low. The next chapter will deal with that 
produces pheasants, and in its northern sharptail grouse persisted until a few dinal direction, the counted strip was thus Se ee Cee pore eae nee ee = Hach Dale cid ee ee cae : : Monee : : j ea a ° 
Dates unperien Darrideee: decades ago. sae ¥% mile wide by 6 miles long, or 1% square cient, or nearly so) f Teche y ae wes oman y ane sympathy and so little understanding 

To the east lies another field, the Iowan These, then, are Iowa’s six fields for miles. For convenience all tallies were re- It is unnecessary to discuss the geo- ah sy or eae teenG aby, (WilatsbrOcesses Bob White. 

Drift, laid down by an earlier ice sheet. cropping BAGS Why is their present out- duced to a common denominator of cover erapnic easteat ition OF COVER eu ae ele aireyed. ere ate It differs from the Wisconsin in that it is put so meagre? units per square mile. The results appear at the-map shows this more clearly than only two kinds of Fi F 
covered by a blanket of wind-blown soil, F in Table 1 and Fig. 3. words can describe it. cover decteuction in igure Four 
eee ian has pind eee of aN General Diagnosis To interpret either of these summaries In making this tally, I realized at the [wa which seldom ee ae 
glacial Brake and contains HE nes s a p a fe and f 1 of what cover there is, we must adopt some oud that aks is a tendency for the leave legible rec- Se a pan Glee Rin atl j a 
wi es ater, ee c ee 4 coe I _ Teduires no experts’ an¢ no forma! rough standard of what cover there ought armer to “clean up” fields adjoining a  o,4¢; grubbing out eateries at | i % Pan 
in the surface eo may a euag y a ae game survey” to find the reason—any to be. Every quail hunter, and every com- highway. To minimize this error I trav- 5 hedges, and p= fee-} ae eae | | at eesvene certain species of game. The Iowan Drift competent naturalist who has looked out of  petent naturalist who knows quail, will elled the back roads as much as possible plowing or graz- ficou ct epee esa i i f | ro arise 
has few eee eae ones sounded ia suungy a train window at this endless succession agree that to get a full stand there should until the weather prevented. I also made ing down of former / “pana frien hemo thawte forte | \ draws, often hummocked, for the Se of rich cornfields and grazed-out wood- be winter cover, as well as winter food, on a double tally of the route from Des grass and weed be pose tog a fe leon | \ 
tion of jacksnipe. It now supports pheas- lots, or any sportsman who has followed a at least each forty. There are 16 forties in Moines to Burlington, one by highway and patches. The loss Hl pe hee [aes 2 ——; =o ae 
ants, but Hungarians have so far failed. bird-dog through them, could tell the a square mile, so there should be about 16 the other by railway. The railway tally 7, these could not alates lenert eo 4 rea 1 y 
he the Mn Cerne ye) it teks exactly reason at a glance. The range is out of coverts. The table shows that only one out was only 10 per cent greater, a difference}. measured, ‘ aol yesilee JIS Bee Ae aS ju gee! agora 4 
Heer a sale ate ete valence Anes is ences of ood and of a hundred Iowa townships approaches too slight to invalidate the highway tally. Fig. 4 compares f i alee i To eal ao “| NI 

: il of cover. city consisting o ds 16 ile, = Ste | tS = 
boulders are fewer, pinker, and much endless restaurants and dining rooms, with bale or ne Teen ager ie tnenaee Cover Shrinkage Cally ae ee gs G5 lo hal Seay as nee J larger, and its gravels dre less frequently no bedrooms or living-rooms nearby, would all, or from a sixteenth toa fifth of the aS draw up sound policies for cover res- quail coverts tal- a 7 =|] | = lai g it [] eg J 
exposed. 3 support about as many people as Iowa sup- standard number * E toration, it is necessary to know not fied in each of the sae feta ic ae In the northeast corner of Iowa is the ports upland game birds. Birds cannot ae ly wh: i we ata ‘i 2 : ON . Cone On level prairie country the farmer only what cover there is left, but at what southern coun- a | ! i : (| 
Driftless Area,” a high prairie table- rest, breed, or dodge their enemies in one Id h ifice 2 y : rate it is disappearing. A fairly definite ties, The t Elam aif wl ial aoeN 
land which the ice never touched. It is continuous soup-kitchen, nor will a rising WOuld have to sacrifice 2 per cent of his and very conservative measurement of this i ae ee Paci pl 7 

tid umbered : a ; ic tillable acreage to provide 16 coverts per oe oho number is the tally ee & eee Ny cut. by deep timbered ravines carrying flood of tears from their sympathetic ; SD rate of shrinkage was obtained in the on which Fig. 3 i S p Pa aah ee | be 
spring-fed trout streams flanked by lime- friends, nor increasingly rigid laws against ‘Sduare mile of one acre each, but in the southern half of I id is sh i Pee Bote rete tlt] ES 
stone bluffs. White pine once grew in shooting, help them to do so. Until the Tougher portions this and more could be Fig. ae Br OF TONS SOs am ae Based ne conmer ee ee oie a ee Zs ce 
these ravines, and the remnants of un- other elements of a habitable range are provided without appreciable sacrifice of se ; : agree rete BESS: Te eee lies Smarts Goutal } 
grazed woodland still carry ruffed grouse. provided, tears and laws are simply be- valuable land. The measurement was made in this man- ent number plus the scummy tom, Tretione «  sunrator |. Ke « denestaator 

{ : » Lt a s ks : - os + ++ Upper part . lover part |. shole Ir 
aes some eee shelter peasan nor ee the point. Protection has helped a few The use of quail as a standard is of on Pee pea aie UBS OF ae 

ungarians thrive here. ere are no up- irds to persist in spite of this unbalanced the ph Hun- 7 & . Spee, 
land lakes. Erosion is severe, and may range, but it will hardly restore the condi- eon ee a Man e asent ae which eae. Thus 4 haw bushi praned mp at the nants. The com- Why Came Grows pericg |e lowa—The dark part of each ‘bar eomelday epoiliieerreamieicaeeradt GES cre cee Nntreake. Tear? Be gi ge. a p! ase, or a few puny remnants of buckbrush, parison is conserv- is the number of units df cover left, the white part the ves- y . E sary fe. owas Pro scored zero for quail had many small or a clump of hazel or briar sprouts trying ative to the extent _tiges of for ts which h di d b In the southeast corner of the state are lem is to induce the farmer to let some tch £ slough il d deeen salves F f db haen el Se tee Mee ee ee ee ee we blGckfatlranee coveredico de uly bya) tacee cand’ brash erow, He es of s| one 1 grass, or smal ae - to oF ve in spite e ee Oe that cages and non-habitable during the last decade. The lines are the routes 

loess blanket that the underlying glacial de- In waterfowl, the range problem is simi- GUESS EOy ce PUMICIC DE tO) winter pucaeatte: upg sell these (ole SvaC ci Cena eumeh y)_8tass patches have travelled in making the count. 
posits have little or no effect on the life lar, but simpler to understand. The breed- Table 1 
of the soil surface. As one moves south- ing waters have been drained, and the nest- a 
ward, gravels grow scarcer, surface lime ing cover necessary to make the remaining Yt . o 
eontenblowen Vaihered civer valleys deceee iq iereleiecuye nas Heed’ eriz-d owed: Summary of Quail Cover Tally Reprinted from the August-September, 1932, Issue of OurpooR AMERICA 

and more frequent, and upland prairies ploughed, or burned away. . 
smaller. This region was the turkey coun- There is, of course, no hope of restoring Sortie, or 40 per cent ok the town- 
try of days gone by. It is now quail coun- as much grass, brush, or water for game EAP UU Ue LO che, a eC. 
try. Neither pheasants nor Hungarians as Kearney found in his first march across The tally strips covered 631 X 15 iss 946 
have so far proved their ability to persist Iowa, nor is there any need for it. The square miles, or 1.7% of the state’s area. 
in it. Erosion is bad, and in spots has led Towa range in those days was nearly as Of the 631 townships: P 
to the abandonment of fields and farms. badly unbalanced in the direction of food 306, or 49%, had 0-2 cover units per sq. 

Paralleling the Missouri River is a strip shortage as it is now unbalanced in the mile (1/16 sufficient) 
of prairie country about three counties direction of cover-shortage. 150, or 24%, had 2-4 cover units per sq. 
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Figure Three been “spurlos verzenkt,” which is to say 
-- Set eee oe that the actual loss in cover units has been 

LORE ah ie Meoot Goo fe BOe he eces SN perhaps twice as great as Fig. 4 indicates. 
5 bose fs eo en Pe QO.OO i Ok. The critical mind unfamiliar with Iowa 
- FOO AN STO ENT Ln BOA 4; BO 9 oe will see this loophole in Fig. 4: the present 

eee) fhe B gies Solem i ooo b OB Sei Bo ae Sue es coverts may have grown up while the for- 
if 2 444 ae ee a 4 Leese Noe ee 28 mer ones ae being sees a us 
| boedbool, Ae asc oes I pay were true, the loss woul e only the dif- 

| “Rosgssrine oe eae 0 - QGenemsten! ae ¢ ove oN ference between the two tallies. The whole 
Nakge seat ae : ABs ee sl OR eGo page: iN Ge phenomenon might be one of shifting loca- 

0000 7. .f.? 5 Seog gag ag acne wane EN tions rather than actual shrinkage. 
| woe bos ole" y eeee) Oe og" Sot Oo I el Leng 18 There has been a little shifting every- 
| « Boogg7i- Song PO ge BSG hg as io I owrnsacge” where, and in certain counties along the 
| an aegis OFS ane 1d QO OIG aw OlnarPnnio! «Ona iver Oe lle one T roe" Missouri boundary, where farms are com- 

; -/-- 299@ oe eI So.0 so ok open Roe: ieee re “Age Orren]. monly reverting for taxes, there has been 
a 3 eh iy o 0) =o Cao SOU ae nee Seip terest S a good deal of re-growth of cover on land 

» ery Bee ma Leet Boos ae — pretr Y awe f ® once bare. I am certain, however, that ex- 
: ay fip 3 Set RIX |-Pacio od ke KL a. blegh eco . cept for parts of three or four counties in 

Renee een ON i : eee i oh SOS) the southeast corner, shifting is of negli- 
| # Uae Ee EES hanpeor| eer iH Me SHAS Sols 34 - gible magnitude as compared with true 

as - ~ {7 a a 26 | 288 oo 5 8 AQ) oe | shrinkage, and even in these three or four 
| Ca ae) earl. iGologe:|..a06 gsleo a! “OG oe. counties the untracked loss of hedges more 

3 Sie if Paneornn Ca pes et 9, BQ 10.9 mei 9 2s than offsets any error arising from growth 
Leg S eat “60 40 + ee * Oe 8. oa i "e210 blo oo cldna.cip.Q.0ic OO" |... Bat OAD niger 2 a of new coverts. 

. oe yi py) PRES i ee “Ong OX es Oru To sum up: Only one out of a hun- 
ee & 2 dred townships in Iowa shows a sufficient 

_ i se - . © + i 3 Sted fl number of cover units to support a normal 
ee stand of quail, and three-quarters of the 

Beene eed state has less than a fifth of the necessary 

Why Game Is Scarce in lowa—The darkest circles are townships with 3 or number of cover units. In species like : pheasants and Hungarians the shortage is 
more of the number of winter coverts necessary for a full stand of quail. The ae : less severe, but nevertheless positive. small hollow circles have Yg enough, or less. The others are intermediate. Of The t: nleshrniace ce ae 
what avail are rigid protective laws, or expensive replantings of seed stock, until Southend Téwa Gene ae hee tas 

cover has been restored to this range? been nearly as great as the number now 

remaining. 
mile (1/5 sufficient) thicket. Likewise when a farmer chops With this background of what has hap- 

77, or 12%, had 4-6 cover units per sq. out a woodlot and converts it to pasture, pened to Iowa as a home for all wild life, 
mile (1/3 sufficient) the stumps not only tell of former timber, we shall better understand the separate 

91, or 14%, had 6-10 cover units per sq. but the kind of stumps and the size and analyses for each game species which fol- 
mile (% sufficient) age of their dead sprouts, tell at a glance, low. The next chapter will deal with that 

7, or 1%, had over 10 cover units (suffi- in conjunction with other vegetation and game bird on which Towa has lavished so 
cient, or nearly so) topography, and whether it was formerly much sympathy and so little understanding 

It is unnecessary to discuss the geo- Ee quail, and by what processes —Bob White. 
graphic distribution of cover, since a glance ai The Bee. 
at the-map shows this more clearly than ee é nae one 4 
words can describe it. uly ewe anes 0 Figure Four : ; E cover destruction in 

In making this tally, I realized at the . pp : Iowa which seldom 
outset that there is a tendency for the joave fe, nblek Tree: orale Ae tom, 
farmer to “clean up” fields adjoining a ¢,4.. CURB atie eee alia [aan er SS Aeet te Y | ma 
highway. To minimize this error I trav- of hedges Fa poe jam ne Ss ()) | At teopota 
elled the back roads as much as possible plowing or graz- i | ! | ! | i! | Pebs-var.2932 
until the weather prevented. I also made ing down of former I|- eae asi | tment tha femc fo —tom t \ 
a double tally of the route from Des ales andiweed | ! ! ! H I ! | \ 
Moines to Burlington, one by highway and 2 Pe IS arse a hearer — be EY a § patches. The loss * fom amar — teas foo t , the other by railway. The railway tally j, Fhecescoulienon 2] da ee Ret ee yea | y 
was only 10 per cent greater, a difference hemeneured ec sal oa walls | oe RUAN sua ged magmas ‘ 
too slight to invalidate the highway tally. Figs4 compares T 4 cen esa eens e ee | NY 

. the present and Sa ee ee f 
eores peaks poly former numbers of te S [at an a’ [ra Reel ay] ae draw up sound policies for cover res- quail coverts tal- me ee |e +c ] i 

7 toration, it is necessary to know not lied in each of the pir wei jor Ee 
only what cover there is left, but at what southern coun- a ™| | Wt LO fer (| 
rate it is disappearing. A fairly definite ties. The present Te a Ham rz fs F] Pat 
and very conservative measurement of this number is the tally \ je a a a a 
rate of shrinkage was obtained in the on which Fig. 3 is Sa ei eke etal ae r i a 
southern half of Iowa, and is shown in based, the former BT ew tel we fl fj 
Fig. 4. ‘ number is the pres- SERINAGE OF QUAIL COVEETS Gru sae bene 

The measurement was made in this man- ent number plus the scone Tom Peete meerstees  2 ee Aaetnter 
ner: When cattle graze out a brush patch, tally of vestiges or a ee eee aie hl if 
certain vestiges persist for perhaps 10 non-habitable rem- : v 
years. Thus a haw bush pruned up at the nants. The com- Why Game Grows Scarce in lowa—The dark part of each ‘‘bar’’ 
base, or a few puny remnants of buckbrush, parison is conserv- is the number of units bf cover left, the white part the ves- 
or a clump of hazel or briar sprouts trying ative to the extent tiges of former coverts which have disappeared or become 
to keep alive in spite of repeated brows- that hedges and non-habitable during the last decade. The lines are the routes 
ings—all these are evidences of a former grass patches have travelled in making the count. 

Reprinted from the August-September, 1932, Issue of OurpooR AMERICA
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CHAPTER ONE 

The Fall of the lowa Game Range 
The lowa Legislature directed the lowa Fish and Game Commission and the Iowa 

Board of Conservation to prepare a Conservation Plan. Surveys to gather the basic 
facts on which to base such a plan are being made under the direction of J. L. Crane, 
Jr., Planning Engineer. 

The Game Survey was made by Aldo Leopold, who was loaned to Iowa for the 
purpose by, the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers’ Institute. His recom- 
mendations have been published by the Commission in “The Iowa Handbook of Game 
Management.” How he arrived at those recommendations will be told in this report, 
which will run serially in Outdoor America, No equally thorough analysis of game 
conditions has ever been made in any state. Prices for bound copies of the complete 
analysis will be announced later. Place your order early so we can determine the num- 
ber of copies necessary to publish. Editor 

What Is a Game Survey? by the inroads of our own competition, and Conservation and Corn 
x an insistent public demand that they be con- 

N studying the behavior of human popu- served. This demand is expressed in an Mes people think that we cannot have 
lations—which we call history—we imposing array of people and papers, which husky corn and abundant wild life on 
were once taught to memorize the we call the conservation movement, but it the same land. They are exactly wrong. 

names of kings and the dates of battles. has as yet scored scant success in increasing Iowa could support five times as much 
He who could recite the longest list of the crop of thrifty birds, clean waters, and game today as she possessed when the first 
such facts was accredited a scholar, who surplus trees. Why? beaver trap was set in her rivers, and corn 
might one day be entrusted with some post Possibly because it has not employed the is the reason. Acre for acre, the fat black 
in the prediction or control of population new tools made available by science for loam of Iowa is capable of producing as 
behavior—which we call sociology and controlling the forces which determine much or more wild life than any other 

politics. abundance. parcel of the American continent. But 
It is now apparent that such “knowl- ae * our haste in its exploitation has brought 

edge” gave no clue to the underlying forces about such a wholesale destruction of coy- 
which caused races to rise and empires to The Iowa Game Survey is an attempt to rts, marshlands, and breeding stocks that 
perish; that we were studying merely the appraise the status of her bird and mammal the state at this moment is producing very 
froth on the surface of a swirling tide, the populations, to point out the forces respon- little wild life. This is the Iowa situation 
cause and direction of which remained un- sible and the means available for their con- in a nutshell. Every other rich farming 
known. The real task of the historian is trol, and to mobilize the leadership and laws _ state is in similar straits. 
to explain the tide; of the statesman to needed to induce the citizens of Iowa to This survey is a search for ways and 
control it for beneficial ends. use them. means of unlocking Iowa’s latent capacities 

The study of animal populations—natural The Iowa Conservation Plan is an at- for producing a rich and varied abundance 
history—is in like case. For too long it has tempt to integrate a series of similar sur- of wild things. 
been a matter of baptizing species and de-  veys with each other, and with the social 
scribing feathers and bones. There is now order. Types of Game Range 
emerging a new sci- 5 
ence which explains Fi O [Ses offers six 
wild life populations in igure Une fields in which to 
terms of an equilib- — = 7 grow game, each dif- 
rium between the ex- SOIL AREAS OF IOWA fering from the others 
ternal forces of the SETS Cemrseal eater] are FEN PuENeEL | HOARD Yop peu | in soil, vegetation, and 
environment (food, SSS Se re DRIFILESS topography, and hence Een one: SSS = =e OMe in the kind and 
mies, disease, and acci- SSS WISCONSIN = HOWAN Pee oes amount of game crops 
dents), and the force RSS See hte Z they are capable of 
of natural increase in- Gassone a SS eee producing. 
herent in the species. SES Ss The boundaries of 
If the net toll of the POSEY A eR reo — opr ee ON the six fields appear in ° WN BS Ee ; external forces is less SS SS IFT ise Fig. 1. F 
than the increase rate = Se pe See eZ The white field 
we have abundance; if SSS S F rississippr ig FG labelled “Wisconsin 
greater we have ex- BSS : Ie Dott was once 
tinction. These exter- VRS ERY PPE ROE OS NS Oy mostly prairie, 
nal forces, and hence SSW)  AABZZE| sprinkled with lakes 
the equilibrium, are — 2S BST tee Ep ssi and swamps, now 
subject to a large de- RS5 SS eA drained to form one 
gree of human control, PSS ie nearly continuous 
but the new knowledge RBRVS TTL ber] aver | et ‘ony na cornfield. It has no 
of such controls is still SSIS euteet [FTTBATT Se Pith D blufis oe rock out- 
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CHAPTER TWO 

IOWA QUAIL 
The 1931 Legislature directed the Iowa Fish and Game Conumission and the State Board 

of Conservation to prepare a Conservation plan. Surveys on which to base such a plan 
. are being made under the direction of J. L. Crane, Jr., Planning Engineer. 
je The Game Survey was made by Aldo Leopold. His recommendations have been pub- 

lished in “Management of Upland Game in Iowa,’ obtainable from the Iowa Commission. 
How he arrived at those recommendations is told in this report. 

Bound copies of the complete report will be available at a very nominal cost. Place your 
order with OuTDOOR AMERICA now, so we can determine how many copies to print. 
AMERICA. : The Editor. 

os By ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Virgin Times 

E know nothing of Iowa quail in None of the imported weeds and grains checked the sweep of fires, and promptly 
W orecsettlement days. The early ex- which now support quail were present then. the border shrubs romped outward up 

plorers apparently regarded them In the woods the quail found trefoil beans every draw and coulee, with bobwhite at 
as “small birds,” too unimportant to men- and acorns, and in the border shrubbery their heels. Moreover the upland settlers 
tion in their journals. We may, however, they found wild fruits, but only when the planted thousands of miles of hedge around 
piece together our present knowledge of vagaries of frosts and insects allowed a their new-broken grainfields, converting 
quail requirements with what ecologists crop to mature. In the prairie grew par- vast reaches of the hitherto forbidden prai- 
have deduced about the virgin range, and tridge peas and other seed-bearing herbs, rie into quail-heaven. All these simultane- 
thus reconstruct the original picture. but subject to the vagaries of fire and ous augmentations of both food and cover 

Such a picture tells us that quail were drouth. When a hard winter followed a_ induced such an increase in quail as Iowa 
usually scarce in virgin lowa; probably as_ seed failure, the quail were wiped out. had never seen, nor will ever see again. 
scarce as now. The prairie had none, and When an easy winter followed a plentiful This was the golden age for sports afield. 
the forest only a few coveys around such seed-crop, the quail increased and spread, Quail spread not only locally uphill over 
temporary openings as were effected by but these periods of abundance were rare the prairie farms and downhill into the for- 
fire, tornado, or Indian cultivation. The because the range was out of balance. est clearings, but the species pushed its 
greatest numbers occurred where the forest There was an excess of cover, but no de- boundaries geographically northward and 
“fingered out” into prairie. In this border pendable food supply to go with it. westward into the adjoining states. Coues 
zone grew those same light-loving quick- The battle-line of forest and prairie has (p, 431) records quail as already abundant 
sprouting shrubs and vines—plum, haw, been mapped by Shimek (Game Survey, p. at Fort Randall, South Dakota, in 1874. 

) crab, hazel, sumac, rose, grape—which still 18). It twisted in infinite conyolutions up Roberts (1932, p. 408) seems to lean 
invade our fencerows to form quail cover. most of the creeks and rivers in the state. toward the belief that most of the present 

Year by year and foot by foot they crept Hence every Iowa county probably had Minnesota quail range represents north- 
| outward over the sod, a leafy vanguard for quail, except the extreme northwestern ward spread from Iowa. 

the forest in age-long battle with the prai- counties. These were pure prairie, and had The abundance of quail lasted, except as 
rie. In wet years the massed oaks en- none. interrupted for short periods by killing 
trenched themselves behind their fireproof The Golden Age winters, until the advent of clean farming, 
greenery, smothering the grasses under = as steer-fattening, and over-hunting in the 

; sodden leaves and shade. In dry years the Came now the settler, bringing axe, pineties and the opening decade of the new 
; grasses countercharged, withering the plow, cow, rail fence, hedges, weeds, and century, Clean farming and steer-grazing 

oaken ramparts with blasts of flame. grain. The axe converted shady woods threw the range out of balance by reducing 
Back and forth through the centuries the into brushy stumplots. The plow flanked winter cover. Heavy hunting tended to 

tree-line advanced and retreated, and in the them with weedy stubbles, bearing bumper decimate the birds even in such odd coverts 
scars of this perpetual conflict grew those crops of strange but nourishing seeds with as, happened to remain. Then came the 
native seeds and fruits which gave sus- a regularity hitherto unknown to quaildom. ard winters of 1907-8 and 1911-12, and 
tenance to the quail. Plow furrows further out on the prairie close on their heels the automobile, with its 

pS rg ch a a z es ea attendant abuse of hunting privileges on 
3 ‘ taps onc ooeee [ees _ eee leer x (Gun farms. This was the straw which broke the 

Flr ore arts ai lee __| L h4 ‘mstourior 7) camel’s back. In 1916 the Legislature 
quats! ' S Vaan nie aa iT J Fortean closed quail till 1922; in 1921 the closure 

See te PHRMAwES JUSTIFIED As SUPT GA Gar frpete =~ years was extended to 1927; in 1926, at the com- 
[PTs PA Tce iis |—hesomanm amma these — tami tome lamas] | iS pore” \ bined insistence of farmers and protection- 
Coe 244 | suka abufdance off quail id former eer buf uatt bo ce eek N ists, the quail was declared a songbird un- 
paren 4A PF Somme tate ten expcesive ie ae ee ven der permanent and complete protection. 

CBP | aa ae — tea — eae — bea a if law 7k There has been no legal quail shooting in 
J; Ranearch needed Sy 4 Bia ¥ | a Xe 4) Bl oe 229 Towa during the sixteen years which have 
‘e fe Ms I | ee. we STE \ elapsed since the first closure in 1916. 

ee = RR Be i % WY Lim All this history which lies behind us 
a oe ioe | a | ‘ b Mh 4) . should offer some clues to our present 

G Ne aS Sk A, 4 Z LLL Lee YY question: What policy will best conserve 
. 5 my f > I yy ae / My, a, Lp Towa quail? The known past is, in fact, a 

Foil fo “py Add, 4 1. VW) yy laboratory, in which quail have been suc- 
im — te = Bint phir ede — tikes KV API cessively exposed to four sets of condi- 

4 [em omar en eit ea , ry, {| se icant food and excess cover with no Zi), 7, Te ‘A 
rms nant by CCE A ZN hunting (pre-settlement years). _ 

é Toma nasene —;__“// QUAL HesToRAtION ‘anova MANAGED CERTAIN OF success is 2. Good food and cover with light hunt- 
= [Rae YY Ye WY, “4 \ ing (1860 to 1890). 

Z| cover |rdatcal: 4 Whe 4 3. Good food, but shrinking cover with 
Yj ees 67) Le Heavy Hunting (1890-1916). 

y 4. Good food, shrinking cover, and no 
legal hunting (1917-1932). : 

Fig. 9: Where is quail restoration possible? What responses to dhese conditions 
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Taste 3: Maximum Oxp-Time Quam _ shows the north line of the hedge country, ing buds of osage “were as long as squir- 
PoPuLATIONS approximately bisecting the state. North  rel’s ears.” 

on ae of this the climate forced the use of other One spring Art waited for the osage to 
: oo ae Ee pea more frost-hardy plants. tell him when to plant, but no buds came. 
| Se pe 555 «1900 BETS ee The string of crosses on the map shows Hence he was three weeks late in his seed- 

tae the present northerly remnants of hedges ing. Hence the frost caught his crop. 

aes Grove .....-..+-. 250 1905 12 180 14 as mapped during this survey. Some of Hence the bank foreclosed. Hence Art 

. Taton farm .......... 160 1900 “10 150 az these mepaneats are mneeely dead vesHines pulled aR sae for Canada. 
Greene - 3 in the form of stumps, which on being rs. Jean Breitenbaugh, when ques- 

ee See (BE eee kicked open reveal the tell-tale yellow tioned, remembered that it was 29 years 
eee Soe ters 300 est.) 10 Wood, almost proof against decay, the bois ago when Art’s family came to bid her 

; @arc of buffalo days. Others are living goodbye, so it must have been the winter 
; This table tends to confirm for Iowa bushes which resprouted in the wake of the of 1901-2 which killed the hedges. 
| what the Game Survey (p. 41) says of ad-  hedge-puller, for an osage, like a quail, has She also recalls that winter was at first - 

joining states: “Quail never did exceed a nine lives. Some are merely old roots seen mild and snowless, but followed by 36° 

: bird per acre... there were more quail jin the bank of some road-cut, still easily below, with great cracks gaping elbow- 
in the past than at present .. . because deep in the naked flinty ground. 

| saturated areas were more frequent and z eta nad tenes yt aig tatoo The osage hedge will not come back. 

| there was a greater total acreage inhabited 2 woh? & 2 82 £2 & Like the spinning wheel, it has seen its 
by quail.” See ‘South Towa day. To some it was beautiful, because it 

Dilution of Stock t ae brought birdsong to the prairie. To most 
le A i, _Northlowa it was wasteful, because it used up labor 

In other states there were many attempts 5 fi << and land. To all, however, it must be sig- 

to offset the deterioration of the quail ae iomiaae Ee nificant, bec We it was one of those tools 

. range by heavy plantings of exotic races of lt i e which our fathers snatched from the wil- 

of quail, which mixed with the indigenous yo Ree { derness to build an empire. Shall we prove 

birds, thus risking the deterioration of the ee 2 Gases 7, f| equally adept at finding ready-to-hand the 

stock itself. It is fortunate that few such Ai aoa 3 pias ie ways to keep that empire fit to live in? 

plantings were attempted in Iowa. This is |,’ * Soe eg 
; because Iowa quail were closed during re => cea The Rise and Fall 

most of the period when ‘other states Were. i cara rerretias etree eres cetenen 

engaged in their futile efforts to mend a ; . ° History tells us, in short, that crude agri- 
sick range by dumping imported birds upon Fig. 6: Rise and fall of quail. culture, by balancing food and cover, 

it. " brought about a prodigious expansion in 

| After the die-off of 1881-2 Jerry Currow  yecognizable by their deep orange color and the habitable range, and hence in the 
planted 24 Kentucky quail in Washington parchment-like bark. abundance, of Iowa quail. _ 

| County. The hatchures along the Missouri bound- Clean farming, by reducing cover, has 

) In 1920 the State Game Warden pur- ary show the counties where children may upset this balance, and thus brought about 
chased 1,000 Mexican quail for distribu- til] see a hedge, and where a quail covey, 4 gradual shrinkage. 
tion in Iowa, possibly to restock localities stuffed with warming corn of a cold win- Both the rise and the fall of quail were 

| still feeling the effects of the winter of ter morning, may still sun itself under the interrupted by sharp local declines due to 
1917-18. All or nearly all of them, how- sure protection of its thorny twigs. To hard winters. These declines lasted long- 
ever, died in shipment, presumably of dis- this same solarium all other wild life, from st Where the sunbalatice was greatest, or 
ease. junco to irie chicken, an the over-shooting most severe. 

| In 1931 Charles Horn furnished 76 sae to Pestiontaite nae ou trom nerd The whole of this history can be visnal- 

| Mexican quail for planting near Ida Grove safety for the winter days. ized in the two hypothetical abundance 

| in Ida County. Osage is an Oklahoma tree. Its man- Curves shown in Fig. 6, representing north- gi 

There were doubtless many other unre- given foothold on the Iowa prairie was etn Iowa prairie and southern Iowa river- 

corded local plantings of southern stocks, precarious. Every once in a while there breaks respectively. 
but their aggregate volume is negligible came a bitter-cold winter without snow, With this background, we are now ready 

| compared with such states as Illinois, root-killing most of the hedges on millions to appraise the present status of Iowa quail, 

| where 10,975 Mexican quail were planted of acres. The dates and scope of two such and the available means for its betterment. 

by the state in 1925 alone. winter-killings (1902 and 1915) are re- 
We may safely conclude that Iowa’s Quail Census 

present quail stock is more nearly of pure “ ——T 

original indigenous blood, and hence more Be oeSi- The field wardens were asked to count 

nearly adapted to local climate and range, *| 7 So the quail coveys on five farms, representing 

than the stock now found in most other | Po elie). oh good, medium, and poor stands, in each of 

states. x 7 Towa’s 100 counties. The first farm in 

Requiem to Hedges i Pa ee | || each county was to be either worked with 
ash] dogs or by counting tracks in snow. For 

The early farmers of the Iowa prairie c Lat eee the other four, the farmer’s estimate was 

were lords of large acreage but slender 23. \ = accepted, after first being compared with 

| purse. Each settler on a quarter-section i Te ce. | the actual count. All sample farms were 

needed from 3 to 6 miles of fence, but he  s\; AN / \ selected for the owner’s knowledge of and 

lacked the cash to buy wire, and often the i WA Se interest in quail. 

: - timber to split for rails. The way out of jf = \ A total of 316 sample farms were thus 

this dilemma was found in the osage hedge q Zz | censused. Fig. 7 shows their locations, and 

—tens of thousands of miles of as fine a | the abundance of quail on each in terms of 

quail cover as ever grew, planted on the VA y acres per bird. In addition over a hundred 

hitherto quail-less prairie, and all within ie Ep ema = a farms (marked “N” on the map) were 

ten steps (ie. quail steps) of the laden si 2 2 #¢ ca 2 a2 ww wo Ge counted for pheasants, but were found to 

corn. That was game management, even i . contain no quail. 
though nobody knew it. The quail re- Fig. 8: Frequency of density classes. As a check on the warden’s counts, sev- 
sponded in millions. eral dozen counts and farmer estimates 

Then came efficiency, the land-boom, gas corded on the map. Judging from the were obtained by me independently. As in 
tractors, and county agents. Hedge-pull- present survivals in the 191s area, the kill previous surveys, farmer-estimates were 
ing became a vocation and a cult. To still ing was more severe on low than on high found to be reliable when confined to se- 
possess a hedge was to confess oneself a ground. lected individuals. 

| sloven. To pull all hedges was the badge How does a game survey resurrect the The breeding season of 1931 had been a 
of modernity. dates of such “trivial” events, now lost in good one, and had been preceded by two 

There are children today who have riot the limbo of forgotten things? mild winters. Fig. 7 is therefore believed 
seen a hedge. Every Towa arboretum This is how: Art Dotey was a farmer to show the best stands which are likely to 

ought to exhibit one, just as some city zoos in Clear Creek township, Keokuk County. occur under present food and cover condi- 
tell us: “This is a cow, once one of our He was in arrears at the bank, and like tions on the 316 sample farms counted. 
institutions, but now vanished from this many others in like case, harbored a secret These samples, however, are not a true 

neighborhood.” a ambition to retrieve his fortunes in the cross section of Iowa, but rather a true 
_It is high time that the former distribu- new wheatlands of the Canadian prairie, cross section of those spots which still con- 

tion of hedges be recorded, for some day then booming. tain any quail at all. 
such historians as really understand the Art’s father had taught him that the cor- For example: Des Moines County, 
epic of Iowa will want to know. Fig. 5 rect time to plant corn was when the burst- (Continued on page 30) 
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 C—t—“‘i‘.D—DhUh—Cr—~—~—~—“_eeeeeses—s_OCSCSsSszszyCQN ' ‘um meee) | (The Truth About Rogue River 
f ee yl: (Conti : i Fie “ae . re ontinued from page 8) 

bees 2 alee Se eee || ould al : pdiatel hoon The visi teh ‘ he Ri re i a Ee | would almost immediately return the fly _the visitor on his first trip to the Rogue 
Foe : y * ne to the angler’s lap. will, quite naturally, want to know where 
ee a 5 ae . . +c. to fish and he will find, scattered along 

. PY , ly Na met - ee ae the banks of the upper river, numerous | 

ee ri i AG) | hooking the fish. He will hook himself C@MP. grounds, inns and hotels, whose 
] | mh A without any assistance from the angler Beopristors wall Re Blad ne show hint we 

ie ee iY a _ | and immediately start down the river on pecent Tee abe ae now tey tay pe 
ee BN ' 2 . . “ fished. On the lower river there are guides a a __| a series of long runs, interspersed with Sado hoat t f ee z 

. a a _ leaps into the air. In fact during this * Th a ie Der Sea ec SHBUIdeHOL 
. ; ‘ : » |_| stage of the battle, there is little the light 16° 12€ (0cal game wardens should not 
. mn . | tackle fisherman can do, except hold the be overlooked ‘as sources of information’ 

om : rod in an upright position, and pray that as they are thoroughly conversant with . ery hire aalliien aiogetie reer come fishing conditions and will be found cour- 

7 s v frinutes ‘he spring of the rod and the ten- *€0us and pleasant. “ 
. : , | sion on the reel will make the fish more , There is no lack for places to fish as 

Pet __ | tractable and then the angler may slowly title to the waters of the Rogue is vested 
/ i x __ | regain some of his lost yardage and grad- in the State of Oregon and it is a high- 
rp : es _ | ually work the fish toward a convenient Way for fishermen for over one hundred 
> ik & : | landing place on the shore, where the and fifty miles. Much of the lower course 

7. . =~ ~~ = || trout, when completely played out, can be of the river flows through government 
JO thi Red | Cross safely beached. The agility of the steel- Owned lands, always open to the public, : 
AEE IME RSAE NA ODS || head, the length of his runs, the breaking and. in the highly cultivated and settled 

—COrt—“‘i—S—<—<—<—~S<S<(<Ci*;StSsSsSsSsSsS=—=—~™S || strength of the leader and the numerous sections of the Rogue River Valley proper ; 
f = | boulders and ledges, around which he may there are dozens of side roads leading to 

SS _] foul the line, combine to make the landing the ae wire the. ae may sete his 
process highly problematical and satisfac- Cat and proceed to fish either up or down 

ee BUFESLO tion is expressed if half the hooked fish Stream. Many summer cottages and a few 
SAFARILAND LIMITED are landed, pretentious fishing lodges are maintained 

e on the river but anglers come and go at 
_ The average steelhead is averse to leav- will along the banks of the stream. 

Nairobi Kenya Colony ing the pool where he is hooked, probably No desckndan otk Ri di 
British East Africa because of the shallow water usually j:00° \ wild bs 2 1 a ae can . 

found atthe break of these pols and were 2%, "owl be complete withoat, mention | OUT BiG Game |] et Yor i fas ve fen well bream, Spurtaen cnend A ve 
which, upon being hooked, sets out on a fence deceetsine as wanidly ete “pesait SF 

By special appointment to T. R. H. non-stop flight for the ocean, with the : Bote ee . 
the Prince of Wales and the throttle wide open, may be kissed a fond nee ne ene es danger, of 

Duke of York farewell. Once in awhile, a large trout sieues) Die comine Nocember will eat 
Write for pamphlet which git 1 will allow himself to be reeled-in, almost 5 ra 

information street to the angler’s feet, without offering much Bees poe oreeon pe «shine at “a de 
RHINO LION resistance, but these tactics should be ened Se St inesent ae nehciiee ne 

viewed with suspicion; as chances are he ~~ : 
sRBEHEBEEEEEEES is only studying his * plan of campaign, river shall be closed to all net fishing. 
BEBE HEBHEEE a which “will later result in’ material for that It must be borne in mind that steelhead 
5 BASS MUSKIES TROUT wg} oid story about the big one and, ete. fishing requires specialized tackle which 

at . feay, best be purchased right on the banks 
a 7 . of the stream. This is not an advertise- 
a Chabot’s Lake of the a a tie bee a ment for local sporting goods stores but is 

~ a simple statement of fact. The mer- 
ds Lod e @| ing, although when a school of newly ar- A es S 

Or cre ore kg ay eee 
a zs @| feed, they will often rise throughout the tackle merchants on the Rogue carry the 

Also Houseboat Accommodations whole day. Fly fishing will be found ma-  ,; ae gs | Tri a : 2 kind of tackle that the conditions demand. 
and Wilderness Canoe Trips terially better on the occasional cloudy Visitors often appear with perfectly worth- 

a N thA ay B Hunting @) days that occur during the summer months — jegs tackle—anything from a minnow 
or merica $ bes CAMPS @ of July and August, which contain long pick 2 - ‘ a y y bucket to a tarpon rod—sold by a glib but 

Write for Descriptive Booklet to " Sateen ct uot clear cays eet ay a ignorant salesman in some distant city and 
a FORT FRANCES infrequent cloudy one. erhaps the sud- hj. 7 

DENIS CHABOT oni: CANADA 5 den cooling of the atmosphere influences Pee ici CEBU (eqns 
@ DEER MOOSE BEAR the appetite of the fish or maybe they can Tn conclusion, Gnyone contemplati 

@ 8 8 8 8 @ @ see the lure better when the sun is under cee yas OF ang 8 
guesses. cover; but whatever the reason, “natives” steelhead panne. trip to the Rogue should 

Birds ti ieiwondenc) | fully agree on this point and will bend come in July, August, September and Oc- 
singing Canaries, etc. Buy direct from every effort to spend the day on the river, tPer, ee ; cvemner if colder weather 
America’s foremost Bird BreedingRanch. as soon as a cloudy morning is observed, 1S Not objectionable; should plan to stay at 

|. Safe arrival guaranteed anywhere. “If = a least a week and longer if possible; should 
is a Bird, we have ee fepCetalpe io It is characteristic of the steelhead that get a “native” to point out where and > No. Hollywood, Calif. = laa sreaneatly, Dees ely in how to fish; and should buy his tackle on 

play, and it 1s comparatively easy to learn the ground. If these conditions are com- 
ONE aaa One of their presence in a riffle by simply plied with, the visiting angler may become 

a THAT GIFT PROBLEM watching the water for an hour or two, so enamoured with steelhead fishing that 
ee Pe ee especially during the evening. The in- he, too, will in time become a “native.” | 
ailver backasoucdd: Write National Etead: stinct that causes these trout to migrate, 

quarters, 222 North Bank Drive, Chicago. || Keeps them moving upstream all season ees eee | 
and discouragement should not be felt if R f h I G 

A ER, CRP OI a well recommended riffle fails to produce eport of the lowa am 
AYN PD PR PE results on the first day it is tried. A P e | 

F ‘ St SERTECTION Dae seep | school of fish may move in at any time Survey 
EMR AMMMME is stocked in convenient sizes, by Pet Shops, | and perseverance will eventually bring 2 
& SS 1 Orderly, rl vou prefer wil at home the bacon. Following a good catch (Continued from page 13) | 
be) a Peseede niger sey of guvotes wiihtallsh of one day ee particular pool or section which I have known since boyhood, shows 

rs prpuedteuyirucsiyescntene | Of the river, “natives” move upstream a four samples, each indicating a quail per 4 | 
Se ALEC | mile or two for the next day’s fishing, in acres or better. This means 3 coveys per 

ss RL Devt. 12 MEN | order to keep up with the run. farm or better, which is a good stand. Yet 

| ’ 

Pe 
|
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| to my personal ene a deat a per Where Is Quail Restoration Possible? mild increase. It seems likely that in all 
cent of the county is totally devoid of win- ‘Thisaises: the hasiemnvestion=) Tawiat the Missouri River counties south to Pot- 
fee cover and hence dvoid ofa ie parts of Iowa can quail be restored and jaa ome and ass we are confronted 

are gely ‘ S counted upon to produce a reasonably de- With some special obstacle to quail increase 
| stringers of brush along the main creeks pendable annual Crepe In ‘what parts is which holds them down, even in those 

and rivers, am the wardens selected ae this doubtful? In Sra parts is ieceeein spots where there is still good cover. This 
Fe 008) nec at an depo samples in that dependence must be placed on other obstacle aust be identified by research be- 

snterareted gives foo ‘optimistic a ncaa species! OTe awning ee tl e cae 
The quail " restoration problem is largely The answer, in so far as I could find one, Area of northeast Towa which Ree 
one of reducing the present high propor- PPears on Fig. 9. quail problem only slightly less puzzling 
tion of totally blank farms. A glance at the quail census (Fig. 7 than the west-central region. P. i : : , s ‘arts of it 
What is this proportion? Estimates Plus what everybody knows, is sufficient to offer much cover, but in only a few are 

were made by Wm. Schuenke, Superin- exclude from debate the entire south half quail abundant. One reason is that the 
tendent of Game, and myself, which indi- of the state. In this southern half it is northeastern farmers leave little grain in 
cate that in the southeastern counties from certain that quail respond with vigor and the fields in winter, but even where grain 
40 to 75 per cent of the farms are blank; Promptitude to any favorable change in is available, quail do not seem to respond 
in the southwestern counties 75 to 95 per their environment. with that decisive promptitude which char- 

cent, in the northwestern counties 90 to 100 The northern half presents four distinct acterizes a range “all ready to go.” Foxes 
per cent. A less thorough series in north- regional problems, each of which must be are abundant, but this can hardly be the 
east Iowa indicates around 90 per cent. considered separately. whole answer, because there are likewise 
The north central portion was not esti- The extreme northwest corner is ac- many. foxes in the southern counties. Z 

mated on the ground, but doubtless runs quired range on which quail were never This driftless area had abundant quail 
in the vari- ss up to 10 years ago, at least in places. I from 75 to 100 per cent blank in t abundant, and probably cannot be made so. © fe the thee eae Dp 

ous counties. 3 It may be given over to pheasants and 5907 « 1 at are uate Were bit by the 
These dry figures are of tremendous im- Hungarians, for which it is well suited. cycle, and have not generally recov- ‘ te = ; ered, although the ruffed grouse have. The port to conservation. They are the first at The large north-central region, as we bbit: di fi A 7 

tempt to lay a yardstick on that constantly have alread: i . Oe ed eee Cees ae 4 g } : 2 : ave already noted, experienced sporadic southwest Wiscons hit hard by th 
growing biological desert in which there is periods of abund: patil é in were hit hard by the 
fiecalt ey Y DET Ode 0) spunea Ce uae ts Breseut popu slash cycle..(Game ‘Survey,p. 94). “There 
iterally no game left to conserve. Yet un- ation is very low. Fig. 1 of the previous may be som liarife or ta : 
derneath lies that long-suffering drudge,  ¢h; hi hiv: + ry peculiarity o is region : chapter shows why: the cover shortage is which accentuates tt £ 
the fertile loam, ready and eager to resume __j, d S né ravages of epi- : 8 ; ere exaggerated to an extreme degree. demics. 
her fecundity of wild things at the nod of yen after two extra-mild winters we now Th il of thi i hould 
Rectan Fed wel fee ia to e if e quail of this northeast corner shou. 

é - z ind whole counties in this region carrying not, however, be given up as a bad risk. It 
At this point the lay reader may inter- fewer quail than a single farm should sup- ;. }, , 7 ‘ E 8: Lee P- is not good pheasant country. Quail are 

ject: “All well and good, but what is the port. Kossuth, Clay, and Dickinson, for sti} our best bet. and research tay yer 
average stand of quail in Iowa?” To strike instance, had in 1931 only a half-dozen Giscover how a produce He Sadana 
an average of such diverse local conditions coveys each, and Butler scarcely more than crops all over the area. Pr q 
is not the best way to visualize their im- a dozen. There are a few river-bottoms in To sum up: Quail oh id. be the cant 
port. A far more significant way to sum- the northern prairie which stand as excep- game bird baie Tae i ae ec 
marize the census is to give the relative tions because in cover and topography they fya] Towal quail restoration ts 4 eee ‘Sle. 
frequency of the various grades of abund- resemble the quail range farther south. |, ee aed Roeser eee aa © 
ance, or density classes. This is done in Thus Story County, most of which is quail- 4 wa un- 

i a ae a ee known obstacles impede recovery of nor- 
Fig. 8, which tells us that: less, shows populations approaching satu- ya] numbers, even where cover occurs, but 

1. None of the 316 farms exceed a quail ation in two spots on the bottoms of the these obstacles, after being identified, aa 
per acre in density. That is to say, lowa Upper Skunk, possibly erremoveds ae 
is subject to the same “saturation point” of It is my opinion that the general restora- 
about a bird per acre already found to ob- tion of quail in these north central prairies Quail Management 
tain in other states. is impracticable. This is the most expen- rae . & 

| 2. The most frequent density in south sive land in Iowa, there are few waste cor- __We pave determuned that in the best 
Iowa is 2-4 acres per bird, or about 314 ners, the funds necessary to buy land for a: the most frequent density on the 
coveys per farm. Thirty per cent of the quail cover do not exist, and human beings {uae -bearing farms in southern Iowa is a 
samples fall in this class. In north Iowa S$ now constituted will not donate expen- se 2-4 acres, but over half the farms 
the most frequent density is 12-20 acres Sive plowland for this purpose. Pheasants ee lank. This means that the Savereee 
per bird, or about one covey per farm. and Hungarians are the only feasible game ae CY EH eU ee evoree pater te a 

; Twenty-four per cent of the samples fall birds for the bulk of this region. Sarno 3 ce tiaCene : coud 
in this class. (Both of these conclusions The Missouri River counties of west- Fast Gere balanced. The Tet oben 

apply only to that part of the sample farms central Iowa present a problem too deep Alliboils down to this: a a ee herd 
containing any quail at all. As already for diagnosis through a brief visual sur- Towaltarmere bekndteed ca a aT 
noted, from 40 to 100 per cent of the farms vey such as this one. For example: in Ses 2 eS ae 
are barren.) southwestern Crawford and the adjacent I aarioe et deo Ot these Sacmieke. or 

3. There is a curious dearth of samples parts of Monona and Harrison, there are 4.4 o+ three hundred, but tens ay ee 
in the 6-8 acre grade. As will appear later, 12 townships (see dark spot on Fig. 7), J .4, : , the : : ji sands. Quail cannot be crowded... Thou- 
this is also true of Iowa pheasants and bearing the best-looking quail cover to be <on4s of farmers must act, if the voice of 
Hungarians. The meaning of this “dip” in found in western Iowa. Every draw and bobwhite is again to be heard in the land. 
the curves is wholly unknown. It may be roadside still abounds with thickets of ha- No conservationist, whether he hunts with 
a meaningless accident, or it may reflect el, plum, and grape. There seems to be field-glasses or with dog and gun, should 
some hitherto undiscovered principle which Plenty of weedy corn. Yet a detailed in- ipelentishedite conserve tiercly afew speci- 

| governs the distribution of game bird pop- vee °F overs ae for hisses Be mens, be thev alive or dead. 2, How do we 
ulations. arden John Holst, Jr., showed only . : “13 

For those whose mental apparatus is un- $°VYS the whole, of Crawford County ae a es es : a thi: ° . in 1931-32. Assuming this to represent way. pe ea eee 
accustomed te frequencies, the following . end, and the leadership and legislation 

. rough average can be calculated: Three two-thirds of the actual total, and convert- needed to enc their effort: di 
out ot four Iowa farms are blank, and the iS the coveys at 15 birds each, the prob- scribed in th slo Wwa Conin is ion’e leafl ne 
most common stand on the fourth is a bird able population of the county is only 855 “Gi . M : ment "Pr se am fa a wa” 

er 3 acres, The “average stand,” there- ‘ail'on 715 square miles, or a little over and GamerPolr ee 1932-3 hee ne 
Fore is a bird per 9 acres, a one covey per # quail per square mile. The dark spot The tech io ae - t in id farm, for the whole state. This is a tenth ‘attics 23 quail per square mile or one ‘di Etsod wailable to the eablic t 
of whatthe best’ duail range Reece ae quail per 270 acres, about 1/50 of the stand ven ay el fe Ma ‘able to ‘ ot U, e ‘a 
and ot shatall oe southern Iowa could Which similar food and cover would pro- Be ee Tov =o anagement ot Uplan 
care duce in the southern counties. Pheasants Se Se aes hi 

y ear eaestiaes a £ are scarce in Crawford, especially in this . The demonstration farms which are test- 
The geographic distribution of density spot, so the dearth of quail cannot be as- 78 and developing that technique will be 

classes as shown in Fig. Z corresponds very Ganed to competition. Law-violation is reported on next year, after the first year’s 
closely with the distribution of cover, 9S probably no worse than in many localities results have been measured. S 
shown in Fig. 3 of the previous chapter, in the southeast where cover looks no bet- The needed changes in public attitude 
but there are two notable exceptions: ter, but where quail are abundant. The and official policy will be described in later 

northwest Iowa and northeast Iowa. In predator population is unknown. Weather chapters of this report. 

parts of both there is good cover, but a could hardly be the reason, because the two Chapter Three will appear in the December- S Caer pI : 
| poor stand of quail. recent mild winters have brought only a January number of Outdoor America. 
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~ REPORT OF THE 

CHAPTER TWO 

IOWA QUAIL 
The 1931 Legislature directed the Iowa Fish and Game Commission and the State Board 

of Conservation to prepare a Conservation plan. Surveys on which to base such a plan 
are being made under the direction of J. L. Crane, Jr., Planning Engineer. 

The Game Survey was made by Aldo Leopold. His recommendations have been pub- 
lished in “Management of Upland Game in Iowa,’ obtainable from the Iowa Commission. 
How he arrived at those recommendations is told in this report. 

Bound copies of the complete report will be available at a very nominal cost. Place your 
order with OuTDOOR AMERICA now, so we can determine how many copies to print. 

The Editor. 
Se By ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Virgin Times 
E know nothing of Iowa quail in None of the imported weeds and grains checked the sweep of fires, and promptly 

W oresettiment days. The early ex- which now support quail were present then. the border shrubs romped outward up 
. plorers apparently regarded them In the woods the quail found trefoil beans every draw and coulee, with bobwhite at 

as “small birds,” too unimportant to men- and acorns, and in the border shrubbery their heels. Moreover the upland settlers 
tion in their journals. We may, however, they found wild fruits, but only when the planted thousands of miles of hedge around 
piece together our present knowledge of vagaries of frosts and insects allowed a their new-broken grainfields, converting 
quail requirements with what ecologists crop to mature. In the prairie grew par- vast reaches of the hitherto forbidden prai- 
have deduced about the virgin range, and tridge peas and other seed-bearing herbs, rie into quail-heaven. All these simultane- 
thus reconstruct the original picture. but subject to the vagaries of fire and ous augmentations of both food and cover 

Such a picture tells us that quail were drouth. When a hard winter followed a induced such an increase in quail as Iowa 
usually scarce in virgin Iowa; probably as seed failure, the quail were wiped out. had never seen, nor will ever see again. 
scarce as now. The prairie had none, and When an easy winter followed a plentiful This was the golden age for sports afield. 
the forest only a few coveys around such seed-crop, the quail increased and spread, Quail spread not only locally uphill over 
temporary openings as were effected by but these periods of abundance were rare the prairie farms and downhill into the for- 
fire, tornado, or Indian cultivation. The because the range was out of balance. est clearings, but the species pushed its 
greatest numbers occurred where the forest There was an excess of cover, but no de- boundaries geographically northward and 
“fingered out” into prairie. In this border pendable food supply to go with it. westward into the adjoining states. Coues 
zone grew those same light-loving quick- The battle-line of forest_and prairie has (p. 431) records quail as already abundant 
sprouting shrubs and vines—plum, haw, been mapped by Shimek (Game Survey, p. at Fort Randall, South Dakota, in 1874. 
crab, hazel, sumac, rose, grape—which still 18). It twisted in infinite convolutions up Roberts (1932, p. 408) seems to lean 
invade our fencerows to form quail cover. most of the creeks and rivers in the state. toward the belief that most of the present 

Year by year and foot by foot they crept Hence every Iowa county: probably had Minnesota quail range represents north- 
outward over the sod, a leafy vanguard for quail, except the extreme northwestern ward spread from Iowa. 
the forest in age-long battle with the prai- counties. These were pure prairie, and had The abundance of quail lasted, except as 
rie. In wet years the massed oaks en- none. interrupted for short periods by killing 
trenched themselves behind their fireproof The Golden Age winters, until the advent of clean farming, 
greenery, smothering the grasses under 1S steer-fattening, and over-hunting in the 
sodden leaves and shade. In dry years the Came now the settler, bringing axe, nineties and the opening decade of the new 
grasses countercharged, withering the plow, cow, rail fence, hedges, weeds, and century. Clean farming and steer-grazing 
oaken ramparts with blasts of flame. grain. The axe converted shady woods threw the range out of balance by reducing 

Back and forth through the centuries the into brushy stumplots. The plow flanked winter cover. Heavy hunting tended to 
tree-line advanced and retreated, and in the them with weedy stubbles, bearing bumper decimate the birds even in such odd coverts 
scars of this perpetual conflict grew those crops of strange but nourishing seeds with ag happened to remain. Then came the 
native seeds and fruits which gave sus- a regularity hitherto unknown to quaildom. ard winters of 1907-8 and 1911-12, and 
tenance to the quail. Plow furrows further out on the prairie lose on their heels the automobile, with its 

ee rset ay —~o er eee attendant abuse of hunting privileges on 
| rege ser aete lef Ce ae ei sce, Vaan farms. This was the straw which broke the 
cee ses feels = sul L ix Shura) camel’s back. In 1916 the Legislature 

gant OP ernst aoe P=] { Pucca closed quail till 1922; in 1921 the closure 
! Puuekuss susiivren Ae soba Gus GR fpjem- —jere 2. was extended to 1927; in 1926, at the com- 

PTI  amar|-teamion hasan “phat tein tome tom! | fee | bined insistence of farmers and protection- 
i, Bettie ZAI porhdie abuidance of| quatl id foraer fears, bilmuatt by ores N ists, the quail was declared a songbird un- 
[egum oom 7A | “of Pee cee] see teal] toe exndestve:tolirestore py <4 | | ee aN der permanent and complete protection. 
Som | rae — fae = = ee a ese 7?r There has been no legal quail shooting in 
Fen leet ; Hos y i a V4} I L ¥ LLOR Iowa during the sixteen years which have 
heey ec A x | | Ge LO acl RO SOE EOZ\, elapsed since the first closure in 1916. 
Pett 27 RR NER ee LY WY », All this history which lies behind us Be tie Mh ba | Wy ZZ» Cede ZONA >| Ly Fa» WA - LLALLS PP 7 should offer some clues to our present 
94 és SS} LAAN OL RG, WL KAZ LZ, Whey mo VY J question: What policy will best conserve 
Vis so fins op mud ws ia WHE, 7 A Yp Towa quail? The known past is, in fact, a 

Cf a eis a8 GZ YY LMA TG WL Jp laboratory, ir which quail have been suc- 
/ a —— 7a <5 ey Kees a iO Lm cessively exposed to four sets of condi- 

SS Rue varie F6:. T Pipe CLT tions : 
ba, i eer Yi ses eR we py, Ve {| 1. Scant food and excess cover with no 
Se ns — el ay pg! is Zs hunting (pre-settlement years). — 

2 WE Toma DesERE® (4, ink Restoration ‘rises niasadminte feats ‘oF success a 2. Good food and cover with light hunt- 
= — Yf\ ing (1860 to 1890). : : 

DY cover teh A j 3. Good food, but shrinking cover wit! | sam ite baci WML heavy hunting (1890-1916). 
a 4. Good food, shrinking cover, and no 

legal hunting (1917-1932). 
Fig. 9: Where is quail restoration possible? What responses to these conditions 
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\,.
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) Taste 3: Maximum Oxp-Time Quai shows the north line of the hedge country, ing buds of osage “were as long as squir- 

PoPULATIONS approximately bisecting the state. North rel’s ears.” * 

a aoe Ace of this the gummi forced the use of other ae Span Art wes for ve Osage to 

ea , more frost-hardy plants. tel im when to plant, but no buds came. 

ay Aceeet TE a The string of crosses on the map shows Hence he was three weeks late in his seed- 

Pearlon Teno oese = ot ‘5 the present northerly remnants of hedges ing. Hence the frost caught his crop. 

aa Grove ....-.----- 250 1905 12 180 14 as mapped during this survey. Some of Hence the bank foreclosed. Hence Art 

Faton farm ........-. 160 1900 10 150 11 ieee ae are soe tea ue UES pulled on stakes for Canada, 
Greene 3 in the form of stumps, which on being rs. Jean Breitenbaugh, when ques- 

Roe erm OE SS Es kicked open reveal the tell-tale yellow tioned, remembered that it was 29 years 

ee ee 300 19072 15 300 (est.) 10 Wood, almost proof against decay, the bois ago when Art’s family came to bid her 

a z d@arc of buffalo days. Others are living goodbye, so it must have been the winter 

This table tends to confirm for Iowa pushes which resprouted in the wake of the of 1901-2 which killed the hedges. 

what the Game Survey (p. 41) says of ad-  hedge-puller, for an osage, like a quail, has She also recalls that winter was at first 

joining states: ‘Quail never did exceed a pine lives. Some are merely old roots seen mild and snowless, but followed by 36° 

bird per acre... there were more quail jn the bank of some road-cut, still easily below, with great cracks gaping elbow- 

in the past than at present . . . because deep in the naked flinty ground. 

saturated areas were more frequent and z os -4 33 9 @e 82 £ The osage hedge will not come back. 

there was a greater total acreage inhabited c 8 i 2 22 £2 & Like the spinning wheel, it has seen its 

by quail. seen er ‘goth lowa day. To some it was beautiful, because it 

Dilution of Stock t ee brought birdsong to the prairie. To most 

Fa e i, _NorthIowa it was wasteful, because it used up labor 

In other states there were many attempts {5 ray of and land. To all, however, it must be sig- 

to offset the deterioration of the quail SA eh Ale nificant, because it was one of those tools 

range by heavy plantings of exotic races ae ges : e which our fathers snatched from the wil- 

of quail, which mixed with the indigenous poeta i | derness to build an empire. Shall we prove 

birds, thus risking the deterioration of the fins z pomee 3 f jj equally adept at finding ready-to-hand the 

stock itself. It is fortunate that few such At 3 se i¢ ait A ways to keep that empire fit to live in? 

, plantings were attempted in Iowa. biG gS oe ie Si Lees oe U 

because Iowa quail were closed during rie —> bonne The Rise and Fall 

most of the period when other states were — < ‘riny qaumiy mrtonng Sn en eas 

engaged in their futile efforts to mend a f 4 x History tells us, in short, that crude agri- 

sick range by dumping imported birds upon Fig. 6: Rise and fall of quail. culture, by balancing food and cover, 

it. brought about a prodigious expansion in 

After the die-off of 1881-2 Jerry Currow  ecognizable by their deep orange color andthe habitable range, and hence in the 
planted 24 Kentucky quail in Washington parchment-like bark. abundance, of Iowa quail. _ 

County. The hatchures along the Missouri bound- Clean farming, by reducing cover, has 
In 1920 the State Game Warden pur- ary show the counties where children may upset this balance, and thus brought about 

| chased 1,000 Mexican quail for distribu- stil! see a hedge, and where a quail covey, gradual shrinkage. 
: tion in Iowa, possibly to restock localities stuffed with warming corn of a cold win- , Both the rise and the fall of quail were 

still feeling the effects of the winter of ter morning, may still sun itself under the interrupted by sharp local declines due to 

1917-18. All or nearly all of them, how- sure protection of its thorny twigs. To hard winters. These declines lasted long- 

ever, died in shipment, presumably of dis- this same solarium all other wild life, from ce where he: unbalance was greatest, or 
ease. junco to prairie icken, an fi the over-shooting most severe. 

In 1931 Charles Horn furnished 76 ae ie Praie cl a ae eld The whole of this history can be visual- 

Mexican quail for planting near Ida Grove safety for the winter days. ized in the two hypothetical abundance 

in Ida County. Osage is an Oklahoma tree. Its man- Curves shown in Fig. 6, representing north- 

There were doubtless many other unre- given foothold on the Iowa prairie was ¢ Towa prairie and southern Iowa river- 

. corded local plantings of southern stocks, precarious. Every once in a while there breaks respectively. 

but their aggregate volume is negligible came a bitter-cold winter without snow, With this background, we are now ready 

compared with such states as Illinois, root-killing most of the hedges on millions © appraise the present status of Iowa quail, 

where 10,975 Mexican quail were planted of acres. The dates and scope of two such and the available means for its betterment. 

by the state in 1925 alone. winter-killings (1902 and 1915) are re- 
We may safely conclude that Iowa’s Quail Census 

present quail stock is more nearly of purée =~ == 

original indigenous blood, and hence more aS Se The field wardens were asked to count 

nearly adapted to local climate and range, * + on the quail coveys on five farms, representing 

than the stock now found in most other Po Ae Poe good, medium, and poor stands, in each of 

states. » 7 lowa’s 100 counties. The first farm in 

Requiem to Hedges i Pui tke | ae each county was to be either worked with 

ati dogs or by counting tracks in snow. For 

The early farmers of the Iowa prairie : eee | the other four, the farmer’s estimate was 

were lords of large acreage but slender 2}: ‘ sant accepted, after first being compared with 

: purse. Each settler on a quarter-section i ie = See the actual count. All sample farms were 

needed from 3 to 6 miles of fence, but he |; AN \ selected for the owner’s knowledge of and 

lacked the cash to buy wire, and often the q Wa KI S interest in quail. 

| timber to split for rails. The way out of  ,|* eS N A total of 316 sample farms were thus 

this dilemma was found in the osage hedge q censused. Fig. 7 shows their locations, and 

—tens of thousands of miles of as finea | _ 4 the abundance of quail on each in terms of 

quail cover as ever grew, planted on the | SEZ acres per bird. In addition over a hundred 

hitherto quail-less prairie, and all within i El 4 farms (marked “N” on the map) were 

ten steps (i.e, quail steps) of the laden s+ 12 20 46 ee e220 com suo TG counted for pheasants, but were found to 

corn. That was game management, even é = contain no quail. 

though nobody knew it. The quail re- Fig. 8: Frequency of density classes. As a check on the warden’s counts, sev- 
sponded in millions. 5 eral dozen counts and farmer estimates 

Then came efficiency, the land-boom, gas corded on the map. Judging from the Were obtained by me independently. As in 

| tractors, and county agents. Hedge-pull- present survivals in the 1915 area, the kill- Previous surveys, farmer-estimates were 

ing became a vocation and a cult. To still ing was more severe on low than on high found to be reliable when confined to se- 

possess a hedge was to confess oneself a ground. lected individuals. 

sloven. To pull all hedges was the badge How does a game survey resurrect the The breeding season of 1931 had been a 

| of modernity, _ dates of such “trivial” events, now lost in good one, and had been preceded by two 
: There are children today who have not the limbo of forgotten things? mild winters. Fig. 7 is therefore believed 

| seen a hedge. Every lowa arboretum This is how: Art Dotey was a farmer to show the best stands which are likely to 
ought to exhibit one, just as some city zoos in Clear Creek township, Keokuk County. occur under present food and cover condi- 

tell us: “This is a cow, once one of our He was in arrears at the bank, and like tions on the 316 sample farms counted. 
institutions, but now vanished from this many others in like case, harbored a secret These samples, however, are not a true 

neighborhood.’ ao ambition to retrieve his fortunes in the cross section of Iowa, but rather a true 
_It is high time that the former distribu- new wheatlands of the Canadian prairie, cross section of those spots which still con- 

tion of hedges be recorded, for some day then booming. tain any quail at all. 
such historians as really understand the Art’s father had taught him that the cor- For example: Des Moines County, 
epic of Iowa will want to know. Fig. 5 rect time to plant corn was when the burst- (Continued on page 30) 
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to my personal incweledee at er yy per Where Is Quail Restoration Possible? ue pieces it seems likely that in all 
cent of the county is totally devoid of win- Sa dae : ease the Missouri River counties south to Pot- 
ter cover, and hence devoid of quail. Quail oo tawatomie and Cass we are confronted 
are largely confined to a few remaining With some special obstacle to quail increase z . counted upon to produce a reasonably de- . . stringers of brush along the main creeks > ;, Which holds them down, even in those : -. pendable annual crop? In what parts is eo 5 and rivers, and the wardens selected their this doubtful? In what parts is it certain spots where there is still good cover. This 
“good, medium and poor” samples in these 2 obstacle must be identified by research be- eee that dependence must be placed on other Z stringers. Hence Fig. 7, unless correctly species? fore plans for its removal can be drawn. 
interpreted, gives too optimistic a picture. T ; : f r al There remains the so-called Driftless 
The quail restoration problem is largely he answer, in so far as I could find one, Area of northeast lowa, which presents a 
one of reducing the present high propor- aPPears on Fig. 9. - quail problem only slightly less puzzling 
tion of totally blank farms. A glance at the quail census (Fig. 7), than the west-central region. Parts of it 
What is this proportion? Estimates plus what everybody knows, is sufficient to offer much cover, but in only a few are 

were made by Wm. Schuenke, Superin- exclude from debate the entire south half quail abundant. One reason is that the 
tendent of Game, and myself, which indi- of the Ape ia this southern half it e porthesstcea farmers leave little grain in 
cate that in the southeastern counties from Certain that quail respond ee vigor an the 3 is in winter, but even where grain 
40 to 75 per cent of the farms are blank; promptitude to any favorable change in is avai able, quail do not seem to respond 
in the southwestern counties 75 to 95 per their environment. ales with that decisive promptitude which char- 
cent, in the northwestern counties 90 to 100 The northern half presents four distinct acterizes a range “all ready to go.” Foxes 
per cent. A less thorough series in north- regional problems, each of which must be fe abundant, but this can hardly be the 
east Iowa indicates around 90 per cent. considered separately. wale Bek fecatise there ate: likewise 
The north central portion was not esti- The extreme northwest corner is ac- f C uthern counties. 
mated on the ground, but doubtless runs quired range on which quail were never This driftless area had abundant quail 
from 75 to 100 per cent blank in.the vari- abundant, and probably cannot be made so, UP to 10 years ago, at least in places. I 

; ous counties. It may be given over to pheasants and ise that tse quail were ne by the 
These dry figures are of tremendous im- Hungarians, for which it is well suited. aed Ftheuah HGS GREA OMatese he 

Port to conservation. They are the first at- The large north-central region, as we yabbits on corresponding formations in tempt to lay a yardstick on that constantly have already noted, experienced sporadic southwest Wisconsin were hit hard by the growing biological desert in which there is periods of abundance, but its present popu- fast cycle (Game Survey, p. 94). There 
literally no game left to conserve. Yet un- ation is very low. Fig. 1 of the previous may be some peculiarity of this region 
derneath lies that long-suffering drudge, chapter shows why: the cover shortage is which accentuates the ravages of epi- the fertile loam, ready and eager to resume here exaggerated to an extreme degree. demics. 
her fecundity of wild things at the nod of Even after two extra-mild winters we now The quail of this northeast corner should her master. 2 find whole counties in this region carrying not, however, be given up as a bad risk. It 

At this point the lay reader may inter- fewer quail than a single farm should sup- . js jo¢ good ‘pheasant country. Quail are 
ject: “All well and good, but what is the port. Kossuth, Clay, and Dickinson, for stil! our “best bet.” and research may yet 
average stand of quail in lowa?” To strike instance, had in 1931 only a half-dozen discover how to produce dependable quail 
an average of such diverse local conditions coveys each, and Butler scarcely more than crops all over the area. 
is not the best way to visualize their im- adozen. There area few river-bottoms in To sum up: Quail should be the staple 
port, A far more significant way to sum- the northern prairie which stand as excep- game bird of southern Iowa. In north cen- 
marize the census is to give the relative tions because in cover and topography they tral Iowa quail restoration is impracticable. 
frequency of the various grades of abund- resemble the quail range farther south. tn northeastern and northwestern oman 
ance, or carey Slasses. This is done in as ators ore tee of panel is sua known obstacles impede recovery of nor- 
Fig. 8, which tells us that: ess, shows populations approaching satu- imal numbers, even where cover occurs, but 

1, None of the 316 farms exceed a quail ration in two spots on the bottoms of the these obstacles, after being identified, may 
per acre in density. That is to say, lowa Upper Skunk. E possibly be removed. 
is subject to the same “saturation point” of _ It is my opinion that the general restora- 
about a bied per acre already found to ob- tion of aud) fa ce ney cena! Drairies Quail Management 

b 5 expen- 5 ‘ 
aS ae ee ae density i th eyedeadientega ieee fea Sete cor We have determined that in the best 

- The most frequent density in sou y years the most frequent density on the T 2-4 bird, bout 3%4 ners, the funds necessary to buy land for ‘ d 3 owa 1s acres hi ene Dae Pica dicalicorctdoknotensteandiunaas beings uail-bearing farms in southern Towa is a 
coveys per farm. Thirty per cent of the as now constituted will not donate expen- itd per 2-4 acres, but over half the farms samples fall in this class. In north Iowa as 2 Eaaniboare Ph Pi ts are blank. This means that the “average” 

the most frequent density is 12-20 acres ag Few eneitorg aie Sale ale oe $ density, even in this favored region, is not 
per bird, or about one covey per farm. and ‘iungarians are the only feasible game more than one quail per 8 acres. It could 
‘Twenty-four per cent of the samples fall birds for ie oe e cae feces support 8 times that many if cover and in this class. (Both of these conclusions The Missouri River counties of west- food were balanced. The present problem 

apply only to that tet of ihe sample farms cous Towa Drea pecbler 10 MeeDe ii pois down to this: how can southern 
containing any quail at all. As already for diagnosis through a brief visua! SUI Towa farmers be induced to let some quail 
noted, from 40 to 100 per cent of the farms vey such as this one. For example: in Cover grow? 
are barren.) | : sou Cee the select I do not mean two or three farmers, or 

3. There is a curious dearth of samples parts of Monona and am oe Os two or three hundred, but tens of thou- 
in the 6-8 acre grade. As will appear later, ag townships Oe nae eur on Fig. e sands. Quail cannot be crowded. Thou- 
this is also true of Iowa pheasants and bearing the best-looking eos eae ue ‘4 sands of farmers must act, if the voice of 

: Hungarians. The meaning of this “dip” in sone as ee Lowes a ei OE ae bobwhite is again to be heard in the land. 
the curves is wholly unknown. It may be at side still abounds a thickets.o: ie No conservationist, whether he hunts with 
a meaningless accident, or it may reflect el, plum, and grape. epee siciled in, field-glasses or with dog and gun, should some hitherto undiscovered principle which Plenty of weedy corn. ce ous hy _ be satisfied to conserve merely a few speci- 
governs the distribution of game bird pop- Wants Toe ie ae ee x mens, be thev alive or dead. How do we 

ulations. 2 vee go about it to restore abundant quail? 
For those whose mental apparatus is un- aaa Loe oe The way for farmers to organize to this 

accustomed tn frequencies, the following eae 3 _ end, and the leadership and legislation = two-thirds of the actual total, and convert. P 
rough average can be calculated: Three ing the coveys at-15 birds each, the prob- needed to encourage their efforts, are de- 
out of four Iowa farms are blank, and the gs y 2. scribed in the Iowa Commission’s leaflets : 

. . able population of the county is only 855 & foe lows” 
most common stand on the fourth is a bird quail on 715 square miles, or a little over Game Management Program or Iowa’ 

« per 3 acres. The “average stand,” there- a quail per square mile, J The dark spot and “Game Policy for 1932-3. 
fore, is a bird per 9 acres, or one covey per 2 MUA’ De quail per square mile or one The technique for restoring cover and farm, for the whole state. This is a tenth (1,431 per 270 acres, about 1/80 of the stand Providing food is available to the public in 
of what the best quail range now carries, ‘hich similar food and cover would pro- the new booklet, “Management of Upland 
and of what all of southern Iowa could * ‘ Game in Iowa.” duce in the southern counties. Pheasants : : 

. Caney are scarce in Crawford, especially in this . The demonstration farms which are test- 
The geographic distribution of density spot, so the dearth of quail cannot be as- ing and developing that technique will be 

classes as shown in Fig. i corresponds very cribed to competition. Law-violation is reported on next year, ae the first year’s 
closely with the distribution of cover, 95 probably no worse than in many localities tesults have been measured. z 
shown in Fig. 3 of the previous chapter, jin the southeast where cover looks no bet- The needed | shanges in pubic. peicade 
but there are two notable exceptions: ter, but where quail are abundant. The nd official policy will be described in later 
northwest Iowa and northeast Iowa. In predator population is unknown. Weather Chapters of this report. 
parts of both there is good cover, but a could hardly be the reason, because the two Chapter Three will appear in the December- 
poor stand of quail. recent mild winters have brought only a January number of Outdoor America. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Bound copies of this extensive survey will be available after the series has been 
completed in OuTpooR AMeERica. Distribution will be made at a very nominal cost. 
Place your order now, so we can determine how many copies to print. 

—THE EDITOR. 

i i cessful plant was made in Kossuth, and in ords previous to 1930 are subdivided by 
History of Plantings 1908 another in O’Brien. Early plants, un- counties, and hence they give no cue to dis- 

HE first successful pheasant planting dated but both failures, were also made in tribution. On the other hand, the recollec- 

I in Iowa was made by accident. Jasper and Marshall. : tions of local people are fragmentary, and 

William Benton was the agent of , As in other states, the earliest plantings hence give no cue to total volume. By 

Fate in this enterprise. Benton was an in Iowa were all private. Just when the piecing together the two sources, however; 
Englishman who had settled in Cedar Falls, state began planting was not ascertained. we get some idea of the planting program. 

where he plied his trade of carving tomb- The state records go back only to 1921, Table 4 gives the state records on vol- 

stones. Being English, he doubtless treas- but it is certain that by 1913 large state ume. Allowing for the gaps in the record, 
ured recollections of well-stocked coverts Plantings were being made annually. Thus it seems probable that the state has lib- 

at home. At any rate, he conceived the Butler County received 500 state birds in erated in Iowa, from about 1913 to 1932, a 

idea of propagating pheasants and selling 1913, and 400 in 1915. Bennett says the total of between 100,000 and 150,000 pheas- 
them to the game department for libera- first state game farm was authorized in ants. This includes both trapped and pen- 

tion. 1913, probably at Spirit Lake, because lo- raised birds, plus a quarter of all eggs dis- 

It is uncertain in what year Benton al residents recall that in 1915, 200 wing- tributed for hatching. The heaviest re- 
started operations, or just what constituted clipped state birds which had been placed corded plantings were in 1925 and 1931. 
his original stock. Local residents say he in a holding pen resprouted their pinions The records on distribution are too 

got his birds from Gene Simpson of Cor- and went over the fence. lengthy to be given here. They are com- 

vallis, Oregon, in 1899, but Mr. Simpson’s Between 1915 and 1918, all the north- plete back to 1928, but behind that increas- 
books show no sales to Benton until 1906 eastern counties were covered by standard- ingly incomplete. Their principal present 

and 1908. Others say that stock was im- ized plantings of 200-800 birds each. One bearing is on the question of whether the 

ported directly from Asia. mammoth planting of 2,500 birds was made pheasant “‘has been given a fair trial” in 
Mr. Simpson questions 1899 as too early, at the Pilot Knob State Park. Each stand- southern Towa. Pheasants have not be- 

but there may have been even earlier plant- ard planting was made on a “game pre- come well established in the southern coun- 

ings: a bill was introduced in 1894 protect- serve” leased by the state from private ties, and many local’ sportsmen feel that 
ing pheasant plantings (Bennett, 1926). Owners. Hungarian partridges were also this is because plantings have, until re- 
There were plenty of Oregon pheasants Planted on these “preserves.” The preserve cently, been heaviest in the north. 
available by 1899, the original O. N. Denny idea was borrowed from Indiana, where it The records show: x 
importation having spread over the Wii- was widely practiced in 1908-10. Illinois, (1) That some southern counties were 
lamette Valley and been opened to shooting Missouri, and Michigan also started a sim- planted from 1905 to 1917, many around 
by 1892. ilar system. Most of the preserves were 1924-5, and almost all have been heavily 

Benton’s pheasants prospered, but not for timbered land. ‘ planted yearly from 1928 to 1930. The 
long. In September, 1900 or 1901, a severe In 1915 the state etsablished a central average southern county has received over 
windstorm wrecked his pens. Rumor has ame farm at Clive, in Polk County. In 500 birds since 1928. This is heavier than 
it that vandal hands aided the elements, 1928 a duck and pheasant farm was estab- the -average northern county ever received. 
Be that as it may, the entire stock of birds lished at Lansing, in Allamakee. Both re- (2) Six northern counties have appar- 
escaped and scattered over the countryside. mained in operation until 1931. ently never been planted. They all lie in 
An anonymous “Iowan” (1926) says that Our present information on the volume the northwest corner, and all have abun- 
“in the neighborhood of 20,000 birds” were 2d distribution of pheasant plantings dant pheasants. ; 
thus inadvertently planted, but this seems Comes from two sources: state records, (3) The number of birds so far put 
an unreasonable figure. Few game farms and recollections of local people gathered 
carry any such stock, even today. Local during this survey. None of the state rec- a 
residents estimate 1,000 to 2,000 birds es- 
caped, at that the largest single planting, Y Table 4 

att woe ee aaa arony that Volume of State Pheasant Plantings as Indicated by State Records 

Towa, losing her native game bide: by a uel ites: mapped binds and wild caus) eA 
process of protecting them with her right 2 _ Total a Distribution _ ‘ 
hand whilst plowing them out of house Year Birds Eggs (Birds + % eggs) Entire state, but heaviest in 
and home with her left, should likewise northeast 
gain this new game bird by a left-handed 1913-20 ..No record No record peeinies 
quirk of the elements. Iowa paid William 1921 ..... 166 4,170 1,208 G2) 
Benton a few hundred dollars and a com- 1922 ..... 95 816 299 Heaviest in east 
mission as Deputy Game Warden for his 1923-24 .. 163 465 279 
losses, and forgot the incident. 1925.39 87,000 *60,000 22,000 Southern and eastern counties 

Benton’s birds spread west and north, 1926..... 153 . 7,059 1,918 Southern counties 
but not east or south. They constitute the 1927 ..... *2,387 6,716 4,066 Intermediate district and eastern 
foundation stock of the north-central coun- counties 

ties. 1928 aes 938 3,360 1,378 Intermediate district (1928 Sur- 
Another game farm started in western 5 vey, p. 15) 

Greene-County about 1900. It encountered 1929..... 867 8,000 2,867 
no tornado, but there is always leakage Southern counties 
from a game farm. This was the second 1930 ..... *5,887 11,725 8,818 (1930 Report, p. 5) 
Iowa planting, but ineffective. Pheasants 1931 .....*11,224 12,995 14,473 Southern counties 
did not become established in Greene 
County until drift birds from the north ar- 1932 ..... 0 16,000 4,000 Intermediate district (Game 
rived about 1924. — ee a Policy, 1932-3) 

In 1904, only three years after the Ben- 28,480 131,306 61,207 
ton episode, an unsuccessful planting was ©.————— 
made in Keokuk County. In 1907 a suc- * Mostly wild stock removed from areas of undue abundance. 
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down per county, while not known, is prob- ———— 
ably greater in the south than in the north. i | | ce i | 

Pe ot ee memam |, , HE right hand column of Table 4 || 5 eef*Pdd basi? = | ele cal = Pict oe as i fooge| 8 | ore | Pl Ny eel. sees | shows the ebb and flow of optimism Oye BaP ig je % |g ey Porshe ta a 
| about southern Iowa. Around 1905, when i if re 0° rue oe Piblensel {9 Id is pena , 

pheasants first entered the public mind, it TO M 4 ee Ht Wee eg hoa 
was assumed that southern Iowa was as_ || #*——~ a = ROG? sft 4 exc 

| good or better range than northern Iowa. ; | oC Ii gs leo Ii, Se! Xo! jo 4 PN 9 i The existence of this belief is supported by _ | | e! {} ya] feo ele Ve j=? ~<a \ 
the fact that up to 1913 it was customary or ae 1S oe oh Wa she e} | es . ea! 
to make releases in timber. Then the suc- || BRE lis 4 | eel y lo A® leo 7 Jo VERO F 
cessful spread of the northern plantings, poet Helo ue lee ae a f=". ee. " and the disappearance of most of the south- ; | of] i ig ate a “| « KO lee __o YI} 
ern ones, brought a period of pessimism. s fest Se a es — eo ; : Southern Iowa was probably given a new i a ee ee FS Pe Le Seat a 
but apparently half-hearted trial about |: Wael ne [ae Sy ib ol olde © Be <u fl 

: 1924, but by 1928 experience had again i Ges ele NT pee le | Pine Lo tee of 1 
brought the conviction that pheasants were Wrst oo “bro es a8 [p LL | 
a eure the ee This was the view | yee es 1% ole o lat ook (eo | | ie tle PL =a 
expressed to me when I visited the Depart- 4 Renee ree co he ste tinea ee “I ie een 
mente: office in that oe enue ete i i | sgt re et eet oad ae an oy meee 
then being concentrated in the intermediate -|}§ ——— = ig eee ee Oe ofa ee zone. From 1928 to 1930 public demand || | es roe ee Ry eral 
brought about the concentration of all A { eee see Saw i ny laos }o qf of rae : oe 
plantings in the south, but in 1931, at my i | 2 te H. al ee calc [fee een |? re ILA areas * recommendation, all were again concen- t ee een ee “ jl > 3000 | trated in the intermediate zone. The rea- } | Bee oe are . (gs ot 
sons for this will appear later. wa ae ena es SE a aaa ete IH 

Trapped Pheasants and Wild Eggs (Fig. 13) Pheasant census of lowa during winter of 1931-32. 
Y 1925 pheasants had become so abun- s B dant eet northern counties that ison County as early as 1919, but these within the established range. The birds 

the state began to trap them and gather may have been birds spreading east from have held their own on the soils of the 
their eggs for distribution further south. the 1908 O’Brien County plant. Wisconsin glacier and the Missouri River 

This work began in Winnebago and But- loess, but there has been a visible decline 
ler in 1925. There is a discrepancy be- Behavior of Plants; The Problem ©” the soils of the Iowa glaciation since 
tween local reports and the official records £ South | shooting began in 1925. This area of de- as to its magnitude. Local residents say celcuneinaows ee ener a Bodice ond Grundy: Hae 20,000 wild eggs were taken out of Winne- 1 of the original plantings us_anything to=d0 Wi problems. 0: 
bago alone, the farmers who gathered them ree eS 2 4 southward spread? What? a in the northern half of the state were I 1 haat th acu 
receiving $1.00 per dozen. “Iowan” says success from the outset. Widespread t 3s also worth noting that in five known 
10,000 dozen (120,000 eggs!) were gath- abundance was first attained in Winnebago CaS (Marshall, Story, Greene, Sac, and ered in 1925, but this seems unreasonably and the surrounding counties near the Min- 142). early plantings failed on ground the 
high. He adds, “Tt did not seem to reduce nesota line about 1916, Abundance was at- StbSeduent occupation of which by the the birds in any way.” tained in Dickinson by 1917, Floyd by 1919, W@v¢ of natural drift proves it to be hab- The official records show: Humboldt by 1920, Hardin and Hamilton ‘table, but, the ripple’has stopped not far 

wi ld Birds PY 1924, Sac by 1927. These dates, when "°YOnG: Why? |. id Eggs Wild Birds lotted “Ont asinani re ike the nioplee tron There is no visible obstacle to the fur- 
Year County Gathered Trapped POteC On Ps EP ther spread of the birds. The simplest the- 

p 1925... Butler, 60,000 7,000 ory is that they have struck some invisible 
Winnebago os barrier, which impedes or stops their fur- 

1927 <=. (?) none 2,000 ther spread. What could it be? 
19307 (?) none 5,800 = . rece mene Most of the plantings in southern Iowa 
1931 ... North none 11,000 aN a disappeared within three years, or were 

central % ANS / rammed masked by new plantings before the re- 
F : 4 WN Lie sults could be finally weighed. There are The discrepancy in eggs may represent _ 11 MANE, LIN mmm | Some exceptions, however: Ross Blye, in partly incubated eggs gathered but dis- r ee FX 1-6 mcsmnea| Marion County, has, 50 birds on his facm 

carded. ; an Nala - 47 Vipers which he believes date back to a planting 
The 1931 trapping was done by contract, t i Va 4 £ AN AN rmntmevatsee made over 20 years ago. He knows of no 

the state paying private trappers $1.00 each a le ree Al PEON texzisr, subsequent releases near his farm. In gen- for live birds delivered to the local warden, a a ' f CY ey SO \\ EE eral, though, southern Iowa stocks, where who shipped them to the state farm at iff < CVX IDL fs ae \ they survive at all, have in no case shown Clive for redistribution to the southern "“F ///f 7 oe p “ SN | the spreading power of the early northern } counties. A total of 11,000 (or 11,600) - ff / wf SONY] plantings? Why? 
birds was delivered to the restocking point st; //7 < Ver Se 
for $1.65 each. ee ee ee ee Theories on Pheasant Range 

se ae 8 nao tem eo 
Drift tro her St As already pointed out (North-Central 

: m Ot States (Fig. 14) Frequency of Density Classes. Survey, pp. 122-129), the south boundary Southern Minnesota, by and large, was of established pheasant populations not only 
stocked by northward drift of Iowa birds. in Iowa, but in Illinois, Indiana, and parts 
Large-scale state plantings were not begun a pebble dropped in north-central Iowa. of Wisconsin, coincides closely with the 
there until 1920, at least five years after The present southern boundary of the rip- south boundary of the soils laid down by 
the pheasants of north-central Iowa had ple is the heavy-dotted line on Fig. 13. It the more recent ice sheets. It therefore 
begun their aggressive spread to the north, traveled rapidly at first, but has now slowed seems as if the nature of the soils had 
south, and west. up. It speeded up a little when the first something to do with it. 

A reciprocal drift back into Iowa was open season scattered the birds in 1925, As shown in Fig. 13, the present Iowa 
noticeable in 1931, when the Minnesota but not much. It has hung since 1922 in pheasant boundary is identical with the 
season opened before the Iowa season. All Tama, since 1915 in Story, since 1926 in glacial boundary from Winneshiek County 
the coverts on the Iowa side of the line Dallas, since 1924 in Greene, and since 1929 southeast to Delaware. Then comes a gap 
were full of birds. Birds were also pushed in Crawford. In Story the spread from where there is no clear pheasant line, but east into Wisconsin. 1915 to 1923 was two miles per year, and in Tama it again becomes clear and paral- 

Minnesota and Iowa receive a heavy an- since then less than a mile per year. Plant- lels the glacial line westward across the 
nual influx of South Dakota birds during ings in these border counties have not vis- central counties to Carroll. Here the 
the Dakota shooting season. This Dakota ibly accelerated the rate of spread. Abun- pheasant line departs sharply southwest to 
drift is a conspicuous annual phenomenon dance, as will appear later, fades out as the the Missouri River and crosses into Ne- 
in the Sioux City region. Dakota drift is frontier is approached. Why? braska, while the cece boundary turns said to have arrived as far east as Dick- Abundance has not remained stationary north. All of northwest Iowa has abun- 
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a ee eee dance extending from Winnebago east to seqineqeehen ger EES mal =e \ Butler, and lying mostly on the soils of the = A TY whe 
fot) Me ee Seen Tat Iowan glacier. BNC as mi S 

77) — Sse | The subsequent open seasons, as depicted «Vv Re, IN. 
Sa SST SS aan ee TE \ in Fig. 11, moved steadily westward. The i La MG, rT 

Se ee ie eel present center of abundance extends from ea fi i = 
foe Eft rm | Winnebago west, and lies wholly on Wis- gel fattesciat 

\wy = ees fi ae, consin and Missouri loessial soils. r r , 
Gar Yk RA) eS oH The trend of the game law thus clearly ee i 
\k aa te i Wy {| checks the conclusions already drawn from = Sas a 

fem, 4 — fet Lf OF the behavior of plantings, with this excep- Pees be See ke 
Vetere = eben tion: in 1930 the Department, in a grand + oe meer” FB emeely 
a) Erp | if splurge of liberality, re-opened the weak SSS st 

counties of the eastern border. This was a : fee 
(Fig. 10) Lime contents of road gravels drouth year, the corn had all been cut for (Fig. 11) Open seasons and bag limits on 

used in southern lowa. fodder, and slough cover was short. The lowa pheasants. 
result was calamity. One warden estimates 

Cant eae ene loess soil not Bid 80 per cent of the stock was killed. party of 7 men, for instance, flushed 850 
by the ice. at is the meaning of this? pheasants in 5 hours in Hancock County 
Nobody knows, but geologists point out The 1931 Open Season a rate of 24 per man-hour. : 

that this Missouri loess resembles the ice- P B Of th 18,115 phe its flushed 
laid soils in being relatively high in lime. Qi were distributed by ihe deporting Huutere: Hie aete gered: 
The south-central and southeastern loess to selected sportsmen and farmers in or somewhat less than one out of five. The 
we pict pheasants have so ee aud has pasance oF the open season of November average bag for the two-day season was 
less lime than any of the Iowa soils on  6- : 22.6 per party, or 5.3 birds per hunter. 
which they have succeeded. The Iowan The replies from farmers had to be dis- His egal Slime for the two Es was 6 
glaciation, on which pheasants have de- carded, because most farmers were unable _ pirds, 
clined since shooting began, has less lime to keep track of the number of hunters on The bag per hunter for the three weak- 
than the Wisconsin glaciation where the their farms, or the bags made. est counties was one bird less than for the 
birds have held their own. The replies from sportsmen covered the three strongest counties, but even in the 

If lime affects the welfare of pheasants, operations of 182 parties, hunting in 21 weakest counties the average hunter bagged 
then the surfacing of roads and the ballast- counties, and averaging 4 guns each. They over two-thirds of his limit. 
ing of railways with lime-bearing rocks hunted a total of 8,504 man-hours, or about He had to work nearly twice as hard, 
ought to have at least a local effect on the 6 hours per man per day. The 182 parties frowever, since it took him 2.8 hours to bag 
survival of southern plantings. Fig. 10 flushed a total of 18,115 pheasants, or 4 bird in the weak counties, but only 1.6 
S20Ns the qe -oontent of Rigiysy gravels ROUER 100 pheasants per party, or 50 per ours’ in the strong. The average time re- 
so far used in southern Iowa, and their day. uired to ba: bird was 2.1 hours of ac- 
relation to the southern counties seeming Flushing Rates: The method of hunting aul Runt “This should rebut the as- 
to carry the most pheasants. Until plant- pheasants is the same everywhere: “walk- sumption, common among  swivel-chair 
ings have been withheld for another year, ing in line.” The hunting cover is the  moralists, that all pheasant hunting is too 
however, it is impossible to say which same almost everywhere: large fields of easy to constitute sport. 
southern counties show the strongest evi- standing corn. Hence the various open Sex Ratio in Bag: The bag averaged 10 
dence of permanent establishment. counties present a substantially uniform cocks to 6.4 hens. It is legal to shoot hens, 

The lime theory is, of course, only a condition as to ease of flushing. Accord- put many hunters voluntarily abstain Gon 
theory, but the existence of some obstacle, ingly the number of birds flushed per man- doing so. Since hens are undoubtedly 
partial or complete, temporary or perma- hour is a pretty reliable index to the easier to get, this ratio reflects credit on 
nent, approaches nearer and nearer the “strength” of the pheasant crop. Fig. 12 the Iowa hunter. Unfortunately it was 
status of an established fact. Meanwhile compares the flushing rates in various coun- ot practicable for hunters to tally the sex 
biological science is constantly widening the ties. The most frequent flushing rate was of birds flushed. 
range of possibilities of Avhat the obstacle about one bird per man-hour, or 4 birds per One would expect that the temptation to 
might be. The latest and most curious dis- party per hour. The strong counties show shoot hens would increase in poor territory ‘ 
covery bearing on this question is that some very high rates in a few localities. One ; i 1 rete where birds are hard to find. Such does 
species | of animals fail to thrive in an not seem to be the case. The 6 counties 
otherwise er ce eas it has above the average flushing rate show an 
been “conditione ie., polluted) to a cer- avera: i az 3 My ge bag ratio of 10 cocks to 6.2 hens. 

tain peer by cette other Sees By eee @ In short, the same proportion of hens was 
a certain density o e same species. / fame Re ea shot in the good counties as in the poor 
popular tea} this phenomenon is fee P| ones. No explanation for this somewhat 
giv Yy L De ee : yon __ a unexpected fact can be called to mind. It 

Has some native animal “conditioned” Fe Bee faintly suggests that the proportion of 
northern Iowa, but not southern Iowa, for eameneae SS cocks runs higher in the poor counties. In 
pheasants? What species? How? What eee ee bobwhite, cocks apparently run higher in 
can be done about it? What species “con- Hancoge ___j______|____. = : 5 

an be out : poor years. An excess of cocks is believed 
tibet he esac phen See The EASES) to accompany cycles in ruffed grouse. 
uuropean ? ese are questions which may feereraea There is t h: it 

well busy the next generation of biologists. [excel 2S in Peres teties oe { 
There is a natural and healthy difference ee mate, or health, results in the differential 

of opinion among game managers as to the b a survival of cocks. 
probable nature of the obstacle to pheasants Eee The cock-hen bag ratio was examined 
in southern Iowa. In order to get the bene- oe by soil types. The result shows 5.7 hens 

Bislegieal” Se ee ee: = weiss lee = per 10 cocks in the bag on the Iowan glacia- 
i if tion, and 6.5 on the Wisconsin. 

Wallace B. Grange to nee a andenendent patie | ‘A further comparison was made between 
appraisal of the problem. His report fol- Parsee four north-interior counties and four south- 
lows this chapter. tro h [Dickinson | __ border counties. The bag ratios run 10 to 
All ee arene Me 10 er ihe co ae eee <2 6.2 and 10 to 7.0, respectively. 

gioune 2a that a real test a th on h- ere These comparisons establish nothing, but 
ern pheasan eee ee a ei one ae they suggest that census counts should look 
Bosaty Se neeey {OR TOA Eats ie aR for am differentials in the wild living birds. 

2 i Bs Hum aA In Kossuth County where I hunted there 
known; (2) the inauguration of massed eeu was a noticeable tendency for the sexes to 
plantings under controlled conditions at se- ore segregate after the early bombardment of 
lected spots to find out what happens under opening day. After this segregation took 

the mont favorable posse set-up. Grange place, one field would run mostly cocks, 
sets forth plans for such experiments. while another would run mostly h I Hardin whi ly hens. It 

Hi f O S pene is improbable, however, that this affected 
istory 0 pen Seasons the aggregate bag ratios for large areas 

HE first open season followed com- like counties. 
ee of crop damage in 1925. It in- (Fig. 12) Average Flushing Rate Per Man- Crippling Loss: In addition to 4,124 

cluded 13 counties, with the center of abun- Hour by Counties. (Continued on page 31) 
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four others. These censuses were made in the first need on most of the Iowa range Report of the lowa Game the manner already described for quail, ex- is nesting cover to prevent the destruction S urvey cept that vie cuts were oheained By wall of nests in hayfields. 
. ing a crew of volunteers through the fields, (Continued from page 12) instead of by dog-work or tracking. Many Farmer Attitude pheasants bagged by the reporting parties, hundreds of sportsmen and farmers served 1,441 were fenorted. as hit but not recov- on these crews. Fogs, rain, and muddy Before the first open season in 1925 ered. This was supposed to include not roads prevented getting the best distribu- pheasants had become so abundant in many only birds knocked down and not found, tion, but a total of 340 farms were never- places that crop damage, actual or poten- but also birds which flew off showing evi- theless covered. Fig. 13 shows their loca- tial, rightly caused apprehension in the dence of being hit. It is suspected that tions, and the abundance of pheasants on minds of many farmers. many reporters failed to include the latter ¢ach in terms of acres per bird. Over a Since then the annual stampede of tres- class. Such hit birds probably die, or fall hundred other farms (marked “N” on passing hunters has caused much justifiable victim to enemies, Accordingly the re- ™ap) were censused for quail, but were - irritation. In order to escape this nuisance ; ported ratio of bagged to crippled and loss found to contain no pheasants. some counties with abundant birds have birds, which was 10 to 3.5, is probably in All samples were taken after the hunting refused to ask for an open season. error. The crippling loss is larger than Season had taken its toll, and most before In some open counties farmers have this. abnormal winter concentrations of Pheas- killed off the breeding stock in spring, evi- About a third of the reporting parties ants had formed. dently as combined insurance against dam- had one or more dogs, but they show no Fig. 13 is a truer cross section of pheas- age to corn and invasion by hunters. One lower crippling loss than the parties with- ant abundance than Fig. 7 is of quail, for warden counted 160 dead pheasants hung out. Most of the “dogs” used on pheasants the reason that within the established range on two miles of fence. Another estimates in Iowa are entirely untrained, and even (north of the heavy dots) pheasants are thata majority of the farmers in his county trained dogs are likely to be so demoral- quite uniformly distributed, totally blank trampled all nests found while discing in ized by the hectic atmosphere of gang farms being non-existent. spring. hunting, especially on the first day, that Fig. 14 Presents the conclusions from Such extreme attitudes, while once prev- they are as good as useless. census. Hungarians are added for com- alent in the heavier pheasant counties, are Nevertheless, the use of dogs should be Parison. It tells us that: becoming exceptional. Of the hundreds of encouraged. Small parties with dogs pre- 1. None of the 340 farms exceed a farmers I talked with during the survey, sent the only alternative to gang hunting, Pheasant per acre in density. The same only one openly avowed that he “shot all and the best future antidote for the too. Upper limit of abundance as already found pheasants on sight,” while the great ma- heavy crippling ratio. in quail seems to hold. (Later on, in se- jority joined with interest in the discus- Pheasant-Quail Ratios: Quail were vere weather, temporary concentrations oc- sion of measures for their conservation and flushed by reporting pheasant hunters in ali. cur. As high as 500 pheasants have been management. but the following counties: Clay, Dickin- seen on 160 acres, and as high as 250 in But there is no blinking the fact that the son, Emmet, Osceola, and Sioux. These Sight at one time.) free-for-all scramble so far called pheas- . counties constitute the quail-less area de- 2. The most frequent density was, as in ant hunting grows increasingly intolerable scribed in Chapter I. The average pheas- quail, 2-4 acres per bird, or 50 pheasants to all concerned, and contains within itself ant-quail flushing ratios per county run Per farm. On the Upper Missouri 34 per the seeds of its own destruction. The from no quail to one for every five pheas- cent of the samples fell in this class, on the modifications needed are: ants (Humboldt). In no county were quail Wisconsin glaciation 33 per cent, but on 1. Recognize that the farmer must post more than one-fifth as abundant as pheas- the Iowan only 7 per cent. The most fre- his land and regulate who hunts, how ants in the open pheasant zone. quent density was 6 acres per bird on the many, how long, where, and how Pheasant-Hun Ratios: In the pheasant Jowan soil. This checks the rating already much they kill. zone as a whole about 5 pheasants were given these three types of soil on the 2. Strengthen the present law against flushed for every Hun, but in the counties grounds of spread-rates and ability to stand unauthorized trespass. 

inhabited by both the ratio was 4 pheasants UP_under shooting. 3. Recognize that the farmer who takes for every Hun. This sheds some light on 3. The most frequent density of Hun- pains to improve his stand of birds | whether it would be safe to open the sea- arians is 8-12 acres per bird, which checks is entitled to compensation from the son on Hungarians. Since no coveying the relative abundance (4 to 1) already hunter who is permitted to enjoy the monogamous bird can stand as much pun. deduced from the flushing rate. result. ishment as the pheasant, and since the 4. As in quail, both pheasants and Hun- 4. As management gains headway pheasant is barely standing up under the @rians show a curious dearth of samples lengthen the open season on organ- present very short open season, it seems i" the 6-8 acre grade. The meaning of this ized areas and enlarge the open terri- hardly likely that a bird only a fourth as __ is still entirely mysterious. tory. This will decrease congestion; | plentiful could stand up under such unreg- The geographic distribution of abundance lessen the need for “gang hunting,” ulated hunting as now obtains, need not be described, since Fig. 13 shows hectic hurry, and cripples; extend In the counties which are especially good it more clearly than words can. farm revenues from hunting privi- for Huns, such as Dickinson, O’Brien, Os- Many old-timers think there are more leges ; allow leeway for such farmer ceola, and Winnebago, the two species were Pheasants in the best counties of north Iowa to adjust the hunting on his place so flushed in equal numbers. today than there were prairie chickens in it will not interfere with corn-husk- Farmer Relations: More than half of _ the old days. I know of no grounds for ing. the farms hunted by the reporting pheasant Challenging this belief. 5. Reduce pheasant concentrations and hunters were posted. The farmer was paid The average abundance on the inhabited the attendant risk of crop damage by for the hunting privilege by 7.1 per cent of | farms sampled is evidently about a pheas- wider and more uniform distribution the reporting waa per cent also paid ant per 6 acres, or 1/6 of what the best of winter cover and food. for board. Two-thirds of the reporting range now carries, and what most of north- All of these needed changes are obtain- parties had made advance arrangements for ern Iowa could carry. This accurately able through organized cooperation between Permission to hunt. measures the length of the game manager’s farm groups, sportsmen, and the Commis- Ph C tether: he can improve the stand a maxi- sion. Various alternative forms for such 
easant Census mum of 600 per cent. How? cooperation are outlined in the “Hand- DENG the winter of 1931-32 the field A preliminary answer appears in the book,” and are already being tested on the | wardens made a pheasant count on pheasant chapter of the “Iowa Handbook series of demonstration areas which have one farm in each county, and estimates on of Game Management,” which asserts that been organized in various counties. 

GREETINGS FOR THE NEW YEAR! 
National Headquarters extends a hearty greeting to all members of the Izaak Walton League of 

America for the new year. The year 1932 proved one of the most difficult in the League’s history— | but we have weathered the storm of depression and are now looking forward to increased member- 
ship, additional accomplishments and a greater League for 1933. The cause of conservation is more 
important than ever and your League is dedicated to protect America’s natural resources and wild life 
for posterity—so let us make 1933 the banner year of conservation accomplishments—it can be done! 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Bound copies of this extensive survey will be available after the series has been 
completed in OuTDOoR AMeErica. Distribution will be made at a very nominal cost. 
Place your order now, so we can determine how many copies to print. 

—THE EDITOR. 

i i cessful plant was made in Kossuth, and in ords previous to 1930 are subdivided by 

History of Plantings 1908 another in O’Brien. Early plants, un- counties, and hence they give no cue to dis- 

HE first successful pheasant planting dated but both failures, were also made in tribution. On the other hand, the recollec- 

Tis Iowa was made by accident. Jasper and Marshall. tions of local people are fragmentary, and 

William Benton was the agent of As in other states, the earliest plantings hence give no cue to total volume. By 
Fate in this enterprise. Benton was an in lowa were all private. Just when the piecing together the two sources, however, 
Englishman who had settled in Cedar Falls, state began planting was not ascertained. we get some idea of the planting program. 

where he plied his trade of carving tomb- The state records go back only to 1921, Table 4 gives the state records on vol- 

stones. Being English, he doubtless treas- but it is certain that by 1913 large state ume. Allowing for the gaps in the record, 

ured recollections of well-stocked coverts Plantings were being made annually. Thus it seems probable that the state has lib- 

at home. At any rate, he conceived the Butler County received 500 state birds in erated in Iowa, from about 1913 to 1932, a 

idea of propagating pheasants and selling 1913, and 400 in 1915. Bennett says the total of between 100,000 and 150,000 pheas- 
them to the game department for libera- first state game farm was authorized in ants. This includes both trapped and pen- 

tion. 1913, probably at Spirit Lake, because lo- raised birds, plus a quarter of all eggs dis- r 

It is uncertain in what year Benton al residents recall that in 1915, 200 wing- tributed for hatching. The heaviest re- 

started operations, or just what constituted clipped state birds which had been placed corded plantings were in 1925 and 1931. 

his original stock. Local residents say he in a holding pen resprouted their pinions The records on distribution are too 

got his birds from Gene Simpson of Cor- and went over the fence. lengthy to be given here. They are com- « aA 

vallis, Oregon, in 1899, but Mr. Simpson’s Between 1915 and 1918, all the north- plete back to 1928, but behind that increas- 

books show no sales to Benton until 1906 eastern counties were covered by standard- ingly incomplete. Their principal present 

and 1908. Others say that stock was im- ized plantings of 200-800 birds each. One bearing is on the question of whether the 

ported directly from Asia. mammoth planting of 2,500 birds was made pheasant “has been given a fair trial” in 

Mr. Simpson questions 1899 as too early, at the Pilot Knob State Park. Each stand- southern Iowa. Pheasants have not be- 
but there may have been even earlier plant- ard planting was made on a “game pre- come well established in the southern coun- 
ings: a bill was introduced in 1894 protect- serve” leased by, the state from private ties, and many local sportsmen feel that 

ing pheasant plantings (Bennett, 1926). owners. Hungarian partridges were also this is because plantings have, until re- 
There were plenty of Oregon pheasants Planted on these “preserves.” The preserve cently, been heaviest in the north. 
available by 1899, the original O. N. Denny idea was borrowed from Indiana, where it The records show: . 
importation having spread over the Wii- was widely practiced in 1908-10. Illinois, (1) That some southern counties were 
lamette Valley and been opened to shooting Missouri, and Michigan also started a sim- planted from 1905 to 1917, many around 
by 1892. ilar system. Most of the preserves were 1924-5, and almost all have been heavily 

Benton’s pheasants prospered, but not for _ timbered land. . planted yearly from 1928 to 1930. The 7 
long. In September, 1900 or 1901, a severe In 1915 the state etsablished a central average southern county has received over 
windstorm wrecked his pens. Rumor has ame farm at Clive, in Polk County. In 500 birds since 1928, This is heavier than 
it that vandal hands aided the elements. 1928 a duck and pheasant farm was estab- the average northern county ever received. . 
Be that as it may, the entire stock of birds lished at Lansing, in Allamakee. Both re- (2) Six northern counties have appar- : 
escaped and scattered over the countryside. mained in operation until 1931. ently never been planted. They all lie in 
An anonymous “Iowan” (1926) says that Our present information on the volume the northwest corner, and all have abun- 
“in the neighborhood of 20,000 birds” were 28d distribution of pheasant plantings dant pheasants. . 
thus inadvertently planted, but this seems Comes from two sources: state records, (3) The number of birds so far put | 

an unreasonable figure. Few game farms and recollections of local people gathered 
carry any such stock, even today. Local uring this survey. None of the state rec- et 
residents estimate 1,000 to 2,000 birds es- 
caped, at that the largest single planting, Table 4 
are ie ah, made ee 1ONa in that Volume of State Pheasant Plantings as Indicated by State Records 

Towa, losing ve pees ae Bide by e (includes trapped birds and wild eggs) . ; 

process of protecting them with her right “3 5 _ Total 5 Distribution . 
hand whilst plowing them out of house Year Birds Eggs (Birds + % eggs) Entire state, but heaviest in 

and home with her left, should likewise northeast 
gain this new game bird by a left-handed 1913-20 .. No record No record Seca 
quirk of the elements. Iowa paid William 1921..... 166 4,170 1,208 (?) 
Benton a few hundred dollars and a com- 1922 ..... 95: 816 299 Heaviest in east 
mission as Deputy Game Warden for his 1923-24 .. 163 465 279 
losses, and forgot the incident. 1925 ..... *7,000 *60,000 22,000 Southern and eastern counties 

Benton’s birds spread west and north, 1926 ..... 153 7,059 1,918 Southern counties 
but not east or south. They constitute the 1927 ..... *2,387 6,716 4,066 Intermediate district and eastern 
foundation stock of the north-central coun- counties 

ties. 1928) csc 538 3,360 1,378 Intermediate district (1928 Sur- 
Another game farm started in western vey, p. 15) 

Greene County about 1900. It encountered 1929 ..... 867 8,000 2,867 
no tornado, but there is always leakage Southern counties 
from a game farm. This was the second 1930 ..... *5,887 11,725 8,818 (1930 Report, p. 5) 
Iowa planting, but ineffective. Pheasants 1931 .....*11,224 12,995 14,473 Southern counties 
did not become established in Greene 
County until drift birds from the north ar- 1932 ..... 0 16,000 4,000 Intermediate district (Game 
rived about 1924. aa a ~- Policy, 1932-3) ail 

In 1904, only three years after the Ben- 28,480 131,306 61,207 
ton episode, an unsuccessful planting was © — 
made in Keokuk County. In 1907 a suc- * Mostly wild stock removed from areas of undue abundance. 
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down per county, while not known, is prob- a 
ably greater in the south than in the north. i ! | | ml | 

ae i ip a ° aia ee ap HE right hand column of Table 4 | g ° of? Maha? @ \ af e% el go: st eae | shows the ebb and flow of optimism |} oe esa 8 le Sig ee, |! ont. yl Gee i 
about southern Iowa. Around 1905, when i |. oe ee oo ir ot e eo WC gf) OH 
pheasants first entered the public mind, it oe a ie |) fas Po} rote “| =| 
was assumed that southern Iowa was as | pe gosted 88 ape ag = 4 ee Vl 
good or better range than northern Iowa. |} rt oot C I]t g jee li, 2 \e| lo® | Fe AL H 
The existence of this belief is supported by i Ire! 24 | * eee #6 {| % jg PS i 
the fact that up to 1913 it was customary ell eailease v 16 aL op or ae Mo ne DA ms al 
to make releases in timber. Then the suc- | . joa | 1 |] jo A® gle o Mf ie RRO j= 
cessful spread of the northern plantings, - . : gore Nl lon Ot SI ft re ham 1 
and the disappearance of most of the south- ( ve | oN ie oT. ee Ty {8 | al OL || S| foo 

é ern ones, brought a period of pessimism. Seared ——». = ao Os | O SS es i 
Southern Iowa was probably given a new i le “i pe glo af oh VS Pend be SF sa Ss 
but apparently half-hearted trial about weet Stl 9 wg" | | ew | PC ol dee re hay i 
12h, bet by 1928 expenence had again | q e.% WoL o MT pelt ‘" | ao |< P Jes ease gf | | 
rought the conviction that pheasants were Vee OO te tt Oe | ge TT 

a failure in the south. This was the view i iw oe re o |” sk be ai fl 8 ie P tlhe a Ot 
expressed to me when I visited the Depart- a le. . Fie Jo Pa ape 1 | © i a Bio) wk | rruroen 
ents office in that vere Hlantings were i | Wesco pete el te 1 PEL SN wack 
then being concentrated in the intermediate +} ote te ta hw | |e So eee re 
zone. From 1928 to 1930 public demand || | (oe et ie rs Ge Ti | 
brought about the concentration of all i ot [| stow eh wl Wes ,e@ 4 Poo mo efi $ &8 |h 
plantings in the south, but in 1931, at my j | oe bd a alata | fe Se le FIN 2 2 HL 
recommendation, all were again concen- t a ——— 2 rhe Oo sel 
trated in the intermediate zone. The rea- i | a ee re | X3 Le ei | sons for this will appear later. | _ a ane f Jw | 

Trapped Pheasants and Wild Eggs (Fig. 13) Pheasant census of lowa during winter of 1931-32. 

B*. 1925 pheasants had become so abun- oe 7 z dant in certain northern counties that inson County as early as 1919, but these within the established range. The birds 
the state began to trap them and gather ™ay have been birds spreading east from have held their own on the soils of the 
their eggs for distribution further south. the 1908 O’Brien County plant. Wisconsin glacier and the Missouri River 

This work began in Winnebago and But- loess, but there has been a visible decline 
ler in 1925. There is a discrepancy be- Behavior of Plants; The Problem ©" the soils of the Iowa glaciation since 
tween local reports and the official records f South I shooting began in 1925. This area of de- 
as to its magnitude. Local residents say of Southern lowa cline centers in Butler and Grundy. Has 

: 20,000 wild eggs were taken out of Winne- LMOST all of the original plantings this anything to Go with the problems of 
bago alone, the farmers who gathered them in the northern half of the state were southward spread? What? _ receiving: $1.00 per dozen. “Iowan” says 4 success from itfeWoultsee MAWidespread It is also worth noting that in five known 

10,000 dozen (120,000 eggs!) were gath- abundance was first attained in Winnebago S4S°S (Marshall, Story, Greene, Sac, and ered in 1925, but this seems unreasonably and the surrounding counties near the Min- 14a) early plantings failed on ground the 
high. He adds, “It did not seem to reduce nesota line about 1916. Abundance was at- subsequent Ocoups Won Son wach a by athe the birds in any way.” tained in Dickinson by 1917, Floyd by 1919, ave of natural drift proves it to be hab- 

The official records show: Humboldt by 1920, Hardin and Hamilton ‘table, but the ripple has stopped not far | ‘ eyond. y? 
Wild Eggs Wild Birds PY 1924, Sac by 1927. These dates, when “There is no visible obstacle to the fur- 

Year County Gathered Trapped °C P, PP ther spread of the birds. The simplest the- 
1925... Butler, 60,000 7,000 ory is that they have struck some invisible 
oe ee sri “ oo Parrien py alc opedes Gite their fur- 

ale ? none , er spread. at could it be? 
1930 ... (2) none 5,800 ° A cee jcace nae Most of the plantings in southern Iowa 
1931... North none 11,000 i» e disappeared within three years, or were central “ty i \\ / pomwmons masked by new plantings before the re- 

i _ $ HAN A sults could be finally weighed. There are The discrepancy in eggs may represent 8 He NS jhe I po en ae some exceptions, however: Ross Blye, in 
partly incubated eggs gathered but dis- t Hook 11 © memesmuome| Marion County, has 50 birds on his farm 

carded. . iN i NAM, which he believes date back to a planting 
The 1931 trapping was done by contract, | t A a \ yf oe ‘ ee ppt nero made over 20 years ago. He knows of no the state paying private trappers $1.00 each a ff PRA fF AL REIN exe subsequent releases near his farm. In gen- for live birds delivered to the local warden, a /} ; x AY e Y, Sk EE eral, though, southern Iowa stocks, where 

who shipped them to the state farm at iti YX, , ace SS \ ‘| they survive at all, have in no case shown Clive for redistribution to the southern * Hf if if. CYS \ \ / the spreading power of the early northern 
counties. A total of 11,000 (or 11,600) , ff / Y of ‘ \ _| plantings? Why? 
birds was delivered to the restocking point = UE PLR vf és 

: for $1.65 each. FL Theories on Pheasant Range 
Sr a a a 7 

Drift from Other States | Bae ee ie ee 
Southern Minnesota, by and large, was Oita) eileaucoey, Os Density Classes of established pheasant populations not only 

stocked by northward drift of Iowa birds. in Iowa, but in Illinois, Indiana, and parts 
Large-scale state plantings were not begun a pebble dropped in north-central Iowa. of Wisconsin, coincides closely with the 
there until 1920, at least five years after The present southern boundary of the rip- south boundary of the soils laid down by 
the pheasants of north-central Iowa had ple is the heavy-dotted line on Fig. 13. It the more recent ice sheets. It therefore 
begun their aggressive spread to the north, traveled rapidly at first, but has now slowed seems as if the nature of the soils had 
south, and west. up. It speeded up a little when the first something to do with it. 

A reciprocal drift back into Iowa was open season scattered the birds in 1925, As shown in Fig. 13, the present Iowa 
noticeable in 1931, when the Minnesota but not much. It has hung since 1922 in pheasant boundary is identical with the 
season opened before the Iowa season. All Tama, since 1915 in Story, since 1926 in glacial boundary from Winneshiek County 
the coverts on the Iowa side of the line Dallas, since 1924 in Greene, and since 1929 southeast to Delaware. Then comes a gap 
were full of birds. Birds were also pushed in Crawford. In Story the spread from where there is no clear pheasant line, but 
east into Wisconsin. 1915 to 1923 was two miles per year, and in Tama it again becomes clear and paral- 

Minnesota and Iowa receive a heavy an- since then less than a mile per year. Plant- lels the glacial line westward across the 
nual influx of South Dakota birds during ings in these border counties have not vis- central counties to Carroll. Here the 
the Dakota shooting season. This Dakota bly accelerated the rate of spread. Abun- pheasant line departs sharply southwest to 
drift is a conspicuous annual phenomenon dance, as will appear later, fades out as the the Missouri River and crosses into Ne- 
in the Sioux City region. Dakota drift is frontier is approached. Why? braska, while the glacial boundary turns 
said to have arrived as far east as Dick- Abundance has not remained stationary north. All of northwest Iowa has abun- 

ay 
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eee = 2 dance extending from Winnebago east to ARRAS 
1 | Sa { \ » Butler, and vite mostly on the sale of the ~ OO ae 

pr Se Sees ener ) The subsequent open seasons, as depicted ~ it ey A/, “ 
Se i) Tees SOT ca ef . in Fig. 11, moved steadily westward. The oS CI Me ’ 

ee eee present center of abundance extends from eae me We hl = 
epee feet onnc es! Winnebago west, and lies wholly on Wis- piel ieee | a) 
\ ERG - Ths fj i J consin and Missouri loessial soils. rr Emieieer tere |e \ 

| eee gL Atel | Cas The trend of the game law thus clearly fiste ee eee en UL 4 
\ 7 fe obeteleat : Oy (| checks the conclusions already drawn from Ske 3 2 iss PY 

\|Ge =U hee ‘ (a a BS the behavior of plantings, with this excep- a | 
Steep e eel fl tion: in 1930 the Department, in a grand 1 = ee 8 an 
i —| iyi IF splurge of liberality, re-opened the weak See 

counties of the eastern border. This was a A bars 
(Fig. 10) Lime contents of road gravels drouth year, the corn had all been cut for (Fig. 11) Open seasons and bag limits on ‘ 

iecduipecoutheclowsl fodder, and slough cover was short. The lowa pheasants. { 
result was calamity. One warden estimates 

ee a lee soil not ceo 80 per cent of the stock was killed. party of 7 men, for onset ee 850 3 
y_the ice. at is the meaning of this? pheasants in 5 hours in Hancock County, 
prcbody Inows, ue Beologicts Deine out The 1931 Open Season a ac of a aa noe ee 

that this Missouri loess resembles the ice- see : ei ee 
laid soils in being relatively high in lime. ( eepirc aon were distributed py de Peer eee: Aiawere haeeed’ 
The south-central and southeastern loess to selected sportsmen and farmers in or somewhat less than one out of five. The 

on whic pheasants Rey pe dail has pevance ot the open season of November average bag for a oy —— was 
less lime than any 0 ¢ towa soils on fF * 22.6 per party, or 5.3 birds per hunter. 
which they have succeeded. The Iowan The replies from farmers had to be dis- js feat clan for the two aes was 6 ‘ 
glaciation, on which pheasants have de- carded, because most farmers were unable  pirds. 
clined since shooting began, has less lime to keep track of the number of hunters on The bag per hunter for the three weak- 
than the Wisconsin glaciation where the their farms, or the bags made. est counties was one bird less than for the 
birds have held their own. The replies from sportsmen covered the three strongest counties, but even in the 

. If lime affects the welfare of pheasants, operations of 182 parties, hunting in 21 weakest counties the average hunter bagged 
then the surfacing of roads and the ballast- counties, and averaging 4 guns each. They over two-thirds of his limit. 
ing of railways with lime-bearing rocks hunted a total of 8,504 man-hours, or about He had to work nearly twice as hard, 
ought to have at least a local effect_on the 6 hours per man per day. The 182 parties however, since it took him 2.8 hours to bag 
survival of southern plantings. Fig. 10 flushed a total of 18,115 pheasants, or 4 bird in the weak counties, but only 1.6 
shows the lime-content of highway gravels roughly 100 pheasants per party, or 50 per hours in the strong. The average time re- 
so far used in southern Iowa, and their day. uired to bag a bird was 2.1 hours of ac- s 
relation to the southern counties seeming Flushing Rates: The method of hunting al Baines This should rebut the as- |‘ 
to carry the most pheasants. Until plant- pheasants is the same everywhere: “walk- sumption, common among  swivel-chair 
ings have been withheld for another year, ing in line.” The hunting cover is the moralists, that all pheasant hunting is too 
however, it is impossible to say which same almost everywhere: large fields of easy to constitute sport. ‘ 
southern counties show the strongest evi- standing corn. Hence the various open Sex Ratio in Bag: The bag averaged 10 ' 

dence of permanent establishment. counties present a substantially uniform cocks to 6.4 hens. It is legal to shoot hens, 
The lime theory is, of course, only a condition as to ease of flushing. Accord- put many hunters voluntarily abstain from 

theory, but the existence of some obstacle, ingly the number of birds flushed per man- doing so. Since hens are undoubtedly 
partial or complete, temporary or perma- hour is a pretty reliable index to the easier to get, this ratio reflects credit on 
nent, approaches nearer and nearer the “strength” of the pheasant crop. Fig. 12 the Iowa hunter. Unfortunately it was 
status of an established fact. Meanwhile compares the flushing rates in various coun- pot practicable for hunters to tally the sex" 
biological science is constantly widening the ties. The most frequent flushing rate was of birds flushed. 
range of possibilities of (what the obstacle about one bird per man-hour, or 4 birds per One would expect that the temptation to 
might be. The latest and most curious dis- party per hour. The strong counties show shoot hens would increase in poor territory 
covery bearing on this question is that some very high rates in a few localities. One where birds are hard to find. Such does 
species of animals fail to thrive in an not seem to be the case. The 6 counties 
ee ee it has above the average flushing rate show an 
been “conditione: 1.€., polluted) to a cer- average bag ratio of 10 cocks to 6.2 hens. 
tain deeree by. cettain othe! species, or by. pace W In short, the same proportion of hens was . 
a certain density o same species. / me EE shot in the good counties as in the poor 
popu gta} this phenomenon is [psmice | a | ones. No explanation for this somewhat 
given by Allee (1 ae = c yon SEE Ean unexpected fact can be called to mind. It . 

Has some native animal “conditioned” Peete |e faintly suggests that the proportion of 
northern Iowa, but not southern Iowa, for ean = cocks runs higher in the poor counties. In 
pheasants? What oe How? What eae oe bobwhite, cocks apparently run higher in 
can be done about it? What DCCs = Oo feseeees: |Eeeas poor years. An excess of cocks is believed 
ctor me ane eat ae areas) to accompany cycles in ruffed ~ grouse. | 
uropean : ese ar 4 0 1 Ea There is reason to suspect that adversity 

well busy the next generation of biologists. Corre i eee in general, whether in the bird’s range, cli- 
There is a natural and healthy difference mate, or health, results in the differential 

of opinion among game managers as to the Sorgh es survival of cocks. 
probable nature of the onsale to Dheseds aed The cock-hen bag ratio was examined 
in southern Iowa. In order to get the bene- — by soil types. The result shows 5.7 hens 
A ce mre quae one view polnl ihe Ue S. sens per 10 cocks in the bag on the Iowan glacia- | 

iological Survey was asked to assign te + : : 

Wallace B. Grange to make an independent esl tion and Gon the Wisconsin. u "- n i tler__| _ A further comparison was made between 
appraisal of the problerf. His report fol- aren | four north-interior counties and four south- 4 
lows this chapter. | Dic Pi border counties. The bag ratios run 10 to 

All game managers who Baye sce fis ee 6.2 and 10 to 7.0, respectively. | 

ground agree that a real test of the south- — These comparisons establish nothing, but 
ern pheasant nee te: iD ee ee | they suggest that census counts should look ‘ 
Doraty ce on a 0381930" plants a ose for sex differentials in the wild living birds. 
results o IV. ae y a In Kossuth County where I hunted there 
known; (2) the inauguration of massed ay was a noticeable tendency for the sexes to 
plantings under contents cone ions at a [Floyd __ segregate after the early bombardment of 
ected spots to find out what happens under opening day. After this segregation took 

the most favorable possible set-up. Grange Franklin aac ae eld would run erat cocks, 
sets forth plans for such experiments. ae Ne nae ag deere 

History of Open Seasons the aggregate bag ratios for large areas . 

HE first open season followed com- like counties. 
i eas of crop damage in 1925. It in- (Fig. 12) Average Flushing Rate Per Man- Crippling Loss: In addition to 4,124 
cluded 13 counties, with the center of abun- Hour by Counties. (Continued on page 31) 
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four others. These censuses were made in the first need on most of the Iowa range 
Report of the lowa Game the manner already described for quail, ex- is nesting cover to prevent the destruction 

Survey cept that He counts were obtained by ae of nests in hayfields. 
‘ ing a crew of volunteers through the fields, 

(Continued [rani geria) instead of by dog-work or tracking. Many Farmer Attitude 
pheasants bagged by the reporting parties, hundreds of sportsmen and farmers served 
1,441 were renartek: as hit but not recoy- on these crews. Fogs, rain, and muddy Before the first open season in 1925 
ered. This was supposed to include not toads prevented getting the best distribu- pheasants had become so abundant in many 
only birds knocked down and not found, tion, but a total of 340 farms were never- places that crop damage, actual or poten- 
but also birds which flew off showing evi- theless covered. Fig. 13 shows their loca- tial, rightly caused apprehension in the 
dence of being hit. It is suspected that tions, and the abundance of pheasants on minds of many farmers. 
many reporters failed to include the latter ¢ach in terms of acres per bird. Over a Since then the annual stampede of tres- 
class. Such hit birds probably die, or fall hundred other farms (marked “N” on passing hunters has caused much justifiable 
victim to enemies. Accordingly the re- ™ap) were censused for quail, but were irritation. In order to escape this nuisance 
ported ratio of bagged to crippled and loss found to contain no pheasants. some counties with abundant birds have 
birds, which was 10 to 3.5, is probably in All samples were taken after the hunting refused to ask for an open season. 
error. The crippling loss is larger than Season had taken its toll, and most before In some open counties farmers have 
this. abnormal winter concentrations of pheas- killed off the breeding stock in spring, evi- 

About a third of the reporting parties ants had formed. dently as combined insurance against dam- 
had one or more dogs, but they show no Fig. 13 is a truer cross section of pheas- age to corn and invasion by hunters. One 
lower crippling loss than the parties with- ant abundance than Fig. 7 is of quail, for warden counted 160 dead pheasants hung 
out. Most of the “dogs” used on pheasants the reason that within the established range on two miles of fence. Another estimates 
in Iowa are entirely untrained, and even (north of the heavy dots) pheasants are that a majority of the farmers in his county 
trained dogs are likely to be so demoral- quite uniformly distributed, totally blank trampled all nests found while discing in 
ized by the hectic atmosphere of gang farms being non-existent. spring. 
hunting, especially on the first day, that Fig. 14 presents the conclusions from Such extreme attitudes, while once prev- 
they are as good as useless. census. Hungarians are added for com- alent in the heavier pheasant counties, are 

Nevertheless, the use of dogs should be Parison. It tells us that: becoming exceptional. Of the hundreds of 
encouraged. Small parties with dogs pre- 1. None of the 340 farms exceed a farmers I talked with during the survey, 
sent the only alternative to gang hunting, pheasant per acre in density. The same only one openly avowed that he “shot all 
and the best future antidote for the too- UPper limit of abundance as already found pheasants on sight,” while the great ma- 
heavy crippling ratio. in quail seems to hold. (Later on, in se- jority joined with interest in the discus- 

Pheasant-Quail Ratios: Quail were vere weather, temporary concentrations oc- sion of measures for their conservation and 
flushed by reporting pheasant hunters in ali cur. As high as 500 pheasants have been management. 
but the following counties: Clay, Dickin- Seen on 160 acres, and as high as 250 in But there is no blinking the fact that the 
son, Emmet, Osceola, and Sioux. These sight at one time.) free-for-all scramble so far called pheas- 
counties constitute the quail-less area de- 2. The most frequent density was, as in ant hunting grows increasingly intolerable 
scribed in Chapter I. The average pheas- ‘quail, 2-4 acres per bird, or 50 pheasants to all concerned, and contains within itself | 
ant-quail flushing ratios per county run Per farm. On the Upper Missouri 34 per the seeds of its own destruction. The 
from no quail to one for every five pheas- Cent of the samples fell in this class, on the modifications needed are: 
ants (Humboldt). In no county were quail Wisconsin glaciation 33 per cent, but on 1. Recognize that the farmer must post ! 
more than one-fifth as abundant as pheas- the Iowan only 7 per cent. The most fre- his land and regulate who hunts, how 
ants in the open pheasant zone. quent density was 6 acres per bird on the many, how long, where, and how 
Pheasant-Hun Ratios: In the pheasant lowan soil. This checks the rating already much they kill. 

zone as a whole about 5 pheasants were given these three types of soil on the 2. Strengthen the present law against 
flushed for every Hun, but in the counties grounds of spread-rates and ability to stand unauthorized trespass. 
inhabited by both the ratio was 4 pheasants UP, under shooting. 3. Recognize that the farmer who takes 
for every Hun. This sheds some light on 3. The most frequent density of Hun- pains to improve his stand of birds 
whether it would be safe to open the sea- @tians is 8-12 acres per bird, which checks is entitled to compensation from the 
son on Hungarians. Since no coveying the relative abundance (4 to 1) already hunter who is permitted to enjoy the 
monogamous bird can stand as much pun- deduced from the flushing rate. result. 
ishment as the pheasant, and since the 4. As in quail, both pheasants and Hun- 4. As management gains headway 
pheasant is barely standing up under the @tians show a curious dearth of samples lengthen the open season on organ- 
present very short open season, it seems 1 the 6-8 acre grade. The meaning of this ized areas and enlarge the open terri- 
hardly likely that a bird only a fourth as _ is still entirely mysterious. tory. This will decrease congestion ; 
plentiful could stand up under such unreg- The geographic distribution of abundance lessen the need for “gang hunting,” 
ulated hunting as now obtains. need not be described, since Fig. 13 shows hectic hurry, and cripples; extend 

In the counties which are especially good it more clearly than words can. farm revenues from hunting privi- 
for Huns, such as Dickinson, O’Brien, Os- Many old-timers think there are more leges; allow leeway for such farmer 
ceola, and Winnebago, the two species were Pheasants in the best counties of north Iowa to adjust the hunting on his place so 
flushed in equal numbers. today than there were prairie chickens in it will not interfere with corn-husk- 
Farmer Relations: More than half of the old days. _1 know of no grounds for ing. 

the farms hunted by the reporting pheasant challenging this belief. 5. Reduce pheasant concentrations and 
hunters were posted. The farmer was paid The average abundance on the inhabited the attendant risk of crop damage by 
for the hunting pote by 7.1 per cent of | farms sampled is evidently about a pheas- wider and more uniform distribution 
the reporting parties; 7 per cent also paid ant per 6 acres, or 1/6 of what the best of winter cover and food. : 
for board. Two-thirds of the reporting range now carries, and what most of north- All of these needed changes are obtain- 
parties had made advance arrangements for ern Iowa could carry. This accurately able through organized cooperation between 
Permission to hunt. measures the length of the game manager’s farm groups, sportsmen, and the Commis- 

Ph C tether: he can improve the stand a maxi- sion. Various alternative forms for such 
easant Census mum of 600 per cent. How? cooperation are outlined in the “Hand- 

Des the winter of 1931-32 the field A preliminary answer appears in the book,” and are already being tested on the 
wardens made a pheasant count on pheasant chapter of the “Iowa Handbook series of demonstration areas which have 

one farm in each county, and estimates on of Game Management,” which asserts that been organized in various counties. 

GREETINGS FOR THE NEW YEAR! 

National Headquarters extends a hearty greeting to all members of the Izaak Walton League of 
America for the new year. The year 1932 proved one of the most difficult in the League’s history— 
but we have weathered the storm of depression and are now looking forward to increased member- 
ship, additional accomplishments and a greater League for 1933. The cause of conservation is more 
important than ever and your League is dedicated to protect America’s natural resources and wild life 
for posterity—so let us make 1933 the banner year of conservation accomplishments—it can be done! 
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: History of Plantings 

The first successful pheasant planting in Iowa was made by accident. 

William Benton was the aent of Pate in this enterprise. Benton 

was an Englishwan who had settled {n Cedar Falls, where he plied his 

trade of carving tombstones. Being English, he doubtless treasured 

recollections of well-stocked coverts at home. At any rate, he conceived 

the idea of propagating sheasants and selling then to the game department 

for liberation. 

It is uncertain in what year Benton started operations, or just 

that constituted his orizinal stock. local residents say he got his 

| birds from Gene Simpson of Corvallis, Oregon, in 1899, but Mr. Simpson's 

books show no sales to Benton until 1906 anf 1908. Others say that stock 

was imported directly from Asia. 

_ Mr. Stimpson questions 1699 as too early, but there may have been 

even earlier plantings! a bill was introduced in 1894 protecting pheasant 
plantings (Bennett, 1926). shake wee shanty st Gillin dials anibabe 

by 1899, the original ©. %. Denny importation having spread over the 

Willamette Valley and been opened to shooting by 1892. 

Benton's pheasants prospere?, but not for long. In September, 1900 

or 1901, a severe windstorm wrecked his pens. ®umor hes it that vandal 

hands aided the elements. Be that as it my, the entire stock of biris 

eseaped and scattered over the countryside. An anonymous “Iowan* (1926) 

says that “in the neighborhood of 20,000 birds" were tims inadvertently 

<a ’
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planted, but this seams an unreasonable figure. Yew game farms carry any 3 

guch stock, even today. Local residents estimate 1,000 to 2,000 birds 

| eseaped,-at that the largest single planting, save one, ever mate in Iowa. 

It is, perhaps, an appropriate irony that Iowa, losing her native 

game birds by a process of protecting then with her right hand whilst 

plowing thea out of house ani home with her left, sould likewise gain 

this new gaue bird by a left-handed quirk of the elements. lowa paid 

Williem Benton a few hundred dollers and a comission as Deputy Came Yarden 

for his losses, end forgot the incident. 

Benton's birds spread west and north, but not east or south. ‘They 

constitute the founiation stock of the north-central counties. 

~ Another game farm started inwestern Greene Comty about 1900. It 

encountered no tornado, but there is always lealage from a game fam. ‘This 

wae the second Iowa planting, tat ineffective. Pheasants did not become 

established in Greene County until drift birds from the north arrived 

about 1924, 

In 1904, only three years after the Benton episode, an unsuecensful ; 

planting ws made in Keokuk County. In 1907 2 mecessful plant ws made in 

Kossuth, and in 1905 another in )' Brien, Barly plants, undated but both 

failures, were also made in Jasper and Marshall. 

As in other states, the earliest plantings in Iowa were all private. 

Just when the state began planting was not ascertained. ‘the state records 

go back only to 1921, bat it is certain that by 1913 large state plantings 

were being made anmually. ‘ims Butler County received 500 state birds in 

1913, and 400 in 1915. Bemett says the first state game farm was author- 

4zea in 1913, probably at Spirit Lake, because local residents recall that
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in 1915, 200 wing-clipped state birds which had been placed fn a holding ‘ 

pen resprouted their pinions and went over the fence. 

Between 1915 and 1918, all the northeastern counties were covered 

by standardized plantings of 200-800 birds each. One mamaoth planting 

of 2,500 birds was made at the Pilot Knob State Park. Sach stanfard 

planting was made on a “game preserve" leased by the state from private 

owners. Hungarian partridges were also planted on these “preserves.* ‘The 

; preserve idea was borrowed from Iniiama, where it was widely practiced in 

1908-10. Tllinois, Missouri, and Michigan also started a similar aystem. 

Host of the preserves were tinbered land. 

In 1915 the etate established a central game fam at Clive, in Polk 

County. In_|47{ a duck ani pheasant form was established at Lansing, 

in Allamakee. Both remained in operation until 1931. 

Gaur present information on the volume and distribmtion of pheasant 

plantings comes from two soureest state recoris, and recollections of 

lecal people gathered during this survey. one of the state records previous 

; to 1930 are subdivided by counties, ani henee they give no eue to distri- 

bution. On the other hand the recollections of lo¢al people are fraguentary, 

and henee sive no ue to total volume. By piecing tacether the two sources, 

however, we get some idea of the planting program. 

Table 4 gives the state records on volume. Allowing for the gaps 

in the record, it seems probable that the state has liberated in Towa, from 

about 1913 to 1932, a total of between 100,000 and 150,000 pheasants. ‘This 

includes both trapped and pen-raised birds, plus a quarter of all eggs 

distrivuted for hatching. ‘he heaviest recorded plantings were in 1925 and 

igs.



Table 4 

includes trapped birds and wild eae: S 

1913-20 No record No record ? Eatire state, it 
heaviest in northeast 

1921 166 4,170 1,208 ? 

1922 5 6 299 t Neemerct an seat 

1923-28  miczeest demesund ' Ybndine abate 
1925 "7,000 60,000 22,000 onngik, sebitlien eo 
1926 153 7.059 1,918 7 Southern Commins 

12t "2,387 6.n6 1,066 1 Safermphuate defor 
1928 53 3,360 1,372 Intermediate district 

(1928 Survey, p. 15) 

1929 867 8,000 2,867 
- Southern counties 

1930 5,887 1,725 8,818 (1930 report, p. 5) 

1931 “12,224 12,995 14,473 Southern counties 

1932 ° 15,000 ft 3,750 7 Intermediate district 
(Game Policy, 1932-3) 
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The records on distrilution are too lencthy to be given here. ‘They 

are complete back to 1928, tut behind that increasingly tneomplete. ‘their 

prinetpal present bearing is on the question of whether the pheasant 

“has been civen a fair trial* in southern Iowa. Pheasants have not becone 

well establishe? in the southern counties, ani many local sportemen feel 

that this is because plantings have, until recently, been heaviest in the 

north. 

‘The records show: 

(1) That some southern counties were planted from 1905 to 1917, 

many around 1924-5, and almost all have been heavily planted yearly from 

1928 to 1930. ‘he average southern county has received over 500 birds 

sinee 1928. This is heavier than the averaze northern county ever received. 

(2) Six northera counties have apparently never been planted. They 

all lie in the northwest comer, and all have abundant pheasants. 

(3) ‘the mumber of birds so far put dowa per county, while not mown, 

is probably greater in the south than in the north. 

The right hand colum of Table 4 shows the ebb and flow of optimian 

about southern Iowa. Around 1905, when pheasants first entered the public 

mind, it was asgumed that southern Iowa was as good or better range than 

northern Iowa. ‘The existence of this belief is supported by the fact that 

up to 1913 it was customary to make releases in timber. ‘then the success- 

ful spread of the northern plantings, and the disappearance of most of the 

southern ones, brought a period of pessimieu. Southern Town was probably 

given a new but apparently half-hearted trial sbout 1924, but by 1928 

exoertence had again brought the conviction that pheasants were a failure 

fin the south. This was the view expressed to we when I visited the Depart- 

ment's office in that year. Plantings were then being concentrated in the 

x
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intermediate zone. From 1925 to 1930 public demand brought about the 

eoncentration of all plantings in the south, tut in 1971, at my recom 

mendation, all were again concentrated in the intermediate zone. The 

reasons for this will appear later. 

Trapped Pheasants and Wild Bees 

By 1925 pheasants had become s0 abundant in certain northern 

counties that the state began to trap them and gather their exes for : 

digtribation further south. 

This work began in Winnebago and Butler in 1925. ‘There is a 

diserepancy between local reports ani the official records as to its 

magnitude. Iocal residents say 20,000 wild egzs were taken out of 

Winnebago alone, the farmers who gathered them receiving $1.00 per 

dozen. “Iowan says 10,000 dozen (120,000 eggs!) were gathered in 1925, : 

but this seems unreasombly high. He adds “{t did not seem to reduce 

the birds in any way." 

The official records show: . 

Zear County. Mild Nees Gathered Mila Birds Trapped 

1925 Butler, Winnebago 60,000 7.000 

1927 ? 0 2,000 

1930 ? Q . 5800 

1931 North central 0 11,000 

: : The discrepancy in egzs may represent partly incubated eggs gathered 

but disearded. 

The 1931 trappingms done by contract, the state paying private 

trappers $1.00 each for live birds delivered to the local warien, who 

qj me
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shipped them to the state farm at Clive for redistribution to the southern 

counties. A total of 11,000 (or 11,6007) birds was delivered to the 

restocking point for $1.65 each. 

Drift from Other States 

Southern Minnesota, by and large, was stocked by northward 

; adrift of Iowa birds. Iarze-scale state plantings were not begun there 

until 1920, at least five years after the pheasants of north-central 

Towa had begun their aggressive spread to the north, south, and west. 

A reciprocal drift back into Iowa was noticeable in 1971, when 

the Minnesota season opened before the Iowa season. All the coverts on 

the 
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Iowa site of the line were full of birds. Birds were also pushed cast _ 

inte Wisconsin. 

Winnegeta and Iowa receive a heavy ammal influx of South Dakota 

birds during the Dakota shooting season. This Dekota drift is 2 con 

spicuous anmal phenomenon in the Sioux City region, Dskote drift is 

said to have arrived as fa east as Dickinson County as early as 1919, 

bat these may have been birds spreading east from the 1908 O'Brian County 

plant. 

Behavior of Plants; The Problem of Southern Iowa 

Almost all of the original plantings in the northern half of the 

atate were a success from the outset. ‘Widespread abundance was first 

atteined in Winnebago and the surrounfing counties near the Minnesota 

line about 1916. Abubdance was attaine’ in Dickinson by 1917, Floyd by 

1929, Husbeldt by 1920, Hardin and Hamilton by 192%, Sac by 1927. ‘these 

dates, when plotted on a map, are like the ripples from a pebble dropped 

in north-central Iowa. ‘the present southern bouniary of the ripple is 

the heavy-dotted line on Pig. 13. It travelled rapidly at firet, but has 

now slowed up. It speeded up a little when the first open season seattered 

the birds in 1925, but ot mech. Tt has Inmg sincs 1922 in Tama, since 

1915 in Story, since 1926 in Dallas, since 1924 im Greene, ani since 1929 

in Crewford. In Story the spread from 1915 to 1923 was two miles per year, 

and since then less than a mile per year. Plantings in these border counties 

have not visibly accelerated the rate of spread. Aounfance, as will appear 

later, fades out as the frontier is approached. “hy? 

Abundance has not remained stationary within the established range. 

The birds have held their om en the sofls of the Wisconsin ¢lacier and 

K :
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the Missourt River loess, tat there has been a visible decline on the sofls 

of the Iowa glaciation since shooting bezan in 1925. ‘his area of decline 

centres in Butler ani Grunfy. Nas this anything to do with the problens 

of southeard spread? ‘hat? 

It 4¢ also worth noting that in five lmown cases{ Marshall, Story, 

Greene, Sac, and Ida), early plantings failed on ground the mbsequent 

occupation of which by the wave of natural drift proves it to be habitable, 

| vat the ripple has stopved mot far beyond. thy? 

There is no visible obstacle to the further spread of the birds. ‘he 

simplest theory is that they have struck some invisible barrier, which 

iupedes or etops their further spread. ‘hat could it be? 

Moet of the plantings in southern Iowa disappeare? within three years, 

. or were masked by new plantings before the remults could be finally 

| weighed. There are some exceptions, however: Ross Blye, in Marion County, 

, has 50 birds on his farm which he believes date back to a planting made 

ever 20 years ago. He knows of no subsequent releasce near his farm. In 

general, though, southern Iowa stocks, where they survive at all, have 

im no ease shown the spreading power of the early northern plantings? “hy? 

Theories on Pheasant Range 

As already pointed out (North-Central Survey, pp. 122-129) the couth 

boundary of established pheasant populations not only in Iowa, but in 

J Tilinois, Indiana, ani parts of Wioconsin, coincides closely with the 

"south bountary of the sofls laid down by the more recent ice sheets. It 

therefore seems as if the nature of thé soils had something to do with it. 

As shown in Pig. 13, the present Iowa pheasant boundary ie identical 

with the glacial boundary from Winneshiek County southeast to Delaware. 

~
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then comes a gap where there is no clear pheasant line, tut in Toma it : 

again becomes clear and parallels the glacial line westward across the 

central counties te Carroll. Here the pheasant line departs sharply 

southwest to the Missouri River and crosses into Nebrasim, while the 

glacial boundary turns north. All of northwest Iowa has abundant pheasents 

on a loess soil pot laid down by the ice. what is the meaning of this? 

Nobody lmows, but geologists point out that this Mqssourl leess 

| resembles the ico-laid soils in bein relatively hich in lime. ‘the south- 

central and southeastern loess on which pheasants have so far failed has 

less lime than any of the Iowa soils on which they have succeeded. ‘the 

Towan glaciation, on which pheasants have declined since shooting began, 

| has less lime than the Wisconsin ¢lactation where the birds have held 

‘ their own. 

If lime affects the welfare of pheasants, then the surfacing of 

roads and the ballasting of railways with lime-bearing rocks ought to 

, have at least a local effect on the survival of southern plantings. Fig. 10 

shows the lime-content of highway gravels 90 far used in southern Tova, 

and their relation to the southern counties seeming te carry the most 

pheasants. Until plantings have been withheld for another year, however, 

At 1s impossible to eay which southern counties show the strongest evidence 

of permanent establishnent. 

The lime theory is, of course, only a theory, tut the existence of , 

some obstacle, partial or complete, temporary or permanent, approaches 

nearer and nearer the status of an esteblished fact. Meanwhile biological 

science is constantly widening the range of possibilities of what the 

~~
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obstacle micht be. ‘The latest and most curios discovery bearing on a 

this question is that some species of animals fail to thrive in an 

otherwise guiteble enviroment until it has been “confitioned” (1.¢., 

polluted) to a certain degree by certain other species, or by a certain 

density of the same species. A popular deseription of this phenomenon 

is given by Allee (1932). 2 

Hae some native animsl “con@itioned* northern Iowa, but nd southern 

Towa, for pheasants? ‘hat species? How? What can be done about it7 

That species “conditions" the Asiatic pheasant range? ‘The Suropean? 

These are questions which msy well busy the next generation of biologists. 

There is a natural and healthy difference of opinion among game 

managers as to the probable nature of the obstacle to pheasants in 

southern Iowa. In orter to get the benefit of more than one viewpoint, 

the J. 5. Biological Survey ms asked to assign Wallace 3. Grange to 

make an indepenfent appraisal of the problen. His report follows this 

chapter. 

All game managers who have seen the ground agree that a real test 

of the southern pheasant ranze requires (1) the temporary cessation of sll 

planting until the results of the heavy 1928-1930 plants sre Imown; 

(2) the inauguration of massed plantings unter controlled conditions at 

seleéted «pots to find out what happens unier the most favorable possible 

set-up. Grange sets forth plans for mech experiments. 

History of Open Seasons 

the first open season followed complaints of crop damage in 1925. 

It included 13 emnties, with the centre of sbundance extending from Winnebago 

gast to Butler, ant lying mostly on the soils of the Jom elecier. 

oe ee ic isnt ieee eae eee ie
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The mubsequent open seasons, as depicted in Pig. 11, moved steodily . 

westward. ‘the present centre of abumiance extends from Winnebago west, 

and lies wholly on Wisconsin ani Missouri loessial soils. 

The trend of the game law tims clearly checks the conclusions 

already dram from the behavior of plantings, with this exception: in 

1930 the Departaent, in a grand splurge of Liberality, re-opened the weak 

counties of the eastern border. ‘This was a drouth year, the corn ha‘ all 

been eat for fodder, and slough cover was short. ‘he result was calasity. 

One warden estimates 80 per cent of the stock mas killed. 

The 1971 Open Season 

Questionnaires were distributed to selected sportemen and farmers 

in advance of the open season of November 6-7, 1931. 

The replies from farsers had to be discarded, because most farsers 

were unable to keep track of the mmber of hunters on their farns, or 

* the bags made. 

The replies from sportemeh covered the operations of 182 parties, 

hunting in 21 counties, and averaging 4} guns each. ‘They Imnted o total of 

8,504 man-hours, or about 6 hours per man per day. ‘he 182 parties 

flushed a total of 18,115 pheasants, or roughly 100 pheasants per party, 

or 50 per day. 

Ziughing Rates: ‘the method of Imnting pheasants is the same everywheret 

“walking in line." The lumting cover is the same di uost everyzheret large 

fields of standing corn. Hence the various open counties present a sub- 

atantially uniform confition as to ease of flushing. Accordingly the 

mumber of birds flushed per man-hour is a pretty reliable inex te the 

‘strength" of the pheasant crop. Vig. 12 compares the flushing rates in
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tarious counties. ‘the most frequent flushing rate was about one bird 

per man-hour, or 4 birds per party per hour. ‘The strong counties show : 

very high rates in a few localities. One party of 7 men, for instance, 

flushed 850 pheasants in 5 hours in Haneock County, a rate of 2% per man 

hour. 

Bagg: Of the 15,115 pheasants flushed by the reporting Imnters, 4,124 

were bagged, or somevhat less than one ont of five. ‘the average bag 

for the two-day season was 22.6 per party, or 5.3 birds per mmter. His 

legal limit for the two days wee 6 birds. 

The bag per hunter for the three weakest counties was one bird 

counties the average hunter bagged over two-thirds of his limit. 

He had to work nearly twice as hari, however, since it took him 

2.8 hours to bag a bird in the weak counties, but only 1.6 hours in the 

strong. The average time required to bag a bird was 2.1 hours of actual 

fanting. Thie should rebut the asewmption, comson awone swivel-chair 

moralists, that all pheasant bunting is too easy to constitute sport. 

Sex Ratio in Bag: ‘he bag averaced 10 cocks to 6.! hens. It is legal 

te shoot hens, but many unters voluntarily abstain from doing so. Since 

hens are undoubtedly easier to get, this ratio reflects credit on the Iowa 

hunter. Unfortmately it was not practicable for hunters to tally the 

sex of birds finshed. 

One would expect that the temptation to shoot hens would increase 

in poor territory where birds are hard to find. Such does mot seem to 

be the case. ‘the 6 counties above the average flushing rate show an 

averaze bag ratio of 10 cocks to 6.2 hens. In short, the same proportion
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of hens was shot in the good counties as in the poor ones. 36 explan- 

ation for this somewhat unexpected fact can be called te mind. It : 

faintly sugcests that the proportion of eocks runs higher in the poor 

counties. In bobwhite, cocks apparently run higher in poor years. An 

exeess of cocks is believed to accompany cycles in ruffed grouse. ‘there 

is reason to suspeet that adversity in general, whether in the bird's 

range, climate, or health, remlts in the differential mrvival of cocks. 

The cockthen bag ratio wan examined by soil types. ‘The remit 

shows 5.7 hens per 10 ecodics in the bag on the Iowan glaciation, and 6.5 

on the Wisconsin. 

A further comparison was made between four north-interior counties 

and four south-border counties. ‘The bag ratios run 10 to 6.2 and 10 to 7.0 

respectively. : 

These comparisons establish nothing, tbat they suggest that cenme 

counts should look for sex differentials in the wild living birds. 

Ta Xeasuth County where I hunted there ms a noticeable tenilency : 

: for the sexes to segregate after the early boubariment of opening day. 

After this segregation took place, one field would run mostly cocks, 

while another would run mostly hena. It is improbable, however, that 

this affected the aggregate bag retios for lerge areas like omnties. 

Grippling Jog: In addition to 4,12 pheasants bagged by the reporting 

parties, 1,41 were reported as hit but not recovered. ‘This was supposed 

to include not only birds knocked down and not found, but also birds which 

flew off showing evidence of being hit. It is suspected that many reporters 

3 failed to include the latter class. Such hit birds probably die, or fall 

vietia to enemies. Accordinly the reported ratio of bageed to crippled 
XX
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: and lost birds, which was 10 to 3.5, 1s probably fn error. ‘the crippling 
loss is larger than this. : 

About a third of the reporting parties had one or more dogs, tut 

they show no lowsr crippling loss than the parties without. Most of the 

"dogs" used on pheasants in Towa are entirely untrained, and even trained 

| dogs are likely to be so demoralized by the hectic atwosvhere of gang 

hunting, especially on the first day, that they are as good as useless. 

Nevertheless the use of dogs should be encouraged. ‘mall parties 

with dogs present the only alternative to gang bunting, and the best 

futare antidote for the too-heavy crippling ratio. 

Pheagant: Quail Ratiog: Quail were flushed by reporting pheasant hunters 

in all tut the following counties: Clay, Dickinson, Benet, Osceola, and 

Sioux. ‘These counties constitute the qail-less area described in Chapter I. 

The average vheagantiquail flushing ratios per county run from no quail 

te one for every five pheasants (Humboldt). In no county were quell more 

than one+fifth as abundance as pheasants in the open pheasant zone. ; 

Pheagant:Hun Ratiog: In the pheasant zone as a whole about 5 pheasants 

were flushed for every Hun, tut in the counties inhebited by both the ratic 

was 4 pheasants for every Mun. ‘This sheds gome light on shether 1t would 

de safe to open the season on Mnngarians. Since no coveying monogamous 

bird can stand as much punishment as the pheasant, and since the pheasant 

"fg barely standing up umier the present very short open season, it seens 

hardly likely that a bird only a fourth as plentiful could stand up under 

gach unregulated hunting as now obtains. 

In the counties which are especially good for Mums, mach as Dickinson, 

O'Brien, Osceola, and Winnebago, the two species were finshed in equal 

munber ss ;
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Femeer Relations: More than half of the fams hunted by the reporting . 

pheasant hunters were posted. ‘The farser was paid for the hunting privilege 

by 7-1 per cent of the reporting parties; 7 per cent also paid for board. 

Two-thirds of the reporting parties had made advance arrangenents for 

permission to hunt. : 

Pheasant Census 

Daring the winter of 1971-32 the field wardens made a pheasant 

count on om farm in each county, and estimates on four others. ‘These 

censuses were made in the manner alreafy described for quail, exsept 

that the counts were obtained by walking a crew of volunteers through the 

fields, instead of by dog-work or tracking. Many hundreds of sportamen 

end farmers served on these crews. Yors, rain, and midy roads prevented 

getting the best distribution, but a total of 320 farms were nevertheless 

; eovered. Fig. 13 shows their locations, and the abunfance of pheasants 

on cach in terns of acres per bird. Over a huniréd other farne (marked 

7" on map) were censused for quail, bat wore fond to contain no pheasants. — 

All samples were taken after the Imnting season had taken its toll, 

and most before abnormal winter concentrations of pheasants had forsed. 

Fig. 13 is a truer cross section of pheasant abundance than Fic. 7 

is of quail, for the reason that within the esteblished range (north of 

the heavy dots) pheasants are quite uniformly distributed, totally blank 

: faras being non-existent. 

Pig. 1% presents the conclusions from census. Hungarians are added 

for comparison. It tells us thet: 

: 1. Mone of the 340 famas exceed a pheasant per acre in density. ‘the 

game upper limit of abumiance as alrendy foun! in quail seems to held.
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(Later on, in severe weather, temporary concentrations cecur. As high as 

500 pheasants have been seen on 160 eres, ani as high as 250 in si¢ht 

at one time.) 

. 2. the most frequent density was, as in quail, 2+! seres per bird, 

or 50 pheasants per farm. On the Upper Missouri 34 per cent of the samples 

fell in this class, on the Wisconsin glaciation 33 per cent, but on the 

Iowan only 7 per cent. ‘the most frequsiit density was 6 acres per bird on 

the Iowan oil. This checks the rating already given these three types of 

goil on the grounds of spread-rates ani ebility to stanf up unter shooting. 

3. the most frequent density of Hungarians 1s $12 acres per bird, 

which chezks the relative abumianee (4 te 1) already deduced from the 

flushing rate. 

%. As in quail, both pheasants ani Hungarians show a curious dearth 

of samples in the 6-S sere grade. ‘The meaning of this is still entirely 

uysterious. 

The geographic distribution of abuntance nee’ act be described, since 

Fig. 13 shows it more clearly then words can. 

; Many old timers think there are more pheasants in the best counties 

of north Iowa today than there were prairie chickens in the old days. 
I 

‘mow of no grounis for challenging this belief. 
; 

The average abundance on the inhsbited farms sampled is evidently 

about = pheasant per 6 acres, or 1/6 of what the best range now carries, 

and what most of northern Iowm could carry. This seeurstely measures the 

length of the gome manager's tether: he ean improve the stand a maxiam 

of 600 per cent. How? 

A prelisinery answer appears in the pheasant chapter of the “Iowa
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Handbook of Gawe Management," which asserts that the first need on 

most of the Iowa range ie nesting cover to prevent the destruction of 

nests in hayfields. 

Farmer Attitude 

Before the first open season in 1925 pheasants had become 20 

abundant in mony places that crop damage, actual or potential, rightly 

_ Gaased apprehension in the mind of many farsers. ; 

Since then the anmal stampede of trespassing Immters has caused 

mach justifiable irritation. In order to escape this misanee soue 

counties with abundant birds have refused to ask for an open season. 

In some @epen counties farmers have Icliled off the breeding stock 

in spring, evidently as combined insurence against damage to corn and 

invasion by hunters. One warden counted 160 dead pheasants hung on two 

miles of fence. Another estinates that a majority of the farmers in his _ 

county trampled all nests found while discing in spring. 

: Such extreme attitudes, while once prevalent in the heavier pheasant 

counties, are becoming exceptional. Of the hundreds of farmers I talked 

with during the mrvey, only one openly avowed that he "shot all pheasants 

on sight," while the great mjority joined with interest in the discussion 

of measures for their conservation and mnacenent.: 

But there is no blinking the fact that the free-for-all scramble 

so far called pheasant hunting crows increasingly intolerable to all 

eoncerned, and containg within itself the seeds of ite own destruction. 

The modifications needed are:
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: : Now, 
Ost. 5, 1932 

Memo to Cal Johnson: 

Ghapter Ill, Game Survey of Towa 

Here is the material for Chapter III, “The Pheasant in Towa." 

Thais chapter carries Figs. 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and also a 

photograph, which you can use if you want it. 

Of the five cuts Fig. 13, "Pheasant Census of Iowa,” is the 

important one. ‘This should not be reduced below the point where 

the legend in the lower right-hand corner is legible. Figs. 10, 11, 

12, and 14, on the other hand, may be severely reduced. 

Kindly return the originals of the figures and photograph 

when you are through with then, 

Aldo Leopold



fom 2, 1733 

Memo to Cal Johnson: 

Ghapter IV, Game Survey of Towa 

Here is the material for Chapter IV, "The Hungarian Partridge 

: in Towa." 

This carries one table, which is incorporated in the text, é 

and Pig. 15, which is important and should not be reduced below 

k 
the point where the legend in the lower right-hand is legible. 

Kindly return the original of Fig. 15 when you are through 

with it. 

Aldo Leopold 

ae Bare io pally tne smacp in thas Pas 

fagbte wlbout offer:
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; Dee. 12, 1932 

Mr. Cal Johnson, Editor 
Outdoor America 
222 North Bank Drive 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Cal: 

I did not return to my office until today, 
hence the delay in returning the proof for the pheasant 

chapter. 

The changes in Table 4 are author's errors 
and you may disregard them if it is inconvenient to carry 
them out. 7 

The most serious trouble with the proof is 
the extremely small scale of Figures 10 and 11, both of 
which are so reduced that it is hardly possible to read 
the legend. I imagine, however, that it is too late to 

do anything about this. 

The other corrections seem to offer no 

difficulties. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh 
Inel.
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Dec. 12, 1932 

Mr. Cal Johnson, Editor 
Outdoor America 
222 North Bank Drive 
Chicago, Illinois 

Dear Cal: : 

I did not return to my office until today, 
hence the delay in returning the proof for the pheasant 
chapter. 

The changes in Table 4 are author's errors 
and you may disregard them if it is inconvenient to carry 
them out. a 

The most serious trouble with the proof is 
the extremely small scale of Figures 10 and 11, both of 
which are so reduced that it is hardly possible to read 
the legend. I imagine, however, that it is too late to 
do anything about this. 

The other corrections seem to offer no 
difficulties. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh 
Incl.



Memo to Cal Seemeces 

Ghapter V, Game Survey of Towa, 

Here is the material for Chapter V, "Iowa Grouse." . 

This carries four cuts (Figs. 16-19) and three photosraphs 

(2, 3, and 4). ‘The photographs need not all be used, but they 

are extra good ones given me as a personal favor by Franklin J. 

Schmidt of the Wisconsin Conservation Department, hence any 

that you do use should without fail carry the acknowledgement in 

the title. 

Figs. 16-19 are all about equally important, but 16 and 17, 

on account of the small print, will stand less reduction than the 

ethene 

I have arranged the two parts of Fig. 16 one above the other 

so that the districution of resident and wintering chickens res- 

pectively may be directly compared. 

Kindly return the originals of the figures and photographs 

when you are through with them. 

: : Aldo Leopold



Memo to Cal Johnson: 

Ghapter Vi, Game Survey of Towa 
Here is the material for Chapter VI, “Iowa Waterfowl. * 

This carries only one cut, Fig. 20, which may be reduced, 

but not beyond the point where the printing on the map loses 

legibility. 

If you particularly desire a waterfowl photograph to go 

with this chapter, let me know, since I may be able to get one 

from Allen Green. I have a map of the banding returns from the 

Allen Green refuge in Iowa which I am inclosing in the event that 

you should want more illustrative material for this chapter. I 

did not include it, since I had et everything down as far as 

possible. 

Kindly return the originals when you are through with them. 

Aldo Leopold



Memo to Cal Johnson: 

Chapter Vil, Game Survey of Tova 

Here is the material for Chapter VII, “Iowa Game Mammals 

and Turkeys." 

This carries four cuts, Figs. 21-24. Fig. 22 may be more 

severely reduced than the other three if you so desire. 

Kindly return the originals of the figures when you are 

through with then. 

Aldo Leopold ia



Memo to Cal Johnsont 

Ghapier VIII, Geme Survey of Towa 

. Here is the material for Chapter VITI, “the Conservation 

L Movement in Towa. 

This carries one long table (Table 6) and one eut (Fig. 25). 

I would suggest setting the table in type different from that 

of the text and placing it in a pair of boxed inserts on opposite 

pages. 

Fig. 25 will stand reduction down to the point where the 

lettering becomes illegible, but since it is of considerable 

interest to sportssen you may not want to reduce it to the limit. 

Kindly return the original of Fig. 25 when you are through 

with it. 

Aldo Leopold



Memo to Cal Johnson: 

Ghapter IX, "Game Survey of Towa,“ 

Here is the material for Chapter IX, “dhe Iowa Game Program." 
This is a boiled-down summary of the conclusions derived from the 
preceding chapters. Possibly both the text and the single out 

(Fig. 26) will strike you as not very interesting. Accordingly I 
have added a photograph, No. 5, to help liven up the chapter in 
the event you desire to use it. : 

This is the final chapter of the series, hence it may be 
well to Jiscuss what needs to be done to complete the volume for 
final assembly. I inclose, therefore, text for: 

Title page 
Preface 
List of Chapters 

These are to appear in the order named before the beginning 
of Chapter I. This is, of course, a separate vrinting cost, which 
I hope you have taken account of in fixing your price per copy. 

At the end of the last chapter should be given the attached 
bibliography, which is necessary to make the volume usable for 
scientific readers. 

In addition both the scientific and popular value of the 
compiled volume would be enhanced by an index, which, of course, I 
will be unable to prepare until the numbered pages for all nine 
chapters are available. If you will send me a set of all the 

chapters I will prepare a short index and return it to you as : 
promptly as possible. 

Aldo Leopold
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Preface 

Iowa's game policy, like that of many other states, is 

undergoing a transition. 

The policies of the past have reached the limit of their : 

utility. Even if backed by greatly increased funds, they would 

probably fail in the long run to maintain the wild life resource. 

= This is because of three basic defects: 

(1) They seek to protect the game itself, but fail to control 

its environment. 

(2) They depend almost wholly on public as distinguished from 
private initiative. Public initiative can go no farther 

than public funds, which by no stretch of the imagination 
can ever be sufficient. 

(3) They ignore the landholder, whose dooperation and good 
will is necessary to the success of any game system. 

There is one visible remedy for all three defects: Make 

the landholder the custodian of the state's game which is resident 

on his property, and let the hunter compensate him for so improving 

its environment that it produces a shootable surplus. 

The development of this remedy requires a radical re-orientation 

of both public and private thought and action. To accomplish it without 

undue sacrifice of democracy in sport, and with due regard to the welfare 

of non-game wild life, requires a large mumber of adjustments. ‘This 

survey attempts to organize and orient these adjustments in the light 

of such fects and experience as are available. ‘This survey, in short, - 

is an attempt to start the process of evolving a new game policy for 

Iowa, and to give that process initial direction and balance. 

The Conservation Plan, which is to be based on this and a series 

of parallel surveys in other fields, is premised on the principle that 

5 fe 4
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each natural resource can be conserved only by the integration of all. : 

Hence the ultimate utility of this game survey will depend on the 

degree to which its findings are studied, understood, criticized, and 

i extended by the hunter, the farmer, the agricultural administrator, 

the biologist, the forester, and fisherman, the nature-lover, and the 

economist. | 

The recommendations of this survey on how landholders can organize 

for game-cropping, and what techniques they may apply to the various 

game species, have already been published in the handbook, “Management 

of Upland Game Birds in Iowa" (1932). ‘This report presents only the 

more important facts, deductions, and analyses on which the recommendations 

in the Handbook are based. : 

fhe task of gathering and acting on the facts here set forth was 

shared by many cooperators. Wallace B. Grange was loaned by the U. S. 

Biological Survey to make a special study of the pheasant problem 

in southern Iowa. His report is appended to Chapter III. Tarl A. Fry 

was loaned by the Du Pont Company to help organize the census in the 

northwestern counties. John N. Ball was loaned by the American Game 

Association, and with the help of Willium Schuenke, Superintendent of 

Game and Deputies, organi,ed fourteen groups of farmers, and drew up 

game management plans which are now being applied to their holdings, to 

demonstrate the possibilities of farm game production. The Extension 

Service of the Agricultural College, through its county agents, con- 

tributed a large amount of work. 

Hundreds of Iowa citizens affiliated with the Izaak Walton League, 

the Will H. Dilg League, the Audubon Society, and the Iowa Ornithologists! 

Union not only gave freely of their local kmowledge, but also volunteered
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a very large aggregate of f aapeed. labor. 

It 4s froquegtly alleged that the field warden, being pre- 
occupied with law-enforcgyent, cannot learn the technique of game 

management, nor organize patfle to apply it. ‘The zeal and intelligence - 

with which many of the To¥g "ardens cooperated in this survey belies 

this assumption. I am especially indebted to M. K. Johnston for help 

in compiling the game census. 

These many workers were, I think, inspired by a tacit realization 

that it is "last call" for many species of wild life, and that if Iowa 

can find a way to make conservation a reality, other states will use it. 

: Aldo Leopold
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GAME SURVEYS ALDO LEOPOLD 
‘GAME MANAGEMENT: CONSULTING FORESTER 

GAME RESEARCH 905 UNIVERSITY AVENUE 
CONSERVATION POLICY MADISON, WISCONSIN 

Memo to Cal Johnson: 

Chapter VI, Game Survey of Iowa 

Here is the material for Chapter VI, "Iowa Waterfowl." 

This carries only one cut, Fig. 20, which may be reduced, 

but not beyond the point where the printing on the map loses 

legibility. 

If you particularly desire a waterfowl photograph to go 

with this chapter, let me kmow, since I may be able to get one 

from Allen Green. I have a map of the banding returns from the 

Allen Green refuge in Iowa which I am inclosing in the event that 

you should want more illustrative material for this chapter. I 

did not include it, since I had cut everything down as far as 

possible. 

Kindly return the originals when you are through with them. 

Aldo Leopold 

~



Report on a Game Survey of Iowa ‘ 

Chapter VI 

IOWA WATERFOWL 

History 

Iowa is a cemetery of dead lakes and ducking grounds. 

The forces which destroyed its waters, and with them its water- 

fowl, have worked so long and so well that the younger generation has 
Q ranreel Te 

learned to live amid the graves,and like it. , Biological bankruptcy, 
the state is forgetting 

hag-prevailed so-lene—that/what solvency it once enjoyed,-what produc- 

tivity inheres in its wasted lakes and marshlands. But there are some 

who remember the glory of days gone by, and others who have heard of it. 

"The Conservation Plan" is their manifesto that "outdoor Iowa" can 

and shall come back. 

Iowa, unlike states to the east and south, lies within what was ; 

once the richest bird-nursery in the world, the "Central Prairie Breeding 

Area." Wearly the entire west half of the state is mapped by Phillips 

and Lincoln (1930) as once a part of that breeding ground, the northern 

projection of which on the Canadian prairies still furnishes the bulk 

of the continental duck supply. The duck hunter now thinks of this 

prairie area as increasing in richness and productivity to the northward, 

but the opposite was originally the case. Its sotherly projection into 

Iowa, western Minnesota and the Dakotas was once the cream of the 

continent in number of species, if not in mumber of birds. Canada géese, 

trumpeter swans, whooping and sandhill cranes, marbled godwits, and long 

billed curlews “ee, among these now-evicted hosts of breeding fowl.
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As a feeding ground for migrants Iowa was likewise rich beyond 

the dreams of the present generation. Her 75 meandered lakes, of which 63 

nominally remain, were once larger, deeper,and more stable than now, and 

before their invasion by carp, richer in food plants. The two great river 

systems of the state, then unconfined by levees, replenished with each flood 

an infinity of sloughs, lakes, cutoffs, holes and runs. In addition, the 

glaciated prairies of north Iowa were dotted with large and small marshes, 

bogs, and ponds, most of which have disappeared so completely that only 

a buried tile, invisible to the Tenustegs testifies to their passing. 

It should not be overlooked that the heyday of the ducks probably 

oceurred after, rather than before, the settlement of the prairies. It was 

after grains and winter wheat had been added to uplands, and before the 

lowlands had been drained, that the optimum or balanced environment was 

offered to migratory birds. Like the prairie sion Hae es nes 

responded to these sudden accessions to their food supply, -eegm though 

they were then so plentiful that no one noticed the difference. 

Ditches, dykes, tiles, levees, pumps, and stream-straightening 

have done away with the great bulk of Iowa's once vast marshland area, 

while the guns have more than kept pace in trimming down the flights 

to fit their diminishing habitats. 

To realize fully the degree of shrinkage, the reader should 

visit the archives and dig out survey plats of er trict townships with 

whith he is familiar. On these yellowing pages he will see quaint water- 

color arabesques of blue and brown--the original surveyor's symbols for slough 

and margh--sprawled all over farms now hard put to sink a well. In his 

mind's eye he can then picture what hosts with whistling wings once gladdened
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the dawn on that old prairie, which now spreads lifeless from horizon 

to horizon, in final surrender to the legions of the corn. 

Present Conditions 

This shrinkage in habitat was accompanied not only by a 

steady increase in the number of hunters, but also in their mobility. 

The outboard motor, as well as the automobile, has made very wet place 

in the state accessible at any time, while the growing practice of report- 

ing the flights in the public press has left little to chance, except 

| whether there are any ducks left to shoot. Even the remotest sandbar 

of the Missouri, once isolated by muddy roads and dangerous currents, is 

: now reached with ease and safety by the gasoline "kicker." 

A more aggravated situation probably does not exist in any 

nearby state except Indiana, where both ducks and ducking grounds are gone, 

and duck hunters have turned to other things. Many duck hunters have doubt- 

less given up the sport in Iowa. The pamneoter ee or increase 

the congestion of guns on the public lakes, or seek refuge in private clubs. 

The degree of congestion may be judged from this instance: ‘There 

is an isthmus between two lakes which constitutes a "Pass." On the square 

block of 40 acres comprising this pass there are frequently 50 guns, 

whereas there is room for only 7 guns placed 60 yards apart. It was not 

surprising to be told that the stores in the nearby town had frequent call 

for buckshot. Every experienced fowler kmows the crippling that goes on 

in such a case, and the mtual exasperation of the guns trying to outreach 

each other, 

The simultaneous shrinkage in birds and ground, coupled with the 

increase in hunters, has resulted in a steady growth of organized competitive
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' methods and destructive shooting practices. Live decoys, for example, 

have camsed the kill to decline less rapidly than the supply of birds. The 

unorganized casual methods which were effective three decades ago would 

draw few feathers from the present flight, but a clamoring mob of live 

decoys will draw ducks “where there aren't any." ‘Thus by paying dividends 

out of capital, we have deferred the penalties of over-shooting. 

Types of Shooting 

Four types of shooting are now practiced in Iowa. 

The most legitimate is the cornfield mallard shooting in the 

region of the northern lakes. The birds rest by night on the large lakes 

and refuges, many of them substantially foodless, and feed by day in the 

cornfields anywhere within a radius of 10 or 15 miles. A good guess as to 

which cornfield, and when, requires real skill and careful observation. 

No decoys are used,-the hunter's proficiency with the duck call, his marks- 

manship, his patience, and the hardihood to sit all day in the md are 

the criteria of success. A field once shot over is quickly abandoned by 

the birds. The shooting is overhead and difficult. ‘The whole system is 

relatively commendable, from the standpoint of both conservation and ethics. 

The ducks will not alight in a field of white corn; they prefer 

the yellow. They also prefer a field in which a mechanical "picker" has 

levelled all the stalks to the ground, and left a generous wastage of 

shattered grain for their duckly delectation. 

The second type is river shooting, which is rapidly deteriorating 

from a competition of skill into a competition of lures and armaments. On the 

Mississippi bars and islands from 50 to 100 live decoys are used at a single 

plind containing 3-5 guns. Beginning three years ago, "flyers" are now added.
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Blinds are all built with a roof, and the decoys are set in radial lines-- 

mute testimony to the fact that hard overhead shots are not even desired, 

and that the shooting is confined to birds which have alighted or swum in to 

the decoys. Kills of 30 to 45 from a single flock have been made. On the 

Missouri 75 live decoys and 4 guns constitute the maximum, and 35 decoys with 

2 men, the average "layout! Up to 40 live geese are also used. ‘There are 

no "flyers." 

It may be contrary to the personal taste and inclination of the 

individual hunter to resort to these methods, but he has to if he is 

successfully complete with the nearby blinds which use them. Point rentals 

run up to $75, but during the short season of 1931 fell to $15. ‘the 

expense of maintaining such elaborate equipment invites continuous occupancy 

of blinds, heavy kills, and in some cases "bootlegging" of ducks to offset 

: costs. 

The third type is lake shooting, which does not differ materially 

from lake shooting in other states. 

Lastly, there is pond shooting, of ten on small leased ponds which 

would hardly attract a single duck but for the clamor of live decqys on 

which this type of shooting, like river shooting, almost entirely depends. 

There is as yet little baiting in Iowa, but it has started on the 

sandbars of the Missouri, and among the clubs on the ConXeville Marsh. 

Migratory vs. Upland Game Policy 

The reaction of the private individual when he sees a duck on his 

land is to get it while the getting is good, for tomorrow the duck may go 

elsewhere. On the other hand, his reaction when he sees a quail, is (or can 

be made) a desire to protect that quail, in order that next year there may be
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a covey. It is practicable to make the landholder custodian of the quail, 

but only governments can take care of waterfowl. What can they do to help 

the situation in Iowa? 

The federal government is far away, and many states are clamoring 

for its slender stock of men and funds. The question, therefore, is largely 

what Iowa can do to help herself. 

These things need to be done: 

1. Expand and improve the breeding area. 

2. Provide an adequate system of states, federal, county, 

municipal and private refuges. 

3. Expand the shooting area to relieve congestion. 

4. Regulate destructive practices, both on public and 
private shooting grounds. 

Breeding Areas 

There is no fixed limit to the mmber of ducks which can be 

Seong of marsh, i.e., waterfowl have no "saturation point." 

In this respect they differe fundamentally from upland game, and for this 

reason it is practicable for the public to own and operate elicet 

Much service can be derived from small acreage. 

In addition to enlarging the breeding area by restoring lakes 

and marhhes, the state can (as in upland game) largely enhance the per=— 

acre production by management,-that is, by the deliberate alteration of 

the environment. Many of the remaining lakes and marshes fall far short 

of carrying the breeding stocks which they have room for, by reason of the 

grazing, trampling, plowing, or burning of nesting cover. The state should 

acquire or lease all needed nesting grounds adjacent to its lakes. These
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may have to extend inland, because OE iia of ducks build their 

t nests not on the edge of the water, but on high, dry ground some distance 

from the shore. Research work to determine just what nesting cover each 

species requires, and to just what losses the eggs and young are subject, 

has not yet progressed as far as in upland birds like bobwhite. Iowa mst 

determine for each of her lakes to just what species they are adapted, to 

what extent the requirements of those species are met, and by reason of 

what factors the present anmal crop falls short of the possible crop. 

The time is past for thinking of restoration in terms of "just ducks." 

Each of the dozen Iowa species constitutes a separate problem. 

Iowa has breeding areas, especially on the Upper Mississippi 

bottoms, which stand idle, probably because the particular strain or race 

of birds accustomed to nesting on that area has been exterminated. By ' 

what means can local breeding stocks be restored to such idle marshes? 

The method of wing-clipping and releasing breeding stock, with the expecta~ 

tion that ai eee: will join the flight and later return to nest, 

has never voon, totes. It and other means of putting every acre to work 

must be fully developed. 

Turtles, and insect-borne juvenile diseases, such as the one ( 

recently discovered in mallard by O'Roke, may also be found to influence 

the boundaries of the breeding zones, and may ultimately prove subject to 

control. 

The restoration of nesting cover for ducks will automatically 

provide wintering cover and nesting cover for pheasants and other upland 

game. By adding winter food patches, a double service to both classes of 

game can be provided.
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% Refuges 

Both the state and the federal govermnent have developved a 

few sample refuges, and there have also been a few instances of private 

development boggy. but the sum total constitutes hardly the 

beginnings of an adequate system. 

A refuge system covering the two main river channels is mainly 

a federal function. The Upper Mississippi Refuge is a start in this 

direction. 

The task of restoring Iowa's internal lakes and marshlands, 

and of establishing refuges thereon, is mainly a state function. Every 

state lake or group of lakes, susceptible of division into refuge area 

and shooting area, should have a refuge. Where such division is 

tupracticabie,"aamad lakes and marshes should be set aside in toto [ 

as refuges. 

Public Shooting Grounds 

All state’ lakes and marshlands not set aside for refuge | 

purposes should be public shooting grounds. In addition certain dry- 

land passes should be acquired for public shooting. The state, however, 

must regulate the kind, amount, and degree of such shooting. No con- 

gested state has as yet demonstrated the exact means by which such 

regulation is to be accomplished. The working out, by actual test and 

experimentation, of ways and means suitable for each particular area 

constitutes one of the important tasks of the future. Free public shoot- 

ing in the sense of unregulated competition of guns on congested areas 

is destructive of both ducks and sport, and the purchase and dedication 

of lands for its contimance cannot be regarded as sound public policy.
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On some public shooting grounds, the proximity to refuges or 

large lakes,and the establishment of rest days or rest hours ,will | 

suffice ‘to insure tolerable conditions; on others there mst be also 

a fixed maximum number of guns, made effective through some lottery, 

or some priority in application. On compact areas of good visibility 

the hunters will enforce the rules on each other; in other cases a 

resident custodian will be essential. A system of nominal man-per-day 

entrance fees would be a logical means of meeting the costs of custodian 

service, or even of purchasing additional grounds. 

Regulation of Destructive Practices 

Laws are too inflexible to accomplish all of the needed 

regulation. There is needed, in addition, some system which will 

Hievel Seman well as penalize deficiency. | 

The licensing of all clubs and private shooting preserves is 

2 possible new instrument for such positive flexible regulatim. It 

ar be safely entrusted only to administrative agencies removed from | 

political control. Club refuges, rest days, rest hours, keeping records 

of kill, control of abusive baiting, live decoys, and regulation of 

rates on commercial shooting preserves, might all be accomplished by 

means of a licensing and inspection system, provided the skilled per- 

sonnel requisite for inspection has first been developed. 

: Restoration Program 

Individual development plms were drawn for applying the fore- 

going principles to 52 separate lakes (the term "lakes" is here used 

to denote any wet or once-wet area suitable for game, fish, or recreation). i
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Most of these restoration projects call for the purchase of land by the 

state, and hence cannot be made public lest land prices be disturbed. 

The plans have been submitted to the Commission as a separate confidential 

report. 

While representing only about a third of the existing restoration 

opportunities, these 52 lakes probably offer a fair cross-section of 

the present ownership, proposed function, and probable cost of the 

ultimate system which it is proposed to develop. 

The 52 projects deal (in order of frequency) with the acquisition 

ae live private lakes, the improvement of live vublic lakes, the 

acquisition and restoration of drained private lakes, the restoration 

of drained or dry public lakes, the creation of artificial lakes, and 

the improvement or acquisition of gravel pits. 

The proposed functions of the 52 lakes as restored are (in order 

of frequency): nesting grounds, refuse, shooting, upland game, fishing, 

parks. 

The proposed size of the state-owned units varies from 50 to 

2000 acres. 

The cost of restoring and developing the 52 lakes is estimated _ 

at dient bile 000. ‘The cost of restoring and developing a complete system | 

of state lakes and marshlands is estimated to be between two and three 

times this figure. ‘This can be financed by adding a small amount to the 

hunting and fishing license, to be devoted to this purpose through a period 

of years. 

Sample Project 

Fig. 20 shows the development plan for a sample project (hypothetical).
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This is a drained state lake of 125 acres, tiled in the boom days, 

and now leased by the state to surrounding farmers for what little its 

weed-grown bed will bring as pasture. It is proposed to plug the 

outlet tile at A, but this will throw backwater up on some private 

land at B, which should be bought for this reason, and because it will 

make good nesting cover for ducks. There is doubt, though, whether 

the springs C and D at the base of the upland will suffice to fill 

the lake, so we will tap the adjoining tile system at B, install a valve, 

and lay a new feeder-tile F. ‘The now-cultivated upland above C is drained 

by an eroding gully which threatens to silt our lake, so we will buy 

this upland and let it grow up to grass and brush for upland game. We 

will also buy a patch of timber (G) for public camping. 

The west arm of the lake and the detached pond will be a refuge, 

; but the rest will be open to public shooting and fishing. At H and I 

food patches for upland game will be raised on shares by the neighboring 

farmer, who will also serve as custodian at a nominal compensation. 

The total capital cost will be $3,600, or $30 per acre of restored water.
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Report on a Game Survey of Iowa 

r Chapter VII 

IOWA GAME MAMMALS AND TURKEYS 

Whitetail Deer 

Most of Iowa was originally excellent deer country, including 

those parts of the prairie containing "stringers" of brush and swamp. 

All of the original native stock is now gone, the four present 

wild herds (see black patches, Fig. 21) consisting of escapes miscel- 

laneous in origin. 

The original stock was not extirpated, however, until about 

1915. An original remnant hung on near Peterson, in southwest O'Brien 

County, until that time. Original deer also persisted in Emmet, Allamakee 

and Buchanan until the 1880s, but most counties had lost their deer by 

the time of the Civil War. ‘The deep snows of 1856-57 allowed many of 

E the remnants to be killed with clubs. Turkeys outlasted the deer in 

south Iowa, but deer outlasted the turkeys in north Iowa. This is 

because north Iowa was marginal for turkeys. 

Taree of the four present deer herds (Washington, Iucas, and 

Shelby) originated, like the pheasant, by escape from confinement. 

The origin of the fourth (Woodbury) is unkmown. Three deer suddenly 

appeared in 1929. They may represent drift fom the Shelby herd. 

The Shelby herd inhabits a few patna che timber in an open 

agricultural country, containing neither food nor cover for the present 

population, much less for its expansion. This herd should be trapped . 

and moved to the "jungles" of the Missouri bottom. In its present
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location it is a constant source of trouble, both to the Department 

and to farmers. 

The Washington herd occupies range more suitable for deer. At 

present it is decreasing, doubtless by reason of poaching. When it 

increases, it will have to be trimmed down. Periodical open seasons for 

bow-and-arrow hunters might be a safe means of trimming it. When state 

forests are established in southern Iowa, this herd will offer convenient 

stock. 

The Woodbury herd should be allowed to spread indefinitely up 

and down the river, where the thickets of the overflow lands offer mich 

suitable cover. The adjacent loess bluffs should also be acquired by 

the state, for watershed protection. They will make both deer and turkey 

range. 

Wild Turkey 

Many old-timers who have lived in northeastern Iowa since the 

Civil War say there were no turkeys that far north. ‘These counties 

were marginal, and hence the turkeys disappeared at a very early date. 

Mrs. Eugenia Davis of McGregor, Clayton County, remembers 

turkeys until she was about 10 years of age. She claims to have been 

_ born on the Farley fam, 6 miles west, in 1842. Her father, Mr. McGregor, 

ran a ferry at the site of the present town. Two other old-timers 

arriving in 1877 (Allamakee) and 1867 (Clayton) told me there had been no 

turkeys in the northeast corner. It would appear that they came too late. 

Oscar Allert of Giard has since independently arrived at the 

conclusion that these northeastern counties contained turkeys, which 

lasted until 1853 or 1854. ‘Two birds, both gobblers, were killed by David
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Griffith, on Buck Creek, in southern Clayton, near the Turkey River. 

They weighed 20 and 22 pounds. 

Turkeys lasted longer, and were possibly more abundant, in north- 

west Iowa than in northeast. Nestor Styles of Cherokee, after careful 

inquiry among old timers, concludes that "turkeys were very ptentiful 

in the early 60s and were uniformly distributed over the county (Cherokee), 

feeding on the prairies in droves, and roosting in the timber along 

rivers. They became scarce with the general breaking of the prairie. 

The last large flock disappeared between 1872 and 1876." As in many 

other instances, isolated gobblers outlasted the general population. 

"In April or May, 1897, George Rosch of Marcus, Iowa, killed a wild 

male turkey that sailed over his buildings in Section 35 of Amherst 

Township. This turkey measured 5 ft. 8 in. from wing tip to wing tip." 

E. §. Parker of Ida Grove obtained the following account from 

Dr. G. C. Moorehead, County Historian, born in Ida County in 1856: 

"Wild turkeys were very common in the decade 1860 to 1870 in the 

vicinity of Ida Grove. They disanpeared each year during the summer, 

supposedly to the prairie and swamps for nesting, and came flying into 

the timber here in autwan to spend the winter in the woods. They came 

in flocks, flying like prairie chickens still do in winter. They all 

disappeared about 1870." The italics are mind. This account parallels 

the Cherokee history in tenor and dates, and indicates in addition that 

the use of the prairie was seasonal. ‘ 

In southern Iowa, turkeys lasted longer, although the decline 

began at an early date, Galland as early as 1840 reporting them as 

"rarely found" except for “large flocks on the River Des Moines."
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Anderson (p. 238) reviews the records and cites several survivors in 

the southeast in 1903. I was told during the survey of survivals in 

Appanoose 1902, Davis 1905, and three in Iucas, 1910. 

Plantings of game farm turkeys have been attempted in Boone 

(24, 1931), Marion (5, 1930), and Monona (4, 1928). ‘The Boone birds 

died with enlarged and spotted livers. ‘There is one left of the 

Monona plant. 

There are opoortunities for restoring turkeys in the larger ’ 

state parks, futures state forests, and possibly in large private samme 4 ° 

woodlands, such as the Amana Colony. If the loess bluffs of the 

Missouri are ever acquired by the state, they will make excellent turkey 

range. Only the purest obtainable wild stock should be used. Because 

of the bird's propensity to "go tame," the use of trapped wild stock 

may be advisable, even though expensive. 

Rabbits and Squirrels 

Cottontail rabbits are normally abundant throughout Iowa, 

and squirrels likewise wherever there is timber. These are the only 

two game species in which no threat of shortage impends. Restoration 

is no problem. 

The reasons are not far to seek. Both are corn-eating rodents; 

Quart | 
Their food supply is unlimited and their reproductive rate ae. Game 

birds are sought by any and all hunters, but only a part of the hunting 

population seeks rabbits or squirrels, and very few bother to observe 

them, or to remember what they have observed. 
GQ Duent 1. 
By reason of the shrinkage in timber areas, squirrels are more
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nearly a restoration problem than rabhits. It is cause for astonishment, 

however, how many squirrels still persist even in hard hunted woods. 

This is especially noteworthy in the small bits of scrubby timber in 

the northwest corner of the state. Stoner (1918, p. 22) thinks the 

fox squirrel is new to that section, having invaded it in recent years. 

Coincident with the grazing out of woodlots there has, of course, 

been a large-scale replacement of grey squirrels by fox squirrels. A 

black phase of the fox squirrel is said to occur in northwest Iowa. : 

The only notable change in the status of rabbits is the easterly ns 

spread of the whitetailed jackrabbit. Fig. 22 combines Stoner's — on 28 

spread with the information gathered by me. The map shows that only 

the southeastern corner of the state is now unoccupied by jackrabbits. 

A private planting of 3 whitetail jackrabbits was made in Victor 

township, Guthrie County, by one Jim Frazier in 1885. He brought them 

from Kansas. This planting implies that the species did not occur 

there originally. 

Status of Cottontail: This species is many times more abundant even 

in northern Iowa than on similar soils at the same latitude in Wisconsin. 

There is more brush cover in Wisconsin. The balance in Iowa's favor 

can only be ascribed to the winter food and cover afforded by standing 

corn. Most Wisconsin corn is siloed or shocked and hauled to the barn; 

thus it becomes unavailable in winter. 

An index to the normal abundance of cottontails is the estimated 

normal bag-per-man-per-day, appearing in circles in Fig. 23. The bag 

runs from 5 to 30 in the various counties.
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The cottontails of the Upper Missouri bottoms are locally 

regerded as a distinct species, smaller, less active, and never “holing 

up." According to Anthony (1928) this is probably Sylvilazus floridams 

similis, whereas the cottontail found elsewhere in Iowa is S. £. mearnsi. 

Rabbit Fluctuation and Diseases: This subject is of interest not only 

because if affects public health, recreation and meat supply, but also 

because it throws light on the present world-wide attempt to understand 

fluctuations in animal numbers. ; 

In Wisconsin and probably also in Minnesota, especially in the 

northern parts, the cottontail is subject to the severe, periodic, and 

more or less simultaneous variation in numbers kmown as the game cycle 

(Game Survey, p. 93). In Illinois and Indiana the cycle fades out soth- 

ward. The only fluctuations are small, local cottontail shortages. It 

is not known whether these shortages coincide with the northern cycle, 

but they are certainly of shorter duration. 

Fig. 23 summarizes the information gathered on cottontail fluctu- 

ations and disease in Iowa. ‘The figures at the bottom of each county 

indicate the years in which local residents recollect shortages in excess 

of 50 per cent. Apparently shortages in Iowa, as in Illinois ani Indiana, 

are spotty and local. Many counties report a shortage in the neighborhood 

of 1930, following an abundant crop in 1929. This certainly does not 

coincide with the last rabbit and grouse cycle of the more northern states, 

where mortality centered around 1926 and 1927, and populations were well 

on the upgrade by 1929 and 1930. 

Pig. 23 faintly suggests that the 1930 shortage did not occur
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on the Iowan Drift, and that shortages in general are least common on drift 

soils and on the extreme southern border of the state. 

Epidemic disease in rabbits is no new thing. Harry Bolton of 

Sioux City says dead rabbits were picked up in their forms in large 

numbers in Cedar County in 1897; they had swollen heads and necks. 

Dr. J. L. Strunk of Decorah thinks that cottontails in Winneshiek 

follow a 3-year cycle, having been short in 1927 and again in 1930, with 

plenty in 1931, and presumably in 1928-29. 

E. E. Cavanaugh of Ft. Dodge thinks cottontails and pheasants 

fluctuate together. Both were short in 1928 and ere now increasing. 

Horn Disease: Cottontails in northwest Iowa (see counties marked H, 

Fig. 23) are affected by a curious idsease locally known as “horns. " 

This is evidently a fungus infection of the skin which produces hard, 

warty excrescences underlain by slightly inflamed flesh. Some individuals 

are said to be so covered with these “horns," especially on the head, 

that they "rattle" when they attempt to run away. Frank Marnette of 

Spirit Lake says the "horn" disease shows strongly localized distributim; 

it is more prevalent in timber than on the prairie, especially on the 

timbered shores of Lake Okiboji. On the timbered east shore of Spirit 

Lake he remembers that rabbits have showed this disease for the past 15 

years. 

Wm. Schuenke counted 60 rabbits killed December 12, 1931, on the 

Missouri bottoms just below Sioux City, of which 2 had “horns" or warts. 

Ray Butler found 10 warty rabbits which had been discarded by huntergin 

one spot in Lyon County in 1928-29.
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Rabbits are not necessarily scarce where this disease occurs. 

Thus in Kossuth County Ross Moses remembers the disease for the last 

7 years, during which period no shortages were observed. 

Holing-up Zone: The Game Survey (p. 95) suggests that there is a 

line, running smewhere through Iowa, north of which cottontails spend 

the day under ground during zero weather, but south of which they bed 

out in the usual manner, even in such weather. 

Fig. 22 summarizes the new evidence on "holing up." No sharp 

line is disclosed. 

Some hunters contend that holing up is affected by the amount 

of shooting. Numerous cases were described by experienced observers 

in which the rabbits in a defined locality holed up following heavy 

hunting, even without severe cold weather, whereas such behavior was 

unknown in past years. 

Frank Marnette further suggests that the sexes differ in their 

propensity to hole up and bed out. He once dissected a number of 

é rabbits dislodged from holes by ferrets, and found them to be mostly 

females. (It is necessary here to distineuish between bedded rabbits 

run to earth by dogs, and holed rabbits. Marnette's rabbits were holed 

of their om accord.) 

The belief that females are run to earth more readily by dogs 

was also encountered in Indiana. 

At Coon Rapids, in Carroll County, Marnette says that holinge 

up is especially noticeable on the unglaciated side of the county where 

woodchuck holes are frequent. As pointed out by Stoner, cottontails do 

not dig their own holes.
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My impression is that the habit of holing up is spreading 

southward by reason of heavier hunting. 

Foxes 

I am coming to believe that we understand virtually nothing 

about what determines the abundance of foxes, or the relative abundance 

of the two species. We understand little enough of their effects on 

other wild life. Fox hunters and trapper “lmow! many things as isolated, 

arbitrary facts, but no one understands what those facts mean. 

Fig. ou, summarizing the "facts" on distribution gathered during ° 

the survey, indicates that some western counties were once foxless. 

All of western Iowa has reds only. Wm. Schuenke says foxes will not 

stay on the Missouri bottoms, even when planted there. 

Central and eastern Iowa have reds in all counties and grays 

in about half. The reds usually predominate, but in Floyd County, 

and parts of the extreme northeast, the opnosite is the case. 

Foxes are reported as abundant or increasing in 32 counties, 

scarce or decreasing in 9. These trends display no visible relation to 

cover, topography, or food supply. The counties reporting decrease lie 

mostly on glaciated soil where pheasants are common, but 10 increases are 

also noted on those soils. Frank Marnette says that in Carroll County 

the foxes spread to the prairie with the pheasants. Prairie habitat 

is common for both svecies in the pheasant belt but not elsewhere, so there 

is good reason to surmise that foxes have shifted their range to teke 

advantage of the new food supply offered by pheasants. They not only hunt, 

but may also den on the prairie, and this is true of grays as well as reds.
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J. A. Wygle found a den of grays in the middle of a level open meadow. Pei 33 

: This was 5 miles northeast of Clarkeville in Butler County in 1930. 3 

In southeast O'Brien County (wooded country) a radical increase 2 % 

in red foxes, coincident with that in pheasants, is said to have caused \ 

"the centre of pheasant abundance to shift westward out of the fox country. a : 

It is a reasonable surmise that the exotic pheasant is less perfectly ag 

adapted to escape foxes than the native game birds. i 

A casual survey can pick up little real evidence on the extent ‘ 

of fox depredations, except reported counts of "caches" at the breeding z 8 

den. Here are some sample counts: (1) groups of red fox dens near | ; 

Galva, Ida County, “0 pheasant carcasses, mostly hens; (2) red fox den a 

dug out north of Pringhar, O'Brien County, contained 2 live foxes, 20 . “ 

pheasant carcasses, also many rabbits; (3) red fox den dug out near i 

Spirit Lake in 1931 contained blind fox pups, 1 lamb, 1 ham, 20 pheasants w4 

(both sexes), rabbits pocket gophers, 1 domestic hen, meadowlarks; (1) = 

red fox den near Lake Park, 20 pheasants; (5) red fox den near Vinton, 8 

Benton County, 1931, 14 pheasants, 1 pig, 2 chickens. With the exception i 

of count No. 4, the miscellaneous contents were not remembered. 4] Teer, 42 

" @ache” tutaahe One et of feat oo aly Coy pecab. Thome rug wat Lop ne 
ese miscellanéous notes reflect some light on fox abundance: 

In three townships in Humboldt County 25 reds are killed yearly by still 

hunting. Ordinary trappers in Hardin and Floyd get only 2 per winter. 

The grouse observer in Allamakee (see Chapter IV) saw 4 foxes and 6 dens 

in 73 miles walking, April, 1932. 

In weighing game depredation by foxes, the game value of the fox 

himself should not be overlooked. In the south-central counties, and in 

scattered localities elsewhere, hundreds of people derive sport from
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running foxes with hounds. Where foxes are scarce they are planted : 

by fox-hunting clubs. Before digging of dens was prohibited, 3,100 fox 

cubs were shipped out of Centreville, Iowa, in two years, for restocking a 

in other states. 

The weighing of fox damage to particular game birds in particular 

locelities mst await the accummlation of evidence by the research depart- 

ment now set up at Ames. The preliminary evidence gathered by this survey, 

however, is sufficient to convince me that in many counties foxes are 

- much too abundant, and that yearlong fox hunting might safely be legalized. 

To play safe, until more evidence is at hand, the present prohibition on 

den-digging should be contimed on reds, but the inferior game and fur 

value of grays justifies the removal of ail crebeckioni The incentive 

to hunt them is too weak to endanger the species. 

Gi Quant > 

Fur Animals 

Time permitted only slight attention to Iowa's large fur 

resources, and space permits mention of only two items: the reappearance ss . 

of beavers and the fluctuation in muskrat. : 

Stoner, in 1918, reported the beaver extinct since the nineties, 

his last records being Sac, 1886, Webster, 1837, Tama, 1891. Apparently, 

however, beaver drift down the Missouri and Mississippi from the north, 

for a colony appeared on the Upper Iowa River in Allamakee in 1928, though 

they are now missing. In 1929 banlc beavers have also reappeared on the 

Maple River and are now common up to Danbury. Wa. Schuenke estimates their 

mumber as 100. 

Charles Elton, the English ecologist, suspects that the mskrat
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cycle in Canada is inverse to that of grouse and rabbits. W. E. Albert, Jr. 

of Lansing, Iowa, gave me some counts of muskrat houses in lakes near 

the State Game Farm, which was compared with my data on fluctuation of 

grouse and cottontails for the adjoining parts of Iowa and Wisconsin. 

The comparison shows that: 

1. The local muskrat curve for 1927-31 is exactly inverse to the : 
local ruffed grouse curve for 1923-31, mskrats being high 
and grouse low in 1927-28, and grouse high with muskrats 
low in 1931-32. 

2. The local muskrat curve for 1927-31 is also inverse to the 

all-Wisconsin curves for ruffed grouse, snowshoe here, 

prairie chickens, and all species for this period. 

3. The local mskrat curve for 1927-31 is inverse to Winneshiek 

County cottontails, as observed by J. L. Strunk, for 1930-71, 
cottentails rising while mskrats were falling. The curves are 
also opposite in 1927, but Strunk thinks there was a cottontail 
high in 1928-29, i.e., that the period is short. 

4. The local mskrat curve parallels the all-Wisconsin ruffed 
grouse curve for 1914-19, both being high in 1914 and both 
reaching a low in 1919. 

5. The local mskrat curve is inverse to the all-Wisconsin snowshoe _ 
curve for 191-19. fp 

This evidence, considered alone, indicates that muskrats are 

inverse to rabbits and grouse now, but that two or possibly three "wave- 

lengths" sre involved, which alternately parallel and oppose each other.
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Memo to Cal Johnson: 

Chapter VIII, Game Survey of Iowa 

Here is the material for Chapter VIII, “The Conservation 

Movement in Iowa. # 

This carries one long table (Table 6) and one cut (Fig. 25). 

I would suggest setting the table in type different from that 

of the text and placing it in a pair of boxed inserts on opposite 

pages. 

Fig. 25 will stand reduction down to the point where the 

lettering becomes illegible, but since it is of considerable 

interest to sportsmen you may not want to reduce it to the limit. 

Kindly return the original of Fig. 25 when you are through 

with it. 

Aldo Leopold



Report on a Game Survey of Iowa 

Chapter VIII 

THE CONSERVATION MOVEMENT 
IN IOWA 

The preceding chapters have sketched the status of Iowa's a 

species, and the condition of the range available for their habitation. 

We have now to appraise character and trend of that vast complex called | 

"“yublic sentiment." A conservation plan, to work successfully, mst 

fit the public mind, as well as the land and the things which grow upon it. 

Ideas, lilce quail and oaks and soils and rivers, are a product 

of evolution, and can be seen only in the light of their own past. 

Conservation ideas are no exception. Space forbids any review of Iowa's 

conservation history, but the size and sequence of the bubbles depicted 

in Table 6 and Fig. 25 will reveal to discerning readers not a little of 

the strength and direction of her underlying tides of thought. 

At present the conservation movement is the resultant of four 

component forces: the farmer, the sportsman, the bird-lover or protection- 

ist, and the scientist. They have so far been pulling in the same general 

direction, but by no means in unison with each other. ‘The Conservation Pla 

seeks to integrate these forces, and its several "surveys," including 

this one, constitute gropings for feasible Seid and neanse} sntgn low: 

This chapter seeks to point out the basic identity of interest 

which exists between several of these groups. 

Sportsmen and Bird-Lovers 

Objectives: ‘The objective of the game program is to retain for the 

average citizen an opportunity to hunt. This implies mach more than the
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Events in Iowa Conservation 

1804 - Lewis & Clarke pass up the Missouri. 

1806 - Lewis & Clarke return down the Missouri. 

1819 - Thomas Say at Fort Lisa near Council Bluffs (1819-20). 

1820 - Kearney in Iowa. 

5 1834 - Maximillian, Prince of Weid, on the Missouri (1833-34). 

1843 - andubon passed up the Missouri. 

1844 - Last antelope seen (Lyon County). 

1847 - Drouth. First weather records begin. 

1850 - Swampland Act passed Congress. 

1853 - Hard winter, 1852-3. Ulk driven south through Hanilton County 
(Bonebright). 

1855 - Sunday hunting prohibited. 

1856 - Hard winter, 1856-57. Deer killed with clubs in Worth County. 

1857 - First game law. All upland game protected Feb. l-July 15 (Bennett). 

1858 - Last buffalo killed by Albert Phipps, at Lost Island Lake, Palo 
Alto County. 

1862 - First fish law. Trout protected. Woodcock protected 6 months. 

1863 - Last bear killed, Ida County. 

1864 - Drouth. 

1868 - Quail trapping prohibited till 1872. 

1369 - Cherokee County offers special taxation to encourage woodlots (Allen). 
First English Sparrow appears, at Burlington (Barrows). 

1870 - Songbirds protected. Iast elk killed, Ida Co. (Moorehead). 10 pairs 
of English Sparrows planted at Davenport. 

1872 - Trapping of all upland game prohibited. Fur animals protected. 

1873 - Grasshopper year.
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1874 - "Cold Friday." Coues in Iowa. Shipment of game birds restricted 
to 12 per day. Fish and Game Commission established. Standing 
committees on fish and game appointed in House and Senate. YFish- 
ways required on dams. UEnglish Sparrows from Massachusetts planted 
at Cedar Rapids. 

1876 - First full-time State Game Commissioner. 20 pairs of sparrows planted 
at Dubuque. Commissioners ordered to buy 500,000 eels for stocking. 

Sale of prairie chickens prohibited. 

1878 - First bag-limit law in U.S.: 25 game birds per day. Export pro- 
hibited. Informants given half of fines. Grasshopper year. 

1880 - First fish hatchery authorized, at Spirit Lake. 

1881 - W. W. Cooke starts cooperative study of bird migration in Iowa. 

1882 - "The Big Snow." Hard winter, 1881-82. English Sparrows planted 
at Sioux City. 

1888 - 500 hunters petition Senate not to prohibit spring shooting. 

1889 - Keyes and Williams publish a "Catalog of the Birds of Iowa." 

1890 - Hard winter, 1890-91. 

1882 - Last breeding sharptails seen near Sioux City. 

1883 - State Audubon Society organized at Keokuk. 

1884 - Bill introduced to protect pheasants. Not passed. Hunting pro- 

hibited without farmer's permission. Iowa Ornithologists! Association 

7 organized. Active till 1899. 

1895 - "The Bluebird Storm." Drouth year. 

1896 - Fish car authorized for fish rescue work. 

1897 - Last Whooping Crane bred, Hancocix Co. (Anderson). Warden authorized 

to appoint deputies. 

1893 - Winter fishing of game fish prohibited. 

1899 - Minnesota prohibits spring shooting, but Iowa "stands pat." 

1900 - 1000 pheasants escape at Cedar Falls, constituting first Iowa 
planting. Non-resident hunting license required. 

1901 - Hard winter of 1901-2 kills osage hedges. Iowa Park & Forestry 

Association organized. 

1902 - First Hungarian partridge planted, by H. W. Grant, at Waterloo.
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1904 - Pigeon traps prohibited. 3-year closure on quail failed to pass. 
Drainage Act passes Legislature. Bag limit (25) extended to ducks 
and geese. 

1906 - Woodlots and orchards offered special tax status by legislature. 

1907 - "Birds of Iowa" by R. M. Anderson published at Davenport. 
Pheasants closed till 1915. ; 

1908 - Hard winter, 1907-08. 

1909 - Resident hunting license required. Deputies put on a salary 

basis. Seining in boundsry waters licensed. 

1910 - Last Iowa turkey killed, Lucas Co. 

1912 - Migratory Bird Law passed Congress; forced Iowa to cease spring 

shooting. 

1913 - First state game farm established at State Fair Grounds. (Moved 
to Clive in 1915.) 

1915 - Osage winter=killed in S. W. Iowa. Quail limit reduced to 15, 

chickens to 8. Hungarians closed till 1917.. Licensed game 

preserves authorized. 

1916 - Quail closed till 1922. Prairie chickens closed. Survey of 
"Towa Lakes and Lakebeds" published. 

1917 - Board of Conservation established. $50,000 appropriated from fish 
and game funds for parks. Hard winter of 1917-18. 

1919 - Wild life school founded at McGregor, Clayton Co. Parks trans- 
ferred from game fund to general treasury appropriation. 

1921 - Hard winter, 1921-22. Closure on quail and chickens extended to 

1927. Board of Conservation given authority over state lakes 
and streams. 

1922 - First starling appears at Lamoni, Decatur Co. First Izaak Walton 

Chapter organized, at Des Moines, by WH. Dile. | 

1923 = Ruffed grouse closed till 1932. Iowa Ornithologists! Union 

organized at Ames. 

192. - Upper Mississippi Wild Life Refuge established. Fish and Game Code 

adopted. 

1925 - Farmers complain of pheasant damage. Warden given regulatory powers 
to open season locally on petition, and to trap birds for phanting 

elsewhere. State Game Warden authorized to establish refuges.
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1927 - Quail declared a songbird and permanently closed. 

1928 - Hard winter, 1928-29. Preliminary game survey made. 

1929 - Beaver reappeared in northwest Iowa. 9-foot channel started in 

Mississippi. 

1930 - Drouth year. 

1931 - Fish and Game Commission established, and given regulatory powers. 
"Towa Conservation Plan" begun. Game survey made. Drouth and 
erasshopper year. Erosion Experiment Station established at 
Clarinda. : 

1932 - Fish and park surveys made. Game research begun at Ames. Game 
management demonstrations organized. Warden training camp 

organized. Drouth ended. Canada goose and sharptail grouse 

reappear as breeders.
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ceaunt production of a shootable surplus of live birds to be used as 

targets. It implies a kind and quality of wild game living in such 

surroundings and available under such conditions as make hunting a 

stimulus to the esthetic, physical, and mental balance of the hunter. 

The objective of the conservation program for non-game wild 

life should be exactly parallel: to retain for the average citizen the 

opportunity to see, admire, and enjoy, and the challenze to understand, 

the varied forms of birds and mammals indigenous to the state. It 

implies not only that these forms be kept in existence, but that the 

greatest possible variety of them exist in each community. 

‘ In times past opportunities for both of these categories of out- 

door recreation existed automatically, and hence were lightly valued. 

Both are now, by reason of their growing scarcity, perceived to be 

immensely valuable. ‘The Conservation Plan is a purposeful effort to 

perpetuate and extend them as one of our standards of living. 

Methods. Experience has shypn that the opportunities to hunt have kept | 

on shrinking, notwithstanding the snoreasineMacsa laws enacted to | 

preserve them, and the constantly increasing public expenditures 

for game propagation and law enforcement. The reason appears on every 

page of this report: clean farming, close grazing, and drainage. 

Non-game wild life is beinz decimated in numbers and restricted in dis- 

tribution by these same economic trends. The fact that game is legally | 

‘: shot while other wild life is only illegally shot, in no wise alters the 

deadly truth of the principle that neither can nest in a cornstalk. 

Only a decade ago it was considered a profundity to assert thet 

‘wild life harbors in the forest" and that "the conservation of forests
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will solve the wild life problem." Wext we complicated our mental 

picture by realizing that not all game needs forest; quail need brush, 

prairie chickens grass, and grouse thickets. Now it has become even 

more complex and specific: we can say for Iowa that "a covey of quail 

occurs wherever an acre of tall bluegrass interspersed with corralberry 

lies between ungrazed brushland and corn, provided it be not a north 

slope. # 

Measured by its effectiveness, this new formla is worth ten 

thousand platitudes about forests and wild life. The crying need at 

this stage of the conservation movement is definitions af the environment 

needed by each species. 

This is just as true of songbirds as of game. Consider the srowing 

effectiveness of our present winter feeding techniques for each species, 

and compare them with the old romance about "bread crumbs on the window- 

sill." Compare the modern bird house, designed to fit the species, with 

the birdless gingerbread castles of former years. Songbird conservation 

has progressed in these re@ects, but in other respects it has stagnated. 

bse = We still SAGE Saati ne of what constitutes habitable range for 

@§ valuable birds, including migratory species, which do not use artificial 

nesting houses nor need artificial feeding, but which should nevertheless 

be built up in numbers and distribution so that the opportunity to enjoy 

them will exist in each commnity. 

% Building Environments for Songbirds. A pair of woodthrushes, for example, 

ig more valuable to an Iowa village than a Saturday evening bani-concert, 

and costs less. What does it cost? A piece of woodland with undergrowth, 

*
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What kind and size of trees? What undergrowth? Does it matter what 

surrounds the woodland? Can it be.grazed? Must it contain water? How 

big to hold a single pair? How many pairs per acre in a woodland big 

enough for several? Research in applied ornithology is just as capable 

of answering these questions as the equivalent questions for quail or 

pheasants discussed in the preceding chapters. 

Some of the environmental requirements of the rarer songbirds 

breeding in Iowa are so striking thet we can guess in advance a vart of 

the specifications for the environment which we must have, or build, in 

order to attract them. The Kentucky Warbler, for instance, seems to want 

a prickly ash thicket surrounded by timber. A little organized study 

might result in additional specifications sufficiently definite and 

reliable to enable landowners, by judicious modifications of spots which 

nearly meet them, to attract this species at will. Prickly ash need not 

be planted; if present at all it automatically invades openings cut in 

the right way at the right time. Foresters can tell us, or find out, how 

to use the axe to induce its spread. 

bier on Flycatcher seems to want a sumac thicket or a tangle of 

red-osier dogwood; Bell's Vireo a hillside growth of low hazel; e»—sumee+ 

Acadian Flycatcher a deep heavily-shaded ravine with a very scattering 

understory; Blue-gray Gnatefatcher small burr or white oaks on the edge of 

heavy ae nd undergrowth. Every ornithologist knows mugh 

specifications of this sort for dozens of species. Research is capable 

of so refining this existing knowledge that environments can, by the 

judicious use of the tools commonly employed in forestry or landscaping, 

be built to order with assurance of attracting the desired bird. In short,
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+ deliberately and intelligently reversing the processes which are 

destroying bird habitats, we can restore not only birds in general, bt 

those particular birds in which the particular landowner may have a 

special interest. 

This principle of modifying the range to fit the species is the 

substance of game management. It can also become the means whereby each 

community creates its own dearth or abundance of non-game birds. Is it 

not likely that the landowmer who now proudly exhibits his bird baths 

or feeding stations will be equally enthusiastic about the diversity of 

bird-environments which he can build up? Should not public parks be 

"landscaped" with an eye to the variety of their bird life, as well as 

to the beauty of their scenery? 

The realization of this idea awaits only reliable and definite 

specifications. The scientific ing tations of Iowa can write them. As 

in game management, systematic observations, followed by trial 

modifications of the environment and measurement of population response, 

are the technique to be used. 

Iowa is installing, in her Agricultural College, the nucleus 

of a personnel already trained in such work, and just as much interested 

in songbirds as in gamebirds. To develop a usable technique of songbird ~ 

conservation these men need only time, the cooperation of Iowa's 

ornithologists, and enough money to pay for the experimental verfication 

of their findings. 

Common Cause: The execution of the game program as outlined in other 

chapters of this report will benefit non-game species in many ways.
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The fencerows and coverts necessary for game will automatically 

carry their "crop" of brush-nesting songbirds such as ates catbirds, 

chewinks, and field sparrows, and likewise their increments of wahoo, 

bittersweet, shadbush, and other desirable but Soins of plant 

life. 

The lake restoration program necessary for a waterfowl crop will 

likewise benefit all aquatic species, plant and animal. 

All conservationists, then, have this fundamental identity of 

interest: to restore a purposeful balance between various elements in 

wild life environment, as distinguished from the Blind acceptance of 

whatever "balance" the economic Juggernaut may accidentally leave in its : 

wake. It 12) 8Sim0n task to teach the public how to modify economic | 

activities for canservation purposes, and this is a matter of infinitely 

greater importance than their differences of opinion over details of 

legislative and administrative policy. Unless and until the common task 

is accomplished, the manipulation of laws and policies is in the long 

ran irrelevant. 

To make common cause calls for an attitude of mitual concessionpwl 

tolerance, ip liente i provision for mutual education in working 

out new programs. Specifically we may already foresee the need of: 

1. Organized provision for current contact and discussion between 

the two groups. 

2. Definite assumption by the Fish and Game Department of 

administrative leadership in conserving non-game animals. : 

3. Mutual support of research as the arbiter of moot biological 
= questions, such ag predator control, exotic game birds, 

and the status of hunted species. 

3
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4. Mutual cooperation to teach the private landowner how to 
restore environments for wild life, and mutual acceptance 

of the fact that he mst be compensated by those who wish 
to share the result. 

5. Acknowledgment by sportsmen thet non-game wild life is just 

as important as game. 

6. Aclmowledgment by bird-lovers that controlled game utilization 

is not only justifiable, but a necessary means for financing 

the restoratim of enviroments needel by all wild life. 

Sportsmen and Farmers 

This report will not repeat the threadBare homilies of how the 

hunter should behave after he has entered the farmer's land. ‘The question 

is: how can the farmer put some game on the land, limit the number 

of hunters to what the game can stand, and limit the kind of hunters to 

what he can stand? Once we make permission to hunt a personal transaction, 

no vandal is likely to get a second chance to abuse either his host or the 

game. 

The foundation for such a relationship is an adequate anti-trespass 

law, definitely placing the burden of seeking permission on the hunter. 

Iowa has had such a lew since 1898, but it is not as positive as it might be. 

The second element in a sound relationship is an incentive for the 

farmer to produce game. Those farmers who encourage game for their own 

enjoyment cannot fairly be expected to give it away to strangers, and those 

farmers who do not will, in the long run, produce none unless paid for 

their pains by those individuals who enjoy the result. 

The third element is the organization of farms into groups, 

so as to make trespass harder, the asiing and giving of permission easier, 

and the management of game more effective. 

The fourth element is an open season long enough to allow orderly
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harvesting of the game crop. This means seasons measured in weeks 

or months, not days. Once the farmer limits the total yearly kill, 

the need for short seasons disappears. The state, I think, must 

eventually recognize a distinction between managed and unmanaged lands, 

and give the latter longer seasons, provided they are organized into 

large enough a to make it practicable. [ 

Proving grounds to test the workability of these needed changes 

have already been set up. ‘They are the "Demonstration Areas*® which will 

be described in the next chapter. The definite recognition of the 

Agricultural College as technical advisor to the Fish and Game Commission 

completes the foundation needed for building up a more satisfactory 

relationship between those who own the land, and those whose sound 

instincts bring them back to the land for the enjoyment of their leisure 

hours. 

The Upshot 

For purposes of discussion we have eas of the component groups 

of conservationists as if eaci{individual belonged to one but not the 

others. This is not true. There is no sportsman who at some age or 

season ig not in some degree a bird-lover; few bird-lovers who in youth 

were not sportsmen: no one of either who is not at heart a tiller of the 

soil. 

It would make for solidarity to admit that the modes of exercising 

the love of the soil are a matter of age and circumstance, and that their 

values are individual and relative. Let us examine, for example, the claim 

frequently advanced by bird-lovers, that hunting with a field-glass is a 

"higher" form of sport than hunting with a cun. I, for one, admit that
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their contention is sound, provided we waive those variables of age 

and physical fitness which affect the question as between individuals. 

But there is this counter-claim, never advanced by sportsmen, but here 

in point: the present sportsman's program is more socialized than the 

bird-lover's program, because it seeks to restore a statewide distribution 

of outdoor opportunity, as well as to keep species in existence. 

What I am trying to say is that the bird-lover's aspirations are 

too modest. He should not be content with keeping a rare species alive 

in some sanctuary, where it can be seen only by those with the leisure 

to travel, or the luck to live nearby. He should demand the restoration 

of sample ranges in all suitable parts of the state. Restore the range, : 

and the bird will follow. What I have tried to say in this chapter is 

that the instrument for restoring all wild life is now at hand. 

Public support for its use should not be lacking, once all con- 

servationists unite to make the issue understood. ‘Take the prairie chicken 

as an example. For the cost of one dead monument to the pioneers, the _ 

state could restore to each of half a dozen counties a living sample of 

the environment in which the pioneers wove the warn and woof of their 

lives, and in which every Iowan with imagination enoygh to desire it could 

: personally hear that muted music of booming cocks, which was, and is the 

mumenon of prairie spring. By what irony of "progress" can we bequeath 

to all the coming caravan of generations an Iowa from which that voice 

is stilled, a greening prairie destined ‘see silent, a stringless | 

violin? 

© _ = =,
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GAME SURVEYS ALDO LEOPOLD 
SOME MANAGEMENT: CONSULTING FORESTER 
GAME RESEARCH 

905 UNIVERSITY AVENUE 

CONSERVATION POLICY MADISON, WISCONSIN 

Memo to Cal Johnson: 

Chapter IX, "Game Survey of Iowa." 

Here is the material for Chapter IX, "The Iowa Game Program." 
This is a boiled-down summary of the conclusions derived from the 
preceding chapters. Possibly both the text and the single cut 

(Fig. 26) will strike you as not very interesting. Accordingly I 
have added a photograph, No. 5, to help liven up the chapter in 
the event you desire to use it. 

This is the final chapter of the series, hence it may be 

well to discuss what needs to be done to complete the volume for 
final assembly. I inclose, therefore, text for: 

Title page 
Preface 

List of Chapters 

These are to appear in the order named before the beginning 
of Chapter I. This is, of course, a separate printing cost, which 
I hope you have taken account of in fixing your price per copy. 

At the end of the last chapter should be given the attached 
bibliography, which is necessary to make the volume usable for 
scientific readers. 

In addition both the scientific and popular value of the 
compiled volume would be enhanced by an index, which, of course, I 

will be unable to prepare until the numbered pages for all nine 
chapters are available. If you will send me a set of all the 
chapters I will prepare a short index and return it to you as 
promptly as possible. 

Aldo Leopold



Report on a Game Survey of Iowa 

Chapter IX 

THE IOWA GAME PROGRAM 

The preceding chapters have attempted to measure and trace 

the origin of the present condition of the game, the game range,and 

the public mind in Iowa. 

This concluding chapter tries to answer in boiled-down form 

the question: What are we going to do about it? 

There will be no room for supporting argument. The argument 

is given, or implied, in the preceding pages. 

Objectives: What are we driving at in Iowa? We are trying to piece 

together from the present set-up of biological, economic, and psychological 

and legal facts, a new mechanism which will: 

1. Produce a shootable surplus of game for Iowa sportsmen. 

2. Produce this surplus naturally and cheaply by improving the 
range, rather than artificially and expensively by raising 

game in pens. 

3. Produce native rather than foreign species wherever possible. 

4, Awaken private initiative in game production, so that the 
total anmal crop will not be limited to that obtainable 

through state funds. 

5. Preserve as much "democracy" in shooting privileges as is 

compatible with the workability of the system. 

6. Make production so widespread as to make game accessible 
to every citizen; not to confine production to a few refuges 

or preserves. 

7. Make the food, cover, and water developed for shootable game 

serve as far as possible to increase non-shootable wild life. 

General Policy: Iowa proposes to encourage the farmer, with the moral 

and financial help of the sportsman, to assume the function of producing
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the resident upland game crop. The state will help by furnishing technical 

advice and favorable laws. 

The favorable laws needed boil down to one: authority from the 

Legislature to permit organized farm groups to shoot,during an adequate 

season, the surplus game produced on their holdings, under state 

inspection. The hope is that such organized producing areas will spread 

and ultimately cover the large part of the state. 

Migratory game production, on the other hand, is to be definitely 

recognized as a state function, the responsibility for which cannot be 

safely left to private landowners, nor effeetiweky passed along to the 

federal government. 

This is, in effect, the “American Game Policy" of 1930, applied 

to Iowa. It aims to retain as state functions only those items which 

cannot be safely entrusted to private initiative. 

Manpower: To work out gradually the execution of this policy, Iowa has 

installed an executive personnel trained in game management and in the 

administration of conservation affairs. ‘They in turh are training a 

field force. An annual game management training camp for field warden 

is one of the means used. In addition, a game management library and 

current periodicals should be made available to the field wardens. 

Inspectors should teach the warden how to plan his work. Wild life increase 

should be his yardstick of service. Prosecutions are only one of the 

means to this end. 

To advise the executive personnel on biological questions, and to 

bring about a continual improvement in game management technique, a
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: research department consisting of three full-time men has been set up 

in the Agricultural College at Ames. Ames should become the clearing 

: house for a growing volume of conservation research conducted in all the 

biological institutions of the state. 

To serve as field laboratories for testing techniques and 

methods of mais areas (Fig. 26) are so far set Upe 

They are entiien in ie acl with local farm groups and awe 

organizations. 

The objective of all personnel should be to work itself out of 

a job to the greatest possible extent. 

Finance. The current reveme of the Department (normally about $250,000 

per year) will be approximately sufficient to meet its operating expenses 

under this plan, provided the cost of upland game production can be 

largely assumed by the landholder and sportsman. It will not suffice, 

however, for the capital expenditures needed for the lake restoration : 

: program. These should be met by an increase in the license fees to be 

devoted exclusively to the purpose. 

Both the current revemue, the operating expenses, and the lake 

restoration program involve fteh, hence the above statement can only be 

regarded as an approximation until fittéd to the fish program, 

In general the financial objective is to spend the state's money 

teaching people how they can get along without it; to buy leadership 

rather than things, to give away ideas rather than property. The pith and 

heart of this whole program is that the state's money can never suffice 

to produce game, but it can suffice to teach game management. 

Cheap manpower never works this way, hence it is economy in the
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long run to pay high salaries for the best manpower available. 

The species-programs which follow list only such actions as 

have an immediate bearing on the development of conservation practice. 

Quail Program 

Demonstrations: Prove that quail abundance can be built up and kept 

up by cover and food developments. Find what changes in cover and food 

cost least, help most, and fit best into local farm customs. 

Experiment in southern Iowa to find out how much, if any, 

abundance on managed areas is reduced by limited shooting. Experiment 

to find the best organization for the practice of management, the control 

of shooting, and the inspection of areas permitted to shoot. 

Legislation; A Bill to Encourage Game Management. "Be it enacted by the 

General Assembly of the State of Iowa: 

Section I. That section 1703-dI2, Code of 1931 be amended by adding 

thereto the following: 

"Issue anmial permits to landholders or groups of landholders 

to conduct experiments, in cooperation with the State Agriculture Colleg?, 

for the purpose of determining whether the game on lands owned by them 

can be conserved by the practice of game management. Such permits may 

authorize the taking of the estimated annual surplus of any species of game 

produced on the permitted area, including protected and closed species, 

under such conditions as the Commission may specify. Each permit will 

specify the game species permitted to be taken, the maximum number of each, 

and the season during which they may be taken and the bag limit per person 

per day. No permit shall be issued or renewed until the area has been
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inspected by the Commission for the observance of the game laws and the : 

condition of the permit. 

"No game shall be removed from any experimental area, or held 

in possession therein, without affixing to each head a non-reusable 

tag, such tags to be issued by the Game Commission at ____ cents each." 

Land: Examine the feasibility of leasing “producing areas" to be very 

carefully fed, and used as a source of planting stock in the event that 

killing winters depopulate local areas. : 

Research: How can the range development plans recommended in the Handbook 

be made cheaper or more effective? What is a safe kill on managed areas? 

How evenly need the kill be spread over all the coveys? 

Check food and cover plants most valuable for erosion-control 

and least objectionable to agronomists, and technique for getting them. 

Are milberries needed on nesting grounds? 

Why are quail scarce in northeast Iowa? In west-central Iowa? 

Can the reason be controlled? 

Measure the sources of mortality and the comparative cost and 

value of indicated controls. What is the hayfield loss? What conditions 

warrant flushing rods for quail? 

What density of pheasants interferes with quail? How? 

Is there much difference between the carrying capacity which 

can be developed on the heads of drainages on prairie range, and on lower 

drainages in riverbreaks or roughs? 

During the next period of cyclic mortality, watch for diseases, 

especially in set Iowa.
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Cooperate with the Missouri Quail Investigation. 

Pheasant Program 

Demonstrations. Experiment to find (1) how establishment of shootable 

populations can be hastened in the intermediate zone (Benton and Scott 

counties); (2) whether the ticket system, plus refuges, will suffice 

to maintain pheasants in the northwest counties (Palo Alto); (3) whether 

straight paid shooting can “unlock” these well-stocked counties in which 

farmers now oppose any open season (Monona); (4) whether straight paid 

shooting can restore good etands to the weak counties of the Iowan Drift 

(Grandy). From all these learn whether crop damage can be held down 

by wider distribution of winter food and cover, and (later) whether 

it is safe and workable to give preferential seasons to orgahiazed territory. 

Lands: Develop possibilitiés of state "game producing areas" on gravel pits 

and lakebeds. Find by banding their radius of service. 

Plantings: Get stock commercially or by trapping. Concentrate plantings 

for two years in the Intermediate Zone while the results in south Iowa 

are being observed. Then, if the results are promising, concentrate 

plantings in south Iowa while the Intermediate Zone is being observed. 

Do not plant on bare range until local people have developed cover and 

food. 

Research: Make experimental mass plantings, as outlined by Grange, to 

find whether and how pheasants can be established on the prairies of 

southern Iowa. What is the hayfield nesting loss? What are the controls? 

Does winter cover and food affect the date of nesting? Do the various .
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soil types display different sex ratios? Do spots of cover for “crowing 

grounds" add to nesting density or peaceable division of territory? 

What nesting density is tolerated; is there a limit? What conditions 

warrant the use of flushing rods? Have imported minerals affected 

survival in southern Iowa? Is the "conditioning" theory supported by 

any concrete evidence? What is the crippling loss, including "scratched" 

birds? Band pheasants to find (1) yearly radius, (2) relation of movements 

to cover andfhod. Find by banding the comparative survival value of 

wild trapped, farmer egg, and game farm planting stock. Is grubby corn 

pulled in preference tosound? What conditions of soil, cover, and density 

make for corn damage? Does water protect fruits from damage? 

Hungarian Program 

Demonstrations and Plantings. Develop a “producing area" in O'Brien 

or some other good Gounty by offering to buy the trapped surplus from 

farmers after management plans have been applied. Plant this stock 

on selected ground, previously provided with food and cover, on the 

unstocked portion of the Missouri loess (southwest Iowa). 

If the producing area proves that it can stand trapping, offer 

an open season to organized areas similarly managed. 

Research: Watth the present outposts in northeast Iowa, and if they 

thrive, extend them by phantings. If they disappear, try and find out 

how. 

Does nesting cover of the preceding year's growth make nesting 

earlier? Does winter food affect the date? Are hayfield nests repeats
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following earlier failure? What is the hayfield loss? How do haying 

dates compare with the incubation-status of hayfield nestsfas affecting 

desertion). How effective are "islands" of uncut hay in allowing nests 

to hatch? What is the per cent and nature of predator loss in early 

and late nests in good and poor cover? 

Band to find anmal radius and seasonal movements. 

During the next period of cyclic mortality, watch for diseases. 

Cooperate with Michigan Hungarian Investigation. 

i Prairie Chicken Program 

State Refuges. Acquire by purchase or long-time lease the main grassland 

coverts, nesting grounds, and booming grounds in at least six counties, 

and close the surrounding farms as permanent refuges closed to all 

hunting. 

At least one of these should also be a state prairie park 

dedicated to the preservation of the prairie landscape, flora, and fauna, 

and if feasible also a sample prairie homestead in the first years of 

its development. The cultivation incident to this will serve to hold 

the chickens. Remove all pheasants from this park. 

Develop each refuge for a maximum permanent chicken population, 

: to be utilized only for education, research, and field trials. Appoint 

a local custodian, and develop a technical director in the educational 

institution nearest each refuge. 

Auxiliary Refuges. Acquire by short-time lease the main grassland an 

coverts, nesting grounds, and booming grounds needed by other existing 

remnants, buy winter food patches, close the area to shooting, appoint a
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local custodian, and inspect anmally. Scatter these auxiliaries as 

widely as the surviving remnants allow. ‘ 

Research: Band winter chickens to find out where they come from, which 

_ sex migrates, and under what conditions they stay to nest and become 

residents. Work out specifications for size, kind, and distributim of 

nesting coverts on state refuges, and possible nest density. Measure 

sources of mortality, including wires. What density of pheasants can be 

tolerated on chicken refuges? When and how does interference occur? 

What is the feeding radius of ¢hickens in winter? Do they bud? What 

bait foods or cover holds them on refuges? What aggregate acreage 

constitutes a minimum range unit? Are Iowa chickens cyclic? 

Cooperate with the Wisconsin and Minnesota grouse investigations. 

Sharptail Program 

State Refuge. Acquire by purchase or long-time lease at. least one unit 

of loess bluffs along the upper Missouri to be developed as a state park 

to preserve the native florea and fauna. Stock this with sharptaily 

mountein—skeep, andl tatdkepe of as nearly the indigenous strain as 

possible. Exclude grazing, and measure the effect on local erosion. 

Research. What proportion of winter chickens are sharptails? What sex? 

Where do they come from? How can they be induced to stay and nest? 

Cooperate with the Wisconsin and Minnesota grouse investigatims. 

Ruffed Grouse Program 

Parks: Develop all wooded state parks as ruffed grouse refuges; also the 

borders of the Upper Mississippi Refuge.
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State Forests: Any program of state forests will be even oa valuable 

for perpetuating this species than the state parks, because of the cuttings 

made, and the thickets which follow. 

Auxiliary Refuges: Acquire by short-time lease any especially important 

brush coverts containing this species and threatened with grazing or 

clearing. Close to all hunting and inspect anmally. 

Research: Why do so few state parks contain ruffed grouse} : Foxes? 

Scarcity of young thickets? People? Will restocking help? If so, 

apply the Minnesota trapping methods to get planting stock from Allamskee 

County during "high" periods. How far south, and under what conditions 

of isolation, .does the cycle fade out? 

Cooperate with the Minnesota ruffed grouse investigation. 

Waterfowl and Migratory Bird Program 

Lake Restoration: Buy the beds and shorelines of 150 lakes and marshes, 

or such parts of them as are not already owned by the state, and develop 

them as breeding grounds for waterfowl, and for other conservation uses. 

Set aside a generous proportion as yearlong refuges, and open the remainder 

to regulated public shooting. Finance this restoration program by adding 

a small amount to the license fees. 

Regulation of Practices: License all private clubs and shooting preserves 

and require them to report their kill. Base renewals of license on 

compliance with such stipulations governing shooting methods as may be 

determined for each case to be practicable and in the public interest. 

_ License stipulations to be determined through anmal inspection.
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Research: Refine and improve the technique of lake restoration by finding 

what constitutes nesting cover for the 7 species still nesting in Iowa. 

How can nesting capacity be increased? What are the causes of nest 

mortality? Juvenile mortality? Can re-occupation of idle breeding grounds 

be hastened by planting breeding stock? Find by banding the survival 

value and returning progeny of such plantings. What factors limit the 

southerly extension of the breeding range? Can they be controlled? Are 

grits a factor? How does the sex-ratio affect breeding behavior or success? 

Does early opening deplete local stock? What is the crippling 

loss in various types of shooting? Can shooting practices be regulated 

to reduce it? 

What foods can be developed in the artificial lakes of southern Iowa? 

Develop data, through a system of selected observers, on the 

status and trend of jacksnipe, woodcock, and upland plover. What spots 

in the state refuges need to be altered for their special accomodation? 

What is the status of the mourning dove? Is an open season 

warranted in any part of the state? 

Do breeding wood ducks depend mainly on hollow trees, or are 

ground-sites sufficient to hold them on waters otherwise suitable? 

Cooperate with the Biological Survey in migratory bird research. 

Get the Upper Mississippi Refuge to undertake research of inter-state interest 

suitable for its lands. 

Rabbit Program 

Research: Does holing up act as an automatic check against overshooting? 

Under what conditions do cottontails render the best buffer
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service to game birds? What response in cottontails follows cover 

and food improvements for game birds? 

Are there disease relationships between cottontails and game birds? 

Do jackrabbits tend to exclude cottontails? 

Cooperate with the Michigan cottontail investigatim. 

Miscellaneous Program 

Bring into state ownership the "jungles" of the Missouri bottoms, 

and operate as a public shooting ground, with interspersed refuges for 

waterfowl, deer, and pheasants. Move the Shelby deer herd to this area. 

Bring into state ownership the clay bluffs along the Missouri 

and manage for quail, turkey, and pheasants. A refuge for sharptail 

end-mountein-—skeep should form a part of this area. The protection of these 

bluffs from grazing is essential to prevent the silting of drainage ditches 

and lakes in the adjoining bottoms. 

Restock with wild turkey suitable public areas in southeast 

and northeast Iowa. 

Have the wardens census all heron rookeries and other foci of 

ornithological interest, and report their status anmally. 

Arrange with Ames Forest School and Bureau of Soils to offer 

technical service and planting stock at cost to farmers desiring to 

combine erosion-control and game cover. 

. Consider revision of the present woodlot tax law to provide 

for registration and inspection of areas. 

Offer technical service to railroads and highway officials 

willing to leave game covere
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This cavernous gully is trying to heal itself by coming back to grass and brush, 
but overgrazing has prevented anything from gaining a foothold except weeds and a couple 
of cottonwoods. The fencing and revegetation of such gullies is the cheapest way for 
the farmer to save his land from washing away, and to build up a crop of game. (Photo by 
John Holst, Jr., Field Warden, Crawford Cqunty.)
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QUAIL HOLDING OWN IN DAVIS COUNTY 

A census of 35 bob-white quail coverts in Davis County indicates 
a fairly heavy remaining quail population over Davis County as a whole. 

Maurice F. Baker of Iowa State College, working in cooperation 
with the Iowa Conservation Commission and the American Wildlife Feder- 
ation, found 420 quail in the 35 coverts censused. 

The object of his study was to compare numbers of quail present at 
the advent: of cold weather, with late September and early October 
census figures, with a view to getting information concerning quail 
losses occurring during the hunting season. Mr. Baker noted a loss of 
53 quail from the total of 420 in the 35 coverts. This number, consid— 
ered as removed by hunters, represented 12% of the pre-hunting total. 

NORTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE CONFERENCE 

Many of Iowa's leaders in conservation will attend the fourth 
annual North American Wildlife Conference meeting in Detroit, Michigan, 
the week of February 13th. 

Panel discussions and technical sessions running concurrently will 
draw the leading scientific and layman leaders in the field of conser- 
vation. At the technical sessions leading scientists from over the 
nation will present the results of their investigations to wildlife 
authorities and other scientists. 

At the panel discussions, leading wildlife authorities will pre- 
sent discussions of the fundamental problems affecting wildlife, after 
which the discussions will be thrown open to the public for further 
treatment. 

2 2K oe KK 

IOWA PARKS POPULAR IN 1938 

Iowa's state parks were popular during the past year. During the 
year just ended a total of 2,750,000 persons visited Iowa's 74 state 
parks. Figures for the first ten months of 1938 reveal a total in- 
crease in attendance of 148, 300 persons over the preceding year. 

_ Backbone State Park in Delaware County led all parks in attendance. 
This park ranked third in attendance last year. Ledges State Park in 
Boone County dropped from first to second place in popularity with 
visitors during the past year. 

Woodbury County's 820 acre Stone Park was popular with visitors, 
ranking third, while Pine Lake in Hardin County ranked fourth Taleo
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PLAN STOCKING OF CHUKAR PARTRIDGE 

The Conservation Commission again is planning the - 
stocking of Chukar Partridge in certain areas of Iowa this 
year in an attempt to determine the suitability of this game 

bird to the conditions of food and cover present in certain 

areas of the state. During the past year the Commission 
stocked a total of 282.0of these birds in 10 counties of the 
state. This year 35 pairs of Chukars are being retained at 
the State Game Farm near Boone to be used in providing stock 

for planting. Plantings during the past year were confined to 

those counties of the state which have failed to produce shoot- 

able surpluses of either Pheasant or Quail. Stocking during 
this next year will be done with the same thought in mind. 

: This bird, a native of India, has caught the fancy of 

geme breeders and game commissions of many states during the 

past several years. The Chukar first was introduced into this 

country in 1928, and since that time various state game depart- 

ments have done experimental work with the bird in an attempt 
to fit it into environments which thus far have failed to sup- 
port adequate populations of native game birds. 

In. size the Chukar Partridge is about»a third larger 
than the Hungarian Partridge. It is dove gray-in color, with 

black sides and rusty white stripes. The light gray of the 

head and chin is accentuated by a bright red beak and a black 

circular stripe running across the base of the bill through 
the eyes. In its native range in India the Chukar 1s said to 

thrive in barren, rocky country and has been called "the bird 
who lives on nothing". Experience with the bird in this 

‘ country has indicated the doubtfulness of this allusion to 

. its lack of feeding habits, however. It has been noted that 

, the Chukar utilizes the same food resources as are used by 

members of the partridge family. 

Due to the present lack of sufficient data concerning 

the bird, the Iowa Conservation Commission is not making any 

attempt to propagate the Chukar in very large: numbers for 
stocking purposes in this state. Conservation. officers in the 

Iowa counties where Chukars have been stocked are. at present 

making monthly checks on the birds and reporting concerning 

a food and cover preferences and other significant data 

relative to its habits. These observers have noted that the 

Chukar apparently does not utilize corn for food. Under Iowa 

conditions Chukars have indicated a tendency to stay more or 

less tame, roosting with chickens and even have been found on 

porches of houses and in yards. Investigators in Pennsylvania 

have noted similar characteristics in liberated birds and in 

addition have pointed out that the Chukar seems very suscep- 

tible to decimation by predators, presumably because of its 

S a eae = site
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GAME PROGRAM ADVANCING 

The Iowa Conservation Commission has spent $69,156.70 in the last 
two years on its game development program and now has 325 game manage= 

ment areas located in $0 different counties. These areas cover 812,562 

acres and include 5,182 farms. 
Under the present game management plan, individual farms are estab- 

lished as game management areas wherever the landholder is interested 
in perpetuating wildlife as well as providing sport for hunters. Quite 
often areas are improved through the efforts of local sportsmen who are 
interested in improving their own sport. 

After the application for the establishment of a game management 

area has been approved by the Game Department, the area is mapped and 

a reconnaissance is taken of food and cover conditions and of the game 
population. Wherever necessary, recommendations are made for the im- 
provement of the environment so that wildlife can propagate under 
natural conditions and have suitable homes in which to live. If the 
landholder, sportsmen or sportsmen's group agree to make the necessary 
improvements, a signed agreement is then required by the Conservation 
Commission which provides that they will carry out the game management 
practices recommended for the area and will endeavor, with the cooper- 
ation of the Conservation Commission to produce an annual game crop. 
They also must agree to allow hunting on the area whenever there is a 
surplus available to be taken. The Conservation Commission agrees that 
when the recommended improvements have been carried out it will post 
the area with signs, which afford the landholder added protection 
against unauthorized hunting, as provided by the Iowa law. 

The following table shows the number of areas in each county in 
the state and the type of game to which the area is devoted: 
County Areas pine of Area County Areas Type of Area 
Adams 2 Quail Jasper 2 Pheasant 
Allamakee 2 Pheasant ,R.grouse Jefferson 4 Quail 
Appanoose 13 Quail, waterfowl Jones 6 Quail,pheasant 
Audubon L Quail Kossuth 3 Pheasant 
Benton 4 Quail,pheasant Lee 9 Quail 
Black Hawk 14 Pheasant,partridge Linn & Pheasant, quail 
Boone & Pheasant, quail Louisa 7 Quail 
Butler 4 Pheasant Lucas t Quad 
Cass 2 Pheasant, quail Madison 2 Quail 
Cedar 2 Quail Mahaska Quail 
Cerro Gordo 7 Pheasant Marion Quail 
Cherokee 1 Pheasant Marshall 1 Pheasant 
Clarke 6 Quail,waterfowl Mills 4 Pheasant, quail 
Clinton 3° Quail Mitchell 2 Pheasant 
Crawford 1 Pheasant Monroe Y Quail 
Dallas 4 Pheasant Montgomery 4 Quail,beaver 
Davis S$ Quail Muscatine 5 Quail 
Decatur 4 Quail O'Brien 1 Partridge 
Delaware 4 Pheasant, quail Page 1 Quail 
Des Moines 5 Quail Palo Alto 3 Pheasant, water-— 
Dickinson 2 Partridge, pheasant fowl, partridge 
Dubuque 6 Pheasant, quail Plymouth 1 Pheasant 

raccoon Polk 5 Pheasant 
Emmet 4 Pheasant Pottawattamie 1 Quail 
Fayette 4 Pheasant, prairie Ringgold 5 Quail 

: chicken Sac 4 Pheasant, quail 
Franklin p Pheasant Scott & Quail 
Fremont Quail Shelby 43 Quail, pheasant 
Greene 6 Pheasant, quail Tama 1 Pheasant 
Grundy 1 Pheasant Taylor 2 Quail 
Guthrie 6 Pheasant, quail Union 2» Quail, waterfowl 
Hamilton 1 Pheasant Van Buren Quail 
Hancock 1 Pheasant Wapello 15 Pheasant, quail 
Harrison e Quail Warren 3 Quail 
Henry 4 Quail Washington ? Quail 
Howard 2 Prairie chicken, Wayne Quail 

pheasant Webster 1 Pheasant 
Humboldt 2 Pheasant Winnebago 1 Pheasant 
Ida 1 Pheasant Winneshiek 4 Pheasant, quail 
Towa 4 Quail, pheasant Woodbury 2 Pheasant, beaver 
Jackson 12 Quail Worth 1 Pheasant 
Adair a Quail EAE
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The bobwhite quail found in good numbers in the southern half of 
the State is probably the most popular native game bird in Iowa. For 
40 years it has existed in fair numbers in the south half of the State 
in spite of the extensive agricultural activities. The quail was given 
complete protection from hunting from 1916 to 1932. Since that time, 
experimental shoots have been held in an attempt to find and develop a 
management program that would actually increase and perpetuate this 
fine bird for all time to come. s 

During the year of 1934, the quail regulations opened the season 
from October 15th to November 15th, both dates inclusive, on certain 
class A. game management areas which had been approved by the Fish and 
Game Commission. However, shooting was not permitted on any two consec- 
utive days, nor was more than hog of the quail population to be taken 
from any area open to the shooting of quail. ‘The bag limit was six 
birds per day. Hunters received tags from farmers on areas open to 
shooting. Tags were supplied by the Fish and Game Commission. These 
tags were to be placed on all birds shot, the farmer retaining the stub 
from the tag. These stubs were mailed to the Fish and Game Commission 
following the open season. 

Figures were compiled as a result of the 1934 open quail season. 
There were 104 areas opened in 24 counties containing 257,833 acres on 
which lived 1,595 farmers. The Department issued 17,458 tags, and tags 
returned unused numbered 11,776. Tags not returned numbered 955s 
The number of stubs returned to the Department was 1.7) or 10% of 
those issued. During the open season 1,008 cocks and 741 hens were 
taken. Dogs were used in taking 1,040 birds, which was 59.4% of the 
birds taken. 

The results gave some interesting data. First, it was difficult 
for hunters and dogs to flush birds due to the fact that the vegetation 
was still green and heavy and the weather quite warm. This indicates 
that the season was opened too early. Conditions such as these do not 
encourage the hunter. Second, it was felt that there was too much "red 
tape" required of the farmer and hunter; e.g., requiring tag stubs to 
be sigred,etc. This did not allow enough freedom to the hunter, was a 
bother to the farmer, and was extremely exnensive to the Fish and Game 
Commission. Third, many farmers denied hunters the hunting privilege, 
although they had a surplus of quail. Fourth, it was difficult for 
hunters to find areas which were open although the Commission gave all 
possible publicity to the location of areas. Fifth, it was very evi- 
dent that before quail hunting could again win the popularity it had at- 
tained prior to 1916, it would be necessary to encourage the sportsmen 
to use trained bird dogs. This would not only enhance the sport but 
would greatly reduce the crippling loss. 

All in all, the 1934 quail season was not satisfactory to the 
farmer or to the sportsman because of the great amount of "red tape" 
necessary in providing the hunting and supervising the take, etc., and 
it was not satisfactory to the Department because of the cost of the 
intensive supervision necessary. However, it was a-valuable experience 
and from that point of view alone was perhaps worth the cost. 

In 1935 the quail season was opened from November 16th to December 
10th, both dates inclusive, on certain class A. game management areas 
which were approved by the Conservation Commission where it appeared 
that the quail population was not less than one bird ber six-acres. 
Shooting hours were from eight o'clock A.M. to four o'clock FM. and 
the bag limit was increased to eight birds per day. The possession 
limit was also set at eight, thereby allowing only one day's bag to be 
in possession during the open season and for the ten days following the 
open season. 

In order to further encourage quail hunting, the Conservation Com- mission passed a regulation permitting quail to be taken on lands other 
than regularly established game management areas in the following man- 
ner: landholders having a shootable surplus of quail on their farms could make application to the Commission to have their farms open to quail shooting during the regular 1935 open season. If, after investi- 
gation by a representative of the Commission, it was found that there waS a shootable surplus of quail, the Commission then issued a permit to the applicant opening the farm to hunting. He was also supplied with a trespass permit book of the type used on all regularly established game 

(Continued on Page 1.)
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management areas with signs reading as follows: "Hunting Permitted 
on this Farm with Written Permission of the Landholder, State Conser- 
vation Commission". No attempt was made to have non-removable tags at- 
tached to dead birds. Instcad the written trespass permit which was is- 
sued to the hunters by the farmers sufficed for a permit to have quail 
in possession. This method did away with one of the obstacles which 
had prevailed in the 1934 season; that is, the tagging of all shot birds 
in order to distinguish them from birds which may have been shot illeg- 
ally outside of the designated opened areas. 

Of the 379 areas open to quail hunters other than the regularly 
established game management areas, a total of 47 report’ cards were mail- 
ed in following the open season. These cards show that a total of 422 
quail were reported taken on 47 areas by 193 hunters, that being 2.9 
birds per hunter. 

Quail shooting is being permitted in 20 southern Iowa counties this 
year. The thirty day open season closes on December 15. No special 
tags or permits other than the regular hunting license is required this 
year. Hunting on game management areas within the open counties still 
requires the permission of the landholder. To hunt on any farmland in 
Iowa permission must be obtained first according to the trespass laws. 

200.00 HUNTERS out WILD- 
WLING., SAL OW 

’ Over 200,000 duck hunters quit the sport or failed to purchase 
"duck stamos" during the 1946 fiscal year, according to a survey of 
stamp sales and income expenditures made by the More Game Birds Founda- 
tion. Records of the Post Office Department just made available reveal 
that but 424,970 of the migratory bird hunting stamps were sold during 
the 12 months ending June 30 last, as compared with 635,344 during the 
1945 fiscal year. 

Whether the drastic slump in sales is continuing during the pres- 
ent duck hunting season probably will not be definitely know until 
after close of the department's current fiscal year next summer. The 
slump is attributed to new and increasing restrictive hunting regula- 
tions. "Little hope is held for modification of these restrictions 
until waterfowl can be increased--particularly on the remaining most 
important breeding grounds in Canada," the Foundation declares. 

When the duck stamp law became effective March 16, 1934, predic- 
sions were made that it would provide $1,500,000 or more annually for 
establishment of waterfowl refuges in the United States. Total sales 
for the first two years combined, however, amounted to but $1,050,314. 
Provisions of the law require that 90 per cent of the ‘ncome ‘shall be 
available for the location, ascertainment, acquisition, administration, 
maintenance and development" of migratory bird sanctuaries. The bal- 
ance is assigned to "administrative exoenses", The Foundation survey 
reveals that although $724,451 of duck stamp income has been expended 
thus far, not an acre of refuge land has been acquired with the money. 

"No land for refuge use has been purchased out of the Migratory 
Bird Conservation Fund as the Bureau has had emergency and special funds 
for such purchases during the past two fiscal years. It was necessary 
to use duck stamp funds for the development cof many of these new 
refuges, and to improve some of the old areas, since no other appropri- 
ation was available," Ira N. Gabrielson, Chief of the U. 8. Bureau of 
Biological Survey, explained to the Foundation. 

JR OR OK : 

BOAT INSPECTIONS REPORTED 

During the past two years 2,362 rowboats were inspected by the 
State Boat Inspector working under the Conservation Commission. Of this 
number 2,257 boats were approved. All boats for hire are required to 
be inspected by law. After being approved a metal tag is affixed which 
indicates the maximum number of passengers the boat will carry. To 
carry more than the limit of passengers constitutes a violation of the 
law. During the two-year period 68 launches used for commercial pur- 
poses were inspected and approved. Private motor boats mist also be 
registered with the Conservation Commission and 1,101 such boats were 
reported in Iowa. There are 4s boat engineers and 4a pilots licensed in 
the State. In addition to boats, 28 commercial dock permits and 3665 
private dock permits were issued during the two years just past. 

2K kk OK
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f DEER FILLED THE HAY RACK 9 ro 
"When we first reached the new town of Ida (now called the old _ 

town) in March 1872," writes Chester Evans of Lobo, Kansas, in an arti- 
cle describing his recollections of Ida County wildlife for Charles L. 
Horn, ammunition manufacturer of Minneapolis, "it was a wild country 
with only one house between Storm Lake and the settlement on the Maple 
River. 

"There was a grove called the "big grove" north of tom, and a 
smaller grove about four miles farther north on a creek. The principal 
timber was oak, ash and basswood and along the banks of the Maple River 
grew maples and willows. The undergrowth consisted of hazel, prickly 
ash, gooseberries and grapes. 

The groves were the haunts for wild game, deer, timber wolves, 
lynx, wild cats and many smaller fur-bearing animals. I have seen 
Barney Ward start out in the morning with his sorrel team of mules and 
a hay rack, and with his younger brother and his cousin, Wick Davis, .: 
as hunters, come in at dusk with all the deer the team could pull. 

"We brought with us a part Newfoundland dog called Major. One 
night there was a terrible fight just outside the yard. When father 
investigated he found one of the largest wolves I ever saw dead and 
another badly wounded. Old Major was cut to ribbons and was a long time 
getting well. The hides of those chicken thieves were tacked on the 
hen house door as a warning. 

"One time father went over to the big grove after a deer, and, 
not being a good hunter, he failed to hit. He was coming home, follow- 
ing the old Indian trail on the north bank of the river and riding an 
old Texas pony named Clipoer. Just east of the bridge the pony gave a 
short and looking up he saw a pair of gleaming eyes looking at him from 
the top of the bluff. He took careful aim with his rifle and pulled the 
trigger. The eyes disappeared but in a moment they were back in the 
same place. Another shot and they again disappeared. He called the 
old dog Major to go with him to investigate, but Major said no. So he 
went to the home of Mr. Wagoner and together they found an exceedingly 
large lynx, dead. Both of father's bullets had found lodgment in the 
right shoulder. 

"There were many beaver, mink and otter on the Maple River and 
trioutaries, and Odeboldt Creek seemed to be selected by the muskrats as 
the place to build their numerous colonies. Although fur was cheap, 
men made good money winter tranping. 

"Maple River was full of fish vhich were caught by hook and line 
and by dip nets. A square net four and a half feet across was spread 
out with two bent willows to opposite corner, to the center arch of 
Which was attached a long pole. At the waters edge was set a post with 
the top notched. Across this was laid the pole. The end of the pole 
was raised and the net submerged. After a few minutes, weight on the 
end of the pole raised the net and it was seldom you missed a catch of 
from one to a dozen nice pike, pickerel, red horse and suckers, with an 
occasional spoonbill, yellow or channel catfish. In the creeks were 
plenty of mud cats and suckers. The Indians who camped on the Maple, 
were great fishermen and were experts with the bow and arrow and spear. 

Bird life in the early days was a hunter's paradise. Prairie 
chickens were everywhere and their drumming as the sun came uv could be 
heard on all sides. Many men made their living killing these birds 
which were hauled to Storm Lake and Denison and shipped to eastern 
markets. For our owm use we made a coop of lath with a tilting top, 
and a little corn scattered inside for bait. With this crude contrap- 
tion we could catch all we wished to use. We also hunted their nests 
for eggs. Ina nest containing less than ten, the eggs were usually 
found to be fresh. 

"Geese, ducks and brant were with us each spring and fall and a 
few nested along the streams in the summer. The large Canadian geese 
would come in long V shaped bands with an old gander in the lead. They 
would light in fields and on the prairie to feed during the day and rest 
on the water at night. There were mallard ducks by the thousand and so 
tame it was easy to get a shot. There were teal and pintails without 
number and an occasional canvasback. Their feathers made many a soft 
feather bed and numerous pillows. 

"T remember when a flight of beautiful swans lit on the Maple and 
Barney Ward shot three. They were large birds, pure white with black 
beaks and feet. 

(continued on next page)
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(Continued from Page 3.) 
"Te sandhill cranes came each spring. They were gray or slate 

color and stood nearly as tall as aman. It was interesting to see 
them put on a dance, prancing and jumping high into the air. They were 
supposed to kill snakes and we had many rattlesnakes for them to live 

on. 
"Quail were to be found in the groves and in the scrub oak patches 

put as I remember they were not numerous. Hunters considered them too 
small to shoot anyway. Pelicans paid us an annual visit. They were 
large white birds with peculiar yellow pouches under their long bills. 
Loons were frequently seen and more frequently heard. Their voice is 
weird and unearthly. They are beautiful birds, powerful swimmers and 
expert divers. The kildeer was a saucy little fellow that lived on 
grubs and worms by day and mosquitoes at night. No one killed them 
for they were our feathered friends. There were jacksnines and blue- 
shanks, both long-billed birds, mourning doves, kingfishers, blue jays, 
meadow larks and many others. 

"As for birds of prey, we had hawks and owls of many species and 
there was an occasional eagle killed by a hunter's gun." 

36K 2k 2K KKK 

NOW IS THE TIME 

Now is the time to think about the feeding and protection of birds 
next winter. Remember what hapnened last winter? Every person inter- 
ested in the welfare of Iowa's game should seek out places where game 
birds are concentrating and provide protective shelters and arrange for 
— and a continuous and consistent feeding schedule for the entire 
winter. 

If you know of any waste grain, screenings or any food suitable 
for wildlife, notify your local Conservation Officer, sportsman's 
organization, or the Conservation Commission at Des Moines. Perhaps 
you can make arrangements with the farmer's boy on the farm where you 
hunt to feed the game consistently throughout the winter. 

This winter it will be important for the birds to have all the 
attention possible, for the drought of the past summer has reduced 
natural foods to a minimum, including farm crops. The arrangements you 
make now spell the answer to future hunting seasons in Iowa. It is 
everybody's job. 

26 Ke OK ok OK 

STRANGE MALADY CLAIMS MANY 

A strange (but not new) malady has claimed unwards of 20 victims 
in Iowa during the vast few weeks. The odd (but not rare) disease 
affects both the minds and "trigger" fingers of the victims. It causes 
them to shoot game before the seasons are open. The victim's mind is 
distorted in such a way that he feels that he must shoot something out 
of season to obtain at least temporary relief. 

But game authorities know of an almost sure cure. The Justices of 
the Peace, who are the M.D.'s in such cases, have been prescribing 
heavy fines and the loss of valuable firearms as the remedy. In several 
cases it was necessary to administer double doses of the medicine and 
one hundred dollars worth was given. It is felt that the epidemic has 
been checked. However, game authorities warn against another outbreak 
at-any time due to the fact that -there will be no pheasant season this 
year when the afflicted could find relief. 

3K 6 OK OK KOK 

: TRAPPERS PREPARE 

Trappers are busy cleaning traps and arranging for locations to 
set traps with the season officially opening on November 10. 

Trappers are reminded that the placing of traps prior to 12.01 A.M. 
of the opening date is unlawful. It has been thought by some that 
traps could be placed the night before the season opens. If proper 
arrangements have been made with the landormer prior to the open season, 
— should be no reason to try to "beat" the other fellow to the best 
places. 

Water sets are prohibited in the 38 counties closed to the trapping 
of muskrats. 

2K KK OK



WINTER GAME COVER PLANT- 
INGS TOTAL OVER 290,000 Uvp> Jnow 

._ A total of 290,773 shrubs and trees has been planted during the 
spring planting season, These are to serve as game cover according to a 
report made by the Conservation Commission. Plantings were made on 15 
state owned dry lake beds, marsh areas and lake shore areas under the 
supervision and direction of the Game Division of the Cormission. On 
the dry lake bed areas food was also planted on a crop share basis with 
adjoining landholders. ; 

Included in the list of plantings made were 155,525 willows, 15,890 
conifers, 23,600 black locust, 45,000 choke cherry, 5,050 ash, 8,815’ ein 
and 33,593 miscellaneous. The miscellaneous shrubs and trees included 
Osage orange, hackberry, wild grape, dogwood, elderberry, plum, foose- 
berry, raspberry and current. 

the total acreage represented in the areas where cover plantings 
were made is 4,752 and included the following: Grass Lake, Birge Lake, 
East Swar Lake and Ryan Lake in Emmet County; Dewey's Pasture and Mud 
Lake in Clay County; Tow Head Lake in Calhoun County; Swan Lake in 
Carroll County; Clear Lake Nursery Pond area in Cerro Gordo County; 
Goose Lake in Greene County; Jemmerson Slough and Hottes Lake in Dickin- 
son County; East Twin Lake in Hancock County; Silver Lake in Palo Alto 
County; Cornelia and Big Wall Lakes in Wright County; Duék Lake in 
Winnebago County and Brights Lake in Worth County. 

, Food ey ~ were made in addition to winter cover at Grass Lake, 
Birge Lake, East Swan Lake, Ryan Lake, Brights Lake, Mud Lake, Tow Head 
Lake and Goose Lake.
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: Shae : 
} Canada(?) Goose 

Extract from Pioneer Record, Ida Grove, Ia, Thursday, April 25, L955; 
(Clipping loaned by Chas. L, Horn, Minneapolis.) 

Lebo, Kansas, April 14,1935 

| "It's a long time since March, 1872, when I first came to the new 

town if Ida, the county seat of the new county of Ida. Father, mother 

and the baby made the trip in the buckboard . .. . 

"It was a nice spring dey when we started from Storm Lake where father 

had worked for a year on the Storm Lake Pilot after we left Carroll, We spent 

; the night at the half Wey, house, The next morning was cold and raw with a 

heavy fog. About ten o'clock we drove into a flock of geese, so many and 

so unafraid, that Mr. Ward had to club them out of the road with the end 

of his big whip. ‘Three, apparently dead, were thrown into the wagon, bt one 

. came to life and flew away." 

Chester Evang



File: Iowa-~ 
Nesting Habits 
Pheasant 

Jan. 2, 1935--Frederick Hamerstrom told me (quoting from memory) that he 
found and mapped 52 pheasant nests on a sample plot of burned marsh consisting 
of 20 acres near Okeboji Lake, Iowa, presumably in 1933 or 1934. ‘this was 
part of a 100-acre marsh, the rest of which probably had a lesser density. 
The vegetation was bulrush and cane (Phragmites). This density is 2.6 
nests per acre, The vegetation in this marsh was uniform and unmarked by 
islands of willows or clumping of other plants.



WHERE DOES FISH AND GAME MONEY COME FROM? Jorre eS ee 

& 
For the biennium ending June 30, 1934, receipts from venison aunties) 

ing and fishing licenses amounted to 83% of the income, or $447,406.00; ! 
trapping licenses amounted to 3% of income, or $18,009.00; game breed- 
ers' licenses, 13% of income, or $8,009.00; fur dealers, 1% of income; 
commercial net and seine licenses, 4/5% of income; rough fish sales, 
43% or $25,206.00; miscellaneous, 4% or $16,113.00; deputy fees, 2/5%; 
wholesale fish market, oh; mussel licenses, 1/5%. The total Department 
income for the two years was $539,319.86. 

3K ee aie 3 oie ok 

WHERE DOES FISH AND GAME MONEY GO? 

For the biennium ending June 30, 1934, the Fish and Game Department 
funds were expended as follows: 

Enforcement, 27% or $173,209.00; fisheries, 22.3% or $141,637.00; 
rough fish removal, 4%; extensions, 23% or $142,781.00; game management, 
9% or $35,905.00; investigations, 33% of income; maintenance public 
lands and waters, 2%; education and information, 14%; executive and ad- 
ministrative expenditures, 73%, 

This was a total expenditure of $633,679.72. The surplus expendi- 
ture above receipts came from an accumulated balance which the Fish and 
Game Commission has felt should be turned back into the fish and game 
program at this time because of the opportunity to multiply its efforts 
by virtue of the Federal Sooperasive funds. 

ee ke



File: Elk 
Indiana ss * 

: Towa 

CROSS REFERENCE fe 

“Wild and Domesticated Ell in the Marly Days of Franklin County, Indiana,” 

by Amos W, Butler, Note in Journal of Mammalogy, Vol. 15, No. 3, August 1934, 

pp. 2ho-2hs ,
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| Summary Game Management Areas 
As of June 20, 1934 

| Experimental Quail Shooting Areas—Class A 
119 Areas_____.1,675 farmers______277,631 acres 

|| Experimental Quail Shooting Areas—Class B 
| 5 Areas__________ 80. farmers______5,19734 acres 
\| Pheasant & Quail Cooperative 1 

| 41 Areas______.1,096 farmers______170,835 acres ||. 
| Pheasant Mass Planting é 

9 4 Areas__._-__.. 182 farmers_._____25,219 acres 
| * Demonstration Areas ; 

6 Areas____.--.. 417 farmers_______90,046 acres j 
Hungarian Partridge 

| JcArea—- == 8 farmers === 826acres ; 
|| Prairie Chicken 
| 2 Areas__.____.._ 22 farmers____._._2,381 acres 
| Beaver 2 } 
| TArea= = 5225, 1 farmers2- = === 2*960 geres i 
'| Raccoon on 

i 1 Area_________- 92 farmers________10,645 acres t 
|| TOTAL OF ALL AREAS 

{ 180 Areas_____.3,529 farmers______583,140 acres |]. 

* Note: The Demonstration areas consist of 4 pheas- ; 
ant areas, 1 hungarian partridge, and 1 pheasant pay 
shooting area. :



Chip 9 ore? : | - EXPERIMENTAL QUAIL HUNT RESULTS GIVEN — 

During the recent expérimental quail shooting season which was con- © 
\ ducted in several southern Iowa counties vy the Iowa Fish and Game Com ~ 

mission and the Wild Life Research Division of the Iowa State College in “ 
cooperation with the farmers and huntors, 1,296 quail were brought to i 
the bag. On 14 official quail management areas comprising 24,252 acres ) 

| of farm land, 541 hunters and 160 dogs flushed 11,145 quail. The total J : } number of hours spent by the hunters in obtaining the 1,396 quail was ee 
-~ 8,518. The total number of birds lost was 586. Of the 1,396 birds 

brought to the bag, 748 were males and 648 wore females. Out of the 3 
number of birds brought to the bag, 287 were weighed and their combined 2 weight was given at 125 pounds. <J Permits issucd to hunters to participate in the shoot numbered 658, 3 117 of which were not used. There are 132 farmers living in the 14 game SS 
management areas on which the experimental hunt was conducted. A total 
of 98 shooting days comprised the season for the experimental shoot on 
all the areas.



File: Limitation of Kill 
Census 
Towa ~~ 
Pheasants 

See Report of Fheagant Census, October, 1933 ~- Game Management Areas 

and Open Pheasant Season, By Wa. Sclmenice, Iowa Fish and Game Commission. 

Filed in Pheasant Box,
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f| This map shows the 30 northern Iowa counties in which pheasant | 

§ shooting will be permitted. The territory north of highway 18 (shown ) 

*|in black) will be open to hunting from noon to 5 p. m. on Nov. 10, 11; 

.|17, 18, 25 and 28. The shaded area south and west of highway 18 will 

be limited to afternoon shooting on Nov. 10, 11, 17 and 18. Picture by 

courtesy of Des Moines Register. 
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PRAIRIE CHICKEN AREAS ESTABLISHED 

Two prairie chicken game management areas have recently been com- 
pleted by the Fish and Game Department. One area comprising 1280 acres 
has been established near Arlington in Fayette County -— the other com— 
prising 1017 acres is located near Strawberry Point in Clayton County. 
These two areas have been selected by the Fish and Game Department be- 
cause of the natural conditions existing and because prairie chickens 
are nesting within the areas. An effort is being made to preserve the 
seed stock of prairie chickens through cooperation with landowners by 

preserving natural conditions suitable to these birds. Very little un- 
broken soil remains in the state and for that reason the prairie chicken 
which once was Iowa's most popular game bird has dwindled to a point 
where only a few remain. The important factors which go to make up the 
suitable environment for these birds are preservation of grassy patches, 
marshes and low areas on unbroken soil and prevention of burning of 
natural cover conditions that exist only on such soil. The farmers 
living within the two established areas are cooperating well in the 
preservation of these birds and, while a shootable stock can never be 
hoped for, these landowners and farmers are in sympathy with the move- 
ment to protect the small stock of birds just to have them around. 
Illegal shooting has taken its toll of the remaining birds and it is 
hoped that the establishment of these game management areas will give 
added protection. 

Prairie chickens like many other species of game birds are cyclic 
and are now entering the peak of abundance according to the cycle. The 
entire plan is experimental but if the chickens can be preserved in any 
number then the efforts of the landowners, farmers, and the Fish and 
Game Department have been well repaid. 

WHERE TO FISH
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Memo to accompany Dec.7 Revision of Game Management Bill 

There is no possible objection to granting full regulatory 

; powers on pheasants, rabbits, squirrels or other species 

now open. It will automatically replace the unsatisfactory it 

petition system for creating pheasant seasons. 

On Quail and Hungarians, however, a request for full 

regulatory powers at this time might be construed as going 

beyond the proposal originally made to many Iowa sportsmen 

and protectionists during the Game Survey. The Commission 
might actually do the same thing as proposed under the 
"permit law", but it would have the power to do more, and 
to this extent a "breach of faith" might be alleged by 
unfriendly critics, or a strain put on our relations with our 
protectionist friends. I, therefore, favor going no further 
on protected species than the original permit bill. After ; 
management under permit is a proven success, a further 
liberalization will be in order. nape 

I take it that the details of legislation comprising the f 
bulk of Mr. Rapp's draft will be handled by regulation, rather 
than by statute, to the extent that regulatory powers are 
granted. : 

Dr. Boone asked me to make recommendation on a trespass bill. 
This is hard to do except in collaboration with a lawyer, 
since there are many fine points involved as to civil vs. 
eriminal procedure, burden of proof on landholder or tres- : 
passer, hunting vs. fishing, etc. A summary of the present laws — 
in neighboring states is given on page 254 of the "Game Survey 
of the North-Central States". The most enlightened laws, 
from the game management viewpoint, are those of Wisconsin and 
Michigan. Of these two, only Michigan is available in the 
files (Laws Relating to Conservation, 1929, p.111). TI = 
recommend a good tight "owners-permission" law like Wisconsin, but 
it will take a lawyer to adapt the Wisconsin verbiage to Iowa's 
legal system. tan Ga_eee RUE etme RSE , es 

It would be a good idea to have the draft reviewed by the prin- 
cipal state farm associations. 

ALDO LEOPOLD ;



GAME MANAGEMENT BILL 

: (As revised by Leopold, at request of Dr. Boone, Dec.7,1952) 

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Towa: 

Sec.1. That Section 1703-d12, subsection 5, be repealed, and there be sub- 

stituted in lieu thereof: : 

5a: To regulate, shorten, lengthen, establish, or close, in 

any locality or throughout the state, seasons and bag limits 

for pursuing, taking, a possessing any species of fish, 

game, or fur-bearing animals on which open Seasons are now 

authorized by law. The statutes or regulations now governing 

such seasons shall continue in full force, and effect, ex- 

cept as modified by the Commission as herein provided. 

5b: To issue annual permits to landholders or groups of land- 

: holders to conduct experiments, in co-operation with the 

State Agricultural College, for the purpose of determining 

whether game birds on which open seasons are not now 

authorized by law, but which are resident on the lands of : 

such permittees, can be conserved by the practice of game 

management. Such permits may authorize the taking, under 

such conditions as the Commission may specify, of the 

estimated annual surplus of any species of game produced 

on the permitted area. Each permit shall specify the 

species authorized to be taken, the maximum number of each, 

the season during which they may be taken, and the bag 

limit per person per day. No permit shall be issued or 

renewed until the area has been inspected by the Commission 

for the observance of the game laws and of the conditions 

of the permit. No species of game on which an open Season 

is not now authorized by law shall be removed from any such 

experimental game management area without affixing to each 

head a non-reusable tag, such tags to be issued by the 

Commission at five cents each, one for each head of such 

game authorized to be taken by the permit.
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November 9, 1932. 

Wm. Schuenke, Supt. of Geme and Wardens 
H.Sanderson, Asst Supt. Game ; 

MAN a ce rsat 

IOWA'S WARDEN'S SCHOOL PROGRAM 
Des Moines, Iowa 

MONDAY, DECEMBER 5th. 

Morning session: Meeting starting 8:00 A. M. at Des Moines. 

Program: 

I. Talk by State Game Warden, I. T. Bode on: 
A, Personnel 
B. Office cooperation 
C. Value of School. Deputy wardens to absorb and for trai 

to make use of the information as may be obtained fron 
the warden school. The future of program depends on 
the wardens. 

II. Aldo Leopold: 
A. Explain survey 

What came out of survey 
B. Status of Game before civilization 

Erfect of civilization on game 
C. Present day trends of conservation 
D, Hunters and farmers relationships 
E. Ganie management 

III. Paul Errington: 
A. Ecology or relation of wild life to its environment 

: : B. Quail 
C. Habits 
D. Furbearing animals 

Lunch 

IV. Wallace Grange: Game birds and their food habits 
A, Chinese Ringneck pheasants 
B. Melanistic Mutants 
C. Hungarian Partridges 
D. Quail (Mexican and local stock) 
E. Ruffed Grouse 
F. Prairie Chicken 
G. Sharp Tail Grouse 

V. John Ball: 
A. Why, how and where experimental Game Management Areas 

were set up. 

B. How farmers were contacted. 
Slides showing areas. 

GC. rt cea types of areas. (Cooperation and experiien- 
tal 

Evening 

VI. Dr. Hendrickson: 
A. Song Birds : 
B. Purpose of impressing on wardens that songbirds are 

part of their work with Game Management. 

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 6th. 

Meet at 8:00 A. M. Fish and Game Office. Trip to Quail experimental 
area in Davis County. 

Vil... Jobn: Bail: 
A. Direct group to food patches and cover patches.



See f 

B. Wallace Grange 
Aldo Leopold Explain differen. type of food 

: Paul Errington Explain cover. 
C. Discussion. 

No evening meeting. 

WEDNESDAY, D&CEMBER 7th. 

A. M. at 8:00 o'clock. 

VIII. Paul Errington: 
A. Research work on Game Management areas 
B. Predators 
C. Research work on game birds (quails, etc) 

Instruct wardens to cooperate along these lines 

IX. Harry Sanderson: 
A. Accomplishment of cooperative Game Management areas. 

(Showing map or slide) 
B. Give areas set up by deputies 

X. Walter Bennett: 
A. Waterfowls in Iowa 

Result of studies on nesting habits, etc. 

Lunch 

Trip to Field Trial Game Management Area 
A. Wm. Schuenke - Supervise field trip 
B. Explanation of purpose of area. 
C. Showing improvements made on area. 

Aldo Leopold On cover, food patches, natural food, fruits, winter- 
Wallace Grange) ing coverts. Feeding station and brush piles. What 
Paul Errington) is necessary on this area. 

Evening 

XI. Wm. Schuenke: 
A. The Game Warden and Game Law enforcement 
B. Cooperation of other peace officers. Classification of 

officers and their attitude toward Game wardens 
C. Voluntary game protectors 
D. Changing sentinent * 

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 8th 

KIl. 2. 2. Bode 
A. Organizing 
B. 4-H Clubs 
C. Farmers! groups 
D. Boy Scouts 
E. Svortsman Groups ~ 
F. WNon-Hunting public 

ALIT. Ves Baur: 
A. Jlowa lakes, streams, and different species of fish 
B. Inland distribution 
C. Eow to secure fish for stocking 
D. Inland rescue work (Explain) 

XIV. Wm. Albert, Jr. 
A. Mississippi Rescue work 
B. Where rescued and how and why 
C. Difference between his rescue work and that of Ves 

Baur's fish work.



BBs 

Lunch 

XV. Wm. Schuenke: 

A. Reading of laws. Opinions 
B. Proper procedures in trying cases 
C. Suggestions in changes (Wardens to write cach sugzertion 

out.) 

Discussion. 

Evening 

XVI. Dr. Boone: (Chairman of Fish and Game Commission) 

A. Legislation 

B. Loyalty of the force to the Department.



LOOK FOR THE STATE GAME MANAGEMENT Stans — The Iowa Fish and Game Commission has asked that. anyone wishing Fide Lh to hunt pheasants on any of the game management areas that are located in any of the counties declared open by the Commission be considerate of the purpose for which the area has been set asidé, The purpose of ' these areas are not to make it difficult for the hunter to find a place to hunt, but to help him for the future and to hunt only accord— ing to the reguletions on these areas is the duty of every hunter. The individual who does not observe the regulations is robbing himself of outdoor recreation for the future. 
Particular attention is called to the Hungarian Partridge Game Management Demonstration Area in O'Brien County. This area comprises 16,000 acres around the town of Sutherland. The area is entirely pos- ted and permission to hunt will have to come from the farmer on the land or from the landowner. Trespassing without permission on any game management area is a rather unwise thing, in view of the fact that an organized patrol syste: will oversee the shooting within these areas during the open pheasant season. The Hungarian Partridge Game Manage— ment Area was set up by the Fish and Game Commission cooperating with the Will H. Dilg Conservation Chapter of Sutherland for the purpose of obtaining some valueble information about the Hungarian Partridge in the state and to learn, if possible, what is necessary to the increase of this wonderful game bird. 
In Palo Alto County is a pheasant management demonstration area of 22,720 acres. This area was set up by the Iowa Fish and Game Com- mission cooperating with the Emmetsburg Chapter of the Izaak Walton League. The purpose of the area is to try out a system of trespass control. Should your plans for the "hunt! tate you to this area it will be well to know that it ig necessary for you to drive your car in- to the farmer's yard and obtain from the farmer three permits which will entitle you to go out on his land and kill three pheasants and re-— turn to the farmer's house where the number of birds will be checked and the permits turned in in exchange for your license which the farmer holds until you return. In this area six permits will be issued for each day for every one hundred and sixty acres.. The purpose of this manner of management is to hold enough birds, after only a certain number are permitted to be killed, to a point where there will be a sufficient seed stock for the coming year and it also gives the farmer @—enanee to control the number of-hunters that may hunt on his land. The results to be obtained this year from this experiment will give the Fish and Game Commission valuable data for use in the betterment of hunting conditions for the future and it is asked that every hunter abide by the rules of the area in order that authentic information may be obtained. The Palo Alto Area lays north of Emmetsburg and east of Medium Lake and is entirely posted with Game Management Area signs. In Woodbury County is another type of area. This game management area comprises 4,200 acres and is located east of the Woodbury County Poor Farm on Highway number 141. Should you desire to hunt on this area during the open season for pheasants, it will be necessary for you to drive your car into the farmer's yard and obtain from him the per- mit card necessary to allow you to hunt on his land. On your return to the farmer's house after the "hunt" the farmer checks the number of : birds killed and he is permitted to charge you up to fifty cents for each bird killed. He also has the privilege of making no charge. In * the event the hunter does not secure any pheasants on his "hunt" there y Feo nO charge made. This is called the "pay-shooting plan" and was applied to the Woodoury County area to determine the advisability of applying the plan to other shooting grounds. The area is open to the public during the open season on pheasants and only the farmer re- serves the right to refuse anyone to hunt on his land. This area was sect up by the Iowa Fish and Game Commission with the cooperation of the Sioux City Rod and Reel Club, Chapter No. 28, Izaak Walton League of America, 

In Cerro Gordo County is another area of 23,040 acres, comprising the entire territory of Falis Township in the northeast corner of the county. This game management area was set up by the Izaak Walton League Chapter of Mason City cooperating with the Falls Township Tres— pass Control Association. The purpose of this area is to give the farmer control of the hunting to be done on his land. The area is not closed to hunting but is closed to hunting without permission. If you wish to hunt pheasants in Falls Township in Cerro Gordo County during the open season for pheasants, it will be necessary for you to secure permission from the landowner or farmer living on the land. Your co- operation in abiding by the rules of the above named areas will assist the Commission in its efforts to carry out the plans of the conserva— tion program and will make for better hunting in the years to come.
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* OUTDOOR LOWA * 
*Little. Stories of Outdoor Life Gathered From Iowa's Woods and Waters* 
= : By H. M. Sanderson ” 
* ‘Director of Information, State Fish and Game Commission * 
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Ms ; PHEASANT SEASON TO BE OPEN THREE HALF-DAYS . 
= At a meeting of the Fish and Game Commission held in Des * 
* Moines on November 2nd it was decided to open the pheasant season * 
*-in these counties petitioning the state game warden. [% is oben for* 
* half days only. The action of the Commission authorized the State * 
* Game Warden to onen the seacon for the killing or capture of Mon- * 
* golian, ringneck, English or Chinese pheasants on November 16, 18 * 
* and 19, 1932, from twelve o'clock noon until sunset on each res- * 
* pective date. * 
* The Commission further directed the state game warden to * 
* authorize the killing or capture of not to exceed three birds per * 
* day per hunter on the dates and hours named, and of which only one * 
* may be a female. * 
= The counties that petitioned the state game warden for an open* 
*.geason on pheasants and where notices have been published, opening * 

* the season in those counties are: Cerro Gordo, Cherokee, Clay, * 
* Dickinson, Emmet, Hamilton, Hancock, Humboldt, Kossuth, Lyon, Mon- * 
* ona, O'Brien, Osceola, Palo Alto, Pocahontas, Sioux, Webster, . 
* Winnebago, Woodoury, Worth and Wright. e 
= It seemed to be the opinion of farmers, landowners and sports-—* 
* men that half days would be best and most all favored the after- * 

* noons only. It is felt that by permitting shooting of pheasants in* 
* the afternoon it will give greater protection to the Hungarian * 
* Partridge wnich ranges over much the same territory as that of the * 
* pheasant. The Hungarian Partridge has a peculiar trait of being out 
* in the open in the mornings and not so much in the afternoons. - 
*_This—wit1—_makeit—eacscierfor_tne—imexperienced_hunier_whomay—_not— * 
* be able to tell the difference between the Hungarian Partridge and * 
* the pheasant when either one takes to the wing. In naming three # 
* half days the Commission also had in mind the serving of a greater * 

* number of people who would want to shoot a few pheasants and who r 

* could not otherwise go if the number of days were fewer. = 

ce The dates this year are later than last year and the Commission 
* explains this by stating that the farmer and landowner wanted the * 
* open season to come after most of the eorn-picking was out of the * 

* way for the reason of the number of run-aways being caused by ¥ 

* shooting in the fields near the horses when the farmer was picking * 

* corn. This also gives the farmer the opportunity to assist in the * 

* control of the hunting on his land, a right which every hunter * 

* should give the most consideration to every landowner and farmer. * 
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c SPECIAL : 
“ FISH AND GAME COMMISSION RECONSIDERS ON MUSKRAT SEASON = 

* At.a meeting of the Fish and Game Commission held November 2nd* 

* at Des Moines, the closed season on muskrats was given further con-* 

* sideration. In view of the present economic conditions it was BS 

* deemed advisable to modify the previous action taken and to close * 

* the season ONLY ON THE MEANDERED LAKES AND STREAMS of the state and* 

* to shorten the season on all other lands and waters to 30 days. The* 

* open season for the Northern zone will be from November 10th, 1952 * 

* to December 10th, 1932. In the Southern zone the open season will * 
* be from November 20th, 1932 to December 20th, 19352. = 
* A list of meandered lakes and streams can be had by writing to* 

* the Fish and Game Department at Des Moines. : = 
-_ By this action of the Commission it was felt that it will still 

* protect a seed stock of muskrats that the state now has, but which * 
* has been determined as low by the Commission after a survey of the * 

* state was made. It will also give many the opportunity to trap, * 
* who depend on this means for their livelihood. * 
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July 5, 1932. By Wm. Schuenke 
Supt. of Game & Deputies. 

PROGRESS REPORT OF 
COOPERATIVE GAME MANAGEVENT AREAS 

These types of areas are supervised by the local people under the guidance of 
the Superintendent of Game and Deputy Wardens of the Iowa Fish and Game Department. 

They are not so mich for experimental work as they are for getting sportsmen's 
groups interested enough to take on an area of their own and for getting farmers 

and sportsmen to cooperate. They will also teach farmers and sportsmen that game 
is a crop and lixe every other crop must be managed. Restoration of the cover and 
the plantings of feed will provide an increased game supply. Regulated hunting and 

a regulated kill will insure the continuance of the supply of game. 

started 

Cooperative Gane management arcas have been/as follows: 

SCOTT COUNTY 
COOPERATIVE GAME MANAGEMENT AREA 

4000 acres. 

Pheasant game management area. Set up with the cooperation of the Scott 
County S portsmen's Association of Davenport, and supervised by Mr. Walter Meiburg 

of Davenport. 

For this area recommendations were made by the Superintendent of Game to in- 

duce farmers to leave cover, stop erosion, leave winter cover, leave nosting cover 

and also to have the local organization stock this area with pheasants. 

This group has purchased, to date, $500 worth of pheasants to be placed in 

this area. Also this group is compensating the farmer for carrying out the neces- 

sary recomnendations made by the Fish and Game Department. 

The group has posted this area with signs furnished by the Scott County Sports- 

men's Association which read as follows: 

"SCOTT COUNTY GAVE PRESERVE" 

The group also keeps very close records on this area for the Fish and Game 

Department. 
SCOTT COUNTY & MUSCATINE COUNTY 

BY WALCOTT SPORTS:2N'S GROUP 

92,000 acres. 

This pheasant monagemnt area is posted with signs furnished by their own 

organization. aeaeaeE 

Committees have been appointed to make contact with farmers on this area, 

teaching them to leave cover, nesting ground, and how to put in diffcront kinds of 

food patches where accessary. This group is following plans that have been laid 

out by the Fish and Game Commission, and also have furnished their own pheasant 

stock for this areca. 

So far the group has stocled the area with several] hundred pheasants, bought 

and paid for by thoir own organization. 

JASPER COUNTY SPORTSMEN'S 
PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION, 

NEWTON 

22,0090 acres. 

Pheasant game management area. This group has nine directors picked from 

different toms over the county. Hach director has his committee make contact with 

farmers and make plans for leaving winter cover, nesting cover, putting in the 

necessary food patches, etc.



This group is carrying out their om plens, and also furnishing their owa signs. 

The group started sixty days ngo and at the present time hos close to a thou- 

sand members over the county. Farmers turning in a game violator will be given a 
free mombership to the association. 

This association has purchased some pheasant seed stock: for their area. 

JASPER COUNTY PHEASANT 
GAYE MANAGEVENT AREA 

BAXTER 

The Baxter Sportsmen's group has taken on an area of 12,000 acres and is working 
along the same lines as the Newton Sportsmen's Association. 

These areas have been checxod by the writer. 

WOODBURY COUNTY PHEASANT 

GAVE MANAGEMENT AREA 

4,200 acres. 

This area is boing worked out with the cooperation of the Sioux City Izaak 

Walton League and the Rod and Reel Club, and is for the purpose of having the sports- 

men's groups carry out a scrip plan on their own area. 

Farmers have signed an agreement for this purpose. A charge of .50¢ per bird is 
made. Wumber of birds tr be shot off of-cach farm will be recommended by superin- 

tendent of game and deputies. The group is also working on erosion control, planting 

and nesting ground, winter cover and food patches. 

Game management area signs have been bought and paid for by the Sioux City Rod & 
Reel Club and the Izaak Walton League. This area is posted and completed and has been 

checked twice by the writer. Recommendations are being carricd out. 

This area is also being supervised by deputy game warden, Mr. Fred Schwob, and 

Mr. Erwin Miller of Sioux City. 

IDA COUNTY QUAIL 
GAVE MANAGEMENT AREA 

240 acres. 

This area is being carried out in cooperation with the Ida Grove Izaak Walton 
League and Dr. E. S. Parker and G. C. Moore. It has been inspec ted by the superin- 

tendent of game and has been posted by the sportsmen's group with game management 
signs. . na ES 

The purpose of this aren is to increase the present quail yield. Quail are 

very scarce in Ida County but this is one farm that has a good supply of seed stock. 

Also, the Ida County Izaak Walton League has taken over all county sand pits in 

Ida County, which are being posted by the group, as follows: 

IDA COUNTY GAME 
AND 

WILD LIFE SANCTUARY 

NO HUNTING 
OR TRAPPING 

By Order Board of Supervisors of 

Ida County, May 25, 1932. 
County Auditor : : 

Posted by. Sheriff



DAVIS COUNTY QUAIL 
GAME MANAGEMENT ARRA 

220 acres, set up by Dr. W. C. Boone of Ottumwa. 
The purpose of this area is to increase the number of coveys on this farm at the 

present time and to have the farmer leave nesting cover and winter cover and to put 
in some necessary plants, etc. 

Records will be kept of this area in the Fish and Game Commission office. 
This area is being supervised and plans carried out by Dr. Boone, and it has been 

posted with game managemnt signs. 

POLK COUNTY PHEASANT & QUAIL 

GAVE MANAGIMENT AREA 

8,500 acres, by the Field Trial Association of Des Moines. 
This area includes Fort Des Moines, the Army Post, and has been checked and gone 

over by the warden and superintendent of game and recommendations have been made. 
The purpose of this area is to allow no hunting or trapping, but to increase the 

quail stock. Field trials will be made, and invitetions will be sent out to dog men 
all over the U.S. for the purpose of training dogs, also for the purpose of making 
counts of game birds for the department. The association will pay for having various 

kinds of quail food patches put in. : ‘ 
Leases to farmers, who have had acreage for growing grain, have been cancelled 

for the reason that the association is going to put in food patches on these places. 

On account of the summer growth being so far advanced, it is impractical to do 
any further work on this area now, Tho association will make all arrangements with 

farmers, as far as possible for this coming fall, and the rest of the work is to be 

carried out late in the fall. 
The association has sgrceed to buy game managoment signs and post this area, as 

soon as it is approved by the superintendent of game. 

JEFFERSON COUNTY 

QUAIL MANAGEMENT AREA 
By C. D. Vernon 

1,885 acres. : 
This area is being developed with the cooperation of the Fairfield Sportsmen's 

group and C. D. Vernon, game warden in that district. 
The purpose is to improve food patches, winter cover, nesting cover, and to teach 

farmers game management and to increase the present quail stock in this area. 
The area is entirely under the supervision of Mr. Vernon and has been mapped by 

him. Recommendations also have been made by him and will be checked by the superin- 
tendent of game at a later date, to ascertain whether the plans are being carried out 

so that game management signs can be sent out for this area later in the fall. 

LEE COUNTY 
QUAIL MANAGEVENT AREA 

Bisel ices Ma SEI ae ert 

1,120 acres. 
This ares is being developed with the cooperation of the farmersand Mr. Watkins, 

game warden in that district. 
The purpose is to improve food patches, winter cover, nesting cover, and to teach 

farmers game management and to increase the present quail stock in this area. 

The area is entirely under the supervision of Mr. Watkins, and has been mapped 

by him. Recommendations also havo been made by him and will be checked by the super- 

intendent of gamo at a later date, to ascertain whether the plans are being carried 

out so that game management signs can be sent out for this area later in the fall.



duly 5, 1932. Set up by 
i: John Ball and 

William Schuenke 

PROGRESS REPORT OF 
DEMONSTRATION GAME MANAGEMENT AREAS 

These types of areas are supervised by the Fish and Game Department and are 
under their guidance. They are being checked for experimental data and are being 

used to try out various types of management plars that will best meet the problems 

in different parts of the state. 

Game Management Demonstration Areas have been set up as follows: 

DAVIS COUNTY QUAIL 
DEMONSTRATION AREA 

800 acres. 

This demonstration is being carried out in cooperation with the Ottumwa 
Sportsmen's Association and was set up with the help of Mr. John Ball, for the 
purpose of improving cover, putting in the necessary feed improvements, trying 

out the use of the flushing bar, studying predator control and keeping census 

records and very accurate cost records, aad also for the purpose of increasing 

the present ouail crop. 

The farmers in this area are Mr. H. L. Clark, 27% acres; Mr. J. Rater, 232 

acres; Mr. G. A. Wieneke, 165 acres; and CG. D. Rime, 120 acres. 

This area has been posted with gano management areca signs, furnished by the 

Fish and Game Commission. Recommndations as to food patches, nesting cover, nec- 

essary fencing, etc., have been carried out to date by farmers on this area. 

Mr. Ben Bnyart, our warden in that district, is taking charge of supervising 

this area and sccing that the work is being carried out, also checlting this area 

from time to time. 

This area will be used as a school for wardens at a later date. 

BENTON COUNTY PHEASANT 
GAME MANAGEVENT 

DEMONSTRATION AREA 
13,000 acres. 

The purpose of this area is to teach farmers the practice of planting along 

fence rows, of leaving cover in field cornors, of not plowing up too close to 

fence, of improving nosting cover and winter cover, and of increasing the present 

pheasant yield on their farms, of taxing accurate census records of the bird pop- 

ulation. It is also for the purpose of getting an idea of the cost of improving 

land for pheasants and to take an accurate check of the number of birds hatched 

and liberated from eggs shipped to farmers in this area. 

Worl: on this area is being carried out with the cooperation of the Vinton 

Fish and Game Association. 

This area is posted with state game management area signs, and is now in 

operation under the local direction of Mr. John Tobin, president of the Vinton 

Fish and Game Association.



GRUNDY COUNTY PHEASANT 
GAME MANAGSMENT 

DEMONSTRATION AREA 

25,000 acres, 

This area is being carried out with the cooperation of the Palermo township 

farm bureau and the county agent. 

The purpose of this aren as a game demonstration area is to control hunting 
and to get control of trespassing by farmers on this area, and to try and have the 

farmer take an interest in game. 

Cards giving permission to Imnt will be supplied to each farmer desiring to 

place his farm under this additional protection plan. Sportsmen desiring to hunt 
in this township on farms posted with game management signs, furnished by the State 
Fish and Gomo Commission, mst apply to the farmer for a card giving him permission 
to hunt on that farm. The farmer koeps the name and address of the hunter on the 
stub of the permit and the name will be checked with the license. The hunter mst 
return to the house, where the number of birds will be checked by the farmer and a 

fair price of .50¢ a bird talzon off will be charged. This will componsate the 

farmer for his efforts. 

Farmers will be asked to leave seed stock for the following year. 

Flushing bars have been supplicd for this area by the Fish and Game Commission. 

This area is boing ehoc’red and supervised by our warden, Mr. John Jago, of 

Waterloo, 

PALO ALTO COUNTY 
PHEASANT MANAGEMENT DEMONSTRATION AREA 

12,500 acres. 

This area is being worked out in cooperation with the Emmetsburg Izaak Walton 

League chapter for the purpose of controlling trespassing muisance, through hunt- 

ing permits, and for the purpose of leaving winter cover, and using the flushing 

bar. Hunting permit cards on the basis of 12 cards for every 160 acres will be 

distributed. No charge for game birds will be made. 

This area is not yet completed and has not been posted with game management 

area signs, but committees have been appointed and are being supervised by our 

warden, Mr. Ross Moses, to soe that wor will be carricd out within the next ten 

days. 

O'BRIEN COUNTY HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE 
—— ————SPEVOMSTRATION AREA 

16,000 acres. 

' This area is being carriod cut with the cooperation of the Will Dilg League 

of Sutherland for the purpose of demonstrating possibilities of increasing the 

present Hungarian partridge stock on farms in this area and of putting in various 

kinds of food patchos, and also the leaving of winter cover, nesting cover, and 

the use of the flushing bar. If surplus stock results, surplus birds will be 

trapped to stock other areas. 

This area will be used for a wardens! school at a later date, also to teach 

farmers game management. 

Five hundred game management signs have been shipped and will be posted on 

this aroa within the next wee. This area has been checked twice. 

Committees have been appointed to check sections on this area and get an 

absolute count of how many Hungarians, pheasants and quail are on every farm in 

this area. This area has also been mapped and is on file in the Fish and Game 

Commission office.
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May 7, 1952. \ 

Mr Wm Schuenke, ¢ 
Des Moines, lowa. Gln 

Dear 3i11;- pore aes ot, 
I have had 9 conference with Mr o, R. Marks 

in reference to his knowledge of facts concerning wild tur- 

| d Keys in Woodbury Sounty, Towa, and find as follows; 

| llr. Marks came here in 1868, md at that time there 

wild turkeys across the river in Nebraska in the locality 

4 Which is now South Sioux ity; there were wild turkeys near 

the town of Oto, lowa and he ss eaede of James Horton 

a killing wild turkeys from his back door in 1864, through 

| stories told him as’ an early settler. Horton lived on a 

farm near Oto, Iowa at that tine. Information indicates that 

in 1860 wild turkeys were quite thick in all sections of . 

; Woodbury Sounty where streams running north and south cut 

gullies and eastern and western slopes were covered with 

scrub oak, plum and cottonwood. Mr Marks fixes the disappear- 

ance of wild turkeys in this county at time all eastern 

side of slopes were burned off in winter while snow protected 

western sides of slopes to streams. 

Professor Thos J. Stephens, 2024 S. Royce St, this 

city, an ornothologist of repute, has made a careful study of 

the wild turkey in this section of the country and I am sure 

he has much information that he would be slaq ie ad



BARON & BOLTON 
EDWARD E. BARON ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

eee Bea S29-533 INSURANCE EXCHANGE BUILDING 

Stoux City, lowa 

furnish the departmentSome valuable data. I have tried to 

get in touch with him, but have failed to date, and 

believe you had better write him direct. 

: Very sincerely yours,
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A SSCSESSES PHEASATT PLAN FOR SOUTHERN IOWA 

By 
Wallace B, Grange 
U. S. Biological Survey 

Bi isso 

3 Why have pheasants failed in southem Iowa? 

No enswer to that question can be given with any degree of 
assurance at this time. The one incmtrovertible fact before us 
is that pheasants have not done well enough anywhere in sothern 
Iowa to warrant an open season. And an open season on some 
worthy upland game bird is one of the things that saithern Iowa 
sportsmen desire, but lack, The prairie chicken has dwindled in 
numbers to but a remnant, and the bobwhite quail is not numerous. 
Neither is ‘open’. 

Sajend such circumstances, it is natural to tum to a foreign 
species, adapted to live and thrive even in the face of intensive 
agriculture. For, although we do not wish to mitigate in any way 
the fact that the gun has played its part in the decline of mtive 
species, who can suscessfully deny the fact that the slow, steady 
retreat and final extinction of the virgin preirie, the osage hedge, 
and the sumac thicket, the rail fence and the ungrazed wodlat, 
has been even more profound in its effect? Without satisfactory 

: places in which to live, game birds cannot exist, guns or no guns. 
Living places for native game birds are shrinking year by year in 

southern Iowa. Or would it be correct to say that they are gone? 

Perhaps that assertion would be too sweeping, but they are going, 
and the need for concerted action to save the remaining enviromets 
for native birds, and to reconstruct additional ones, is very 

urgent. 

The ring neck pheasant has done mrvelously well in the great 
cornfields of South Dakota, and in the intq&Jive farming sections 
of northern Iowa. It has proved its ability there, and in other 
states, to glean a living in agricultural enviroments too devoid 
of those productive little waste corners, thickets, marshes and 
woods to support many native gane birds. The production of immense 
numbers of wild pheasants in the cornfield type of enviroment has 
permitted upland game bird hunting to thousands of sportsmen who 
would otherwise have been deprived of sport, and their sport has had 
no sword of extinction hanging above it. No one wishes to see ‘ 

pheasants shot out, but if they are shot out, they ube replaced 
by game farm stock, And shooting directed at pheasants has, in 
many instances, been known to divert excessive shooting from native 

: species, all of which helps to account for the enthusiasm so often~- | 

expressed for the pheasant. : 

\ tenes a 4 
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So much for the issue of natives or exotics which the decline 

of uplend game bird hunting in southern Iowe has raised. 

: Returning to our original theme, the ring neck pheasant has 

- failed in southern Iowa. If we kmew why it might be possible for 

the game department and cooperating landomers to do something about 

it; to modify the adverse factors enough to permit satisfactory - 

multiplication of pheasants. 

There are two main theories as to the pheasant failure, One 

connects the failure in some way or another, without undertaking to 

specify just how, with unglaciated soils, Perhaps it is a mineral 

deficiency, or it mey be some other lack, but whatever it is, 

according to the theory, the lack of glaciation has something to do 

with it. One of the main pieces of supporting evidence is the fact 

that pheasants have done well in a number of northern states, most 

of which have been glaciated, But there are also a mmber of apparent 

contradictions in the evidence, so that the matter is by no means 

settled. 

The other main theory explains the failure on the basis 

unfavorable agricultural practices, that is, the wrong kind 4 or 

ins®fficient cover and feed, corbined with unsatisfactory me ods 

in making releases of birds. According to this theory, if there 

as were the right kind of food and cover in southern Iowa, ani if the 

releases were made according to satisfactory methods, .e coud 

be established. The supporting evidence for this theory is that 

there are occasional areas, in southern Iowa and in Missouri, in 

which pheasants appear to do well, for a longer or shorter period. 

Some of these plantings are too recent to permit of a final 

judgement as to their success or failures There are contradictims 

in the evidence, also, ani the theory cannot be considered as 5 

established. Somewhere to the South there appears to be a dead-line 

for pheasants but just where it is and why are things not nom. 

The essential point, however, is thet all attempts to emilain 

the failures are theoretical; no one Imows the facts, 

Since future pheasant policy forsouthem Towa ought to rest 

squarely upon well established facts, the logical approach to the 

problem is to concentrate on fact finding. This fact finding should 

be of a nature carefully designed to show up. the causes for past ~ : 

pheasant failures, and to detemine what, if anything, cem be done 

about the situation. It is desirable that the fact finding work 

proceed along practical, energetic lines which may produce real 

: resultse Experimental fact finding eppears to be the best nethod 

by which to learn and act at the seme time, 

In the first place, no one Imows just what heppens to a 

planting of pheasants in southern Towa. Most of the plantings 

have been of a few birds, scattered here nd there, We do not lnow 

whether they moved into the next county, were killed by hunters, 

eae wet
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were killed by natural enemies, died of old age without producing 
off-spring: The supply disappeared, no one pea The war to 
find out what becomes of the birds would be Ae serially numbered 
band on the leg of each bird released, have a Map of the surround ne 
terittory prepared in advance for recording returns, check up from 
time to time by live trapping, and urze everyone who finds a pheasant © 
killed slong the highway to tum in the bend. In that way we could 
get really dependable information on Just how far the pheasents 
moved, if at all, how long they lived, whether they reared young 
birds, (unbanded birds would bé offspring), and we should learn a 
good deal of other information of value. 

If the cause of the past failures is lack of suitable cover 
and feed, the thing to do is to provide these necessities, We 
know, in a quite definite wey, what kind of cover and food-are 
necessary. Pheasants, for example, like little sweles or marshes 
for winter use. If there are no swales or marshes on the particular 
experimental area in question, a rough equivalent can be produced by 
leaving uncut sweet clover. ‘The leaving of strips of uncut sweet 
clover, patches of unhervested and ungrazed corn, especially 
petches which ere naturally weedy, and the leaving of a certain 
amount of #allow ground, and a strip or two of uncut wheat, would 
intake a territory quite attractive to pheasants, judging from other 

= localities. This kind of work should be done before the releases 
are made, and the famers who do it should receive compensation. 

If the cause of the failure has been due to improper methods 
of release, thet fact can be checked by making experimental releases 
according to Irnown and proved methods. The essentials of a : 
successful pheasant release include: (1) Suitable enviroment, 
(2) Large numbers of pheasmts, (3) Coneentration of birds in one 
locality, (4) Releases extending over a period of years, (5) Satisfactory 
protection. All of these matters can be arranged on an experimental 
tracte 

: qo Uf pheasants did well on an exerimental tract hendled in this 
wyg; similer treatments forthe surrounding. territory would be in order. 4 

If pheasants did not do well on such a tract, it would indicate 
the futility of further work of the kind, unless the factor at fault 
could be recognized. : 

Whatever the results as to success or failure in establishing 
the birds, we would secure useful facts; we would Imow what happened 

: to the planting of pheasants, and future policy could be based on 
tangible evidence one way or the other. 
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The costs of such an experiment are not excessive: Not 
nearly so large a sum as has been spent by some successful 
pheasant states in stocking one or two counties. The main cost 

would be for birds, and for the necessary superrision, At the 
very wrst, the exerimentel work would fail to produce pheasants 
in huntable numbers, but it caild not fail to produce usable 
results in the way of facts and information, At the very best, 

the experimentel work would esbablish the ring neck pheasant in 

at least one southern Iowa locality and the state would know 

just how it had been done. Naturally more would be gained if 
pheasants became established, but nothing would be really lost 
even if they did not. Money invested in facts is never lost. 

The chances for success seem about evens 

Without going into technical details at any great length, 
we present below an outline of how thesuggested experimental 
pheasant planting project can be carried on. It is urgently 
hoped that the sportsmen of southern Iowa will cooperate in 
conducting this progressive experiment, even to the extent of 

withdrawing their applications for eggs or birds for their 

own scattered locakities in favor of concentrating the work 
where it can give a definite enswer to the question "Can Pheasants 

et be established in southern Iowa?" 

Outline Plan for 
Pheasent Planting Experiment 

Selection of Site: 

1. Should be typical of failure country. 
2. Should be not less than 1 tomship in area, with at 

least 5000 acres, well distributed, subject to cover 
and food management operations. 

3, All hunting eliminated by advance agreements. 
4. A competent local supervisor should be available. 

5 Preliminary Operations: 

1. Preparation of a large-scale map showing all coverts. 
2. Study of presant agricultural practices. 

3, Study of present predator sitmation. 

4. Census of any present pheasant population, 

5. Drawing up of an operating plen suggesting changes in 

5 agricultural practice, improvement of cover and food 

and predator conditions, and recommeniing in detail just 

: whet should be done to place the tract in as marly : 

ideal condition as may be. 

: 6 Creation of “suitable enviroment" by these methods, 

2 through the local mmagers 

a PL
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Release of Birds: 

1. Not less than 1000 birds to an area per year. 

2. Not more than 50% cocks. a 
3. All birds of Imom ageo 
4, <All birds of known good hed th. 

: 5. All birds banded with serially numbered bands. 
6. Birds to be held in large localizing pens, in the field, 

for at least oe week prior to release, to regain con- 
dition, become accustomed to surroundings and lose 
excitement. 

%, Birds to be released by opening one side of localizing : 
pen before dawn, allowing than to walk out into cover 
quietly and without excitanent. 

8. Immediate surroundings to be kept attractive in order 

to hold birds at or near release point. : 

: Follow Up Work: 

1. Local manager to record on maps the spread of the 

released birds and to keep a record of kills, nests, 
5 broods, etc. 

2. Menegenent of area to continue. 
3. After each nesting season, live-trapping and banding 

of all possible pheasmts. 
4. Winter and drive censuses. : 
5. Additions to operating plan end menagenent practice 

of any methods which may be worked out on the basis 

of observation. 

Future Policy: 

1. If experimental planting fails and cause of failure 
camot be corrected, discontinue 211 further pheasant 

L : work in similar country. 
2. If experimental planting succeeds, extend planting : 

operations to whatever similar country is not suited 

to adequate production of native species at reasonable 

cost. 
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A PHEASANT PLAN FOR SOUTHERN IOWA 

watiess 3B. Grange 
U. S$. Biological Survey 

Why have pheasants failed in southern Iowa? 

No answer to that question can be given with any degree of 

assurance at this time. The one incontrovertible fact before us is that 

pheasants have not done well enough anywhere in southern Iowa to warrant 

an open season. And an open season on some worthy upland game bird is one 

of the things that southern Iowa sportsmen desire, but lack. ‘the prairie 

ehicken has dwindled in numbers to but a remnant, and the bobwhite quail is 

not mumerous. Neither is "open." 

Under such circumstances, it is natural to turn to a foreign 

species, adapted to live and thrive even in the face of intensive agrimlture. 

For, although we do not wish to mitigate in any way the fact that the gun has 

played its part in the decline of native species, who can successfully deny 

the fact that the slow, steady retreat and final extinction of the virgin 

prairie, the osace hedge, and the sumac thicket, the rail fence and the 

ungrazed woodlot, has been even more profound in its effect? Without satis- 

factory places in which to live, game birds cannot exist, guns or no guns. 

Living places for native game birds are shrinking year by year in southern 

Iowa. Or would it be correct to say that they are cone? Perhaps that asser- 

tion would be too sweeping, tut they are going, and the need for concerted 

action to save the remaining environments for native birds, and to reconstruct 

additional ones, is very urgent. 

The ringneck pheasant has done marvelously well in the sreat corn-
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fields of South Dakota, and in the intensive farming sections of northern 

Towa. It has proved its ability there, and in other states, to glean a 

living in agricultural environments too devoid of those productive little 

waste corners, thickets, marshes and woods to support many native game birds. 

: The production of immense numbers of wild pheasants in the cornfield type 

of environment has permitted upland game bird hunting to thousands of sports- 

men who would otherwise have been deprived of sport, and their sport has had 

no sword of extinction hanging above it. No one wishes to see pheasants shot 

out, but if they are shot out, they can be replaced by game farm stock. And 

shooting directed at pheasants has, in many instances, been known to divert 

excessive shooting from native species, all of which helps to account for the 

enthusiasm so often expressed for the pheasant, 

So much for the issue of natives or exotics which the decline of 

upland game bird hunting in southern Iowa has raised. 

Returning to our original theme, the ringneck pheasant has 

failed in southern Iowa. If we knew why it might be possible for the game 

department and cooperating landowners to do something about it; to modify 

the adverse factors enough to permit satisfactory mitiplication of pheasants. 

There are two main theories as to the pheasant failure. One 

eonnects the failure in some way or another, without undertaking to specify 

just hew, with unglaciated soils. Perhaps it is a mineral deficiency, or it 

may be some other lack, but whatever it is, according to the theory, the lack 

of glaciation has something to do with it. One of the main pieces of support- 

ing evidence is the fact that pheasants have done well in a number of northern 

states, most of which have been glaciated. But there are also a number of 

apparent contradictions in the evidence, so that the matter is by no means 

settled.
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The other main theory explains the failure on the basis of 

unfavorable agricultural practices, that is, the wrong kind of or insuf- 

ficient cover and feed, combined with unsatisfactory methods in making 

releases of birds. According to this theory, if there were the right kind 

pevaeda Wit 

of food and cover in southern Iowa, and if the releaseg/were-made-aceerding 

+e satisfactory wesmeds, pheasants could be established. The sapporting 

evidence for this theory is that there are occasional areas, in southern 

Iowa and in Missouri, in which pheasants appear to do well, for a longer 

or shorter period. Some of these plantings are too recent to permit =a 

final judgment as to their success or failure. There are contradictions 

in the evidence, also, and the theory cannot be considered & ootabetohed. 

Somewhere to the south there appears to be a dead-line for pheasants but 

‘jast where it is and why are aa known. ‘The essential point, however, 

is that all attempts to explain the failures are theoretical; no one mows 

the facts. 

Since future pheasant policy for southern Iowa ought to rest 

squarely upon well established facts, the logical approach to the problem 

ig to concentrate on fact finding. This fact cuit hodih ws of-—aetere 

‘nunfittan taal’ to show up the causes for past pheasant failures, and to 

determine what, if anything, can be done about the situation. It is 

desirable that the fact finding work proceed along practical, energetic 

Coreprtty orormd ackensea 

lines which may produce real results. A Zxperimental [feet-findime appeary 

to be the best method by which to learn and act at the same time. 

In the first place, no one knows just what happens to a planting 
proce With 

of pheasants in southern Iowa. Most of the plantings have been a few 

birds, seattered here and there. We do not know whether tieyj moved into
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the next county, were killed by hunters, were killed by natural enemies, ot 

died of old age without producing offspring: eS ame eet no 
tn ths 4 Grek, 

one knows where. ‘The way to find out frimetobecomes—rithe ards would be 

to place a serially numbered band on the leg of each bird released, have 

a map of the surrounding territory prepared in advance for recording returns, 

check up from time to time by live trapping, and urge everyone who finds a 

pheasant killed along the highway to turn in the band. In that way we could 

get really dependable information on just how far the pheasants moved, if 

at all, how long they lived, whether they reared young birds, (unbanded 

birds would be offspring), and we should learn a good deal-of other infor- 

mation of value. 

If the canse of the past failures is lack of suitable cover and 

feed, the thing to do is to provide these necessities. We know, ina 

quite definite way, what kind of cover and food are necessary. Pheasants, 

for example, like little swales or marshes for winter use. If there are 

no swales or marshes on the particular experimental area in question, a 

rough equivalent can be produced by leaving uncut sweet clover. ‘The 

leaving of strips of uneut sweet clover, patches of unharvested and 

ungrazed corn, especially patches which are naturally weedy, and the 

leaving of a certain amount of fallow ground, and a strip or two of uncut 

wheat, would make a territory quite attractive to pheasants, judging from 

other localities. This kind of work should be done before the releases 

are made, and the farmers who do it should receive compensation. 

If the cause of the failure has been due to improper methods 

of release, that fact can be checked by making experimental releases 

according to known and proved methods. The essentials of a successful 

pheasant release include: (1) Suitable environment, (2) large numbers of
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pheasants, (3) concentration of birds in one locality, (4) releases 

: d extending over a period of years, (5) satisfactory protection. All & 

teese-satters can be arranged on an experimental tract. 

If pheasants did well on ae exsestaestet tract handled in this 

way, similar treatment for the surrounding territory would be in order. 

Tf pheasants did not do well, om=eseh-a—tract, it would indicate 

the futility of further work of the kind, unless the factor at fault 

could be recognized. 

Whatever the relt#/as to success or failure in establishing 

the birds, we would secure useful facts; we would know what ae 

to the piwstteece? pheasants, and future policy could be based on temesbke 

evidence tesgsr te miter. 

The costs of such an experiment are not excessive: Not nearly 

so large a sum as has been spent by some successful pheasant states in 

stocking one or two counties. The main cost would be for birds, and for 

the necessary supervision. At the very worst, the experimental work . 

would fail to produce pheasants in huntable mmbers, mt it could not fail 

to produce usable results in the way of facts and information. At the 

very best, the experimental work would establish the ringneck pheasant 

in at least one southern Iowa locality and the state would know just how 

it had been done. Naturally more would be gained if pheasants became 

established, but nothing would be really lost even if they did not. 

Money invested in facts is never lost. ‘The chances for success seem about 

even. 

Without going into technical details at any great length, we 

present below an outline of how the suggested experimental pheasant planting 

——_—
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project can be carried on. It is urgently hoped that the sportsmen of 

eve th 

southern Iowa will cooperate in conducting this progressive cme iaent, 

even to the extent of withdrawing their applications for egzs or birds for 

their own scattered localities in favor of concentrating the work where it 

can give a definite answer to the question, "Can pheasants be established 

in southern Iowa?” 

Qutline Plan for 
Pheasant Planting Uxperiment 

Selection of Site: : 

‘ 1. Should be typical of failure country. 

2. Should be not less than 1 township in area, with at least 
5000 acres, well distributed, subject to cover and food 
management operations. 

3. All hunting eliminated by advance agreements. 

4. A competent local supervisor should be available. 

Preliminary Operations: 

1. Preparation ef a large-scale map showing all coverts. 

2. Study of present agricultural practices. 

3. Study of present predator situation. 

4, Census of any present pheasant population. 

5. Drawing up of an operating plan suggesting changes in agri- 
cultural practice, improvement of cover and food and predator 
conditions, and recommending in detail just what should be done 
to place the tract in as nearly ideal condition as may be. 

6. Creation of “suitable environment" by these methods, through 

the local manager.
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Release of Birds: 

1. Not less than 1000 birds to an area per year. 

2. Not wore than 50% cocks. 

3. All birds of known age. 

4, All birds of known good health. 

5. All birds banded with serially numbered bands. 

6. Birds to be held in large localizing pens, in the field, 
for at least one week prior to release, to regain condition, 
become accustomed to surroundings and lose excitement. 

7- Birds to be released by opening one side of localizing pen 
before dawn, allowing them to walk out into cover quietly 
and without excitement. 

8. Immediate surroundings to be kept attractive in order to 
hold birds at or near release point. 

Follow-up Worl: 

1. Local manager to record on maps the spread of the released 
birds and te keep a record of kills, nests, broods, etc. 

2. Management of area to contime. 

3. After each nesting season, live-trapping and banding of 
all possible pheasants. 

4, Winter and drive censuses. 

5. Additions toqerating plan and management practice of any 
methods which may be worked out on the basis of observation. 

Future Policy: 

1. If experimental planting fails and cause of failure cannot 
be corrected, discontime all further pheasant work in 
similar country. 

2. If experimental planting succeeds, extend planting operations 
to whatever similar country is not suited to adequate pro- 

duction of native species at reasonable cost. 

oF
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Ruffed Grouse Count, Allamakee County 
ROR 

under the direction of W.E.Albert,Jr. 

Meni2S - Opn. % 1932 

‘ Game Seen Ruffed 
Miles Ruffed Pr. Red Gray Grouse 

” Zomship  Jravelled Grouse Quail Chic. Pheas. Fox Fox. Periile> + 
25 Taylor 5 11 30 1 2 

3/26 = Taylor 6 12 2 2 

W5 Lansing 7 62 50 9 
W/6 Makee 30 4103°% (3-1/2) 

; French Creek & 
‘ Union 

$ Lansing & 16 63 46% wo 2 46% 1 4 4 * 46% 40%, 
Wo Lansing & 9 29 30 10 3 

Center : 

Wal. <cisae ss Haw OO 

ee ee eee ee ee er ee a eee 
per day 

° Not all seen. Partly drummers 

* Not all seen. Partly heard whistling 
1 Dens found 
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Table VIb 

Records and Reliable Reports of Ducks Nesting in Iowa 

Species Before 1920 Since 1920 

Mallard Winnebago, Hancock, Clay, Palo Alto, Allamakee, 
Woodbury, Blackhawk, Boone, Clayton, Woodbury, Marion 
Linn, Jackson, Poweshiek, 
Pottawatamie, Mahaska, 
Decatur, Lee 

Bluewing Kossuth, Winnebago, Dickinson, Clay, Palo Alto, 
Hancock, Winneshiek, Boone, Allamakee, Clayton, 

Lee Woodbury, Polk 

Wood duck Winnebago, Hancock, Cerro Allamakee, Clayton, 
Gordo, Woodbury, Linn, Woodbury, Polk 

Pottawatamie, Jasper, 
Mahaska, Decatur 

Pintail Dickinson, Hancock, Boone Allamakee 

Shoveller Palo Alto, Allamakee, 
Woodbury 

Greenwing Polk Emmet, Woodbury 

Gadwall Kossuth (1901) 

Ruddy Hancock (1903) Palo Alto, Allamakee 

Redhead Cerro Gordo (1885) 

Lesser Scaup Cerro Gordo



Table Va. 

Ruffed Grouse Count, Allamakee Co. 

under the direction of W.E.Albert,Jr. 

March 25-April 9, 1932 

Game Seen Ruffed 
Miles Ruffed Pr. Red Gray Grouse 

Date Township Travelled Grouse Quail Chic. Pheas. Fox Fox Per Mile 

3/25 Taylor 5 il 30 1 2 

‘3/26 ‘eylor 6 12 2 2 

YW/5 Lansing T 62 50 9 

W/6 Makee 30 103° (3-1/2) 
French Creek 
& Union 

W/8 ss Lansing & 16 63 = Ge > ¢ 4 4 
Lafayette 

W9 Lansing & 9 29 30 «610 3. 
Center 
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per day 

® Not all seen, Partly drammers 
* Not all seen. Partly heard whistling 
1 Dens found



IOWA CONSERVATION PLAN 

: REFUGE POLICY 

Definitions: The word refuge, as herein used, means an area closed to 

shooting at all seasons, and so managed that it may produce an out-flow 

of game for the benefit of the surrounding area. Improvement of shooting 

on the surrounding area is usually an object. 

The word sanctuary means the same thing, except that it may 

be used where an outflow is not necessarily expected or where the area deals 

with non-shootable or non-game species. 

For brevity, the word refuge is used inclusively in this policy 

where both categories are being discussed, but the principles apply to 

sanctuaries as well as refuges. 

duthority: ‘The state (or in the case of migratory birds, the federal 

government) may establish refuges either by reason of its authority over wild 

life, or by reason of its control of land. Other parties can establish 

refuges, but only by reason of control of land. 

In short, the state can establish a refuge on land it does not 

own. 

History: Various states have puilt up systems of state "refuges" which 

consist merely of the signs tacked up on their boundaries. They perform no 

function, either by virtme of their terrain or their administration, which 

could not be performed by a good trespass law, or good game laws adequately 

enforced. Such practice, while often well intended, actually subverts the 

meanging of the word refuge, snd damages conservation by beclouding the
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inadequacy of the trespass or game laws, or the inadequacy of their 

enforcement. 

Functions: The policy in Iowa will be to give state recognitién only to 

such refuges as perform a definite and useful function or service for a 

particular species or group of species. 

The various species differ greatly in the degree to which they 

are susceptible of being benefited by refuges. Outflow, for instance, 

depends largely on mobility. Mobility is very great in migratory birds, 

moderate in prairie chickens and pheasant, low in Hungarian partridge and 

ruffed grouse, and very low in quail or cottontail rabbit. 

Outflow also depends on population pressure within the refuge, 

due to favorable environment and resulting natural increase. 

Possible density of population also greatly limits the feasibility 

of refuges. Upland geme does not usually tolerate densities in excess of one 

bird per acre, except in winter concentration areas. It is usually unprofit- 

able, therefore, to buy expensive land as refuges for sedentary upland game 

species. 

The functions justifying a refuge are: 

(a) Outflow by reason of mobility of the species served. 

(bd) Outflow by reason of environmental improvement. 

(¢) Protection of seed stock. 

(a) Terrain either inherently more favorable than the 
surrounding land, or made so by improving food, 

cover, etc. 

lowe Refuges: 

The foregoing principles as applied to Iowa species and con- 

ditions usually justify state recognition only in the following cases?
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1. Waterfowl Breeding or Rest Areas: Waterfowl are so mobile, 

and breeding or rest areas so inadequate, that almost any marshland or 

water used for breeding or resting to any notable extent will qualify, 

provided the refuge can be enforced. Breeding areas, in order to qualify, 

should be protected from heavy grazing and fire. Large open waters which 

cannot be shot in any event qualify only when the shore, as well as the 

water, is included. 

2. Sanctuaries for Rare Species or Breeding Colonies: Any area 

containing ruffed grouse, resident prairie chickens, wild turkeys or other 

rare species, or breeding colonies of gregarious birds like herons or gulls, 

usually qualifies as a refuge by reason of the desirability of excluding 

gans and shooting from the vicinity. It is desirable, however, to stipulate 

reasonable enforcement and control of grazing, fire, etc., where needed. 

3. Pheasant Refuges: Areas of heavy cover especially adapted 

to conserving a seed stock of pheasants deserve recognition as state refuges, 

up to the limit of the state's ability to patrol and improve them, and 

providing the surrounding area is open to public shooting on reasonable terms. 

Provision of nesting cover, wintering cover, or winter food on 

such refuges is usually of even greater importance than protecting seed 

stock from shooting. 

Waterfowl refuges can frequently function as pheasant refugese 

The state cannot afford to own more than a skeleton system 

including the larger and more important pheasant refuges. The maximum state 

ownership should usually be one per township. The state can, however, properly 

recognize privately owned refuges provided they constitute part of an organized 

game management demonstration area.
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Ownership of Auxiliary Refuges: The state has full authority to establish 

refuges whether or not it owns the land. It should own the land only when 

it already belongs to the state, or when owmership is the most feasible 

way to accomplish the purpose of the refuge. 

Refuges not owned by the state, but established by its authority, 

may be called "Auxiliary." 

The Leased Auxiliaries; which are now in effect should be continued until 

each has been examined by the administrative force to see whether they 

qualify under this policy. It should be explained to owners who do not 

qualify, how they can accomplish their legitimate purposes under the trespass 

laws. 

State, County, or Municipal Parks: There are probably many areas which 

need to be closed to shooting for general purposes, but which do not qualify 

under the specific purposes recognized in this policy. The desired closure 

may, if the area is otherwise qualified, be obtained by establishing a park.
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V WRG ccaclicessabncnmnalnad Ueenbalemaindsisiii: AMT nn Aninreniiaicenbiicgiiechncenaknnieitenantins 
VSAM TF llc illananicillnnmintenny: SOUR sncslicistcsartnccnntenninaibnsnislannssisamitie 
v Prenent : i i i wnnunmamihit WO 8 sabia cal actsiisieantemimsantalitdiie 

Greene pp Poe 
V OUOIG ieR cucslictininaRiseDiajiipacanRineiidl AEOOT iS cctquiahccinsilaiisiabinntunnnbinial 

na OE SE BE REE OSS EET | EE a TR SE Se 
V Ramil ten Yan Boren po 

VETOED onihsmniceedlctssianebcsesitbensnnnciceinetitis: WUC scbasenmeerlcaenetacwnisetiiiinnteanessihepmaie 
v Harrison 1 t i : i 1337 Yeshtheton: : 32 t © cies ua 
V Hemey z : Loy t 2 1577 Wayne : : s Accunaliccnnndualibite 
v Howard i i i £600 3 3 Webeter _: : I petted Ze 
v Hamboldt tt ae i Ln “fmasbero je 
v ép a ee, mneshtekes tte 
V BR, naenvalnnalinncnnaticmndicnsseiedcnmaladies COE Se nninshunccconscinilensniiiespMebte 
v Jagkeon 3 £ i 3 : 343) Worth i : KJ 0G 8 65D nmilononit 
V Jasper Sandia E2749 right os ies 6 8 

Hote: 25% of ogee arbitrarily assumed to have resulted in released 
—" pirds. :



fable IIIa 

i iss aag sage wemllinsnss cee tai tacencigain atin eaaenaaTieaiataan 

' Adair 2 2 z $ : i Jefferson : : 3 2 : 2 

Adams z 3 t $ 3 2 sJohngon : : Z : 3 

Allemakee_: z : : i : :Jones i : : : : : 

Appanoose__? : $ 3 3 : :Keokuk 3 3 3 : z 3 

A&adubon, 3 : : z 3 z Kossuth 2 : 3 3 i 

Benton 3 3 : 2 : $ zLee 3 3 3 3 : : 

Black Hawk_: 3 z 3 2 i rLinm i : 3 : i i 

Boone : : : . . : rLouisa i : 3 : i z 

Bremer 3 2 3 t : : :iucas : : 2 2 3 3 

Buchanan__¢ : I 3 : 2 rlyon ; i z : : £ 

Buena Vista: i t : 3 z tMadison 3 2 3 : 3 

Butler 3 3 : : : 3 tMahaske _* 2 3 3 3 3 

Calhoun : : z : 3 3 :Marion 2 2 : : z : 

Carroll : : 3 : : : tMarshall : 2 3 2 t 3 

Cass, : 3 3 3 t i Mills 2 z 3 t 2 3 

Cedar. 3 3 : : 3 : sMitchell = 2 : 2 3 3 

Cerro Gordo: 3 : 3 i 2 tMonona. : i : : : : 

Cherokee: 3 3 3 2 3 tMonroe 2 i : 3 : : 

Chickasaw _: 3 3 3 3 3 Montgomery? 3 2 : i 3 

Clarke 3 3 i 3 3 $ tMusgeatine : i 2 3 i i 

Clay, z i i 3 : i :0'Brien 2 3 z 3 3 

Clayton 3 3 : 3 : : :Osceola_ _: 3 3 3 3 3 

Clinton 3 3 : 5 z 2 :Page z z 3 : 3 3 

Crawford: 3 z 3 : 3 :Palo Alto : 3 2 2 : 3 

Dallas, : 3 2 : : 1 :Plymouth 2 2 $ : 3 

Davis. 2 3 2 3 t : :Poeshontas: t 2 3 z 3 

Deeatur. i 3 : : 3 3 2Polk i i : 3 3 3 

Delaware: 3 3 3 3 3 rrottawattamie 3 : 3 2 

Des Moines_: i 3 t : : :Poweshiek z 3 : : 3 

Dickinson_: 3 : 3 3 3 rRinggold =: 3 3 i 3 3 

Dubuque. : z : : 3 3 iSac : 3 z 3 3 : 

Enme t, : 2 2 : 3 3 rScott 3 i i i : : 

Payette. 3 : : 3 : : : Shelby : : : : : 2 

Floyd, 3 : : i : 2 : Sioux i 3 i : 3 : 

Franklin: 3 $f ot sBtory tg 

Premont___t 3 2 2 tg gma 
Greene 3 2 3 : 3 3 2 Taylor 3 : : 3 i : 

Grundy. i : i 2 i ; Union 2 t : z i : 

Guthrie___: : 3 3 3 3 Van Buren : 2 2 3 2 2 

Hamilton: i 2 2 t : :Wapello 2 z z : g 

Hardin: i: 3 3 4: 3 sWeshineton: 0: 0 
Harrison : : : : : t : Wayne i i 3 3 3 : 5 

ee Pr aer ae ee ee ae 

Howard: : 3 tt ts WAymebaco 2g 
Humboldt: 2 2  : 3 2 sWimmeshielt 03 00g gg 
Ida. i 2 3 3 i 3 Woodbury 3 2 : i fp RRS Tee os 

Towa, : 2 ? 2 2: :Wort og gg 
Jackson, 3 : t 2 : 2 : Wright : 3 : 3 2 i 

Jasper : : t 3 2 2 3 3 2 : : : 3 

Mote: 25% of eges arbitrarily assumed to have resulted in 

released birds.



fable IIIa 

eee nee tT CCL 

Adair 3 z 3 3 : 3 Jefferson 3 3 3 : 3 3 

Adams 3 : 2 3 z 3 sJohngon _: : 2 : i z 

Allamakee_: i : £ 3 : Jones : : : 3 : : 

Appanoos@__? : 3 3 : : tKeolulr : 3 2 3 z z 

A&ndubon, i i : 2 2 3 :Xossuth z 3 i 3 i : 

Benton 2 i 3 2 3 : Lee : oe 3 : : 

Black Hawk: : 3 : 3 2 iin : Z 3 : 2 : 

Boone. i i : 3 : : rLouiss i : : : : 3 

Breuer. i 2 i 3 i : r:imeas 2 i 3 3 : 3 

Buchanan _¢ : 2 2 3 2 ziyon z 3 g 3 3 2 

Buena Vista: 3 : z i : Madison : : : : : 

Butler : £ : : : 3 tMaheske 3 2 : 2 z 3 

Calhoun : 3 t 3 z 3 :Marton 2 3 3 : : : 

Carroll 2 : 3 3 : 3 Marshall : 3 : 3 : 

Cass, z 3 3 i : 3 tills £ 3 3 z 3 3 

Cedar. : : z : : : sMitcheli + 3 : 3 3 : 

Cerro Gordo: z $ 3 i 2 sMonone $ i : : : 3 

Cherokee___3 3 3 2 2 3 rMonroe 2 : : 2 z 2 

Chickasaw: i 3 3 : : iMontgomery? 3 3 3 z 3 

Clarke. 3 : : 3 3 3 ritugeatine : : : 2 i : 

Clay. 3 i 3 3 3 3 :0'Srien 3 3 : : g 3 

Clayton, 3 : : : i 3 2O0sceola 3 : : 2 : 3 

Clinton, 3 : : 3 z 2 2:Page t z 2 3 z : 

Crawford___: : : 3 : z Palo Alto : 2 3 : 2 t 

Dallas, t : : 3 3 : Plymouth +: : t 2 : : 

Davie 3 kd Poshontags te 
Decatur. 2 3 3 : : : rFolkx 3 £ 2 3 3 : 

Delaware: : 3 : : z rFottawattamie : 3 : 3 3 

Des Moines _3 : : 3 3 3 :Poweshiek : : : : 2 3 

Dickinson: 3 3 z : : rRingrold : 2 3 2 3 : 

Dubuque. 3 i 3 3 3 3 2 Sac : : : 3 : : 

Rane €, : i : i 3 z rSeott i : 3 2 2 : 

Fayette : : 3 2 3 : 2 Shelby 3 3 3 ee : 

Floyd, 3 3 2 2 2 3 2Sioux 2 2 £ 3 : 3 

Franklin 2 ft Story ee 

Frenont, 3 3 3 3 : 3 : Toma 2 : : : : : 

Greens. 3 3 : i : 2 : Taylor : 3 3 3 : : 

Grandy. i i z : 2 t Union : : 3 2 : : 

Guthrie__3 : 3 2 2 t :Van Buren : 3 z 3 2 3 

Hamilton: $ 2 3 : i :Wepello : 3 : 2 : 3 

Heneock___t 2 2 3 tt Marmont 
Hardin of 2 3 ttt shinetoms gt 
Harrison oo: ot 2 2 ot Weyme ke 
en a ae ae a a a 

Ta Ea ee ATO 
Humboldt: 2 3 3 2 3 sWinneghtales 0g ge 
Ida oodbory ft 

Towa 3 3 2 3st sorts pt 

Jackson: 2 3 32 ts Wright og te 
Jasper. 3 3 : 2 t : 2 t 3 3 : : 2 

Hote: 25% of egce arbitrarily assumed to have resulted in 
released birds.



Table IIIa 

Distribution of Pheasant Plantings to 1931, by counties 

ee nee EE ae eel 

Adair 3 : 3 : : 2 :Jefferson : : : : : 3 

Adams 2 } t : : 3 :Johnson _: : 2 { i : 

Allamakee_: : 3 i 2 : :Jones : 2 : : $ i 

Appanoose__: : 3 3 3 3 :Keokuk -: 3 : 3 : 2 

Audubon, 3 3 : 2 £ 2 :Kossuth - 2 t 3 : : 

Benton : : : i 3 3 rLee z 3 : 2 t 3 

Black Hawk_: 2 2 3 2 2 : Linn 3 3 3 : 3 3 

Boone 3 z : ¥ 2 i :Louisa t : : t : : 

Bremer 3 2 3 ! : 2 :lucas z t 3 2 3 3 

Buchanan__? 3 : t 2 : : lyon : t : 3 : i 

Buena Vista: 3 : 3 3 2 :Madison =: 2 : t 3 g 

Butler : z : t 3 ‘ :Mahaska : : 3 2 2 8 

Calhoun 3 : 4 £ 2 3 :Marion : t : 2 t z 

Carroll @ : { 3 : z :Marshall : 2 2 3 2 3 

Cass, 2 z : : i 3 :Mills 2 : 3 t 3 3 

Cedar. 2 t 2 : 3 3 :Mitchell =: 2 : t 2 t 

Cerro Gordo: 2 3 t t t :Monone, : 3 3 t : 3 

Cherokee 2 t : 2 : : :Monroe i t 3 : t 3 

Chickasaw_: t 3 2 2 2 :Montgomery: : z 2 t 3 

Clarke : ‘ : t 3 g :Muscatine : 2 i t 2 t 

Clay. t : : 3 2 : :O0'Brien =: t g i 3 2 

Clayton. 3 3 : t 3 2 :Osceola_: t 2 2 2 2 

Clinton t 2 : ! 3 3 :Page t : t : : 3 

Crawford__: : : z z : :Palo Alto : : t 3 : 3 

Dallas. 3 t 3 : 2 t :Plymouth : : 2 t 3 

Davis. 3 : 2 : 3 : :Pocshontas: : : z t 2 

Decatur. : : 2 3 3 3 :Polk : 2 t 3 : 3 

Delaware. 2 : 2 : 2 2 :Pottawattamie : t 2 3 3 

Des Moines_: : 3 : 3 3 :Poweshiek : : : 3 3 2 

Dickinson_?: 2 : 2 2 2 Ringgold : : 3 2 $ 3 

Dubuque : : 2 2 : : :Sac : t £ 2 2 : 

Emmet. 2 : z : 2 2 Scott 2 3 2 t : 2 

Fayette. : : 2 : : : : Shelby : } 2 z : : 

Floyd. : 2 : : : : : Sioux : 2 3 : 2 2 

Franklin: 2 2 : I 2 :Story 3 t 3 t 2 3 

Fremont, 3 3 3 : 3 2 : Tama : 7 : 3 2 3 

Greene : 2 : 3 : : : Taylor 3 : 1 3 2 3 

Grundy. : : : 3 : : :Union 2 3 $ : t § 

Guthrie 2 2 i 2 : : :Van Buren : 3 3 3 2 3 

Hamilton: : : 2 : 2 :Wapello z : 2 $ 3 ‘ 

Hancock, : 2 : : 2 2 : Warren : 2 t 2 3 : 

Hardin, 3 i : t : 1 : Washington: 3 2 3 : 3 

Harrison =: : z z 3 : : Wayne 3 t : : : i 

Henry =: =: 3 2 2 3 _sWebster if gh 

Howard: =: 3? % 3 :Winnebago zo: gg 
Humboldt. 2 : 3 : i : :Winneshiek: 2 : : : 2 

Ida tt Woodbury 3 tg 
Iowa. $ 2 t : 3 2 :Worth 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Jackson s 3 i t 3 : : Wright 2 2 : 3 2 2 

Jasper. : : 3 2 % : t ‘ 2 2 3 2 3 

Note: 25% of eggs arbitrarily assumed to have resulted in 

released birds.



fable Via 

“Breeding Characters of Iowa Ducks 
(fo guide the selection and development of marshland restoration projects) 

Eges Per Incubation ae <2 Earliest | 
Clutch Period Max. Distance + Damp or Nesting Nesting | 

Mallard (6-15)10 26-28 Usually near. Dry or damp  Clump of grass, April 
Sometimes 400 yds. reeds or bushes, 

or in grain or 
hay. Sometines 

in woods. 

Bluewing (6-15)11 21-23 Usually near. Dry or demp Clump of tall May or 
Teal grass June 

Shoveller (6-14)11 28 150 Dry Grass or bushes April 

Pintail (6-12)10 22=23 500 Dry Thin tall grass April 

(Often near) 

Wood Duck (8-12) 28 300 x In hollow tree April 
or on a muskrat 

; house or stump 

Ruddy Duek (5-11) 307 Always in or over Wet In thick reeds May 
water 

* Compiled from W. L. MeAtee, R. M. Anderson, and the ornithological literature.



Table VIa 

(To guide the selection and t of restoration projects) 

Rees Per Incubation Heating site Harliest 
Clhatch Period Max. Distance or Nesting Besting 

Species Le Guin. 9 7 Re, Javer. (days cy ) from Water 21 (Yas. s ) Dey Ground C Cover Date 26 

Mallard (6-15)10 26—28 Usually near. Dry or damp § Clump of grass, April 
Sometimes 400 yds. reeds or bushes, 

or in grain or 
hay. Sometimes 
in woods. 

Bluewing (6-15)11 21-23 Usually near. Dry or demp Clump of tall May or 

Teal ; grass June 

Shoveller (6-24)11 28 150 Dry Grass or bushes April 

Pintail (6-12)10 22823 500 ory . Thin tall grass April 
(Often near) 

Wood Duck (8-12) 28 300 x In hollow tree April 
or on a muskrat 

; house or stump 

Ruddy Duele (5=11) 307 Always in or over Wet In thick reeds May 
water 

* Compiled from W. L. MeAtee, R. M. Anderson, and the ornithological literature.



A- 
>- Geme—Magagement Bill, 

ae a ‘ wrt 1O QRarCa An Cake o brat yr ¢ oy UMN @ 

"Be it enacted by the General Assumbly of the State of Iowa: 
Section I. That section I1703-d12, Code of I93I be amended 
by adding thereto the followings 

"8-Issue annual permits to landholders or 
groups of landholders to conduct experiments, in cooperation 
with the State Agriculture College, for the purpose of de~ 
termining whether the game on lands owned by them can be 
conserved by the practice of game management. Such permits may 
authorize the taking of the estimated annual surplus of any 
species of game produced on the permitted area, including 
protected and closed species, under such conditions as the 
Commission may eppei tye — permit will specify the (kinds 

‘of game species to be taken, the maximum num ‘ 
of each, and the season during which they may be taken and 
the bag limit per person per day. No permit shall be issued 
or renewed until the area has been inspected by the Commission 
for the observence of the game laws and the condition of the 
permit. 

9 No game shall be removed from any experimental 
< area, or held in possession therein, without affixing to each 

head a no reusable tag, such tags to be issued by the Game 
Commission at tem cents each." 
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THE STATE OF IOWA : 
In Account With 

[Execute Claimant’s Affidavit, See Other Side] 

To the items of service and expense enumerated below, which were incurred in performance 
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I hereby certify that the above expenses were incurred and that the amounts are correct and should be paid from the funds 

appropriated by Code Section .......... (or) Chapter .......... Set. .......00020) oe SHG A 

All claims must bear the approval of the head of the department or deputy.
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STATE OF IOWA 

STATE BOARD OF AUDIT 

RULES AND REGULATIONS 

Ex-officio Members of State Board of Audit: 
Director of the Budget 

Auditor of State 

Attorney General* 

(The Attorney General may designate one of his legal 
assistants to act in his place.) 

All vouchers and claims required by law to 

be audited by the State Board of Audit must 

conform to the following rules: 

Rule 1. All claims for re-imbursement for 

expense must be sworn to by the claimant 

and approved by the head of the depart- 

ment or executive officer of the board or 
commission, or his deputy. 

Rule 2, All claims must be itemized in detail 
and checked by the department with the 

books of original entry, such books to 

be filed with and retained by the depart- 

ment creating the expense. 

Rule 3. All claims must be prepared on the 

typewriter or in ink. If typewritten, the 

original must be filed. (Such additional 

: copies of claims as are required by the 

officer certifying claim shall be furnished 
by the claimant.) 

Rule 4. All claims must show in the space 

provided therefor, the statute or legisla- 

tive enactment under which the expense 
was created. 

Sees 
Rule 5. Where telephone or telegraph ser- 

vice is used, statement as to the necessity 

for same, and the name of person with 

whom communication is held must be filed 

with the claim. In view of the fact that 

pena



the expenditures for telephone and tele- automobile transportation is allowed. Al- 

graph by the employees of the state are lowance for such transportation is fixed by 

becoming enormous, the Board of Audit law at a flat rate of seven cents per mile, 

feels the necessity of urging upon each no storage allowed. The owner of car 

department the curtailment of such ex- should state on claim if riding alone. If 

pense and suggests that wherever prac- additional state employees are furnished 
tical, telegrams or the mails be substi- transportation give name, department em- 

tuted for telephone communications. ploying them and between what points 

Rule 6. Officers and employees shall be al- transportation was furnished. 
lowed such hotel and meal expenses as Rule 10. Officers and employees who have an 

are actually necessary under the circum- official domicile at some other place than 

stances in each particular case, provided, their actual residence will not be allowed 

however, that under no condition wili expense while at such residence or travel- 

persons whose employment with the state ing expense to and from same. 

requires that they travel regularly, (except : Rule 11. The place of residence or domicile 

those whose expenses, are paid ultimately must be shown on the claim in addition 
from other than public funds) be allowed to the name of the city or town indicated 

: to exceed $4.50 per day for such expense on date line and the place where the ex- 
Name of fotel where expense incurred pense is incurred and the nature of em- 
must be given. Charge for breakfast will ployment must be shown in the space pro- 

not be allowed when the train leaves vided ob the voarher torus. 

claimant’s residence or domicile after 7:00 
AM. Rule 12. Persons in state employment whose 

e a duties require their absence from their 
Rule 7. Receipts shall be filed for all items place of residence may be permitted by the 

of one dollar or over, covering incidental department employing them to spend Sun- 

expenditures and for telephone and tele- day at such residence, provided the ex- 

graph (except from booth—in which case pense of the trip, to the state, shall not ex- 

statement to that effect may be madi ceed the amount of the expense that would 

Rule 8. All claims covering expenditures be necessarily incurred by them at the 

for transportation shall clearly set forth place of employment. Any working time 

the points between which transportation lost by reason of such trip shall be made 
was paid and the kind of transportation, up by overtime work. 

together with the name of the Railroad or Note 1. All officers and employees are re- 

the name of the Dersouy firm or corpora- quired to keep expenditures at the lowest 
tion rendering service, (except street car reasonable amount and practice the econ- 

company) and the date thereof. A state- omy which is necessary in connection with 

aaent, explaining the necessity, for auto or expense incurred by reason of public ser- 
i livery hire shall be submitted for the con- wice. 

sideration of the board, re 
hee, é , Note 2. Heads of departments and executive 

Rule 9. The maximum transportation CEP ensG officers of boards and commissions will be 
allowed between points having railroad expected to deliver a copy of these rules 
connections shall be the actual railroad to each person under their jurisdiction, 

fare between such points, except where who is authorized to incur expense to be
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paid from funds in the state treasury. 

Note 3. Pullman fares and dining car meals 

should be charged under the heading 
“Hotel Expense” and railroad and bus 

fares should be charged under the head- 

ing “Transportation.” 

Note 4. When compensation for services ren- 

dered is fixed on an annual or monthly 

basis, and such services cover less than a 

full month, computation is to be made on 

the basis of the number of days in the 

month employed, viz., 28, 29, 30 or 31. 

STATE BOARD OF AUDIT 
Oscar Anderson, Chairman, 

J. W. Long, Secretary, 

John Fletcher, Attorney. 

Note: These rules to go into effect July 1, 1931.



June 1922. 

REPORT TO THE IOWA FISH AND GAME COMMISSION ON THE GAME MANAGEVENT 
DEMONSTRATION ARFAS 

John N. Ball 
American Game Association 

The organization of five game management demonstation areas has 
been completed. All of these areas have been mapped for cover and 
feed improvements and copied of these maps are in the hands of the 
local supervisors. Meetings have been held with farmer and sports- 
men groure and in every case both groups have been more than willing 
to co-operate. The farmers have shown a great interest in getting 
more control over the trespass nuissance ae offered by the game 
management signs. 

Signe for posting have been sent to each area and flusing bare 
have been sent out for dietribution by the wardene. 

These five demonetration areae include the following: one on 
Quail in Davie County consisting of 800 acres, one on pheasants in 
Benton County consisting of 13,000 acres, one on pheagante in Grundy 
County consisting of an entire township, one on pheasants in Palo 

Alto County consieting of 12,500 acres, and one on Hungarian Partridge 
in O'Brien County consisting of 15,000 acres. 

Following ie a summary of the plan for each of the demonstration 

areas: 

Davis County Quail Management Demonetration Area 

The Davis County Guail area consists of four farms totaling about 
800 acres. The project has az ite purpose the development of low cost 
cover and feed improvemente which can be fitted in with good agricultural 

practices and at the same time matterially increase the number ef birds 

a given farm will support. fhe further purpose of this area is to deter- 

mine whether or not thru management a shootable surpluss may be built up. 

The area ie being conducted in co-operation with the farmers on 

the area, the Ottumwa Sportsmen's Association and the Fish and Game 

Commission. 

The farmers have agreed to give up certain marginal lands to be 

developed for Quail, the Ottumwa Sportman's Association has agreed 

to finance the improvements to the extent of #100 and to help supervise 

the area, the Fieh and Game Commission will furnish the signe for post- 

ing, the technical advise and supervision by the local warden. 

Cengus records should be kept to determine the effect of the 

improvements on the bird populations. OCloee observations should be 

made to determine which improvements are being used by the bitde for 

cover and feed. Cost records mest be kept to determine the coat of 

improving the averase farm for quail if the maximum spread is to be 

obtained. Predator control met be practiced if the maximum bird 

population is to be obtained. i 

The local supervisor should make progress reports covering census 

records, progress of improvements, use being made of improvements, 

costs and additional remarks and evggestions which may come up every 

four months. :



This area should be checked by Schuenke at least four times a 
year an additional recommendations made whenever necessary. The area 
should also be checked by Errington from time totime. 

: Thie area should be developed as rapidly as possible as it 
should be used as the field station on Guail while conducting the 
school for wardens. 

: The area is uniter the direct supervision of the local warden, 
Ben Enyard. 

a Benton County Pheasant Management Demonetration Area 

Pee The Renton County Pheasant Management Demonstration Area consists 
of about 13,000 acres lying just south of Vintcn. 

This area lies south of the present pheasant range in the inter- 
mediate zone as ovtlined by Leopold. The area is a straight game 
management project to determine if thie area can be built up to support 
a godd pheasant stock thru the improvement of cover and feed where it will 
not interfer with agriculture, thus expanding the present range of the 
birds. 

This area ie being conducted in co-operation with the local farmer, 
the Vinton Fish and Game Association, the County Engineer, and the Fieh 

_ and Game Commission. 

The farmers are willing to devote certain marginal land to cover 
improvement, the Vinton Fish and Game Association has agreed to make B 
the recommended improvements, the Fish and Game Commission will furnish 
signs for posting, pheasant eggs for stocking, flushing bars, and 
technical advise, the county engineer haé agreed to allow the roadsides 
to grow up te cover in places ase indicated on the map of the area. 

The area has been mapped and is now beine operated under the local | 

supervision of John W. Tobin and the Vinton Fish and Game Association. 

Records should be kept of the effect of cover improvements on 
bird populations, cost of plantings of feed and cover, the use birds 
are making of the new cover, effect of the flusing bar and other pertinent 
facts which may be brought out by observation. Predator control should 

be practiced in order to get the maximum increase in bird populatione. 

Thie is a very important project for it ie located in a type of 
@ ountry typical of a greater portion of the intermediate zone and 

resulte which will work here will have a wide application. 

Reporte should be made to the department by the local supervisor 

every four monthe giving the progress being made on the improvements, 

ceneus recorde, cost records, general conditione and use being made 

of improvements. The area should be checked by Schuenke at least four 

times a year and additional recommendations made wherever necessary. 

This area is the furtherest alone #f the pheasant areas and 

should be ueed for the pheasant demonstration during the warden school 

in the fall. Everything possible should be done therefore to have 

the developmente as far along as possible by then. 

Grundy County Pheasant Management Demonstration Area 

The Grundy County pheasant management area consiste of the entire 

township of Palermo. 

2.



Thie area ie beine conducted in co-operation vith the farmers of 
the township, the towhship Ferm Bureau chapter, the County Agent and 
‘the Fieh and Game Commiseion,. 

The townehiy Farm Bureau have taken the project on as a Ferm 
Bureau activities and it ie being conducted with the help of the 
committee of four appointedtby the Farm Bureau and the County Agent. 

Thie ie a etraight paid chooting plant for the purpoee of deter- 

mining the effect of paid @heeting and control of the treepass nuiesance 
. && an incentive to the farmere to improve conditicns for the Birde. 

A fee of fifty cente of every bird teken off of the farm muet be paid 
by the hunter wishing te hunt on the area. The hunter must #et a card 
from the farmer before hunting on the farm and then suet oheck cut with 
hie birde. 

sa Hunting permit cards should be supplied by the department and the 
form should be drawn up with the Farr Bureau Committee. The permite 
should have a etubcattached which vould be kept by the farmer and sent 
in to the department at the cloece ef the eeaeon. Thie need not be done 
until fall before the hunting eeasen. 

Ceneve reocrds of the birde on each section should be taken in 
é Oeteober before the open season; The hunting permit etubs will supply 

data on the kill end the revenue obtained by the individuel farmere, 
3 Jago hae made the sugreeticon that the farmer held the hunter's license 

te meke sure thet he cheoke beek with the game. Thie might be a point 
, worth considering, . 

Thie area hee been mapped for cover imprevement and general 
recommendations sent to exch of the farmere. The practice of management 
will undoubtedly ¢o elewer on this area se it will be vp to the in- 
dividusi farmer, Ae secon, however, se he comee to realize that it meane 
wore PeVORUE to him to increase the birde ae much ae poseible cover 
improvemente should be speeded up matterially. Thie area should be. 
puehed by the loesl warden, John Jago, who worked with me on the eset 
up, ae much as possible, in order to get action. 

The area should be eheeked by Sehuenke at least three times ae 
yeer te see that improvements are being cared cut and to make any 
evuggestions neceesary from time to time. 

Pale Alto County Pheasant Menegecent Temonetreation Area 

: The Pale Altec County phesaeant management area ooneiets of about 
12,500 acres lying nerth of Emmeteburg end east of Medium Lake. The 
area ie being operated in ceo-operetion with the local farmers, the 
Emmeteburg chapter of the Izaak Walton League ani the Fieh and Game 
Cemmiseion. 

The plan ef operation ie based om the #illiametoen, Michigan Pilen. 
The farmere supply the marginal land, the Learue teke oare of the 
cover improvemente, censue recorde and reperte, and the Fish anc Game 
Commiseion supply the eigne for poeition, the funting permit cards, 
md the fluehing bare anc the technical advise. 

Carde for hunting should be based the firet year on a total of 
12 earde for every 160 sores or in that proportion. These cards to 
be distributed ae the farmer sees fit during the open eeagon. A card | 
will be geod on any farm but the hunter muet first get permission ; 
before going on any ferm. 

: 3.



Anyone wishing to hunt on this area must check in thru the farmer 

get a hunting permit and eheck out with his kill when he hae finished 

hunting. Wo cherge is to be made for the tickets. 

The tickets should be supplied by the Commiesion and shovld be put 

| in such form ae is worked out with the joint committees of the League and 

the farmers. 

A ceneve should be taken by the League section by section each yeer 

in early October before the open season. Future distribution of tickets 

ghould be based on these census figures. 

Predator control should be practiced by the League members. 

A report on the number of hunters and the birds removed should be 

made by the farmere on the hunting permit stubs at the close of each 

season. 

A general progress report covering conditions with in the area 

should be made three timee a year by the League Committee. It should 

be cheoked three times a year or oftener as necessary by Schuenke and 

any changes or suggestions made ae they become necessary. 

The area has been mapped and a copy of the map is in the hands 

of the League. 

This project has as ite purpose the determinging as to whether 

or not giving the farmer control over the trespass nuiesance and 

regulated shooting will be euffident incentive to the farmer to practice 

manegement and increase the birds. 

O'Rrien County Hungarian Partridge Management Demonetration Area. 

A tract of approximately 15,000 acres hae been organized in 

O'Brien County for the Hungarian Partridge Management Demonstration 

Area. This area consiste partly of river break country and partly of 

flat furm land in order to determine the type best adapted to the Hun. 

The purpose of thie area ie te build vp a Hun population and to 

trap the surplue for the purpose of etocking other areae in the estate 

and to develop a technique of Hungarian Partridge management. It is 

the firet time anything of the kind has been tried on Hungariane and 

iz Buceeseful should place Iowa out in front ae a Hungarian state. ee 

The farmers on the area vere all enthusiastic. The area isto 

be worked in co-operation with the farmere, the Sutherland Dilg chapter, 

ana the Fish and Game Commission. The area has been mapped witha 

recommendations for improvemente and the Commiseion has agreed to pay 

41 per bird trapped off providing a surplus can be created. 

The arez should be open to reputable pheasant hunters as there is 

a certain amount of competition for food and nesting grounds. Predator 

control should be practieed by the farmers and the sportemens 

This area shovld be watched very elosely by Errington. One of 

the probleme which should be studied is the effect of ante on eggs 

ae there is an abundance of ants in thie territory and certain species 

are known to be destrugtive to piping eggs. Hunting should be allowed for 

pheasants ohly under a ticket permit system. 
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Acovrate reporte on populations, use of improvemente, and general 
pertinent facte should be made to the Cemmierion by the diig League 
four tinee a year. The sree should be vieited by hecsuke at least 

. four timee a year and eee ef feed and cover studied ae well ae 
habite of the birde. Errington should visit the area ae often ae poesible. mo 

If there ie a good hatch thie epring I would recemmend the trapping 
of a few birde experimentelly under the careful eupervieicn of the 
departments in order to enoourace the fermere te continue management. 
These birde way be trapped in the winter monthe by shining them at night 
with & cer and then threwing a net ever them. Thie hae rerked sucoesefully 
in North Dakete. 

Puture VManegesent Demonstration Areas 

Two more demonetration areas should be get up during the fall of 
1922. One cf thee ehould be on Guail in the pees tyre of quail 
¢ountry and the ether ehould be on Hungarian Partridge. 

The erea on Hungerian Partridge shovid be selected in District ; 
#3 ae outlined by Leopold. A tract of net more than 10,000 seree 
should be releeted, cover conditions improved as deemed neceenaryfor 
Hune and then steek the eres heefily with birde from O'Brien County. This 
eheuld determine the suitability of thet part of the etate of Hune. If 
it proves guceeeesful en the experimental area then the reet of the area 
eheuld be etooked age rapidly ae peezible. : 

I believe there will be no further neceesity for ereating other 
demonstration areae than those mentioned ae the iprogram is already 
being very vell acverted by both farmere and eportesen groupe. These 
areas should be maintained ee experiment=1 erese on which to develop 
ney mansgecent teehniquee before recommending them to the other areae. 

Spread of Game Managerent Areat 

The game managerent area program hae been received even better 
then anticipated by farmere and eportemen. Aeeide from the Demonstration 
areae Fillies Sehuenke hae started and area cf eome 4000 acree near 
Sioux City whioh hae been mapped and ie now in operation. Thie ie a 

atraizht paid eheoting plan under the auspices of the Sioux City Rod and 
Gun Club gimilar in organization te bhe Palermo Tewnehip plan in Grundy 
County. 

The Ide Grove Chapter of the Isaek Valten League hae ongent eet 
a quail management area which was inepeotad and approved by William 
Sehvenke and the writer. 

Dr. W. ¢. Boone hae laid out hie farm ae a duail werent area, 
Filliam Mehuenke hee organized the Seet County and Paloot Srortemen's 

groupe to take over an area and practive management. These areae are to 

be posted with their own eigne so vill not come under the care banagenent 

: ares plan ae sponsored by the Commission, 

Wany of the wardwne have taken etepea to organize areae but due to 

the advanced growing season and the lack of time for the available 
pereonnel to make inepeotions and appreve the areas they mat be carried 

over until fail. Speotal mention ehould be made of wardens Vernon, 

Rooker and Glanville in turning areae they heve organised. Wardene 
Jage and Meeee worked Yoery clesely with me in organizing the Grundy County 

- 8.



and Palo Alto County areas. 

Care must be taken that these management areas do not spread 
faster than they oan be handled otherwise they will come to mean nothing 
but so much posted land. A high etandaré should be set up for these 
areas and they should be with drawn from the sanetion of the Commission 
if they do not keep up thie etandard. No area of less than 300 acres tae 
should be spproved for Guail manegement and nothing under 1000 acres for 
pheasants or Hungarian Partridge. 

I would recommeng that no more areas be established until such 
time es the wardens have had their school end have reached the point 
where they can make recommendations for areas springing up withing 

their own territories. If thie is not done Schuenke will be swamped 
with the organization of new projects and thoee established will prove 
unsuecessful for laok of proper guidance. I believe that Schuenke 
should now apend hie timegetting the demonetzation areas operating 
smoothly as they will not operate themselves without conetant pushing 
from the department. Attached to this report is a copy of suggestions 
left with Sehuenke for operating the demonstration areas, 

; i The Warden School 

I believe that the beet time to hold a sehool for game wardens 
would be during the firet part of Decemb@r. By that time they will be 
able to see the effeet of ths inprovements in cover and feed on the 

demonstration ares. 

J would recommend that the wardens within the quail area have 
their echool on the Davie County Quail Demonetration Area separate 
from the echeol fer werdene whose dietrict lies with in the poesible 
pheagant range, The echocl for wardens within the peesible pheasant 

range should be held on the Benton County Pheasant area. 

The purpose of these echoole should be to teach the wardens the 

technique of game management so that they may make recommendations 
intelligently within their territory and carry on educational programs. 

They ehould study eopiee of Leopold's Handbook of Gane Management 

before hand. The echool should inelude inetructions in law enforcement 

&e@ well as managermnt. 

Iwould euggeet ae meny of the following ae possible or available 

to eddrees the wardens on management: 

Herbert L. Stoddard, Aldo Leopold, Paul Errington, Wallace Grange 

to epeak on Cuail management and Levpcld, Grange, and R. OM. Wight to 

adéress the wardens on pheasant management. These men are the best 

z authorities available on the subject and with the pOesible exception 

of Stoddard should be obtainable at a reasonable cost. 

About three days te each scheol should be ample time to cover the 

ground. 

I would recommend that as soon as the code is revised a complete 

book of information and instructions be drawn up for the use of wardens. 

Thie book should include Leopold's Handbook of Game Management and 

complete inetructions on enforcem and court proceedires. The book 

would be most ueefull in loose leaf form and could be added to from 

time to time. It would be invaluable to wardens and might at a later 
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date include educational programs for the wardene to carry out. 

Conclusion 

The game ae ag Flan has been very well received and is off 
to a good staft. t is important now to let up on the organization 
work and give intensive supervision to the demonstration areas now 
organized, Thie is the most important stage in the development of these 
areas and if they are let go now the whole program is apt to come to 
naught. 

The manageaent demonstration areas have already built up a 
tremendaue amount of goodwill among the farmers which in itself is ; 
a big ascomplieshmsnt. Without this goodwill it would be only a few 
yeare before it would become impdssible to open any county to pheasant 
hunting because of the farmer's objection to the trespass nuiesance. 
They should go even further than thie by inefeasing the nurber of birds 
so that seasons way be safely lengthened and they will provide hunting 
areas to the man who had no place te hunt before. Much depends on the 
supervision during these formative steges. 

The opening of the hunting eeason either beZore or after the 
gorn picking time would do a great deal to build up farmer goodwill 
for the depertment. Thie point shopld not be overlocked for it ie a 
very sore epot among the farmers. 

Each farmer on the demonstration areas should be sent a copy of 
Leopold's Handbook of Game Management and those on the quail area 
should each be sent a copy of the Georgia Quail booklet. Any other 
Literature available from time to tire should be sent to the individual ~ 
farmers to keepthem interested in management. Once they get the idea 
much valuable technique gill be developed by the farmers themecltes. 

John N. Ball



DISTRUCTIONS TO WILLIAM SCHUENKE FOR CONDUCTING GAM: MANAGIUEENT ; 
DEMONSTRATION AREAS, 

The game managenont demonstration areas will not operate them , 
Secunia Ghaes viele en en Pe Ds ean 
visits, On these visits the general should be choeked and any 
‘problems that will come up from time to time: straightened out, The 

3 aes, Wades name to oe Ianeir on sbeebs o 
; Eee chats Sr mt nds tho furore coe sportcnts Gros Th tnd ; 

rae sconieiinies ike nat . the denenstrations purpose. : 
‘ose iesyootion tripe cha te started ot once and repented 

as often as you sereeney * Semeyiis works 
; three or four weeks will be the or'l period as $b is the time when 

: all planting will have to be done, Later when the areas have started 
to work smoothly 1t will not be to make such frequont chooks, 
This Le the nost important work you have to do for the nest foy Wools 

; as the success or failure of the whole program depends on it. 
Following 4s an outline of the imodinte steps necessary for __ eagh of the arons ané the nance of the individmile and oumittess in 

Js Visit ot enee Sui shock to sve if reepientations ure being 

TGs aan oad in hands of each of the farmers and 
yhese an file in the effiens These should be carefglly checked 
every three months and yesults filed in office together with 
ony portinent remarke, 
Se Choc! to see if flushing bars are being used. : ‘ 
de ad - ea 0. VI Eee Vi dts Ge 4¥s MG oI y A SP. wetness — Royo etlag re ope api fr Sh am, 

' time for the snooth operation of the . 

+t ue to” = = 
repay me ag feed nae ude } making 

: 7 Sond each farmer a copy of the Georgis| BobsWhite Quail booklet, a 

siiae tatepechaen sadgh ahah eae foe ther os t | 0 
= Peete ceili, Sd cet a Ce vie Se 

Otounm, Sportsmen's Association and copies of all literature, records 
nn co-rosponiooe siguld be cant to Uo Goal these spores ‘ Dry 

Following ars the names and addresses of the infividual farmers 
on the area; | . : 

é dokn Rater FP. “2 ee oun Be Fe De fi 2 

. Ge Ae Wienoko - p - , 
z Ce De Rime i - ce. 2 i 

Shock over this area with Errington when ho arrives, 
Fr 

1, Visit at once and chock to seo if tecbrmendations are boing carried | 
: 2» lake arrangements for p of Uirds in fall, Br check are tint Fuahing are cre Fottring rope” dlstriintion 

4e Go over area with Warden of C Rapids as he is not 

2 Be Check to Sinn nia prone podted. é soe are y 
“ae i of bids liberated from egg settings 2 

T+ Chock cover dovelopnents to dotem{ine whether ‘ or not the birds are 
. maicing use of then, book ft \ 2 :
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8» Got list of all of the farmers on the area from Jom Tobin ani file : 
z inthe offices = = - 

9e Send each farmer a copy of Leopold's Handbook of Gane Management as 
soon as available, ; i 

: 10, Make any additional suggestions ond recomendations whieh you my 
é dzom necessary from. time to timo, 

* Take Errington over this area as it should be used as a example 

124 Mako a report on the progross of the area after each visit with 
aaittionel remain Place ons copy ch file and sesd anothon to doin 2obiny : 

ee ee ee ee ae eee 
; _ Fash end. dn tharse of Jolm W_ Tobin, Vinton, Tobin will - 

ee ee ee ee Oe é 

“Lp Visit at once and seo if area is completely linod ups 
sa 2e Check distribution of flushing bars,. : 

‘ ee ee 

4e Check to geo that plentings will be carried ote 
en ee eee 

6» Send each farmer in the area a copy of Leopold's Handbook as soon > 
as available, : : 1‘ j 
Te Nake arrengomonts for the printing and distribution of nmting permit 

8 Take up question of allowing farmer to hold Immter*s license witil he 
has chocidld in with his birds. 

This area is being carried out with the co-operation of the , : 

' The following should receive copies of all reports and : 
suggestions, é , 

‘ doin Cy dago, Wardon,iiatorloo, Lows 
My YW, Howell,Comty Agent, Grundy Center ? 
hc TRE THeeGBN CARR CNR RFR rm tnt et rmeaorintoscbr or ete acne ot 

: Wy D, Miller Grundy Contor sls iy By # 2 

Paul By, Shark . * ¥ é 
Ernest Diehl * i " . : 
Eldin Hasbrouck ig ¥ * 

_ All of these parties should be contgeted whenever visiting ‘ 
; ; Me Eee ieee ecnaen eee Gale aoa wh eee ‘ j 

as About 2000 hunting permit a ed and dise 
tributed before the open seasons This may be thru tho County Agent's 
Officds These cards should be printed locally if possiblos 

“1g Make inspection at once to check on progress of improvements, 
2 Check to see that area is completely lined up, 
Se Check to determine whether birds are making use of cover improvements, 
4e Send copy of Leopold's Handbook to each of the farmers on the areas 
Ge File report after each visit to area, : 
6e Chock to see that Moses has appointed a committee of farmers and place : 
their names on file to receive copies of 11 reports and literature, — 
% Chock to see that area is properly posted, : 
8» Choek to see that arrangements have becn mato for distribution of 
the flushing bars, 

. a ete cee cae ee ee . 
. basis of a of 12 cards to cvery 160 across 

This aren is being worked out in cosoperation with the Ioneksburg 
ee oe eres eee caranne Sng Suaenang SE De 
contacted receive copies of all reports etos: 

le Ce Hubbard Tmactsburg
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Ross Moses Emnetsburg : ' 

a The committee of farmers as soon as appointed by Ross ; 

This area will need constant pushing to keep them movings : : 

3 f ; % es t 

| _Q¥Brien County Thmearian Partridge Demonstration ures. | 

: 1, Check to seo that area is completely lined ups afin 
2» Check to soc that work is going ahead with the suggested improvenents.. 

; - B@ Check to see that'area has received signs and is properly posted. 

4, Sond map to Dry Kass 
S» Check to see that report cards will be distributed to get information 

on populations, } : 
: Ge Check to see thet flushing bars are properly distributed, 

%, Check over area with the wardens ; \ , 

. . Be Cheek over area with Errington fey 
%.-Cheek to see if birds are making use of improvements in cover and 

it is important that the work/on quail and the Hungarian area 
and the Bonton any as we ee rapidly as possible, as 

Davis and Benton Counties bo used for the warden schoo, 

wa : . : a ae gible latest as ciliata _ wail Leaten ; rn 

NN : ery Te 
+ P AP, x r 

‘ ; 3 | 

: | 

it : 

f 

% ; 

ral ae ‘ : 
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American School of Wild Life Protection 

Fourteenth Annual Session 

The Wild Life School 
e e 

August 1st to 13th, inclusive 

McGREGOR, IOWA 

4+ 

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF WILD LIFE PRO- 
TECTION, better known as the “Wild Life School”, will 
hold its 14th annual session on McGregor Heights, Mc- 
Gregor, Icwa, Auzust 1st to 18th, inclusive, 1932. 

This school was founded in 1919 by Rev. George Bennett 
and teaches a better understanding and higher appreciation 
of nature and conservation in its many forms. 

The Iowa Board of Conservation and the Iowa Fish and 
Game Commission will hold a joint meeting during the 
schcol session on August 4th and 5th. 

TUITION is $5.00 for adults and $2.50 for children under 
fifteen. No family is charged over $15.00 no matter how 
many children there are. 

McGREGOR, IOWA, HOME OF THE WILD LIFE 
SCHOOL, is nestled down among the hills of the Upper 
Mississippi amid scenes of surpassing loveliness. It is near 
the center of the 300 mile long Mississippi River Fish and 
Game Refuge. Two federal roads, No. 18 and No. 55, and 
the state road No, 13, all paved, lead into McGregor from 
the West, North and South. On the East bank of the 
Mississippi, directly opposite McGregor, is historic Prairie 
du Chien, the second oldest city in Wisconsin. Federal 
roads No. 18 and No. 61 pass through Prairie du Chien. 
McGregor is on the Milwaukee Railroad, and Prairie du 
Chien on the Burlington and Milwaukee Railroads. 
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From The Wild Life School Campus on McGregor Heights, Looking Out Over The Mississippi River 

ee — ee Se CS pr emma 

= 4 , ei - _ ES Se 
q law eet —r—“‘—OOOO—~—~<~<~<—<;S i 

THE SCHOOL CAMPUS includes the Heights, Ridge- EQUIP YOURSELF with comfortable out-of-door cloth- 
wood, the wooded hills about McGregor and the Mississippi ing, tramping shoes, binoculars, magnifying glass, notebook 
River, with its many islands. These unspoiled areas fur- and camera. Come prepared to have a happy, carefree, 
nish the reason why the school exists at this point. The wholesome, interesting vacation. If you cannot come with 
natural working material is here in profusion: birds, a party, come alcne—many do that. It does not take long 
plants, trees, animal life, fish, stone out-croppings, springs, to make friends. 
water falls, sink holes, Indian mounds, historical sites—in ae ip 
fact, everything needed for an out-of-door class room. SUBJECTS TAUGHT AND FACULTY MEMBERS 

NO EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS are required GEOLOGY—Dr. George F. Kay, Iowa State Geologist, 
for registration. All ages of nature lovers are welcome. and Dean of the College of Liberal Arts, University of 
Certificates showing attendance will be given at the close Iowa; Dr. Lees, Assistant State Geologist. 
of the school to teachers and any others who may so desire. BOTANY—Dr. Bohumil Shimek, Botany Department, 

THE HOUSING COMMITTEE will see that you are University of Iowa; Dr. I. E. Melhus, Head of Botany 
comfortably located. The people who come to this school Department, Iowa State College; Dr. S. M. Dietz, Assistant 
are choice people. You will be glad to know your associ- in Botany, Iowa State College. 

ates and will want to meet them again. BIRDS—Wm. Rosene, Treasurer of The Wilson Ornithol- 
Should it be impossible for you to spend a two weeks ogical Club; Aldo Leopold, Director of Iowa Game and 

vacation, you are welcome at the Wild Life School for any Bird Survey; W. I’. Kubichek, Prof. of Biology, Coe College. 

length of time. ARCHAEOLOGY—Dr. Melvin R. Gilmore, Curator of 
cee Ethnology, University of Michigan; Dr. Chas. R. Keyes, 

Sa Pe Research Associate, The State Historical Society of Iowa, 
yA ee Rw, Cornell College. 

fb ed ~ AMERICAN INDIANS—Dr. Melvin R. Gilmore, Curator 
Me j ~, of Ethnology, University of Michigan. 

i a x FORESTRY—Prof. I. T. Bode, State Game Warden. & onl \ 
BF |) Bee i} AA \ INSECTS—Prof. H. E. Jaques, Prof. of Biology, Iowa 
A SN {| ; j \ Wesleyan College. 

i y Ft ae | CONSERVATION — Mrs. Henry Frankel, Chairman, 
a AS aaa | , i Iowa State Board of Conservation; Mrs. Francis E, Whit- 

i iG aes 3 F ley, Chairman for Iowa, Garden Clubs of America. 

\ in A i WILD LIFE REFUGE—Ray C. Steele, Superintendent, 
\ ae a) ; et at = _ iy Upper Mississippi Wild Life and Fish Refuge. 

Apo en iy ASTRONOMY—Dr. D. W. Morehouse, President, Drake 
— nn a University, Des Moines, Iowa. 

a NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY—Prof. H. A. Riebe, Prof. 
<< ES, of Education, Iowa State Teachers College. 

——— SPECIAL SPEAKERS—Mrs. Henry Frankel, Chairman, 
See Iowa State Board of Conservation; Col. P. L. Scanlan, 

“CAPITOL EXCURSION”—On August 8th the School Auxiliary Reserves, Medical Dept., U.S.A.; Capt. C. F. 
will devote the day to an excursion up the Mississippi on Culler, District Supervisor, U. S. Bureau of Fisheries; 
the “Capitol”, finest excursion steamer on the river. The H. L. Canfield, Supt., U. S. Bureau of Fisheries; Ray C. 
trip will last from 9:00 A. M. to 6:00 P. M. Tickets will Steele, Supt., Upper Mississippi Wild Life & Fish Refuge; 
be 50c for adults, and 25c for children. Bring a picnic Dr. R. G. Greene, Medical School, University of Minnesota; 

E lunch and enjoy this outing. Howard Miller, Forester, Winona, Minnesota. 
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A WILD LIFE SCHOOL CLASS AT PICTURED ROCKS 

All Highways Lead to 

The McGregor Region 
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4 _” Teway Shows the Way 
Builds Program Around Key Man—the Farmer—and Faces Facts (i 

By John N. Ball 
Field Representative, American Game Association \ 

Sines years ago someone said that New Plan Needed these recommendations will be carried out, 

Towa was hopeless as far as having : E the area is approved and the commission 

any future game resources was con- In attacking the problem it was necesary supplies the following signs at a cost of 

cerned. With every acre tillable and land toe what other STAC S ELE doing along six cents each for posting the area: 

selling at $400 an acre, the outlook was far similar lines and how it could be applied 

from bright. to Towa. 2 P 

Towa was, however, blessed with an unu- Pennsylvania had ats seo com of refuges 

sual number of far-sighted sportsmen and and public shooting grounds. This eysem nO 
GoiaeBa OMG WED aero TOT teady toa: obyiously would not fit Iowa for it is a TRESPASSING 

mit that Iowa’s future generations would enone ouly an cheap and WITHOUT PERMISSION 

not be enabled to enjoy the exhilarating Fas aes ee ences ie pene GAME 

sport of their fathers and grandfathers. ee a e ag ee ; : 7 aie MANAGEMENT 

This group of sportsmen-conseryationists SETHE ROC y re ee eT eae ns AREA 

got their heads together and decided on a WEeers by ohdbaats such a plan illegal Be : 
plan of approach, A 25-year program in- cause it was making the state a collection Iowa 

cluding fish, game, parks and general de- agent for the private individual—the Fish and Game 

velopment of Iowa’s natural resources was iarmer, Commission 

the result. A bill was put through the leg- the only, orhey plans were the Texas 

islature after a hard struggle and many Plan of paid: shooting and farmer-sports- 

sleepless nights on the part of these few ee Cooperative rouns such as the Wil- Th oH de of 6” by 10” 24- 

goat eit 5 liamston Plan of Michigan and the Hunt- ese sigas dre mode 0 ay : 
conservationists. This bill provided the . PL f Indi gauge galvanized iron with black lettering 

setting aside of $25,000, half to come from MOD CaO erry ease on a yellow background. The signs are 

the funds of the Game and Fish Depart- we exes Ulanawas clmpnaled a ne! te 2, bout f fe the nile. 

ment, and half to come from the Conserva- suitable for Towa and the cpoperanye La a See : 

tion Board funds. The funds were to be groups had no tie up with a statewide pro- Demonstration Areas 

used to employ a regional planner to make ee f 2 

a survey of existing conditions and to draw ‘the result was the necessity of drawing In order to work out management meth. 

up a coordinated development program to up an entirely new plan that would be ods that were best suited to Towa agri- 

be worked out over a 25-year period. Two suitable for Lowa. culture and to spread the idea it was neces- 

years was allotted to the making of the Tt was necessary to find something more say to set up certain Game Management 

survey and the drawing up of the deyelop- constructive than the old system of refuges Demonstration areas in various parts of the 

ment plans. and sanctuaries. Too often in Iowa as in state. These areas have as their purpose 

Bids for the survey were made and other states a man not desiring hunters to the developing of a management technique 

Jacob Crane of Chicago was selected as overrun his farm would have it declared a_ for the improvement of cover and feed 

the engineer in charge. The survey was state game refuge. One can drive through conditions without interfering with agri- 

launched in the fall’ of 1931 and the almost any state in the Union and see such culture; they often benefit the working out 

Twenty-five Year Conservation Plan should posted areas which would not afford cover of a better feeling between the farmer and 

be completely drawn up by the early part for a grasshopper. Such refuges do not the SpOrtemans UE the farmer an in- 

of 1933. produce more game, neither do they add centive to improve game conditions; and 

to the available places to hunt. the creation of more places to hunt and 

Leopold’s Survey better hunting for the Iowa sportsman. 

Game Management Areas Five Demonstration areas were set up 

The game survey made by Aldo Leo. —., 1 f Fi sd and mapped for cover and feed improve- 

pold, through the courtesy of the Sporting lava ese syste of statewide ment. These five areas included 800 acres 

Arms and Ammunition Institute, was the ea pat canted Game Management jn Davis County on quail; 13,000 acres in 

first part of the program completed. His Areas” was finally evolved from the scram- Benton County on pheasants; an entire 

work required a little more than six months bled mass of information collected. township in Grundy County on pheasants; 

and is the most complete and detailed These areas will range in size not less 13,000 acres in Palo Alto County on pheas- 

survey that has ever been made of any than 300 acres for quail and not less than ants; and 15,000 acres in O’Brien County 

state. 1,000 acres for pheasants and Hungarian on Hungarian partridges. 

One of the first problems brought out by partridges. Smaller units would not be Many were skeptical about the farmer 

Mr, Leopold was the lack of any kind of feasible because of the mobility of the being interested in any such program. It 

adequate nesting and winter cover for birds. was soon found that the sportsmen are too 

game of any kind. The problem was, first, An area desiring to come under the often apt to sit around and talk themselves 

what to do to develop cover; second, how to Game Management plan must make appli- into believing that the farmer is an un- 

get the farmer interested in leaving cover cation to the Game and Fish Commission. reasonable critter and become so convinced 

on his farm; and third, how to spread the. The area will then be inspected by William that they do not go out and contact the 

idea. Schuenke, superintendent of game, and farmer at all. We found that the farmers 

The writer was loaned to Iowa, through trained in game management. It will be in most cases were willing to meet us more 

the courtesy of the American Game Asso- mapped showing where cover should be al- than halfway as soon as they were con- 

ciation, to work with Mr. Leopold in de- lowed to grow up and where feed should vinced that it was not just another scheme 

veloping this part of the program. be planted or left. Upon assurance that (Continued on page 66)
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1932 Duck Seasons FEDERAL OPEN SEASONS ON Ducks, GEESE BRANT Ann Coot 
: Except Wood Duck, Ruddy Duck, Buftle-head Duck, Foss’s Goose, 

ROC rreie Aina Ge 7) eee Goose ; and ‘Syow Geese in Atlantic Coast States) “ 
ete., species which are more easily identified Pr» Wry 

by the average hunter. It will be interest- Y ah {7 See S / 

ing to watch how this regulation works out Y SSS J Vy 

in actual practice. Uy { es byof 
The closed season on ruddy ducks and Yyy ey 4 ae G 

buflleheads will meet with some opposition, Up = Y VY ppio 
but it was found that they should be given ( eS SSS ear ay” 

absolute protection for a year or more to | SF SSS Ey, ips Wil 

allow them to come back to reasonable SS ry, YW PAA 
numbers. j =z MY eC Be 

——————————————— . 

Baiting Up to States J | W7 TH Y Ye SS 

A strong effort to have the Federal Goy- ) 0; WAS RSS 
ernment control baiting and other matters YY NN SS 
was made, but the Biological Survey was ¢ YW i 

advised to make further studies. It was “ll ] WS ( 
hoped that with more than 40 states having < WS SV NavieO Unie 
legislative sessions this coming winter that W 
the states could take steps to control any Y 

baiting or other abuses that exist. S > ie 
It is hoped that the sportsmen generall = 

will gia the dew veculanons oe hone Coed Ger ie =Desie Noy.16-Jan 15 ALASKA- Sept: |-Oct- 31 
trial; that they will join with state officials E55 oct 1-Nov.30 (OD Noy.1-Dec.3! No open season in Dist. of Columbia 
to see to it that the regulations are observed 
strictly; and especially that all night shoot- 
ing, commercial shooting and waterfowl is picking corn overrun with hunters; and ally willing to let his plum thickets and 

bootlegging are stamped out. second, that it does not give the farmer a_ brush stand or grow up where it did not 

While the new regulations give the hunt- chance to hunt. This is a problem which interfere with his crops. These small, 

ers a much better break than they had in should be taken into consideration by all scattered growths were found to be much 

1931, they must not overlook the need for better for pheasants than large areas of 

doing their utmost to restore breeding cover. 
grounds, create refuges, control predators Seo ; eer veretr or tre coettert part Ol tire stare nd 

on the nesting grounds, breed ducks wher- ee Saige.) in the quail territory was found to be 
ever possible to increase the supply, and nee ; troubled with heavy erosion. In such 

otherwise to help head off repetitions of Ra eae places the planting of black locust and 
the 1931 stringent regulations. Be Ceuien NN willows was recommended. This helped to 

The future of wildfowling in America is eT ee ae Hae pene further erosion of the soil and pro- 
squarely up to the hunters themselves. Will “~~ ae ee eT vided good quail cover. Strips of feed in 
they do their bit? We believe they will. Cover strip stops erosion the form of small grain, corn or feed, spe- 

cially planted or left standing, were recom- 

oe Seay ea a states and open the season either before or ™ended along the edges of the gullies. In 
after corn-picking. If this is done, much SMe cases, it was necessary to recommend 

Ioway Shows the Way of the farmer’s objection to hunting will be fencing of areas against grazing and allow- 

. overcome and having the season a little img them to grow up to natural cover. In 
(Continued rams pose .22) later or a little cutee will be of no con- Some of the larger wooded tracts, feed 

to put something over on him and make sequence to the sportsman. patches were recommended. 

him the goat. The development of a management tech- The Quail Demonstration areas consist 
‘ eat nique had to be approached from the angle of four farms and in every case the farmers 

Farmer’s Objections of getting the maximum spread of the idea were willing to cooperate. They were 

We found that the farmer had certain rather than a technique which would pro- willing to give up certain marginal lands 

legitimate objections. He didn’t want any- duce the maximum number of birds. In to cover, plant the recommended feed 
and everybody running oyer his farm with- order to get the farmers to practice man- patches, and put in the fencing. One farmer 

out first knowing who was hunting there. agement, the cost would have to be kept fenced off a much larger tract than asked 
He wanted to have some game left on his down to practically nothing and it must not for because of its benefit to controlling 
farm after the season was over and he _ interfere with farming. This meant the erosion. 
liked to hunt just as much as the city maximum development of cover on mar- The Ottumwa Sportsmen’s Association 
sportsman. By posting his farm with ginal land. is cooperating in the deyelopment and has 

“Game Management” signs, the farmer is agreed to bear the costs which will be 
better ee ni gta uae a Farmers Want Birds very small. The local game warden, Ben 
can regulate e hunting on his tarm. ot! i isi 

agisto oe Funts’ and o FGEer ONAL aE The farmers had been taught to clean sale aah ae oe a pnd ee 
game taken off. off every bit of brush and cover that tended ‘78 COS! 2né population records. 

: Another very strong objection was hay- to Brow up Most of them liked to have Will Pheasants go South? 
ing the season open, right in the midst of the birds around but never connected the 

corn-picking time. Here the objection was idea that cleaning off the cover meant the An area of 13,000 acres in Benton County 

that it was dangerous to both the farmer disappearance of their birds. When this has been set aside as Pheasant Demonstra- 

and his team to have the field in which he was pointed out to the farmer, he was usu-_ tion area. This area lies just south of the
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present established pheasant range and is about 8 feet to the fence and allow the the farmers learned of the plan, it became 

in typical bare Iowa farm land. It is grass to grow up for nesting cover. Where necessary to add an additional section to 
desirous to see if by creating the proper it was impossible to plow all of a fence the original area. 

cover and feed conditions, the pheasants corner, the planting of sweet clover was The Hungarian partridge has become 

will extend their range southward. recommended. firmly intrenched in northwestern Iowa. 

On first glance, it appeared hopeless to The area is being operated in coopera- There are many other sections of the state 

try to establish cover without usurping tion with the Vinton Fish and Game Asso- which appear favorable but have never 

good farm land. There seemed to be no ciation under the direction of John W. been stocked because of the difficulty and 

cover and no hope of creating any. Closer Tobin. The sportsmen are taking care of expense of getting birds to stock. 

inspection showed excellent opportunities the recommended improvements and rec- 

for development. There were many bogs ords will be kept of the increase and the Hungarian Demonstration 
of no value to agriculture or pheasants. use being made of the created cover. 5 
The planting of willows was recommended A demonstration area of 15,000 acres has 
in these to provide winter cover. Willows Would Solve Trespass been set aside in O’Brien County to de- 
were recommended because they can easily termine if a surplus stock can be built up 
be planted by taking cuttings a foot or so Towa is continually threatened with a through management. If it can be shown 
long and about half an inch in diameter ¢losed season because of the farmers’ ob- that a surplus can be built up on this area, 

and stepping them into the ground. These jection to the trespass nuisance. In order instead of shooting the surplus it will be 
make excellent winter cover for pheasants. to work out a better feeling between the trapped under the direction of the Commis- 

There were many eroded washes in fields farmer and the sportsman, two different sion, the farmers will be paid $1 per bird 
that were being plowed across and gradu- plans are being tried. One, in Grundy removed and these birds will be used to 

ally getting worse. Sweet clover, alfalfa or County, includes an entire township and is stock other areas in the state. This area 
timothy were recommended to be planted heing worked out in cooperation with the is the first of its kind and should result 
in the shallower washes to prevent further township Farm Bureau organization. This in the development of a management tech- 
erosion and to provide cover for the birds. js one of the areas most troubled with the nique for these sporty little birds and 
Willows were recommended for the deep trespass nuisance because of the several provide the state with a cheap acclimated 
gullies. large centers of population near by. seed stock. The area is being operated in 

Several hummock bogs were found Under the Grundy County plan the cooperation with the Sutherland Chapter 
which were being grazed over or burned. hunter must check in with the farmer, get of the Will Dilg League. 
These bogs make excellent winter concen- his tag giving him permision to hunt and 

tration areas if allowed to grow up to after he has finished hunting, he must Spread Areas Over State 
cover. It was not practical to ask the check out with his birds and pay the 

farmer to give up grazing these areas but farmer a fee of 50 cents per bird killed. From these few demonstration areas the 
if they were not grazed from about April The area is posted with “Game Manage- Commission desires to have the manage- 
1 to about September 1, a sufficient growth ent” signs and in return the farmer must ment areas spread all over the state as 
would stand through the winter to make improve his land and lookout for the birds rapidly as possible. Their desires will not 
valuable cover. Farmers were urged not as recommended. Records will be kept of he in yain from present indications. Appli- 
to burn these areas. the kill, number of hunters, income and ations for “Game Management Areas” 

, bird populations. The farmers were 100 are coming in from all over the state faster 
Allow Cover to Stand per cent for the plan. than they can be handled by the present 

In Palo Alto County a plan similar to the limited trained personnel. The Sioux City 
Along many of the fences were small Williamston Plan is being tried out to Rod and Gun Club have already started an 

growths of wild plum which the farmer determine the feasibility of control over area of 4,000 acres in operation; the Ida 
often cut for no particular reason. These the trespass nuisance alone as an incentive Grove Chapter of the Izaak Walton League 

small stands of plum shoots are the best for the farmer to practice game manage- has established an area on quail; Jasper 
possible winter cover and afford a very ment. and Scott Counties are getting areas under 
tasty fruit for the birds in the summer. way, and many others are in various stages 
Farmers were urged to allow these wild How the Plan Works of formation. 
plums to remain and in nearly every case The “Game Management Areas” are 
were agreeable. Under this plan, each farmer will be only a small part of the Iowa Twenty-five 

Nesting cover was conspicious by its allotted a certain number of permits which Year Conservative Plan, but limited space 
absence. Many of the secondary roads had he may issue free of charge to anyone he prohibits taking up the other phases of the 
wide banks often up to and exceeding a_ wants to hunt on his place. These permits program at this time. 

rod in width. These banks were in many are issued to the farmers on an acreage The Iowa program to date is only in the 
places grown up to bluegrass, wild roses, basis and the number issued to each farmer experimental stages, it is true, but it is 
and wild plums, all of which make excel- will be determined by the number of birds _ the first state to develop its program around 
lent nesting or winter cover. These sec- per acre in the area and the estimated the key man—the farmer—and face the 
tions were located on the map and the number which may be safely removed. problem squarely. Every indication at 

question of allowing them to grow up was For the first year, the tickets will be issued present points toward success and what 

taken up with the county engineer. The on the basis of 12 per 160 acres for the will work in Iowa will work in any of the 

engineer was very willing to cooperate and season. The ticket is good on the farm North Central states. 

agreed not to order cut or burned any area_ where issued and on any other farm in the All eyes in the conservation world are 
marked excepting a small section which area providing permission is first obtained. now turned toward Iowa. Will she suc- 
would be graded. Thus a new and exten- The Emmetsburg Chapter of the Izaak ceed or is it just another “noble experi- 

sive cover area was opened. In addition, Walton League is cooperating with the ment”? 

is was suggested that wherever practical, farmers in the cover improvement work My only answer is, “Pennsylvania, look 

farmers refrain from plowing closer than and the keeping of records. As soon as to your laurels.”



State of Iofua 
DR. W. C. BOONE, CHAIRMAN DR. J. F. WALTERS 

ARTHUR E. RAPP. sec'y Aish an Game Co aU DENNIS H. GOEDERS 

es Moines 4 pane, 

FISH AND GAME COMMISSION 

NAME ADDRESS OCCUPATION 

Dr. W. C. Boone v Ottumwa Dentist 
*A. E. Rappv Couneil Bluffs City Clerk 
Dr. J. F. WalteryY McGregor Dentist 

*D. H. Goeders Algona Grocer 
*J. N. Darling Des Moines Cartoonist 

CONSERVATION BOARD 

NAME ADDRESS OCCUPATION 

W. E. G. Saunders Y” Emmetsburg Land owner 
Mrs. Henry FrankelV Des Moines 

301 Tonawanda Housewife 
J. G. Wyth Cedar Falls Manufacturer 
Mrs. R. H. Volland Iowa City Housewife 
Mrs. C. C. Laffer Sigourney Housewife 

*Members of Joint Committee 
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State of Jowa 

py pee Fish and Game Bepartment se 
Des Maines : 

Lansing , Iowa bee 

April 11 , 1932. Male, 
; : © (DBs 

Mr. Tom Johnston , : 

State Fish & Game Commission , 

Des Moines , Iowa . 

I am enclosing herein a tracing of an Allamakee map . 

I have endeavored to show thereon the principal grouse 

areas in the County . I have enterd thereon the section 

numbers of each township it being the only method by which 

I could with any degree of certainty show the routes travelled 

by foot . 

The majority of the work was done by Walter Bailey of 

Lansing , who was selected because of his special knowledge 

of the territory and who because of years of experience as 

trapper , guide and hunter is as well posted on the habits 

of native wild life as any person within the state . 

The census was made in Taylor township by Bert Williams 

of Harper's Ferry an employee of the Départment and not 

especially acquainted with the habits of upland game birds . 

To whoch fact I attribute the lower count on his routes as 

I know this territory to be equally as good for grouse and 

quail as the territory travelled by Bailey . 

Sert Willaims , Harper's Ferry , Iowa reported as follows: 

Left Harper's Ferry , March 25th. walked South thru 

sections 23 - 26 - 27 — 34 and 3 in Taylor Township . The day 

was clear , slight wind and temperature below freezing.



State of Jowa 

Sie Fish and Game Department cae ae 
Des Moines 

Jumped Eleven (11) grouse and Two (2) covies of quail about 

thirty quail altogether . Saw One (1) red fox . Reports were 

that grouse , quail and red fox were very plengifull and on 

the increase . 

March 26th . left Harpers Ferry walked North thru Sections 

23 - 24-13 - 26- 6-5 jumped Twelves(12) grouse , saw no 

quail , saw Two (2) red foxes . Day similar to previous day 

as regards weather conditions . Territory covered on both 

trips lay in Taylor Township and was rough , hilly and about 

eighty percent timber . 

Wabter Bailey , Lansing , Iowa reported as follows : 

April 5th. travelled on foot alone », Started in Section 9 - 

walked thru section 19 - 18 R.3.W. Sections 13 - 24 - 25 R.4 

W. in Lansing Township saw Three (3) covey of quail total 

about 80 , jumped Sixty Two grouse , saw many red fox signs 

and reports rabbits and squirrels plentiful . Day clear and 

warm . Country travelled hilly , heavilly wooded throughout 

which is found many poplar and birch groves . Walked thru 

very little open land . 

April 6 . travelled on foot thru sections 18 - 17 and 6 in 

Makee Township , Sections 32 - 27 - 28 - 29 - 20-16 - 15 - 

14 - 11 - 10 - 4 - 3 and 2 in French Creek Township and Section 

35 in Union City ‘ownship a distance of at least thirty miles , 

saw and heard druming One Hundred and “hree (103) grouse , avoided 

open land and did not see any quail . Returned home by car and



State of Jowa 
WE ALBERT Fish and Game Department Seite 

Dex Moines 

drove done the Upper lowa River bottom road . Talked to farmers 

along the road and all report a big increase in quail » grouse 

and red fox in the six northern townships . “eports of several 

_ flocks of Ring Necks on the Iowa River bootom lands in Union 

v City and Toke Townships , this land is all corn land no other 

grain raised to speak of . Plenty of fad for all game birds 

Farmers attribute quail increase to the mild winters of the past 

three years , and some of the older residents report them to 

be as plentiful as at anytime within their memory - Many 

complaints as to damage done by red fox to poultry and lambs . 

Report decrease in skunk and increase in rabbits and squirrels . 

Day warm , high winds and cléudy . Trip made over rough hilly 

land and grouse was the chief game bird looked for . 

Report of April 6th . would be applicable to “ownships of 

Waterloo , Hanover , Union City , Iowa and “rench Creek as the 

territory is much the same and he talked with farmers from each of 

the above named townships . (W.E.A.JR.) 

April 8 th . walked South of Lansing thru Section 32 Lansing 

Twp. and Sections 4 - 3 - 10 - 11 - 12 - 30 R.3 W. and Sections 

7-18-17 - 20 R.2W. in Layfayette Township . Jumped Sixty Three 

(63) grouse , saw or heard whistling S4xty Four (64) quail > 

@ Ring Necks Pheasants and One “ray “ox , found Six red Fox 

dens , also saw forty prairie chickens in Sec . 4 near Frank 

Kehellehrers . Evidence of many coon and skunk , talked to no 

farmers as the country is not accessible by road . Day , clear 
warm and still .



Lie ete 
os Fish and Game Commission oe 

Bes Moines os pete 
April 9 trvelled West of Lansing in Lansing ‘wp. thru 

Sec. S31 — xkxxxk2x-36 - 35 - 34 and South thru Sections 3-11 - 

12 in Center Twp. Jumped(2 9 ) Twenty Nine grouse , heard many 

more druming , saw Fifteen _? pair quail , and in Section 

36 Lansing *wp.(LO ) Ten *rairie Chicken . Evidences of many 

skunk , squirrel and rabbits . Day warm and clear haer quail 

calling throughout the entire route . 

On all the territoty covered by Bailey and Williame the Ruffed 

Grouse was the chief game bird sought after therefore much of the 

best quail country was not travelled , though to all reports 

quail are thicker than they have been for many years . The census 

on grouse speaks for itself . Ringneck pheasnts are also reported 

in the western part of County ij Umton Prairie , Hanover and 

Ludlow twp . Bailey stated that the count was in no way exaggerayed 

and was confident that he did not begin to find the grouse that 

he might had he had an assistant . 

I did not use the forms sent me as I could not convey bhru them 

the information Leoplold wanted . I hope that this is what he 

wants . Possibly it would be best to send this letter to him and 

allow him to analyze it as he has a pretty fair idea of the 

territory . 

With kind personal regards , I remain 

Sincerely yours 

ULM 
Kk Albert Yr.



Ruffed Grouse Count, Allamakee County 
1931 

under the direction of W.E.Albert,Jr. 

Game Seen Ruffed 
Miles Ruffed Pr. Red Gray Grouse 

Date Township Travelled Grouse Quail Chic. Pheas. Fox Fox Per Mile 

3/25 Taylor 5 11 30 i 2 

3/26 = Baylor 6 12 2 2 

W/5 Lansing 7 62 50 gs 

We Makee 30 (103¢ ) (3-1/2) 
French Creek & 
Union 

Ws Lansing & 16 (wi Ww 2 (rnd 4 
Lafayette 

W9 Lansing & 9 29 30. = 10 3 
Center = 

fetal 5 <i ae De ee eee 

sveraie Suck Sas eS. ee ee a ee eee 
per day 

° Not all seen. Partly drummers 
* Not all seen. Partly heard whistling 
1 Dens found
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CAC I 

Fourteenth Annual Session 

The 

American School 

of 

Wild Life 

Protection 

Yb 

'The Wild Life School’ 

McGREGOR, IOWA 

August Ist to 13th, 1932 

GSGG NGS OOD



PROGRAM 

MONDAY, AUGUST 1 

10:00 A. M.—Organization of the School. 
Introduction of Faculty Members. ; 

11:00 A. M—Dr. Charles R. Keyes, Director, Archae- 
ological Survey, State Historical Society of Iowa: 
Opening Address of the School. 

2:00 P. M—General Field Trip. 
8:00 P. M—Dr. I. E. Melhus, Head of Botany De- 

partment, Iowa State College: “Our Iowa Ferns.” 
Prof. R. R. Rothacker, Department of Landscape 
Architecture, Iowa State College: “Landscapes of 
Man and Nature.” 

TUESDAY, AUGUST 2 

9:30 A. M.—Dr. H. E. Jaques, Professor of Biology, 
Iowa Wesleyan College: “Who’s Who Among the 
Insects.” 

«Mr. Aldo Leopold, Director of Iowa Game Sur- 
vey: “Findings of the Iowa Game Survey.” 
Dr. Melvin R. Gilmore, Curator of Ethnology, 
University of Michigan: “The First Peopling and 
Acculturation of North America.” 
Prof. R. R. Rothacker, Department of Land- 
scape Architecture, Iowa State College: “Inspir- 
ation from Landscape.” 

2:00 P. M.—Field Trips. 
8:00 P. M—Dr. James H. Lees, Assistant State 

Geologist: “The Origin of the Earth.” 
Mr. W. M. Rosene, Treasurer, Wilson Ornitho- 
logical Club: Subject to be announced. 

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 3 

9:30 A. M.—Dr. I. E. Melhus, Head of Botany De- 
partment, Iowa State College: “Some Rare 
Plants of Iowa.” 
Mrs. Frances E. Whitley, Chairman for Iowa of 
the Garden Clubs of America: “Conservation in 
Its Broader Aspects.” 
Mr. I. T. Bode, State Game Warden: “Some Re- 
cent Developments in Conservation in Iowa.” 
Dr. Charles R. Keyes, Director, Archaeological 
Survey, State Historical Society of Iowa: “Indian 
Mounds of Northeastern Iowa.” 

2:00 P. M.—Field Trips. 
8:00 P. M—W. A. Abbott, Custodian Backbone State 

Park: “Points of Interest in the Backbone State 
Park.” 
Mr. Oscar R. Jaeger, Dubuque, Iowa: “Colorado 
River Rapids-Shooting.” 

y THURSDAY, AUGUST 4 

The School will hold its morning and afternoon ses- 
sions at the Backbone State Park near Strawberry 
Point. Those making the trip will provide their own 
lunches. 
The Iowa State Conservation Board and the Iowa 
Fish and Game Commission will hold a joint meet- 
ing at McGregor Heights on August 4 and 5. 
9:30 A. M—Dr. James H. Lees, Assistant State 

Geologist: “Early Seas and Lands.” 
Dr. Charles R. Keyes, Director, Archaeological 
Survey, State Historical Society of Iowa: “Pre- 
historic Cultures.” 
Dr. H. E. Jaques, Professor of Biology, Iowa 
Wesleyan College: “Two Legs vs. Six Legs.” 
Senator Bryan W. Newberry, Strawberry Point, 
Towa.



P R Oo G R A M 2:00 P. M.—Field Trip Through Backbone Park. 
8:00 P. M.—Dr. I. E. Melhus, Head of Botany De- 

partment, Iowa State College: “Iowa Wild 
SO ne FE ‘lowers.” 

we Mr. Aldo Leopold, Director, lowa Game Survey: 
MONDAY, AUGUST 1 “The Iowa Wild Life Program.” 

10:00 A. M.—Organization of the School. FRIDAY, AUGUST 5 
Introduction of Faculty Members. 9:00 A. M.—Dr. Melvin R. Gilmore, Curator of Eth- 

11:00 A. M.—Dr. Charles R. Keyes, Director, Archae- nology, University of Michigan: “The First 
ological Survey, State Historical Society of Iowa: Peopling and Acculturation of North America.” 
Opening Address of the School. Dr. B. Shimek, Botany Department, State Uni- 

2:00 P. M—General Field Trip. versity of Iowa: “Outdoor Studies of Plants and 
8:00 P. M.—Dr. I. E. Melhus, Head of Botany De- Animals.” 

partment, Iowa State College: “Our Iowa Ferns.” Mrs. Frances E. Whitley, Chairman for Iowa of 
Prof. R. R. Rothacker, Department of Landscape _ the Garden Clubs of America: “The Army of 
Architecture, Iowa State College: “Landscapes of _ Defense.” 
Man and Nature.” VV MLT Bode, State Game Warden: “The Job 

of the Fish and Game Department. 

9:30 A. M oe s age ; f Biol 2200 Ee ees R . M—Dr. H. E. Jaques, Professor of Biology, 5 a ‘ 
lowe Wesleyan College: “Who’s Who Among the 3:00 ee Pee cet 
nsects.” ” é 

— Mr. Aldo Leopold, Director of Iowa Game Sur- De HL A. Riebe, Professor of Education, Iowa 
vey: “Findings of the Iowa Game Survey. State Teachers’ College: “Nature Notes Through 
Dr. Melvin R. priors, ec walor of Ethnology, meen. = 
University of Michigan: “The First Peopling and 3 
Acculturation of North America.” ee SATURDAY, AUGUST 6 
Prof. R. R. Rothacker, Department of Land- / 9:30 A. M. —Dr. Paul L. Errington, Director Wild 
scape Architecture, Iowa State College: “Inspir- Life Research, Iowa State College: “The Role of 
ation from Landscape.” Research in the Development of the Iowa Wild 

2:00 P. M.—Field Trips. Life Program.” 
8:00 P. M—Dr. James H. Lees, Assistant State Dr. H. A. Riebe, Professor of Education, Iowa 

Geologist: “The Origin of the Earth.” State Teachers’ College: “Your Camera in Na- 
Mr. W. M. Rosene, Treasurer, Wilson Ornitho- ture Study.” 
logical Club: Subject to be announced. Dr George F. ey, Dean, College ot pee 

a 7 xts, University —tewa:-“fhe-Wot oft! 
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 3 Iowa Geological Survey—Past, Present and Fu- 

9:30 A. M.—Dr. I. E. Melhus, Head of Botany De- ture.” 

partment, Iowa State College: “Some Rare Dr. D. W. Morehouse, President, Drake Uni- 
Plants of Iowa.” versity: “The Magnitude of the Stars.” 
Mrs. Frances E, Whitley, Chairman for Iowa of 2:00 P. M.—Field Trips. 
the Garden Clubs of America: “Conservation in 8:00 P. M—Mrs. Henry Frankel, Chairman Board of 

Its Broader Aspects.” Conservation: “How Far Have We Gone?” 
Mr. I. T. Bode, State Game Warden: “Some Re- Dr. B. Shimek, Botany Department, Univer- 
uu ae in Conservation in leva 5 sily of Iowa: “The Flora of Iowa.” 
i les R. Keyes, Director, Archaeological 

Survey, State Historical Society of Iowa: “Indian SUNDAY, AUGUSTE 
Mounds of Northeastern Iowa.” 8:00 P.M.—Dr. George F. Kay, Dean, College 3 of 

2:00 P. M.—Field Trips. Liberal Arts, University of Towa: “Scientific 

8:00 P. M—W. A. Abbott, Custodian Backbone State Discovery and Human Outlook. g 
Park: “Points of Interest in the Backbone State Dr. D. W. Morehouse, President, Drake Univer- 
Park.” sity: “Our Galaxy.” 
Mr. Oscar R. Jaeger, Dubuque, Iowa: “Colorado MONDAY, AUGUST 8 
River Rapids-Shooting.” All Day Boat Trip on the Steamer “Capitol.” 

THURSDAY, AUGUST 4 8:00 P. M—Mr. W. M. Rosene, Treasurer Wilson 

The School will hold its morning and afternoon ses- Genithological Clubs Subjett a be ennanced 
sions at the Backbone State Park near Strawberry Unive ity of toe : “Blockh ee reid 
Point. Those making the trip will provide their own tee Oe cea SORE WE WatrOr an 
lunches. eeeers 
The Iowa State Conservation Board and the Iowa TUESDAY, AUGUST 9 
Fish and Game Commission will hold a joint meet- 9:30 A. M.—Dr. H. E. Jaques, Professor of Biology, 
ing at McGregor Heights on August 4 and 5. Iowa Wesleyan College: “Some Insect Racket- 
9:30 A, M—Dr. James H. Lees, Assistant State eers.” 

Geologist: “Early Seas and Lands.” Dr. James H. Lees, Assistant State Geologist: 
Dr. Charles R. Keyes, Director, Archaeological “Coal Fields and Ice Fields.” 
Survey, State Historical Society of Iowa: “Pre- Dr. Melvin R. Gilmore, Curator of Ethnology, 
historic Cultures.” University of Michigan: “The First Peopling and 
Dr. H. E. Jaques, Professor of Biology, Iowa Acculturation of North America.” 
Wesleyan College: “Two Legs vs. Six Legs.” Mr. Bruce E. Mahan, Director, Extension Div- 
Senator Bryan W. Newberry, Strawberry Point, ision, University of Iowa, “Indian Affairs in the 
Iowa. Iowa Country.”



2:00 P. M.—Field Trips. 

8:00 P. M.—Dr. W. F. Kubichek, Professor of Biology, 
Coe College: “Some Water Birds at Home.” 
Prof. Floyd A. Nagler, Professor of Hydraulic 

CRRA IOI YS? Engineering, State University of Iowa: “The Old 
A Re Water Mills of Towa.” 

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 10 

Wednesday, August 10, the School will devote the day 
to an all day hike. This will give those interested an 
opportunity to visit the surrounding country, which 

. could not be reached on the regular field trips. 

Fourteenth Annual Session 8:00 P. M—Mr. Floyd A. Nagler, Professor of Hy- 
draulic Engineering, State University of Iowa: 
Waterway Development on the Upper Missis- 
sippi River.” 

Th e Dr. S. M. Dietz, Botany Department, Iowa State 
College: Subject to be announced. 

THURSDAY, AUGUST 11 

i School 9:30 A. M—Mr. Howard A. Miller, Forester, Bu- 
Amer ica n Cc oOo reau of Biological Survey: “The Forest and Its 

Relation to Present Day Civilization.” 
Capt. C. F. Culler, District Supervisor, U. S. 
Bureau of Fisheries: “Activities of the Bureau of 

oO Fisheries.” 
Mr. H. L. Canfield, Superintendent, U. S. Bureau 
of Fisheries: “Fresh Water Mussels.” 

i ‘‘ Mr. Ray C. Steele, Superintendent, Upper Mis- 
W. | d L f sissippi Wild Life and Fish Refuge: “Some Facts 

I I e Regarding the Upper Mississippi Wild Life and 
Fish Refuge.” 

2:00 P. M—Field Trips. 

P t tj ~ $:00 P. M.—Dr..R. G. Greene, Medical Department, 
ro eC Cc 10 n University of Minnesota: Subject to be announc- 

ed, 
Dr. W. F. Kubichek, Professor of Biology, Coe 
College: “Some Causes for the Decrease in the 
Numbers of Our Waterfowl and Shore-Birds.” 

¥ FRIDAY, AUGUST 12 
Rs 
Pai Wy. see 9:30 A. M—Dr. S. M. Dietz, Botany Department, 

Gaye AS oe Iowa State College: Subject to be announced. 
wee Dr. W. F. Kubichek, Professor of Biology, Coe 

College: “Our Gulls and Terns.” 
Dr. H. E. Jaques, Professor of Biology, Iowa 
Wesleyan College: “How Insects Meet Their 

' x s i Depressions.” 
Col. P. L. Scanlan of Prairie du Chien, Wis- 

Th e Wild Life Sc Ly Oo ol consin: “Some Early History of Prairie du. Chien 
and Surrounding Country.” 

2:00 P. M—Field Trips. 
8:00 P. M—Dr. James H. Lees, Assistant State 

McGREGOR, IOWA Geologist: “Ancient Land Life.” 
Dr. R. G. Greene, Medical Department, Univer- 
sity of Minnesota: Subject to be announced. August Ist to 13th, 1932 : : 

E SATURDAY, AUGUST 13 

9:30 A. M—Dr. S. M. Dietz, Botany Department, 
Iowa State College: Subject to be announced. 
Dr. Melvin R. Gilmore, Curator of Ethnology, 
University of Michigan: “The First Peopling and 
Acculturation of North America.” 

COSGRGRGSEE 2:00 P. M—Field Trips. 

8:00 P. M—Dr. H. E. Jaques, Professor of Biology, 
Iowa Wesleyan College: “Hexapods’ Fairyland.” 
Dr. James H. Lees, Assistant State Geologist: 
“The Ice Age and Man.”



Game Survey of Iowa 
Hunters Reports on Pheasant Season (Nov. 6-7, 1931) 

Aldo Leopold 

129 parties of hunters hunting in 21 counties and averaging about 5 men 

each, submitted a standardized report of their observatioas during the pheas- 

ant season of 1931. These reports have been compiled and analyzed, and the 

following tentative deductions drawn for consideration in the Iowa Conserva- 

tion Plan: 

The 129 parties flushed a total of 11,230 pheasants, or 1.9 pheasants 

per man per hour, or about 13 pheasants per party per hour. The birds flushed 

per man per hour were highest in Lyon, Kossuth, Winnebago, and Cerro Gordo 

counties, and lowest in Hardin and Humboldt counties. I regard these figures 

as a valuable indication of the comparative abundance of birds. 

Of the 11,230 pheasants flushed, 2964, were bagged, or about one-fourth. 

The average bag per party for the season was 23, or about 4B per hunter, or 

about two-thirds the legal limit per hunter. The bag was made at the rate 

of half a bird per man -- hour. The bag averaged about 7 hens per 10 cocks. 

This was because many hunters voluntarily abstained from shooting hens. 

The county ratios run from 10:3 to 10:10. 

In addition to the 2964 pheasants bagged by the reporting parties, 986 

were reported hit but not recovered. Most such lost birds die, so that the 

total known toll was 2964 plus 986, or 3950, or 35 percent of the number 
flushed. The absence of any census work makes it as yet impossible to say 

what percent of the total population (as distinguished from the number flushed) 

were killed and crippled. 

The lost birds represent about one-third of the bagged birds, if the 

reports on birds lost are correct. I am quite sure many reports are too 

low. The lost birds are more likely at least half as numerous as the bag. 

About one-third of the parties had one or more dogs. The parties With 

dogs show no lower crippling loss than the parties without. I regard . 

this as not a significant comparison, because certain dog parties were 

either franxer or more careful about recording their cripples, and this ran 

up their average loss. < 

In 13 counties quail were flushed. In such counties the pheasant quail 

ratio (as indicated. by the numbers flushed) runs from Usl to 230:1. 

In 12 counties Hungarian partridges were flushed. In such counties the 

pheasant:Hungarian ratio (as indicated by the numbers flushed) runs from 

10:1 to 10:7. Nowhere were there as many Hungarians as pheasants flushed. 

In 10 counties containing both Hungarians and quail, the ratio runs 

from 1:1 to 4831. 

71 parties did their hunting on posted land, where they had presumably 

received permission, while 55 hunted on non-posted lands. This would indi- 

cate that nearly half of the open pheasant country is posted. 

Five percent of the parties paid for the hunting privilege, and an 

additional three percent paid for a combination of board and hunting privi- 

lege. The rates ran from 50 cents to one dollar per man per day, or 50 

cents per bird, for the hunting privilege. While the percent of hunters 

compensating the farmer for the hunting privilege is still low, it is evi- 

dently increasing as compared with former years. The farmer reports, which 

have not yet been analyzed, indicate that many farmers who did not charge 

this year, intend to do so next year. 

About two-thirds of the parties reporting had made advance arrangements 

with certain farmers for permission to hunt.
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Bigest of "The Founding of Newcastle" (now Webster City, Ia.) 

: Sarah Brewer-Bonebright 

Historical Department of Iowa, Des Moines, 1921. 4 

p. 6-7. ' History. First settler in Hamilton Co. Minter Brassfield, 
Tay. at Hooks Point (en route to Des Moines). Author 
located 6 mi. S. Webster City in 188. 

p. 2 Crop Damage by pigeons, geese, sandhill crane, turkey. : 

pa 57 Elk. Brassfield killed a total of 150 elk in Iowa. . 

pe 72 Bear. Notmumerous. "Our boys discovered bear sign only a few 
times." One killed at Brassfield place? . 

pe 139 Swan. Captured several young swans in 1850. 
& 

p. 141 «Eees. "Our hunters supplied us with eggs . . from the nests 
of wild turkeys and geese." 

p. 147 Prairie Fires. Several settlers caught and burned to death. 

p. 215 Deer and Blk Migration. Very hard winter in 1852-3. "The 
severe winds and storms from the N.W. forced the big game 

é southward. At frequent intervals during the winter great 
droves of elk and deer were seen making their way through 
the mountains of snow along the river east of town. . » 
Hazel brash, bramble-thickets and saplings along the path 
of the moving animals were browsed to the ground. . and 

good-sized trees were limbed and barked . . Big Game herds 
were never so numerous after 1853." , 

p. 220. Elk milled around in a solid mass of 150 to keep warm. 

File: Iowa //- : 
Turkey : 

Bear Se 
Elk i 
Waterfowl 
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Memo for Dr. Walter on 

After looking over the Lansing Game Farm I am convinced that 
its most valuable function in the Iowa game program is as a centre for 
experimentation in rebuilding duck breeding stocks on the Upper 
Mississippi. 

ng tpeetinn Tisha The upper river breeds some wood duck, mallard, 
and + and former years some pintail. Breeding is on the 
inerease since the cessation of spring shooting, but the total volume 
is still far short of the spparent potential capacity. By what means 
@an it be built up? 

Federal acquisition, with respect to this problem, is merely 
a means to perpetuate the range. It does not, of itself, accomplish 
an inerease in breeding. ‘the acquisition program is now far enough 
along to call for the inauguration of management on the area under 
control. 

In all probability breeding stocks are highly lecalized, and 
the early fall seasone which prevailed up to 1930 have tended to keep 
local stocks trimmed down. If so, they can presumably be built up by 
a@ combination of (1) late opening dates, and (2) semi-artificial 
replenishment. 

2s fansite Jam. This is not an advantageous place to produce pheasants. 
On o hand the farm includes all the makings of a centre for 
experimentation in semi-artificial replenishment, namely 

(1) guitable ponds 
(2) A flowing artesian well to keep open water for wintering stock 
15) A Rentquertave hens 
(4) wire, pens, traps, ete. 
(5) A stock of mallards ruming strong to wild blood. 

Erapesad It 4s proposed, therefore, that the Iowa Commission offer the 
Bio. eal Survey the use of this property, provided the Survey agrees 
to attack the breeding problem with a view to extending its findings 
as rapidly as tested out to the manacenent of the Upper Mississippi 
Refuge. Town would benefit through 

(1) Better shooting 
(2) The ereation of a technique applicable to her own lake 

restoration program. 

The Survey would benefit in having the free use of a suitable 

property. 

=.
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Zossible Zmerivents. in Revlenidment of Uallards, Que line of attack 
rould to grow as large a crop of clipped hen mallards as possible 

on the pond, allowing wild drakes to breed then. 

In spring plant these wing-clipped hens in suitable breeding 
waters, allowing them to pick up wild @rakes as mates. Band each hen. 
het the hen and her brood join the flight. 

Rnough bands wmid probably be returned to indicate whether these 
hens come back. If they do, then their progeny probably do. 

It might be practicable to wing-band some of the progreny as 
ducklings. 

A trained man should live on the area and make contimous 
observations on the released birds and their broods, especially to. 
measure predator or disease mortality. ‘Turtle control may be worth 
experimenting with. 

Wood ducks are definitely kmarn to nest on the 
nee aries hollew snags) on this area. A breeding study could 
be made to determine the frequency of ground neating, mortality from 
squirrels or other predators in tree nests, food studies, and other 
matters bearing on the management of this species. 

Feeding Refuges. A companion-study could be made of methods for feeding 
the heaviest-used closed areas artificially. Ducks do not use upland 
corn here, as they do further west or south. Hauling grain to the refuces 
is expensive and objectionable. What grains could be raised by share- 
cropping or otherwise, on the shores of the refuge itself? Could such 
crops be fed “in situ" or mst they be dragced into the water? 

gy Be a ty A is ° » this is several years in the future, and may 
never take place. 

ALDO LgoPoLD 

In Charge, Game Survey
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MONTRLY BSPORT ON STATH SURVEY TO MEMBERS OF 
BOARD OCF CONSERVATION AUD FISH & GAME CoMNIstiON 

By dacob Lo. Grane, Jre 

denuary 6, 1932. 

Date on present situation and on suggestions thus far 
eollected have been tabulated end placed om county maps. 

A map 5} x 7 feet being prepered te show #11 data. 

Questionnaire in preparation te send out fer addition. 

al information from County Agents, County engineers, Sportemens' 

Clubs, Wouens' Clubs, ete. 

Arrangements made for addresses on Iowa Conserva tian 

Plan before various conventions and meetings, such es Towa 

Engineering Society, 4-H Clubs, ete. 

Mr. Grane suggests sub-committee to find land experte 

to aseiat in determining revertable lands, land costes on sites, 

and methed ef optioning. 

# e . 

des Moines te Sake ERE: othe Sa ob gant stS OP titheries” - 
survey. 

Mr. Leopelé is preparing report on game survey of 
northern Iowa, 

Special efforts being made to determine, as coon as 
possible, sites for lerge park development in three sections of 
State most in need of them, namely; territery around Mouree ¢ county, 
territory areund Gese County, and territery around Buena Vista 
County. f 

Project completely enelyred and outlined. 

The Conservation Flan has been analysed from four 
atandpoints: : 

1. Physica _foveienenes of the state, 
2, Gonservation and utilisation of physical : 

_ Pesources, 

S. Types of activity requiring conservation, 
4, ‘Types of eeuservation for which there is 

® pepular demand,



The four different analyses inevitably overuse at many 
points, but each gives some light on the whole conservation pro- 
gram, The analysis most useful for orgenising the preject is that 
one drawn up on the basie of the types of activity requiring con-~ 
servation in Iowa. The main heads wnder this outline are,as 
follows: 

A. Outdoor recreation. : 
ie FPilensure driving, ia relation te 

Laniecape, ete. 
2. Piching. 

3. Hunting. 

4 Picnicking. 
& Gvimaing. 
6 Beating. 

7. Weture Study. 
g. Gamping. 

9. Vacations: Camps, ending, inne. 
10. Walking, 

: 11. Horseback riding. 
12. Winter sports 
13. Fisay field games. 
14, Geif 

15. Gliders. 

Be. Utilisation ef surface Waters, exclusive of reerea- 
tiomel and aesthetic value. 

1. For municipal water supply. 
2. Industrial water supply. 
3. For power. 
4, Por sewage disporsi. 
&. Yer fee cutting. 

Couservation geesures ineludes 
1. Cleansing of lakes and streame,-~ 

_ sewage, silt, nitrate and algae, 
2. Fleed control. 
3. Flew control 
4. Power dem policy. 
5. Drainage. 

G. Ueee of Land Areas and Soil, 
1. Farming 
2. Forests 
3. Fish and gawe 
4, hendseape 
5. Reereational uses. 

The mein conservation measures within this 
progrmm are: 

le Brosion control. 
& Forest conservation and reforeste- 

tion. 
BS. AcQuisition and development of 

of public sites, 
4 Easements, leases, tax meagures, ete.



BS. Wees of Mineral Resources. 
Probably not a main feature of this conserva~ 
tion plan. 

EB. Bnjoyment of Landscape 
1. Seeniec aera eee eontact with 

park lands, ete. contact with water 
areas, parkvays. 

2. Go0d road sides,-~.0n right-of-way and 
along side of right-of-way. 

3. Roadside parks. 

4. Preservation of water areas 
5, State entrances on the great trade router. 
6, Stimulation ond imerease of appreciation 

eof landscape. 

7, town approaches. 

The Iowa Conservation Pian as analysed from the four above 
sane standpoints, divides itself inte eleven main sections, ae 
follows: 

1. Highwaye: location, roadsides, roadside 
parks, views, easements, town approaches, 

: entiantes, juriediction sad aceuleition, 
sdministra tion. 

2. State Perks: state parks, state beaches, 
ers, river-veys, development of exist- 

les sites, transfer of certain sites and 
ether changes, location of new sites, general 
program for new sites, protestion of entrances, 
relative te Federal, Gounty, City and pri- 
vate areas; aeduisition, administration. 

3. Eistoric_ond ccheatific Testures: Devel op 
men elites, development ef method of 
ac@uisition, private er publie purchase, 
easements, etc. administration. 

4a asa Life: kefuges, publie and private; 
akes and marches and other game cover, 

farmer and sporteman coeperation, commer. 
eial trapping and hunting; other forms of 
wild life, animale, birds and plants; method 
of acquisition, administration, 

5. Zishine: Fishing grounds, hatcheries, ponts, 
ete, atwatatiens metheds of acQuisitien 
and development, adminivtration,



6 Surface Yaterss 
(a) Streams: Cleansing, porer, flcod 

eontrol, public sccess, public 
water supply, drainage. 

(>) Lakes: drained lakes and marshes, 
cleansing, improvement, restors. 
tion drainage, level contrel 
pubiie eecess, shore treatment; 
made lakes, ice cutting. 

fs} Land Uraiuage policies. 
a) Methods of sequisition and adminis. 

: tration. 

%. oil Conservation and Bresion Contrel: 
(=) oe peeee eet within scopey of 

® plan. , 
(e) By State, --slong the etreame and on 

ebendoned Landa. 

8. Forest Conservation and Reforestation: 
Federal Preserves, state preserves, 
reforestation, stream bank planting, 

: forestation of abandoned lends, 

9. General State Pibanihg and toning coneider- 
tions. 7 

10, Stimulation of interest, appreciationmad use, 

ll. «Legislative end Finencial Program. 

, The program of work iucludes, as ite first major phases 
Ll. Appraiesl of present ctatus | 

and ell wapeostieee and possibilities, 
2. Determination ef re¢uirements, 

These two vhases of the project are now well onder way, They 
will not be complefely finished until the end of this coming summer; 
but, meanwhile, we nre working on the preparation of plam, «nd hope to 
heave 1t pretty well completed by January lst, 193%, leaving such matters 
ae publication ef the report, adminietrative set-up, ete. for the re- 
weining months,.
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' Des Moines Audubon Society 
Year 1931-1032 

SEPTEMBER 14 
Hostess: Mrs. Leo Weeks, Lovington 

Picnic Supper 

“Bird Collecting in Madagascar”... 

Mr. Philip DuMont 

OCTOBER 26 

Hostess: Mrs. Joe Chamberlain 

729 55th Street 
(Ingersoll car) 

“Flycatchers”............Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Bump 

NOVEMBER 23 
Hostess: Mrs. A. J. Palas 

663 49th Street 
(Ingersoll car) 

“Ain't Nature Grand?”...............Dr. L. S. Ross 

DECEMBER 14 
Hostess: Miss Jessie Morrison 

5725 N. Waterbury Rd. 
(Ingersoll car) 

Christmas Party 

CHRISTMAS BIRD CENSUS 
Compilation of Reports following Bird Hike 

Hostess: Mrs. Toni Wendelburg 

853 28th Street 
(Crocker St. car)



ER r,s RSE NS rar ee nL 

JANUARY 25 
Hostess: Mrs. A. J. Starr 

5135 Shriver 
(Ingersoll car) 

“The Conservation Survey of Iowa”.......... 

Mrs. Henry Frankel 

FEBRUARY 29 
Hostess: Mrs. Charles Christy 

1090 44th Street 
(University car) 

mV RCOS a ee Mica Edith Troutner 

MARCH 28 
Hostess: Program Committee 
Public Library Auditorium 

Guest Night 
Nature: Trails. as Sao Mir eD- Oe Wilson 

APRIL 25 
Hostess: Miss Belle Gilcrest 

2814 Forest Drive 
(Ingersoll car) 

Debate: 
“Should the House Wren be Encouraged 

to -Buildginour vardsea el 
Mr. J: E. Stewart, Mr. W. C. Nelson, 
Miss Tolosa Cooke, Mrs. T. S. Farquharson 

MAY 23 
Hostess: Miss Grace White 

1310 40th Street 
(University car) 

Annual Meeting 
“High Spots of the Year”



| 1931-1932 
| FIELD TRIP PROGRAM 

Under direction of Mr. A. J. Palas 

Sunday, Sept. 20......................Brenton Slough 

Saturday, Oct, 3). 3 2. .opalrow. Drip 

Be) Saturday, (Oct. 24-00 aHawk Dap 

Sunday, Oct. 25... 321 “Crockers Woods 

Sunday, Nov. 22..........Water Works Sanctuary 

Sunday, Dec, 13::.....240 i ocouting “Prip 

Saturday, Dec. 26........-.:...........-Annual Census 

Sunday, Feb, 2122.......2....Bluebird. Trip 

Sunday, Mar. 20....................Fox Sparrow Trip 

Saturday, Mar. 26..................-.--..Towhee Trip 

Sunday, ‘Apr. 10s 2a oie Long Pond 

Saturday, Apr. 23.........................Sparrow Trip 

Sunday, May too eee. Vireo drip 

Saturday, May. 7....4..00. 2. Dbrushs Tap 

Sunday, May 8......2....22.-0.--.------ Warbler Trip 

Satuidayee ee a Oa, Meeting 
(Date to he manouaced slater)



DES MOINES AUDUBON SOCIETY 
OFFICERS 

President:()t2° 7 <a cas, es. s Mrs; Aja; Palas 

First Vice-President - ~- ~ Mrs. O. E. Gilcrest 

Second Vice President - ~- ~~ Prof. L. S. Ross 

Secretary- - + ~ + Mrs. Toni Wendelburg 

Treasurer - -° + + ~~ ° Miss Kate La Mar 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
The Officers and 

Mrs. J. E. Stewart 

Miss Jessie Morrison 

Mr. A. Den Boer 

Miss Olivia McCabe 

Mrs. Henry Frankel 

Miss Irene Ullius 

Mrs. H. L. Bump 

PROGRAM COMMITTEE 

Miss. Irene | Ullius Mrs. W. J. DuMont 
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CONSERVATION COMMITTEE 

Mrs. J. E. Stewart 

Mrs. Henry Frankel 

Miss Prudence Nicholas 

Mr. A. Den Boer 

FIELD TRIP COMMIITTEE 
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Miss Kate La Mar \ 
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Article sent to Zarl Fry by ‘from The Game Breeder (ti 
. Gene M. Simpson, Nov. 21, 1931. : Y es 

' Date of article unknown. : fac ; 

THE PHEASANT IN IOWA 

by Iowan ; ; ; 

e ; : 
Pheasants were introduced in Iowa about twenty years ago by the : 

5 Fish and Game Department. In a grest many counties where these birds 
i were planted, there is no trace of them. ‘This is especially so in ; 

those counties in northeastern Iowa, which is more or less unglaciated ; 
country, where there is still lots of staniing timber. It is the 
supposition that vermin destroyed these birds as rapdily as they were 
distributed. : : 

The big planting of birds was more or less accidental. At Cedar 
Falls, Iowa, about the year 1900, a Mr. William Benton went into the . 
commercial pheasant business. He had a contract with the State to take 
all of his birds at a fair price. He was new at the business and suffered ; 
the usual losses from disease and vermin.’ As I recall, about the year d 
1901 or 1902, he had in the neighborhood of 20,000, birds which he had 

_ Yeared to the age where they were ready for delivery to the State Fish 
and Game Department. A few days prior to the time when these birds’were i 
to be called for, a tornado destroyed his pens and liberated his entire 
stock of birds. : eae 

Mr. Benton 4s now deceased and I have no way of ascertaining what 
settlement was made by the State, but his friends advise me that the i 
State paid him $300.00 and cave him a commission as game warden at 

. $2.50 per day and expmes for those days that he actually worked. He _ 
did not resume his occupation as a game breeder as he was without funds 
to carry on the work, iz 

My father has informed me that along about 1900, Mr. Benton, who 
was a 32nd degree Mason, called upon his Masonic friends for donations ; 
in order to raise sufficient money to purchase feed to carry them } 

through the season. 

Immediately after these birds were liberated, they started to 
scatter in a northwesterly direction. There are practically no birds . ; 
thirty miles east of Cedar Falls or twenty miles south. : 

It required nearly fifteen years before these birds were noticeable 
in any number, During the last. ten years they have increased tremen=- 
dously. : 

In the spring of 1925, the farmers in Butler County petitioned the ; 

State Game Warden to permit them to trap pheasants and to take the eggs 
and turn them over to the State Fish and Game Department to be used. for . 

propagating purposes elsewhere. This turned out to be a terrible fiasco. BGs 
: Allison, Iowa, was made the. collecting station and a twenty day period + eat gene
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was granted to the work. Devouty wardens were sent to Allison who had f 
never seen a live pheasant. The State paid $1.00 per dozen for all eggs : 

“brought in. Immediately there were more egzs brought in than the Fish ‘ 

and Game Department were able to take care of and it is reported on iy 
reliable authority that crow egzs and guinea eggs were brought in and é 3 

; accepted and paid for by the representatives of the Fish and Game Depart= Ae 
ment. Unofficially, I believe that 10,000 dozen eggs were accepted by ae 
the State. A great many of these eges had incubated to the point where i 
they would have hatched in a few days if they had been left alone. I 
believe that about $00 birds were taken. ‘These were trapped at night ; 
in clover fields with the aid of automobiles and ordinary dip nets on 
long cane poles. a 

Within a few days the accumulation of eges had attained such 
proportions that the Department called it off before the expiration : 
date. These eges were distributed over all the State to farmers and 
individual game breeders and were attended with very poor results. I 
have it on very good authority, although unofficial, that the experiment 
cost the Fish and Game Department close to $30,000. However, it did 

‘ not seem to diminish the supply of birds in any way. 

It is peculiar that priogr to the three day open season which was 
granted in the fall of 1925, that there was general complaint of the 
damage done by pheasants in uprooting sprouting corn. Today, after ‘ 
the second open season,’ there is scarcely a farmer who will condemn 
the pheasant as a destroyer of his crops. Intelligent farmers have t : 

informed me that the pheasant does not devour sprouting corn but digs ie 
into the hill for grubs and aut-worms and often times leaves the tender fram 

' kernel exposed to the air whereupon it withers anid dies. ‘The process [ 
resolves itself then to this: that if the pheasant did not devour g 
the cut-worm, the cut-worm of his own accord would have destroyed the 
corn plant so that it is as broad as it is long with perhaps the balance 

_ 4n favor of the pheasant. 5 

: Eighteen counties in northern Iowa were open for a three day ~ 

season on ringneck pheasants on October 14, 15 and 16, with a daily bag 
limit of three cock birds and a season limit of nine birds. 3 

While an open season on imported game birds inIowa is not author- 

ized by the State Legislature until 1927, the State Legislature at its a 

: last session made provision that in counties where pheasants were : 
injurious to farm crops, on petition of 150 farmers and lani owners, ‘ 4 

the State Game Warden was vested with authority to open the season 

for a three day period. 1926 is the second year that Iowa has enjoyed 

4 an open season on pheasants. In 1925 thirteen counties petitioned aS i 

for the three day season. 

It is estimated that during the three day period, 100,000 birds ae 

; were bagged and that fully 25,000 cripples escaped. : 

3 an bee icer oa Cay ea SE,
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Sporting goods dealers who made a practice of selling hunting y ; 
licenses for accommodation of their customers were sold out early ‘ 
preceding the opening day. Dealers did a whirlwind business on shot- 
gun ammunition. Number two shot seemed to be a pomlar load, although 
experienced hunters found that Number Sixes were the most effective ; 

sizes. Any old kind of shot-gun rented for $15.00 for the three day 
' period and automatics rented at a premium. 3 

Residents of the open counties made advance arrangements for : 

shooting privileges with their farmer friends; however, hundreds of — ; 
Iowans from outside counties, as well as a great many non-residents ; 
of the State, literally came in droves in their cars, bringing their 
wives with them properly provided with licenses, all intent on 
securing a limit of birds for each individual license holder. 

Perhaps 50% or more of farm lands were posted against trespassing, ‘ 

but this in no way stemmed the tide. Parties of hunters as many as 
fifteen in mumber marched abreast through cornfields driving the birds \ 

: before the guns. Many of them had never seen a pheasant before and a 
great many hens were killed. . 

The countryside resounied with the sound of shooting on the opening 
a G. day from morning until night bat lessened perceptibly on the third day : 

and most hunters agreed that they had had enough sport for the season ; 
and were glad to see it draw to a close. : 

It is the observation of game wardens as well as others that there j 
are sufficient pheasants left for seed to warrant a large crop for next 
year. ' 

The open season on pheasants becomes effective in 1927 unless other- 
wise changed by the State Legislature at the coming session in Jamary 
1927, whereupon it will be unnecessary for petitions to be circulated. 

One farmer advised me that hunters were so bold that they could not 
i be driven from the fields and that they openly defied the farmers to 

remove them from their land. One young farmer in the vicinity of Cedar 

Falls attempted to eject three hunters from his fields and received : 
a severe beating for his efforts. ‘the experience of the past season on . 
pheasants has disgusted farmers and sportsmen alike. The attitude of 
the farmer is that he raises the birds and feeds them ani that he can 

° obtain all of the birds he wants for table use without an open season. 
It appears that pheasant shooting in this vicinity at least mst be placed 
on a revenue paying basis for the farmer or he will be compelled to ’ 
place an armed guard around his property to prevent the hunter from tres- ; 

passinge i ' : 

: : Se ae Seely la ae nae Bae a,
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Game Survey of Iowa 

Hunters Reports on Pheasant Season (Nov. 6-7, 1931) 
Aldo Leopold 

129 parties of hunters hunting in 21 counties and averaging about 5 men 

each, submitted a standardized report of their observatioas during the pheas~ 

ant season of 1931. These reports have been compiled and analyzed, and the 

following tentative deductions drawn for consideration in the Iowa Conserva~ 

tion Plan: 

The 129 parties flushed a total of 11,230 pheasants, or 1.9 pheasants 

per man per hour, or about 13 pheasants per party per hour. The birds flushed 

per man per hour were highest in Lyon, Kossuth, Winnebago, and Cerro Gordo 

counties, and lowest in Hardin and Humboldt counties. I regard these figures 

as a valuable indication of the comparative abundance of birds. 

Of the 11,230 pheasants flushed, 2964 were bagged, or about one-fourth. 

The average bag per party for the season was 23, or about Ys per hunter, or 

about two-thirds the legal limit per hunter. The bag was made at the rate 

of half a bird per man - hour, The bag averaged about 7 hens per 10 cocks. 

This was because many hunters voluntarily abstained from shooting hens. 

The county ratios run from 10:3 to 10:10. 

In addition to the 2964 pheasants bagged by the reporting parties, 986 

were reported hit but not recovered. Most such lost birds die, so that the 

total known toll was 2964 plus 986, or 3950, or 35 percent of the number 

flushed. The absexce of any census work makes it as yet impossible to say 

what percent of the total population (as distinguished from the number flushed) 

were killed and crippled. 

The lost birds represent about one-third of the bagged birds, if the 

reports on birds lost are correct. I am quite sure many reports are too 

low. The lost birds are more likely at least half as numerous as the bag. 

About one-third of the parties had one or more dogs. The parties with ~ . 

dogs show no lower crippling loss than the parties without. I regard : 

this as not a significant comparison, because certain dog parties were 

either frankxer or more careful about recording their cripples, and this ran 

up their average loss. t 

In 13 counties quail were flushed. In such counties the pheasant squail 

ratio (as indicated. by the numbers flushed) runs from Url to 2350¢ Le 

In 12 counties Hungarian partridges were flushed. In such counties the 

pheasant :Hungarian ratio (as indicated by the numbers flushed) runs from 

10:1 to 10:7. Nowhere were there as many Hungarians as pheasants flushed. 

In 10 counties containing both Hungarians and quail, the ratio runs 

from 1:1 to 48:1. 

71 parties did their hunting on posted land, where they had presumably 

received permission, while 55 hunted on non-posted lands. This would indi- 

cate that nearly half of the open pheasant country is posted. 

Five percent of the parties paid for the hunting privilege, and an 

additional three percent paid for a combination of board and hunting privi- 

lege. The rates ran from 50 cents to one dollar per man per day, or 50 

cents per bird, for the hunting privilege. While the percent of hunters 

compensating the farmer for the hunting privilege is still low, it is evi- 

dently increasing as compared with former years. The farmer reports, which 

have not yet been analyzed, indicate that many farmers who did not charge 

this year, intend to do so next year. 

About two-thirds of the parties reporting had made advance arrangements 

with certain farmers for permission to hunt.



GAME BOOKS 

Stoddard, H. L. 1931. ‘The bobwhite quail. Charles Scribner's Sons, 

New York. $6.00 

Leopold, Aldo. 1931. A report on a game survey of the north central 
states. American Game Association, Investment 
Building, Washington, D. C. $1.00 

Phillips, J. C. and Lincoln, F. C. 1930. American waterfowl; their 
present situation and the outlook for their 
future. Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston. 
$4.50 

Maxwell, Aymer. 1911. Partridges and partridge manors. Adam and 
Charles Black, London. (American agents-~‘The 
MacMillan Company, 60 Fifth Avene, New York) 

Maxwell, Aymer. 1913. Pheasants and covert shooting. Adam and Charles 
. Black, London. (American agents--same as above). 

Page, Richard. 1925. New ways with partridges. The Field Press Ltd., 
Windson House, Bream's Building, London. 

Seton, E. T. 1929. Lives of game animals. Doubkheday, Doran & Company. 
& vols. 

Miner, Jack. 1923. Jack Miner and the birds. ‘The Ryerson Press, Toronto. 

Proceedings of the American Game Conference - last two or three years. 

Leopold's "Game Management" when available. 

Reprints of the Game Survey and Institute fellowships. 

PERIODICALS 

The Wilson Bulletin. A magazine of field ornithology published by the 
Wilson Ornithological Club, Siouz City, Iowa. $1.50 per year. 

American Game. Official magazine of the American Game Association, 
Investment Building, Washington, D. C. $2.00 per year. 

The Flicker. Organ of the Iowa Ornithologists Union.
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Conference with Mr. R. Dieffenbach of the 
U. S. Biological Survey re 

Green Bay Project 

On February 26 I discussed this project with Mr. Dieffenbach. 

He showed me the excellent map prepared by W. T. Krimmers, and told 

me the gist of his report. 

It appears that the Survey has no definite thought of con- 

fining the proposed federal refuge to the river channel, i.e. the 

area between the levees. They are thinking of the whole are of low- 

land and water, including the Green Bay Bottoms, as a unit. 

There is no immediate possibility of their doing anything, 

because their appropriation for the coming year covers only the 

$200,000 in commitments which they were authorized to make, and have 

made, during the past year. 

They think highly of the merits of the project, but I doubt 

if they fully realize the outstanding quality and strategic location 

of it. I made the statement that it was the only big piece of duck 

water between the Minnesota lakes and Reelfort Lake which could com- 

pare with the Illinois River. The Upper Mississippi Refuge is in 

my opinion decidedly inferior, acre for acre, to this project. 

We talked land values, and found our ideas in close agreement. 

It is clearer to me than ever, though, that the land situation is so 

complex that neither the state nor the federal government is liable 

to do anything, even if they had the money, without local leadership. 

Possibly joint condemnation proceedings, with the friendly assistance
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of the bondholders and the power company, is one way to dissolve 

all these tangles. 

I told Mr. Dieffenbach that Iowa had no money, but intended 

to get some, and that the state desired to cooperate with the Survey 

in some orderly way mutually agreed upon. I suggested that the Survey 

block out the whole unit into refuge areas and public shooting areas, 

and ask the two states concerned to buy and handle the shooting areas 

ths blocked out. I also urged him to look at the project in person, 

and notify Boone, Bode, Schuenke, and Shaffer of his visit. 

Aldo Leopold
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JOINT RESOLUTION 

Providing for the employment by the State Board of Conservat— 
ién of a park and regional planning engineer to make a geomn-+ 
prehensive, statewide, twenty-five year program for the ac- 
quisition, conservation, maintenance, and construction of a 
system of parks, recreational grounds, beeuty and scenic s ots, 
scenic highway, fish, game and bird refuges and sanctuaries 
with plans, specifications, and estimated cost which shall 
serve as a guide for the conservation activities of the State, 
and specifying the funds out of which to pay the cost of such 
plans and program 

WHEREAS, the thoughtless encroachments of commercial 
and private ownership have polluted too many of our streams, 
unwisely drained our lekes, destroyed many of our beauty and 
scenic spots, and cut off the approach to the natural play- 
grounds of our people, and 

WHEREAS, our scattered efforts toward conservation 
and reclamation need to be co-ordinated under an expertly de- 
vised and Ste«tewide continuing program, immune to the favortism 
of changing political forces, therefore 

BE IT RESOLVED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF IOWA: 

Section 1, That the State Board of Conservation and 
Fish and Game Commission be and is hereby instructed to enter 
into a contract, within six (6) months from the date of the 
passage of this Resolution, with a conibetent and highly re- ; 
putable firm or individual park expert and regional planning 
engineer to provide, within two (2) years from date of cont- 
ract, a comprehensive, budgeted, statewide park, fish and game 
progrem with necessary plans and specifications and estimated 
cost for construction based on economic and egineering princi- 
pies. 

Section 2, That such plans and specificetions, when 
completed and approved by~ the State Board of Conservation and 
Fish and Game Commission, sudject to the ayproval of the Exec- 
utive Council, shall constitute a definite and well-ordered 
twenty-five (25) year budgeted program looking to the acquis- 
ition of waste lands, streams, marsh and lake borders, scenic 
areas for State narks, and the improvement thereof; the con- 
struction and establishment of fish hatcheries, game prescrves, 
bird refuges and sanctuaries, scenic highways, and such other 
recreationé:l activities as may be incident thereto, towerd 
which the verious funds available for conservation in Iowa dur- 
ing seid twenty-five (25) year period may be concentrated and 
spent in an orderly and scientific development of the natural 
resources, recreational areas and park systems of the whole 
vlets, giving and directing preccdence to the completion of 
any project now in tho process of rehabilit:tion or develop- 
ment, and which project has been specially authorized by a 
legislative act, and on which project State expenditures have 
been made for surveys, plans, and land contracts. 

Section 3. That the State Board of Conservation and 
the State Fish and Game Commission are hereby directed to set 
aside from their funds already appropriated or hereafter aprp- 
roprieted, sufficicnt funds, not to exceed a total of twenty- 
five thousand (25,000) dollars to defray the cost of said con- 
tract, said sum to be paid, one helf by the StateBoard—ofCon- 
servetion end one half by the State Fish and Game Commission, 

Section 4, This act being deemed of immediate im- 
portance shall be in full force and effect from end after its 
publication in the West Union Argo Gazette, a newspaper pub- 
lished in West Union, Iowe., and in the Waukon Republican and 
Standard, a newspaper published in Waukon, Iowa. 

Eifeetive April 3, 1931.
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Synopsis of Statement by Aldo Leopold to Joint 
Committee of Iowa Fish and Game Commission and 
Board of Conservation at Des Moines, August 17 

I will try to cover briefly the following subjects: 

a» What should an ideal game survey be and do? 

be What can the proposed Iowa game survey be and do? 

c. What is the relation of the game survey to the conservation survey? 

ad. What is the possible function of the Institute or myself in the above? 

(A) An Ideal Game Survey 

1. An appraisal of the status and condition of each game species, its 
habitat, and its manacement. 

z Take, for example, the pheasant. A survey should map the 

, present establishment of pheasants, determine the prevailing densities 

of population, the rate of spread if any, and if possible the percentage 

kill which that population has sustained. It should compare all these 

characters with normal characters elsewhere. It should also map the 

plantings outside the zone of establishment which have failed, and the 

behavior which is associated with failure, 

2. A diagnosis of the probable reasons for that status, and the available 
means for improving it. 

Each diagnosis of each species will end up with certain 

unanswered questions, each indicating a research project, and certain 

tentative conclusions ready for testing as management measures. For example, 

the "cause" of pheasant failure in south Iowa will certainly end up asa 

research question, which it may be advisable to ask the state college or
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university to investigate. On the other hand the improvements in food 

and cover or other environmental conditions needed in Iowa can be closely 

approximated by comparison with the Michigan findings, and a demonstration 

to adapt those findings to Iowa accordingly arranged. 

3- A program of demonstrations in game management to test the practicability 
of applying the findings indicated under 1 and 2. 

For example, it will undoubtedly be found that there is an 

opportunity for establishing a system of migratory bird refuges, either 

by the restoration of drained lakes, or by the acquisition of remaining 

onese It will not be certain, however, to what extent breeding stocks can 

be quickly re-established on such refuges by the release of wing-clipped 

breeders. A demonstration to find where and how this will work will be 

necessary before recommending a statewide procedure. An ideal survey 

would organize such demonstrations. 

4. Training of technical man-power to develop and execute the future 
program. 

This is the most important single function of a game survey. 

A carefully selected man should act as assistant during the survey, with 

the understanding that on satisfactory performance he will remain in 

the employ of the state as the leader of game management and game research 

activities in the future. 

(B) The Iowa Survey. 

5e Limitations of Joint Resolution. ‘The joint resolution conveys the 

distinct impression that a system of refuges constitutes the answer to 

the game problem. In my opinion, while I am enthusiastic about initiating
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a system of refuges, it would not constitute 10 per cent of the answer. 

I take it, however, that the existing powers of the Board and the 

Commission are sufficient to extend this conception of a game survey to 

that outlined in caption (A). 

6. Requirements for Success. If so, then I am confident that action can 

be started on all of the elements of a real game program, by means of a 

preliminary survey of four to six months, provided the state furnishes a 

trainee to carry on the later work, and provided the active cooperation of 

state institutions is assured. I should say here that my picture of the 

survey is one of activating and mobilizing existing state agencies to build 

their own game program, rather than having an outsider attempt to build one 

on paper, handing it to the state, and then taking his departure. Of 

special importance will be the active cooperation of the Agricultural 

College. By "active" I mean that the county agents and other trained 

field workers ghould be available for the use of the survey. For instance, 

it will doubtless be necessary to find out the status of Iowa woodlots 

with respect to taxation and grazing. It would be foolish for the state 

to hire an outsider to gather the basic facts on such a question, when the 

county agents can do it quicker, better and cheaper. Such active coopera- 

tion would, of course, be subject to the advance assent of the agricultural 

authorities. 

(C) Relation to Conservation Survey. 

Te Scope. I assume that a conservation survey should include game, 

fish, parks, forestry, pollution and watersheds. In my opinion most of
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these will have to be done by separate men. I know of no one who is well 

enough posted on both fish and game to handle both surveys. 

8. Coordination. There will, of course, have to be team work in arriving 

at and executing the findings in these varied lines. I assume this 

coordination is the function of the engineer who has the contract. For 

instance, many migratory bird refuges can also function as public fishing 

waters. The game man and the fish man will to this extent have to make a 

joint plan. Likewise many parks can serve as refuges for certain classes 

of game. To this extent the park survey and the game survey will have to : 

be coordinated. 

(D) Possible Functions of the Institute. 

9. Criteria of Cooperation. You have asked the Institute whether and 

under what terms it might cooperate in the Iowa game survey. I am 

authorized to say that the Institute would be glad to consider cooper- 

ation after a final proposition has been made. The following criteria 

will be Gonsidered. 

a. The soundness of the plans and personnel for the survey as a 

whole, and its comprehensiveness, as defined in the preceding 

captions. (For example, if the final proposition made no pro- 

vision for a trainee in game, the Institute would not be interested.) 

b. Arrangements for coordination. If the award is made to a firm of 

the requisite standing, sympathetic with our conceptim of a game 

program, this condition would be met. 

ce. Arrangements for cooperation. As already stated, we would like to 

be assured of active cooperatim of Iowa institutions in the game work,
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d. Financial cooperation. A loan of my services might be made.if 

the state defrays or helps defray the costs. The lower limit of 

what the Institute would consider is for the state to carry all 

expense and half the salary during the period devoted to the Iowa 

project. These terms are the same as those recently offered to 

other states and projects, in the success of which the Institute 

has an interest, and which have broached the matter of a loan of 

personnel,
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Iowa Conservation Plan 
Refuge Policy : : 

(Approved by Conservation Board and State Game Commission) 
Dec. 9h BO e 

Definition. The word refuge, as herein used, means an inviolate 
sanctuary closed to shooting at all seasons. 

Authority. The state (or in the case of migratory birds, the 
federal government) may establish refuges either by reason of its 
control of wild life, or by reason of its controhiof land. Other 
parties can establish refuges, but only by reason of control of land. 

Policy. History shows that some refuges have proven to be of 
outstanding value to conservation, whereas others have been "scraps 
of paper." The latter condition usually obtains where the refuge 
or its administration is not in a position to perform any definite 
function, over and above that performed elsewhere. The state will 
establish refuges only when they are so located or administered as 
to perform a definite useful function. 

Functions. The functions justifying a refuge may include: 
£33 Restoration of food, cover, or other improvement of environment; 

2) Additional patrol for law enforcement; re) Presence of some 
threatened species endangered by legal hunting of other species 
on its range; (4) Strategic location or outstanding quality as a 
breeding place or resting place for wild life, which inhabits the 
surrounding range, but there lacks such places. 

Priority. All these functions are most useful for mobile species 
like waterfowl, and least useful for sedentary species, like quail, 
because mobility, determines the size of the surrounding area benefited 
by the refuge. ‘the more habitable @#€ the surrounding area, the 
greater will be the outflow of breeding “stock from the refuge. 

In the expenditure of state funds for refuges, priority will 
(except in the case of rare species in danger of extermination) be 
given to projects for mobile species and projects surrounded by 
habitable range. 

Program. Insofar as can be now foreseen, the forgoing policy 
calls for two classes of refuges in Iowa: 

1. Protective Refuges to safeguard the future existence of 
rare species like prairie chicken, ruffed grouse, wild turkey, etc. 
Function (3) is often sufficient to justify a protective refuge. 
The state parks will to some extent automatically serve as such, 
and will be administered with this in mind. Additional areas, how- 
ever, must be purchased, leased, or improved as "protective refuges." 

&. Productive Refuges to produce an outflow of other species. 
The most promising opportunities for lowa seem to be in: 

; iz 
~, + an
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(a) Acquisition and restoration of waterfowl breeding 
grounds. 

b) Establishment of waterfowl rest grounds. 
c) Winter coverts and food patches for pheasants and 

other mobile upland game. 

Wintering grounds for upland game can often be developed on 
the margins of waterfowl refuges. 

State refuges for sedentary upland species, like quail, do not 
promise to serve sufficient territory to warrant state expenditures. 

The "Conservation Plan", now in preparation, will specify the 
location, purpose, and probable cost of a system of protective and 
productive refuges for Iowa. 

Management. The state will buy or lease land for refuges only 
where it can develop them through management. Management means 
adequate patrol, and restoration of a favorable environment for 
wild life by the control of water, food, cover, and (where necessary) 
predatory enemies. 

Cooperation. The state invites the federal government to 
establish migratory bird refuges interstate in location or signifi- 
cance. It invites counties, municipalities, and private groups to | 
establish local refuges of any character which will supplement the 
state system. .
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BRIEF REPORT 

On the Meeting of the North-Central States at 
Worthingto, Minnesota, June 17, 1932, to 
discuss the Migratory Bird Situation, 

The meeting was attended by the following representatives 
- . from Iowa; Dr. Boone, Mr. Rapp, Mr. Albert, Mr. Schuenke, Mr. Bode. 

Dr. Boone and Mr. Schuenke were on the program and discussed the 
Iowa plans and program. 

At a special conference of the representatives from the diff- 
erent states to discuss the migratory bird situation the following 
sentiments were expressed; 

That the season for shooting wild fowl shotid not open before 
noon on the first day. 

That it would not be satisfactory to stop shooting at 
noon or in the middle of the-afternoon, but that all 
day shooting was favored except for the first day. 

A bag limit of ten not over eighteen birds in possession 
was favored, The group did not favor rest days. 

After considerable discussion it was decided to sug= 
gest a 45 day season, providing information which is 
being obtained by the Biological Survey indicates that 
that length of season will be safe. 

The entire group was unanimously opposed to shooting 
over baited areas. ; 

The group wes in favor of limiting the use of live 
decoys to not over 25. 

An additional program was recommerided favoring every 
effort to obtain the use of not over & three-shot gun, 

The American Game Association suggested some plans 
whereby they could render assistance in the establish=- 
wheat of a program of sammler refuge areas in the 
various states and it was the opinion of the group 
that this assistatance would be very valuable to the 
states and should be accepted. 

The group was in favor of the stamp tax bill now before = 
the Senate. 

The group also recommended that there be added to the 
Federal Advisory Board or migratory birdsy one member 
representing the group of notth~central states which 

« 5 2 s — =z
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lie in the heart of the duck producing areas and recom 
mended that Mr. Sam Anderson, President of the Minnesota 
Game Protective League, be chosen, The group present 
decided to organize an association of north-central 
states game and fish commissions in order to carry out 
the suggestions and programs suggested recommended, and in 
order to better co-ordinate migratory bird work in the : 
future. Mr. Burnie Maurek was chosen president of the organ~ 
izatijon and Mr, W. D, Stewart, Fish and Game Commissioner 
of Minnesota was chosen secretary. 

The whole meeting was very much worth while and will probably 
do more than anything else has for some time to bring to the attention 
of the various groups espically in the eastern part of the country . 
the actual sentiment of this section. 

Probably the outstanding thing was the wholeshearted manner in 
which all of the fish and game commissioners and every one present 
entered into the true conservation angle of the problem. It was 
very evident that the sportsmen in this part of the country were 
perfectly willing to make certain sacrifices if it is assured pres er- 
vation and restoration of wild fowl and that they feel the other 
parts of the country should take the same attitude,
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| 
| Headquarters Hotel, Hotel Savery : 

May 13, 1932 

A.M. : 

8:30 Registration, Mezzanine Floor. 

8:45 Acquaintance Hour. , 

Program 

Forenoon Session 

Venetian Room, Hotel Savery 

9:45 Welcome Greetings. Mrs. O. E. Gilcrest, 
Vice-President, Des Moines Audubon 

} Society. 

9:55 Birds in Our Back Yard. Judge O. S. 
Thomas, Rock Rapids. (15 min.) 

10:10 A Report on the Revised Nomenclature of 
the List of Iowa Birds. Mr. Philip A. 

—>Du Mont, Des Moines. (20 min.) 

10:30 A New Book on Iowa Bird Life—Needs, 
Plans and Difficulties. Dr. T. C. Seeohiage 
ens, Sioux City. (20 min.) 

10:50 Nesting of the Blue-gray Gnatcatcher in 
Polk County. Mrs. J. E. Stewart, Des 
Moines. (10 min.) a 

11:00 Early Experiences of Fairfield Birders. Mrs. 
C. J. Fulton, Fairfield. (15 min.) 

11:15 ROUND TABLE DISCUSSIQp 
Led by Dr. F. L. R. Robert Towa, 
President, I. O. U. Subject: Hawks and 
Owls. 

Noon Lunch, Florentine Room, Hotel Savery, 
50 cents. 

ie



Afternoon Program | 

1:45. Roadside Notes on a Trip to New Orleans | 
and Wilson Ornithological Club Meet- | 
ing. Mr. O. P. Allert, McGregor. | 

ee — | 
2:00 Developing Bird Consciousness. Mrs. C. C. | 

Flodin, Cedar Rapids. (Illus.) (20 min.) 

2:20 Bird Gardening. Professor A. C. Hottes, 
Des Moines. (20 min.) v 

2:40 Exploring at Home. Mr. W. M. Rosen, | 
Ogden. (Illustrated.) (20 min.) 

3:00 The Role of the Ornithologist in the Iowa { 
Game Program. Mr. Aldo Leopold, i 
Madison, Wis., In Charge, Iowa Game | 
Survey. (Illustrated.) 

4:00 BUSINESS MEETING. i 

6:30 BANQUET. { 
Younkers Tea Room. Plates $1.00. | 

Mrs. A. J. Palas, President, Des Moines i 
Audubon Society, Presiding. | 

Songs by Mabel Moss Madden. 

Toasts by: | 
Mrs. Mary L. Bailey, Sec’y I. O. U. / 
Dr. W. C. Boone, Chairman, Iowa i 
Fish and Game Commission. | 
Mrs. Henry Frankel, President, Iowa } 
Board of Conservation. 
Dr. F. L. R. Roberts, Pres. I. O. U. t 

8:30 Recent Studies of Western Grebes, Double- 
crested Comores Blue Geese. 
Professor W. F. Kulfichek, Cedar Rap- 
ids. (Illustrated with Charts, Slides and 4 
Reels.) (30 min.) | 
This includes slow motion of Western Grebe | 
courtship, results obtained from banded Cor- 
morants and observations on two stopping 
places of Blue Geese in spring migration. 

s
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May 14th, 1932 feed 

FIELD TRIP 

A.M. 

5:30 Autos will leave Savery Hotel for trip 

which will end at Waterworks Grounds. 

6:30 A second group of autos will leave Hotel 

over a different route also ending at 

Waterworks Grounds. 

| Noon BRUNCH. 

At this all visitors from outside of Des 

Moines will be the guests of Des Moines 

Audubon Society. 

| Compiling of Day’s Bird List. 

| 2 
| Be ait: 

| ? ) \ 

\ 

Ne 
)
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A 25-Year State Conservation Plan for Iowa 

HE state of Iowa under the leadership of its Governor, rolling uplands to the semi-wild deep river valleys, the north- 

Dan Turner, by authorization of its progressive Legisla- ern lakes, the tumbled northeastern hills and the great cliffs 

ture and through the agency of its Fish and Game Com- of the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers. It is expected that 

mission and Board of Conservation, has begun an historic un- zoning, easements, wide rights-of-way and roadside parks 

dertaking. Briefly, the state proposes to make it possible for will all be used for getting and holding the views of valley and 

every citizen to use fully Iowa’s natural resources for outdoor field and river and lake. 

recreation and to conserve and develop those resources for Historic sites, with particular reference to Indian archeol- 
that purpose. ; , ogy, and likewise points of unusual scientific interest, will be 

: There are many phases of the project. Just when Iowa’s part of the specifications for the program. Reforestation, 
fine highway system is nearing completion and Towans can water power, and water supply are basic conservation prob- 
and do drive ae their state more toe than a de = lems involved in this project. 

Many /sccnons, tus DECe any 1s /statiee to provicespeaulill The whole thing is being worked out as one plan because 
interesting places to visit within easy driving distance. Pic- i a 
eee — 2 every element touches every other one. For example, the 

nicking, which is now the great outdoor family sport in Lowa, i 5 = ‘ 
: ss . i enormous demand for better sportsman hunting and fishing 
is to be given a first place in the selection and improvement ¢ Ee ys zi 

: ieee & : cannot be met in lowa unless it is dovetailed with the other 
of beautiful spots. Swimming and boating are to be highly etre ae 5 4 conservation and recreation items. Hence, the two com- 
developed. Winter sports are part of the program. nee sae 5 

missions above named are working as a unit on a survey of 
Nearly every man and boy in Iowa wants to do some hunt- . : ie 

: 5 ‘ : the whole situation and the preparation of a 25-year plan and 
ing or fishing, or both. With many fine streams and lakes pol- 5 

i : program. They have engaged Jacob Crane, Chicago planning 
luted and game refuges destroyed, the hunting and fishing sit- : a : 

5 a 3 y engineer, to direct and coordinate the technical work. Many 
uation is now bad compared with what it might be. This 3 Ciba 3 mast 

; Z agencies and individuals will take part: conservationist and 
project includes the problem of stream and lake cleansing ee : 

2 sportsman organizations; the various state departments; the 
(through the State Health Department) and the propagation, _ é i 

s es ce staff of the Fish and Game and the Conservation Commis- 
rescue and stocking of hundreds of millions of fish in scores 5 A : : : 

: : sions; the U. S. Biological Survey and the Bureau of Fish- 
of clean and cleansed lakes and rivers. It also includes the i ‘A 4 

2 5 : eries; the National Conference on State Parks; the State 
great increase of game birds throughout the state, and this Gees tecanall Gollese. Sand the ‘cangeseank ee h 
requires considerable scientific study. antes 7 oar HeMOn Peeks: 1 cuice 

The nature lover, whether he be scientist, “pure conserva- ~ : 5 aa 

tionist,” fisherman or hunter (and they are all nature lovers), The members of the Fish and Game Commission are Dr. 

is to have his point of view emphasized. Natural beauties of W. C. Boone, Chairman, J. N. Darling, D. H. Goeders, A. E. 
the landscape are to be preserved, likewise natural wild life, Rapp and Dr. J. F. Walters. The Board of Conservation is 

both plant and animal. For example, planting along highways composed of W. E. G. Saunders, Chairman, Mrs. Henry 
and the preservation of views from the highways are major Frankel, Mrs. C. C. Laffer, Mrs. R. H. Volland, and J. G. 

elements in the program. Towa is literally a vast garden. Wyth. Mr. Ralph Kittinger, Secretary of the Towa State 
Everybody sees it nearly every day from the highways. At Executive Council, also serves as Secretary of the Joint Com- 
thousands ef points the views are fine, ranging from the broad, mittee of the two Commissions. 

(Reprinted from Tue American Crry—November, 1931)
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: April 19, 1932. 

Ray Butler, 
Arnolds Park, Iowa, 

Dear Ray: 

Am sending em O'Brien County map to be completed , 
by you on prairie chickens and sharptail grouse census. 

O'Brien County is a particularly favorable place 
to take a winter chicken census because, as nearly as 
Leopold's ce there are no resident chickens and 
it is near or to the Minnesota boundary to catch the 
heariest part of the winter population. : 

This information will be of oo help to us in 
organization of a Hungarian demonstratiomaarea. If you will 
get in touch with the well posted sportsmen in that county, 
you will get estimates of what wintered. Also get as many 
farmers estimate that you can. Mark these out on the map. 
If you will mark out on the enclosed map, mail me a new 
county map. Do not fold it as it is for Mr. Leopold. 

Also check the opinion against the following esti- 
mates submitted by Mr. Ray Johnston of Primghar, Iowa. He ws 
says that this winter's chicken population was fit y percent 
heavier than that of the preceding winter (1930-310. He 
estimates that this winter's flight consisted of séventy- 
sore percent prairie chickens and twenty-five percent sharp- 
ail. 

In getting the check on this, I would suggest that 
you would call on some well posted sportsmen in some town 
in each township in the county. This will save a lot of 
driving and you will also Fp this information from parties 
who have seen birds this winter. 

Yours sincerely, 

Superintendent of Game. 

WS3GON
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October 13, 1931. 

a DEPUTY GAME WARDENS 

Name and Address Comruar Territory 

Vv Ray Butler, Arnolds Park 0 \< Dickinson, Clay, Osceola, O'Brien, 
Sioux, Lyon. : 

“J. M. Hardman, Spirit Lake o Same as above 

VL. P. Babcock, " m DK Same as above 

VH.1L.Alexander, Spencer 01K Same as above 

321 S.E.2nd St. : 
V Wm. Schuenke, Sioux City 0/§ Plymouth, Woodbury, Monona 

3608 Stone Street 

Vv John F. Holst, Jr., Denison 0\ Cherokee, Buena Vista, Ida, Sac 

118 S. Howard St. Crawford, Carroll. 

V Lille, C. C., Lake View —_Ok———___— (Same as above) 
v Ross Moses, Emmetsburg pis Palo Alto, Emmet, Kossuth, Winnebagg 

Sequins Cie ietah? Oe 
V_/H. A. Holmgren, Ruthven ©'% _ as — 
VR. G. Grobaty, Garner -—— - 2 Same as above 
/ hugust Greiner, Boone ——~ ? Pocahontas, Humboldt, Calhoun,Webste@ 

1328 Crawford St. q Hamilton, éreen, Boone, Story. 

Vv Jom Eaton, Grand Junction —— ' (Same as above) 
' y Dean Glenville, Mason City 0'\ Worth, Cerro Gordo, Wright ,Franklin, 

~ ; Butler, Hardin, Grundy. 

V Fred P. Riant, Wellsburg © '~ (Same as above) 
/R. P. Monplasure, Mason City - IS Mitchell, Howard, Winneshiek, Floyd, 

94 lst S.E. Apt. 4 : Chickasaw, Bremer, Fayette. 

V F, E. Becker, Oelwein — if _— as es 

Vv. S. Bowers, Lime Springs —</< Same as above 

/ John C. Jago, Waterloo ——_01< : Black Hawk, Buchanan, Linn,Delaware, 

} 107 Sycamore St. ; Marshall, Tama, Benton. 

Vv Samuel O'Brine, Cedar Rapids——— (Same as above} 
4 3038 C. Ave. E. 

V John B. Fahey, Dubuque, 742 W.8th © Dubuque, Clayton, Allamakee. 

v Theo. Bauer, Dubuque © \c (Same as above) 

720 Caledonia Place 4 
vy ©. 0. White, Harlan - ' Harrison, Shelby, Audubon, Guthrie, 

Pottawattamie, Cass, Adair. 

v E. F. Schuenke, Des Moines venti Dallas, Polk, Jasper, Madison, 

1170 W.22nd St., k Warren, Marion. 

, K. M. Rooker, Mitchellville, ———; (Same as above) 

z a has Keokuk, Mahaska 

V /E. L. Breitenbach, Washington ~ '\ Poweshiek, Iowa, Johnson,Washington 
VY Otto Klinge, Clinton, 2900 Pershing. i Jones} Jackson. 

v Carl Hinkleman, Maquoketa © I< Same as above) 

vA. E. Miller, Muscatine o:< Cedar, Scott, Muscatine, Louisa 

a 1200 Isett St. S 
VA. F. Meier, Shenandoah 2'\, Union, Ringgold, Taylor, Adams ,Mont- 

gomery ,Page,Fremont,Mills. 

v o. . Pangborn, Creston —-—-. (Same as above) 

/C. H. Seott, Corning < ae Cass, Adair, Adams, Taylor. 

/d- C. Graham, Centerville OA, Appanoose ,Monroe,lucas,Wayne,Clark, 

: Decatur. 

Ben Enyart, Ottumwa, % Iowa Cafe DN Davis,Wapello,Jefferson, VanBuren, Lee 

J.B.Watkins, Fort Madison —7% ' [eon as — 
W.S.Montgomery, Keokuk / (Same as above) _ 

T.J. McMonigle, Burlington, 2101 Agency,‘ Lee,Des Moines. 20 7/ } 

Note: Thos. K. Johnston, Supervisor of Deputies. 
R. T. St. John, Riceville, Assistant State Game Warden.
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C “" “EXTENSION SERVICE DIRECTORY © 8 

Saath ok & July, 1, 1931 

Iowa State Gollege .  » 

Administration ee 

R. Kk. Bliss 40": Director, - LEAS 
P. OC. eee, s/s. “Assistant Director slg 
Murl McDonald rr ds Assistant Director ; 
W. Lecce tees ccc aur: Secretary ~ 
H. L. Hichling District Extension Agent Po g 

: gE. F. Graff District Extension Agent™~ = 
J, W. Merrill : District Extension Agent sets 
Fred F.. Clark ..' ..-. ‘District Extension Agent . ‘ 
L. T. Nutty °©.° «:. | District Extension Agent 

Agricultural Economics ~ ims i dgis 

8. H. Thompson Ext, Prof, of Agric.*Ecornomids ~~ 
Geo. Westcott _ Ext. Asst. Prof. of Agric. .dconomics 
J. C. Galloway... “-: Farm Management Demonstrator eG 
L. G.. Allbaugh .:° ."" Ext, Agsoc.: Prof. Farm Management 
J. J, Wallace . ‘Ext, Asst, in Farm Management* °  . 
Frank Robotka. :: 2 Ext, “ABsoc, Prof, in Marketing 

; D. A. Fitzgerald Ext, Asst. Prof. in Marketing ©. 
W. D. Termohlen Ext. Asst. Prof, in Marketing ~~ 
J. W. Cowden Ext. Asst, Prof. in Dairy. Marketing 
E. L. Cady act)" 'Bxty Assoc, ‘Prof. in Livestock Marketing 
Wm. Dale Bormuth Ext. Asst, in Grain Marketing 
Ira arthur Ext. Assoc, Prof, in Grain Marketing 

Agricultural Educstiion 8! 2 Sa ee 

J. A, Woodruff Ext. Spec. in Agric, Education 

Agricultural Engineering 9+) ** LES 

V, 8. Peterson «=. Sixt Aeet. of Agric. Engineering. | 

Animal Husbandry — pap tea ee : Oe 

Rex Beresford oS Bete Prof. of Animal Husbandry se 
z. L. Quaife Fas! - Ext. Assoc. Prof. of Animal. Husbandry 
Cc, W. McDonald Ext. Assoc, Prof, of Animal Husbandry 

Apiculture we Oe: eo : ee 

F, B. Paddock State Spiarist 
A. D, Worthington .  Ext.. Spec. in Beekeeping Bey seat 
Howard Shipton : Ext. Asst. in Beekeeping ,
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Club Work 

Josephine Arnquist-Bakke:In Charge of Girls! Club Work 
Florence Forbes “oe Aeent in Club Work.“ -: 3 
Mrs,: Edith’ Barker Agent in Club Work 
Lulu Tregoning Agent in Club Work 
J. 8. Quist Agent in Club Work ee 
Fy P, Heed Agent in Club Work Sel eee oi 

Dairy Husbandry Sree 

Floyd Johnston |... 00. Bxt.“Aséoc. Prof. in Dairy:“Husbandry 
Floyd Arnold ooiow ; Ext. Asst, in Dairy Husbandry... 
Zarl N, Shultz Ext. Asst, in Dairy Husbandry © : 

: G. G, Gibson’... oy. iy)-Ext. Asst. in Dairy Husbandry - : 

Dairy Industries... aoe av ay : 

a, W. Rudnick - Ext. Prof. in Dairy Indiistries 
R, 0. Storvick Zxt, Asst. in Dairy Industries © ..- 
Ralph Bartlett Ext. Asst, in Dairy Industries 
R. 0. Willey Ext. asst. in Dairy Industries..." 

Erm Crops and saiie, 0) "77%" OAT cB Bk 

M.A. Hauser sss“ EX, PYOf, of Farm Crops & Soils 
E. S.,. Dyas... >. ey Ext. Asst. Prof, of Farii Crops & Soils 
J. L. Boatman ; inate ees, Prof, Of “Sates *! =. 
Wn, Watkins ‘.,,0.. Ext. Asst, Prof. of Soils — . 

Fatm Tours i: | ‘ae a aa a sanese? . 

Grant Chapman’ =’. "In Gtarge, Farm Tours 

Forestry re wee PetA; 82 

I. T. Bode Ext. Assoc. Prof...df Forestry: 

Home zoonouiog °°" %* ¥e@de: «exe © neem eo, 

Neale S, Knowles State H.D. Ay bende TA 
Mrs, Mary K, Gregg... ... Asst, State H.D.A. Leader 
Mrs, N. May Larson Asst, State H.D.A. Leader ':° ,. °°. 
Annette Peterson Specialist in Foods & Nutrition 
Helen Swinney Specialist in Foods & Nutrition. = 
Ruth Cessna... \., Specialist in Foods & Nutrition 
Marty H, Anderson ...;. ,.Specialist in Foods & Nutrition 
Alma -H, Jones ©. .,..; ,,Specialist in Child Care &‘Training 
Helen I, Putnam Clothing Specialiat™*- "— "7° 
Hazel Bown Clothing Specialist 
Ema McIlrath Clothing Specialist oye eseeemaeyT 
Harriett Cookinham .....,Home Management Specialist 
Fannie Gannon.;.,..:.;; ,Home Management Specialist»: °. . 
Frances Pew:).......;:..4. ,Home Management Specialist . |... 
L. Mildred Wilson Home Furnishing Specialist. “~ ; 
Nora Workman Home Furnishing Specialist 
Irma Garner Home Furnishing Specialist 
C, #lizabeth Morrell Home Furnishing Specialist
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H. E. Nichols Ext. Asst. Prof, of Horticulture 
C.,, Ver Holsinger... Ext. Prof. of Horticulture 
Cy. Li wiecle. y : Ext. Prof, of Vegetables 

Landscape Architecture = 

John Fitzsimmons Ext. Asst. in Landscape Architecture 
Nord Wm, Davis — : Ext. Asst. in: Landscape Architecture 
E. J. Johnson Ext. Asst. in Landscape Architecture 

Plant. Pathology omy ts. - 

R. Hy Porter: . Extension Plant Pathologist 

Poultry Husbandry : Sete ae Be oor 

W. M. Vernon Ext. asst. Prof, in Poultry 
Wm. R. Whitfield _ Bxt. Asst. in Poultry 

Publicity 9° <a eT, ae 

L. R. Combs: - Extension, Editor ee 

Veterinary Service . 

K. W. Stouder | Ext, Prof! of Veterinary Medicine 

Visual Instruction & Radio a pe 

W. I. Griffith Radio Program Director 
Andy C. Woolfries .. Radio Announcer = 
H. ‘L, Kooser ie In Charge, Visual Instruction Service 

Rural Sociology: —. oe ae mre oe 

W. Hy, Stacy Extension Sociologist
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c HOME DEMONSTRATION AGENTS t 

Name County So i 
Mae Anderson Black Hawk aterloo, Iowa. Ls 
Miriam Griffith... ,...@herokee .,. Cherokee,, Iowa 
Vera SUr te ak nsacn eee bas Adel, Iowa. °° 
Anna Niemoller-Sands..; .Des Moines , Burlington, Towa’. 
Dorothy Tingert “Franklin “""’ Hampton, Iowa — 
Berneice Grigg Hardin nj GONE, LOWE os 
Muriel Body Kossuth oS peor? Fowas or soc 3 
Gladys Adams .. ,* Linn ut Cedar Rapids, Lowa 
Helena, Dilger | ., Madison *~ + Winterset, Towa ©. 
Gertrude Cookinham;.. Marshall Marshalltown, Iowa 

: Grayce Stevéns—-Rylander Muscatine Muscatine, Iowa 
Pearl Sims Pi ymouth LeMars, Iowa . . ont 
Florence Bruce Scott Davenport; ‘Iowa 
Aileen Wilson ,..+... »,§i0ux ‘ Orange City, Iowa 
Elizabeth Peterson © | Webster Fort Dodge, Iowa 
Idelia Bakke W. Pottawattamie Council Bluffs, Iowa 
Ella Loughran Woodbury Sioux City, Iowa ~ 
Jennie Nelson ..8 2) te, GLa | nna Spencer, Iowa : 

Faye Blakey-----~----~--Benton-~------------Vinton, Iowa 
Tama~---~—-~---------Toledo, Iowa 

Alice May Cole-------+--Cerro GordgQ---~------Mason Gity,. Lowa 
Hancock----+--~------Britt, Towa ; 

Eether Cation--~.—.-...-.Boone—.~---~.--------- B@G1ie: Powe 
nota hot! ovaeiy.>sy vHamilton--.---------Webster City, Iowa - 

Geraldine Brainard----~--Fayette------.--~---Favette, Iowa , te 
Winneshiek---*++----Dédorah; Iowa 

Bertha Vander Kraan-.-~+~tinnebago-----------Thompgon,; Iowa.’ . 
wvaeae Co bbehadatg lace, Worth:;-«--+--------Northwood, Towa 

Bess Redfern-----------~-Shelby--------------Harlan, Lowa ; 
Guthrie-------------Guthrie Center’, ‘Iowa 

CLUB AGENTS 

Albert E, Martin Fayette Fayette, Iowa 
Thomas § Owen Franklin Hampton, Iowa 
R, W. ashby Towa Marengo, Iowa 
Malcolm H, Kerr Lee Donnelison, Iowa 
Carl R. Smith Linn Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
Marion L. Bruch Osceola Sibley, Iowa 
J. S. Van Wert Butler Allison, Iowa 
Herbert Plambeck Scott Davenport, Iowa 
Louis Rank Webster Ft. Dodge, Iowa 
Kermith—S,—Hvehr-— Wright Clarion, Iowa 
Gcorge M. Smith Fremont ------------Sidneéy, Iowa oa 

Page ------------Clarinda, Iowa 
Glenn Anderson Story Nevada, Iowa 

Boone--—-~-----------Boone, Iowa
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a 3 i COUNTY AGENTS - : 

Name ; County = Address 

Zellersy Walter M. Adair k Greenfield, Iowa 
Sparboe, Wm. H. Adams 4 Corning, Iowa 

.. O'Riley, Fred: ¢, Allamakee - Waukon, Iowa 
«ry Bowdish;o Leo Appanoose Centerville, Iowa 

ucGinnis, BE. M. Audubon Audubon, Lowa 
Norris,eW. Jd. -: Benton | Vinton, Iowa 
Barger, Paul Black Hawk Waterloo, Iowa 
Schroeder;>Hs | Ey Boone i Boone, Iowa. 
Offringa, D.' Ds Bremer Waverly, Iowa 
Walters; Leonard Buchanan: © Indevendence, -lowa 

- Gunnerson, Gye Ls Buena Vista Storm Lake, Iowa 
Mullins, John: 0. Butler Allison, Iowa 
Darbyshire, Wm, Calhoun © Rockwell City, Iowa 
Kloser,» Francis J. Carroll Carroll, Iowa 
Duncan; ¥.. O. Cass : Atlantic, Iowa 
Gardner, Emmett Cedar / Tipton, : Iowa 
Olsony M. Es Cerro Gordo Mason, City, Iowa 
Turner; C. G Cherokee Cherokee, Iowa 
Thurow, Melvin Chickasaw 9». New Hampton, Iowa 
Agans, i. H. Clarke Osceola, Iowa 
Busenbark, Paul Re Clay : ‘Spencer, Iowa 
Combs, As Re Clayton Elkader, Iowa 
Kirby, As Ms 4 » Clinton Dewitt, Iowa 
Johnson, Paul A, Crawford Denison, Iowa 
Codlin, Hy Ei Dallas i Adel, Iowa : 

Brown, Valter Davis : Bloomfield, Iowa 
' _» «=Whirrett,; Kenneth Decatur Leon, Iowa 

urmeth *pargon; peut i Delaware Marichester, Iowa 
NutCotton; Css Des Moines! oo! Burlington, Iowa 

Irwin, Wayne Dickinson | Spirit Lake, Iowa 
Kerrigan, Frank R. Dubuque Dubuque, Lowa 
McMillin, Max Emmet : Estherville, Lowa 
Lodwick, B, We... Fayette Fayette, Iowa 
anway,; Herold 9 oo Floyd : : Charles City, Iowa 
Hamilton, V. Bs Franklin Hampton, Lowa 

we Oxley IW, «Be Fremont: © EE Sidney, Iowa 
Martin, C. We Greene i 5 Jefferson, Iowa 
Howell, Manning ~Grundy Grundy Center, Iow 
Wilson, #. Paul Guthrie oo. Guthrie Center, Iowa 
Yocksy, Rex a, : ~Hamilton oo Webster City, Iowa 
Weiss, Walter Hancock... Garner, loOwass cee os 
Olson, =. S. ' Hardin Sldora, Iowa 
Hansony oF. Bs : Harrison Logan, Iowa 
Beath, Len R. Henry Mt. Pleasant, Iowa 
Payne, Paul N. : Howard Cresco, .ITowa 
Nichols, H. M. Humboldt i .. Humboldt, «Iowa 
Burns, M. H. Ldap eementemnns ettetiion Ida Grove, Iowa 
Zentmire, D. H. Lowa ; re: Marengo, Iowa : 
Krause, Franz F, £.. ... Jackson... : Maquoketa, Iowa 
Laflin, “RisD. 2 eee : Newton, Iowa 
Lindsay, R. G. 5 Jefferson : Fairfield, Iowa 
Duncan 'S. Lysle - “~~ Johnson Iowa City, Iowa
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County Agents (Concluded) 
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Wortman, Max A . Jones . ... Anamosa, Lowa 
- -» Zahn,~ Leonard Keokuk Sigourney, Iowa 

Morriaon,,. E.R, Kossuth sf Algona, Iowa 
=Calvert; VW. C. Lee amphi Donnellson, Iowa 

: Dillon, George ' Linn hase L, Cedar Ravids, Iowa 
Davie, Robt. M: Louisa LAC Wavello,; Iowa 
Woodford, Raymond E, Lucas Sisbiss Chariton, Iowa . 
Halasey, James C, Lyon a tee Rock Rapids, Iowa 
Redfern, Carroll Madison els Winterset, Iowa’ ~ 
Maakestad, W. T. Mahaska KOE Oskaloosa, Iowa 
Textrumyyl, Dyiaevc: Marion Ot Knoxville, Iowa . 

: Walker, Harley: Marshall 3 Marshalltown, Iowa 
3 Rosenfeld, George. A, Mills ae Maivern,. Iowa 

McDonald, Roy W, .. Mitchell: ©. = Osage, Iowa 
Pim, Ralph. ° Noon Monona * Lao Onawa, Iowa » 
Hoffman, Randall. - Monroe © /:% i+ Albia, Iowa ; 
Anderson, Vincent. | Montgomery: *.. Red Oak, . Iowa 
Rylander, Carl ait Muscatinei..° Muscatine, Iowa’ 
Birlingmair, M. G. O'BRReny otxe® Primghar, ‘lowa : : 
Nelson, Paul — } Qsceolai*ora7% Sibley, Iowa". 

=Griswold, Don T, : Page ®aaatoisy Clarinda, Iowa’ 
Webster; V. Kits ; Palo Altorce ls Emmetsburg, Iowa ~ 
Thompson, Clarence Plymouth (8. ° LeMars, Iowa 
Bowers, Charles R. - Pocahontas.:./ Pocahontas, Iowa 
Halderman, Claude 8, Polk (Court Héuse) Des Moines; Iowa 
Macy, LewKj , moa), Pottawattamie iz, Oakland; Iowa - j ” 
Bergquist, Reuben Pottawattamie W, Council Bluffs, Iowa 

| Geigerg iV. bAg!timos. Poweshiek » o::" Brooklyn, Iowa 3 
ew-Bliss, J. Ayol | Ringgold: ...: Mt. Ayr, Iowa - 

HeldgwRalphataaiotas Sac ewALo Sac City, Iowa | 
Combs, Robert) «00. Scothen tom: aa Davenport, Iowa” 
Thorngren, John L. Shelby... Harlan, Iowa. 
Conn, Rex B. Sioux igure Orange City, Lowa 
Henson; Hs? (pad Burrow story ti Nevada, Iowa = * 
Millis, Syok, ,+ Tama oF er Toledo, Iowa 

~Isaaoj Terk : Taylor ye Bedford, Iowa 
Parsons; alvin Pye Union “2/3 . Creston, Iowa ~ 

—Secor, Agwii .; yan. Van Buren © ** Keosauqna, ' Iowa 
HazengeGlennoats tks Wapello 28 Ottumwa, Iowa. 
Nbekle, thi ad): YOa:s Warren Dittes Indianola, Iowa 
Montgomery, H. Js: ° . Washington® ©. Washington, Iowa 

~-Roudabush; ‘Wms Jy lo” ~ Wayne cotiimed- Coryden, Iowa © 
Lundblad; F.:G. . Webster) saonah Ft. Dodge; Iowa.” 
Syndergaard, Zdward Winnebago ‘1.5. Thompson, Towa 
Dack, 0. @yol Be Winneshiek: 9». Decorah, Towa’ 
Hayes; HioM. oo” Woodbury = Sioux City, Iowa 
Nelson, Byot. .cdasto- Worth oO Northwood, Iowa © 
Adamson, Ralph. W. Wright j Clarion, Iowa t 

“s ASSISTANT COUNTY AGENTS eh 

P, 0, Weichmann, Four County Soils ‘Specialist----Albia, Iowa. 
C. £, Herriott,. Four County Farm Management Assn.--Ackley, Iowa 
Carl 0, Malone, Asst. Farm Management Specialist---Gowrie, Iowa 
Lester #, Clapp, Four County Soils Specialist -----Chariton, Iowa
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LIST OF MEANDERED LAKES AND STREAMS OF IOWA 

'UPPFR IOWA RIVER meandered from its mouth to the East side of Section 
t #29 100-4. (About six miles from its mouth.) é 
‘TURKEY RIVER meendered from its mouth qto,the jlest.side of..Section #30 

: 95-7. (About four miies West of Clermont, Fayette County.) 
MAQUOKETA RIVER meandered from.its mouth)tosthe West side,of,Section 

7i8 84-3 East. (North of Maquoketa, Jackson County.) 
WAPSIPINIOON RIVER meandered from its mouth to the West side of Section 

#il9 86-6. (About four miles north of Rogers.) 
IOWA RIVER meandered from its mouth to the West side of Section #7 

81-11. (About six miles southeast of Belle Plaine.) 
RED CEDAR RIVER meandered from its mouth to the West side of Section #7 

89-13. (Approximately to Cedar Falls.) 
SKUNK RIVER meandered from its mouth to the North side of Section #1 

73-8. (Near Copvock.) 
DES MOINES RIVER meandered from its mouth to the West side of Sections 

6 and 7 95-32. (About four miles South of Emmetsburg.) 
DES MOINES RIVER, Best Branch, meandered from its mouth to the North 

|. Bide of Section #8 95-29. (To Algona.) 
RACCOON RIVER meandered from its mouth to the West side of Section #30 

78-25. (To the Test Polk County line.) 
NISHNABOTNA RIVER meandered from its mouth to the North side of 

Section #1 67-42. (About half way between Hamourg and Riverton.) 

MEANDERED LAKES 

ALLAMAKEE COUNTY: Biz Lake (No. 1), Big Lake (No. 2), Kain's Lake, 
Mud Hen Lake. 

BUENA VISTA COUNTY: Storm Lake, Pickerel Lake. 
CALEOUN COUNTY: Tow Head Lake, North Twin Lake, South Twin Lake. 
CERRO GORDO COURTY: Clear Lake. 
GLAY COUNTY: Trumoull Lake, Round Lake, Dan Green's Slough, Elk Lake, 

Pickerel Lake, Lost Island Lake. 
DELAWARE COUNTY: Silver Lake. 
DIVKINSON COUNTY: Spizit Lake, E ast Okoboji Lake, West Okoboji Lake, 

Genter Lake, Silver Lake, Diamond Lake, Welch Lake, Marble Lake, 
Hottes Lake, Little Spirit Lake, Swan Lake, Prairie Lake, Pleasant 
Lake, Jefferson's Slough, Four Mile Lake, Gar Lake. 

EMMET COUNTY: Four iiile Lake, Grass Lake, Birge Laxe, Tuttle Lake, 
Cheever Lake, Iowa Laxe, East Swan Lake, West Swan Lake, Mud Lake, 
High Lake, Twelve Mile Lake, Ryan Lake. 

GREENE COUNTY: Goose Lake. 
HAMILTON COUNTY: Little Wall Lake, Cairo Lake. 
HANCOCK COUNTY: Eagie Lake, Wood Lake, Crystad Lake, East Twin Lake, 

West Twin Lake. 
HARRISON COUNTY: Noble's Lake, Round Lake.’ 
J HNSON COUNTY: Swan Lake, Babcock Lake. 
SJSSUTH COUNTY: Goose Lake, Swag Lake. 
Liz COUNTY: Green Bay Lake. 
MONONA COUNTY: Blue, Lake. 
uSCHOLA COUNTY: Rush Lake, Iowa Lake. 
PAL) ALTO COUNTY: Medium Lake, Silver Lake, Rush Lake, Lost Island 

Lake, Virgin Lake. 
POCAHONTAS COUNTY: Olear Lake, Lizard Lake. 
POTTAWATTAMIE COUNTY: Noble's Lake. 
SAG COUNTY: Wall Lake 
WINNEBAGO COUNTY: Duck Lake, Rice Lake. : : 
WOODBURY COUNTY: Brown's Lake. 
WORTH COUNTY: Silver Lake, Rice Lake. 
WRIGHT COUNTY: Cornelia Lake, Elm Lake, Wall Lake, Twin Sisters Lake. 

NOTE: MISSISSIPPI, MISSOURI, and BIG SIOUX RIVERS are meandered 
throughout their length as boundaries of Iowa. 
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Round Lake, Clay County, State Game Refuge, approximately 450 acres. 

Virgin Lake, Palo Alto County, State Game Refuge, " 200 «8 

Lower Gar Lake, Dickinson County " © " " S75: % 

Swan Lake, Dickinson County, State Game Refuge, ® ort 6 

Hottis Lake, Dickinson County, " " " " oie. 4 

East Okoboji Lake, " " 8 " " Boe Oe oe 
(Lying north of the Swing Bridge at Town of Spirit Lake.) 

Little Lake, Buena Vista County, State Game Refuge, approx. 251 acres. 
(Near Storm Lake) 

High Lake, Emmet County, State Game Refuge, approximately 467 acres. 

—TIowa State College, Story County, State Game Refuge, " 1994 
(In and near Ames) 

East Okoboji Lake, Dickinson County, to the Narrows, State Game 
Refuge. (Four miles by half a mile) 

Wall Lake, Sac County, State Game Refuge, approximately 49.16 acres 

West Okoboji, Dickinson County, State Game Refuge, atreage unknown. 
(Near Manhattan Beach, between Millers and Emersons Bay). 

Lost Island Lake, Clay County, State Game Refuge, acreage unknown. 
(That part lying below the bridge.) 

South Twin Lake, Calhoun County, State Game Refuge, approximately 
596 acres. 

—State Farm, Polk County, State Game Refuge, approximately 1,000 acres. 

—— Glenwood Institution, Mills County, State Game Refuge, 1,146.11 acres. 

~—Portion of Palisades State Park, Linn County, State Game Refuge, 140 acres 

“SS Twin Lake, Calhoun County, State Game Refuge, 509 acres. 
Temporary refuge for one year from date of September 3, 1931.) : 

Amana Lilly Lake, Iowa County, State Game Refuge, 200 acres. 

Lun Worrretnffre Refurse. - frolerct
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MXPLANATION OF PHEASANT DEVELOPVENT PLAN ¥ 

FOR WLDRIDGE ARMA, SCOTT COUNTY, TOWA 4 

GENERAL, DESCRIPTION: : 

; This area of 1920 acres consists of nearly level uplend prairie, in- 

tensively farmed for steer and hog production. fhe so11 is Mississippi Loess, black 

at the surface. The draws tend to be marshy, but have nearly all been tiled. 

STOCKING: 

A few pheasants have been planted in the vicinity during the last three 

years. There are now possibly two birds on the area. 

PRESEN? FOOD AND COVER: 

: Other than standing corn, the whole 1920 acres offers literally no winter 

cover whatsoever, with the single exception of the railroad right-of+way, and a rag- 

weed draw on the Henry Lomp farm. It would be « waste of money to plant birds with- i 

out restoring cover enovsh for nesting and wintering them. Many osage hedges were 

formerly present, but nearly all have been pulled. Except for snow periods, there 

4s abundant winter food in the fields of standing corn. 

PROPOSED COVER PLAN: 

In laying out cover development plans the objectives were: 

1. ‘To use odd corners of land which might be devoted to cover 

without sacrificing agricultural acreage. 

t 2. To take advantage of natural growths rather than to rely on 

expensive plantings. 

3. To space the coverts so that a pheasant caa fly from one to the ka 

other. 
. 

4. Yo combine wintering and nesting value in so far as possible. 

The cover system consists of a chain of comparatively lerge covers 

along the "Slough" which parallels the railroad, supplemented by scattering of 

smaller covers on the uplands. \ 

MAIN COVERS: 

; 

fhe map Galle four covers in the main ehein, each consisting of about 

2e4 acres of lone grass with a line of willows or cottonwoods to be planted along the { 

watercourse. If in pasture, these plantings should consist of 6" stems standing 

6! - 8! high, so that they can sprout above the reach of cattle. The limbs should 

be cut off every 3 to 4 yeors and let be os brush tangles. 

If not in pasture, small cuttings will do. Willows should be 

“pollarded® close to the ground and the brush let be in piles. Wo gragring should 

be allowed in any cover afea. 

UPLAND COVERS FALL INTO CLASSES: , 

a. Grove & straweteck - Plant sweet clover and if possible let the 

thresher dump the strawoile nearby. 

bd. O14 Orchards - These are mostly already fenced, Keep the stock, 

and if possible the poultry out, and let the bluegrass crow. 

There are especially cood nesting grounds. ; : 

s
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i ¢c. Draws = The treatment is similar to that for the main covers. 

a. Fencerows - Leeve 25 feet of bluegrass or weeds along the ; 
_ fences for use as lanes of travel and as nesting grounds. 

: 2, Windbreaks - These are of little value unless fenced against 
grazing, including a strip of grass or sweet clover. 

RAILROAD RIGHT-OF-WAY: 

_ fhe Company should be asked not to cut the brush on its right-of-way 

oftener than once in three years, and not to burn the right-of-way at all except _ 

where necessary to prevent spread of fires. Such burning should be done in early 

March, after the need for winter cover is mostly over and before nesting has begun. 

COVER ACREAGE; 

The complete system totals 40 acres to be devoted to cover on the total 
area of 1920 acres. This is 2.1 percent of the total area. At least half of 

the 40 acres consists of odd corners of less than average agricultural value. : 

fhe rental value of 40 acres of pasture would be about $160.00. The 

taxes would be about $60.00. The total annval cost of these covers would be about 

$220.00, or, ll¢ per acre if distributed over the whole area. 

If $300.00 were available for geme restoration on this area, it would 
be better to devote $220.00 to cover, and buy 35 pheasants with the remainder, than ~ 

to spend the whole $300.00 on buying 120°pheasants to be put down without cover. 

‘J
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Game Survey of Iowa s 

Hunters Reports on Pheasant Season (Nov. 6e7; 1931) ; 

Aldo Leopold 

129 parties of hunters hunting in 21 counties and averaging about 5 men 

each, submitted a standardized report of their observatious during the pheas- 
ant season of 1931. These reports have been compiled and analyzed, and the 
following tentative deductions drawa for consideration in the Iowa Conserva- 

tion Plan: 

The 129 parties flushed a total of 11,230 pheasants, or 1.9 pheasants 
per man per hour, or about 13 pheasants per party per hour. The birds flushed 
per man per hour were highest in Lyon, Kossuth, Winnebago, and Cerro Gordo 

counties, and lowest in Hardin and Humboldt counties. I regard these figures 

as a valuable indication of the comparative abundance of birds. 
© > 7 oa 

Of the 11,230 pheasants flushed, 2964 were bagged, or about one-fourth. 

The average bag per party for the season was 23, or about yn per hunter, or 

about two-thirds the legal limit per hunter. The bag was made at the rate 

of half a bird per man - hour, The bag averaged about 7 hens per 10 cocks. 

This was because many hunters voluntarily abstained from shooting hens. ; 

The county ratios run from 10:3 to 10:10. | 

In addition to the 2964 pheasants bagged by the reporting parties, 986 | 
were reported hit but not recovered. Most such lost birds die, so that the | 

total known toll was 2954 plus 986, or 3950, or 35 percent of the number . 
flushed. The abserce of any census work makes it as yet impossible to say ! 

what percent of the total population (as distinguished from the number flushed) 

were killed and crippled. | 
: 

The lost birds represent about one-third of the bagged birds, if the 

reports on birds lost are correct. I am quite sure many reports are too . 

low. The lost birds are more likely at least half as numerous as the bag. 
/ 

About one-third of the parties had one or more dogs. The parties with : q 

dogs show no lower crippling loss than the parties without. I regard a 

this as not a significant comparison, because certain dog parties were 

either franxer or more careful about recording their cripples, and this ran 

up their average loss. . 

In 13 counties quail were flushed. In such counties the pheasantsquail | 

ratio (as indicated. by the numbers flushed) runs from Us1 to 230:1. 

In 12 counties Hungarian partridges were flushed. In such counties the 

pheasant :Hungarian ratio (as indicated by the numbers flushed) runs from 
10:1 to 10:7. Nowhere were there as many Hungarians as pheasants flushed. 

In 10 counties containing both Hungarians and quail, the ratio runs 

from 1:1 to 48:1. 

7l parties did their hunting on posted land, where they had presumably 

received permission, while 55 hunted on non-posted lands. This would indi- 
cate that nearly half of the open pheasant country is posted. , 

Five percent of the parties paid for the hunting privilege, and an ‘ 

additional three percent paid for a combination of board and hunting privi- - 

lege. The rates ran from 50 cents to one dollar per man per day, or 50 ~ 

cents per bird, for the hunting privilege. While the percent of hunters 

compensating the farmer for the hunting privilege is still low, it is evi- 

dently increasing as compared with former years. The farmer reports, which 

have not yet been analyzed, indicate that many farmers who did not charge 

this year, intend to do so next year. 

About two-thirds of the parties reporting had made advance arrangements 

with certain farmers for permission to hunt.
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. ae ore AIS Ge Sieh nts ey cee a 
d Corvallis; Oregon «77 

Z » November 21,1931 > 7 ae : ER NS sg ee 
a : ‘ : es 

Mr. Earl A. Fry Ms : Bea ie 
Savery Hotel ‘ ; ; ; ; oe ae 
Des Moines, Iowa : as ; s 2 ae 

i i ; ; vey <i as 
: ‘Dear Earl: = s pee a 

: I have unearthed a little information for you, but not as ee Sa 
much as I had hoped for. Inclosed you will find an article taken from ss = 
the Game Breeder, (date unkmown), entitled, "The Pheasant in Iowa." et a 

I find that I have no written record of my sales, either ee 

of pheasants or pheasant eggs prior to 1907, and no record. of sale of ae 
: eggs to any one in Iowa in 1907. In 1908 I find the following sales: e see ae 

} April 26, 1908, C. F. Jennish, West Point, Iowa, 24 eges . . - $6.00 a a 
: Sept. --, 1908, Will Benton, Cedar Falls, Iowa, c/O B. G. ~ (aa 

: bs Taylor, two Chinese pheasants .......+.. + $7.50 : ie 
pwr Nov. 11, 1908, Dr. H. A. Taylor, Cedar Falls, Iowa, two 3 i ae & 

Golden pheasantar’ ii aero tb sits Velieie ss 2 LOL OO ee 
wht Nov: 30, 1908, John Gaass, Pella, Iowa, two Goldens. .-.. $10.00 Sates “q 

: * “I remember an old gentleman by the name of B. G. Taylor, : ae ae 
; living but a few blocks from me either in 1905 or 1906 ( I am of the a 

: opinion that it was the latter date), who would come and buy quite a a ee 
oe quantity of pheasant eggs every few days, and havé them shipped to : Se 

i : W. M. Benton, Cedar Falls, Iowa. Later Mr. Taylor returned to Iowa, Le ieee 
y : but I can't remember why he would have but’ two pheasants shipped to ‘ s we 

Cedar Falls in 1908. The magazine article mst be wrong as to dates, x Le 
i and I can't conceive one man having twenty thousand pheasants ready for — Peas 

"delivery" as early as 1902 in Iowa (or any other states). If I ee 
2 remember correctly Wallace Evans was the only private breeder of any EN 
I consequence in the United States at that time. , ie 3 ee RS 
i 4 sf = Tv _ Hee 

be ee Some one at the International Game Commissioners convention = = — a 
[ in Seattle a few years ago, probably Keith McCanse, told me that the birds 1 

é lost by Benton were from the eggs purchased from me, or, at least the é : oe 
iF next years hatch, and that it was common knowledge that the elements - Bi: a 

\ were somewhat aided by human hands in destroying his pheasant pens. : - 

f Three hundred dollars and a "game warden's commission" seems = = — 
f like a mighty small remunderationfor the loss of 20,000 pheasants. 3 oe 

® Sees 
: 5 psoas 

I recall this Mr. B. G. Taylor as a very interesting old chap He ae 
‘ 'well.nigh on to 80 at- that time, an told me many stories regarding his . ct gee 

: experiences in raising range horses, perhaps in the Dakotas. He was . ee 
ee reported to me as having passed on to greener pastures a few years after ; ee 

k returning to Iowa ‘ : ae : : ee 

‘ : : Yours truly, ae 2a ie Se 

arse . ‘ i Reis ire Be euaes fsa e age 
oe : Bes peor "Gene Me Simpson 6 a ace SS se ca ‘ i Cele Ps ee eg ae
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Article sent to Earl Fry by From The Game Breeder 
Gene M. Simpson, Nov. 21, 1931. 

I Date of article unknown. \ 9 

142 i : 

THE PHEASANT IN IOWA 

by Iowan 

Pheasants were introduced in Iowa about twenty years ago by the 
Fish and Game Department. In a great many counties where these birds 
were planted, there is no trace of them. This is especially so in 
those counties in northeastern Iowa, which is more or less unglaciated 3 
country, where there is still lots of standing timber. It is the 
supposition that vermin destroyed these birds as rapdily as they were 
distributed. 

The big planting of birds was more or less accidental. At Cedar 
Falls, Iowa, about the year 1900, a Mr. William Benton went into the 
commercial pheasant business. He had a contract with the State to take 
all of his birds at a fair price. He was new at the business and suffered 
the usual losses from disease and vermin. As I recall, about the year 

1901 or 1902, he had in the neighborhood of 20,000 birds which he had 
: reared to the age where they were ready for delivery to the State Fish 

and Geme Department. A few days prior to the time when these birds were 
to be called for, a tornado destroyed his pens and liberated his entire 
stock of birds. 

Mr. Benton is now deceased and I have no way of ascertaining what 
settlement was made by the Stete, but his friends advise me that the 
State paid him $300.00 and gave him a commission as game warden at 
$2.50 per day and expmes for those days that he actually worked. He 
did not resume his occupation as a game breeder as he was without funds 
to carry on the work, : 

My father has informed me that along about 1900, Mr. Benton, who 
was a 32nd degree Mason, called upon his Masonic friends for donations 
in order to raise sufficient money to purchase feed to carry them 
through the season. 

Immediately after these birds were liberated, they started to 
seatter in a northwesterly direction. There are practically no birds 

: thirty miles east of Cedar Falls or twenty miles south. 

It required nearly fifteen years before these birds were noticeable 
in any number. During the last ten years they have increased tremen- : 
dously. 

In the spring of 1925, the farmers in Butler County petitioned the 

State Game Warden to permit them to trap pheasants and to take the eggs 
and turn them over to the State Fish and Game Department to be used for 

propagating purposes elsewhere. This turned out to be a terrible fiasco. 

Allison, Iowa, was made the collecting station and a twenty day period
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was granted to the work. Deputy wardens were sent to Allison ‘who had 
never seen a live pheasant. The State paid $1.00 per dozen for all eggs 
brought in. Immediately there were more eggs brought in than the Fish 
and Game Department were able to take care of and it is reported on 
reliable authority that crow eggs and guinea eggs were brought in and 

accepted and paid for by the representatives of the Fish and Game Depart- 
ment. Unofficially, I believe that 10,000 dozen eggs were accepted by 
the State. A great many of these eggs had incubated to the point where . 
they would have hatched in a few days if they had been left alone. I 
believe that about $00 birds were taken. These were trapped at night 
in clover fields with the aid of automobiles and ordinary dip nets on 
long cane poles. 

Within a few days the accummlation of eggs had attained such 
proportions that the Department called it off before the expiration 

date. These eggs were distributed over all the State to farmers and 
‘individual game breeders and were attended with very poor results. I 
have it on very good authority, although unofficial, that the experiment 

cost the Fish and Game Department close to $30,000. However, it did 
not seem to diminish the supply of birds in any way. 

It is peculiar that priogr to the three day open season which was 
granted in the fall of 1925, that there was general complaint of the 
damage done by pheasants in uprooting sprouting corn. Today, after 
the second open season, there is scarcely a farmer who will condemn 
the pheasant as a destroyer of his crops. Intelligent farmers have 

informed me that the pheasant does not devour sprouting corn but digs ee 
into the hill for grubs and cut-worms and often times leaves the tender 
Kernel exposed to the air whereupon it withers and dies. ‘The process 
resolves itself then to this: that if the pheasant did not devour : 
the cut-worm, the cut-worm of his own accord would have destroyed the 
corn plant so that it is as broad as it is long with perhaps the balance 

in favor of the pheasant. 

Eighteen counties in northern Iowa were open for a three day 
season on ringneck pheasants on October 14, 15 and 16, with a daily beg 
limit of three cock birds and a season limit of nine birds. : 

While an open season on imported game birds inIowa is not author- 
ized by the State Legislature until 1927, the State Legislature at its 

last session made provision that in counties where pheasants were : 

injurious to farm crops, on petition of 150 farmers and land owners, 

the State Game Warden was vested with authority to open the season 

for a three day period. 1926 is the second year that Iowa has enjoyed 

an open season on pheasants. In 1925 thirteen counties petitioned 

for the three day season. 

It is estimated that during the three day period, 100,000 birds 

were bagged and that fully 25,000 cripples escaped.
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Sporting goods dealers who made a practice of selling hunting 
licenses for accommodation of their customers were sold out early 
preceding the opening day. Dealers did a whirlwind business on shot- 
gan ammnition. Number two shot seemed to be a pomlar load, although 
experienced hunters found that Number Sixes were the most effective 
sizes. Any old kind of shot-gun rented for $15.00 for the three day 
period and automatics rented at a premium. : ‘ 

Residents of the open counties made advance arrangements for 
shooting privileges with their farmer friends; however, hundreds of 
Iowans from outside counties, as well as a great many non-residents 
of the State, literally came in droves in their cars, bringing their : 
wives with them properly provided with licenses, all intent on 
securing a limit of birds for each individual license holder. 

Perhaps 50% or more of farm lands were posted against trespassing, 
but this in no way stemmed the tide. Parties of hunters as many as 

fifteen in mumber marched abreast through cornfields driving the birds 
before the guns. Many of them had never seen a pheasant before and a 
great many hens were killed. ‘ 

The countryside resounded with the sound of shooting on the opening 
t day from morning until night but lessened perceptibly on the third day 

and most hunters agreed that they had had enough sport for the seamn 
and were glad to see it draw to a close. § 

It is the observation of game wardens as well as others that there 
are sufficient pheasants left for seed to warrant a large crop for next 
yearo 

The open season on pheasants “‘pecomes effective in 1927 unless other- 
wise changed by the State Legislature at the coming session in Jamary 
1927, whereupon it will be unnecessary for petitions to be circulated. 

One farmer advised me that hunters were so bold that they could not 
be driven from the fields and that they openly defied the farmers to 
remove them from their lande One young farmer in the vicinity of Cedar 
Falis attempted to eject three hunters from his fields and received 
@ severe beating for his efforts. The experience of the past season on 
pheasants has disgusted farmers and sportsmen alike. The attitude of 
the farmer is that he raises the birds and feeds them and that he can 
obtain ali of the birds he wants for table use without an open season. 
It appears that pheasant shooting in this vicinity at least mst be placed 
on a revenue paying basis for the farmer or he will be compelled to 
place an armed guard around his property to prevent the hunter from tres- 

passinge 

He
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State of Jown 

Se eons Fish and Game Department es 
Des Moines 

October 29, 1931. 

Dear Deputy:- 

As you are all aware, we have now started on our preliminary 

survey for the 25-year program. One part of this survey consists 
of a survey of game and game conditions in Iowa, 

Aldo Leopold, who is without question the widest known game 
expert in this country, has been employed by the Jacob Crane Co., 
who holds the contract for the conservation survey, to make the 
game survey of Iowa. Mr. Leopold has been making a preliminary 
survey of game conditions arid now wishes to make a census, or rather 
a close estimate, of game and game conditions, and has gsked this 
department for the cooperation of our deputies in the field. We 
have assured him that we will give him our heartiest cooperation 

_ in every way possible. 

3 He has asked us to have you deputies conduct a census of game 
birds throughout your various territories for the purpose of de- 
termining as nearly as possible the number of game birds in the 
various counties over the state. We are expecting you to give us 
your hearty cooperation in putting over this contemplated program. 

You have already been sent either Forms 1 and 2, or Form 1 or 
Form 2, as the case might be, for distribution among sportsmen and 
farmers to determinine figures on the number of pheasants killed 
during open season. You will shortly be sent other forms for mak— 
ing census counts after the open season is over. 

A report (Form 3) for recording results of every census area 
is enclosed. You will be sent three copies for each county in 
your district plus a few extras. 

General Scheme. Census areas will. be comprised of at least 
160 acres each. At least three areas should be censused in each 
county reporting good, average, and poor stands of the most impor- 
tant game birds in that county. Thus, a deputy in an open pheasant 
county should select his locations to cover good, average, and 
poor pheasant stands. Whatever Hungarians, quail or prairie chickens 
are on these locations should be counted, but the location should 
be selected with pheasants primarily in mind. 

, On the other hand, a deputy in a southern county should select 
his location to cover good, average and poor quail stands, What- 
ever pheasants are on these locations should be quoted, but the 

places should be selected with quail primarily in mind.
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Deputies in counties where no one species of game bird stands 

out as most important should select good, average and poor combina— 

tion of such birds as he find. Scatter your locations over the 

county, if conditions allow. 

GC ete 

Method of Hantennl This is left to your skill and judgment. 

In counties where pheasants are plentiful it will usually be neces- 

sary to organize volunteer crews of sportsmen or farmers to conduct 

a drive. In calling for sportsmen volunteers it may be wise to 

work through sportsmen's organizations, In the event no such 

organizations exist in some counties of your territory, you can al- 

ways find enough interested sportsmen and farmers who will aid you 

in this work, if you will put the matter to them in a proper light. 

Quail or Hungerian coveys can be located by using dogs or 

tracking in the snow, or by merely accepting the count of farmers 

who live on the land and who have observed the location of the 

covey and number of birds in each. In the scattering or thin 

pheasant county the farmer's estimate may be more reliable than the 

drive. Wherever you want farmers estimates you may need to put a 

news item in the local papers asking that farmers who have countcd 

their birds report to you. You can then select the most reliable 

and visit their places in person to check up on the counts. Most 

s any paper would gladly publish such a request. 

In legal pheasant counties it is desired to get counts before 

storms have abnormally concentrated the birds. Later counts on 

concentration areas will also be welcome, but are not required, 

This letter calls for the minimum census work that is expected. 

If you wish to take more than three locations in each county and 

can do so without interference with your regular work, they will 

be welcome. 

In counties not requiring drives it may be feasible to census 

more than three areas, since there is less labor involved. 

Where two or more of you have the same territory, make arrange- 

ments among yourselves as to what counties each of you will take 

in charge for the purpose of conducting the counts. 

Mr. Leopold and myself will attempt to visit each deputy with- 

in the next month for the purpose of discussing any questions you 

may bring up. You need not wait on our visit, however, if you wish 

to start the work before such visit. Mr. Leopold and I will be 

glad to advise with you on these questions. 

If you need more forms than supplied, we will gladly send them 

= to you. All forms should be submitted to the office promptly, 

after each count is made. If possible, we would like these census! 

taken before January first. 
Sincerely yours, 

i) 0 Ren 

TKJ:EM Supervisor of Deputies.
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Porm 3. Mail this report to State 
(See instructions attached) Fish and Gyme Commission, 

Des Moines, Iowa. 

. REPORT ON GAME CENSUS 

I I ncsicssanersvinnsccnrnrtinvinsninnonsineliitaisisiiteiiticidiiilttiaim tiie digatnaoatpnaaslll 
Name Occupation Address 

Me Re : 
Number of men umber of dogs Date made Number of hours worked 

3e Area Counted: TT SNe NERS etewecnoestneeine 
Acres Owner Toynship Sectioa County 

4. grea Represents! Bests Average. Poor, range in this county for 

(Check Watch). 
(Species) 

5. Description of Area: Hand-picked uncut corn ss Shocked corn. 

Machine-picked dow corns S Slough grass or tall weeds ss Brush 

or ungrazed timber Bare stubbles and short pasture sf Grazed 

timber, 4 % =Total 100% 

6. Method of Working Area; Weather Gonditiongs 0 

rt trates 

LLL LLL LLL LLL LALLA LLL LALO LOL LLL LLL LCCC COLL CON LC LCN CC CTCL CLC CC CCE 

LLL LLL LLL LLL LLLLLDBLLBLLLDLALALLLALALLD LLL LL ALAA LALLA LNA AL LAL AO QA QA LOCC cnrcrnettily 

7. Census; (a) Number, (b) Bstimate of (c) Zotal (d) Acres per (e) Estimate of 
Hiushed = Unflushed Bind Previous 

Pheasants, cocks s — hd. 

hens 

Undetermined atl 

TOTAL sna eee awe silbesisiipen sthintenaiennevil 

Hungarian 

Partridge secminciaiiy: —aeianaeaial sans ‘sable spinosa 

Quail Seinen <ienpnmcnaneiinie pn semen <sesiinhoaisiaede 
Prairie 

Prairie Chicken 20 donno pespenntanpaatay spielen 
--—-seecemeretnttnr esnips tinltctniesaneentnensesiahintietstasineatgatsinaaniietingamaatanaot 

 Potal ee hemline ghia specimens ee 
&. Goncentration: Does the above count represent a winter concentration greater than the 
OTT Ee PPR N INN ss cciisaiaceiodannitoreindchidltnosoianiiigiaieniinsonitnc blac intbaaginiacspetiinnsi i SAG 

LLL ALLL LLL LALLA LLL LLL LLL ALTON teeta TttcitstteteeettatelieiettntteataatnmTiaieils
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Instructions for Filling Out Form 3 

3+ JAtea Goanted: 4 single farm of not less than 160 acres and not more than 320 acres 
should ly be selected. If this rule is departed from, state why under "Remarks". 

5. Select for the count an area representative of the local conditions as to proportion 
of corn, bare ground, slough grass, etc. : 

6. ha if a drive was made, state how far apart the men walked; 
whether there was any tracking snow; whether area was worked more than once. If dog 
work was used, state how many dogs and how good. If a farmers estimate was accepted, 
state whether you checked it by looking at the ground in person. 

7. Gensus. (a) Means the number of birds actually flushed, after deducting for birds 
believed to have been flushed twice. 

(>) Use your best judgment in estimating the probable number of birds on the 
area which were unflushed and uncounted. 

(¢) is (a) plus (b). 

(a) is the total acreage of the srea specified under (3) divided by the 
total number of birds under (c). 

(e) is the owners estimate of the muber of birds killed by bunters this year 
previous to the census. If impossible to estimate, say "unknown". 
Possibly a Form 1 is available for the area. 

8. Goncentration. In pheasant country it 1s desired to clearly differentiate between (a) 
counts representing normal abundance, and (b) counts representing abnormal winter con- 
Centration. Make it clear which condition is reflected in the count. 

Remarics: <omstreneenmensintetitnetnete ste atecentnsatanetemsanteoneanattemtaetementetseeinnnisnsenertntetititnesiinatimanititeeaste 

-_ Oe 

--—-——aeenanteecintereninestannancmentneiteace mentite ete etmniteanteantenieendnimesteninatestanntuiaitenpenree team tisitesineeameniy 

ser eeccesicenntnsttintntnnininngnintaansinniieteeintateenatitdmatemannnet anit penntnmianeiitiete timespan aacacentesas 

<_———ecennereeiecarentsanentans intense esnatstentainsieeeateaininesitiansetattianendeetsenetinintattttnienaae 

ners 

nena mtenetenninin ieee eeemiiinistentenenncnmes 

—+—-enentemsenneeeitemntiatennsnnhnennintrneiasntensntnhnntenaneshnnniipnstneinnnaetnntnsninneteeesnemey 

-<--rscenenesenmnnesneeittmtne deatentbenaittetetnteaa atten taen ct tttentnatenttineaninasieeLe tetanic 

LLL LLL LLL LLL LLL ALLL LLL LL AAA ALLA AC CT laNt talline tne TC afieTttmt—aetmNetiiE 

Cerne 

<—-ssonasoeorenienennatninrenesesnanntneennantefepnennenenennssnniesesesstnatninesnsincnseetenentnitneenenun



Form 2. Mail this report to State 
(See instructions attached) Board of Conservation, 

‘ State House, Des Moines, 

= immediately after Nov. 7+ 

HUNTER'S REPORT ON PHEASANT SEASON 
; Nov. 6-7, 1931. 

1. Hunter Reporting: 

; Name Street City County State 

2. Locality Hunted : 
County Township distance & direction from town 

3- Game Seen and Game Killed: Nov. 6 Nove 7 Total 

(a) No, of hunters in party § 
(b) No. of dogs in party x 
(c) No. of hours hunted z 
(d) No. of pheasants flushed 
(e) No. of pheasants bagged: cocks 

hens , 
(f) No. of pheasants hit but not bagged 
(g) Nos of coveys of quail seen 
(h) No. of coveys of Hungarian partridge seen 

4, Land Hunted: 
(a) Is the land posted against umpermitted hunting? 

(>) Was permission to hunt obtained free, or for pay?. ; 

““< (ce) If for pay, what rate did you pay (per man per day 
(per bird bagged 

{d) Did you pay for board or room with the farmer? 

(e) Had your party made arrangements to hunt on this land in advance of the 

‘ season? 

5. Remarks:



Instructions for Filling out Form 2. 

The purpose of this questionaire is to find out the actual facts about game and 
hunting on Iowa farms, so that the Iowa Conservation Commission cam be guided by 

those facts in shaping its future game policy. 

This questionaire is being given only to sportsmen carefully sélected for fair- 
ness and reliability. 

3. Game Seen and Killed. This is intended to sum up the observations and results 
of the hunting party as a unit. It will be necessary to tell each member in 

advance to keep mental note of the birds flushed and crippled. 

(ad) This will include some birds which were flushed two or more times. 

(e) This means birds "in the hunting coat". 

(f) This means birds crippled and dead birds not found, and birds showing 

evidence of being hit but not knocked down. The object is to find out 

\ the amount of destruction over and above the bag (e). 

Mail this report immediately after November 7, to: State Board of Conservation, 
State House, 
Des Moines, Iowa.
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Form 1. 

(See instructions attached) a Mail this report to State 

La Board of Conservation, 

State House, Des Moines, 

immediately after Nov. 7. 

FARMER'S REPORT Of PHEASANT SEASON 

Nov. 6-7, 1931. : 

1. Farmer Reporting: 
Name - Mail Address Postoffice County 

2. Location of Farm. Size. 

County Township Acres 

3. Policy Toward Hunting: (Check appropriate items) 
(a) Is your land posted? (Yes 

(Mo 

(bv) If posted, is it your policy to give permission to hunt to 

(1) nobody? 
(2) personal friends only? 

(3) anybody who looks responsible? 
(4) persons paying for the hunting privilege? ‘ 

(5) persons paying you for room or board? 

(c) Did you or your family hunt pheasants on your own farm this season? 

Yes No 

4. Demand for hunting privileges. Nov. 6 Nov. 7 Total 

(a) No. of persons applying to hunt 

(bv) No. of persons given permission to hunt : 

(c) No. of persons hunted without permission 
but not put off 

(a) No. of persons hunted without permission 

and put off 

5. Pheasants Seen and Pheasants Killed: Mov. 6 Nov. 7 Total 

(a) No. of hunters z 

(b) No. of pheasants bagged: cocks 
hens 

6. Estimate of head of game on farm before season opened. 

pheasants Hungarian partridge quail 

7. Damage from Hunters. Describe any damage to your farm sustained as a results of 

the hunting season: ic cia isbn 

8. Remarks: 

i a ice asesiecassmna niece ican eae ene 

\ a sc a 

a es case eet ae



Instructions for Filling out Form 1. 

The purpose of this questionaire is to find out the actual facts about game 

and hunting on Iowa farms, so that the Iowa Conservation Commission can be guided 

by those facts in shaping its future game policy. 

This questionaire is being given only to farmers carefully selected for fair- 

ness and reliability. 

3. Policy Toward Hunting. 

(b) Check the item or items which represent your attitude toward those wishing 

to hunt on your farm. If you allow paid hunting and are willing to give 

the rate which you charge per day or per bird, please add it. If you dis- 

tinguish between pheasant hunting, rabbit hunting, etc., please explain 

under "Remarks". 

5. Game Seen and Game Killed. To fill out the number of pheasants bagged, it will 

be necessary to ask each muthorized hunter in advance to report his bag at the 

end of the day. 

6s Estimate of head of game on farm. Leave this blank unless you are convinced in 

your ow mind that your estimate is somewhere near correct. 

8. Remarks, If you need more room to explain your report, please write on back of 

questionaire. 

Mail this report immediately after November 7, to: State Board of Conservation, 

State House, 

Des Moines, Iowa.
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Counties to be Open to Pheasant Shooting, /73/ 

Plymouth 
Sioux 
Lyon 
O'Brien 

- Osceola Ce 
Dickinson Red 
Clay 
Palo Alto XY \5 
Emmet 3 P| 
Kossuth \Wo \$ 
Winnebago “{ 
Humboldt 
Hancock 

Cerro Gordo 
Worth 
Franklin 

: Hardin s 
Grundy : 

os Butler 
: Floyd Z 

Mitchell 
Howard 
Chickasaw



E. W. Wildarth, Wheatland, Clinton county, is another one of those chaps who is always ready to boost things along conservation lines, He belongs to the local chapter of the I. W, League and says he remembers when the first pheasants were planted near Wheatland, some Fi twenty years ago. He says they have about disappeared for lack of : cover and adequate protection, kr. Yilmarth is an ardent fisherman and hunter and it is never difficult to interest him in matters per- taining to the outdoors, 

John F. Myeller, Calamus, Clinton County, is one of the ardent sportsmen in Iowa, I stopped for a short visit with him recently and have promised myself a longer one next time, as I found him most . interesting, He reports a number of pheasants thriving in the bottom lands around Calamus, where they have cover. He says there is a grow- ing sentiment among farmers for a hunting charge. Mr, hiyeller belongs to the Izaac Walton League and was responsible for starting a chapter in Calamus early in the movement, 

Last year the following counties were "open" counties: Lyon, 
Osceola, Dickinson, Eanet, Winnebago, Worth, Mitchell, Howard, Sioux, 
Winneshiek, O'Brien, Clay, Palo Alto, Kossuth, Hancock, Cerro Gordo, : 
Floyd, Chickasaw, Pocahontas, Humboldt, Wright, Franklin, Butler, 
Bremer, Fayette, Woodbury, Monona, Hamilton, Hardin, Grundy, Black 
Hawk, Buchanan, weer: 

: 
Vr powrang 

Hunters checked in these open counties numbered 6,425, According 
to figures compiled in the state office these hunters killed 8,710 
birds, or an average of one and one-third birds per hunter, There ~~ 
were hunters from ninetythree counties of the state, besides five f 

Farmers are reporting pheasants nuiserous in certain localities 

in Clayton county. The Strarbcrry Point Press says: "If the : 

| beautiful birds are given e chance in another year there will be 

-a flock or to on every farm," Clayton county has never had an ; 

open season on pheasants, 4 

: 
‘ :
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. pwn 

April 9, 1932. 

While working the Des Moines river bottoms in Marion County, 
in company with Deputy Taylor Huston, I met a farmer by the name 
of Ross Blye who owns a large farm on the river bottom about 
three miles northeast of Swan. This farm has several large ponds 
and old bayou beds, which are breeding areas for wild dueks, and 

: quite a number of ducks are hatched here each year, 

Ur.sBlye informed me that he has not less than fifty adult 
pheasants on his farm at this time, and that there are quite a 
number of pheasants up and down the river and back on the rising 

‘ ground, 

These birds nest in alfalfa patches and on the marginal . 
areas of the ponds, and winter in the weeds and rushes and willows 
which make excellent winter cover. 

; The remarkable point is that Mr. blye claims that these 
pheasants have all come from an original planting made over twenty 
years ago, and that to his knowledge there has been no new stock 
introduced at any place within several miles of this area. 

Mr. Blye is an ardent sportsman and conservationist, and has 
so managed his farm as to produce a maximum amount of game, and 
has given it protection at all times against illegal hunting. 

; He expressed a desire to use a flushing bar in cutting , 
his alfalfa and early clover and meadow, and to give it a fair i 
trial to determine its efficiency. . 

This appeared to be an exception to Mr.Leopold's theory, : 
that all early planting proved to be a failure, and demonstrates 3 
that pheasants can be est blished in certain areas previously 
supposed to be unsuitable, if given some srotection and a 
suitable place to nest, even though nautral enemies are abundant. 

c : ; ee
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: Zhe suaii issue 

& erisis in the progress of the “Conservation Plan® is st 
hend. The actions teken in the sext sonth may determine the ulti- 
mate suctese or feilure of the whole crogram. 

¥e tave tro Boards, both for yation,but resre- - 
senting teo oopesing idesss (2) utilization @ preservation. 

It is possible, by devoting each piece of state property to 
either the one or the other, te keep these two idess separate in 
the states own lands. : 

However, &8 sey seem the sresent job of enlarg! those 
holdings, Te saaals coh akenmea the GUIAE tiaget time ah Ot tar 
ducing the arivate lend owner to practice conservation. Sy no 
streteh of the imagination can the state acquire enough land to 
serve the recreational needs of the entire population. Conservation, 
therefore, mst be practiced by the private land ouner, and in his 
euse the teo opposing ideas sust hoth operate on the same land. 

Ultimately, for this reason, the teo Boards aust merge, and 
evolve « unified conservation policy. Fhe present ayy aP@, : 
I hope, aimed to this end. To have one state agency telling the 
orivate lendholder to keep e131 wild things inviolate, end another ; 
ee ee ee eae It would be Just ac bed 

“s having teo aa eultural colleges, one telling the farser to : 
conserve his 1 at all eoste, and the other telling hin how to 
raise crops on it. e have unified these two oppesing ideas in 
agriculture. Ye cen, and aust, do the same in conservation. : 

a 

Tae question of whether or no queil can be safely reopened to 
shooting is evidentiy gcing to be the first test of whether the tzo 
eomsissions are willing te grapphe with the job of integrating 

. their opvesing ideas. They have two alternatives: (1) each con 
>. faithfully tao blindly) to ite traditions] formula, or 
t beth resolve to evolve a new formula reasonably satisfactory 

. €o both. 

Course No. 1 vill end in either o desdlock or « feeling that 
one or the other has been *steam rollered®. In neither case vill 
any persenent goo¢ result. _ 

Sees ee 2 ee ee Se ee 
will net only solve Iowa's srobles, but lead the way for other states. 

Technically, neither sportesen's nor the sretectionists fornula 
is at el] satisfactory. 4n open qusil season, in conjunction vith 
hard “inters, decunated the birds and ended in pernanent closure 
in 1917. Since then, cover has decreased, hunters have increased 
winters remain the some. Is there any likelihood that s new blanket 
reopening will have any hapsier outcome?



#@e~the suai) tasue. 

On the other hend « closed season is a nerely negative and 
= temporary solution. It has not prevented the progressive eviction 

af the species from the counties where gracing and clean tultive- 
tion heve increased. Is there any likelihood that an indefinite 

sssipe continuance of cere closure will helt the gradual shrinkage now in 
process? 

Why not start local tests to find out whether il eannet be 
dot snk aise increased ty resteving fond ana covert if so, thea 

* say to the publics wherever isnt euutes 15 aap tomehip oe Samaes 
er ease dees ec ckeesioes tat oleic paneer de = 
the test, may t, but elsewhere the atate remeins closed. 
Wherever inspection shove the qusil on such opened areas are suffer- 
ing, close then. In short: make quail sheoters earn taeir shooting. 

it is not likely that the two Boards would underteke such = 
new departure, or that the public would support it, unless the sea- 
bers of each are more than sere partisans. It is therefore higniy 
ispertant that the present vacancies be filled by outstanding seople 
of the brosdest sossible outlesk on the ehole Conservation field.



- QUAIL CENSUS 
of the 

TOWA-MISSOUEI BOUNDARY 

\ ORZJECT: Quail are a potential cash crop on Iowa farms, 

especially on the marginal farms of the southern counties. The 

first step in appraising the possibilities of quail cropping is 

to meacure the stands of quail which we now heve, and to find out 

how those stends vary with food, cover, goil, and other environ- 

mental conditions. 

It fe a moet question whether, and under what conditions, 

4 quail shooting may be safely legalized. It may throw some light 

ef on the question to compare the stande of quail on the Missouri 

side, where shooting has been legsi, with the stands on similar 

areas on the Iowa side, where shooting has been illegal. 

PROPOSED CENSUS PLOTS: It is proposed to measure the 

number of quail per acre on ® series of sample areas or plots, 

strung along both sides of the state line, from the Missiseippi 

River to the Missouri River, Sach plot should contain between 

160 and 320 acres. Every Iowa plot should be matched by & similar 

plot in Missouri, selected to pe as nearly like it as possible 

in size, soil and kind, emount, and distribution of cover, food, 

predators, ete. @he fowa plots shovld (insofar ae can be de- 

termined) have been unshot, and the Missouri plots shot over. Each 

a plot should be at least two miles back from the state line, se 

ae to minimise any effect of *flow* of birds seross the boundary. 

It de proposed to select these plote, and to map, de~- 

scribe, and cengus the quail on each, during February, 1932. The ' 

work is to be done by Aldo Leopold, in charge of the Iowa Game 

Survey, and 1.7. Bede, Extension Forester in the Iowa Agricul tural 

College. 

«is



GOOPERATION: It will be appreciated if County Agents 

on both eides of the line will make tentative selections of farms 

which (1) are representative of the county and can be matched on 

the other side; (2) are operated by farmers who observe their 

quail, know about how many covies they have, and know whether 

their quail have been shot in recent years; (3) can be reached 

by car during average February weather. 

wm 

oS %



ae EXPLANATION OF QUAIL DRVELOPMENT PLAN : ee 
eI FOR 170 AGRNS IN BORE PARM, SCOTT COUNTY, rows a 

GRNGRAL DRSORIPTIONs ae 
: This area lies in the breaks of Spencer Creek and ineludes a fringe of 
hap wayieoe Gace yn Agel a ite Ra It is 2 fairy sample of the riverbreak ; 
type in southeastern Towa. 

STOCK ING: Z 

Solas thee see todos eee en ee ee = 
been grazed down to where o bare seed stock remoins. This 170 aeree contains only { 
one, or possibly two covies. It 40 capable of supporting up to ten covies. : 

PRESEN? FOOD AND COVER; 4 
Quail occur wherever grass and brash occur near corn or ragwood, = The : 

graes and brush should be on a south-facing slope. The present coveys follow this ; 
rule. One covey occurs on the south side of the ungraced woodlet where hogs are a 
“veing fed. The other oecurs on the north ond where an old abandoned read is Slanted ‘ 
by oeage hedees. The old road is cut down 8 fect deep, presenting a warm crassy 
south-facing bank overhung with thorns. The pasture slope to the south {co covered 
with ragweed. Corn lies on the upland to the noth. "3 

_ There 4e excess food, in the form of cornfields, in every part of the ' 
area. The Job ie to flank eadh cornfield with crass ani brush. : 

PROPOSRD COVER: . s 
, The north-facing denks of the qreak must de eliminated at the cuteet : 

o®@ winter cover. They conaist of woods and pasture, possibly useable os nesting tg 
@round, but of no use in winter. : 

Beginning at the northecenter of the area, we can get grass by fencing ; 
two corners of pasture. The old hedge affords brush. This will add one new covey. 1 

Just south of this we can fence off o corner of the erared woods, and also 
& Imoll in the adjacent pasture already bearing osage and hawbushes. By cutting next 

visser weckgeaeinn Seas Oo Wakaiter eatene al ee ee eee q 
winter headquartors. Leave brashpiles unburned, © not chop down ple: Fg 
and hawtreos already present. The a@jacent Imoll, vhen the Dluegrass has grow up, ? 
will be ideal nesting and roosting ground. ‘This will add o second new covey. 

i Sattiies eie Wie ete ee ene e 
hayland, ott: these grow bushes & now covey. 

* peadquesters will be evented. Willows showld be planted’ in the artes, to check 
erosion. They should be "pollarded” each yoar, and the brush thrown into the 7 
wally. The adjacent woods pasture will furnish nesting zround., Thies will add 4 
a third now covey, using partly in the corn to the west, ; 

Proceeding now to east edge of the area, wo apply cimfler treatment to : 
the draws heading south into the corm. This is a north slope, so only the extreme 
heads of the draws where the branch eastorly and westerly are useable. We may got ‘ 
a fourth, and possibly a fifth new covey hore. 4



“F = — es _ ak 

On the southwest corner of thie same corn is a dare south slope, already | 

fenced, but oroding dadly ond useless oven ag pasture. By exzeluding cattle and 

planting the gully with willow: wo can et a sixth new covey here. 

; The remaining chance lice on the south edge of the ungrazed woodlot, ; 

where ono covey already occurs. This wight hold two covies, 1f two separate clearings | 

were made on the south slope of the draw running east serces the south end of the woods. | 

This slope is covered with branchy oak and elm timber of low value. Cut it for 

cortwoot; Leave the brushpiies unburneds let the stume sprout, snd Jet the chested 

area come up to weeds and grass. Food, however, de lacking from the cash . 

clearing, which adjoins posture. Accordingly a foodepateh of Maffir or cane should 

ve planted on the narrow bench along the draw. 
ae 4 

AGRTAGHs 

Ne ond up with nine covios tnsteod of tro, At 15 Dirts each, this 
would give a populetion of 135 birds instead of 30. : 

fea ; |
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= State of Jowa 

WSU AESERE ae Fish and Game Department meee 

Des Moines 

Storm Lake Iowa,May 6 - 1932 

Mr.Aldo Leopold, 
Madison Wis., 

Dear Mr.Leopold:- 
Yours of the 26th.ult. at 

hand and contents noted,in reply must say 
that I am sorry the quail map of Crawford 
county is not more complete. 

In my opinion I think it 3% 
| represents about two thirds of the quail \y 

in the county. ao 
I admit there are very few q 

in contrast to the number there were when \ 

I was aboy some 35 or 40 years ago. »o 
: With best wishes I beg to reméin, An 

i - Fs 

; Cvvege , IF3/ Yours very truly a3 .% 
Vv Sohdun Tp | Me 

Chenin Bmtre uy ye B Selah Sy ; ¢° 

baing d Deputy Warden 

PV tinian & ; 

Wie Cy D. 

Sinibak 2. 

Lf ork f 

Disha oO 

Crate cle, 0 

Goa nue tf 3 

Bryn 0 
Pa. wolrag Gg (2 eum 
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th : 15 9" | pe 
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State of Joma H Voy 

Be nce Fish and Game Department ee 
Mes Moines 

January 14, 1932. 

Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Ave., 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have just completed a dilligent search 
of the biennial reports of the department from 

: 1879 to 1930 and believe the enclosed report on 
hungarian partridge is as complete as it is pos- 
sible to obtain from available reports. 

In no place do I find any record of the 
counties where birds were distributed or of the 
number included in individual plantings. 

While going through the reports a number 
of comments on hungarians were found and these I : 
have tabulated in the event they may or may not be 
of value to you. You will also find a few comments 

on other game. 

Respectfully, 

IGR:GCM 
Ene. 

y al
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| TOWA FISH AND GAME DEPARTMENT 

| = HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE 

Information obtained from department's biennial reports. 

Birds Distributed 
50c0o 12,000 

1910 - During fall and winter (319,900 pairs) 20;000— 

*#1911-1912 ----------------- 8,332 

; — Man 
1913-1914 (tered ferent rary) ae ee Se 5,450 

Total Distribution- - --------- 55,782 

*Cost - $22,968.46 

Note: Ail available reports considered for years 1879-1930 
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STATE OF IOWA 

a HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE 

and other game 

Information obtained from department's biennial reports. 

1909-1910. The Hungarian partridge is no experiment as to its intro- 
duction as shown by reports from California, Michigan, Illinois and 
other states and the results have been eminently satisfactory. The 
habits of the Hungarian partridge are best described as follows: 

Except in the breeding season these birds are gregarious, 
keeping in coveys. Their feeding times are early in the morning and 
in the evening. Toward noon they go to some secluded spot and take 2 
their ease and dust themselves. At dust they resort to some open 
place, usually the central part of a field of grass, and roost in the 
same manner as a quail. Disposed in this way it is difficult for any 
prowling animal to come upon them without being detected by some bird 

9 | in the covey. Well watered woodland tracts in the vicinity of arable 
lands are best suited for them, but they are easily placed and can 
practically make their living anywhere. They mate in pairs only. 
With other game birds the partridge lives in harmony and their liver- 
ation in sections populated by quail can be highly recommended, as 
they will not drive the quail away, but share the territory with them. 
I have contracted for five thousand pairs of these birds to be deliv- 
ered during this fall and winter. 

1911-1912. The Hungarian Partridge has been introduced and liberated 

in this state, and we believe it will become abundant. They are one 
of the gamest of birds, can stand the extreme cold weather far better 
than the quail, and when covered by snow drifts they are able to dig 
their way out. We have positive proof of this being done. They, like 
the quail, gather at night in compact bunches with its individuals 
facing the circumference and are ready to fly like a bursting bomb. 
We are confident that the Hungarian Partridge is a valuable game bird 
for this state and believe that the sportsmen will be satisfied with 
the introduction of this species. 

During the time covered by this report there has been pur- 
chased and distributed to the different counties of the State 8,552 I) 
Hungarian Partridges. These birds were bought from two different par- 
ties: Yardley, Pennsylvania, and Oak Park, Illinois. They are all ~ 
imported from foreign lands and are only brought to this country dur- 
ing the winter months as it is impossible to transport them during the 
hot weather. 

1913-1914. If Iowa is to become stocked with foreign game birds to 
any great extent, it is our opinion that the Hungarian Partridge will - 

do the business. Our experience in noting results from these birds, 

leads us to believe that they will propagate and live in Iowa. 

We purchased six thousand of them, which were delivered 
last January. We placed them in corals at the game farm at Des Moines, 

especially prepared for them, and distributed them the last of March. 

At this time we have reports of a number of fine coveys of young birds 
that are all doing nicely and we look for a large increase.
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#2 - Hungarian Partridge and other game. yal? 

1916. We made the statement in our report two years ago that the part- 
ridge was the best game bird to stock Iowa with. After watching them 
closely since that time we find no reason to change our mind. 

The war has prevented us from securing any more of these birds as 
they are imported from Europe, and cannot be/ raised in captivity. The 
total number of these birds liberated in four years is 5,450, or one 
pair for about every twenty sections of land. From reports received 
they have increased at least five to one. They are much more inclined 
to stay in seclusion than the ringneck pheasant. We know of cases where 
a pair has nested and no one has ever seen them more than once or twice 
ayear. So it is very difficult to estimate the number of birds in the 
State. If these birds are to be had at the close of the war, we are 
strongly in favor of purchasing at least ten thousand and give them a 
thorough trial. 

1918. We liberated 5,450 Hungarian partridges in the spring of 1914. 
While these birds are very shy and keep well to cover, the reports show 
a wonderful increase. These birds resemble our native quail, except 
they are about twice as large, and much hardier, and have gone through 
deep snow and extreme hard winters, with no protection except a corn- 
field. When it is possible to secure more of these birds, we are strongly 
in favor of liberating at least 10,000 more. 

* * & & * 

Other Game 

1906. Game birds are more numerous than for several years. The mild 
winter of 1905-06, and the excellent breeding weather of this year, 

gu | have increased the number in many ways. In thirty-five counties of the 
State prairie chickens are reported in good condition and numerous. 
Quail are abundant, as shown from all reports. While ducks nested and 
stayed with us all the year. 

1907-1908. The game birds of our state, in some varieties, are getting 
less. Quail, we have in abundance, and ducks are numerous, many having 
nested in the state and raised their broods here. Quail are protected 
by the farmers, and even the sportsmen refrain from killing them in 
large numbers. It is only the market and pot hunters who destroy them 
in large numbers. Except there should be a severe winter, with snow, 

ice and sleet, which destroys more quail than all the hunters, they will 
inerease yearly. Prairie chickens are becoming more rare in our state 

eS | every year. The breeding season for the past two years has been cold 
R and wet, which is sure death to the young, and the advance of civiliza- 

tion, with the correspondingly larger area of the soil tilted, has left 
put few places for them to breed. Their natural breeding place is in 
the wild hay lands, which are becoming very scarce in this state. 

| 1911-1912. While at this time the prairie chickens are numerous, for a 
few years they have been almost extinct. The reason they are with us, 
in my opinion, is that the surrounding states were short of feed and 
they emigrated to where the corn was left standing in the fields, but 
the majority of them have gone back to their western feeding grounds 
and unbroken prairie. We cannot expect them to stay as there is no 
place for them. This problem we have endeavored to overcome by the 

' - nile



#3 - Hungarian Partridge and other game. 

= introduction of imported game birds to take the place of those that. have 
left and which are new to the surroundings in which they are placed. 
They appear to be contented and at home for the present. We hope these 
new birds will be a success, will thrive and multiply and again restock 
our fields and forests with wild game. But under the circumstances this 
state can never expect to be a great game bird state and all that can be 
done is to keep everlastingly after it in protecting what are left and 
place new stock into the best breeding places in the ope of bettering 
conditions. i 

Note: No reports to be found concerning counties receiving birds.
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Syn a a aa Bird Day Release —— Fish & Game 
ee Commission, and Conserva- 

‘tion Board. eH ¢ Ne 
THINGS TO DO FOR BIRDS. X 

Bird Day, as established by the Iowa Legislature, occurs on Monday, March 21. 
The Iowa Fish and Game Commission and the Iowa Conservation Board suggest the follow- 

; ing as profiteble things to do for bird conservation at this season in this state: 

Song Birds. Build a bird house. Designs and specifications suiteble for blue birds, 

wrens, martins, woodpeckers, and other species are conteined in the Government Bulletin, 

"How To Build Bird Houses." This may be obtained from the U.S.Department of Agriculture. 

Plant a clump of red cedar or Norway spruce for winter cover on some south-facing 

bank near weeds or brush. If live stock has access to the spot, fence the trees against 

grazing. 

Plent redhaw, wild grape, wahoo, or some other fruit—bearing bush along fence rows 
or other sunny situations where they can bear fruit for winter bird food. Better still, 
plant hemp or sunflowers and leave them standing. 

For forest and brush-loving species, leave a part of the woodlot ungrazed. 

Any one of a hundred breeding species can be attracted to any piece of land by 

learning its requirements and meeting them. 

\ Quail. If there is live stock in the woodlot, fence off a corner of it to go ungrazed, 

so that brush and undergrowth can come up and serve as winter quail cover. A south slope 

near corn or weeds is best. A quicker and often sufficient cover can be obtained by 

leaving treetops unlopped or brushpiles unburned. 

If there are gullies or washes on the farm, plant the bottom of each wash with 
willow, osage, coral berry (buck brush), wild plum, black locust, or some other 

tree or bush which spreads by suckering. The resulting growth will furnish cover for : 

quail and at the same time prevent the enlargement of the wash. If the wash is ina 

pasture, use osage, black locust or some other plant which cattle dislike. 

If the gully is not in pesture,and erosion not too active, just let it alone and 
it will plant itself. : 

Leave a nesting ground for quail. The best nesting ground is a wide strip of 

ungrazed blue grass along a fence row or gully containing scattered coralberry bushes, or 

old ragweed or sweet clover stalks. Quail provided with such nesting ground will not 

have to nest in hay fields, where their nests are destroyed by hay mowers. 

If you have any brush or weed cover more t»an 200 yards from corn, plant a food 

patch of cane or kaffir nearby and leave it uncut next fell. 

The migration of Cooper's Hawks is now on. Watch your coveys and if this 

particular species of hawk is frequently seen "working" their coverts, destroy him. Do 

not, however commit the error of shooting any hawk or owl unless you are positive of the 

_species. Cooper's and sharpskedeé are the only species which destroy useful birds. 
_‘ Most hawks are beneficial to/quail because they destroy ~ the rodents which compete 

with quail for food. Shing
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Even « Cooper's Hawk seldom succeeds in catching a well-fed quail with plenty 

of good cover. Overgrazing and overcutting destroy more quail in lowa each year 
than all the predators, including man. 

Prairie Chickens. If there are any prairie chickens on your land, make sure that 
they have ample nesting cover. Such a cover should consist of at least two acres 
of tall grass lying in a solid block in open country removed from all woodlots, roads, 
and telephone wires. It is probably impossible for prairie chickens to thrive 
in the immediate vicinity of telephone lines bearing a large number of wires because of 
the freguency with which they fly into them. If you have a remnant of chickens, 
keep the telephone lines away. 

Even "winter" chickens (migrants from the north) will often stay and breed if 
offered proper nesting range. 

It is a greater distinction to have a flock of chickens on your farm than to 
drive a Packard. 

Ruffed Grouse. Exclude cattle from the brush patch in which any remnant of this 
species occurs and encourege wild berries, wild fruits and ironwood undergrowth for 
budding. It is the grazing of woodlots and brush patches which threatens to 

exterminate "the drummer" in Iowa. 

Every Tom, Dick and Harry has a radio, but it is a rare farm which still offers 
the privilege of hearing a cock grouse drum in the spring evenings.
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Aldo Leopold 

Background. ‘The Iowa Conservation Plan contemplates public aequis- 

ition ani restoration of a large mmber of lakes and marshes, ani the 

fuprovement of all public lakes and marshes, ineluling those still in 

existence. 

Maps, 4eseriptions, ani cost estimates are being prepared 

during the course of the Game Survey, ani special officers are being 

trained to take over and execute the restoration program. 

Objects. One of the objects of the program is to increase the anmal 

erop of waterfowl produced within the state. ‘his can be done by: 

1. Bularging the area of marshland offering suitable 
breeding habitats. 

2. Manipulating food, vegetation, an! water so that it 
will attract the maxim muber of breeders per 
acre, ani so that the breeders can mature the 
maxima mumber of youn. 

To do either implies pre-existing knowledge of what species 

breed, or can be induced to breed, in each lake, ani the nesting 

requirements and characteristics of each secies. 

lecal observers usually mew what species breed. 

The purpose of this meno is to set forth what Iova needs to 

mow about their breefing requirements, so that the various cooperators 

ean help assemble what they Imow. 

The technique of manipulating the breeding enviroment to 

make it even more “suitable” mist be developed by research. ‘The be-
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ginnings of a research machinery have been set up at the Agricultural 

Collezee 

Breeding Species. As nearly as is now imown, the breeding species 

are, in orter of abundance: : 

1. Mallard 

2. Bluewing Teal 

3e Pintail : 

| 4 Wood duck 

5. Shoveller 7? 

6. Gadwall 7 

Breeding Requiresents and Chameteristies. It is desired to mow 

for each species 

a. What is the physical mature of the nesting site with respect to 

1. Topogreshy 
2. Kind and emount of vegetation : 

3. Distance inland 

db. Is the season of earliest nesting such as to require 

%. Yecetatton of precuttng year, oF ean the requirments be 

5. New vegetation 

¢@. What water coniitions are needed by the youne with respect to 

6. Open water 

7. Cover 

S. Food ; 

| ee eee
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a Ave there any limits, other than the above, coverning the 

density of possible breeding populations? 

6. Unier what conditions or within what limits is unstable water- 

level serious? 

f. Is the season and site of nesting such as to indicate risk of 

loss from 

9. Hay mowers or other agriccitural machinery? 

10. Cattle? 

11. Fisherman? 

&- Is there any Imown antagoniaa during the breeding season 

12. Between species of ducks? 

13. Between ducks and pheasants? 

14. Between ducks an? omskrats? 

he What ie the probable seriousness of depredations on eggs or 

young by 

15. Crows? 

16. Turtles? 

17. Fish (what species)? 

18. Pheasants? 

i. Does rewnesting follow the destruction of early attempts, 

as in gallinaceous birds? 

Advice Wanted. It is realized, of course, that nobody can come 

anywhere near answering half of these questions until research has 

collected a lange mass of evidence as yet lacking, similar, for 

instance, to the evidence Stoddard collected on the nesting require- 

~ ments of bobwhite.
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Probably our existing knowledge can be better exoressed in 

siapler terms, gach ast 

1. What may we infer from the existing literature, or from 
general field observations on any of these criteria 
for any of these species? 

2. What general types of lakes shall Iowa seek as breeders, 
or what types should be avoided for breeding any of 
these species? 

3%, What kind of shore property represents the greatest 
potential breeding capacity per acre for each species: 
marsh, haymeatow, former pasture fenced against grazing, 
or relatively steep bank-lands. 

4%, Should it be bought in long narrow strips paralleling the 
shore, or in deep solid blocks? How do the various 
species differ in this respect? 

This outline is being sent to the following men who are 

believed te have information: 

Frederic C. Lincoln 

WW. Le MeAtee 

%. B. Rabichelk 

t C. Stephens 

R. M. Anderson 

Paul L. Errington 

If you can eontrilmte anything tangible ani specific, even 

though it be only fragmentary, it will be mch appreciated. 

|
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

= WASHINGTON, D. Cc. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY March 21, 1932. 
AND REFER TO 

BI-B 

Wat. 

Towa. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

905 University Avenue, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I have given considerable thought to the outline of information 
desired that accompanied your letter of March 1. In my opinion the 
problem is somewhat simplified by the fact that the species of waterfowl 
that breed (or that are expected to breed) in Iowa, are all in the shoal 
water group. On the other hand, I think it not improbable but that one 

oer two species of diving ducks might in time be induced to breed in that 
State if favorable conditions are produced. I have in mind the Lesser 
Scaup, Ring-neck, and Redhead. All of these species have, or do in other 
regions, breed as far east and south. I agree with you that the technique 
of manipulating the breeding environment must be developed by research, and 
this will most likely be a slow process, as failure in any one year to 
attract breeding birds, should not necessarily result in the conclusion 
that environmental conditions have not been properly developed. : 

To take up the sections in your outline on which it is believed 

I may contribute useful information: 

Breeding Requirements and Characteristics-- 

(a) At first I had thought of preparing an outline on this subject, 
based upon my own experiences and those of others as evidenced by the 

literature, but upon further examination of the accounts contained in A. C. 
Bent's "Life Histories of North American Waterfowl" (U. S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 

No. 126), I find them so replete with data on this subject that I suggest 
this work be considered as a standard reference text. Mr. Bent has sum- 

marized therein, the best information available in other literature and 
also original experiences and observations of other workers. 

(bd) Supplementing the information contained in Bull. 126, I may 
say that my own investigations would indicate the desirability of a 
certain amount of vegetation of the preceding year to produce typical 
nesting environment for the mallard and pintail, whereas, the blue- 
winged teal usually prefers new vegetation.
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(c) While all of the species under consideration, breed in reed 
and cattail, or hay meadow associations, the young are almost invariably 
taken to open water as soon as they are dry. Feeding is done chiefly in 

open water or along the edges of the marsh vegetation, into which the 

young will go when seeking cover. Accordingly, shallow ponds and marshes 

with deeo margins of fairly high vegetation are desirable. 

If the marshy borders to ponds and lakes are of different types, 

there is no question but that carrying capacity would be increased. For 
example, an ideal duck breeding pond or lake might be one with helf the 
shore line made uo of a deep growth (say 15-20 yards) of cattails and 

tules or other aquatic plants that grow fairly high, and the other half 

grass and sedges that might attain a maximum height of, say three feet. 
This last might be a regular hay meadow and the more extensive it is, the 

greater would be its value, particularly for such birds as the teal. An 
inch or two of water over all or part, would be desirable but not essential. 

(a) To the best of my knowledge the actual territorial limitations 
of ducks are unknown. However, I have personally found relatively large 
breeding populations of ducks on comparatively small areas. The drakes of 

any particular species would be more or less combative, but I am inclined 
to the belief that the hens would be fairly tolerant of each other, even 

within the same species. 

(e) Unstable water conditions are serious to the extent that they 
influence the food supply. This would be particularly so during hatching 
time and from then until the young were on the wing. Raising or lowering 

the level of a body of water a few inches would not be of any consequence, 
particularly for these surface feeders, and provided that the lowering did 
not have the result of exposing extensive mud flats that might result in an 

outbreak of botulism. 

(£) Blue-winged teal certainly would be subject to injury from hay 
mowers or other agricultural machinery, and on occasion this also would 
apply to mallards and pintails. In my opinion all such machinery should be 
kept out if possible. 

Cattle and other grazing animals would be deleterious to the success 
of a waterfowl breeding marsh, but fishermen tending to their proper business, 
should not be a menace. This would, of course, depend upon the individual. 

(g) Part of this has been covered under (d), but I may add that I do 
not know of any antagonism between ducks and pheasants or between ducks and 
muskrats. In connection with this last, I would refer you to the account on 
page 37 of U. S. N. M. Bull. 126. I was with Mr. Rockwell when these studies 

were made in Colorado. As a matter of fact, I believe a muskrat population 

adds to the value of a waterfowl marsh. : 

-2-
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(nh) I have no personal knowledge of the depredations of crows on 

eggs or young but the investigations in Alberta apparently afforded 

conclusive evidence that crows did a great amout of damage, particularly 

to the first sets of eggs. On a waterfowl breeding preserve the crow is 

the only predacious bird that in my opinion warrants any control. 

Fish and turtles are unquestionably serious enemies to young ducklings 

although actual evidence is obviously difficult to obtain. I would put large- 

mouthed bass, probably pike and pickerel, and snapping and other large turtles 

as the most important natural enemies of ducks in the United States. In this 

connection I might refer to "American Waterfowl" by Dr. Phillips and myself, 

wherein there is a chapter on "Natural Enemies." 

While I do not like the pheasant, I know of no conflict between it 

and waterfowl. 

(4) When early sets of eggs are destroyed, most (or all 7) ducks 

will lay again, although the second set is generally smaller. 

In discussing this problem with Dr. Bell, who, as you know, is 

familiar with the Iowa biota, he called attention to the fact that the 

glacial ponds and lakes in the northern part of the State are the best 

for waterfowl purposes. 

I appreciate your invitation to come out and look over the Iowa 

work and will be very glad to do this at the first opportunity. Just 

when this may be is problematical for, aS you know, we probably will be 

operating under somewhat reduced finances during the next fiscal year. 

I hope that I have included herewith some information that will 

prove useful, and with cordial regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

F.C. Lincoln 
Biologist, Division of 
Biological Investigations. 

-3-



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

WASHINGTON, D. Cc. 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

CHIEF, BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

AND REFER TO 5 

March 11, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

University Ave. National Bank Bldg., ' 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Following is comment on your memorandum of February 29 relating 
to the requirements of Iowa waterfowl. .In approaching this task I 
have rather mixed feelings as on the one hand I do not think I know 
enough to answer all of the questions in detail, and on the other I 
doubt if I can put into a letter all of the information I have that 
might possibly be helpful. 

One comment I would have upon the item numbered 2 on page 1 is 
that the food of young ducks is largely animal and cannot be directly 
manipulated. Presumably it will sooner or later be present in 
satisfactory abundance where there is an ample quantity and variety of 
aquatic and marsh vegetation. 

As to the nesting requirements of the various species of ducks, 
I would suggest consultation of A. C. Bent's Life Histories of North 
America Wildfowl, Bulletins 126 and 130 of the U. S. National Museum, 
or write to Mir. Bent at Taunton, Massachusetts. 

My suggestions relating to some of the subjects listed on page 
3 are as follows: 

e. Any changes in water level are injurious to plants and 
require readjustment of the line hetween marsh and aquatic vegetation. 
Small changes may not be serious but I should regard any change of a 
foot or more as distinctly undesirable. 

9, 10, 11. I should say that all of these disturbing elements 
should be excluded from duck breeding areas in the nesting season. 
They will certainly have to be excluded from an area before it can 
justly be called a wildfowl refuge. 

oa 
12, 13, 14. There is, little antagonism among species of ducks 

on the breeding ground but usually it is not serious. The coot may 
prove a more troublesame competitor but its breeding places are usually 
well separated from those of ducks, as its nests are constructed on 
floating masses of vegetation. I doubt whether there is conflict worth 
noting between ducks, pheasants, and muskrats.
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15-18. Where an actual refuge is made and the birds are 
protected in every possible way, especially as noted for items 9-11, 
the control of certain natural enemies may be advisable and this would 

3 include crows and snapping turtles. Destruction of young ducks by fish 
usually is not serious I believe, but the fish involved wuld be large 
individuals of pike, bass, and similar carnivorous forms. Again I 
doubt that pheasants play any part in the destruction of duck eggs. 

i. In the latitude of Iowa, ducks undoubtedly will attempt to 
complete the nesting cycle even if the first clutch of eggs is destroyed. 

Page 4, paragraph 2. Shallow vegetation filled lakes with un- 
disturbed marshy borders undoubtedly are the best breeding areas for 
migratory wildfowl. Any grazing of the margin reduces and intensive 
grazing destroys the value of the area as a breeding ground. Mowing 
is just as bad unless it can certainly be postponed until the breeding 
season is entirely over with. Any form of trespass is undesirable. 

Page 4, paragraph 3. This question is answered in the foregoing 
remarks except that steep banks are of no value to any duck that nests 
in Iowa. 

Page 4, paragraph 4. While ducks sometimes push to a considerable 
distance away from the water's edge for nesting sites, it is not essen- 
tial that they do so; if a strip of upland adjacent to marsh or water 
is provided, that will give weed or weed and low shrub cover, the only 
point to look out for is to have it wide enough to accommodate the 
probable number of birds. I would say that in most cases there would be 
no real need for the strip to exceed 100 yards in width. 

Sincerely, 

W. L. McAtee 
In Charge 

Food Habits Research.
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONNAIRE BY MR. ALTO LEOPOLD ON NESTING qn” 

= REQUIREMENTS OF IOWA WATERFOWL 

(By R. M. Anderson, Chief, Division of 
Bidlogy, Nat ional Museum of Canada) 

The writer has been away fromthe State of Iowa for 26 
years, exept for a few brief visits, and tis little recent 
knowledge on the subject. Most of the older information in 
his sosition was summarized in his BIRDS OF IOWA, Proceedings 
Yavemoort Academy of Sciences, Volume XI, pp. 125-417, 
Davenport, March, 1907. The writer has had five months' 
exrerience with water fowl in North “akota in 1899, and some 
expe rience on the Paririe Provinces of Senada ftins-ection of 
bird sanctuaries, two seasons): also ten summers in Arctic 
regions of Canada and Alaska. 

7. Common Mallard. During my time in Iowa the Blue-wi nged 
Zeal was a more abundant breedine auck in northern Iowa. 
Mallards nest on dry land, preferably not far from water. 
Nest sheltered by dead weeds ami grass of precetire year, 
partially also by yovng growth. Have foun’ nest on top 

ol old haystack in low theadow. Most of the hay ¢yt in 
Tova, and later in North ~akota, was slouch hay, on land 
which was wet in grime, edge Gf orairie sloughs which 
dried up enough by July to allow cutting of hay around 
the ecges of the sl ouerhs. 

Sometimes there were wet springy holes in pastures 
which were fenced in to keep water supply clean or to ‘ : 
prevent stock from getting bogged. These little patches 
retained a bit of the native erasses as the cattle could 
not eat or tramy them dom, and mée poo shelter for 
nests of ducks, vrairie chicker:, ete. The same applied 
to weeds along edges of citches. Nearly all the cuekse, 
except canvas back, redhead, ruddy duck, etc., rest on 
dry land, and there is not much land of that character in 
Iowa that is not cultivated, but where there is a pond 

or open -ater slough, a few ducks might be induecd to breed 
if a few patches of uncut grass ani weeds were left in t he 
vieinity of such wet places. ‘ity 

tr tik 2 ’ 

need Mua Engg dike cows ot Brace uat needd ween te 
young are growing and later vhen the old birds moult their 
quills. A few ducks often hide in reedy sloughs to moult 
their quills in midsummer when they are generally supposed 
to be absent. 

Unstable water level is serious principally because 
when vater is low cattle eat and tramp down the cover at ; 
edge of sloughs, »onéds, or lakes. Hay mowing probably does 
not kill the ducks, but if cut too close to edge of slougrhs 

removes cover for next uring ; 
I & andthe ducks will not nest,
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No antagonism known to exist bewteen ducks of different 

“rat svecies. I have found eggs of baldnate in msts of white- 
winged scoter in North Dakota. T know nothing about antaronism 
between dicks and »vheasants. Muskrats probably trouble th 
ducks but little. 

Crows do considerable damage to eggs particularly where 
the ducks have to nest inthe open. Turtles probably do 

little damage, although a very large smpping turtle vrobably 
gets ducks (young ducklings) occasiomlly: I Mmve no versonal 
records of this. Pike (or large pickerel) probably account 
for a few. I have seen a fairly large young thrush in st omach 
of a pike. 

I have no definite Gata that the Mallard nests a second 

‘ time if first brood is destroyed, but think that they »robably 
4 do. Several species of ducks mest _asecond tim and you often 

- | see young "flappers" at the beginnihe of Onen season in Sentember 
when most of the young of tl ye are etrong on the wing. 
In North “akota most off the Piroftails used to lay first set of 
eggs in wheat stubble towards end of avril. Great numbers of 
these nests were destroyet/by vcloughing or diskine the fields, 
and the ducks laid seconcWrets usually on hillsides in pastures 
or on wrairie under vatches of “badger brush 

2. Blue-winged Teal. This used to be the most common breeding 
auek in norther lowa, msfing almost anywhere,---in pastures 
where there were clunps of bluegrass or weeds, on back from the 
edges of sloughs ---always on dry lam. In summer seek sithihar 
eonditions to the Mallard. Un to 25 years ago most of the 
killing was done early in tle season when the only ducks avail- 
able were blue winged teal am wo ducks, before the larger 
é@ucks came down fromthe North. They were Boys' sam, and 
boys conld sneak up on the efges of sloughs and small vureeks 
and not’ them. In Dakota up to 1899, few self-respecting hunt- 

ers would shoot anything as small as a teal. If some of the 
prairie sloughs still holé water, and a few small patches of 
dead one can be carriec over winter, the teal might be 
induced td nest more freely. 

a, Pintail. I.do not think that the Pintail has been of much 

importance as a breeding bird in Iowa. Most of the Pintails go 
farther north. They u sed to breed abundantly in North ~akota, 

and they are one of the few freshwater ducks that breed up to near 
the Arctic coast. J! found nests in Northem «la ska. 

4. Wood Dueck, This bird may be brorghtbba&kk with pwote ction. 
4 As most of the big Willow trees are gore, they will nest to some 

yy woh extent in artificial boxes made of hollowed piece of lope fas- 
of tered in a tree. They were the favourite game of the country 

boys as they frequented the little creeke with tall grass on 
the banks, allowing the youthful hunter to sneak up within close 

range and vot them, Unen eq ae n uceesa ful prairie chicken hunters
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5 often were able to make a emall bag of wood ducks in similar 
places, by Jumping the ducks from the bends in the creeks. 
Wood ducks are protected now at all tims, but 44o not know 
how much this helps them. Some reports of increase of wood 
Auck in Optario. The trouble used to be t hat when the season 

was opened for anyikind of game {ag woodcock in Iowa on July ist, 

and mrairie chickens on august 15th) , the average shooter con- 
sidered that this meant anything that he caw in the field. 

5. Shoveller. Seldom nested in lowa. In North “akota I 
always found Shovweller{s nests on wet ground at edge of sloughs, 

but never over water. 

Be Gadwall. Avparently a rare duck in Iowa. Probably it 

was more common than generally supposed, but the gunners did 
not recognize it. 

Former'y there were many good lakes in northern Iowa, in 

the Wisconsin drift area. ~ These were mostly shallow basins 
in the vrairie. Some of them dried up naturally when tle 
land became more fenerally cultivated. & great many of them 
were drained, am some of them should not have been drained. 

ia Rice “ake in Winnebago county isa good examole, near the western 
e border of Worth County. The Eagle #ake mar6hes near the head 

XY \| of lowa itiver in “ancock county were great breefine rrounds for 
wila fowl, and whooping cranes rested there un to 1897. but 

the big county ditches spoiled all of that. + do not know 
what kind of farm land they got of of the lake bottom. Mueh 
of th lam was peaty and spring# when you walke? over it. 
I have no doubt at all that much of this land might better have 
been left in its natural state than drained to raise crops that 
can not be sold anyway. I hav been tole that draining th 
lakes and sloughs in northern Iowa and southem Minnesota lowered 
the general water level about nine feet, dried up many of the 
wells, etc., am many veovle think that it makes that country 
more subject to drouth. They never had drouths in Iowa in the 
old days except to a limite? extent in the westem part of the 
State where the southwestern from Nebraska and *“ansas used 

to burn u> the corn somtimes. ; 

In my opinion the lest breeding grounds are marsh lands 

with some adjoining @ry land for resting, or former rasture land 

fenced against grazing. Limited grazing may do little harm, 
if the -grazing.is not too close and a few clumps are léft. 
Bank lands vhich are too steen for ploughing might be useful, 

but the main trouble voulé be to »crevent it from growing up too 

thickly to hazel brush, etc. the prairie fires kebt the brush 

from spreading too much in the old cays. Such banks of land 
3 uld have advantage of being cheaper than level land. 

LK th : atch (FID
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State of Down 

EP ACEERT Fish and Game Department ene 

Des Moines 

Mareh 10th 1932. 

Aldo Leopold 
Des Moines, Iowae 

Dear sir: 

Your letter seceived and have got in touch with 
Mre C.C. Smith. The herren colony he spoke of are there 
only during the summer months. We have had a colony of 

Herron North-west of Lake View for three years. 

About 150 of them. They are the black crested night Herron 
here and I thing those at Laurens are the same. I told Mr. 
Smith to let me know when they are thereand will investigate 
and make a report to you. 

Yours very truly, 

Q) Gg Aas Coane: “AC 
=. 5 KS z 

‘ 4 2 . ‘ ae eae
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Burlington Postal Station 

Onaha Nebraska. 
March 22-1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 5 
In Charge Game Survey 
Towa Fish and Game Commission 
State House 
Des Moines, Iowa. ° 

Dear Mr. Leopolds ‘ é 
Your letter of March 18 rec@sved. The Dr Gifford 

estate tract harbors large colonies of both the Great Blue and 
Black-crowned Night Herons. Dr. @ifford expressly purchased 
this tract more than 15 years ago in order to be in a position to © 
give these colonies his personal protection which he solicitéusly 
gave them up to the time of his death. 

Our Fontenelle Forest Association shall be very much 
interested in the purchase of this tract by your commission as a 
means of continuing the protection to these colonies which Dr. 

. Gifford so foresightedly gave them and shall be glad to confer 
- with you in regard to this tract to give you whatever assistance 

we can in determining its merits. 

I have referred your letter to Mrs. Harold Gifford, 
widow of Dr. Gifford, who I know will be much pleased with your 
interest in this wild life conservation benefaction of her 
illustrious husband. 

Respectfully yours,



PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE OF LAKE RESTORATION COSTS 

- Dec. 17, 1931. 

Clnae- Project Acreage Cost 

G— Cady Chase Slough, Hamilton 100 $ 1000. 7 
& ~~ Goose Pond, Marshall 50 2000 =? 
7 Union Slough, Kossuth ; 1500 3000? 

2 Goose Lake, Green 411: 2000 7? 
t Medium Lake, Palo Alto x - 800 
1 Clear Lake, Cerro Gordo x 2000 =? 

5-Upper Wapsipinicon, Bremer x 1100 (7? 
6-— Honey Creek Lake, Pottawattamie 200 7? 2000 7? 

: 5S— Allen Green Refuge, Louisa ? t 
'. — Toohey Slough, Buena Vista 170 ? 

. | Rush Lake, Osceola . x 3500 =? 
~~ Little Storm Lake x 1000 
“4 fowhead Lake, Calhoun ? ? 
+ Sunken Grove Lake, Pocahontas x 129,000 ? 
5 Borkks Slough, Pocahontas x 5,000 7? 

5 McCrea Slough, Calhoun x 3,400 
2 -Twin Lakes, Calhoun 596 ? 6,800 plus 
Y Lake View Gravel Pits, Sac x 250 per yre 
&— Iowa Lake, Hamilton 1000- 15,008 «=f 
6 Cairo Lake, Hamilton 1300 13,000 7? 
5 Owl Lake, Humboldt 800 10,000 7 
€~-Goose Pond, Sac 1250 100,000 

"2 Trubuil & Round Lakes, Clay x 4,000 
5— Barringer Slough, Clay 570 5,000 7? 
2 Jammerson Slough, Dickinson z 3,000. 
2- West Hottes Lake, Dickinson x 2,000 
6 Graver Lake, Dickinson x 5,000 plus 

°’ 6 Christopherson Slough, Dickinson 140 3,900 
? © Warner Lake, Dickinson x 1,000 =? 

' Little Wall Lake, Hemilton x 
ies 2 Green Slough, Clay 285 3,000_ plus 

Wp tccue- 8,392 $210, 950 

jb Ree Saher, wovrel Herr 32,000 plus 
\ Ac: - RQue bidic, A rn et tee ? 2 

i OVO 1 

? 5 Vaeg Sunt 3 wet a tute, Wa oh toe Oe 4 

2 , 346 ? 
5 nupjihuper Sree ods, menue 
i t ; \ ~Svv? 

5 Au Suit fay) Hormone ' , 

be tals aban te bedi vatlty. , Stouy <a mm. 

a Au Parsee Fude, OMrorm vow. 5 8,4 So 
Fx g 4 J a Bases Bougt n : : H9G00 
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Duck Blinds Numerous j Writing me from Sioux City recently, Wm. Schuenke, deputy game warden in that territory, says: "Patroling the Missouri river the iegilg other day for a distance of about 120 miles with my motor boat, I , found a duck blind on every sand bar that I saw. It looks like hunters are sure going to take advantage of the thirty days. Hunt- ~ ing on the Missouri is done with live decoys, some times as high 4s 120 live decoys to one duck blind, It is an unvritten lew among sportsmen here that the man who builds his blind before the open Season on a sand bar holds the blind for the season," 

BE Sete aati et eR ras 3 & 

Any Woodcock in Iowa? 
9 Des Moines—-A report recently reached the office of the state fish and game commission to the effect that woodcock had been seen in Iowa, Anyone knowing of such birds, or where located, will be conferring a favor by notifying the fish and game department at Des Moines. There was a time when these birds were extremely plentiful ~ in the state, but like the prairie chicken and several other species of game birds, woodcock are about gone, 

fae ae 

The state fish and game commission has established North Twin’. 
Lake in Calhoun County as a temporary game refuge. South Twin lake 
has completely dried up, but it is hoped will come back this fall for 
refuge purposes. The state fish and game commission asked that public sentiment be secured by circulating petitions. It is said that 
hunting has been greatly improved in late years through the establish- ment of South Twin lake as a game refuge. 

a — -; died f some unknown Hundreds of wild ducks are said to have die rom r r < 
cause at Bear Lake, near Odebolt recently. Game wardens ee 
the case were unable to determine the cause. Sacks of dead ducks . 
picked up by people living near the lake, the feathers used and the 
ducks thrown away. Many species were found dead, such as teal, 
mallards, woodducks, spoonbill, and other varieties,
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April 18, 1932, 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wis. 

Friend Leopold: 

Replying to your wild turkey questionaire, 
copy of which is attached; I have had an interview 
with Dri G. C. Moorehead of Ida Grove, bomn here in 
1856, historian of the county. This informant states. 
that wild turkeys were very common in the decade 
1860 to 1870 in the vicinity of Ida Grove. They dis- 
appeared each year during the summer, supposedly 
to prarie and swamps for nesting, and came flying in 
to the timber here in the autumn to spend the winter 
in the woods, They came in flocks, flying like 
prarie chickens still do in winter, They roosted in 
the trees, It was a very common practice to trap 
these birds in rail pens during the fall and winter, 
They all disappeared about 18700 

"The Grove" at Ida Grove was the only place 
in this vicinity that the Doctor remembers of as a 
turkey concentration area in this re@ion. He can- 
not remember ever having seen a turkey nest. The 
grove seems to have been a wintering place, the birds 
nesting elsewhere, 

Yours cordially,



905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 
April 11, 1932 

Dr. E. S. Parker, Ida Grove 
Mr. Nestor Styles, Cherokee ’ e 

Mr. Frank Marnette, Spirit Lake Se aa Gr. 
Mre Saunders, Emmetsburg f Shs 
Mr. Dennis Goeders, Algona Kora 
Dr. Hurd, Northville @ : 

Mr. J. L. Strunk 

Gentlemen: 

Incidental to the Game Survey, data have been collected on 

the original north boundary of the wild turkey in Iowa. 

Anderson's "Birds of Iowa" gives numerous records, but none 

for the northern countiese 

Coues saw turkeys at McGregor in and Audubon at Sioux 

City in 1843. I have dug up last occurrences as followst 

Sioux County = date unimown 
Cerro Gordo, 1890 
Blackhawk, 1856+ 
Fayette, 1880 
Clayton, 1850 
Delaware, 1855 
Jackson, 1896 

I would appreciate your making inquiry in your county and 

if you find acceptable evidence on any or all of the following points, 

drop me a line: 

1. Tarkeys were present 
2. Turkeys were not present 

= Where (give township or direction and distance from a town) 

. Year seen 
5. Year last seen 

Yours sincerely, 

Gado Lopokf 
ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey
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Council Bluffs, Lowa : 
March 30, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905. University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Since writing you with reference to the 
deer in Shelby County I have diecussed the situa- 
tion with the warden located at Harlan. What is 
occurring there is but a repetition of what 
occurred farther south of Avoca. The deer are not 

‘ being restrained to the land owned by Mr. Thompson, 
the only farmer receiving compensation from the 
state,am because of the dissatisfaction arising 
out of this situation, the deer are being molested, 
chased and probsbly some have been killed. : 

I would consider that the effort to remove 
these deer to tle areas along the Missouri river 
bluffs would be justified am would support your 
recommendation. 

Arthur E, Rapp. 

P.S. The book "Shooter's Companion" was mailed to 
you about a week ago, If you have not received it 
kindly advise me. 

A-E.R.
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Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Iowa Conservation Plan 
Des Moines, Iowa 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

The following general information was given me about 
the lterd of deer which formerly existed near Avoc a, Lowa. 
This herd was started in a small emlosure just east of Avoca 
by Wm Cuppy about the year 1890. As the herd increased Mr. 
Cuppy extended the enclosure across a bramwh of the Nishna- 

A botna River. About 1900 a freshet in the spring destroyed 
the swinging gates in the stream bed, Mr. Cuppy was ill and 
the deer excaped through the destroyed gates. Mr. Cuppy 
never recovered and the deer established themselves in adja- 
cent woods and increased rapidly. A report of counting 75 
deer in a herd was received. The attitude of the people 
toward the deer was at first favoreble and the deer were given 
protection. In time complaints began to come in of depredation, 
particularly of deer in feed lots, Finally a man by the name 
of Ward shot a deer in a feed lot in the preseme of a pee 
officer and upon being arrested claimed justification in pro- 
tecting his property. I was unable to find what the outcome 
of this indident was, except that in the next few years the 
herd was destroyed or dispersed. My informant commented upon 
the rapid decline of the herd as emtracted to the equally 
rapid hard increase following the escape of the deer. There 
may have been a cycle of use and decline. 

; The herd at Irwin is evidently a remnant of the Cuppy 
herd and I am inclined to think that the increase has been 
marked in recent years. Adrift to the south has been reported 
a numer of tims. 

Upon the request of Senator Booth and other interested 
: persons, the Fish and Game Department entered into an agreement 

with a Mr. Thompson who has atout sixty acres of pastured scrub 
: timber in which the deer maitain themselves. Under this agree- 

) ment no further timber is to be cut én the Thompson farm and the



. aoe 

Leopold. 

deer are to be fed if necessary. 

This agreement is renewable annually upon payment of 
$250.00 by the Commission. 

My interest in this matter wes only to protect the 
herd until such a time as it would be determined what part 

‘ they could take ina game program, 

Respectfully, 

Arthur E. Rapp 
AER /O



March 28, 1932 

Mr. Arthur EB. Rapp : 
City Hall : 
Couneil Bluffs, Iowa 

Dear Mr. Rapp: : 

Thanks for your undated letter ¢iving the history of 
the Avoca deer hered. 

John Ball and I looked at this ranze as well as we 
could with the impassable roads on the dey that we left Council Z 
Bluffs. I saw enough to be fully convinced that Shelby County 

3 is no place to maintain a herd of deer. I would like you to 
consider the proposal to trap this herd out and move it to the 

: Missouri River Jungles between Sioux City and Council Bluffs. 
"Unless you ean think of objections which I do not see, I would ‘ 

like to recommend to this effect. 

Yours sincerely, i : 

: ALDO IMOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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bs CENSUS OF WINTERING PRAIRIE CHICKEN, 1931-32, NEAR PRINGHAR, Re. B , 
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Roget Made by Raymond Johnston a 
(feels, =. 

‘ownship Section No. of Chickens ie 
HH ertbasy 50 

Carroll Township . 
none? 

Summit Sec. 20 ? F008 

. : 

se 
2 

Center Sec. 26 2% ° 100 ZR0 
ve : a” 0 
Oe So 

Crug oe ah ‘ = d ae” — yp. oe 
Baker none? sh = a a5 

Aer ae 
; is oe 

ge 
o> \ eG 3 

Dale Sec. 6 50 356 

Sec. 10 50 

Sec. 16 su 200 

Sec. 21 ae ok 5. 

ga Zor pow 
(= 

Highland none? Sort 250 ae ® 
4 Pan nud > “$0 2600 

Caledonia Sec. 2 50 ‘Ss 

Lies, ——— 18 
= 460 Fbant Total 450 chickens in 252 sq. mi. 

‘ ae Average about 2 * per sq. mi. 

D Wratirc cine 280 

25 

3.6 7-2
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Jan.28,1932. ae 

Dear Mr. Leopold; 

I thought it might interest you in your Survey to 
have me report a covey of about 200 prarie chickens in 
a large corn field lying immediately contiguous to Ida 
Grove on the South, There is about 40 acres of un- 
husked corn in the field. Harold Clark and I went all 
over this region yesterday on skis after a three inch 
fall of snow on the old deep snow of former weeks. We 
found that the prarie chickens are not eating the corn 
at all, they are living on wild sun-flower seeds, which 
are in this field in abundance. This is an excellent 
pheasant field, but the pheasants are mostly gathered 
around barn yards now, though a few are in the field, 
We flushed the covey of prarie chickens twice and 200 
is about the right estimate, The only animals eating 
the unhusked corn seem to be the rabbits, and they 
only slightly. 

o: cordially,
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SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS’ INSTITUTE CY 

BY ALDO LEOPOLD 

905 UNIVERSITY AVENUE 

MADISON, WISCONSIN 

March 29, 1932 

Mr. Raymond Johnston 
Primghar 
Towa, 

-~—Pear Mr. Johnston: = 

: I have just gotten around to examining your map of gravel pits 
and wintering game birds in O'Brien County. 

I would like very much to use this, under your name, as a 
sample winter chicken census, but would first like to get the following 
additional information: 

(1) For what townships is the chicken census most complete? 
(I assume for the 7 townships listed on the attached sheet---however, 
you must be the judge. Please draw an ink or blue pencil line around the 
territory to be used as the basis for the census.) 

: : (2) Can you make additional entries in these townships? - 
(Possibly by this time you have some more information. If so, please 
enter on the map, and on the attached list.) 

; (3) Please estimate below how much heavier or lighter than 
average this winter's chicken population was. eS 
Answer: (a) This winter's populatim was 5 © per cent ( heavier 

= (Lighter 
than the average for the last 4) years. ( 

(b) This winter's populatim was /Go per cent ( heavier 
( eter 

than in the preceding winter (1930-31). 

(4) What was the estimated proportion of species? 
Answer: This winter's population consisted of a per cent true prairie 
chicken or pinnated grouse (breast bars horizontal as in Plymouth Rock hen) 
and 24 per cent sharptail grouse (breat1bars vertical). 

(5) Dates of arrival and departure. at oP - = 
Answer: Most 4 peje ceene arrived in the month of OF x Dasona 
departed in / Wee a °



2 Jéhnston 

Please return the map with your reply; also the extra copy 
of the list and this letter with the answers filled in. 

I will then send your map to Wm. Schuenke, superintendent of 
game in the Fish and Game Commission. He or Mr. John Ball may want to 
refer to it in a proposed game management demonstration to be organized 
in your county. 

Thanking you for your help, 

Yours sincerely, 

Atdo le pete 
ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey 

P. S. With your reply please send me a blank copy of the “Sectional 
Plat of O'Brien County," and bill me for any charges if you have to pay 
for it. 

e = AL. 

Incl. ;
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CENSUS OF WINTERING PRAIRIE CHICKEN, 1931-32, NEAR PRIMGHAR, : 
O'BRIEN COUNTY, IOWA 

Made by Raymond Johnston 

Township Section No. of Chickens 

Carroll Township 
none? 

jee 
Summit Sec. Bol = 

“ Gv eae 

Center Sec. 26v 100” 

—_— a f a Vv 

ine ttt (7 foe 

Baker none? 

Dale Sec. 6 50v - 
Ov 

amon Spe ape 

Sec. 16 200 

v 
Sec. 21 ig 

f = ie 2 2eSv 

Monk * 

Highland none? 

Caledonia Sec. 2 50 

Total 450 chickens in 252 sq. mi. 

Average about 2 " per sq. mi.
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State of Down 

Bs EAE cine WARDEN Fish and Game Department o Tamia 

Des Moines 

Bprii 11, 1932. 

ff 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Information on muskrats that you wanted 4 

in regard to being scaby was during the fall 

season of 1928 to 1929. 

These rats came in on the Sioux City 

: Market from Nebraska, South Dakota and Iowa. 

Regards, 

Supervisor Game Management. 

WS: GCM
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PIONEER RECORD, IDA GROVE, I0° 
——— —————esssSsSsSsSsSSSsSsssSsSsSssses 

1) S_————_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_——_——_—_—_—_— Alfred Hallam, at one time : S 
j leading citizen of Ida Brove, write: | 

eco- Leaves F- rom from Clinton, Louisana, to ti: 
higp: 9 local A & P Creamery, asking de 
Bek a Reporter S |} tails about creamery business, ir 
ng a which he is interested at his tow) 
> re- of Clinton, a few miles out fron 

3 ‘orts, | Baton Rouge, In his posteript h* 
1, at says:: “Dr. Moorehead will tel 
con~ ou all about Al Hallam”, > 
thi Wild cats are not common in ¥ ee ; 5 

Eh Ida County, but they have been UR Ae a 7 oe a 
-Rath.| Street had the distinction Saturday 

ther | tomnd Here Recently Soups Hai: | i. observing his thirteenth birth 
one}jen Ida Grove youthful hunter,|qay, it being also the thirteenti 
ae came upon some tracks _of one,! of the month. t 

Y!on a Sunday while cantering over [cone oa t 
he the country with his rifle. John} An almost unbelievable story o 

: ND got a glimpse of the animal, but/a dog’s memory and faithfulnes 
‘OR| Was unable to get a good shot at|is reported by Bob Barton of Ids 
er-|him. A week later he went after|Grove. Nine years ago, the family 
way|him again—early in the morning,| held a closing out public sale on 
r of| expecting to bring in his quarry| their place north of Sioux city. |; 
for before breakfast. Sure enough, he} Among the animals dispadsed of! * 

8S. |found the tracks which he follow-| was the shepherd dog, that w 
Wa-! od with eagerness and after miles| sold to a neighboring farmer. 7 
ave|and miles of traveling, he came|Bartons never saw the dog ag 
the} Upon the animal on the Chris| until last Friday morning. | 
zine | Kiertzner farm in the hills munch-| Barton was standing at the cory 
zg in{ing a rabbit. John drew a quick! restaurant in Ida Grove, when ius 
and|bead and dispatched the animal.|animal bounded up to him an 

So intent was John on securing the| began leaping against him wit’ 
Ul. Janimal he found he had missed| the utmost expression of joy. Wr 

his breakfast and dinner. The skin| Mr. Barton returned to his b 
QE and head he has sent to Denver|the second floor of the My 
: to be mounted The wild cat meas-| Johnson residence on Sor 

., | ured thirty-six inches long. We] Street, the dog followe? 
wily will be disappointed if John does | the same scene was e” 
im-|not display it in the F. A. Lusk|it caught sight of tb 

3; of} & Son window when it returns] the family. Since tr 
Im a/from the taxidermists. Wild cats; have been unab) 
aree| are of a migratory nature and it|away from thr 
an-|is probably that this one worked| sight of som 
you) his way down from the Dakot: family. ‘ 
10 

ie ; 

7
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: The annual fox hunt at Floris (Davis county) was held August 
89 to Scpt. 6. It was the trentieth annual meet. Hon. £, R. 
Harlan, state curator, Des Moines, uns the speaker, 

y 3 — arene Ce ot SED ui IS 

Fox Hunters Meet 
Chariton--The Iowa state fox hunt, an annual event put on by the Iowa State Fox Hunters Association, was held at Crystal Lake recently, Speakers were: senator Lloyd Wllis, Chariton; Dr. J, H, Malony, Chari- ton; Hon. Llovd Thurston, Osceola; Dr. W. C. Boone, chairmen state — fish and game commission, Fred Chandler, sportsman and stock breeder, is the state secretary. Hunts were staged each day of the three-day meeting. Robert Kirtley of Dallas, acted as master of the hounds, 

----000---- ita _ 
As to the grey foxes, there is a man here, who formerly 

bought the foxes to be shipped to Hastern Hunting Clubs. I 
have been trying to get in touch with him sinee I do not NN 
know anything about it, but do not know where I could get * the information except from him. 4e has been out of town ¥, 
but when he returns, I will get this information, and send 
it to you. 

oa 

In relation to the Predator Map, I do not believe Sud that there is a crow roost of a thousand birds in Nortndextey Towa. We have a number of men here who have been very active in hunting crows, and to or three men have killed something like four thousand crows in Northeastern Iowa during the last year. There are a number of crows through this country, bit they do not run in flocks of over two or three hundred, ,
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March 18, 1982, a 

_ Ge By Mac Donald 
Forestry School 
Ames, Lows 

Dear Kacy 

it oceurred to me that it might facilitete your efforts to 
etert soue erocion sentrol and seme cover slentings thie spring for me to 
outline briefly some of the thoughts which came to we during wy trip in southern 
fove. I offer these not at all as mxturod suggestions, bat sieply as rew material 

which wight be of some uxe to you or your graduate student in dreeing a plen of 
action, 

it is ay impression thet there 
are tee reparate and distinet probleme, differing frow eavh other chiefly in the 

( techmicn) difficulties to be survounted. 

One ie the gully situated in fields expesed to greasing only in 
winter, or the gully eo eltwatéed that 2% can be fenced and kept angresed for 
# period of yearss 

This probem is relétively eacy and requires only the following 
properties in the plant te be upeds 

{ 1. A#bliity to grow some stew cuttings, root cuttings, seed 
or gome Sther inexpensive form d propagation. 

& Ablilty to spresd by suckering or otherwise up the walls 
of the gully. 

3. Pibrous roots goof for holding roil, 
4. Not so aggreseive as to veurp the sdjscent farm land. 
& Value as game wintering cover, game nesting cover, or 

game food. 

The second and more difficult problem ip that presented by qullices 
in permanent pastures which are expored to grazing throughout the growing seasons 
It 1s ay impression thet the permanent pasture ie often deliberstely leonted on 
gullied lend because suck land is not convenient for use as plow lend, This protebly 
tends to accentuste the eregion situation, Gn the other hand, 11 would be toprectéZe 
for farsere to change their entire fare lay-out. Hence, in such vastures, our 
erosion control plant must have in addition the following properties: 

‘ 6, Ability to resiet gresing, either by reason of being unpalatable 
tp stock or by reagon of thorns or other characters hich protect the plont against 
grazing.



j ie 
3 x 

Heed of Experixental Bork. 1% is evident at the outset thet no one species 
‘ wilt pessese all of the six properties which may be needed. The question is one 

of finding out the degree to which varlous scecies meet the requirerents of 
verious situations and what response in the form of increased game crop results 
from the establishsent of these species in gullies, This ia « problew aneser~ 
able only by experimentation end rediiise:cat of yerults., Such experimentation 
tekee times hence, the desirability of getting it under way this year, if 
possible. ; 

Organisation, It is my impression thet the pertieuler fare purchased by the 
Bureau of S$i1e doex not offer rom enough for the various experiments and sere- 
over thet the welue of the proposed experiments would be emkenced if they could 3 
be coniucted en faree ovred and used by regular farmers, Hence, 1 think thet « 
block ef ferns offered by the owners for this purpoes, adjacent to or near the 
experizent etation would be the best locatior for the sork, : 

Tt ceeurs to me thet the rurverymen af Shenandosh wight have 
gone of the stock which you need and might be willing te donate it for these 
expericente, I think thet County Agent Grisuold could suecesefully appeal to then 
onee your exact needs sre decided upon, 

: it else occurs to se thet volunteer labor to actuelly plant the 
stock end te prepsre mupolier of cuttings wight be donated by the loosl 4-H elubs 
and locel groups of spertemen. In a pinch the nearby deputy game wardens might 
@leo donate some labors i 

Secies. Since the secon! probles is the mout difficult, I «ili confine ay 
suggestions to it. 

Bade suggests that it msy be necessary in pastures to preseed by 
two stages. The first te be the establishvent of s Line of trees in the bottos 
of the gully te furnish brueh for the protection of the subsequent plantings. 
It 1s poesible thet planting sottonceod “staube*, let uz say LO ft. Long and 
4 inches in diameter, aight result in « evep of sproute at the top which would 

: be out of reach of cattle. Osege cuttings might alse prove to be thorny enough 
to result in a erop of trees without protection agains cattle, 

AftéF there tress, whicy we may scll “nurre* trees have reached « 
height of L& or 15 feet, the fine] plantings coula be mote throughout the gully 

and the trees then chopped down on tep of these plantings te protect thes #111 
they get sterted. 

On the other hand, your suggestion of 4 species like Chinese 
poplar night disperse with tke necessity of two steges., Black locust or wild 
plum might peasibly survive without ang #pecdal protection, : 

Bode suggests that portable fences might be coretructed around the 
gully to furnish protection during the stage wher the plantings ere getting sterteds 
it is ay “bunch", however, thet this would be quite costly. 

Some ¢ the more aggressive and thornywrosesvef vigorous growth 
: and trailing habit, such as the Dr. Van Fleet , aight be useful, except that they 

de not spread by suckering very freely snd hence the expense of planting « euffic~ 
lent mmber to begin sith would be great. Possibly 1t would be worthehile considers 
ing the direct seeding cf such species ac red osler dogeosd, svect clover, wild 
hemp, coral berry, penicled degsood, or the like.



: Prof. WacDonslé —£ March 18, 1982, “ 

in fields which are not exposed to grazing during the summer season, 
: wy bunch ie thet willows or red caler dogwood furnish one of the very best bets. 

Of the various willows I suapect that the eetive peasy willow furnishes the best 
geome cover and is just as easy to plant ag other apecios. It ie alse possible the 
Europeen yellow willow pollarded close to the ground may be a good species for 
protecting the fields. 

te acemaaanead’ The only game observation which would need to be wade the 
: st your te & census of the nusber of birds securring on the planted farse this 

past Finter, Farsers, you find, xnow the exact mumber of coveys of quail, end 
approxizately the number of pheasants to be found on each farm 

ies Wiliiem Seluenke, the new enperintendent of gbae for the 
Fish ond Game Commiexion or myself could auke this census thie year and next wieter 
Errington could wake ite 

; I hope these rather disjointed euggeetiona may be of sone uge to 
you in planing this seseon's aperations, : 

: . With beet regerds, I on 

Yours sincerely, 

Als 8H Aldo Leopold 
: In Gherge Gene Survey 

Signed during absence to avoid deleyss
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Bird tay, an eetabliched by the lows legielaturs, eecure on Woniny, Merch 21. 
The Iowa Fish ond Gene Commiseion and the lowe Conservation Board suggent the follow 
ing an profitable things to de for bird conservation at this gessen in thie etete: 

Song Birds. Build « bird houre. Designs ani specifications euliahle for blue birds, 
wrens, merting, woodpeckers, amt other species are contained in the Government Bulletin, 
“Sow To Build Bird oases." This say be obtained from the U.8.Departeent of Agriculture. 

Plant e¢ clump of red exder or Roreay spruce for winter cover en acme south-facing 
bank ner weeds or brush, If live stuck har sooesn te the spot, fence the trees ageinet 
grasing. 

Plant redbew, wild grape, wnhoo, or some other fruit-bearing bush elon fence rove 
or other sunry eituations where ther can beer fruit for winter bird food. fettar still, 
plant hemp er sunflowers and Leave then etanding. 

Por forest and beugh-loving epecies, leave a part of the weodlot ungrased, 

dny one of a bumired breeding species ean be attracted to any plese of Lend by 
learning ite requirenente ani neeting then, 

Jushl. If there is Live etock in the suodlet, fence off « corner of it te go ungrazed, 
“#0 thet brugk amd undergrowth ean come up ami serve ae winter quell cover, A gouth slope 
near gorm or weeds in best. 4 quicker ant often suffieient eover oan be chtained by 
leaving treetose unlepsed or bruetplles unburned. 

If there are gullies or wachee om the farm, plant the bottom of each wash with 
willes, ogege, cern) berry (buck trush), wild plue, black leeust, or somo other 
tree or bugh whieh gpreais by suckerings The resulting groeth will furnish cover for 4 
quail and et the «ame time prevent the enlargenent of the wagh, If the waeh de fe « 
perture, Use oengs, black lecuat or some other plant whies eattle dislike, 

If the gully in not in purture, an? erogion not toe active, Just let it atone ant 
at will plent Ltself. 

i Leave « nesting ground for quell, The bert neeting ground ie « wide strip of 
ungrased blue grease slong e fenee row or gully centeining seuttered corulherry buster, or > 
old ragweed or svect clover stalke. Quail provided with sueh nesting ground e111 not 
beve te meet In bay fields, where thelr neats are deetreyed by hay mowers. 

if you hewe any brush or weed cover more Gonn 200 yarde fron corn, plent ea food 
pateh of care or kefflr nearby and leave it uneut next fell. 

The wlgratien of Cooper's Sowke Le now on, Bnteh your covers and if thie 
partiqular epectae of tews ie frequently esen “working their coverts, dewiray him, Do 
net, howaver comalt the error shooting any hee oF owl unlese you are positive of the 
_~eeeler. Gegie's uh seaming 000 Ue er Gee has teers canted vinees 
ee ee ee ee ree, ee eee See Cenee



Byen « Cooper's Rawk geldom meceeds in cotehing « well-fed quekl with clenty 
ef good cover, Owergraning and overeuttirg ceetroy wore qu@il in lows exek year 
then ell the predeters, including ean, 3 

| / este Qosasena, If there sre any preirie ehickene on your lend, sake sure that 
heve ample neabirg caver. ae 5 net a) ee tees Se sees 

of tel) grass lying in @ ood block in open countay fron all woodlete, reads, 
and telephone wires, It ts probably ispersible for prairie ahlecens to thrive 
in the inmediate vicinity of telephone Lines bearing = large musber of wires beemuze of 
the frequency with which they fly inte thee. If you heve « remmint of chickens, | , 
keep the telephene lines seu. A , 

‘Bven “winter” chickens (migrants fros the north) will often stay and bread if 
offered proper newtine range. 

_ Th de @ grester distinction te have « flock of chiekena on your fare then te - 
@rive « Peokerds 

fuffed Grouse, Yxolude eattle fron the brush pateh in whieh any rounant of this = 
speodes cemivrs snd eseourage wild berries, wlld frulte and iromeood undergrovth fer ee 
budding. It le the graming ef woedlots and hrugh patehbor which threatens te : 
exterminate “the drummer’ io Tome, . 

Svery Tom, Mek and Horry hae o radio, tut 14 is « rare farm whieh still offers 3 
the privilege of bearing a oeek grouge drum in the opring evenings. 

i ncehet OS tue b A 
Coerfiers A osatre, Mrarfrala. HH arte, trae ele Dicigt td nig db, lvl, ‘ 

Ce go Ente © ft yf Ua us 

' etog rent Pita men the fooel hablo yf heute nul net, 4 

Frvclin gs ior Anak pth, Ae ote a adn uf A ; 

Wrnpil,
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Digest of 

"Historteal Collections of Ida County" 
Dr. G. C. Moorehead, Pioneer Record Press, 1928 

Pp. 5. Water. “Wild ducks and geese lazily swam in the river, the water of which was so clear that schools of fish could be seen on the hard clean sandy bottom." (June 16, 1856) 

Hard winter, 1856-7 "coldest ever known in Iowa. Also 1880-81, 1887-88. 

p. 7 aration of lis. “At one time, when the floating ice filled the river, elk travelling north gathered on the land now occupied by Ida Grove in such mumbers that they covered the ground and — south as far as emld be seen." (#lk lasted till 1870, pe - 

"Wild turkeys "were abundant." 
“Prairie Chickens were almost tame and were trapped and shot at 
pleasure, * 

“Quails were as abundant as sparrows today. * : 

“Ducks, ceese, curlers and sandhill cranes nested." The latter species is tantiated by a pet, which must have been caught 
young. 

P. 16. Prairie fires. “At times deer and elk and prairie chickens were 
driven south by these fires, and were the first warning the set- tler received." 

p- 102. Migration. “Cattle never learned to migrate as the elk and 
buffalo did." 

Elk 
Prairie Chicken ; : 
Waterfowl 

Iowa report .~ 
Parker



Notes from 

“Northwestern Iowa ~ Its History end Traditions" 

Arthur ¥. Allen. 4%. J. Clarke Publ. Oo., 
Chicago, 1927. 

Vol. I. 

p. Sl. Swan seen on Medium lake by Capt. Allen Aug. 23, 1844. Bvidently bred. 

p. 82. Buffalo & Antelope killed by Allen in Iyon Co., 1844, but nomein 
Sioux or Plymouth (p. 83). 

p. 165. Elk killed by Franklin Prentice in 1849 at Danham's Grove on 3. 
Boyer River, Crawford Co. : 

: * 
p. 181. Elic killed in Calhoun Co. in 165% by Allen MeCoy on Coon River at 

“Oxenford Nill* (S. %. part?) 

Pp. 212. Wild turkeys in Calhoun Go., 1850s. Location? 

p. 227. Gragshoppers in MN. and Cent. Iowa, 1673 and 187%, 1878. Palo Alto, 1876. 

p. 245. Elantatton Tay exep\ion adopted by Board of Supervisors of Cherokee 
Co. in “late * Exemption on planted property up to $500. 

Vol. IT. 

pe 643. Deer shot at Correctionville May 10, 1856. 

* Chorwfean, Co- mak Cah eral 

Vile Buffalo 
Elk 
Antelope 

Turkey 
Iowa report: 
Parker



Digest of 

“Kearney in Iowa" 

W. J. Petersen, The Palimpsest. State Hist. Sec. Aug. 1931 

as 1820 Expedition 

pe 300 «©Elic imnted at Odebolt, 1820, 

Dp. 301. Buffalo bull killed onhead of Soldier R. between Sac and 
Ida counties, July 8, 1920. 

Dp. 302. 5,000 Buffalo seen July 11 south of Lest Island lake. 

Pp. 303. 100 Buffalo seen near Ymmetsburg. 

Pp. 305. Erosion “the handsomest stream of water we have seen, since 
we left the Bowyer" (Cedar necr Austin, Minn.) 

p- 307. Ruffed Grouse. “They reached Redwings Village (Minn. ) | 
up the Mississippi by sundown. During the day Kearny noted 

many pheasants, 
the Allegeheny Mountainrs. (ires probably reduced coverts 
in W. Iowa till settlements began.) 

1834 Expedition 

Pp. 329. Buffalo on head of Sunk in June, 1834. 

Buffalo 
Ruffed Grouse 
Iowa report ~ 
Elk 

Parker
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| ieee de a 
by Bert H. Bailey, Iowa Geol. Survey, Bull. No. 6 . 

Des Moines, 1918 he 

p. 69. Sharpshin. “Winters from Towa southward, . . only a com : a 
paratively small mumber remain here to nest." es 

p- 74. Cooper's Hawk. "It is a common species throughout the state, ae 
arriving early in April." LEvades question of wintering, but © i oe 

says it winters in Nebraska. | 2 

p+ 83+ Goshawk. One taken 1906; big flight 1916-17 (30 brought in). ae 
Some ag early as October. : a 

ps 97+ Redtail. One seen with freshly killed crow, ia 

pe 115. Redshoulder. Wests. Most common in 8. part, Winters? . 
: Evidently not considered migratory, ; e 

pe 157. Duckhawk. Nests on palisades of Cedar R. ae 
ey 

pe 224, cae 3 mentioned in 1905, 1 in 1913, 1 in 1886, 2 in 1882, 5 
: I in 1885, 1 in 1895. a 

4 2 ae 

5 < 4@ 

: oe



. 
File Iowa, 

= S.D. 
: Minn. 

Digest of Neb. 
Sharptail 

"Birds of the Northwest” 
by Blliott Coues 

: U.S. Geological Survey Mis. Pub. 
No. 3, Washington, 1874, 

p. 410. Sharptail. Audubon says in 1836 “accidental in MN. Illinois." 3 
First pinnated killed at Fort Ripley, Minn. 1873. Nothing wot 
sharptail since 1653. Some sharptail left 12 miles N. St. Paul 
now, 1874 (7). ‘hence dividing line rung S.W. toward Yankton. 
"T. gapide (pinnated) appears to replace the other (sharptail) 
as the wheat-field advance." 

"I am reliably informed of its (sharptail's) occurrence with 
eee (pinnated) in the northwestern portion of Iowa." 
viding line now (1874) is between Fort Randall, and Yankton. 

“The Cupidones are unquestionably creeping up the Missouri; 
just as the quail have already done, although they have not 
apparently as yet p assed quite so far.” (This implies the 
quail boundary in 187! was above Yankton. ) 

"Proceeding now nearly due south, we find the line. . 
fives the greater portion of Nebraska to this species, and passes 

¢ nearly through the middle of Kansas to . . Fort Hayes." 

p. 4, Aa: "Yertile priairie country . . especially Illinois, 
Towa, Missouri, eastern half of Minnesota, $.%. Dakota, middle 
and B. Kansas, and Nebraska, Arkansas, and EB. Texas. Var. 
Pallidicinetus from ¥. Texas.“ (This is the range in 187. Hayden 
says it occurs near Council Bluffs “in myriads." "Mr, Allen notes 
its westward spread from middle Kansas, but I have no record of its 

: reaching, as yet, either Colorado or Wyoming." 

p. Hal. eee "T never saw it in the Missouri (River) region. 
t apparently occurs only toward the mouth of the river. I have 

seen no Nebraskan record. In Kansas Mr. Snow says it is “very 
rare," and it is,no. doubt, confined to the eastern part of the 
state. It is given as abundant in southern Iowa by Mr. Trippe, 
and occurs in various parts of Missouri." 

p. 431. Bobuhite, “Up the Missouri to thite River (Hayden. " 
‘Along the Missouri it is abundant up to Fort Randall." "In 

Minnesota it is abundant in the southern portions of the state, 
and appears to be spreading with the advance of the settlements, 

‘ like the pinnated grouse." None on Red River, or anywhere in 
northern Dakota. 

Si p. 391. Wild Turkey. "Mr. Hayden does not include the wild turkey in 
ma his report, apparently not having met with it in the Missourl



2 Coues digest ; x 

P: regione Its occurrence, however, is sufficiently attested as 
far up the Missouri River as Yankton, if not somewhat beyond-- ‘ 
I have observed but one Minnesotian record. .« . both the 
Kansas authorities witness its common occurrence in the timbered 
districts of that state, as Mr. Trippe does in southern Iowa. 

| « « the northern . line. . appears to have contracted of late 
| years. It 4s scarcely now found in any part of Minnesota, but 
' Dr. Head tells me that gome 30 years ago, at old Fort Atkinson, a 

few miles west of Prairie du Chien, it was frequently killed, 
though its present northern limit cannot be far from the southern 
border of Minnesota.” : 

on
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July 27, 1932 

MEMO TO: 

Dr. EB. S. Parker 
Mrs. J. EB. Stewart 

Mrs. Henry Frankel om, () f) | 
Mr. Nestor Styles ( Cg Youd QA of % 

. Mr. Frank Marnette ie 0 ea 
Mr. Burr Lichty Q g (: { 
Dr. R. M. Anderson (Ottawa, Can.) (QrCarXA san UAL watben 
Dr. W. C. Boone 
Mr. J. N. Darling 
Mr. Arthur BE. Rapp 
Mr. I. T. Bode 

I am now writing the Iowa Report, which will appear serially 

in "Outdoor America" beginning September. The "Iowa Handbook of 

Game Management" was submitted in May and I am told is now on the 

press. It will probably reach you shortly. 

Attached is a "Calendar of Events in Iowa Conservation" which 

I thought might add popular interest to one of the chapters of the 

Report. I am sending this to those of my friends who stand out in 

my mind for their "long view" of the subject, in the hope that they 

can add some appropriate items. If you have any suggestions, I 

would appreciate receiving them. 

a Yours sincerely, 

: 4LDO LEOPOLD
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ae - oe x 
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6 1855 Sunday hunting prohibited 1905 
7 6 Hard winter 1856-7 6 
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1810 9 Q Reset H ding Praaman 
i 1860 1910 Last turkey killed 
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é 2 1 
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6 1865 3 
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e EDWARD S. PARKER, M. D. ROBERT B. ARMSTRONG, M. D. 

DRS. PARKER & ARMSTRONG 

IDA GROVE, IOWA 

May 5, 1932, 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wis. 

Friend Leopold; 

I have been conferring with the Boagté of Super- 
visors of this county with the view to having all the 
gravel pits of the County set aside by official action 
as Game Sanctuaries and so posted, There is no doubt 
but that this action can be secured, 

I remember in your preliminary report on 
Northern Iowa you made inquiry in a note as to who owns 
the gravel pits. I find that in this county, at least, 
the county buys the land for the pit, when the gravel 
in exhausted in the area, the Board of Supervisors, on 
recommendation of the County Engineer, declares that 
the gravel pit is abandoned, The land then reverts to 
the original owner in five years, This simply means 
that the County takes this method of getting non-pro 
ductive property off it's hands and back to a private 
owner who may find some value tx? it and will have to 
pay taxes on it again, This seems to answer your ques= 
tion as to county pits. The state pits are probably 
managed differently. 

There is quite a number of pits in this 
eounty which will not revett for some years, It is 
these that we wish to post and protect. 

Yours cordially,



‘ EDWARD S. PARKER, M. D. 
ROBERT B. ARMSTRONG, M. D. 

{~ 
DRS. PARKER & ARMSTRONG B we = IDA GROVE, IOWA At 

April,4,1932, wr? 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wis. 

Friend Leopold: 

I have your letter of Mch.28 with inclos- 
ure of proposed "Game lianagement Bill", This seems to 
be about right and I hope you can find room for it in 

= your report, 

There are other legal matters that have 
bothered conservationists here,too. Possibly you may 
see fit to consider them, also. Here are a few that 
occur to me at the moment, probably there are several 
others, 

There must be a new law needed, or at 
least Supreme Court decisions needed, after test cas- 
es have been brought, to enable the State to assume 
ownership of marginal and accretion lands. I am thinke 
ing particularly of the "Jungles" along the Missouri, 
though there must be other jungle lands which really 
belong to the State on account of long lapsed taxes, 
In case decisions ofay are needed, it should be rec- 
ommended that appropriate actions be brought at once 
to get the status clear in these cases. The last time 
I saw J.N.Darling he stated that no one seemed to know 
who owned the lands in question, He said opinions 
from the Atty, General and other legal epinions had 
been extraordinarily varied and contradictory. Pos- 
sibly there should be new legislation for a new con= 
demnation law for lands suitable for game purposes, 

It seems as though the Fish & Game Comn- 
ission might be given greater legal powers in many 

: ways. For instance as to predator control in locale 
ized areas where such control may be defimitely in- 
dicated without waiting for legislative action, In 
the matter of 4H clubs and other similar juvenile 
or adult organizations or individuals who might be 
authorized to raise fish or game for the State, on 
some basis satisfactory to both parties, it would seem 
that the Commission should have power to give licenses 
free of the usual legal fee. 

These are some of the matters that might 
be considered, You will probably think of many others, 

With best wishes, I am: 

Yours cordially,
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G. Diese rhe” - IOWA GAME POLICY FOR 1932-3 . ver? 
— (To Be Considered at March 17 Meetine) fe 

Part I. Uplamd Game : 

General Policy. The state's game policy for resident upland game rests upon prin- 

ciples of game management: 

(1) After a seed stock is once established in any locality the anmal 
erop can be increased only by improving food, cover md protection. 
It cannot be increased by further plantings, except at prohibitive 
cost. 

(2) In selecting the seed stock for my locality, foreign species should 
be used only when it is not feasible to restore conditions favorable 

for native species. : 

Game Survey. The game survey, which is now almost completed, and which will be pub- 
lished shortly, dows what seed stocks are present in each county of the state, and 
to what extent the conditions of food, cover, and protection are favorable or un-— 

favorable for each species. The state's expenditures for game restoration should be 

guided by these findings, beginning at once. 

This policy attempts to express in brief form the recommendations of the Game 
Survey, as they apply to the two-year period just ahead. 

1. Northwestern District 

Species. This district is too bare to make the restoration of prairie chickens or 
quail a feasible proposition, except on special sanctuaries to be selected for the 
purpose. Pheasants, however, are established throughout the district, and Hungarians 

in the northwest part of it. (See double hatching on map) These two species mst 

be relied upon for the shootable game crop. 

Pheasant Management. What pheasants need in this district is better cover, protec- 

tion, and food conditions, rather than additional plantings. The greatest need is 

probably nesting cover. 

The Department, therefore, will cease further plantings, and will concentrate 

its energies on a series of local test or demonstration areas, to wor! out practical 

methods whereby farmers, sportsmen, and state officers may cooperate to 

1. Increase the pheasant crop by improving cover, food 

and protection. 

2. Control pheasant hunting in a manner mtually accept- 

able to the three parties concerned. ‘ 

Three such test areas are now being organized. The Agricultural College will 
furnish the services of a biologist to advise on the methods to be tried. 

Hungarian Management. Hungarian stock is too expensive to import from abroad, and is 

not available from game farms. The state proposes to organize a producing area, 

of several townships, on which the birds will be managed "in the wild", and the sur-~ 

plus annually trapped off for use in extending their range by new plantings, espec- 
ially in District 4, 

: Native Birds. A large state sanctuary for prairie chickens is to be established, 
probably in Howard county, where the largest remnants of this species are found. 
In addition it is proposed to lease nesting cover, and, if necessary, food patches, 
for some 15 other scattered remnants in this district. 

2. Intermediate District 

Species. This belt of country is in the same situation as District-1, except that “ 
pheasants are just becoming established, and there are no Hungarians. Pheasants must 
be depended on for a shootable game crop. : 

Pheasant Plantings. Since there is not yet an adequate seed stock, further plantings 
will be encouraged, and the state will concentrate its entire planting program in 
this district for a period of two years (1932 and 1933). Applications for eggs for 
1932 will be approved only forDistricts 2 and 3,
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Pheasant Management. One demonstration area to test out, in cooperation with farmers, 

methods for improving cover, food, and protection conditions, is being organized in 

: this district. 

« Southwestern District 

Need of Cover. The soil, topography, amd climate of this district is regarded as 
being promising for both pheasants, Hungarians, and quail, but vith tho oxcoption of 
the Missouri River valley and the immediately adjacent "breaks," it is so devoid of 
cover that plantings would be a waste of money. Food is also scarcer than in other 
parts of Iowa. 

Plantings. The state will plant this area with pheasants (and later with Hungarians), 

but only upon a positive showing that cover and food conditions in the locality to 
DSeplanted are satisfactory. This will often necessitate the advance exclusion of 
stock from suitable areas in order that cover may grow up, or advance provision for 

the leaving of standing grain for food. The biologist of the Agricultural College 
Will be available to advise where and how to restore cover and provide food. 

Hungarian Demonstration. In the western or central part of this district there 

should be a demonstration or test area, on which Hungarian partridges (to be prom 

duced on and trapped from the producing area in District 1) are to be systematically 
planted and managed. This will be started as soon as the necessary producing area 

has been organized in District l. 

4. Southeastern District 

Species. The hilly parts of this district are best adapted to quail. 

The prairie uplands and the wider bottomlands are often too bare to restore 

enough cover for quail, and may be devoted to pheasants, provided it is found that 

pheasants can be permanently established. 

Certain districts near the Missouri boundary contain valuable remnants of 
prairie chicken and ruffed grouse, for which special sanctuaries are to be establish- 
ed. 

The whole district is regarded as less promising for Hungarians than any other 
part of the state. Pheasants seem much more likely to succeed than Hungarians. 

Pheasant Plantings. Success or failure of pheasant plantings in a given locality 
cannot be judged until new plantings in that locality have ceased for at least three 
years. In 1930 and 1931 the statemade its heaviest plantings in this district. It 
is as yet a moot question what parts of this region, if any, are capable of perma- 
nent success. The state, therefore, proposes to discontinue its plantings in this 
district, altogether, for the years 1932 and 1933. The state will resume pheasant 
plantings (and possibly discontinue planting in District 2) in 1934, at least in 
those parts which at that time seem to warrant further effort. 

During this two-year interim or experimental period, sportsmen and conservation- 
ists in this district are urged to devote their energies to providing adequate law 
enforcement, food, and cover to the seed stock of pheasants already present. 

Experimental Mass Planting. In one or two selected townships of this district, now 
containing no pheasants at all, the state proposes, as soon as funds are available, 
to make a very large mass planting on a range artifically improved by adding various 
kinds of food, cover, minerals, grits, predator control, etc. ach bird is to be 
banded and a trained observer is to be detailed to the area to make observations 
and conduct retrapping operations to check movements. This special experiment, how- 
ever, will have to await the necessary funds, and will occupy only a small fraction 
of the total area. — si at 

Quail Demonstrations. Regardless of the ultimate success or failure of pheasants, 
the Department feels sure that quail can be greatly increased in the hilly parts of 
this region, and that once such increase is an accomplished fact, that the Legisla~ 
ture will authorize some orderly plan whereby the farmers, who have pro duced a sur- 
plus, will be authorized to harvest it.
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We can claim no surplus now, because the Game Survey shows that at least half. 
of the quail coverts in this District have disappeared in the recent past. There is 
a good stock in the remaining coverts, but this hardly constitutes a shootable sur- 
plus, 

The Department will concentrate its efforts on proving that the quail range 
and quail population can be expanded by improved food, cover, and protection. To 
this end two demonstration or test areas are now being organized, in cooperation 
with two local groups of farmers and sportsmen. 

Sanctuaries. A large state sanctuary for prairie chickens is to be established, 
probably in Wayne county, or one of the nearby counties where the largest remnants 
ace found. In addition it is proposed to lease cover areas for sme 12 scattering 
cemnants of prairie chickens and 12 remnants of ruffed grouse occurring in this dis~ 
trict» : > 

Part II. Waterfowl. 

General Policy. The state's policy for migratory waterfowl contemplates: 

(1) Expansion of the breeding area, and improvement of brecdixe 
conditions thereon. 

(2) Establishment of an adequate refuge system, in cooperation 
with the federal government. 

(3) Establishment of public shooting grounds on areas not needed 
for refuges. 

(4) Regulation of geasons, bag limits, and shooting practices in 
] cooperation with the federal government. 

All of these measures demmd first of all the restoration of lake and marsh 
areas to which thoy can be applied, 

Lake and Marsh Restoration. The Game Survey is making maps, development plans, 
and cost estimates for a large series of lake and marsh restoration pr jects located 
in all of the forgoing districts. The Fish Survey will next determine the fish- 
pxducing value, if any, of each pw ject. The Department will then recommend an 
increase in hunting and fishing licenses, the income from which to be devoted to the 
execution of the restoration program. 

A system of refuges will be developed as rapidly as the necessary lakes and 
waters become available. 

Part III. Predators and Game. 

Policy. The establishment of a propor balance between game and predators is believed 
to be a question for which no single answer will apply to the whole state, because 
of great local variations in the abundance of each. 

: As a preliminary move it is considered necessary, at least in some counties, to 
check the apparent rapid increase in foxes by somewhat relaxing the protective 
measures adopted in 192_. Later local adjustments should be worked out on the basis 
of actual measurements of damage to be made by the biologist, who is to be attached 
to the Agricultural College.



REPORT ON GAME SURVEY 

BY 

SLDO LEOPOLD, GAME MANAGEMENT EXPERT IN 
CHARGE OF GAME SURVEY, WORKING WITE 

JACOB L. CRANE, JR., DIRECTOR 
IOWA CONSERVATION PLAY 

fo Joint Meeting of Conservation Board and Fish & G,me 
Commission, November Srd.s 

The Game Survey work during the past month has 

covered only the north central quarter of the gtate. The 
following findings pertain to that area: 

GENERAL DIAGNOSIS - 
le @ more valuable forms of Wild Life are dise 

appearing in spite of restrictive laws. 
e 2. The reason in every case is clearly the de- 

»_ ¥ terforation of the environment which follows intensive= 
agricul ture. 

S. The only fundamental remedy is to give the 
land owner a motive for restoring a favorable environment, 
and to bring strategic areas into public ownership. Pub- 
lic ownership is possible only on a very limited acreage; * 

hence the former remedy is by far the more important. 

SHRINKAGE OF COVER: 
The degree of deterioration inthe game range is 

illustrated by a tally of game cover made during several 
thousand miles of travel in north central Iowa. In this 
vast region, 200 townships have been actually traversed 
and the cover per square mile actually counted. Only a 
dowen ran as high as eight covers per square mile. This is 
about half the number of covers necessary to produce a full 
head of game. The vast majority of townships averaged less 
than two covers per square mile, or less than 1/8 the number 
required for a full stand of game, 

_ Im making this tally a "cover" was considered to 
be such quantity and quality of vegetation as would winter | 
a covey of quail. i 

PRAIRIE CHICKENS: 
In this whole quarter of the state, only 8 flocks 

“ts of prairie chickens survive, comprising from 5 to 25 birds h 
# each. This year is anoptimum year for measuring prairie «s« i 

chickens, because next year will be the peak of the cycle of 
; abundance, I fear that during the next low of the cycle, 

which will come about 1936, the paairie chicken will be ex- A 
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exterminated in Iowa, unless something is done, 
What needs to be doneg In dogens of cases the 

local disappearance of the birds has been found to coincide 
with the plowing up or drainage of the last remnant of grass 
land or weeds, The obvious way of restoring prairie chickens 
is to re#tore remnants of grass land or weeds, Weed or grass 
cover is necessary both as a wintering ground and as a nesting 
ground, The Fish & Game Commission, working through local 
sportsmans’ organigations, is selecting a few favorable spots 
where it proposes to lease some grass land for the birds, and 
also to leave some corn ungathered for their winter food, 

It may be necessary to thin down the pheasants in 
these spots selected for chicken restoration, in order that they 
may not compete unduly with the native birds, 

RUFFED GROUSE: 
Only 5 groups of this species were found surviving in 

north central Iowa — four of these groups are very small and may 
disappear during the next low of the cycle, 

The obvious cause of the near extinction of this 
splendid bird is the grazing out of wood lots by cattle. Dozens 
of dates of local disappearance were found to coincide with the 
invasion of brush patches by live stocks 

The state parks ought to serve as permanent centers 
for the perpetuation of ruffed grouse, but in the parks so far 
surveyed no grouse were found, This may be because of the abu 
normal concentration of foxes in the parks. Since the fox is no 

longér whatsoever of being exterminated, I recommend that limited 
fox’ control be undertaken in the wordt infested parks, by and 
through the game department, If this does not suffice, restock. 
ing with ruffed grouse may be necessary, This may be difficult, 

because the ruffed grouse does not survive in captivity, and 
hence is not obtainable from game farms, 

QUAIL: 
Since I have not yet surveyed the real quail country 

of the state, I will make no repdrtion this species other than to 
say that in the area so far covered, only one spot of several 
townships has been found still in a suitable condition to produce 
quail in numbers, All the rest of this vast territory is so 
clean of cover that only isolated conveys persist, 

WATER JowEs 
Northern Iowa is a verttable cemetery of dead lakes and 

ducking grounds, The opportunities for restoration of lakes and 
marsh lands fall into 6 classes « 

. First, there are the few remaining public lakes, These 
are badly overshot, and in many of them the feed is deteriorated 
by carps The thing to do is to establish a part of each lake as 
a refuge, and to control carpe 

S,cond, we have a few remaining ponds and sloughs which 
are privately owned, All the good ones are leased, and all of 
them are overshot, Most of them are too small to maintain a ren 
fuge and a shooting ground on the same body of water, I suggest 
for your consideration, the licensing of private duck. clubs and 
leases, so as to bring them under — control, They should then



a be asked to install refuges or rest days, and any recalci- 
trant ones refusing to do this, could be forced to do so, 
under pain of revokation of license, and closure of their 
grounds. Any other abuses on thése private grounds could be { 
regulated in the same way. Such state regulation of private i 
clusbs would really be in the interest of the clubs themselves, 
since the progressive public spirited clubs gre inclined to 
take these measures voluntarily. The state's authority need 
be used only to bring the leggards into line. 

The ¢hird clases of water fowl habitats consists of 
state owned lakes and marshes which have been drained, but 
which heave reverted for taxes by reason of the failure of 
agricultural operations, Thee@ are now commonly leased to 
farmers for agricultural purpose. 

& few of these can be restored by plugging the drain 

and tapping near-by tiles or ditches to efford a water supply. 
Each one,of course, represents an engineering problem as to 
whether these measures are feasible, Sometimes prid-up benefits 
om surrounding farms will have to be liquidated. 

More often drained lakes of this sort cannot be restored 
because the water table is too law, and there is no means of fill. 
ing them. In such event, nothing can be done except to allow 
them to grow up in weeds and grass, as pheasant and prairie chicken 
refuges. : 

The fourth class consists of drained lakes and marsh 
/ lands in private ownership. These should be gradually repurchased, 

provided a water supply is available. 
The fifth class consists of new lakes created by 

artificial dams, They are usually of small vajue for water fowl, 
unless baited. If baited, they often make satisfactory refuges, 

The sixth class consists of gravel pit lakes, usually 
of small valuegunless baited and then only for refuges. 

SONG AND INSECTIVOROUS BIRDS: 
Let me emphasize that the same clearing up of cover 

and drainage of marshes,which has brought our native game birds 
to near-extermination, has likewise enormously reduced the popu 
lation of brush-loving song and insectivorous birds, and marsh 
inhabitating nonegame birds. 

In order to measure the value of game cover for song 
birds, I recommend that the Agricultural College select a few 
representative farms which have been "cleaned-up"® in the orthodbx 
Iowa manner. Make a complete census of the game and song birds 
on these"“cleaned-eup" farms, and also determine the status of ine 
sects affecting agriculture. Then rebuild the cover on these farms 
so as to represent an ideal combination of good farming and good con 
servation, Then measure the birds and insects again, and determine 
the exact affect of the cover restoration. Iowa's many expert 
ornothologists should be asked to cooperate in this project, which 
would, of course, take 5 years for its completion. I suspect that 
at the completion of such a project the agreultural authorities 

a may change their minds about whether it is good agriculture to 
clean up the farm to such an extent that the game and song birds 
are cleaned up too. 

or ieee



§ PHEASANTS: 
Pheasants are still spreading southward, but except 

in northwest Iowa they have not spread beyond the south boundary 
of the glacial soils. I doubt whether they will. It is almost 
ineredibleto see what excellent pheasant populations Iowa has, 
even in counties almost totally devoid of cover. I notice, 
however, that in these very bare counties, the birds do not stand 
up under shooting as well as in the counties with better cover, 
I will attempt no furtherdiagnosis of pheasants until the counts 
whiéh the game department is making this f&11 and winter with 
cooperation of sportsmen and farmers have been completed and 
analysed. These counts will represent the most complete ine 
ventory of game birds on a large area yet tede in this country, 

HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE: 
These are confined to the extreme northwestern counties, 

Except for 1 or 2 of these counties, the populations are very 
thin. I suspect that the trouble lies in the whobesale destruction 
of nests in hay fields, It so happens that the partridge hatches 
her eggs exactly at the time that the first cutting of alfalfa 
is made. In Michigan it is a known fact that over half of all the 
nests are destroyed in this way, A mechanical device, known as 
a "Flushing bar", has been invented by Game Warden Peterson in 
Wisconsin. This brushes over the tops of the alfaifa just ahead 
of the cutter tar, and flushes the incubating hen in time to allow 
the operator to life the cutter bar and thus save the nest. A 
eutgover nest is,of course,cither deserted or falls immediate 
victim te crows. If the cutter bar can be lifted, however, so 
as to leave @ gmall island of hay, the brood is usually suecess- 
fully brought off, 
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e . obit : ry _ Towa Conservation Plan Gud a 5 
2 Refuge Policy we hi 4 

7 (Approved by Conservation Board and State Game Cownission) 
: bee. , 1931. 

aa fhe word refuge, as herein used, means on inviolate, 
senetuary closed te shooting at elt SCaZONS. 

cei ie stete (or in the case of migratory birds, the 
f +t) may establish refuges either by reason of its 
control of wild life, or by reason of its control of land, Other 
ee ean establish refuges, but only by reasontef control of 

; * / i 3 

; a History shows that some refuges have proven to be of 
wise test eonservition, whereas others heave been "scraps 
of paper." The latter condition usually obtains where the refuge 

- or ite administration is not im a position to perform any definite 
ceneeen ever and above that performed elsewhere, The state will 
establish refuges omly when they are so loceted or saéwinistered as 

; to perfora 4 defiaite useful function. ‘ 

a The funetions justifying a refuge may includes 
a} 8 patie. of food, cover, or aoe er ene of eavironment; 

2) ad@itional patrol for law enforcement; (4) presetice of some 
threatened pm endangered by legal hunting of other species 
on its renge; (4) Strategic location or outstanding quality ee a 

ae place or resting plece for wild life, which inhabits the 
su f renge, but there leeks such places, 

a All these functions are most useful for mobile  aeeekes 
idke wa » snd least useful for sedentary species, like quail, 
because mobility determines the size «f the surrounding ares benefited 
by the Te The more habiteble of the surrounding area, the 
greater will be the outflow of breeding stock from the refuges 

In the expenditure of state funds for refuges, print will 
- {except in the ease of rare species in danger of extermination) be 

given te projects for mobile species and projects surrounded by 
habitable range, 

Insofar as can be now foreseen, the forgoing policy 
nl ee classes of refuges in Towas y 

le fepitfte pattete thie safeguard the future gzistence of 
rare specie 2 ele ruffed grouse, w: turkey,. 

- Panetion (3) is sufficient to justify « protective refuge. — 
~ The state parks will to some extent ee a sé@rve cs such, 

y > , abd will be administered with this in mind, additional areas, 
“> Newever, must be purchased, leased, or improved as “protective 

refuges," i : ’ ‘ 

Re  pomaaan 3 produce en outflow of other species 
The most Exadpapis, portunities for lows seem to be int : 

: () fe at ana restoration of waterfowl breeding 

{e stablishment of waterfowl nest grounds, 
; ¢) Winter coverts und food patehos for pheasants end 

4 other mobile upland game. 

Wintering grounds for uplend game can often be developed on 
_ he sargins of waterfowl refuges, 3
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(2) 

bd State refuges for sedentary uplend species, like quail, do not 
. promise to serve sufficient territory to warrant state expenditures. 

The "Conservation Plan", now in preperation, will specify the 
location, purpose, and provable cost of a system of protective end 
preductive refuges for Iowa. 

nero iste a feet bay or leage land for ratagae only 
Ww ‘ can t means 
sdequate patrol, and restoration By a er e environment for 
wild life by the control of water, food, cover, and Tanere necessary) 
predatory enemies, 

Sgoneration. The state invites the federal government to : 
: estab: gratery bird refuges interstate in location or signifi- 

ceace, It invites counties, municipalities, and — groups to 
premio lecal refuges of any character whieh wi supplement the 

8 system. 3
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FARMERS’ & HUNTERS’ 
. . ASSOCIATION, Inc. = 

es cp ashes : 

“L. E. Frais, President... . 

J. O. Sabin, Vice President... . 

: O. G. Chesley, Sec’y*réas., ~~ 

‘else a Milton W. Strickler, Legal Adviser. 
,This isa cooperative organization and.is. incor- 

porated under the.Jaws of the: State of Iowa for the 
..iutual benefit of the Farmers and. Hunters of the. 
State of Iowa to further. the protection of all the 
wild life of the country.../i ai: 

While this folder is not a complete history of the 
organization, or .a.biography of any one.connected 
with it, I know that-the first requisite ‘to the success 
of any organization is.the,principles upon which it 
is. based; second, the need of the organization; 
third, the foundation of the organization, for upon. 
the foundation depends the whole superstructure. 
The-officers of. the Farmers’ & Hunters’ Association 
are all. men.:of. integrity,..who are well. known 
throughout the State of Iowa. 

No one can see the wild life of the country dis- 
appearing without. knowing that this organization 
is the erying need of the hour. When I was a: 
boy: in .Northern Iowa I used to see the wild. geese, 

, ducks, .and prairie chickens winging thir. way 
north and south in endless strings. Be, +r, mink 
and muskrats, too, wevre~in all the cYeeks and



sloughs. ‘Today with the draining of the natural 
feeding grounds and the wanton destruction of the 
wild life by the game hogs, we find very limited 
numbers of the above mentioned game left. 

The State of Iowa having introduced the Chin- 
ese pheasants in the state, finds that they are 
well adapted to the climate of the state and are 
a very prolific bird. Let’s help protect them. 

Now, while there are laws passed to protect these 
birds so the real sportsmen, of Iowa can indulge in 
the sport of the Kings shooting these birds during 
an open season, we have found something lacking. 
That something is an adequate organization of the 
Farmers and Hunters of Iowa. That is the sole 
purpose of the Farmers’ and Hunters’ Association. 
Knowing that the farmers of Iowa have never had 
any cooperation from the hunters as a body, and 
knowing that there are no class of people in the 
world as tolerant as the every day honest men and 
women who comprise the farmers of Iowa, we have 
formed an organization called the Farmers’ & 
Hunters’ Association to bring justice to both the 
farmers and city sportsmen. 

A coterie of men are back of this organization 
who have an intense desire to see justice prevail 
between the hunters and farmers. The farmers 

* are solely responsible for the sportsmen having any 
game left to shoot, and are also the men who feed 
not only all of humanity but all of the game there 
is in the state. So taking these facts into consider- 
ation, why shouldn’t the farmer receive a just com- 
pensation for all of the game birds and rabbits he 
has raised on his farm, the same as he is entitled 
to compensation for his domestic animals. 

Having been reared on an Iowa farm, I know 
that there is no conflict between the farmer and 
the honest sportsman, but there is a big conflict 
between the farmer and the unscrupulous hunter 
who goes on the private lands of the farmers leay- 
ing gates open, destroying the farmers’ personal 
property, and in many cases shooting and wound- 
ing or even killing his cattle, sheep, hogs, horses, 
and poultry. It is done in many cases accidentally 
but sometimes intentionally, because this type of 

person has no respect for the man that posts his 
place in his unorganized efforts to protect his prop- 
erty. This organization will make it impossible for 
that type of men to survive. They are the kind 
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that shoot any kind of game regardless of the sex 
and the season of such game, and last, but most 
important, the bag limit is completely disregarded. 

As in just one report received from a farmer in 
Iowa where he went out after the season on pheas- 
ants was over and found by a straw stack almost 
a hundred pheasants with only the breasts taken 
out. There are hundreds of reports of wanton de- 
struction of game birds by men who sneak in on u 
farmer’s place unannounced. In every such case, 
both the real sportsmen and the farmers are rob- 
bed. First the farmer is robbed of his just com- 
pensation for the game that he has fed and raised 
upon either his farm or his neighbor’s farm, robbed 
of a chance of apprehending the man because he 
did not come to the house and make himself known 
or have any permission to go on the farmer’s private 
property. Second, the sportsmen is robbed of the 
game and the sport obtained in shooting the game, 
but of even more importance, he is classed with 
the destructive element. Because of these actions, 
many a real honest sportsman has been denied the 
right to go on a farm and shoot the limit. Those 
are the things that WILL BE OBSERVED if you 
are a member of the Farmers’ & Hunters’ Associa- 
tion. 

Members of the Farmers’ & Hunters’ Association 
will have their farms posted by the F H. A. and 
every member will call at the farmer’s house to 
show his card as a member and he will pay the 
farmer upon whose farm he shoots any wild birds, 
on a basis of the sum of 25 cents for each bird shot, 
and he will pay the sum of 10c for each rabbit and 
quail shot on the farm. Should he receive meals 
from the farmer while hunting on the farm he wiil 
pay 50c for each meal and $1.00 for his bed should 
he remain over night. 

Every sportsman that is a member of this or- 
ganization will show his membership card to the 
farmer before he goes upon the farm and shoots a 
single shot. Members will also be individually re- 
sponsible for any damage to the farmer’s personal 
property. Should any stock be shot the farmer 
knows who did the damage, and if it is not settled 
for by the hunter to the complete satisfaction of 
the owner, the Farmers’ & Hunters’ Association will 
furnish their lawyer for the farmer in case he has 
to go through a process of law to make his col- 
lection for damages. The lawyer's fee will be paid 
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by the Farmers’ & Hunters’ Association and no 
charge will be made to the farmer for legal advice 
or service. Any member will then be expelled from 
the organization if he is found in the wrong. 

There will be a fee of $2.00 charged the farmer 
for membership in the Farmers’ & Hunters’ Asso- 
ciation for a five year period. During this time 
the F. H. A. will furnish to the farmer or land 
owner posters to post his farm, all posters will be 
uniform in size and color. All hunters will be re- 
quired to pay $2.00 for a membership card in the 
Farmers’ & Hunters’ Association. The farmer will 
have these membership cards to sign up members. 
The cards will be printed in duplicate, the farmer 
or land owner will fill out the cards, giving one 
to the hunter upon receipts of the membership 
fee of $2.00, and send the duplicate to the Farmers’ 
& Hunters’ Association offices at 710 Old Colony 
building, Des Moines, Iowa. As many cards can be 
had from the F. H. A. offices as requested by the 
farmer or land owners and tenants. 

Every farmer is requested to fill out his applica- 
tion card which is also printed in duplicate, giving 
the number of hunters he can accommodate for 
meals and lodging. The F. H. A. offices will then 
send as many men as the farmer can accommodate 
to his home should they inquire at the main of- 
fice for information. Every farmer will be re- 
quested to buy five tickets when he becomes a mem- 
ber of the Farmers’ & Hunters’ Association paying 
the representative who calls upon him $1.00 each 
for the membership cards, and at the end of the 
year all membership cards not sold by the farmer 
will be replaced with new cards in exchange for the 
old ones not sold. New cards of different color 
will be issued each year to all the sportsmen, but 
the farmer’s membership cards will be in force for 
five years. 

Each farmer or land owner who is a member of 
the F. H. A. will agree not to allow non-members to 
hunt upon his lands for it will be to his advantage 
to keep out all non-members who pay nothing and 
who may be irresponsible. 

All of the members of this organization should 
feel that they are as important as any game war- 
den in Iowa. Each shall obey the state game laws, 
cooperating in every way with the State Game Com- 
mission, making it their individual duty to report 
any infraction of the game laws to the F. H. A. 
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offices or nearest. game “warden with all details 
of the law-.violation.so the culprit can be appre- 
hended. : SO CUSERETE Vdad 

The Farmers’ & Hunters’ Association is a cor- 
poration organized. and working: under the author- 
ity-granted by the. state: We: agaim’ appeal to all 
farmers.:and sportsmen’ to investigate. its ‘motives 
and@-become ‘farniliar with its lofty-ideals. Once 
you do this,. you will-put your shoulder to the wheel 
and help make this organization-a shining example 
of ‘svhat: can ‘be accomplished ‘by: mutual coopera- 
tion betweén-the farmer's“of owa and the worthy 
sportsmen. ..Through the:friendship:formed in this 
organization, the: tie. between.-the<city. sportsmen 
aid the.farmer will:be sealed. as never before. -.In- 
stead of having aritagonistie: interests both farmer. 
and sportsmen will. find ‘their interests are mutual 
and‘each will quitkly learn to cooperate’ with the 
othere: “30 3268 tA oe $ ot yatta 

ais tt Gpot ica Pau ok setts Saget 
The aim of the Farmers’.& Hunters* Association is: 

to form a lasting friendship between the two moss 
wonderful. peeples:.of. Iowa: who: have:. heretofore 
heen. drifting.:apart due::to unscrupulous methods 
of the’ -few:.who-have: neither the farmer's mor the 
sportsman’s:iniferests ‘at heart. ».: i Shah 

Seis SEaRESR DR AU PsP. aoa Scaee e res 

Farmers and Business:men in every locality who 
are. Wholly .in, sympathy,.with the basic. principles; 
of tds forperapion: axe. wanted, as, representatives., 
Tae fgmadet, of the Farmers’ .& Hunters’, Associar; 

tion,, J:..Q: Sabin, having. been.,a..farmeyin-Iowa, 
and having hunted -wild game in: many. countries 
of, the, world and,many, states.of the United States, 
knows. -this,-Association is the vital need of both 
the farmer.and the .hunter.,..It is the intense de- 
sire: of..all the. officers, of. this corporation to. pro- 
tect both, the farmer, the hunter, and the wild:life 
of the nation. 

Hence we ask both the farmer and hunter to co- 
operate in building a solid organization,*as it is to 
the miitual benefit’ of both to do‘so. g 

- Farmers wives: are..asked .to::notify the associa- 
tion offices as to how many-hunters. they can feed 
and furnish lodging for during hunting season, so 
that. we may refer them to yourplace:~ . 

You are asked to charge. all. out-of-state: hunt-- 
ers $3.00 for membership cards, and you -are to. re-_ 
tain $2.00, sending .$1.00 with: ,the -duplicate card 
to the Farmers’ & Hunters’ Association offices. .... 

hi 
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Should any farmer that. is:a: member of the F. 
H..A. move to another :farm or acquire. control of 
other lands. he “is: requested.to remove the posters 
to his new farm and write the Association, giving 
description -of the “land; and :a*new: membership 
card will be issued, covérirgthes farm you move 
onto. : af Bata? det : 2 

After interviewing many farmexs and-sportsmen 
I found that.98: percent ;of. them. were ;whole-. 
heartedly.,in. fayor.of the plans..of this association. 
I often, had farmers and: their. wives tell me: that 
during ; hunting. season-many:;men came:t@ hunt: 
upon: their, farm, claiming friendship: and even: rela-. 
tion, to get..a free: place ta, hunt... Many times the- 
friendship «was;.a -second;.cousin of a dead uncle. 
who. had bought:.a,pig..or sack.of seed corn of.:the. 
farmers great.grandfather,: etc... This association 
will stop,-that. free influx of so-called-friend com-; 
ingnout. expecting. free hunting grounds and game. 
First, if.these folks are relatives and friends of the: 
farmer-—they: will: not»-expectto. hunt’ without: a- 
membership :card,:on: any members . posted. farm. 
Friends of..the farmer: will then . PROVE: that 
friendship: by. being sportsmen. And. not’ tin-horn 
sports. -The-farmer; as.a member, agrees not:to let 
e717 one hunt or trespass on his farm that is not! 
big enough, honest enough, to buy a membership 
to..this .association.:; 4 2:9: yee 

No true friend, or. relative, will ask. a. farmer 
to break his agreement.. to 8S ore af we 

For full information regarding membership card : 
for both the ‘farmers and hunters or information 
regarding field representatives write. to the Farm- 
ers’ & Hunters’ Association, or call at any. farmer’s 
home where you see the Farmers’ & Hunters’ Asso- 
ciation posters headed as follows! °° ; 

HUNTERS WELCOME ™ 
And the Triangle Trade Mark of the 

. Farmers’ & Hunters’ Association, ae 

Des Moines, Towa: = 

Per J. QO. SABIN,. Vice President.
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oe FARMER=+HUNTER RELATIONSHIP . 
* By Aldo Leopold : 
FOCI IGG ICI IR GIORGI CII IIGICIOIOR IRC OIOI ICR IOI I CR i iG I GE ROK iC ie ak ai ak ak ak a oi ak a a 

"The Iowa Fish and Game Commission has been asked to state its atti 
tude toward organizations which offer their services in furnishing 
hunters with lists of farms open to hunting, and in furnishing farmers 
with hunters willing to pay for hunting privilege. 

"The commission is convinced that the present relationship between 
farmers and hunters is increasingly unsatisfactory to all concerned, 
and that some more orderly system or systems must be developed. It 
doubts, however, whether any intermediary is necessary, and it cannot 

. gponsor or recommend any private agency which collects any fee, in 
the form of memberships or otherwise, for its services as intermediary. 
It believes that such intermediary services, if needed at all, should 
be performed either by the state, or by voluntary public organizations 
with officers elected by the members. 

"The commission suggests that the conditions under which farm 
lands are open to hunting be decided on, without any go-between, by 
direct negotiation and agreement between farmers and sportsmen, acting 
either as individuals or as groups. 

"The American Game Conference has recommended a "scoring system" 
for judging the merit of various ways of organizing hunting on farms. 
The commission suggests that it contains food for thought by Iowa 
farmers and sportsmen. The "points" in this scoring system are: 

1. The farmer's compensation, if any, for hunting privileges 

should be in proportion to his game crop; the greater the 
crop the greater the compensation. This may offer the farmer 
a personal incentive to improve the game range, and to pre- 
vent overkilling of the seed stock, 

2. There should be nothing to prevent the farmer from putting a 
stop to all shooting as soon as he thinks enough game has 
been killed on his place, 

3. The farmer should determine the maximum number of hunters to 
., be allowed on his place and should be free to reject whoever 

he judges irresponsible. All huntere should be required to 
check in and out, so that the responsibility for damage can 
be fixed, and the total amount of game killed can be 
determined. 

4. Operating pools consisting of groups of farms reduce the 
: necessary routine of asking and giving permission to hunt. 

5. The State should retain authority to close any operating 
unit for overshooting, killing of protected or non-game 
species, excessive charges, or other practices subversive 
of the public interest.
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Form 3. Mail this report to State 
(Sée instructions attached) Fish and Game Commission, 

Des Moines, Iowa. 
: REPORT ON GAME CENSUS 

1, Person Reporting: 

Name Occupation Address 

2- Count Made by: 

Number of men Number of dogs Date made Number of hours worked 

3. Area Counted: 

; Acres Owner , Township Section County 

4. Area Represents: Best Average 4 Poor range in this 

county for (Check Which). 
(Species) 

5» Description of Area: Hand-picked uncut corn 4 Shocked corn % 

Machine-picked down corn % Slough grass or tall weeds 4 Brush 

or ungrazed timber % Bare stubbles and short pasture % Grazed 

timber % % =Total 100 % 

6. Method of Working Area; Weather Conditions: , 

<a iaa ss aasmeegineeheeeheelieeticeaicnt telecast es bitestniaiiicagictca acaetieieiaccaut 

a ee oe ee en 

%s Census: (a) Number (bd) Estimate of (c) Total (d) Acres per (e) Estimate of 
Flushed Unflushed Bird Previous 

Pheasants, cocks Kill 

hens 

Undetermined 

TOTAL : 

Hungarian 

Partridge Se eo eee see ae =, 

Quail eae ee te oe Nihal ae x 

Prairie Chicken x 
sales ale eis emg nati teehiaeebotenesbgitiaagiiesiainsebdla ini ca a a 
Total Be es Se aes en at eae cee 

8. Concentration: Does the above count represent a winter concentration greater than 
the normal fall population? 

SN iach bccsga sists nae ls saben cicorswer aes Sg ed bs rsh ince Degsai



Instructions for Filling Out Form 3 

3. Area Counted. A single farm of not less than 160 acres and not more than 320 acres 

should usually be selected. If this rule is departed from, state why under 

"Remarks", 

5. Description. Select for the count an area representative of the local conditions 

as to proportion of corn, bare ground, slough grass, etc. 

6. Method of Working Area. If a drive was made, state how far apart the men walked; 
Whether there was any tracking snow; whether area was worked more than once. If 
dog work was used, state how many dogs and how good. If a farmers estimate was 

accepted, state whether you checked it by looking at the ground in person. 

7. Census. (a) Means the number of birds actually flushed, after deducting for birds 
believed to have been flushed twice. 

(bd) Use your best judgment in estimating the probable number of birds on 

the area which were unflushed and uncounted. 

(c) is (a) plus (bd). 

(d) is the total acreage of the area specified under (4) divided by the 
total number of birds under (c). 

(e) is the owmers estimate of the number of birds killed by hunters this 
year previous to the census. If impossible to estimate, say 

tunknown", Possibly a Form 1 is available for the area. 

8. Concentration. In pheasant country it is desired to clearly differentiate between 

(a) counts representing normal abundance, and (b) counts representing abnormal 
winter concentration. Make it clear which condition is reflected in the count. 

Remarks:



Form 3. Mail this report to State 
(See instructions attached) Fish and Game Commission, 

Des Moines, Iowa. 

REPORT ON GAME CENSUS 

1. Person Reporting: 
Name Occupation _ Address 

2- Count Made by: 

Number of men Number of dogs Date made Number of hours worked 

3. Area Counted: 

Acres Owner Township Section County 

4, Area Represents: Best Average Poor range in this 

county for (Check Which). 
(Species) 

5. Description of Area: Hand-picked uncut corn 4 Shocked corn 4, 

Machine-picked down corn % Slough grass or tall weeds 4 Brush 

or ungrazed timber % Bare stubdbles and short pasture % Grazed 

_ timber 4 % =Total 100 % 

6. Method of Working Area; Weather Conditions: 

i i ape 

rh ea crak eA eg gal ine taal set RS 

Ante ih ee ee 

%. Census: (a) Number (bd) Estimate of (c) Total (d) Acres per (e) Estimate of 
Flushed Unflushed Bird Previous 

Pheasants, cocks Kill 

hens 

Undetermined 

TOTAL (aS eee aes Some age ee 

Hungarian 

Partridge ASSERTS eee gaa aa ea ene x. ‘ 

Quail eee BS ee op ana ae erate x 

Prairie Chicken x 

sensi egitim emipitenaemsceiipataareniinaaaiiiiahlia i te 
Total 

&. Concentration: Does the above count represent a winter concentration greater than 
the normal fall population? 
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Instructions for Filling Out Form 3 

3. Area Counted. A single farm of not less than 160 acres and not more than 320 acres 

should usually be selected. If this rule is departed from, state why under 

"Remarks", 

5. Description. Select for the count an area representative of the local conditions 

as to proportion of corn, bare ground, slough grass, etc. 

6. Method of Working Area. If a drive was made, state how far apart the men walked; 
whether there was any tracking snow; whether area was worked more than once. If 
dog work was used, state how many dogs and how good. If a farmers estimate was 

accepted, state whether you checked it by looking at the ground in person. 

7. Census. (a) Means the number of birds actually flushed, after deducting for birds 
believed to have been flushed twice. 

(>) Use your best judgment in estimating the probable number of birds on 

the area which were unflushed and uncounted. 

(c) is (a) plus (bd). 

(d) is the total acreage of the area specified under (3) divided by the 
total number of birds under (c). 

: (e) is the owers estimate of the number of birds killed by hunters this 
year previous to the census. If impossible to estimate, say 

‘unknown", Possibly a Form 1 is available for the area. 

8. Concentration. In pheasant country it is desired to clearly differentiate between 

(a) counts representing normal abundance, and (b) counts representing abnormal 
winter concentration. Make it clear which condition is reflected in the count. 

Remarks:



: Iowa Conservation Plan 

LAKE OR MARSHLAND PROJECT 

gi oceans esd dy ee rr gg et 

Location: County Township Section 

Proposed by. Address 

RIS CO Ree ee 

Map Reference ; 

: Related Projects 

Parks, refuges, hatcheries, Etc. 
Areas Present water Within shore line Mesnésr 

Watershed. ies 
Size, shape, topography, vegetation types, uses, s0il,erosioy 

ica Ea ka a gl at 

Shore Sy 
Topography, vegetation, culture, access, use. 

Bottom. aeitaie ti iis ag aie 
Formation, vegetation, present and possible. 

ee re ee 
When, how, district No. 

Water Supply. 

Runoff, artesian, springs, pumping, diversions. 

Sr et Sg ee i ai inane pela es 

Water level : 

Present, normal, high, fluctuation. 

Ownership 

Private or public. No. of owners, leases, litigation. 
Present uses 

Hunting, fishing, recreation. Resort, agricultural. 

—— 

Present wild life 
Game, fish, fur. Breeding, refuge, wintering, etc. 

—————— 

peel ic ates canine tapering a et ae 

Former wild life 

Seca nnIRRAIREIEnImnememeeeenemeeenenee see ee eS 

Proposed uses si yb eseliicaeiacaeaicaanilieie ae, 
Major. Incidental. 

ee etnies pene einen teenies nisin 

Method of Acquisition 

Local cooperation & sentiment 3 

‘ Remarks 

Development & program (item, unit, unit price) Estimated Cost. 

a es cere, Wa eee 

Sys ethane ici ie ae ake Se a 

iittala ll acbcnecipecsle acigaledninaeeiaanes 

LLL LCCC canna Anne EEERREeenmEEEene eel 

il Ac aa agai ia eck tha ssessingbrinseinteninlnpeatinainecceonnarhaainss 

errata inilaeeneneeettieitanaiondinmilnlina Snaiennnitlalaaeinea its ey



Towa Conservation Plan 

LAKE OR MARSHLAND PROJECT 

a aa a a a a 

Location: County, Township Section 

Proposed by. Address 

Examined by. Address Date 

a ee et ee ee 

Related Projects 
Parks, refuges, hatcheries, Etc. 

Areas Present water Within shore line Meander 

Watershed, 
; 

Size, shape, topography, vegetation types, uses, soil, erosion 

cin ges ist cc cath Scie Sige eh a escalate td 

Shore $$$ $$$ $$. $$ 
Topography, vegetation, culture, access, use. 

Bottom 
Formation, vegetation, present and possible. 

Artificial Drainage 
When, how, district No. 

Water Supply. 
Runoff, artesian, springs, pumping, diversions. 

icc A ie i ac i a ni iste ie 

Water level 
Present, normal, high, fluctuation. 

: Ommership 
Private or public. No. of owners, leases, litigation. 

Present uses 
Hunting, fishing, recreation. Resort, agricultural. 

Brame WEG TSI ee ee ee 

Game, fish, fur. Breeding, refuge, wintering, etc. 

Former wild life ; 

Proposed uses : 
Major. Incidental. 

Sciacca i ici Dain gt epg ian banat 

Method of Acquisition 

Local cooperation & sentiment 

Remarks 

Development & program (item, unit, unit price) Estimated Cost. 
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«able IIb 

Frequency of Density Classes - Iowa Game Census, 1931-2 

Species Samples 
Region No. 

ae. se ee ee a ee ee ee 

Quail 
N. of Des Moines Wor 98 Q 5 13 il & 19 3 10 3 6 

%+ 100 Q 5 13 11 8 20 2 10 3 6 

S. of Des Moines Nor 218 ° 18 83 47 24 22 8 7 6 6 
4% 100 9 ae 38 2 10 10 4 3 3 3 

Towa No: 316 Q 23 96 58 29 WL 31 7 9 % 
4% 100 0 ¥ 30 18 9 13 10 3 

Pheasant 
Wisconsin Drift Not 93 Q 3 3 12 9 3 3 8 i 1 

% + 100 ° 3 33 13 10 1 1 9 1 1 

Iowa Drift Nos =72 i 1 6 11 il 4 20 10 \ y 
%: 100 1 1 8 15 15 6 28 14 6 6 

- *Driftless Area a 23 Qo Q 1 5 1 y 4 4 0 y 
t 

North Missouri No: 56 9 6 : 14 2 8 \ 1 1 1 
Loess 4+ 100 Q 11 3 25 4 14 ¥ 2 2 2 

South Iowa No: 96 0 0 y 1 1 7 14 16 5 4g 
@+ 100 Q Qo 4 1 1 7 15 17 5 50 

Towa No: 340 1 10 6 43 24 38 3 39 1 5 
@: 100 0 3 1g 13 7 il 1 ll 3 ay 

Hungarian 
Towa No: 457 Q + 9 10 6 ba 9 6 1 1 

%: 100 0 2 16 18 ll 25 16 ll 9 °



Table IIc 

Fluctuation in Iowa Quail 

High Low 

Years Years Gounty Remarks 

1867 Cerro Gordo Abundant when his family settled here 
in 1867 (Wilkinson) 

1880 Floyd Trapped many quail (Ramsay) 
#1880 1881 Washington Hard winter 1880-81 (Breitenbaugh). Probably 

1881-2 
1880-90 Cerro Gordo Extinct. A few came in about 1890, and 

still persist (Wilkinson) 
1890? Winnebago,Hancock Wearly exterminated by hard winter about 

1890 (Anderson, p. 232) 
1885-1900 1901 Crawford Heavy market hunting 1885-1900. Scarce 

ever since (Holst) 
1900? Greene His 160 acre farm had 10 coveys about 

1900 (Zaton) 
1893 Washington Winter die-off about this time (Breitenbough) 

1896 Ida Plentiful 1896. Played out about 10 years 
ago (Clarke) 

te Ida A 250-acre farm had 12 coveys in 1905(Conger) 
1 Allamakee Could see 5-6 coveys per day. Scarce 

since until recently (Dunlevy) 
1906 Winnebago,Hancock Again —— Searce since 1890 (Anderson, 

Pp. 232 
1907 Monroe Two 300-acre farms ran 1.3 and 1.0 acres 

: per bird 
1907 1908 Bremer Killing sleet in Feb. 1908 (Vandervere) 

Humboldt No quail since 1907. Many before that, 
also mch hazel (Zeigrang) 

1908-12 Clay Plentiful near Spencer (Barnard) 

19157 Butler Disappeared suddenly “about 1915, hardly 
any since" (Wygle) 

1917 1918 Guthrie, Carrojl Hard winter. Dead coveys found in hedzes 
(Frazier) 

1919-21 1922-23 Scott, Ida? Hard winter 1921-22(?) followed by 2 
years of scarcity (Jahn). 

_ 1928 1929 Hardin,Palo Alto, Hard winter 1928-29. (Thompson, Warnicke) 
Kossuth 

1931 All S.E. counties 

*1g—5: Temporary closed season on quail, evidently as a result of the 

hard winter of 1831-2 (Bennett, 1926, p. 71)
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: i and Louisa : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
32 Mighnabotna Forke.........ireenont....2 (5): 4 : 2 Gf 3 i Noe; Mone i......} 1080; Yeo Yeo! Yeo : Nome: Mone: 6,4? 6 ¥en boo specs cee ec tees 
3h foakland takes. 202 2s iehoutegs ost 8) tg: dE Rakuee : 2 $  F fLlllli: WOOO: Mo : Yep: Yew f.......: Mone: 10,000: 07 :.......2Nagler to examine. 

30wl Lake..............c...Humboldé... 1: (6 oF 72): PLE Peet 2 indl |b jag) SE Meme: Tee Hees yee: Mzipoor: gor 1.222. ‘spout. 
35 iPerjue Lake...............:Appanoose...: (5): «5 4: 1 ¢ Refuge: 3 : None : 2 : 20: MO: Yea: 2/4: Yee +: None: Wone: 5900: PRQG | Mstabune ce aeuner sean tedavene 

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
36 Pudaaks bakes eeeeessseipavise sso. (@} FB oF 3 Repwe? 4; 2: GF door goo: Yeo: 1 4: veo f Yeu i None: 10: J) i.z,...-tHutton and Yagler to examine. 
37 Rice Lake.................:Minnebago..-: (G3): PRE RG Gb BFL Beeb (600) cee tees tees ceeeeteecseestesssseest 50,000 | 60: Yee" "sPrinartly an engineering 

t : : : i : : : : : : : : : : : : : i 1 question. 
BB PRush Lakes ee seeessccsseseiOaeeota.....! (2) 2 FB: Refwger: 3 7 fF 1 f 90; (SAT)! Yee: Yeo : Done i None; one: 5,000: 55 : Almoatischnenke £9 select shore 

: ; : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : property. 
BQ Rypn taken cee cceee nwinetins ot (YG Ek Refuge 2 LE Mone f Mone Fisch it Bo EMO deessssesekesgesstrcogsuiedersagaadesessesabesereadg eee cigs sepa 

Silver Lake........... 0.) .:Worth. » GQ) : Bo: 3: Retuge: 2 2 2 : 2 8 P (ae): Yee: wo: Yer“: None: © Hone: 400°222220011EITIUUUpgohnenke to examine for game : : : : : : : : : : : : : : i : : : : i value. 

4) :gmith Lake................:Harrteon....: 3} : Bri ff Refwer: gti a: 2 : Wo go: Mo ives i Yone.: Mone: Yone : 24500 : 21 i......-t8obnenke to examine. 
82 $Sumken Grove ake and’ ““:Foconontae..: (5) £3 : 5 :Monet: 3 : 807: 807: Yee: Yee : Yes : Wone: Wone: 10,000: 60 :......,:Sehnenke to make more accurate 

+ Burne Sloug : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 3 : : i map. 
43 igwan and Goose Lekes......2¢arrol......2 (5) 4: 2 f 2 $ 2 fF Piyt fied Mo ive G jt: Tf 1 : 2 ft £.......igohnenke to examine. 

iTowhead Lake...........--:0alnoun.... 1: Pox foe fx Fx Mone $ Wome 2.01121: 150°: Yeo: Yeo : Yeo fe.c.cectescssseed | tesssseest Dropt Doubtful feasibility. 
Wj Toohey Slough............-tBuema Vieta.: (67): 21 : 7 ¢ 7% f Atiwone : Wome i..0111: 17or: Yeo:Wo : % 2%": "?": 1,7o0r:”” i0?'t....-..2Sehnenke to examine. 
46 :Trumbull and Round Lakes..:Olay........1 ae} SOSH eth Veni e a webumst Masta ate Sn 016g 253 (16ho}: Yes: Yee : None : Mone: Mone: Eig: Bp it Sows erase Pe mee sabe aseas sve 
47 Twin Lakes...........-...-:Galhoun.....: (142) : 6 : 1 ¢ 2 PON ee 1g 2 : 200 :(1100): Yee: Yes : Done t.......2........2 6,800 ¢ x is.++++.?8ohnenke to seleot land. 
SS Upper Wapsipinioon...00 0. ipremer(s0s4r (2) BO: 2 PR er ts Pe ed wo tot) fone icicjicc2 Hones) 2,000 3 ELLIII.:Sehnenke to select areas. 
49 :Union Slough..............?Koesuth.....: BEV a NEG BIOk Manes Mone, is) es Pi) Yee: 2? : Yes : 7 : (7  f........t..ssscsefs..+++.#S0hnenke and Hutton to examine. 
50 Warner Lake..............0#Dickingon. 3: (2): 20: 7 2 2 of 5: 7 : 9% : ho: (60): Wo t......: Wome : Yeo : wWone: 800: 8 :1..11!l:Sohmenke to select shore 

: : : : : : : : £ : : : : : : : : : : : property. 
51  :Waubousie Lake............!Freemont....: (33 Pe Tee aa Gyn avert lr (atene!. x 000% 300 i Yeo: Yee : Yes : None: one: 6,5007: 5? :.......:Hutton to examine. 
82 West Hotter Lake..........:Dickinson..-: (12) 9: f : 3 : 4 : 5: % : 2 ¢ 60: (200): Yes: Yes : Wone : Yes : Mone: 1,0007: 1 .......:Schnenke to examine, 

Total present state acres. (137)( 1066s) Total estimated cost...........9523,500 
Total new state acreage... 5296 17420 

“Sree ZEORE- Total cost divided by total area$ 15.62 
Total area................7 33518 

Meare Oe i: HALES, secrets : Dry public. é. private, restorable. 
3: BEained public, regtorable. 7. Drained ‘private, not reetcrable. 

! Drained pudlic, not reetorable. §. Proposed artificial. 
9. Gravel pits 

2snooting: *Refuge* means lake to be wholly a refuge. Figure in circle means part of lake is to be a refuge. 
2atate area: Figures in parenthseis denote acreage already owned by the state.
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a yr rater ae ere eee Pe aT 
: : : joao. burmese (onder of importance) WT) Hate ance (Muryey ss ce, Neture ot cosstions) _; Batinetee costs’; : 

Project Mame : County :Clase wo.2: Waterfowl : : : : ? Maren: —--ABEAL 2 ___; z : : : : Ready : Remarke 
nunber : : : fo-------a-- ---ve-------piUpland:Fishing: Park and : Land : or : Map :ReportEngineer-:Biolog-: Fisoal : Total :Per acre: for : 
(aes, : : iesting:Reating:Shooting®: game : treoreation: iwater: made: made: ing : teal :or legal: : iaction?: 
map) : : : : 2 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 

er ee 
3 Allon oreon Retuge,.......:Des Motnes..: (5) : 2 : 1 i Refuse: 3 iwoue : 4 i 50: 50 Yee: Yeo: None i wone i Yes : 2,000: 20 Yee :Funde to buy 18 only question, 
2 iBadger Lake.......°.......:Monona......: (5) 9: 7 : @ : Do: FB, | Mone: 120: (880): You: Yop io... -cie i cscdecessseed MBiG5Q $ UB desveves dass assests nes 
3 iBurfinger Siough.....-1-ccicday ocr 05): 2 RG : 2 :WNone : None : 7 : 570: See: 11/22: Yee: Hone :.......:: 6,000: 10 :......\:Hutton to examine. 

Blue Lake oicgage Mom cE (Dore): BoE 1: 2 8p F 2 OP bk: Ga: tee: ne/ett Yes ieeeesttciiiiist Lange : Large 1 Drop? :Doubt sf sensible 
5 iBrown's and Wow Lakes... /:Woodwury.. i (las): 5 : 3 : @® : 5: 2 : 2 $1000: i Yeo: da/ati Yee flllllll: "Yea": 20,000: "13" i. +e. :8uit pending to quiet title 

2 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 1 
§ indy Chase Slough.........iHamttton....2 (7) gt kt : 1 :WNone : Mone : 7? : 100: Yee: Yea: Yes : Yes i........: 7% : 7% 1 Drop? igchnenke to examine. Doubtful 
7 Cairo or Mud Lake....-../c:Hamilton....: (5) : 4 : 2 3 : 5 : 3 ¢ 6 ¢ 40021300: Yee: 11/5: Yes : None: None: 20,000: 12 :.......:Hutton to examine. 
& Garr Lake.................:Pottowatamie: (2) : 2 : 1 i Refuge: 3 : 57 : = % 3: (HO): Go: Yes: Yea: None : Wone: one: 300: 3 : Yes :Arrange for volunteer custodian 
9 iGhristopherson Siough.....:Dickinson...: (5) : 1 : 3 : Reguge: 2 : None : Wone : 30: 160: No : Yes: Yes .......t+-s..-.+f 3,900? 23 :.......2Sehnenke and Hutton to examine. 

10 :Glear Lake... wscccssi@erro Gordo:: (i) =: 5 : 3 : ® =: 6: 2 : 1 : 80: (20): Yee: Yes: Mone : Yes : Mone: 600: 10 :.......:Schnenke to examine and select 
11 i0one Mareh...............-thoutea....0.3 (5) $ 3 $ 2 ¢ @ : 4 tWone : Wore : 1 : 7 ¢ Yeu: 2/16: Mone : Nonet.vt Tt 2 ft Fevers Sohmenke to examine further 

: : : : 2 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : for possible refuge. 
12 :Dan Greene slough.........20ley.:-.....: (2), i 2 i 2 : Refuge: 3 i kone : Mone : 100 : (265): Yes: 11/22: Done { one one! 3,000 8 Almpatighnente select, shore property. 
13 Eldon Lake............ss..:Wapello.....: (6?) : & : 1 : @ : § Monet: Mone : 7% : 38Ot: Yes: Yes: Yes : None: Mone: “T : ? ievsverstMagler to examine to water 

: : : i : : 2 3 : : : : : : ( : : : : ng. 
24 sreen Bay Bottoms.........thee......0..3 (6 2 & + 1 3 @ : 6 = 3 +: Wone 3. £3420: Yew : 2/13 t.........dse0e0e03 Yow 2 68,400 = 20 Pint Paes So ay 40 ety serious 

: : : : : Ie aE : : : : : : : : : : : : : question. 
15 1G000e Lake.......esee-eet0reene.....62 (3) § oF ¢ 2 ¢ @ : b i wone : one : 367: (M11)i Yew? Yeo? Yeo f......-fes.++.4 19,000 2h i You :Question te one of cost. 
16 :Goose Pond................iMarshall....: (6 Baas Refuget: 2 3 2 + Do descsesd SOE Yew? Yes: Yes teccsceefevssvees? 2,000? 20. $.....+,28chnenke and Hutton to examine. 
17 :Goose Pond................#8ac...--.--: fo) tH OL GQ EF Mone : Mone 3.1.2.1: 1250: Yes : 10/30: Yee f.......: “Yes: 75,0007: GO? :...... 1:Hutton to examine. 
18 Grover Lake...............:Dickinson. ..? 5, C2 Sa) Bis 3 : & : Wone : ? BO e BBO BO 6 TAD Bee shee ccbenntccededecercal BOOOED t..+e++-?Sohnenke to examine. Doubtful. 
19 iOuard Leke....:..cc.00.-:ciMononm...c00: (5) fusccssed 2 ¢ Refuge: 3 2 2 : 2 ¢ HO: JOO: You: Yor ticcsiecccdccececcteccccccot 5,000: © 15t t.......38tebilaty? 
20 iMoney Greek Lake..........:Pottowatanie: (6) 9: 9? 9: 2 : @ ¢ @ i 2 F 7  fecseectecceeed Yes? No: Yow ¢ Mome :) Wone':. ......t-....+s:t-...0+/tHuttom to examine. Oostt 

: : : i : i : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
BL iYamereon Slough... .....+:DieEtpeon...3 (2) |} 2 FFF Reguge ? 2: ome} None 50 (60): You: 12/20: None favsssstessp.-s-1 2,000 25 f.5-.-.i8ohnenike to examine. 
22 iTowa Lake.....-.ss...00ssstHamidton...: (6or 71): 3 3: 2 : @ : i TP ¢ 8 4...2..2 1000: Yeu: Yeo: Yeo i.::c...2 Yew: 40,000T: : Drop? "Doubtful . 
Bi inittte store bate. /< (<< cipuena Viste’: (2) 9: 2 0: ff Refuge: 30: 1: 1 FAO: (200: Yen: Yeo: Mone i.0001.01........1 11000! 25 f....+. #oRnanke select, hore property 

WAsele Wall Lake. ¢2o0ccclimamitton....2 (2): fo: 2: Refuge: 2: 7 FPF tt CBIR: Mo Yee tees ticcniid OTP og OW fils cisohneke to examine, 
25 tbake View Gravel Pite.....:Sac.......-0: (9): 3 : 4 : Refuge: 2 : 12 : 5 : (90)! (BO)! Wo F Yew rE itseesseeeteceecssetecceesstM0 further oost except upkeep. 

: : : i : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
26 thong Stough..............iAppangose...: (5): 1 : 2 f Refuse: 1: Mone : Mone i.:.-02 0: Hof Yon: Yeo feos sfeece set e600: 20 f.....-.tgohnenke or Hutton to examine. 
By teens Tezend, ed Pelican emaly aise. (2) 12 1g GP tg gf °F | 1 AO0H: gover! Yes «ree: req: Nani: Toa’ 5 7Ojonotr as? ¢+.+. 10 URustan, pd Sebeeate fe Guaaoe. 

iManawa Lake:..... ........:Pottowatasie: : : Seer a; : : twicgileescs steaseaatiagicsdvisieClisieemscacheocscyeebes ie icodhes cvuats! son +c; MANURE Of pweeelis Ggke! 
29 iwotrea Slough. 00.0000 cciigace tees? 03) BF LE Refuge | 3 none f wone 7160/17 UMO' 1" “Yea 126/30" “Hone "2 “Hones” “Hone :""5,400°:°"""25""1 “Almost iSonnenke elect exact ina 

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : i lines to buy. 
30 Medium Lake....-csscs0iPao alton: (2): 3: 2: BD fF 3 1 F x F MO; (91) Yee: 20/17: Hone i Mone: one: 2,200: 20: AlmontiSohnenke select exact land 

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : lines to buy. 
31 :Muscatine Slough... Huson ine : (3): tb at @ § 6} 2 4 5 fF 1 s(t5BB)E Yee: 2/16: Yeo 3 Yeo : Yeu 1 % 2 1%  fesssen,tRubtom 40 examine. 

: : and Louisa : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 5 : : : 
32 Miphnabotne Porke.....-...ireemonta...t (5): BE 2 2 @: fj moue f mone i......1 1080: out Yori Yee i Mone : Mone j Gena 2G, 2) Xam)’ t, Wma cope Cures lance As 
3 2Oakland Lake..............tLouiea......: (8! 1 2 : 1: Reguge t S40 e's 3 te.s.e-f 1000? Ho : Yee: Yes %.......2 None ¢ 10,000 ¢ 10? $.......tNagler to examine. 

30w] Lake...........s.....+:Humbolat. 11: (6 or 77)? PoP PPE Brat: 2 dijo: go Yeo: i/5: Yeo Yeo": Yeo : 43,0001: go? i.--.-.  poubtful. 
35 sPerjue Lake.......... tappanoose...: (5): 5 + 2 4: Refuge: 3 :wone : 2 : 180: HO: Yen: 2/4’: Yew : Mone: Mone? 4,900: 30 1 FOR eeceeeeeceeceeccccereeeeerens 

: : : : : : : i : : : : : 2 : : : : : : 
Bo states tates. cose Dang at fs): GF Bf Mepis: bo 2; B) soot togs ree tt vest Yee: Momei 23 J, Sezagrs Shae Sat magler $0, exaxine, 

7 iRice Lake.................2Annebago..-: (3) Sb GE GB FF bearer e2 WROO)E a ans cdescanndenaiteeectnrececsterscrnnat BO,000! 60 2 ¥en sPeimertty an engineering 
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : i question. 

38 HRuoh Lakes sesesssscseseseH0voeolm.....2 (1) df 2 F Mefuget? 3 : 7 : 1 $ 90: (ZI7)E Yeu: Yeo : Done : Mone : Wone : 5,000: 55  Almost:Sohnenke to select shore 
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : property. BB Fy Make ese BBamtaeten dP Pg Eg Refuge 2 i aoge F toge Epc issst Ho Ete Egsseeds eit Ue iebe masa a Ra plaice Seamer eee puck as 
iSkiver bake... .00000000lll:worems 1: GQ): BF: Refuge: 2: 2 Dg tPA): Yes: Wo: Yee: Hone: Hone: 400 °8..2222.0405015.l:Sohnenke to examine for game 
: : : : : : : ; : : : : : : : : : : : : value. 

4. igmith Lake................tHarrioon....: (3} : ? Be OtoI Reguce?: yy: 1: 2 + MO? 80: Wo : Yes : Mone : Mone: Wone : 2,500 : 21 f.....+-#8ohnenke to examine. 
32 :sunken Grove ake and ““:Focononta. (5): aes : 5 :Mone?: 3 : 807: 807: Yee: Yee : Yee +: Mone: Wone: 10,000: 60 :.......iSchnenke to make more accurate 

: Burne Sloug! j : : : : 5 : : : : : : : : : : : : 3 map. 
Nowe msonone ates. -.-; foetal eset (PP te PL PE et a wen ge bg Pa tf eg 8 ta cas seinem $0, seaeton 

HTowhead Lake......- TiGalnoun.. << °: tom t kof xX f & Fone Wome 1.2.1: 350: Yeu: Yeo : Yee teeccecctiveeseeet 2 feeessas? Drop? Woubtful feasibility. 
NS Moohey Sloughs............:Buena Vieta.: (62) 4: 2? i % : 2 of AtiMone : Wone $2.11..2 27or: Yeo: mo: % oR °F": a,7oor: ”“i0%'s.......:Schnenke to examine, 
4g :Trumbuli and Round Lakes..:Olay........1 43 4 SULA Paeineth pauls 2 tee an ere eae 359 :(a6ho}: Yes: Yee : None : None: Wone : EE eR emacs oe a NER Sa 
iy itwin lakes,....---------.ccosinounss.t (1 a2) 2 6 ¢ 2 t i Po FB 286 Hoo}: Yee tyes: De fc. : Gig00 : 3 t..c'...tdohneate’ to seieot dana: 
4S iUpper Wapsipinioon..-<..‘ipremers....2 (5): Bo: 2: Ree Pe aera eat Wesel ek Uilene idee. cohar Wonm|#. 2.00008 ELL (i}Sehnenke to select areas. 

Union Slough..............:Koseuth....2 PoP fF: Bf B iwope : mone fpf tggo: ees tf Yee Et peeelseteseeg ediici ss igohnenke and Hutton to examine 
iWarner Leke.............c.#Ddokineon. ss: (2): 2 ot) % ©: 2 : 5: t ¢ 2 +: Mor (60): Mo :......: None : Yea : Wone: 800: 8 :......l:Sehnemke to select shore 
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : property. 

51 :Waubousie Lake............!Freemont....t Ke ae @® : 4: 3 : None : 800: 520 : Yee: Yes : Yee : None: Mone: 6,5007: 57 :.......:Hutton to examine. 
32 iWeat Hotter Lake..........:Diokinson..-: (2) =: 2 : 3 : %& : 5: 7 : 2 & 60: (200): Yes: Yee : Mone : Yes : one: 1,0007: 7? i......,3Sohnenke to examine. 

Total present state acres. (139)( 10664) Total estimated cost...........9523,500 
Total new state acreage... 5288 17420 i ae 

“Sree BaNEE- Total cost divided by total area$ 15.62 
Total area............. 33528 

Peanesee: 2. ave pubtte. 3. ave private. 
: Dry eo. : Drained private, reetorable. 

f: Brained public, restorable 7: Drained private, not restorable. 
: Drained public, not restorable. 8. Proposed artificial. 

9: Gravel pite 
2enooting: "Refuge" means lake to be wholly a refuge. Figure in circle means part of lake 1s to be a refuge. 
acces aiecs Pieces is peslateanid anette asecces aiseuty Graal VN Fate:
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Ss : eee eee cee ee eerie eee 
i : : [o------..Burpese (Order of Aupertanee) ____j State areal {Survey as of | Nature of questions 7 Eetinated coste * i 

Project: Wame : County :Glass No.2: Waterfowl : : : : ? Maren:---ABEt2_2___; : : : : ? Ready : Remarke 
nunber : : : [o----e-na------sn-u-----piUpland:Pishing: Park and : Land: or : Map :Report:Engineer-:Biolog-: Fisonl : Total :Per acre: for : 
(see, : : : iNesting:Resting:Shooting?: game : {reoreation: i water: made: made: ing : 1oml :or legal: : yaction?: 
zap) : : i : : : Samer : Mien came eae as : : : : : : 

ie Ra an eh UR Orie Geel aon ira Tee Tam (ie Sena Tew a ie Gary Taper aN i) Mae ES Se ITC oma 
1 tAllen Green Refuge,.......:Des Moines. .: 5, 2 2 : 1 : Refuge 3 2 None : & t 3 : 25, ? Yes: Yee: None : Wone : Yes : 2,000: 20 : Yes :Funde to buy is only question. 
2 Badger Lake..........-....:Momonma......3 5 3 2 3 2 t o t z 5 3 None ON 3 (8B0): You : Yoo t.......-sdeeecesedeceeneeed ate 2 TZ RenvccecBecsserencesacsesevees, thos. 
Zz :Burringer Slough..........:Clay........3 5, : 1 : Ss t 2 : None : None : ? : 570: See : 11/22: Yes 2 Hone 3s....c0068 Gy t 10 :.....,.:Hutton to examine. 

iBlue beke....-s....sc0scssiMonoma.ssscc: (Dor 2): 2 : 1 Be ee Me Fd alates aesen OAR” auc cts Got Dares a targa’ s beep? tuouny 4 fensthie. 
t meemuie Meee hss i § fb 2G tet 2) 8 Fee UR Biiee, He ech sac eet EP fees ates oo cet tee 
§ gaay Ghase, Slough... + HHam} ton. hea z : bY : $ : 3 : tone : None : ids : 1398 : yee : i : ree : Yeo Pepe ie : 1 : Drop? gohnenke to examine, Doubtful. 

iairo oF ec emamiteoms ci: By : : Pao i i 400; 1300; Yee: 11/5: Yes { Mone: ioe’: 20,000 : tea jo exanine- 
& Garr Lake.........-.......:Pottowatamie: (2 Kole ba, ao a age a3 las boas ho: (40): Ga: Yes: Yee: None : Wone: Wone: 300: 3 : Yes tarrange for volunteer custodian. 
9 iWaristophéreon Slough...‘ :pickineon.--; (5) : 2 : 3: Reguse: 3 imoge : None : 30: 1407 Nol Yea! Yes f..--- 1... 0-4 3,900: 25 i.......i§ehnenke and Hutton to examine 

10 «:Clear Lake... . ...i@erro Gordo.: 1, : 5 2 bs : s : 6: 2 : 2 z 80: (20): Yes: Yes : None : Yes : None ; 800 x t...+...?S¢hnenke to examine and select. 
: : : : : : PCs : Gg ee es : : : : : : 

11 :Cone Marsh................tboulea......3 (5) PF re 2 Ot Bh somes) mone) ON ht Ff yee: 2/16’; Mone 2 Moms tccct ot) 4 8 te espe Oahaanie oe further 
: : : : : i Stns : SUeRE Me Ge cee : : : : : P'for possible refuge. 

22 $Dan Greene Shough.........20hay::-.....7 (2), i 2: 2 f Reuse: 3 i Mone: wone : 200 : (265): Yow: 11/22: pone : None: Wone: 3,000: 8 : Almost:Schnenke select shore property. 
23 Eldon Lake................:Wapelio.....: (67) =: 4% : 1 : @» : § : Monet: Mone : 7 : 3¥O?: Yes: Yeo: Yes : Mont: Wome: f : 7? Eevsverstllagler, to examine to water 

: : : : i : tie : Te ae | : : : : : : 4 
38 lorem Bay Bottoass......8eesscrciest (6) FO FA 8 DF 6 F 3 fF Wome Seceeest BRO? You! O/B teve.soseiSeacchest) Yow) 168M00'S 20. tassysotPune tonbuy te only serious : : : : : : me : Pie tana se ag : : : : : P question. 
15 :Goose Lake..............-.tGreene......: (3) : 3 + 2 ¢ @ : 4b tWone : Wone : 367: (412): Yea: Yes: Yes t......-fesceee-+t 29,000? 2h 1 Yes  :Question ie one of cost. 

16 :Goose Pond................iMarshall....: (6 PEs Mamet dt Do becccced 50 $ Yew $ Yeo? Yes teccecsstessseeesf 2,000? 20. t.....+.!8ehmenke and Hutton to examine. 
7 :Goose Pond... errs, eres | 8, 3 4 2 1 : 2 + é : Wone = None Seeeneet 2250 2 You : 10/302 Yes Beseeseet Yes : 75,0007: 60? :.......tHuttom to examine. 
% Ae eoie RRS bas epi vs tse +s Ha peanaaae at 5, : 1 2 2 : 3 : + Mone : t : ae USO 2 MO ft YOR teeeeee ee edecee ree beee cece ed Beer: fet cee Doubtful. 

iQuard Lake... /00cl0000000lionomass 22 tjeoge) 2d. Ree + be fy Atl (tl hod 300 © Stew aiinan'hiccscs sce catcctstcoec.cn Soon ter 
20 tHoney Creek Lake..........:Pottowatamie: a 3 ? : 1 : ae : ; : ? : a Venere Sequel Yee: Mo : Yes : None : Wone :. cedar ceceeebeeeeees SHutton to examine. Oost? 

: : : : : : 2) ae : Eee era are aeraty : : : : : : 
21 EYammorson Slough........+.iDickineon...i (2) |: 2 3: Refuge: 2 : Mone : None : 50: (80): Yeo: 14/20: Hone i.-.-.-.t+-.5--.-1 2,000: 35 i.5.,.-.280hnenke to exanine. 
22 ifowa Lake................s:Hamilton....: (60r 77): 3: i ¢ RS a 2 tascs.t 1000: Yes: Yes: Yes :.......3 Yes: 40,0007: : Drop? :Doubtful . 
oe tLittle Storm Lake.........:Buena Vista.: 1, : 2 : 1 t Refuge : at ? 2 ? 1 Wo: (3 : Yee: Yee: Wone f..ceesedeceeeeeet 2,000! 25 :.......3Sohnenke select shore property. 
= ee ae ak denen cet A : . : $ t mares : . ' # e t : (oy 22 : ~ 3 oN Bevececeseberccccebovoveesed we r Teter: Sonne eee ene eteap! 

fo View Gravel Fite. ....:Sac-s.-. 0.0! : : i Refuge: 2 bo Bt: (QE (ela, Me grew cnt asec entries : : : : : i ae : Tea eae Baek : : : : : : 
26 tLong Slough...............sAppanoose...: 5, 3 ? : 1 : Refuge : ? 3 None ; Wone Sececesd 80: Ho : Yee: Yee Reashwcelessecneed, 2 GQUNe 20 :.......%Sehnenke or Hutton to examine. 
27 tLost Island, Mud, Pelican.:Palo Alto...: 2, : ee 3 2 t - : e : P| : ? $ 10007: 30007: Yee: Yes : Yes > Yes ¢ Yee : 70,0007: 187 :.......tHutton and Schnenke to examine. 
28 :Manawa Lake...... ........:Pottowatamie: 5 ie a eae 3 Cie x 1 BeveesederscccheccessBescaccdeccscscnedoasccsehessessssbersrscssSesscsceetecscees SPOPMANOROY Of present dyke? 
29 iMoOrea Slough............liSac...-...--: (3): 2 : 1 ¢ Refuge: 3 :Wone : Mone : 100°: ikO': Yea: i0/30: ‘None ‘None: Wone': 5,800: 35°" ‘iinootssomenke select ‘exact land 

: : i i : : fase : Bi ee ene eee cet i : : i : tines : 
30 Medium Lake......... ..tPalo Alto...3 q@) : 3 2 1 : 2 : 2 & ? : x 3 110 : (991): Yes : 10/17: None : Wone : None : 2,200 : 20: a ee a exact land 

: : : : : : al : Veer kat an : : : : : Pines to buy: 
31 ifueoatine Slough....... + Muagat ine : Go: fo fe  @ + 6: B & § + F i(a5e8): Tes: 2/16: Yes : Yeu : Yeo ! 1% 1% $2.....02uttom to examine. 

: and Louisa : : : : se : Tieton meal coats : : : : i : 
32 imtennanotna rorve.........i#feemomt.---! (5); $f 2 F @ 0: 3 i wope : wope i......} 10907 Yeni You? Yen} Wone i Mone? 6.t60 2 6 fren Goose si sees 
if 2Oakland Lake..............:Louisa... : 3 2 2 £ 1 : Refuge : : 2 : 3 te.ese5 1000: No : Yes: Yeo Tecseoeed None : 10,000 : 10? :.......1Nagler to examine. 

20wl Lake..................tHumboldt....: (6 or 77): : 1 : 2 : Sf ae 2 3. > 600: Yee: ae : Yee : Yee : Yee : apres 0? :....... Doubtful. 
5 iPorjue Lake...............tappanoose...: (5)? «5 «6: «1 «Refuge: 3 : Mone : 2 +: 120: MO: Yea: 2/h’: Yee : Mone: Mone: 4,900: $0 1 £00 Secuceeeecccsseescsseraneceens 

: : : : : : Hea : ie See : : : : : i 
36 Pulaski Lake........- + tDavdee. seed 8 t 2 2 s: + Refuge : es 1 ? 2 3 1007: 100: Yes: ? : Yee : Yes : Wone : $: t 1 t.s++-+-tHutton and Nagler to examine. 
37 Rice Lake.................:Winnebago...: (3! : Foe CN Gr a ne a oe Fk To eee ves (HOO os treat ecko catocn cayeaetverideetnecskocss BOlOO0l 60. 4 Yau Primarily an engineering 

: : : i : : a iy : a a amy Ck : : : : : P question. 
BE) sien Dakesso sence sicnaeesstOapeclasssss (2), is 2s 2 t Mefugets 93 8 8 2 90: (BI7)i Yeo: Yee : pone : wone ; Hone : 5,000: 55 # AlmostiSchnenke to select shore 

: : i : : : eee i Se ey ant cat : i i : : P property. 
3 Ryan Lake... eeeecg eens: SREB S068 {2} & x : - : Refuge : 1: None : None fae stes....3 Wo t Wo BecvcseceeBeseeccv bocce Meets era A Coss d ca ALL eee Re ea tee 

iesiver bakes 0 000 Siwershccecee 8 POR ES mete stp PFE GRE vee pe Yee Hone ane G0 EIT Toi aBahagnite to ezamine for game 
: : : : : : anes : LAR REM. : : : : : P value. 

41 mith Lake................:Harrieon....: {3} peat unas a Reguge?: YS a ok 2 + ko: 0: Wo : Yes : Mone : None: Kone: 2.500 : 21 t.....++#8ehnenke to examine. 
42 © :Sunken Grove Lake and :Pocohontas..: 5; : 2 : a : : 5 : None? : 3 : 607: 80?: Yes : Yee : Yee : None : Hone : 10, : 60 :.......:8ehnenke to make more accurate 

: Burne 8: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : map. 
iy termes Gecen baker... t0areets eau: Ma Re NE VTP Ste tt ee aeckaee Re itMeu AER A BLUE ABR otis 4 UE bescesest8hneuke to examine, 
We iremeatuttercrs cient AB) fg 2 oe fz f & EMome 2 Mone trsiclis G5O'E Feo d Yeo f Yes festevestetesssccl =. tesscsscct DeOpy tDomBeUL feaedbaLEey, 
5 Toohey Slough............c:Buena Vieta.: (67) 9: 2? : 7 : 7% +: At: Mone : Wone :......: 1707: Yee: Mo : 7% : 7 : ?": 12,7007: 0?'t.......2Sehnenke to examine. 
a arama and Round Lakes. ‘hays: a (re 5} : 3 : 2 a OVS 2 : d i § : 259 (ato: tes + es : None : Wome: Wone : Lue + 2 3 Yes taseate Go ssigosaaaccc 

Hivin Lakessesccssceerees,/f0M2ROURs. 00 : i : fee : i 200 :{1100): Yee: Yee : beet ete scsesi) 6ouoa 4 fines and 
48 = :Upper Wapsipinicon........:Bremer......? 2 : 4 : 1 : 2 : Fane 2 : ? : 3 7? ¢ Wo 3 No 3 None {...-...3 None : 2,000 : 25 te.s....tSehnenke to select areas. 
49 0 :Union Sits eeepc wet S : ; : 3 : g : 5 : Mone : mone : a : 1988): Bae 249 : BS : ae t Bs aa Gn es 1 eae. and een ae examine. 
50 iWarner Lake. .... 20.00...) /4Diekineon. |. : : : tan : : bo: (80): No t..c..t None : Yew :  Wone : : aes fe to select shore 7 : i : : : Ds fire : See Geoy Vee, ao aa : : : : : P property. 
51 Waubouete Lake............iFreemont....3 (3 : 5 + 1 : @ + 4 t 3 +: Wone : 600: 500: Yee: Yes : Yes : Mone? Mone: 6,500: 5? t.......tHutton to examine. 
52 Weet Hotter Lake..........:Dickinson...: 1 3 1 t 3 t 4 : § % ? : 2 : 60: (200): Yes: Yes : Wone : Yes : None : 1,0007: ? t.se+.+stSchnenke to examine. 

Total present state acres. cupyaces) Total estimated cost...........$523,500 
Total new state acreage... 5: 17420, 

Sra ZEOEE- Total cost divided by total area$ 15.62 
Total area........... 33518 

Aoiesses: 1. Live public 5. Live private. 
2. Dry public. . Drained private, restorable. 
fi Draihed pubnic, sestoreble. 7: Drained "privaté. not restorable. 

‘ Dratned pubiie, not fesvoranie, &° proponea Qrtlficial 
| Gravel pita 

2Zenooting: "Refuge" means lake to be wholly a refuge. Figure in circle meane part of lake is to be a refuge. 
Astute area: Figures in parenthesis denote acreage alzeady omned by the state.



Aldo Leopold, 3-5-32 
LAKE RESTORATION PROGRAM -- IOWA CONSERVATION SURVEY 

ee op 
: : : TT piepee (oan of tmpurtaaee) 7 ates sneak surrey, ee, f ;_( Reture of questions “{ Retinatea cote 

Project: Mame : Gounty :01ase wo.2: Waterfowl : : : : 7 Mareh:——-ABELL 2; : : 2 : : Ready : Remarks 
number : : : fo-------e------=~--=---piUpland:Pishing: Park and: Land : or : Map :Report:Engineer-:Biolog-: Fisoal : Total :Per acre: for : 
at : t iMesting:Resting:Shootinge: game : treoreation: iwater: made: made: ing : teal :or legal: : iaction?: 
map) : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
TLE IG WLM ieee TC Tntr eh eo ee me” Gage min see cee ReGen] Wai: Saas DRE Ce ORE FL DRONE 

2 ialden Oreon Refuge........:Des Motnes..: (5) 6: 2 i 2 i Refuei 3 iMone : & : 50 50% Yeu! Yen? Mone : Mone: Yee i 2,900! 20 1 Yes irunde to buy is only question, 
B ghatger lake Ccccc !lsvscepomsccsclt QB) a Bs Dt  yody | Mame: 180 : (880): You: Yew ie... estes eedeecceeeet MBsO5O EDR Eeveeseed as oc ge ete cre 
3 pByrtinger Slough. :...01.csgaay. ocr Pee Se ee 2 2 :Mome : Wone : 7 : 570: See: 11/22: Yee: Wone:........: 6,000: 10 :.......:Hutton to examine. 

iBhke bake cigsogee Mommas: (eg): 2G 2 | HR ice ney ead ae ae fe): You! Lefati Yeo iaceeeeeslIVLIE Mdege £ uatge 1 b:opt Doubt sf renatbie 5 iBrom‘e end ow takes... iWoodbury...i (1g5) : 5 : 3 ¢ ® § 8: 2 $ 2 $2000! (ooh: You: ia/el: Yeo illic Wen’: 20,060: “IS” i.sevs.sBult pending to quiet title 
f : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : t 

§ indy Chase Slough.........iHamtdton....: (7) Bt : 1 iWone : None : 7? : 100: Yes: Yea: Yes { Yee t........f 7% ¢ 2% ¢ Drop? :Schnenke to examine. Doubtful. 
7 airo or Mud Lake.........:Hamilton....:  (6| 3 rice ie Ae ie aes 6 +: 400: 1300: Yes: 11/5: Yes : Wone: None: 20,000: 12 :.......:Hutton to examine. 
& Garr Lake.................iPottowatamie: (2 wo a 2 |e) meee SS Gr ou Ry lb): ta: Yes: Yee: None : Wone: Wone 00: Yee tarrange for volunteer custodian. 
9 i0hristopherson Slough.....:Dickingon...: (5 Fo Rot 3: Regge: 2 imone : mone : 30: 10: Ho i Yui Yes t..0- 1.2561 3900t 2 i.......#Sehnenke and Hutton to examine 

10 iGlear Lake... ..........3Gerro Gordo: (3) 9: 5 : 3 ¢ : 6: 2 ¢ 1 ¢ 80? (20): Yew: Yes: Mone : Yeo: Hone: "800: 10 :.......iSchnenke to examine and select . 
1 Gone Mareb................Hboutea....5: (5) 9: 3 : 2 ¢ @ ¢ & tMone : Mone : 7 3 1% : Yeu: 2/16: None : Monet.......02 % ¢ 7 Feevese 1Sohnemke to examine further 

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : i for possible refuge. 
42 soem Greene Slough.........10lay-.--.-.-1 (2) i } i 2 f Refuge? 3 i tone : one i 300 1 (245) Yeu: 11/28: Done ft Mone i Hone t 3.0001 4 1 Almoasigennenee select shore property. 
13 ;Eldon bake................2Wapelio....-: (67) ¢ & 3 2 3 : $ : Monet: Mone : 7 : SNOT: Yoo: Yeo: Yeu : Mone Hone: “'? 1 7 1.......1iaglen to examine to water 

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : holding. 
14 :Green Bay Bottome.........:bee.........: (6) : 4 =: 2 : BD +: 6 ZB = Wome :......5 BHO td Yow : 2/23 t...-...seseeeeeet Yow 3 68,4002 20 3.72 2h, (Pune fe may. 46 oly sertoas : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : } “question. 
15 :Goose Lake..........0....50reene.s....2 (3): 3 t 2 : @ +: b tMone : None : 367: (M12): Yeo! Yeo: Yee t.......t4...+..41 19,0001 24 i Yes :Question te one of cost. 
36 do000 FondesseevcvevevsvMagobaen) (6) FP Eb omgueerh or End a bod 50) gee vee! tee fecccccdesagsgeed 21000,2 9 fovsooefdohponhy and mutton 40 examin, 
17 Goose Pond................28a0.........2 (6) Pow GE Eg OQ: Bt wone : Mone 2.03011 1250: Yew : 10/30: Yee fi..-1.11"' "Yea: 75,0000: GOP :......-1Hutton to. examine. 
18 :Grover Lake...............:Dickiason...: (5 Lomas: velgiemies 3 i None Ta G8: ERO D Bo) 1 SOO dese erddccoscastsess sees) B,0001R flccitci#Sohmenke to examine. Doubtful. 
19 © :Guard Lake................Monona......: (5 ey sd 2 Refuge: 3°: 2k 2: WOE 300: You: You ticcccsccctecsccsctescssccet B,00072 © 252 2...... 128teability? 
GO Money Greakiiatg.cc)ccolavopbomaeamtor 02) EE a OBE 8 Fe LR ZOE sot i tee’ y eoaett moan bots. ftaeeccscatsscece cummed 40 eeamine, cost? 
21 :Jamnerson Slough..........:Dickinson...: (2) 00: 2 2 s Reguge i 1 :Wone : None : 50: (80): Yeo: 211/20: Wone t.seeseeteecsseeet 2,000 1 B i....+.+!Sohnenke to examine. 
22 Towa Lake.................:Hamilton..-.: (6 or 72): 3: : yt RG T f °F  34..2..210003 Yee: Yes: Yes t..:....2° Yes? 40,000t: : Drop? "Doubtful. 
23 ikistie Stora iake:<0<1<1<isuena Vieta.: (1) 9: 2 : 1 : Refuges 3: of :  t 2 lO: (200): Yee: Yeo: one i2020.001........2 14900? 25 i..-----ohnemke ealgot shore property 
2h Little Wall Lake... TiHamilton....: (1 LACE meee Re Meee Poo: LE ABBE MoE Yee fee EEE OP pW pgohnenke to, examine. 
25 Lake View Gravel Pits.....:Sac.........: (9 se kU Retagpys ks Beet 5: (90): (60): Mo : Yee r..ss....stsssssccfsiscsssstessecssefecssecestscccesstHO further oost except upkeep. 

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
26 © tLong Slough...............tAppanoose...: (5 FoR of Lf Regyge : 2 i Mone : Mone i.552.42 80: Ho Yeo: Yow f-o.-.t-..j:2.- 266008: 20 f......-tgohnenke or Button to exanine. 
87 Heost Toland, Wai, Pelioan.spate ato.:': (2) 4: 2 : Bo: QP: gti g : Yi io00: sooor: Yee: Yen: Yee 1° Yen 1” Yous 7O,o00t: Jer 1.71... -2mu¥ton and Sohaeake to exanine, 
28 iManawa Lake...../ ..+..+.:Pottowatanie: 7 bt oe a : : UKeqopls eas davcetita. couple U yan velitnutaanateve cool EN deca) dcaltcus te oheke UPOReaMOey OF UEOReRt S7kS 
35 iMoOren Stoughs(02010001.<138eo.....-...1 (5) 1 2 : 1: Refuge: 3 i Mone i mone 1001 iM0'1 Yea's 10/30: “None: Hone 1” Hone 5,600 25 t AlmoatiSahnenke Select exact Tend 

: : : i : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : i Lines 
30 Medium Lakes.sses sees ssPato alton..i (2); 3 f 1: Df 3 § 7 Fx  F MO! (991): Yen! 10/27 Mone : Won: None : 2200: 20 | Almoatifemnenke select exact land 

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : Lines to buy. 
HL nnotine stoushesccecccccagtiog Fo) For Pod gE 6 Ee £5 Ft deaseeni ven tance vee Even Foren 1 bt Eesccessfiuttom to oxanae. 

: Hand Louisa : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
32 Miannahotna Forke.........2FFeenont---.! (5) $F PF GE Bi wone : mone i......1 10g: Yeo; You? Yes { Mone: Mone i GMO: 6 i Yen boos s esas eeeecseceecee 

3 Oakland Lake..............:Louiea......: (8 $9 4 2 3 Bekiee : Be kee ie 3 :......5 1000 Mo : Yes: Yes .......¢ None: 10,000: 10? :.......:Magler to examine. 
3 tOwl Lake.......0..........#Humboldt...!: (6 oF 77): Pda en fe) Bee aTh Paeene 1890: Yeo: 11/5: Yee i Yeo: Yes : ¥3,o00r: ELL Doubtful . 

5 tPerjue Lake...............:Appanoose...: (5): 5 : 2 ¢ Refuge: 3 : None : 2 3 120: MO: Yeo: 2/4: Yes : Mone: Wone: 4,900: Osi ¥ew bin stae-s waccsseevnossngaeeees 
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 

BS Putas Lakes cee ees esse tavtge set fe}: BEBE Repu | gf 2 | gE oor! ago: Yee: 1 vee f Yeo i won 2 2: 2) fugz.++-ifutton and tagler to examine, 
37 iRice Lake.................Minnebago..3: (GG) PR BME 6p BFL Feed BOE be ceectiee ttestiscrtetesesseret 50,000 1 60 :'¥eu""“sPrinardly an engineering 

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : question. 
38 {Rush Leke.......0..-------20soeolas....: (2): 2 : 2 + Refuget: 3 : 2 ? 7: 90: (317)? Yes: Yee : Done : Wone: Wone : 5,000: 55 : Almost:Schnenke to select shore 

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : property. 
FQ Ryan bakes see eceeeese Hammett (7) gE gt Refuge: 2 i wope i Mone flo Susan Me), GoNRN A taoai cc epbale a tbsutewtet och Aunson ess daa Es cen uicdl ogeie Mies alan lay alin teas 

iSliver Lakess..000c0.J.ccWorthe.sssse: GQ) tt FG Refuge: Po Bb DRE BAB): Yee: Mo: “Yee: “Hone: “Hone 2 HOO LLTILT2 ILLS iiBohnenke to examine for game 
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : value. 

Be desman icccecay oitaestsonsaes) (gE pL 2b Mapert wa: g | wh api wo fee | tone | tone! tom! tygoo) gi is... }gdmmke fo exenne, 
42 :ounken Gyove Lake end tPocohontas..: (5 te ee alee : 5 : None? : 3: 807: 807: Yee: Yee : Yee : None: one: 10,000: 60 :.......:Sehnenke to make more accurate 

: Burne 8 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : imap. 
8 igwan end Googe Lakea,...:.:Carrol...-+-t BYU SRO ns ai REM ame aia yy Bo Geieveticne th Mela Wo ft be OP kh 8 Oe aie tebaene to examine. 

HTowhead Lake....... Tiigatnoua.s/:5: Pox bo x bk Fk PMone $ Wome 3102115255950: You: Yew : Yoo fe.c.c.cdeccecseed | R teseeaorst Drop? ‘Doubtful feasibility. 
45 foohey Slough.....2...../i:Buena Vieta.: (61) : 21 : 7 : 7 ¢ At:wone : Mone i. : 1707: Yes: Wo : 7 : #32": 1,700r: “dO? t.......2Sehnenke to examine. 
5 Freymaaa and Rowe Datewise og i 2 | BE gi a Eg Egy tao! veo! nn aoe | ame! ame! po! 3p bree bocca ccuuseygsget 
47 Twin Lakes................ialhoun.....: (1&2) ee ie: FJ: Bf 200 s(200}: Yee: Yes : Done :..-.-..1.....-.1 8002 3h i.......1Sohnente to select land: 
4S Upper Wapeipinioon...!.\.‘iprenerss<..12 (5): Bo: 2: ene oh ANG Py wo Mol 02!) Mae tence) Mone’? » 2/0001 ELLLIILi:Sohnenke to select areas. 
49 Union Slough..............#Kossuth.. 0001 oh! Me h9 Ua) RUB eae wdas: 8: rmoaiy oe 5 Pago: Yeo: tf Yea 2 RE Ro feclagetescsogefiicssctgohnenke and Rutton to examine 
50 warner Lake..00000000000cceDhokineon 3: (2) 2 Fb Bb Gg rg Moy Geo): Mo ......t Nome yee i wone f° °660')° °° "°8''11..1.--28ohnenke to select shore : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : property. 
51 Wauboueie Lake........... Freemont... (3 ' 5 : 1 : @ +: 4: 3 : Wone : 800: 500: Yes: Yes : Yes : None: None: 6,507: 57 :.......:Hutton to examine. 
2 Neat Hotter Lake..........:Dioxineon.? <Q) 0: 2 : 3 : & + 5 : % : 2 + 60: (800): Yes: Yes : Mone : Yes : Wone: 1,007: 1 i......c?Sohnenke to examine. 

Total present state acres. (139) (10668) Total estimated cost...........9523,500 
Total uae state acreage... 5286 17420 $523.5 

Si26- PROBE Total cost divided by total areag 15.62 
Total area................ °° 33514 

Aorasses: 1. Live public. 5. Live private. 2! Dry public. : Drained private, restorable. 
a Drained public, restorable. 7. Drained private, not restorable. 

. Drained puvlic, not restorable 6. Proposed artificial 
9. Gravel pits 

2snooting: "Refuge" means lake to be wholly a refuge. Figure in circle means part of lake 1s to be a refuge. 

Astate area: Figures in parenthesis denote acreage already owned by the state.
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